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: PREFACE 

The states previously covered by the Game Survey (Michigan, 

Towa, Minnesota, Ohio) all lie in a region with which the writer was 

more or less familiar, and in which organized game agencies, such as 

State Game Departments and Sportsmans Associations, have existed for 

a long time and were available as sources of information. 

The question remained whether the Game Survey could uncover 

worth-while facts or outline worth-while actions in an unfamiliar 

region in which sources of information were relatively undeveloped. 5 

Mississippi was chosen as a test because it has no State Game Depart- 

ment, and only one recently organized state game Association. The 

writer had never been in the state, 

The amount of time spent in Mississippi was fifty percent 

above average, and in addition five days were spent outside of the 

state, three with H. L. Stoddard of the U. S. Biological Survey look~ 

ing over the Georgia Quail Investigation, this being the most import- 

ant source of facts on southeastern game species; one with Henry P. 

Davis of the Du Pont Company at Memphis; one at the Southern Forest 

Experiment Station at New Orleans. All of these contributed valuable 

information bearing on Mississippi conditions, 

;
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ees For gane purposes Mississippi my be classified as follows: 

Area, — Area, 
: Szpe. Acres Sao miles Per cent 

(a) Pine and hardwood uplands 18,257,000 28,500 62 

(b) Pine plains (coast flatwoods) 1,280,000 2,000 4 

(¢) River swamp (hardwoods & cypress 2,174,000 3,350 7 

(4) Delta (hardwoods & cypress) 4,500,000 7,000 15 

(e) Upland hardwoods 2,282,000 3,600 8 

(f) Black prairies 985,000 1,550 3 

(g) Coastal marsh 194,000 350 1 

29,672,000 46,350 «100 

Type a, which exceeds all others in area and importance, is 

, @bout one-third cleared at the present time. The uncleared portion in- 

cludes many reverted fields. Map C indicates roughly by counties the 

proportion of cleared to wdéoded area. This type is the characteristic 

rolling clay upland of Mississippi, characterized by cultivation inter- 

spersed with old fields, more or less regrown to second growth pine. 

It is all burned, and often badly eroded. It is threaded by innumerable 

"fingers" of bottomland ramifying into “bay galls" or “bayheads" 

actually belonging to Type ¢ but too small to show on a state maps 

Without the heavy cover and special foods afforded by these widely 

dispersed swamps the game-carrying capacity of Type a would be mech 

reduced. 

se.



ae Type a has an important subtype along its western edge, 

Locally known as “the hill country." The hill country also extends up 

gato ‘Type de his hill country is characterized by rough topography, 

bad erosion, and along its junction with Type ¢ by loess bluffs, As 

: one approaches this loess, I had the impression that there was more 

cane, beech, locust, sumac, red cedar, mistletoe, and tall ragweed, 

and less pine and broom sedge than in the red clay country which forms | 

the bulk of the type, 

- mype by called ty quail munters “the flatwoods," is easily 

flooded by heavy rains, the soil being often very impervious. Its 

huge areas of heavy broom sedge, unbroken by natural barriers or 

cultivated fields, carry fierce fires which are in many places eliminat- 

ing timber and inducing prairie conditicns. he universal grazing due 

to lack of fenced fields has caused the ¢limination of food plants 

over large areas. Yor these reasons, the game crop is for the most 

part scanty and fluctuating, 

fypes c and a have similar vegetation and soil, but since (c) 

occurs in narrow ribbons and (4d) in a large solid block, their rela- 

tions to game are different. ‘The two together are less than two-thirds 

Cleared, tut the clearings on the delta are in large blocks; in the 

river bottoms in small blocks. Both are subject to floods. Cleared 

Said Sa Ndi: Selin densi 4 nie reteset welt Tokay tek es 

Cleared lands are important for mast and coverts. Both types run to 

cene where wgrazed. ‘The river type has pine on the hammocks; the 

delta none. Neither type runs to broom sedge. 
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. ype @ is like the hilly edge of Type a tut without any heavy | 

admixture of pine. It is especially badly eroded and burned. | 

Type #, while called prairie, was never entirely treeless, 

but rather interspersed with prairie areas said to have been clothed 

with broom sedge mixed with food plants. ‘The soil is rich, and the 

consequent widespread cultivation has checked fires and induced the 

encroachment of tree growth, notably osage orange and red cedar. This 

is the only upland type in Mississippi not undergoing serious deter- 

doration of soil, fauma, and flora through erosion. 

fype g is importent for furs but not game, probably because 

it lacks geme foods. Contrary to the practice in Louisiana, these 

Map A shows the distribution of these types, except the 

ramifications of (¢) into the uplands. fhe areas are taken from the 

Map A. Wap A is a combination, much simplified, of 2} the forest | 

types as tentatively mapped by the Southern Forest Experiment Station, \” 

{2} the soils as mapped by the State Geologist at the State University,” 

and 3} the soils as mapped by the A. & Ms College.” 

2s_Crovs and Industries Affecting Game. 

Forming is losing acreage at the rate of about 500,000 acres 

per year, but gaining diversity of crops and intensity of method. 

The loss of acreage is unfavorable toe small game but favor- 

able to larges 

mins



| Diversification 1s overvheluingly favorable to all kinds of 
game, especially quail, ani especially by reason of the rotation of 

grains and leguminous forage with cotton, 

Intensification of method has not yet reached the stage of 

depleting coverts, except in limited parts of the Delta, It is doubt- 

ful if it ever will deplete coverts to the extent now prevalent in 

"the corn belt because of the wide dispersion of the swamp type, and be- 

cause it carries with it the terracing of fields against erosion, 

These terraces, while in theory designed to allow of ploughing and 

cultivation, are in practice not always ploughed and not usually cul- 

tivated. Nearly every terrace, therefore, means a strip of ideal feed 

and cover and an avenue of travel for game during the greater part of 

: the year. Furthermore, in the long run, the conservation of fertility 

through terraces means a higher proportion of useful plants, a lower 

proportion of superfluous plants, and a higher carrying capacity for 

ail kinds of animal life. : 

The only special crop worthy of mention in this brief sumary 

is the cessation of rice growing in the state. This, of course, was 

unfavorable to waterfowl. ‘ 

Ss _Livestods 

To measure the trend of livestock, it is necessary to con- 

sider farm and open range livestock separately. 

The outstanding trend in farm livestock is the growth of 

dairying. Dairying, in its stimius to leguminous forage and grain, 

ithe



gy geod Zor gene, bat in tte close-ctopping of pastures, ted. In othar ‘ 
words, when a cotton farm is converted to dairying the fields are made 
petter but the pasture worse. This effect on pastures will be treated 

: in detail under quail. The end-effect on pastures may be not so bad 

as now supposed, for reasons to be discussed later. 

There is no ee et te ee ee except 

the gradual shrinkage of the fever-tick area.and the consequent trend 

toward fewer and better-grade cattle. In itself, this trend is good y 

for game. All cattle pasturing, however, is bad for game in this region, 

especially quail, when it versists during the growing season of food 

plants, and when not accompanied by the artificial introduction of 

legumes. In fact, the elimination of game foods by the ordinary light 

year-round grazing of old fields and woods which now prevails through- 

out all the upland types is the most striking and important single 

phenomenon observed during the survey. The discovery of this one fact 

by the Georgia Quail Investigation is worth many times the cost of ; 

that whole project. 

Hogs seem to have just the opposite effect, partly because all 

except really wild hogs are confined during the growing season, and 

partly because their rootings plough the broom-grass sod and admit de- 

sirable weeds and other foods. , 

Sheep and goats probably have the same effect as cattle, only 

worse, but they do not occur in sufficient numbers to be important. 
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. As to the forest industries of Mississippi, the virgin pine 
gn eypress is of course all eut out and the virgin hardwood nearly 00 = 
The opening of the virgin stands would have been a net benefit of vast 

import to game, but for the subsequent fires which have retarded re- 

preduetion and steadily deteriorate’ the ‘xoil and its flere and fixms, 

4s shown by Map ¢, only on insignificant part of the state is as yet 

even nominally under organized fire control. ‘the official figures 3 

show nearly half the totel area of forest land burned yearly. Ustin- 

" ates by local observers run from 50 to 90 per cent of the uncultivated 

land. ‘She most important conarete ovidenes of a trend tonerd fire 

contrel is the intensive campaign of popular education now being con- 

ducted in Mississippi by the Auerican Forestry Association. This is 

ne mere publicity campaign but an actual motorized canvess of the rural 

districts by specially prepared men equipped with movies, exhibits, and 

special educational material. 

The exhaustion of the virgin saw timber has diverted the forest 

industries to pulping or milling of second growth. ‘The former saw~ 

timber companies densctoanty working toward forestry and sustained yield 

are the same as those practicing fire protection as shown on Map Ce. It 

is clear, from the map, that industrial forestry, in spite of the rapid 

growth obtainable in this state, has made only a small start. It is so 

far confined to pine and naval stores companies. The hardwood industry 

is doing nothing. ‘The state foresters of Mississippi and Louisiana are 

now orgenizing a field study investigate the merits of selective hard- 

wood logging along the lines so successfully demonstrated in the Lake States. 
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} pug trend toward forestry is of course favorable to games 

Lend under forest management is more variegated and therefore better 

game venge than virgin forest, and of course much better game range 

| than devastated cutovers, _ 

ee z Approx. Per cent 

} Quail & All of type Seeeseseceve 200, 000 | | cottontail All of type Seer "i aoroes 
ge The cleared parts of types 

: (ce) and qa), about. soos 2,500,000 
4 All of type eer 2,200,000 e 

4 : All of type Siédic séviveis 900,000 

7 25,000,000 85 

7 Deer, tur- Wilder parts of type (a), 
key & possibly Ebi iecidsicets 5,000, 000 
squirrel (Now cleaned out of this ) 

; Same for type (b) Doesiniy 2 500,000 ‘ Uncleared parts of types (¢} 
d and (a), BRGRE a kinkeccee 4,000,000 

Wilder parts of type fe), 
possibly 1/4..........06 500,000 

10,000,000 34 

Waterfowl Limited parts of types (c), 
: (a) and (zg), possibly... 2,000,000 7 

S&S. Hactors of Productivity by Types. 

No statewide limitations on productivity true for all species 

and places, such as the shortage of coverts in the corn belt, obtain 

in Mississippi. ‘The situations are more local and complex, and effects 

are often indirect. No sweeping summary of factors is therefore pos- 

_ sible. Floods are a sporadic decimating factor destructive to all 

% Species in fype d; heavy rains the same in Types b and ce 

Ms



pet (through food supply) of universal importance in fypes a, b, ©, and f. : 

' The other factors are reserved for more qualified and detailed dis— 

> ensston in Part II, 
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(A) The Game Situation in Mississippi 

7. Summary 
Quail are holding their entire available range, but in probably 

decreasing abundance, due to overshooting wnaccompanied by cultural 

measures, The annual crop can be stabilised and much increased by wider 

dispersion of foods, predator control, and the other cultural measures 

developed by the Georgia Quail Investigation. 

, Wild Turkey are steadily decreasing. They have been cleaned out 

of the upland ranges, and there is barely a seed stock left in the larger 

swamps. The factors determining the turkey crop are imperfectly known, 

but is a safe guess that they are overkilled, legally and illegally. 

Refuges, @¢ducation, law enforcement, and fact-finding are badly needed, 

Deer are in like case, but the decimation of the remaining stock 

is more complete, In addition to the measures suggested for turkey an. 

anti~dogging law should be carefully considered, 

Squirrels are fairly abundant and in so far as know, about 

stationary. 

‘Rabbits are usually abundant and in no need of special measures, 

: Waterfowl were not especially inveatigated but it is obvious that 

they need refuges if the shooting is to hold up. 

Pheasants and Hungarians have been tried but have so far failed. 

It is probably not possible to introduce them, and of doubtful advisability 

in any event. 

By and large small game conditions are fair and big game bad. The 

present game supply, except on a few private preserves, is so far the result 

of accident rather than design. There is no state game department, and only 

a “9.



the beginnings of @ conservation movement, There is no refuge system, and 

Little law enforcement, While there are beginnings of game management on 

4 fou petitions, (ee ye wed. 1216 web SALT & Leng toy Crem edtnes venting 

or understanding it, 
ce | There is one offset to all these defects: @ widespread and intense 

popular interest in game and hunting. In this respect Mississippi excels 
: any other state so far surveyed, The capitalisation of this interest, 

-—- atising all available educational agencies including the far-flung and 

: powerful organizations for agricultural extension, is the only hope for 

maintaining a game supply in the face of the process of industrialization 

now under way throughout the South, 

8. Distribution of Species. Map D. shows the present distribution of. species 

exept quatl and nibbies, which occur throughout the state, The map is 

F doubtless incomplete, ‘The original distribution of deer and turkey was 

statewide, 

, ~ 10.
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History. he original status of quail in Mississippi is know only by 

inference, Undoubtedly they inhabited the Black Prairie (type £.), which 
we mete or less interspersed with brash and rena heavy to lecunes. Did 

quail also inhabit the virgin pine forests? Undoubtedly they did. That these 
virgin forests were quite open and grasay may be inferred fran the condition 
of the gevsent remnants, fren the knows fact Vist Indien ond Lighining fuses 
tk tied a Qheseigh Vinke teeaki, tran tek Debt id seantin Ot lndide 

have Deen found in then (obdell); and from the fact thet Stoddard found a 
population of a quail per 4 acres on § sections of open virgin longleaf pine 

in Jefferson County, Florida. The presence of such a population on a tract 
of such size could not have been an “edge-effect”, Cockerham says there 

vere quite a few quail in the pineries of Harrison County before they were 
| opened up by lumbering. It may safely be concluded that qiail were origin. 

ally present in all the uplands of Mississippi. 

Whether they were present on the Delta is more doubtful. The 
Delta hardwoods, being more tolerant of shade than pine, were very dense, 

and too wet to be opened by fires. Moreover floods would have tended to 

exclude quail. Quail probably followed the clearings into the Delta, just 
as they did in the Ohio hardwoods (see Ohio Report, p. 10). 

There must have been a high peak in quail sbundence when the state 

was first. being cleared for the early cotton boom, ‘The tilled area was then 

much larger than now, @rosion and one-crop farming had not dépleted the soil, 

and food plants must have been very sbundent. ‘The quail population at that 

time must have far exceeded either the original or the present population. 

Quail hunting for sport evidently dates back at least to the Civil 

Wer, AMr. Seales told Lobdell of finding 15 covies per hour on his plante- 

tion in Oktibeha County about 1870. He qualifies his statement by saying 

ee



with e good dog", The presence of "good dogs" implies organized hunting 

for sport. This report is not cited as a relisble population figure, but 

simply to set a date, | | 
_ Piecing together these fragments of evidence with the hoped-for 

; inception of quail management opened up by the Georgia Quail Investigation, 

the general shape of the curve of total Mississippi qmail population is 

judged to be approximately 2s follows: 

(Original | Shrinkage of managenent 
clearing cultivation Woeiee 

and increase a large scale 
2 | of hunting 

Very sbundant .:.....(. Setar 
. ‘ 3 : 
Abundant. . 2 ote 2 +s 2 8 eee ef 8 

og “§ 3 La ers 
Fair ce ce ede et ee Ye ee eb ee ON? 

: : t 
TOW ke ie shee 6 8 Be ee Ee 8 

1800 1850 1900 1950 

Present Status. I found no records from which the recent trend of quail 

could be definitely established, but there is a general impressiom that there 

has been a slow decrease, interrupted of course by seasonal fluctuations. The 

recent construction of both the season and bag limit (see Chart I) is evidence 

to this effect, and the visible trend of the known factors, when compared with 

their effects as measured by the Georgia Quail Investigation (4), would 

corroborate the impression, 

. Map B, shows various facts Wearing on the present status of quail, 

and will be referred to in the subsequent analysis, For brevity, the following 

analysis will assume the reader is femiliar with the findings of the Georgia 

Investigation, all of waich will shortly be available in published form, 

and most of which is already available (see Bibliography (4) ). 

' -12-
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Eo Table £-1 - 
7 Game Survey of Mississippi - Quail Populations and Kills. Zi 4 

Aldo Leopold - Feb. 1, 1929 a 

? T t : ? ? Population res: re! 

: Date : Place : County t Acreage: Observation and conditions :Oovies: :*acTes : 3 
ed : : 3 H 3 under which made : found: Per : per : Kill: 

3 : 3 : : 3 3 : quail : 3 a 

Prof. J. My Beal: 1928: Starkville : Oktibena: 208, the best posted ground finds: 3-8 :1/2 day: : + 
: $ 8 : fy 8. z 3 t 3 z 

# : 1923; : ¢ 3 + 15 :1/2 day: : : 4 
‘ 1828 % ; : : :(On a certain farm found and: aS AE : : 
+ Sa7: : 2 : hunted. : Pia ehiee ® 3 3 : 

won ann nnn nnn nnn nnn en nnn enn nnn nnn nnn nnn nt ei nnn nn 2a nn nnn nn nn nn nn nnn nt 2 ee onan nn $e $= -- === == 
HLH. Kimball = =: 1925: 3 : : Made annual census of covies. : 2-3: eae em ° : 

(On his farm) : 1927 :( Midway P.O. : Hinds : 450 : During this period acreage of : 8}: t. hes ° 3 4 
3 : 1926: t t tgrain wes increased, fires kept: 14 : : eS ° : 

: 2 3 3 dow, all hunting stopped. 2 : : : : 

CRG cn a aoe Coe ee oe : :Out 3 half days; found i, 2,2: ¢ : : : 
McKee : 1928: Sterkville : Oktibeha: reovies. Out 1 whole day; found: 4-7: day : : 3 

“ : : : + :7 covies, : 3 : : : 

FSET ee oe ect So alee pa : George &: :Found on foot per day with one: : : : : : 
Leopold and Weiss : 1928: Moss Point : Jackson : :dog, 4 days. : Rebs day : 3 $ 4 
anne nnn rere nana nnn nnn nnn paar nnn nn oo nnn nn =e 2 = ee 2-5 = $= $= ==: --- +--+ +--+ 
K. L. Cockerham : 1928: Biloxi : Harrison: tAverage find on foot, 2 - : 34: aay : : : 

: Norma: Fe ee get a : a 
: 19277: Grenade : Grenade : :Normal find for half day. : 8=-10:1/2 day: : ¢ 

3. W. Greene: 1988 :Expt.Sta.fields: McNeill: 60 :)éade census of station fields: 3; > ob: : 
& : : : :(which are planted to corn, cow: t { % : i 
: et eS Pek . : 60 :)peas, soy beans, & legume plots; 4 : : 3 3 
: 19; :Forestry pasture: ® : 320 :Made censue. This is woods.Only: 6: 3 3 3 
: 3 3 : :12 birds per covey. : ars 8 : : 

ul 'E. Bogle +: +1988: Preserves :; Wayne 1 2030 :Trapped between | Wor. —-danige |: US a aes 
: ‘ f Panis : ron 22 farms. (More to be trapped £ : : 3 

: 3 : : :Ground is 2/3 woods, 1/3 culti-: : : : ' i 
: : : z rvated. 4 * r . ih 2 

: 1925 : Round Ielend : Jackson: 110 :S8tocked with 200 native birds :(750 : : 0.15: 700 : O, Nets : (3 aties from: : tin Feb. ,1925. Trapped 700 next : birds: : : : 4 
: : shore) : : :winter, leaving 50. (Island : : z : t 
: : t : rburned during 1926 nesting sea-: : : : 3 
: : 3 : :son; abandoned project.) : : : 3 3 7 

3. E. Birdsong: Now : Near Jackson : Rankin, : S “tAverage find(est.) 3 doge,2 men: 7-8: ae e : a 
210 yre.: : Hinds, : 3 * « ® SF is 20282: : : : 7 
2 ego. : Madison : 3 : : : : 2 
: 1926: Marmedale 3 210,000 :Census made by Geo.Gray, dog : 116: total : Goes : j 
3 : Preserve : 3 itrainer, late in winter 1927-8 : 3 : : 3 
. : t ¢ :(est.10 birds per covey.) . $ . : - s 

C. P, Williams  :1913-26: Williams :Washingtm: 900 :Averege on place, normal . vere: 20: | Gees, cat 
: : Plantation : : . Poor Sige okb t _ 3 ’ 
: 3 : : : Best Loulmesy aay eye 2 ‘ : 1927: : : :(Flood yr. 10 survived. Raised : : 3 gO : 7 
3 : : : : 30 birds.) 3 : : : : ; 
2, 1928: : : 3 3 Be Ties ges 3 : 

i i) i (Giesn! 0) 9s) A9e8 | toma Para’): Grenada; 600 1Found at opening of essaon, | 10 ; SeRRLEAT 4h; 2300: oe 
: 1927: : : sccm ike a " © . : 6: " : 6b : (estimate): ; 
3, 1923 2 : $ oe 8 . ‘ . . 3; * ae) $ 

HP. Davis: +1928: R. M, Carrier: Penola : 600 :Found inl day, @ men, 4 dogs, : 23: G @1: 
: : : : rat 12 each. (Thinks not a com : : : : : 
< . : ¢ tplete census. ) : 8 : : : 7 

Earl Bufken : 1926: Glancy : Copialn :10,000 :Nearly complete census based on: 75.3 2 o.)4 3 
(via Davis) : : : z :seagon's training of dogs. (Many: z : : 3 , 

: : : 2 :blanks due to large cotton fields) $ : : 3 3 

H. L, Stoddard: 927%: Ancilla R. :Jeffereon: 5,000 :Figures from nearby states for: 9: ~~: 4 tT 
> zine : (Fle.) : comparison, On open virgin 2 : 3 : : 
: : : 3 tlongleaf pine lands (remnant) : : . 3 $ ; 
3 t z t rowned by Standard Lbr. Co. Rough : 3 3 8 
: : : : rcensus showed a covey per 60 A.: : : : : } 
: 1927: 4H. P. Whitney:Leon(Fla): :Wagon work. Crate of dogs. Be- : 23 :3$ hre.: : : 
: : 3 3 :fore season. : : 3 : 3 , 
: Normal: Preserves :Grady(Ga): :Normal avg. find 9:30-1, 3-4:30: 12: dey : : : 4 

L. H, Thompson : 1917 :Thompson Place : * er :Extra good year. Covies per day: 27-39: day : 3 t 
3 2 3 3 :based on records 2 3 i i : <A t "______i______sbased on records, 0 

CONCLUSIONS FOR MISSISSIPPI: oe find per dog per day, foot work...5-7 day 
PESTO BOG FANG elias so civics ces eccccseeO 8 ; 
MPOOR DADE 6 eins cic: ons clas kckse scans Saves 

Normal population, acres per quail, 1000 acre blocks. 2-' 
RRs nea s'iis ssn diene tas a cuisuibss o sameneepeeeee ese scum fe smaller blocks up to 1 
OWS sieea's g's cisacs 6 agate vs Dnie wade wale ee RG Wein a Hoon a " larger © #10 

*Covies converted at 15 quail per 
covey unless otherwise stated. fateh kill per year, acres per quail, 1000 acre blocks.....4-6 fr



Quail Bomilations and Kills, Table E-1 shows the figures gathered which = 
are believed to be the most relisble. hese are mostly recollections, ~ no 
written records were found except Bogle's, 

In a broad way they indicate that: 

(1) Missdusippt ‘quatl popdlations per wit area dé not ‘differ | 
greatly from those of the cornbelt. (See Iowa, Ohio reports) 

(2) The fluctuation petanen years is possibly somewhat greater 

than the cormbelt, especially in the flatwoods, Delta, and 

other flat regions of heavy soil. 

(3) The possible kill is somewhat less, due possibly to the 

greater proportion of woods and swamps and the consequent 

harborage of predators. 

: if these indications are correct, then the general impression that 

the southern states, like Mississippi, are better quail ground than the cornbelt 3 

is due to the enormous productive brine, In short, the cornbelt is poorer 

gail ground only by reason of more blanks dus to clean agriculture, 

Attention is called to the fact that there are very few kill figures 

on this chart, The tentative conclusion that a normal kill is a bird per 4-6 

acres is based on Stoddard's opinion that in Georgia a kill of 1/3 is about 

right. This applies to ground on which predator-control has just begun. I 

applied the ratio 1/2 to the population figures, believing that a 50% kill is 

possible where there is any degree of predator control. I may be too high. 

The Mississippi figures which should be given the most weight are 

those of Kimball, Cockerham, Olsen, and Davis. The first three are technical 

men accustomed to judge areas and weigh biological evidence. All are experienced 

quail hunters of conservative trend. : 

=<.



J quad per sore was attained, are believed to be reliable but shouldbe 
considered in the light of the following éircumstences: . 

(21) The area is very ousll and hed no blanks, 
(2) The birds were practically in a pen, the Island being several 

miles from shore, 

(3) The Island was free from predators (except possibly hawks). 

(4) The high population lasted only 1 year. If the fire had not 
occured, the birds would probably by another year have accumul- 

" ated enough parasites and disease to reduce the population to 
®@ lower level. 

(5) The fact that Bogle purposely removed all but 50 birds indicates 

that he himself may have been conscious of overstocking. 25 

pair even at 15 young each would have resulted in only 400 the 

neh year. 
The figures showing the high kill (trapping) of a bird per 1.2 acres 

on Bogle's Wayne County Preserves were copied from his records, but should be 
considered in the light of the following circwnstances: 

(1) The total of 2030 acres lies in 22 scattered tracts, making 

marginal flow into these tracts entirely possible. 

(2) Bach of the 22 owners did his own trapping, and some of them 

may have drewn birds from adjoining acreage without Bogle's 

knowledge or consent. 

(3) On the other hand the bird per 1.2 acres does not represent the 

whole removal, two weeks of open S@aS0N remaining at the time 

the figures were taken. 

i



ng 
3 ‘Be, eal seme x aElovtng mb Ww ener figures tiv ie fesants 

eserves special acimonledguent. Since he is engaged in a comercisl operation 
which is being criticised by local hunters, the writer requests that his figures 
"ye net published or publicly used without his consent. 

It may be concluded that on tracts of the sise of large plantations or 

smell preserves « population at the beginning of the shooting season of a 
quail per 2 acres, or a covey per 60 acres, is a good crop. Not over half 

should be killed, 

In seller tracts double this and in larger tracts (or those full 
of blanks) half this rate of population is a good crop, 

This is premised on ordinary or incidental management. How much 

intensive management can raise these figures is not know. hey can certainly 

be doubled, : 

Tivctustion Between Years. Data on the incidence of sbnormaliy high or low 

quail crops are very important, but because of the lack of records, almost 

impossible to get over a term of years. Few sportsmen remember back more than 

3 years, and when they try to do so an error of one year throws the whole 

record out of joint. This error is particularly likely to occur in the South 

because most of the shooting is done after New Years, Hence the crop is not 

_ harvested during the calendar year in which it was raised, but rather during 

the succeeding year, Quail crops should always be designated by the year in 

which raised, regardless of when shot. 

The following Table (¥.) shows the data gathered on high and low 

years. This table is given in full, not so much for its present value, as in 

the hope that somebody will find some records whereby it may be made more 

Complete. A correct diagnosis of the year is a necessary basis for future 

plans, H_early all game research to date has neglected to siudy game history 

ao 3S=



Ee in quantitative terms, Any person who can adduce records to extend this 

b table will be rendering a substantial service to quail conservation in ; 

= Mississippi. 

: High and Low Quail Years in Mississippi. 

| “Sbserver : locality 3191911920 11921 : 1920: 19233192: 1925119263192] 1928: : 

3 : : : 3 3 3 : 3 : : 3 3 

> @. M, Beal : Starkville : Fete thighs tlewft 1.2 
é t t t t ‘ : $ 5 : : t 3 
_ 6, D. Hinson : Moss Point : : ‘ : : : ‘ : thightlow : 
e ; : : : : : : : : : 3 t 
_ XL, Cockerham : Biloxi ¢ Ct ng igh slows 
: $ { t t t g t t 3 : ay 
 §$. W. Greene + Melledi1 : ee a 
% : : t : : $ ee 4 ¢ ts 
_ oD. ¥. Mattox + aurel t : : : : Xb... thighthightlow> 
= : : : : ¢ ? s 3 $ sext.: 45 
: Smith +: Greene Co. i of 2 8 a es eee ® 
A : : . & : : 2 : 3 t 3 ! 
) H. H, Denson : Hattiesburg Oe eee ee ee ee 
y g Ly : 2 : 8 : $ : 3 Pt 
: : Vicksburg : : é : : : 11 et 
. : : 3 $ 3 : : : 3 2 3 3 

2D. B. For@sman ; Biectric Mille : erence Sg gt Low fem: 
t ’ 3 3 ‘ : $ 3 3 $ 2S 

_. Fannye Cook : Whole State : Koonce hioinianimncniitnine SLOW Low 2. igh: Tow: 
: z 2 ' : e 2 : : : 2 

S. E. Birdsong : § {tt 
t g t : t t ' 8 : ‘ g # 

P. Cameron : Canton Co. : : 3 : : oe : : svery: 
: (Madison) : : : : : : : : : slow : 
t t }: $mor-} : tmor-snor-: © Flood: : 

J. ¥. Whittaker: Delta : tlow :mal :high:low :mal :mal shigh: low:low> 
: 3 3 son, 3 3 4 8 ‘ s8 3 : 

L. A. Oleen : : 8 shigh: tlow :nor-+—....low :low ;ext. 
¢ 4 t t stgro-: ¢ smal ; § 3 2 

: 8 $ rund : : : 3 t : s 
3. GC. Sides : Yalobusha Go. : : $ 3 t s : svery:low :nor-: 

3 2 2 3 $ : 8 : slow : smal 
d. 3B. Warren ; Holly Springs : Bode de od Oe Or ext. 

: $ a t : $ t t imal mal: 

H. B, Davis 33. & Central Miss: creer crear serif coca SLOW EMOTe 3 
: 8 t : : : : t 23 umal : 

d. H, Currie ; Meridian slow:low slow :nor-: norsnor-:nor-:low ;low : 
3 3 a t smal ; mal:mal :mal : : t 
: 3 3 : : : : : 3 ‘ ' 

SUMMATION : (Excl. Delta in flood) 

ge ~ 16~



: For purposes of plotting the data on the preceding page is summarized — me 

P sae follows: ee ye 

Fe 1920, low. 

ie 1921, 1 nermal to 1 low taken to average normal. 
= 1922, 1 normal and 1 high taken to average high. 
be Stat’ camel oad xin ct Eee cess to oes tae 
eS 1 : eee ek Oe De oe ee 
s tae low and 2 normal, teken to average ‘low. : Se i 

ry 1926, 5 low and 2 high and 1 normal, taken to average mormal. — 
ie 1927, 7 high end 1 normal to 4 low, taken to average high, : 
- 1928, & low end 4 high and 1 normal, taken to ayerage low. 

as Erom Thomasville, Georgia Quail Preserves, for comparison. late 

E Gbserver } 1917:191521919 2192011921 71985;1923:1929:4925:1920:1927 T1928: . : 
He : _ s s i Z 

C4 : , Oe ae Oe ee oe oe ext: . 
ie EH. L, Stoddard: ee oe ae t 8 eel Ma. 
ae : t : : : $ $4 : : : : fs og 
Se L. H., Thompson:extra: 3 3 ¢ z : t t 5 3 2 Be 
y tx hightlow ee ee 

e Of course historical tables of this sort, to be of most value, should a 

: be by regions rather than statewide. In 1923 for instance, the quail erop was _ 

s Clearly normal or high throughout auch of the Northern uplands, and low (only 2 

; half a eroy) throughout all of the southern coastal plain, Hence the 1928 

4 sumation of "$ lows to highs and 2 aommal" is a forced exprousion unsuitable 

for correlation with local factors of productivity. oe 

Tae paucity of date in this table forcibly illustrates the need fer 

keeping of Journals by thinking sportsmen, : ‘ : 5a 

; In so far as Table FP. permits of auy conclusion es to the incidence 

: of abnormal years, it suggests that low crops are at least three years apart 

; and extra high crops perhaps five or six years apart. : 

« #.
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) Aa to the amplitude of fluctustion, some of the entries in 3-2, 2 

| —>s coupled with Stoddard’s opinisa on Georgia and certain other evidence too | 

F lengthy to cite, furnishes some grounds for the belief that in Southern upland . 

é types the fluctuation from normal is plus or minus 56 percent, as against 25 

F percent estimated for the corubelt. This omits the occasional violent fluctu- 

i ations which oceur on the Delta by réason of floods, and in the north by | 

i reason of winter die-offs, the incidence of which in the north is over 10 years — 

| (see Ohio Report) and on the Delta (so far) somewhat greater, : 

4 Incidentally the “extra high" erop reported for 1928 at Grenada may : 

E be exodus from the 1927 flood, Grenada is on the edge of the Delta, 

e 
2 Tse forgoing considerations, coupled with the findings of pest reports, 

p now makes it possible to forsee the generel characteristics of the population : 

e curves of various gallinaceous birds (see Graph F-1). This graph is obviously 

B hypothetical and is given for the purpose of provoking thought rather than 

. stating conclusions. Nothing is more vital to clear thinking on game manage- ‘ ; 

p nent then a clear mental impression of the characteristic fom of poyulation 

7 curves, When all is said andéone, game management is the job of taking the ae 

| ‘kfnkes out of these curves, and of holding then at a rational level. ; 

ss Baimfel}, and Quail Crops. Chart 7-2 shows the summer rainfall at the 

: A&M College at Starkville since 1391 in comparison with the imperfect record — 

: of the quail crop (¥able ¥.) since 1920. The Thomasville Georgia rainfall 

- {obtained from Stoddard) and a fragnuentary record of the local Georgia crop 

(a8 obtained from Gol. I H. Thompson) are shown for comparison, — 

te
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ae Ne ee Se, PSR 8 ae ge AC OR POne, FO Ke oe apy MOC ROS OT ar a Vee eM re Me ar ee 

The Starkville rainfall is obviously lower than that of Thomasville 

; put usually parallels it as to extreme years, 4 

A Since the Mississippi crop figures pertain to the whole state, it 

f would have been preferable to compare them with the average rainfall for the 

F state, rather than with that of a single locality. This was not forseen until | 

k too late, : 

B In five years out of seven the quail crop conforms inversely to the 

: extremes of sumer rainfall, and a detailed comparison with a map will show 4 

f that the flatter the region the greater the conformity during wet years. se 

fe An analysis of the local weather records will accordingly enable . 

e any landowner to appraise, in a rough way, the incidence of low years due to | 

E weather, which constitute one of the main risks in ~ management, He — 

_ not overlook the fact, however, that management in itself reduces the violence 

¥ of fluctuations, and hence the risk, Thus Stoddard as: whinrved sakaeeiiled << 

Georgia préserves practicing good predator-control raised a normal quail crop 

E in 1928, in spite of the record-breaking rainfall of 29 inches in 3 months, =» 
R This he aseribes to the fact that May was dry and June normal, the excessive 2] 

precipitation occuring in July and August. The first nestings on the preserves _ 

I practicing predater-control got through and were able to survive the later 5 

rains; those on the other states succumbed to predators and the later attempts 2 

_ Were drowned out. q 

If the rains had come early, destroying all nests, there may have | 

‘been Tess difference, : 
This observation. should not be published until Stoddard's final A 

report is published, 

~19- |



, It constitutes an impressive lesson in how the importance of factors : 

) depends on the way they coubine rather than in their separate weights; also 

a in the dependence of quail on re-nestings. Stoddard's findings suggest that 

the alleged capacity of various gallinaceous birds for raising more than one 

f brood may all be a matter of re-nesting, — t 

Fi Tnese 
fs influences cannot be discussed separately in their relation to quail because 

, they coubine in various ways to affect the factors of food and cover (and in 

| same cases predators), just as rainfall coubined with predators to affect 
; the 1925 crop im Georgia, Their separate weights are less significant then ; 

: their coubinations, on ‘ 
: : : 

i Before considering these dowbinations, it is first necessary, in» 7 

| —=Csoorder to avoid emmerating a host of ‘species, to define certain classes of 

fc ptant foods and covevtac (faseet-and:dutaal deeds ane omitted for lack of 

information). eae 

Quail plant foods are of five classes: Ley rey : 

(1) "Marginal" Foods. Annual or perennial herbs and vines, mostly 

legumes, growing wherever grass is not too thick or shade too dense and where 

there is little or no grazing in summer, Do not grow in cultivated ground 

| but are favored by broken sod, Hence common in the margins of fenced fields, 

Partridge pea (chamsecrista) and beggarweed (Meilomial are important members =__ 

and indicators of this group. Available each year and all winter. 

} (2) @yee Seeds. Pine and oak mast, sweet gun, The mast varies by 

| years and when it does occur is soon exhausted, Gum seeds occur every year 

but become non-available in dense sod, 

| (8) Zield Weeds. Annual herbs following imperfect cultivation and 

ee



, broken sod, but not found elsewiere, Bull grass (Paspalum), false button < 

E geod (Diodia?), regweed (Ambrosia) and on low ground, smartweed (Persicaria) 

j are important menbers and indicators of this group, Available each year 

© and all winter. 3 

( (4) Bergies, Bushes. In winter gallberry (Ilex glabra) is 

a important, (Wax myrtle is rare in Mississippi). Stoddard finds gallberry ; 

| not eaten until February, Zt was not being eaten in Mississipp’ in Jamary, 
i Hence this ise seasonal food, | 

E (5) Gzains. To coment necded. 

E Quail cover is of three classes: 

PI (1) Refuge Gover for covies to scatter into, Swamps and thickets. 

Bs (2) Hosting Cover, Stoddard finds medium-dense (1,0, half establish 
| sod) brown sedge preferred, Mast have open spots of barecarth, = 
b (3) Boosting Gover, Grass or weeds, not tie dense, preferably on 

a knoll or. the brow of a slope, Medium dense sedge or weed fields are good. 

: 

As slready stated in the suumary of geme conditions, cattle erasing 
during the growing period eliminates certain herbaceous food plants, mainly | 

legumes, which are doubtless important for alk game, but are known to be so 

(through the Georgia Investigation) for quail. (These constitute class 1.) 3 

E On grazed land quail are therefore thrown back upon tree seeds (class 2.), 

E waste grain (class 5), (always scarce in Mississippi), berries (class 4), 

: and insects, These feeds are available only during limited seasons. Thered ? 

: fore grazed lands support only a small quail population. | 

: Cultivation and hog-rootings, on the other hand, tend to encourage 

f the class 1 feeds which grazing destroys, especially cultivation by reason 

: -aa



} of the exclusion of stock from fenced ficlés during spring and sumer, The 

: margins of fenced fields, and the terraces and gully-banks intersecting 

shen, are the richest feeding grounds of Mississippi quail. In any day's 

E walk éuring the winter one can find domens of places where these margins are 

| —=shocolate brown with partridge-pea snd other valuable foods, while the 

A adjacent pasture is bright reddish-yellow with worthless sedge. These 

marginal feeds are mich nore valuable than the cultivated grain Steet, 

E Grain fields are winter-grased 20 slostly and ate sften se poor thet. ons Gam 

Ee walk all day without seeing a grain of corn on the ground, whereas in the 

‘ gorabelt there is usnelly enough spilled com in aight at ony one point to : 

E ~ feed a covey fora day, ‘Likewise by reason of these marginal feeds cotton- : 

o fields are of some value for quail, in spite of the cotton itself being of 

be no value, : - ieee : 

: Field weeds are also of great value. These occur in both cotton 

© and corm shore imperfectly cultivated. Winter-grasing of fields does not 
E affect them. They are encouraged by tarly planting of reps, because this 

EB leaves time for the weeds to mature after cultivation has ceased. Fortun- ‘ 

3 ately the agricultural extension forces advocate early planting of coma in 

g Mississippi, whereas the opposite is the case in Georgia, = ‘ 

: Hog rootings, ploughed fire Lines, logging, buraing of brush piles, 
' yead grading, and other sofbeeskings sense both fild weeds ani margins 

: feeds to occur in the woods wherever the tree-conopy 1s not too dense, What 

: density tony: With: stead 45 nid oom, bak Sica meely eile anne <1 

; they appear to thrive in the densities silvieulturally desirable in stands 

which have completed their height growth. In dense reproduction they are of 

course shaded out. Both classes Likewise persist in sbandoned fields for : 

about five years after the last cultivation, After five years the broom | 

sedge crowds them out. 

; -m- a



! Whether and how ground fires affect the vccurrence of food plants 

t is not know. On theoretical grounds one would expect a temporary stimulus 

f (due to soluble fertilisers in the ash) ands long time injury (due to 

retregression of the soil). 1% is certain, however, as brought oud by. 

| Stoddard, that "woolly" or "rough" sedge decresses the availability of all 

\ dropped. seeds. Quail will not — it except as scatters. : 

i It is clear from the above that the food-producing capacity of 

| —-Misstesippt quafl comtry varies directly with the mount of fenced eulti- 
e vation, mast trees, forest thinnings or loggings, fire lines, or recently | 

: sbandoned fields and inversely with the auount of sumer grasing. 7 

is Goubinations Affecting Gover,  Quantitatively speaking, there is for the = 

e present an excess of cover except on parts of the Delta. Hence the farm : 

and fovest operations clresdy deseribed which mske for good feet also mike 

2 for good cover, except summer-graging, which injures the feed but helps the ; 

Fe soeaver by thinning the sedge. se 

; Variecstion: sige of feed and cover waits, Wo sumary of feed and cover 
é factors can be true unless it considers in addition to the totel ssomt of 

na @ach the extent to which each is broken up and interspersed with the other, | 

E The smaller the waits and the greater the interspersion, the creater the 

E carrying-capacity for quail. This is probably because of the low travel | 

| —=s radius and high "territorial" instinct of the covey. Mississippi, from the 

quail standpoint, has puctioa interspersion of cultivation, the average 4 

: field fexcept on the Delta) being small, but often poor interspersion of 

| —s«sSFave and woods, The big wibroken blocks of broom sedge, and the large | : 

| ‘fives which they make possible, greatly reduce the quail sapssity. Forestzy, : 

| eth See Phyo ines, ‘Patuntngs, vende wah beatles, snd versdgeeed bles of 2 

different tree age-classes holds out the best hope for breaking dom this 

- ¥-



- handicap. There is now ® trend, however, for forestry to utilize heavy 

; cattle grazing as a means of reducing the fire hazard (see Meeill experi- 

ment, Appendix (f) ), This cam probably not be reconciled with quail 

nanagement except on small blocks or unless cattle-resistant (procunbent) ; 

Leguues like Grotellaria can be artificially introduced as a substitute 

| —s for the Clas 2 quail feeds which the cattle destroy. This is a big question — 

E ueriting adequately financed research. | canes 

Jw Goneluston st may be said that (with good regulation of 2 

predators and shooting) the quail carrying capecity of Mississippt lend 

ie, varies directly with the interspersion of agriculture and forestry, and ze 

inversely with the prevalence of sumer cattle-grasing. 

. Predator Control. © he abundance and habits of the various epecies, in so 

| _far os known, will be covered under caption 15. The mubject bere in point 
ae is an aalysis of actual and possible contre] wethods of predators as 2 : 

Be factor in game memagement, { | 

2 ; (i ‘sie Waaclae Ot 06 de: dn atte in Copish County. Some : 

5 - $00 heads per year are turned in, mostly by one man who makes ita 7 

A business. Rpsvonsible officers of the State Conservation Asseciation 

E allege that he does not know the species apart and declined to tum in ‘ 

; stomachs for malysis when offered 10¢ apiece to do so. This, if correct, 

indicates that blanket hase and owl bounties im this case, as in many 

others, do not work ont satisfactorily. 

: There is Likewise a cdtton-rat bounty in Copish and possibly 

: other counties. Its workings were not ascertained. 

; Several quail preserves, (notably the B. Miss. Club at Blectric = 

. Uilis) (see Table G-1) are trying turning over their trapping rights 

: te a selected trapper. What consideration is paid or received over and 

, bg E Pe



e above the furs was not ascertained, Such private initiative is believed 2 

es to be a better solution to the problem of amall predators on quail lends 1 

a than public bounties, especially now that attractive prices are obtainable 

. for slamk and possum, Stoddard belioves that such control on large tracts ie 

can be seit-oustatning, at Least dow to a certain decimation = 
eo | ALL of the forgoing forces axe of course Local and wesk compared 

a to the general recent impetus to commercial trapping. This ‘has so far eS ! 

e _ greatly decimated the raccoon, without apparently controlling the skunk and 

S he famay wom 4 the Gotton Lest Caterpillar (Alsbeme Axgillaces). 
| —_sPParts Green or Gsiletum Arsenate is sptayed on the cotton. “Row often or how 
. long was not ascertained.’ Tt was ascertained, however, thet this win does 

Pe not survive frost and hence does not persist in Mississippi, but aecurs only 

q shen favoreble winds blow the moths fren Mexico. Infestations are of record 

: with the A@ M College af follows: Paso. creer 

: 1905 - Tew, locel ee . 

: Igll ~ Statewiae | ce ae 

: 1912 - Heavy, especially N. half roe vs : 

: " Ugag | Laght, Delta. < 

190 - Statenide . et ae 

1919 Tew, Oktibeha, Cohoma es 

, 1921 ~ Tew, Marshall, Yalobushe, Pearl River. 

: 1922 - Western parts é ne 

. 1923 - Statewide ? 

1924 - Delta, Sumit, Corinth ge 

1925 - Statewide S 

1926 - General, especially N. half 
yp 1927 - Delta . nan



. This record is given simply to allow of comparison with records : 

of dead quail. 1 questioned many egricultural workers and sportamen; all 

G had heard of this but none had found birds or hat then examined except as ee 

B noted in the next ception. 

5 Should this ever prove to be an important influence on quail 

& 4% might be possible to induce the use of non~arsenical sprays like sodium 

° flussilicste, ‘The Tennessee Experiment Station has pronounced this better = 
| then arsenicals, 

e Gotton - poisoning (Boll Weevil). The mecheniam of this loss is alleged 
hig . r i He 

E to be the same, except that the infestation of course occurs every year, 89 

| — and caleium arsenate only is used. — : ee 

Ee After questioning many sportsmen and agricultural voukers I found 

} one man, 5, W, Greene of the Coastal Plains Agricultural Experiment Station, 

eB who had found dead quail in cotton in July, in both Tennessee and Mississippi. : 

ee Ho could net: sth the year. He assumed they had eaten poisoned boll-weevils 

ef but 444 not open them, 

Stoddard has never found dead quail in cotton, nor been able to | 

E ron @own © report to an authentic source, 

: It does not appear from the evidence that these poisoning losses : 

are as important as popularly supposed, 

| ‘Bal Meevdl_ and Quail Goverts. Agricultural Extension Workers have unsed 
| and farmers have followed the practice of clearing and annually burning 

A fence-rows, terraces, gullies, and other coverts adjacent to cottonfields | 

: on the assumption that this destroyed harborage for the bell weevil. 

. Dr, Goad of the Boll Weevil Experiment Station in Louisiana (across from 

: wigs



| —s-Yicksbung) now asserts that this practics is probably wore destructive to 4 

the parasites of the weevil than to the weevil itself. a 

s These maginal coverts are of grest importance to quail becmuss, 
as clready pointed out, they are the best interspersed with ploughlend, amd 

s becouse they are free fron sumer grating and therefore the main source of — oe 

‘ winter food. | ee : ae 4 

f Quail do not seom to eat the boll weevil directly in quantities 2 

= sufficient to be Keinebuh, According to Harned the weevil's bird eneaies, - 

4m order of importance, are: (2) meadowlark (in spring); (2) Orioles (in 
ia sumer); (3) Wrens (in winter). Quail are Mo. 5 on the lish. — aon ery 2 

e " Mhere is undoubtedly room for more research in the interrelation 
& of the boll weevil and its parasites to fencerow vegetation, its enemies, and 

Abs inhabitants including quail. ‘The artificial intersyersion of elditiondl 
) _coverts in cottonticlds, especially large ones, 1# one of the first moves in 
5 voth quail mamagenent and in erosion control. It is being systematically == 

practiced om the Georgia Quail preserves. fo know its effect on the bell = 

(weevil is of prittaxy importance, (see Research, (2) 46). a 
. The boll weevil question parallels the chinch bug question in : 

: southern Iowa, : 

: Quai? and potato pestles, those has doen: unch secant ASsensaten of Hida, | 

: starting with a paper by Moseley (5) claiming an inverse relation between 

: the shundance of beetles and quail in Ohio, and citing cases in Alabama 

and New York, lIobdell seys he has observed cases in Oktibcha, Bolivar, and 

i Washington Counties, Mississippi, where there seemed te be such a relation 

| -—«s- Yumning through 5 - 6 years. Proponents of quail should be slow to claim 

~ i



: dunt ouch Cases Ovtahlish the font enti] sent sort of somiselied vesserch 

p has corrchorated these cbsexvations, This and the three preceeding captions 

. are introduced partly to show the variety of important questions as to quail 

& end agriculture as yet uncovered by research, : 

& Eoonomics of Quail Management, The reports and recommendations of the Game 

b Survey have heretofore assumed that no further quail research was necessary : 

2 at the present time in the Southeastern States by reason of the exceptionally _ 

: sble work done by. the Georgia Quail Tavestigation. ‘") suse gaoamytion is 

Ee now believed to be incorrect, for two principal reasons: (1) The interne = 
ie relations of quail management, farming, grazing, and forestry have been opened 

| —_—sup Put aa masied ou Wy the Geonsia Tnvestigntion; (2) Te management 
measures advocated by the Georgia Investigation have not weighed from the = 

f standpoint of maximum returns per unit costs. This could not have been done : 

4 to advantage in Georgia because the landowmers there are not primarily 4 

: interested in costs, Unit costs are the natural field of the Agricultural 

Colleges and experiment stations. 

- From the caption on populations and kills we deduce a present yield ‘ 

or kill on 1000 acre blocks of a quail per 4 acres per year and a population | 

a of double that. Management can double both, hence a normal yield under : 

management (using normal in the forestry sense) is a quail per 2 acres per | 

. year, 

Now the "narket price” on accessible quail leases, as estsblished 
: in the Carolinas and correborsted by the available evidence in Georgia nd 
: Mississippi is 15¢ per acre per year. This means that the killable quail. 

: crop on 1000 acre blocks has a value of at least 30¢ per bird. Curiously 

enough the other commercial outlet for the quail crop, namely as trapped . 

| planting stock, offers a stendard price (on the farm) of 50¢ per bird. ? 

ous We |



: Considering the rough and approximate nature of the yield figures, and the ey 

F wndeveloped status of the whole subject of game economies, the gross xeturns 

fron these two alternative outlets are remarkebly comparsble. = | 

i Question (2) therefore resolves itself theoretically into this: 

| Which of the management mensures developed in Georgia can be undertaken = 

* within the set limit of 15¢ per acre per year, or the expanding limit of : 

b 30 - 50¢ per bird per yeay, and still leave a margin of profit? Practically, 

however, question (2) more Likely resolves itself into this: ee 

ms (a) What management measures entail a minimm of gash outlay 

(as against Isbor outlay) 7 LS Os ee 
ia (bo) Watch will lest for the most years sfter being put inte effect? 
os (c) Match require the least expert supervision? Which fell 

®asiest within the existing traditions, hebits, and practices = 

r and can be performed with the existing equipment of the = . 

2 (a) Which are the most visible to a prospective buyer of shooting 

k fry to answer these quéstions for each of the various management — C 

a measures, such a8 food planting, grazing control, predator control, rotation 

8 of crops and fields, cover plantingp, thinnings, cuttings, fencings, quail . 

| farming, ote. and it is evidert that the whole field resolves itself into a = 

: series of local adjustments, local tryouts and demonstrations, to be con- 

| ducted by local mon in secordance with Local limitations and conditions. 

Im short, the proper way to regard the Georgia Investigation is not to 

assume that it has solved the quail problem for the Southeast, leaving é 

nothing to be done but extension work, but rather that it has opened up 

i the problem and paved theway for e multitude of local activities, con- : 
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History. This species, now confined to » few of the larger swamps, once 4 

e undoubtedly occured throughout the state (except Type G, Constal Marsh), 7 

e furkeys still try to return to the pineries, and in the more remote 2 . 

* districts succeed, af in Noxubee County (Hurst), Nothing definite is : 

2 known of original abundance. As in quail} maximm sbundence was probably 2a 

fe attained, not in virgin times, but after the introduction of grain fields, 

sl Like the quail, the turkey thrives on crude agriculture, but crader. In : 

e short, interspersion of agriculture and forests is favorable to turkey 

ie but the optimum occurs at @ less proportion of agriculture than in mail. 4 

| ——='s—«Cged gf Research. This could have been said with equal confidence before : 

. the start of the Georgia Quail Investigation, but does not constitute a - 

» gectual foundation for mansgeneut in either cose. The mundreds of detailed — 

e facts now know for quail, but still unknown for turkey, are the real : 

2 foundation of menagesent. A turkey investigation, patterned after the = 

E Georgia Quail Investigation, is the primary need of the turkey situation, 

le Since the project strongly involves forestry it could be carried out either 2 

E under a fellowship by the A&M College, or under a MeSweeney BST : 

b Appropriation by a Southern Forest Experiment Station Biologist, oF prefer : 

4 ably both. oe 

——=s«Rrwsont Status, Possibilities of Menacenent, As stated iu Part I, ten 
: million acres, or a third of the state, is potential present turkey range, 

: The present distribution, as shown on Map D., is confined to a smajl : 

z aii at types ¢ and d, probably not a million acres, and even here 

there is in most places only a bare seed stock, It is thereforesafe to = 

; Say that the wild turkey is 90% cleaned out as to potential area and 99% 

Se :



i cleaned out as to potential sbundence, he corresponding percentage for 

» quail is probably around 756 (as to potential sbundance), Thetwo ere = 

; pelieved to be shout equally responsive to management measures. pe a 

2 On account of the high proportion of forest lands, and especially — 

F tne wide dispersion of matu¥el refuges in the fom of swamps, no state hes 
s a more favorable chance than Mississippi te produce » large and stable . 

ce erop of wild turkeys. At a conservative cuess the ten million acres should 

f produce a bird pax 300 acres per year oF 33,000 turkeys per year, ‘There 

: are thousands of sportsmen ready to travel a thousand miles fore good 
. chance at a turkey or two. eS ee ee ; 

Turkeys haye a long cruising radius ani the large landomer — a 

e Sherefors han & cbvtade atyantage. in boing hirer of reaying Oe teenie | 

ee of his om efforts at management, Tt so happens that the turkey range 

: fe mostly lies in large holdings, such as luuber company cutovers, Turkey ; 

o management, combined with quail management, ought to be a perfectly = oS 

ic feasible way to derive a revenue from such holdings while they are being 

: held for a second tinber cut, ‘There is no “market price” for shooting ; 

: privileges on turkey, but if the two together would bring 10f per acre : 

: per year (good quail lands alone bring 15#) it would pey the bill for fire 2 

: control (around 5) ond leave something toward taxes. A good start - 

: toward conbined quail and turkey managment is being mde ox sees pie 

serves (See Section B.). a 

_ Quiside of preserves, the Pascagoula swamp seems to be rated — 

as the best stocked turkey range. Cockerham thinks it has more than : 

twice as many turkeys as deer, There are possible 1-200 deer, : 

\ Bessons for Decline. Up to about 1905 turkeys were legally imunted : 

alnost yearlong (210 days). ‘The season is still 90 days, and the snout 

of actual enforcement, always exceptionally meager for this bird, bas a 

y «fe na



ce een very meagre in Mississippi. This fact, together with the fect that “ 

| Limiting factor to date has been over-killing. 1 found no instance where 

| —sgurkoys had failed to "cone back" under even moderately effective re 

E lation of killing, snd when a little fire and predator control is added 

| =the comback {8 sometimes surprising (See Section (3) Electric Mille a 

fe preserve, where possibly 1000 birds have been built up since 1923 on eg 

70,000 eres). oe 

| Missohtancous Habis. Waitteker seys thet in the 1912 flood, which began 
| on April 22, the turkeys im the Mississippi bottoms af@ not leave for the = 
| nls ut remained in good condition by staying i the trees and eating 
a whiteoak buds. Of course they raised uo broods that year, The Delta, 4 

a however, 18 not as favorable turkey range as the upland river swamps, — 

| —=soprobably because it Jacks hemocks, pins mest, springs, and other = 

4 variegation. ‘ ties ge ed 

k Stoddard says that on the P. W. Harvey estate in Georgia 

| ah turkeys wore pointed by and shot over dogs during the 1927 mail 

; hunting. ‘his was in heavy cover. I have seen turkeys "lie" toadog 

: or pedestrian after scattering, bub never te this extent. This instmce 

| _— te not socounted for by the birds being young because the quail season : 
: is mostly after Christzas. ‘ 

Most of the hunting is done by "roosting" the birds, Coulson ; 

Says in the Pascagoula swamp they roost in dominant cypress or tupelo é 

: trees. ‘ 

Foods. Coulson lists holly and black gum berries, and of course acorns, 

as important foods, 

g ae" 
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Bc Chinguapin is inom to be always an important food but is very a 

) sensitive to fire, and hence survives only in swamp haumocks. In the 

flint hills of the Arkansas National Forest Chinquapin bears only as trees | 

4 and due to fires is virtually extinct as a food, but on the clay soils of 

e Georgia Stoddard says it bears heavily as 2 - 3' sprouts on land subject = 

: to annual fires. : ria) 

: Beech mast is known to be an important food, Beech is widely —_ ; 

& distributed in Mississippi along the edges of streams in the upland types, Se 
e but is of course absent from the Delta and flatwoods. Z 

fy Stoddgra has observed that turkeys are exceptionally fond fs : 

"mut sedge called Chufa, which bears a small tuber tasting Like chestauts, 
Bi It is obtainable commercially and is used for food patches on the Georgia : 

2 preserves. Wherever drilled in, however, the turkeys dig out all the seed 4 

ee by following the drill marks, This can be prevented only by broadcasting ae | 

| the nuts. 

| —- Entings, Map D, shows one recent plant in Jincoln County, ‘This maby 
nee 4 pother is contemplated in Oktibeha, to be : 

| gwapplenonted by artificial propagation, This project is being pushed by ea 

; the A&M College, It is suggested that because of the diseasé-risk ae 

| the Literature on wild turkey farming be thorouchly canvassed in sdvmes. 

Mexican Blood. The Blectric Mills preserve was originally stocked by 

releasing domestic (Mexican) hens to mate with wild gobblers. ‘There is 

a general impression that the native blood has been generally hybridized 

| with domestic birds, Whittaker thinks the Tallahatchie stock is still 

pure. Devis relates one case where dogestic stock failed to “go wild" 

when used for that purpose. ? ; 

oR. !



)  Rerasitves and Diseases. 3B. W, Stafford at the ABM College isa 
— coupetout parasitelocist. Tt is suggested that some of the viscera of : 

. turkeys killed on preserves, or in case of sick birds the whole Carcass, : 

f ye sent him for examination. ; “ 

E Dotanists, and general geologists. It has access to the advice of S 

e is plenty of enthusiasm for game research as a means to conservation. The 

Me well-stocked preserve at Blectric Mills (possibly 1000 turkeys) is only — a 

= 55 miles distant, and D, H. Foresman, its founder, says permission to use a 

D would be readily given, Dr. 2 "Barnsd, bead of Zooleey, 45 very desivous 
) of an investigation of this kind provided @ fellowship to carry the 

necessary personel wore availeble, Unless nore favorable facilities should . 
be found at some other Agricul turel College in the Southeast, this prospect ; 

| Locks worthy of cooperation by the Institute aml Biological Survey, 

-%- .



3 History & Status. In its vast shrinkage as between original and present : a 

: range and abundance, in over-hunting and present confinement to svemps, end 

. in ite susceptibility to management end need for research, the story of = a 

4 decr in Wississippi is the story of wild turkey. The history of deer differs, : : 

rom turkey only in the fect that "ageing" mhstitutes for "roosting', mk 
: the status of deer only in the fact that the decimation is nore complete, 2 

Re The reedy response of Whitetail Deer to usaageaint fo wet eee sak now a 

| no coment. Beor probably do better on the Delta than turkey, as indicated = 

Ee by their preponderance in that type on Map D,, but the converse is tras in e : a 

be the uplands. Tt would appear that in Wississipo deer are nit benofited by g ; = 

Ee tne intersyersion of agriculture. W {th the possible exception of very, oe : 

e limited parts of the Delta, deer can, nowhere be said to yorsiat in nunbers oo 

é justifying Iunting, mech less dogging. Coulson thinks there are only es 

1 - 200 in the Pascagoule Swamp. The Electric Mills preserve, thichbas 
been. so sudcosafed with turkey, hat not yet allowsé sny deer bunting, On ae 

the nearby Allison preserve in Alabama, ‘howwver, there are said to de 2,000 : 

; deer, showing ready response. fay a 

| gat4-Doceing Jama, Sackson County has prohibited ruming deer with fogs- 

| ‘Ihe success in enforeing this is not Imows, but is probebly not very great. 
ss was told that Arkansas (7) hai very recently passed a statewide anti- = 

——- @ogging lew. ‘The question of whether deer hunting without dogs is peat: 

able in the South, and whether and how anti-dogeing laws can be enforced, 2 

: is one I cannot answer but is obviously a subject deserving serious com ae 

| sideration, It 18 not clear how refuges, vestocking, oy any other move eam 

| shark wa geet teed dee oh lege ee ee



a Deer and Floods. Whittaker tells how 128 deer gathered on a log drift a 

4 near Tensas, Le., during a flood, and stayed on it for 6 weeks, About hat : 

5 éied, Levees of course are the principal refuge during floods, and there is sy 

| bette doubt that the dyking of the Delte has improved the remaining covert 
gs deer vange by largely removing the flood-hamard. I learned of numerous : 

E instences of remarkably quick repossession of Delta Range after apparently : 

nearly complete decimation by the 1927 flood. The Yoackweter" at the lower — Ss 

B end of the Delta, unless occupied by cultivation, ought to countttebe ee 

permanently productive deer range if properly managed. : $ 4 

Gowsty Flentings- Me D. shows recent county phantings as follows: = ae 

Me Grenada County 4 does, 1928. 15 more ordered. rom Penuaylvonial 
a Oktibens ™ 12 yearlings, 1927. From Texas. co ae 
a Mere is widespread talk of additions] proposed plantings. Inthe 

4 case of Oktibeha County the last native deer, a large buck, was killed in Fee a 

| the same year and the same place as the new plant was meds, This in ecom = 

a vincing illustration of how easy it is to stir up action on spectacular and ee 

| expensive plantings, and how hard to get reasonable manageuent of the more : 

y valuable indigenous stock.’ as 

12. Squterels. 2 

| ‘Snecdes, ‘There are three, the eray, fox, and black. oA 
: Black squirrels seem to be confined to the Delta, type 4. : 

: Both gray and fox squirrels occur throughout the upland types, 1.6. 

_ (a) ana (e), bat mostly in the interspersed swamp hardwoods, type (c). . 

: Grays only occur in.the coastal flatwoods, and there only in or near 

the river swamps, type (e). OS 

b Status. lo special study of squirrels was made. It was evident, however, : 

: “w- ae



sony other states with a much Lesser abundance and variety of wild life. ‘ : = 

)  Segsong. ‘Until Last year there was @ spring season for squirrels in. Z 

> May, This was eliminated ty the last legislature, eee he : < 

. Species. ‘There are two, the cottontail and the swamp rabbit. the latter He . 

me is confined ta th lerge swamps in types ¢ and d, and is ‘seldon baated, “ as a 

a negfees, so that of 25 observers asked, only one could renenbor sundance am 

nore thon 3 yeas Desk, aid erly four more than one yeor back, Hence the 
| recor 1s of 1ithte value, é Os ae 

a Of 6 observers in 1928, % said searce ani 2 plenty. Tere is | au 

| ne grouping of either cless to indicate syndironous changes over even eo eae 

Single region. : pe pie teks oF Me e i 2 ; 

Of 2 observers in 1927, 1 said plenty and 1 scavee, hale oe x 

Of 5 in 1926, all sald abundant. Wpkely hes definite evidense = 

of svundance ab Bogsluse in 1925 and 1926, sottontatls having bitten ef 
© to 80% of the seed] ings over large areas in a 4,000 acre plantation of ss aes 

: Slash and loblolly pine put in by the Great Southern Tuber Oo, This ee 

| oceurred during Jemary 1926. On susll acres of an acre in size the me : - 

; destruvtion was up to 100%. a : shi ao 

| Shin shows shy Dlmket hawk ead owl bounties will, and should,” 

be opposed by agricuktural and forestry interests, Cee 

: Of 5 observers who made gonerél statements, 6 seid they do mot 

. fluctuate greatly from year to year; 2 that they do. Cockerham and Se a 

oh =



| Govlson, doth extra good observers, say cobtentails are never sbundant in 

| dhe coastal Plstwoods. Stoddard says they are slmays scaree in the Florida 

| muateoods, This may have e connection with the shumdance of gray foxes in x : 

. thet type. There is evidently a sharp and more or less constant di tference see 

Teton the rabbit population of the flatwoods and the adjacent hill country, 

| — gnith of Greene County, just north of Jackson County, @ Suith-Hughes teacher” : 

| of serioulture, said that rabbits ere = pest to legume crops. = . : ; : 

S Naturelly Delta rabbits of both species show sharp declines after — : 

‘ 4 floods, but these are not cycles in the pathological sense, Ee ee 

: DT Wil dams found cottontails dead in the woods, evidently of 

i disease, (near Jackson 7 ) in 192m - 5. ; ea a 

S The data are inconclusive as to whether and where there are = a 

be eycles sat over what sized areas they sweep, The data indicates strongly : “ 

| stat eottontails are almays searce in the flatwoods. Ls 3 

| Bilarenig. Lp suthentic cases have been zeported from Mississippi. I : 

é ; dan dele they had been from Bennessee, Stefford ab A&M Gollece hss : ue 

found many other diseases and parasites, including flukes and taveworms, = 

; Populations. Bivdsoug aye when, rebbite are plenty = quell hanber sess ay / 

: No = 50 per day; when few 2 - 3. The latter checks with my observations: ws 

= in hunting im Jackson County, where there weve few this year. Stoddard. Het 

ssys © quail buster in south Georgia sees 20 por day (and that there have 

deen no noticeable fluctuations since 1924), While these figures are not be 

convertible to a per acre basis, they indicate that "plenty" and "few" : : . 

rebbits mean about the same thing in the cornbelt as in Mississippi. : 

y -3- ! oS



s 14, Waterfowl & Shorebirds 

e No attempt was made to cover waterfowl conditions, The following 

= fragments of information were picked up incidentally while investigating 

F other game. te ; a eo ee 

iB Sandhill Grane Colony, At least fifty birds, and possibly « hundred or 

e more, remain yearlong on the west side of Pascagoula River in west~central 

E Jackson County, 15 miles north of Moss Point. They roost on # marshy plain 

| son Marsh Creck, a side stream of the Pascegoula, and feed in the partly 

| —s terme flatwoods between Yan Cleve and Yontainblem, Which area they breed 

ie in is not known. The County Warden watches these birds to some extent, but 

fe otherwise there has been no attempt at a refuge or other action te give them 

Bt special protection, — ah 

we There appears to be no immediate danger of any radical disturbance 

be of the birds of their environment, but on the other hand there is doubtless 

ee constant small-scale "sniping" which prevents their increase, and the ! 

be history of like cases indicates the urgent need for constructive action be- 

a fore rather than after some radical disturbance takes place. It hardly 

B needs to be argued that their preservation is a matter of statewide, or 

2 even national, moment. : 

B The Marsh Creek roost comprises about 2,000 acres of cutovers 

E owned by the lyons Timber Co., of which R. W. Hammill, National Bank 

b Building, Biloxi, is agent. It is worth possibly $5.00 per acre, It is 

FE barely possible that the state could secure the donation of the land 

: contingent upon a guarantee of the establishment of a patrolled refuge. 

: There is another but smaller colony in Madison County, Florida, 

; Coastal Marshes. ‘The coastal marshes of Mississippi (type g, Map A.) are 

f not only much narrower than those of Louisiana, but apparently much less 

? ~~



i attractive to waterfowl, acre for acre, They are seldom buimed; those 

| of Louisiana are burned every spring. The feed in Louisiana is called 

E goose grass, a triangular grass with edible shoots and roots, evidently — 

fe a nut sedge, utilized by waterfowl and mskrats, Whether the presence 

f or absence of fire bears any relation to the amount or availability of 

i the goose grass is possibly a matter for research to answer, 

R Wississipol River. The Delta lakes along the river have excellent 

a duck shooting, especially those near the Arkansas Rice district which 

BS lies around the mouths of the White and the Arkansas (See Map B.), There 

| tp also excellent goose shooting, especially st Paluyra Island, where 

i food crops are planted. The best lakes and Islands are of course clubbed — 

Fe (see Map G.). I learned of no club refuges, rest days, or other evidence 

a of constructive Gare of the waterfowl resource, ‘ 

ee 
alan W aterfom. the upland types are more nearly duckless then uplands 

ie further north, there being no talk of scattered ducks in the creeks and : 

le rivers such as i8 tisually heard in the northern states, The Blectric Mille 

: preserve had tried an artificial lake and planted rice but no ducks have | 

as yet used it, : 

E There are, of course, some wood ducks on the inland streams, 

KE especially the Yazoo. For some years these were increasing, but the in- | 

| ss erease seems to have stimlated a resumption of illegal shooting. The 

; Mississippi Conservation Association in its educational work is rightly 

- making a special point of protection and nesting places for wood ducks, 

Woodcock, The bayheads (spring-fed strips of marsh timber) which are 

& the ultimate ramification of the river swamps, are an important winter 

range for this bird, The consensus of reports indicate a decrease. Beal : 

has seen none near Starkville in 4 ~ 5 years; Lobdell sees 2 - 3 

# te



: per year; Cockerham of Biloxi until recently umslly killed a limit (M) 
& at each qisil mt, but has only killed 1 this year. T sem 1 in days 

a hunting in Jackson County; Greene kills several each year in Quail hunting, _ 

: eee wee they were formerly common in Bolivar County but are now gone. 

4 It is my impression that the bayheads of type (b) (Flatwoods), plus a o 

| possibly parts of type (a) (Delta) are best woodcock grounds of Mississippi. 

S Jecksnine, Only stray birds are seen in the upland types, regardless of : 

ig how wet, Ooulson finds them occasionally mame rows in certain parts of | , 

E the coastal marsh, OR re 
bes } ; 

oe The bulk of the shooting is done over fields artificially baited | 

ie with grain, the hunters being stationed around the field at daylight, at : 

which time the birds kpep on nilling" longer then later in the day, 

ie Inmoderate bags, far beyond the legal limits, seem frequent. —_ a 

E Some shooting is also done at daylight, or just before dark, : 
on cornfields accidentelly grown to Bull gress, buttonweed, or other field | 

weeds, Daring the day doves scatter in pine thickets and swamps, and are 

a inaccessible, 

E While I have no evidence of decline, it seems inevitable that 3 

E the unlimited practice of artificial baiting will prove destructive __ 

. at some point. : 

F In the Georgia preserves special fields are planted with bene 

i ' for dove bait. : 

; Dove-shooting seems less highly regarded in northem than in 
_— southem Missiasipp!, Baiting is not practiced on the Delte, | 
. Doves were observed in Oktibeha County which were fukl of 

E sweet gum seed picked up on a burn. ; 

; ’ oa



‘Past Plants of Pheasant & Hungarians. Map D, shows the location and 

success of eight plants to date. ‘The following table gives additional — ae 

zs details: ooo ae 

a 1. 1910  Tensas(Ze) ? ‘20 pheasants - - - No broods ever seen, 
. Old birds seen for 

| 2p, 1921 © Grenada ©«=»- Borden & Olsen 75 pheasants - - - Brood seen 1922; old 
ae ones seen for a year. 

x 3.  1926(Jan)Washington County ' 12 pheasants - - - Drowned 1927 thooa. : 

«1927 Grenada «= Ourtis King 60 pair Huns - - - Broods ee a 

L | iDivisds geen iD 
De since gone, 2 
ee (Feb) 
a 5. 1928 Stone County 22 pheasants ~ - - Evidence of broods. 

| 6 1925 Tones County 100 pheasants - - - Second hand inform 
ee ation that mink got — 
fe them. a 

Th 1928 — Coptah M. B. Faille 200 Huns ----- Reported by papers to 
(deceased) have raised young, 

_ 8 1928 Claiborne MM. J, Segrest 7 pheasants - - - ? 

E This is believed to be a nearly complete record. There were 

: possibly other 1928 plants by counties, but if so they would be too recent to 

‘Warrant conclusions. Plant No. 7 may have included pheasants. 

_  Hyture Policy. Harrison County is contemplating planting of pheasants, with 

F some opposition from Cockerham and other well-informed local sportsmen, There 

_ is talk of exotics all over the state, and apparently no realization of the 

fact that the evidence is all against the probability of success. There is 

; oie



ol Little realisation of the fact that the same funds and enexgy invested in 
| jail, turkey and doer winnghatat wold giv eit abeelebily otrtala vem 
Sth erik of fetus ede, PE ae 
e Tor the benefit of those residents of Mississippi who may reed 

this report it may be well to state that in the five states so far covered — ‘ 

ody the Gone Survey (Michigan, Toma, Minnesota, Ohio, Missiseippt) there is 
B not a single instance where either pheasants or Hungarians has Saeco 

| established in a wild state south of the south boundary of the glaciated or 
 —=s kt sofls, In 60 far as knom, the birds found off the Glaciation axe ae 

: - either maintained artificially by expensive gane-faraing methods, or occur oe 

ne in mountain regions, Pace as fe Seon eens 

. : : 

i : 

: 

: oe ne



: 17. Balguet Srecies 3 oe ae 

“Buffalo Lobdel2 says ronains of buffalo have been found in the 
(neighborhood of (etchest), indicating that it occured in the wode 
‘ country rather than in the prairie type. his is important in thet i$ e 
|  tndteates the probable extstence of lates wooded tracts opened up by ee 
| ndfan and Lightning fires, Woods open enough for buffalo would hes 

supported fairly heavy populations of quail (See a9 - Original Die 
e tribution). ee rs oe 

| Ganeasy —Goulson says there have Deen no concer in the southeastem 
a section for NO years, The early disappearance of the species is ek a 

| possibly related to the early dacination of deer by dogeing coupled = 
a with the heavy clearings of the early cotton boom, fa : : a ‘ Q 

se : oo



18. Predators. oe 

b Jorces Affecting Predator Fomulations. The price of furs obviously out 
FE weighs all other influences, The recent advance in furs, especially in species | 

F like possum which were previously without value, is of vast import at the 

Ee present state of game managenent, It would be good if the grey fox acquired 

eo avalue, Fortunately there is no danger of extinction of ordinary fur animals 

E (as there is in high-value species like beaver and otter) because the ee 

: situation is so sensitive to the law of diminishing returns, and because 

= the suitable coverts are so far-flung. 

B The influence of second importance is the local taste for fom 

shunting, and the consequent trend toward fox conservation, This will be | 
; covered later. Its relation to other game cannot be weighed until more is | 

D known about fox~damage. ; : 

he A third influence of possibly great import is the alleged negro | 

ee superstition against moving cats when a cabin is abandoned, See cats, : 

: Skunk & Possum. The Georgia work shows skunks (both species) eccount for 

s 162% of the quail nests, plus an unknown pro-rata of “empties”, The 

| evidence against the possun is less conclusive, but the two are treated | 
L _ together because both are abundant and so far little decimated by trapping. 

It is important but difficult to find figures giving even a 

rough Léa ef minus pipelatios, Neill Arepped SU potuen tim 100 acres 
of tyye-6 binber $n Ciddhioun Hounhy (1 poy 30 nciie) and Sittueten WG 

4 2/5. This would be a population of 1 possum per 12 acres, or about 3 possums 

per covey of quail if it were high quail land, or 6 if poorly stocked. This 

| 4s of the some order of magnitude as Stoddard’s figure of 1,200 possums 
: (including young) killed on 12,000 acres of the Norias Club, or 1 possum 

i Killed per 10 acres, or a population possibly 1 per 5 acres. This land had 

E - 46 -



5 fgone wild” for years and is probably an extreme mazimum, considering the * 

large size of the block, a oe 

é Stoddard estinates that uncontrolled possums in Georgia mm 

z about 1 per 75 acres and skunks 1 per 5 acres; controlled about 200 end 

ee 40 acres respectively. He advocates night hunting with dogs as the cheapest 7 

fe and best control, : e . : ; 

It may be roughly concluded that on Mississippi lands wider =” : 
ee ove 
Be management for quail or turkey the population: a ee Eee 

ie Syuntc 1 per 5 ~ 10 acres 1 per 40 acres ee as 

S Possum 1 per 10-20 acres 1 per 100-200 acres ee. 
ee Obviously these figures claim no finality. They are set up ss 

oo a target to provoke thought and experiment. ones : 

yo Raccton, Stoddard estimates 1 coon per 300 acres on controlled land, I ee 

ke doubt if they are so numerous in Wississippi, although Neill got 30, — : 

[1 per 50 acres, from the 1,50),plready mméionsd in Calhoun County; They 

e are probably more harmful to turkey than quail, and in any event comercial = 

b trapping is doing a more-than-thorough job of keeping them dow. eee 

5 Groy. Crows were surprisingly scarce at the times and places eyered by _ 

4 my field work, They seemed much more sbundant in south Georgia, Only ome 

. observer (Kimball - Hinds County) reported crows plentiful, Greene (Peart eS 

: River County) sees none at all for months at a time. Fish crows are 

Common along the gulf but do not range far enough inland to affect upland : 

_ game. I had the impression that there are more crows in type (a) and (). 

B Hawks and Quis. Very few were seen, Wo facts are kmown other than those 

: already given under quail. | 

oe oe



e Wolves persist in the Delta swamps and the hill country and loess bluffs : 

4 of southwestern Mississippi, notebly west Copish County. As in other tn 

a states, there are occasional dispersions from this center or home-range, 

. Coulson says, for'instance, that wolves were absent from Jackson County for vee 

iG 50 years until 1915, when 5 appeared mear Van Cleve, Wolf dogs were ‘ 

ie imported from Missouri, end ell three killed after some effort. The first 2 

E was black and weighed 96 Ibs; the second gray and weighed 58 Ibs. In 4 : 

fe 1927 some more appeared, Kimball reports one of these killed recently, = 
e Some coyotes are alleged to have been fraudulently sold as foxes oe 

Fie and stocked nang Sohite far fom-inaabing, ‘Shay ‘ave dlilegit te hee dak ee 
much damage, Iwas unable to definitely verify this story or learn whether = 

ae they were now stamped out, he, : ee 

a __, Molves are doubtless an important factor in Delta deer. a . 

ce Bodeats axe reported comon in the Paseagoule Swamp (Coulson). ‘They slee 
fs occur on the Delta (Whitteker), They are probably of some importance to aoe 

2 the turkey crop, oes et 

be Gottonres. These account in Georgia for 7% of the quail nests, stink : oy ; 

E indirect damages by food competition wherever the bfoam-sedge is dense 2 

. enough to prevent access by hawks and owls, It seems clear enough that : 

. the anti-rat activities of all but the worst hanks and owls must be more Ss 

: important than their entingail activities, It is also a safe prediction : 
BE tnat tize-couseal will ntintents eobicivned deme ta gill, ales ee” : 

it be accomplished by removing the fire hazard through erasing. Thisis = 

| one more reason for finding out, by restarch, whether new quail feeds can : 
be vita satod on besvily grated Link > . 

| ca aS



4 mae report of the Georgia Quail Investigation will containiplans 

a and specifications for the simple and effective cotton-rat trap invented by ‘ ; 

5 Stoddard. 7090 rate were cought with this trap on the Pine Land Olub (8.0. ) ; 

| May = Qetober, 1927. oo Sei oe ; 

Cotton-rat populations in Georgia have been found by Stoddard to 

= run as high a8 4O per acre. This is in thick sedge, which would automatically — 

| _ have o low quail population; possibly 1 quail per 5 mores, Hence in the worst 
2 case there would be 400 cotton rats competing with each pair of quail for the - 

fa class 1 foods, and destroying an gyerage of 7% of their nests (probably much 

| —shgher on bad ground, such as here asguned), Bach rat is es lorge ae snd 

| donbtless ents as much os a quail, — oy 
e Sha haany. Ganhrintion of pak eb, shes ee reason for foresters 2 

hawk ond owl bounties or other indiscriminate blanket controls of hawks and 

o owls. a ay 

_ —- Hyugecoats, ‘The question of cats in Mississippi is so pussling that a x 

e thorough review of the literature should preceed any attempt at diagnosis, : 2 

4 Sinee time is lacking for this, I can only set dow the observed facts and 

z leave a more thorough job to the future, or to some other investigator, 

: There is a surprising seareity of huating eats, and no evidences 
a whatever that « truly feral status (dens or litters away from habitation or 

5 buildings) is ever attained. W. B. Grange (unpublished) trailed, found and : 

1 killed a cat in a hallow log in Rusk County, Wisconsin, half amile froma 

| house, I have the impression that t#uly feral eats occur in Towa and Tilinots, 

‘ although a majority are probably attached to a hsbitation and hunt principally — 

in summer (See Linsdale (6) ). Why should not feral cate be abundant in a : 

| —s state with such a mild climate ond varied winter food as Mississippi? ven if 
_ Fam mistaken sbout the feral condition being frequent in the north, why should 

9 - se



 noneferel, but hunting cats not be more comon? The following table gives 

| the gist of their status as reported by 12 observers, and the nusber treed = 

‘ ae 

Be ee C ph ie: 
__—s Observer Locality Remarks ‘Year ‘Trips Cats 

" gm, Loddell Starkville "Many around Starkville oo 
es and throughout state*. ee bare 

3, M. Best Starkville Sees very few. 1 seen cee 
Ee near a "nigger cabin" 19t We 

s H. H, Kimball Midway §=--—==- “Mio. houseeats on his place" ee 

td Coulson Jackson Gounty "None live in wild state. ee 
fe Gatches none in his traps® 
, «C.D. Himson «~— Moss Point Near abandoned cabin, Ly leat 
a : Killed 1, 1927 ? Beis 

- = ky Cockerham Biloxi "Few or none distant from bs Saas 
be dwell ings", 7 ae 
| 8 W. @reene —- MoNeil. "Rerely found in woods, eee 
eS Sometimes in fields". 1927 2 L 

DH. Foresman Blectric Mille “Wome except nesr honses" a om 

| Fanaye Cook Crystal Springs "Knows of no truly wild Se 
ey hous® cats. Meny hunting Stone See 

4 cats near settlements". : 

| 8. . Birdsong Very few cats, “9 ’ 2S 
; 3 mw 2 
| ©. F. Wilaiems Wash, County © "Never hunts a full day eh “ 

(Delta) without seeing over half De 
ie a dozen cats." ane ay 

6 3. B. Warren Holly Springs 1928 ? I ; 

. No observer has evidence of a feral condition, and only one - 

(Williams) trees more than 1 per year. This is in the Delta, where hunting  —_ 

- 50 - & ’ 
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| cats seem to be common, Why? Davis says they are common Arkansas, having op 

: fghined® 30 in one night motor trip from Duvals Bluff te Lonake in 1923. : 

e Houses are about a mile apart. I did not shine a cat in the course of 100 3 

2 miles of night travel in Jackson County, ‘Coulson assures me cats are never i . 

4 caught by his numerous trappers in Jackson County, _ . { 

E me ouly explanation which seens tensble was muggested by Stoddard, 
ye who has encountered a widespread belief among old hunters that wildeats prey ss 

ie on housecats, some believing that grey foxes also do. : a ee i 

5 the grey fox hypothesis (see Map Z.) checks with the greater 

2 abundance of cat# in the Delte, from which foxes are sbsent, and the great a 

- scarcity of cats in the flatwoods, where grey foxes are abundant. : £ : a a 

ce cin tid Sib Ne petuocin dhociee GA Os Phabesals, We emt os 

m the Delta, pees ‘oes en 

Ee It has also been suggested that sbundance of cur dogs accounts for 

ie the scarcity of cats. Gur dogs, however, are abundant everymere in the South, 

| —s whieh would contradict the aifferential distribution of cats, ee 

a This question is important because if there is a natural eneuy which 

. checks the feral condition im housseahs, the feath should be known, eee 

re benefit to game might far outweigh the direct depredation on om c ‘ ee 

: Of course the relation of housecats to game is none too well knom, — 

. The Georgia Investigation shows 1% of the quail nests destroyed, plus en oe 

7 unmeasured but probably large kill of young birds. : c. oe 

E  zoxen, tap 3, chows the evidence on the distribution and abundance of grey 

_ sand red fox, Both species are absent from the Delta, and a plant of rede in 

_ —- 1830 is said to have failed there, ae 

,  @reys are absent from the Pasedgoula Swamp according to Coulson, and 

| probably from the other larger swamps, but abundant in the flatwoods (type b). 

- -a- Qe 
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= Reds are absent from the south half of the state, but predominate 

- in the north half, especially in the hill country. There have been frequent y 

. plantings of both species in certain districts (see Map D.) but these do not | 

sean to Lave greatly altered the Aistrivusion of the tee species. | 

x What factors control this rather sharp distribution in so mobile 

e and versatile an animal as the fox is en entire mystery. Stafford quotes 

: Green of Minnesota as having established the fact that hookworm kills foxes 

in captivity when they contact with areas polluted by dogs. The hookworm, 4 

a he seys, enters dogs through the toes, or through drinking water. Whether = 

hookworn could spread in or Kill wild foxes by reason of being carried by 
a the many dogs of Mississippi is another question, ven this would not 

a explain the differential distribution of the fox species, or why greys ‘ ; 

e predominate in the limestone bluffs of Iowa and the flatwoods of Mississippi. ‘ é 

| » In both Iowa and Mississippi reds predominate im the loess, The whole ia 

be situation suggests that something less obvious than food and cover is the z 

a real deterdiner of both distribution and abundance, me 7 

_ Reds, being preferred by fox hunters, have predominated in fox Uae 

plants (see orange circles, Map E.). Davie Says these reds came from Iowa ns 

: at $3.00 each. Artificial dens are often built, where the foxes are — _ : 

_ -— penned. and fed for a while and the pen then removed, Woodchucks areeven a 

é imported vosansn they Sig aA Mnendince 6f:3tak ond eb eee ee “ 

: feed, 

Near Mobile the native greys are exceptionally fond of watermelons : 

and commit depredations on melon fields, This is equivalent to the large- - - 

; scale consumption of frozen apples in outlying orchards by reds in , 

Wisconsin, 

ae



os Little or nothing is know, im quantitative or comparative terms, — & 

| __ of the relation of fox species or fox abundance to various species of came, 

4 the Georgia Quail Investigation furnishes little data because there are no 

seas there and only a Light, though slowly growing, population of greys, 

. A life history study of wild foxes and feral cats, spread over a 2 

. large area so as to get the benefit of comparisons between regions, would be Ss 

| of great future value to game management, and would define the extent to which 

| __‘ fox conservation and game managenent are mutually exclusive imestate lice 

% Mississippi, where there is a genuine and widespread interest in both, == 

ee Even though the two should ultimately be found to be mtually = 

a exclusive, necessitating a division of territory, the division shoulda. be ‘. Po 

_—peacdful one. The sportsmen interested im birds should be slow te condemn 

the sportanen interested in foxes, Yundementslly both ard interested Jn the. S 
| same thing: the perpetuation of wild life for ite aesthetic benefits, Each 

"so may utilige the economic incentive as a meons to attain his objective, but . 
i his motivation is not economic. Bach wants what he wants because he knows o 

- it is good, and has no apologies to offer for wanting it. ee : *, 

: ~ 53 - =



» (3) poe ne 

) 19, Sumaxy, Unlghe the North, the posting stage in the develoyent of . 

| —s MSseiissippt game lands is so far being skipped, the lands changing directly . 

i: from free shooting stage to the club or preserve stage. Yew clubs or pre- : 

B serves, however, are as yet practicing much game management. ‘They so far : 

. merely exclude the public and practice a few of the rudimentary things like og 

. fire control, and some unnecessary but expensive plantings of exotics, Some 

| ghow decided skill in methods of getting local public cooperation, - 

% Clubs and preserves, however, do not yet cover any appreciable : 

» fraction of the good range (except in waterfowl). It may be doubted whether 

| —sthey ever will, because the costs of any “single-track” use of land ms 

inherently higher then the costs of mixed uses, The big development of the | 

future will be coordinated forest, farm, Livestock and game management, with 

 —=sgue told system predominating im the utilization of the game crop, Coordinated 

a eropping is obviously the near future for lerge tracts, but the seme trend may : 

Ee obtain with emall tracts organised into contiguous groups, The whole trend a: 

e Agriculture (es expressed by local farm bureaus and marketing associations and 

pools) is already’ in this direction, : 

Be Public leadership by game @fficials in lend practice is of course 

a detally lacking. lie tneephise of tech Sonmbeebth tet teen Mohini 

- that it may be assumed by public agencies dealing with other crops, such ss 

: agricultural extension officers, Smith-Hughes teachers, extension foresters, 

4 etc, I see nothing to be lost and much to be gained by such a development; : 

| AK might shorten the inevitable struggle to free gane administration from = 

3 politics, or at least allow some progress while that struggle is in process, 

Of course a regularly constituted game department is badly needed in any 

event. either the ordinary police function, nor the regulatory functions 

; ome :



__—=s im the establishment of refuges, public shooting grounds, ete. can be S 

4 handled by other agencies, : : 

ce Map.@, shows the locations and Table G-1 the nature, tenure, anil. : 

E extent of private geme lands. The reader should ve aware of the fact that e 

: that "club" or "preserve" hes a very variable meaning, especially in 

i _ Mississippi. Individual game holdings have been classified as preserves; = 

Be collective or sroup holdings as clubs, regardless of what they are locally : 

_ _— @alled, He should also lmow that there are all gradations between a 2 

a commercial ton or plantation with a purely accidental game crop, anda = : 

| —s shooting preserve with purely incidental farming. ‘here may be many private 

iS tracts better entitled to be celled preserves than some here given, =” a 

e me significant thing is the 1sst colum of the teble on mange 

oa ment practice, ‘he really skillful practice, based on research findings of 

i such projects as the Georgia investigation, is probably less prevalent than o 5 

__—s the table indicates, Isaw or heard of only three quail preserves or cls 

| in Mississipp! clearly amare of the Georgia findings and clearly attempting 
4 to practice any part of them, There is an unlimited field for extension a 

a work here, OER agar ee 

_ —- A, Meighborhoed Hunts, as a means to popular cooperation and good will, 

are practiced on the (Electric Mills?) preserve. Anybody who wants to is 

: invited to participate in a turkey hunt on acertain day. The same is done 

| with deer on some of the Georgia Quail preserygs. It builds up an incentive 

3 to the successful perpetuation of the game. | 

22, Preserves for Planting Stock. There is a widespread prejudice ad 
: suspicion as to the legitimacy of preserves for the production of stock for 

J - 5 - Pe
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rapping, shipping, and planting. ‘The merits of individual cases are : 
| outside the proper field of the Game Survey and were of churse not = ae 4 

| investigated, The diversion of interest and energy incident to such ne : 

on controversies is, however, a measurable loss to game conservation, It ee 

= would seem that this loss could be checked by mutual agreement ent upon an 

e impartial fiel4 investigation to determine whether the birds shipped = . : ; 

2 were actually produced by cultural operations on the lends leased and . : : 

e licensed for that purpose, This must be the root of the eintiowh ee 
e issu, Getting the facts might clear up the whale diffiewty, 84 

a fhe 2 county and 1 private refuge shown on Map 0. are hardlya  «-—s—= 

| e beginning on the state's needs. Mig Oe 

z as already pointed out, the @fficaey of deor refuges without o ; ‘ 

i an anti-dogging law {a not clear, ft ik slen sere sad pone cleax teh | Z 
4 public refuges are not an effective device for quail, excdpt one ae af ‘ : 

aq public shooting ground already under intensive gdministration, the reason _ S 2 

TE veing that quatl are so loalised (1.0, have such a mull cruisiager 

7 .ow-ratius) that tht uusber of refuges necessary to preserve a breeding 

f : stock of quail throughout a whole state would be too great. Assuming a : 
“| qnail to have a radius of 1 mile during the year, there would have to be -. 

about one refuge for every + square miles, or 40,000 refuges for the : 

5 state's 25 million acres of quail range. 3 

b On the other hand deer and turkey have a radius of many miles 
4 during the year, and waterfowl up to a score of miles per day. Squirrels ee 

_ have a large radius, particularly in the South. Turkey and waterfowl 

| refuges, and deer when dogging is under control, are one of the out- 
| standing needs of Mississippi. 

Be



y te areas tentatively suggested for purchase as National Forests 

(ap ©.) would function splendidly as public shooting grounds, not only for 

a turkey and deer, but for quail, The ruffed grouse ranges of the Lake States 

and New England National Forests, and the quail ranges on the fringes of : 

__ Mational. Forests of the Southwest, are the only other instances where & high 

P class gallinaceous small-game bird occurs on National Forests, end of these, — 

a only the grouse ranges are suitable for dog work, In this respect the oot: 

ie ern National Forests assume an additional value probably not yet realized by 

a their proponents or administrators. The reason for this value is that quail _ 

Ee management, over the bulk of the country, is obviously headed toward private — 

ee rather than public initiative. The public acquisition programs of the more 

ee northerly quail states will never command enough acreage to be a big faoter, £ 

. unless they are managed purely for birds end not as forests. ‘The quail moe 

ue not a forest bird except on southern cutovers. Even in the Ozarks es ieee. 

br : population is, I believe, very low. Es 2 

i: If the silviculturel plens for southem-pine National Torests can 7 

a be bent in the direction of small Gompartments end many firelines, their : 

. quail production will be much enhanced, : as : : a Se 

E Mississippi has passed the necessary enabling act for federsl 3 

a purchsses. ‘The next nove is mor® adequate appropriations under the Woodruff 

. | oe 

: The following record has less significance then in other states 

; because 2 "no hunting" sign in the South does not mean that the omer may —— 

. not given permission if asked, but such permission is apparently more closely 

: limited to friends and connections than in the north. ae 

F | |



; It is hard to explain the absence of charging under the toll acy ; 

me system, with so much land leased for preserves. The tradition of hospitality — a 

ie is doubtless accountable. ee 

sy Nothing was learned as to lease rates paid for preserves except $9 

ee that the lessee commonly pays the taxes in exchange for shooting rights, 2 

___— plus personal service on patrol and sometimes food patches by the lessor, 2 

This arrangement figures out a little higher than the 15¢ per acre rate 

eM prevalent in Georgia and the Carolinas, but since it incJudes some labor, a 
a4 : oe 

| 4 should be higher, ae 

ec | 
Me: Rosting & Charging in Mississippi oe 

rei 

_—sS. W. fucker, Jr. Sportsman Near Jackson ‘Much less than 106 posted, and 
ge that all along main roads, = 

ps 3. MM. Beal Prof.Botany Starkvijje 256 of land posted; increasing 
pa rapidly. : : 

| .L. Cockerham U.S. 13 Biloxi No Charging. Less than 10 
re Entomology pepe. Only 64 cultivated. 
ee 10% includes cutovers posted 
ee principally against fire and only 
a nominally against hunting). : 

Leopold & Weiss Jackson Go. “Half the cultivated land posted _ Be or otherwise closed. (This is 
be possibly 5% of total area). 

(5. W. Greene Pearl River Co. Very little posted. Maybe1% 
Ee of tote}, maybe 10% of farms, 

RV. Mattox Laurel "Almost half the farms posted, 
re Increasing raptdly. 
a 

_ 2. . Foresman Kempfer Co. " 206 of farms posted Kempfer Co," 

|‘ Fannye Cook Copish Co, " Posting doesn't mean much, 2/3 
. probably posted, } 

_ $8. B, Birdsong Hinds Co, "Very few. 25 or 30 places only 
jd in whole county", mee 

, (Con't.) Boe |



fe Posting & Charging im Mississipes  (Con't.) - 

oc. P. Wittens : Washington Co, 30% of farms posted. Only afew 
Ba places can't hunt at allif you 
s ask. 

_ Jv. W, Whittaker Delta 30% of farms posted, 4 

Ee J. B. Warren Game Warden Holly Springs "Not over 56 of farms posted". 

Ee « 

eee At the time of the public discussion on flood control following 
ee 

| the 1927 flood, much was said about the widening of the distance between = 

| levees ami the installation of undyked catchuent basins or backwaters to 8 
ue reduce flood crests, It was suggested that these backwaters while unsuitable ota 

) for agriculture because of the flood risk, would be suiteble for forest and = 
bee : x 
4 game crops, 3 

bt I called at the New Orleans and Vicksburg district offices of the 

| Corps of Engineers to determine the extent, if any, to which this idea had ses 

E been incorporated in their flood control plans. S ad SATE a 

Ke _ hese plans are graphically shown in the map accompanying the 

Ee report "Flood Control in the Mississippi Valley" (9) They provide for : 

i. several backwaters only one of which, however, is in the state of Mississippi. 

| It lies at the mouth of the Yazoo at the lower end of the Delta andite 

kK extent is shown on Map A. This area is inevitably a backwater unless the 

é dyking system were extended a long way up the Yazoo. m 

. The army engineers, however, do not anticipate the exclusion of 

4 agriculture from these backwaters except that certain swamps are contained 

- 9 -



4 within their boundaries which are too low to be drained. The New “ 

| = Orleans office said there was nothing to prevent private dying of thoes a 

| : E areas provided the private works do not Anterefere with te gene ral river | 

control plan, Because of the extended periods between severe floods 

b Be the corp of engineers hope. for considerable agriculture on these areas, S 

. oe There is now a public controversy in the southern newspapers - 

Ee as to whether or not the Mississippi River Commission is under obligation 
" [ to buy out or otherwise compensate landowners within baci tex their 

7 jack of flood protection, I sew no discussion, however, of the « i 

eS of public owmership from the game and Siniiss standpoint ail i ha : 3 

f intended use of these lands should they eventually come into piblic ie : 

it Publicly owned forests covering these backwaters would 8 i é : 

. “ mae ssfenit si puRlis’ ipinsting gredik fer tobe, tutey; sihpales © 

:3 EB waterfowl, and would produce lene yields of valuable hardwood ae : ; : | 

Ee because of the rich soils, ' ; ) oo, es 

3 

, 

oe 

~ Be - |



e (C) The Conservation Public in Mississipot sy 

| 22, Summary. 

Any attempt to visualize the present status of the cons¢rvation 

| —s public in Mississippi must begin with a clear realization of the high ; 

: individual and low collective interest in game and game es SE that 

fe is to say, an exceptionally high proportion of individuals have grow up 

ie as hunters and fishermen and retain a keen. interest in sport, while in 

es exceptionally low proportion have grasped the idea that collective action oe 

Re is necessary to the conservation of a productive game end fish resource, : : 

E Tt mst also begin with a realization that depletion of this 
. resource appears to always proceed the adoption of a conservation wee Bibs : 

Le that is, the state must feel the pinch of scarcity before collective. : : : 

interest is aroused, Mississippi, having undergone a nearly complete 3 = Ose 

ie depletion of turkey and deer and a partial loss of smaller game species, - 

gi is probably now about ready to do something. ee ¥ 

i The existing agencies which ought to be interested in something : 

. are listed in Table H. (Table H on next page). a a 

As would be expected in a state in the sbove status, the public 

fe is just becoming aware of the need for police functions (that is, the need 

: of a game law and its enforcement) but is not yet aware of the more mA | 

: positive functions of state leadership in game administration. A thinking 

: minority, however, has grasped both ideas, as will be evident from the 

| ‘following captions. That this minority 1s amall is indicated by the fact ’ 

i that I found ohly 3 or 4 people in Mississippi who had a clear idea of 7a 

the Georgia Quail Investigation and the significance of its findings. : 
‘ 

; see ,
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List of Game Organisations - Mississippi. 

| 
i Xgpe Scope Membership Officer 

i Mississippi Association For 
i the Conservation of Wild life State © 00 Miss Fannye Cook, Crystal 
} ; Springs, Secty. 

) Isaak Walton League - Natchez county? Winchester Jenkins, Natchez 
i = county ----Cornel}, Gulfport 

(Chapter at Jackson 

Lincoln County Game Protective 
: Association county ft. W. Mattox, Brookhaven 

! lake Washington Game Protective 
: Association local ----Yorthington, Leota Land. 
1 
i ing 
} . dgar Sharkey, Glenn Alan 

Mississippi Amateur Field Trials 
i Association (Meunsdale) 

Cotton States Field ?rial 
Association (Maunsdale) 

South Mississippi Field Trials ; 
Association (Hazelhurst) 

; Miss. State Fox Hunters Assn, state 2007 Judge Hugh K. Mahon, 
: Holly Springs, Pres. } C. B. Lilly, New Albany, 

Secty. 
fyro - College Hill Yox 

i Hunters Association Tate & 
Marshall 400 H. W. Wales, Sonatobia, Pres i & Lafayette 

; 
Marshall County Fox Hunters 

:. Association county 50 Ivenhoe Spears, Byhilia 

: (Meny other small local Yox 
/ Runters Associations) 
, 

f Mississippi Audubon Society state ? Wn. Hemmingway, University. 

if 

ie 
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é This is the first state-wide game association and was only : 

be organized in 1927, which fact should be kept in mind in appzaising its : 

E accomplishments and future possibilities, The attached prospectus ; 

br (Appendix e) is descriptive of its organization and platform, 

2 The general soundness of the policies and plans of the Mississippi ~ 

i Association would do credit to many a state movement a decade instead of | 

ie a year old, In support of this view I would cite its close affiliation | 

E with the State Agricultural College and State University; its insistence 

B upon research as a basis for sound conservation policies; its inclusion ‘ 

a of the whole conservation field gather than of game alone in its program; | 

E its rational attitude in recognizing both the sportsman's and protectionist's — 7 

4 point of view, For more specific evidence I would cits its plan for the 

oe organization of a school or training camp for game wardens to be established : 

at the Agricultural College. To be sure this plan is not yet in process ‘ | 

it of execution, but it was evolved independently of outside suggestions. <3 

E Naturally the Mississippi Association, having a small membership 

E in a poor state, has been short of funds, Meanwhile the surplus of funds 

_ described in Section D, has been accumlating in the county treasuries, 

last August an opinion was obtained from the State Attorney-General to the 

effect that county contributions from county game license funds to the : ; ) 

Mississippi Association for the purpose of conducting educational campaigns ‘ 

were legal, Only four counties (Jones, Wayne, Covington, and Bolivar) 

have so far made any appropriation for this purpose. 4 

The state Superintendent of Education has also financed from | 

: public funds an educational trip by the Executive Secretary of the Associa~ ’ 

tion to the various state Normal Schools. Most of the activities of the : 

: -n- : =



eS Association, however, have been performed without funds and without pay by : 

F its executive secretary, Miss Fannys Cook of Crystal Springs. ae : 

in I understand that some sportsmen have expressed reluctance to : : s 

S affiliate themselves with any organization avotimg en interest in Mwild a 

cr flowers" and other non-sporting subjects, This difficulty, it is to be hoped 

a will prove temporary, The experience of the Izaak Welton Leabue with ite 

be comprehensive program involving non-sporting subjects is in evidence to this — a 

ee effect, : a | 

e A chapter of the League existed for some years at Jackson but I ; 

Ss understand is now inactive, More recent chapters have organized at Gulfport = 

a end Natchez, ‘The slow spread of the League in Mississippi may possibly be 

a attributed to something besides apathy. Possibly this standardised scheme of 

| organisation with its high dues is not perfectly adapted to a southern state 

i where only the industrial cneters contain a large number of individuals = : 

ue capable of paying such dues without a sacrifice, Any game organization — a 5 

e confined to. industrial centers is of course handicapped from the start. “Boaie a 

ue, special adaptation of the standardized organization of the League would be oo 

- worth thinking about for non-industrial southern states, P ag 

‘ The program and activities at the local chapters were not looked ap. o 

i I gathered the impression that the existence of these vhgerems: BS 

| organisations tends to be sesivind atlas with the méea for other Oe 

‘organizations especially devoted to game conservation, In my opinion this : 

is expecting too much, Undoubtedly the field trial associations offer a a 

a enlendia opportunity for extention work in the results of research in quail : 

- = oe 
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e management and they should certainly have a duplication of membership with 

| q state game organizations, but they have their own special activities to 

= take care of and can not really be asked to assume the heavy obligations 

Ee of state leadership in the conservation field, 

d o Curiously enough the custom of appropriating county funds for fox 

= plantings has been successfully used as a lever for the appropriation of a 

mt like funds for plantings of game birds, In this way the existence of these — 

e Associations has helped to expedite the beginnings of a game policy, The , 

- proper function of fox hunters in a state game conséevation movement are 

Ee properly the same as already stated for Field Trials, 

| te No picture of the conservation public ih Mississippi would be 6 

be complete without mentioning the County Agricultural Agents, District ae 

: . Agricultural agents, Smith-Hughes teachers of Agriculture, and Agricultural —_ 

: Experiment Station Workers, These forces are especially well organized . 

: : and mmerous in Mississippi. Their official functions in relation to game . : 

, A conservation are covered in Section (B) but their personnel also have an ; 

e important function as citizens, which properly comes under this caption, “ 

| Paap ave el) yimie- een, anhtede of Kinsignigal, tuted ab Oe dg 

College and combine an inherited interest in game and sport with a technical 3 

_ @ducation and special training in educating the public to bett@r methods 

of land use, The Game Survey everywhere met with the heartiest cooperation 

of this group. 

| - B+ ;



\ (D) Game Administrati
on in Mississippi 

Ste a 

32._Sumary. ; 
e There is no state game department. There is a state game law a 

e defining legal practices and establishing seasons, bag limits, and licenses, os 

f but this law is administered by the counties and the funds accrue to the I 

county in which the license are sold, The Mississippi Association sponsored 

bg a bill for the emtablishment of @ state game department in the last : : 

a legislature but it did not pass, Game administration by the counties is 

2 naturally varies as between counties, but in general I do not think it is ; 

ae unjust to say that most of the funds go for patronage with a small but 

increasing anount devoted to such moves as restocking, — | | 

IS The counties have the authority to increase the restrictions = 

fixed by the state law but not to liberalize them, They are directed by : 

e the law to employ one County Warden at $75.00 per month plus any mumber : 

s of deputy wardens at a nominal salary. 2 ; 

The Ue S» Bidlogical Survey has a federal geme protector at a 

_ «Vicksburg, bat this position is at present facant. ie : 

Ee In 1803. Mississippi Territory (including Alabama) passed a law : : 

Ke in 1803 prohibiting fire hunting; each slave discovered fire hunting to % 

: receive 39 lashes and his master to pay $10,00; captains of militia to “ 

3 have law read at head of thir companies twice every year, Law passed e 

| prohibiting Sunday hunging. 3 
; 10.1856. Passed act giving comty boards of police power to | 

E pass ordinances regulating times, places, circumstances, and quantities ae 

in which oysters and game may be taken, Peace officers authorized to ee ‘ 

j sa



— d eRe per a EIS EO hy boi Ragen net eT rs 

2 make seizures and enforce these regulations. (See Chap, 95) : . es - 

3 Jn. 1871, County Supervisors granted power to regulate protection : : 

cs game (See Code, Chap. 30, Sec, 1839), es sg 

& . In.1904, Adopted 4. 0. U. "model law" (Chap, 98). e A 

A In.1906, Adopted a general game law containing license, wae e : ; 

limit, nom-expert, and non-sale provisions (Code, Secs. 2323 - 2336). : - 

eg In.1910,' Decision handed down in case of State vs, Hill (53 8.411) a5 

ES declaring unconstitutional the local ordinance of Itawamba County prohibiting 

a hunting by non-residencs except on their own land, oe = 

S) 3n.1928, Mississippi Association for Conservation of Wild Life ia 

Le attempted to create a central State Game Commission but failed (See Digest . oe 

“| 4m Appondin) ee 
es The above information down to 1910 was obtained from Palmer's — oe 3 

"Chronology & Index" (8). aoa 

re m Chart I gives in graphic form the open seasons and bag Limits since ee 

: 1905. The figure or short line at the left indicates the daily bag limit = 

a and the written legend at the right indicates the season limits, sex oes : 3 

: resctrictions, etc, : oe : 

The aggregate income of the counties from the licenses fixed in : : 

: the 1922 game law is now believed to be im the neighborhood of $200,000. __ 

4 An accurate figure is impossible todtain because of the absence of any oe 

E central authority for collecting the figures snd the lack of county: ee 

‘accountability for the expenditure of these funds, A partial estimate of ee a 

- 652 eke
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= their amount was obtgiined by means of a questinnaire by the Mississippi = =«_— 

Ee association last year, but the results of this questionaire have been lost | 

Be and could not be found in spite of thorough search, Accordingly I am unable “ 

a to report an accurate figure for either the totel or its distribution among : 

a counties or its present trend as between years, 4 Re _ 

e Tt is evident, however, that the counties have only recently a | 

le Decone amare of their anmual incone fron this source, sincé in some counties 4 

E a surplus has accumlated, In Hinds County this surplus is alleged to be = 

| _ about $13,000, in De Soto County $5,000 ~ $6,000, in Marshall at least _ 

$3,000, in Tunica probably $5,000, and in Tate at least $3,000- $4, 000. 5 2 2 

. These are cited as semples of the prévalent financial condition « : 5 

1928 BIN], Exhibit "h" of the Appendix gives a brief digest of — 4 
i the bill presented to the 1928 legislature ly the Mississippi Association = 

| ‘for Conservation of Wild Life, This bill did not pass, It will be noted 

that it contains no provision for the exercise of regulatory power and a 

e in lieu thereof throughout gives rather minute definitions of illegal preo- : . 

4 tices, seasons, bag limits, duties of officers, etc. It should also ve oad 

that the bill contemplates the Commission handling game and fish only, oe 
. Alternatives for State Gene Bill, Several other alternatives a 

for the organization of a department handling the state's game resources is 

r are of course open, It should be borne in mind that a State Oyster aa 

_-- Comnission and a State Forestry Commission already exist. ee < 

: The first alternative open would be that of a state Consdrvation 2 

‘ Commission covering game and fish, forestry, oysters, and (in the future) eran 2 

A parks. This is a scheme of organisation similar to that already adopted in = 

a es %



: bee a 

— Wisconsin, RES . 

ee The second alternative would be a state Game Commission similar ‘ 

a to that proposed in 1923 but probably with the addition of regulatory — : 

4 power such as now proposed in Tennessee and successfully in operation = 

ie in New Mexico, ; i oe a 

Pe & third alternative would be = Department of Natural Resources a 

& including the promotion of state development such as now in effect in — 

Ly North Carolina, i: 

It is of course not the function of the Gamr Survey to recommend = 

a as between these alternatives, It may be pointed out, however, that the a 

. Vorth Carolina plan might submerge the various fields of conservation and a 

become in effect a state chamber of commerce, eS Ss 

fe The prevalent opinion seems to be that it wuld be better to = 

ie start out with alternative number 3, a game and fish commission. The 1 

S recent experience in Pennsylvania, where the lack of a cooperative : S : 

relationship between forestry and game has resulted in very perplexing ; a 

| aitziculties on both sides, might, however, point to the wisdom of alten a 

a native number 1, Whether Mississippi is prepared to take such ail advance 4 

| atep is a local questiot on which local judgment is necessarily best, 

. It is believed that some logical organization of state leadership 

in game administration will necessarily follow if a sufficiently Vigorous 

. program of research and education can be put into effect, In this sense : 

; the building up of the lines of activity described in sections (¢) ana (8) : A 

; are a key to the solution of the problems presented under this section, (D).' : 

: -



J The A & M College at Starkville, and the various Agricultural = ae ’ 

| -Sxperinent Stations maintained by it in cooperation with the federal - = 

| Departuent of Agriculture (See Appendix (a) ) are the principad local = a 

; . agencies available for research in game, or game and agriculture, including = 

ee The Southern Yorest Experiment Station at New Orleans is the = oa 

E agency for Game and Forestry, The McSweeney-McNary Bill pessed by the ae 

| rast congree, expressly suthorizes it to handle such projects, 

: The State University, while very friendly to conservation = 2 

. : research, does not have sufficiently varied facilities in votanyye soology, a 

ie and like subjects to undertake complex projects. re - : — 

: Tne State College for Wonen was not visited, The various = 

| teachers Colleges probably lack facilities, ° i . a 

4 No work in applied game management has been done, There ts ol. 3 

| course considerable foundational work available, including an wicompleted 

| _ Phological survey of the state vy Miss Cook and members of the aaM a Lok — 

E faculty, Some of the published foundational work is cited in the = ‘ . 

(| Bibliography (06 Appendix). oe 

‘- 2 The graming and fire experiments at Melleil (See Appendix (1) ) is 
! ce of course foundational work for Game Management, oe ca ae 2 

ie 
: eae 

es (a) The Game Associations (see Table H,) RN Z 

:. (b) The Agricultural Extension Service: One County Agent in éach a 
~ 6 ~ a



2 County plus some half-dozen District Agents each supervising oe ” 
- numerous counties, Nearly 100 men, ‘ : 

id (c) The SmithHughes (organisation: 155 Vocational Agricultural a 

aS High Schools, - see Map J attached, each with several teachers i 

ad and with a total enrollment of 2870 pupils of High School age " 3 

~ plus some 8,000 evening pupils (adult farmers), : 
aA (a) Te Fire Control Bducetionsl Campaign of the Anerican Forestry ] 

a Association: several field men with motor trucks and cinema ph a 

fe slides, exhibits, etc; anxious to secure material on game and — 4 

Fe It is impossible to exaggerate the potential importance of (%) ana : 

__ (c). The size of these organizations is self-evident from the descriptions — a 

ee and Ma; J; I also had an extremely favorable impression of their aggressive- : 

» ness, sincerity, and skill, i : — = 

4 of both groups includes many sportsmen, whose t¥chnical education and he 

a feniliarity with agricultural res¢arch enebles them to see at once the — 2 

e possibilities of reaching landowmers with the results of game research. a 

a » Both organisations headquarter at the A&M College and the a a 
Ee leaders attend frequent metings there, Accordingly the results of any a 

gy research work at the College wuld flow freely and directly and ju verson ; 
am = 

| to the landowners of the state, With the receptive attitude toward gane . 
fe Which already existe in the College faculty and the field fordes, 1b — 

i remains only to get the facts. ue : 

2 D, L, Williams, State Superintendent of Voaational Agriculture = A 

J -soaat Jackson, is himself a sportsman. He assured me that the SmithHughes “ 

Te ococts unter his direction were very desirous of launching game projects _ “3 

. ~~ se |



7 i : : ae a 

: . with landowmers at the earliest moment that a sufficient stock of facts — - a : 

‘ : for any project were available, 
i a q 

a uae 
4 Forestay projects for Smith-Bughes Schools are now being dram : 

2 up by De By landerturn, Extension Forester. This enabled me to get a good a 

Se idea of what constitutes a "sufficient stock of facts" for aes in the : : ; 

Bae Smith-Hughes organization, The requirements are rightly very exacting. 
5 

Quail management is without doubt the' first logical project, 

a not only because the stock of facts is far shead of any other species, but — 4 
pe See it is the principal game crop on small h@ldings, It is my tentative 2 

| be opinion that the stock of facts is nearly sufficient, lacking only a Little a 

| Sy additional work on the costs of management measures, and the adaptation of © ; 

ee the Georgia findings to Mississippi types of land, The inauguration of a = 
quail project among 155 scattered schools, however, will require a ‘aad = : 

: 4 man, It causch be Gane as an incidental, Joby ‘the quail feliomhigs 1k ' 

4 of course produce the kind of men needed, One might be found who does not ! 

| require additional training. He should probably be a meuber of the = 

| ne Biological Survey attached to the State Vocational Board or the A&M 3 

|" Goliege, and should have the benefit of Stoddardts guidance on technical == . 
E ed matters, 

more rexinie, - Ya fect the County Agente ase xen ready to present quail 

) a managenent to landowners if there wex§ a denonstration area at the A&M 0 

| College for working out the local adaptations and costs of the Georgian = 

| ‘findings, ‘Tats ie, in short, the fellowship idea already approved by the | 

| : = 70 = —



Institute. The same area would of course serve to develop the additional — a 

i information needed for Smith-Hughes Work, (See Recommendations, Section . 

r.) me 

aa | 

ae The case for this project has already been presented in Caption 

s 10, Section A. It remains only to point out that such a project, if started = 

| at this time, would be ready to begin go feed Zacts into the agricultural = 
p extension agemies at about the time the quail project will have attained : 

its own momentum, It would also be a logical complement to the McSweeney— s : 

Ee McNary Project covered in the next caption, ae 

Be The need for this 
co evsk has Youn roughly covered ix iin vialion 4s Spats, ipeeially Gh. 

Since only local agencies can properly present to Congress the need for : e 

. funds, the following popularized summary of the amemeent is offered for : oS 

| such use as they con make of it, ‘he proper authorities will prefer to 
e fill in their own costs and yields of timber and livestock, ae 4 

Zriple Purpose Fineries 3 
. Can crops of game and livestock help carry the costs of ee : 2 

s TMmber-growing in the Gulf States? a 

ie A Summary of the Need for Fact Finding under ; 

: the McMary-McSweeney Bill. ae : 

ee —_—— 3 
ES (A) Arcunent : 
ae Experiments have shown that an acre of pine cutovers will grow: 

eS 1. feet of lumber per year (plus some naval stores : 

if longleaf or slash pine). : 

; -Tl



ee 3 Ee SST OO Saale 

. 2, 15¢ worth of quail shooting. > 
| a 3 _____- pods of beef or ____ pounds of milk, : % 

| be Of course guy acre will not do this, Fires must first be controlleg as 

| Ed and the lend stocked with the proper trees, plants, and animals, E 

oe qe proper kinds, numbers, and methods of culture are now fairly wel — 

| = kmom for the three kinds of crops separately, Thus the Forest Bzperiment = 

, B) Station has found out how to control fire and raise the tree crop; the Georgia — 

, ae Quail Investigation has found out how to prepare the land so it will raise a : a 

ee quail crop; the Coastal Plains Agricultural Experiment Station and dericutteal, 

; oe Colleges have found out how to prepare the land to raise a cattle crop. Ss 

ea All of these experiments, however, have gealt with each crop ; 

- separately, except the one at the Coastal Plains Station, which has partially 4 
| worked out how to raise trees and cattle at the same tine onthe same land, 4 

be : People will produce crops on Gulf States cutovers to the extent that ; 

, Pe they know how to produce them profitably. Obviously profits would be greater ; 

| Af tree crops could be grown at the same tine on the same land, This is true a 
| a because they have certain costs in common, notably fire control, taxes, and — : 

ie supervision, ; i : : 

fe The Coastal Plains Sxperiment shows promising indications that tree 

be and cattle crops can grow together, thus reducing costs. ‘There is reason to : 

Be believe that trees, cattle, and game crops can grow together, at least on i 

ee certain kinds of land, with certain special modifications of cultural gethods, , 

ee This is an argument for funds to find out, by experiment, whether, where, ani : 

a when this is true, and how much of each can be grown, : 

2 This is an inter-state and inter-bureau problem, hence such funds 

| - should be appropriated under the McNary-McSweeney bill, Section 5 3 

7 ey :



| tae technical questions on wnich afditionsl facts are needed : oe 

include the following: ee a 

E (a) Can plants be found which will (1) product quail food ee ae 

grased forest, (2) which produce pasturage, and (3) which a 

will not prevent tree peproduction or constitute a fire = ie 

| Comment: Plants are already ‘mown which meet requirements (2) and (3), a 
‘bat 4 Ae not known which of them, if ony, meet (1), It is also known that a 

the native quail foods tend to disappear in a forest grased in sumer, — ee 

(v) If not, how mich fencing 1s needed to produce quail food om —— 

; (c) Zo what extent can ploughed fire lines be profitably increased 

" and size of citting unite decreased for the purpose of increasing — 

: fire Lines feed game without producing inflannable fire hesordt 
7 (a) What densities of forest canopy combine good tree grovth with ‘ = 

7 a cood stand of cane and Livestock feeds? Wow long during the 

= sapling stage mast these feeds be shaded out in the interest 

, (0) What is the effect of various degrees of grazing on cotton rats 

| Comments Cotton rats are knom to vary in local abundance with density of - 

(| erase and to eat pine seed, quail feed, and quail eggs, Rabbits are known — o 

to damage tree reproduction, These spots of knowledge should be joined . 

; together, 
: ae ; a 

| (t) mat populations of sunita, oppessuns, foxes, hawks, and owls



: are the best balance between rodent control and game 

(g) Whst is the long-tine effect of fire on bunch grass sod 

My aisceDiancous Questions in Heed of Mact-Tinding, The following isa 
ist of the research needs pointed out in this report but not specifically = 

| covered elsewhere in this section: * eh 

F : ve oe ee 
: Tt is hoped that some southern agricultural college can : URGE oe a ee Looe eae 

Complete this research in cooperation withthe Bureau of => 
: -Fatomology. Ca 

= Page Ms elation of ize to Goose Grage and other gane oe tne 
4 inthe Coastal Marsh. ‘This 1s a project suitable for the 

Division of Food Habits Research, U. 8. Biological Survey, = Re 
: pending review of Forbush and other literature, 8 

. i : Be Rone oem 
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Appendix (da) _ 

| 

x THE OBJECT OF A BIOLOGICAL SURVEY AS PROPOSED FOR THE STATE | 
ae of 

Es MISSISSIPPI 

' Le T determine the occurence and distribution of plants and animals in 

E Mississippi, and to make known to the citizens of the State and to 

: science the various species. found. | 

2 To determine by working out life histories the feeding habits and movements : 
of birds, mammals, and all the lower forms in order to arrive at a better 
understanding of their economic importance in relation to man, food and 

j clothing, to crop plants, gardens, orchards, and forests. 

3. To determine the kind and extent of damage done by harmful rodents, birds, 
and other forms and to advise means of checking and controlling such LAVAZCS. 

; 4. aid in the establishment of game reserves and advise suitable localities 
for the preservation of the different kinds of game, thus making it possible © 

‘ to restock areas already depleted. . 

> 5e To aid in the establishment of plant preserves for the protection of rare 
} plants. 

Z 6. To cooperate with existing organizations in the prevention of fires and } 

| other agencies which destroy, not only food, shelter, and nesting sites of 4 
birds and animals, but also millions of feet of timber, beautiful shrubs 
and flowers, thus robbing the State of her richest resources and priceless : 
assets. 3 

; Ve To prevent boys and irresponsible citizens from using insectiverous birds . 
; and other useful life as targets, and to put a ban on cur dogs and stray 
: cats which destroy eggs and young birds. 

i ' / 
i 8. To advocate strict enforcement of all Stete and Federal game laws. : 

«9 += Po collect and mount specimens representative of existing species found in 
os the State to be exhibited in a place accessible to the largest number of ; 
a visitors, and to prepare series of scientific study specimens tc be retained 
eS at the A. & M, College for the benefit of natural science students. 

i ‘ 
i 10. To educate children and the general public in their appreciation and proper 
i enjoyment of the natural things which make up their environment. | 
a



, Appendix ‘(e) ee ERPS Sepa Re a fin eS ol a Oa 

Prospectus of the i 

ie MISSISSIPPI ASSOCIATION FOR THE CONSERVATION OF WILD LIFE 
a <3 ORGANIZED 1927 INCORPORATED 1928 CHARTER MEMBERSHIP 286. 

= The Asseciation Wants Mississippi to Have: S i a 5 

(1) More sport for the sportsmen. tke ankeete “aes pay 

ala (2) More furs for the trapper. 1. Secured tie ti i 

+ (3) More fish in the streams. State Pla Boe a soopecation Af fm 

: (4) More beneficial hawks and owls to eat The State D net i 

field rats and field mice. The State T aan cree 

(5) More song birds in town and country. Sportsmen Club or ean 

(6) More holly, wild crabapples, dogwood of the state ups: in different Paes 

ae to beautify roadsides and Federation of Womans Clubs. 

(7) More boys. and girls, i. —_ Mississipp! Division: 

men and women who nee ee eee ments 
love the outdoors and _ Mississippi is the only state cana 

who go there with see- in the Union which does not Mississippi Farent-Teach- 

ing eyes and hearing have an official state wild oe Association. 

ears. life conservation department. on ree 

(8) Now, before it is too _ The Mississippi Associa- oderal ae Hauer 
late, some lakes and tion for the Conservation of Tupelo, Miss. * 

streams, marshes, mea- Wild Life is the only state ¥. W. C. A. and Girl Re- 
dows and woodlands to organization concerned ex- 2 Visited 
be forever recreation clusively with conservation ve NAB 20 CO eae 
Hisces for tha: people and proper utilization of state fairs with exhibits 

and refuges for the wild life resovrces in the 3. and ‘literatures 
Sn Senet ee a statevof Misslesinoie . Gave illustrated lectures 
Tsu: “Education means conser- to 20,000 school children, 

(9) Public hunting grounds vation.” Mississippi is not pond ubeedaee 0 poreuue 

modeled on those of spending a single dollar for srudy aees 
Panniylvania. witele ia wild life conservation edu- 4.” Aided in making @ state 
vane = pire <a mood! otra wide distribution of fish 

Ranting fone lentes: perened 20m overflowed 

Pa lad eeeae st Ee area in the summer 1927, 

(40) A ae De ue cope se zane: 5. Visited 15 boards of supervisors in in- 

? to enforce the game laws, to investi- 6. ere Matt ins eee 
Bote. sis connie stare Aa native , ee ee pen phe 

4 . es i i 

: for sanctuaries and hosting = Ti pam ee oT 
: aud ti edubate the. pesos eemnaee: E onsored a piece of legislation which 

sutions= alle sapaarh trode Baten sought to provide a state wild life con- 

eseeee: nerve eran at the last ses- 

Se og MOORES as earl d= eee s slature. 

As one means toward overcomin, i e i a g that public 
inertia which recognizes the need fo: - 

MEMBERSHIP DETAILS servation but allows our wild life Pacuteer sk 
continue to slip away, the association offers 

All persons in sympathy with 1 To. Se Sponiabis Club, W. Club, D. pare : aC omans Clu! : 

the oly of the association ae we Association or other 
are Sligi I in Mississippi that duri hi 
; e igible to membership, and year 1928-29 accomplishes the at oe 
o share in the duty and privilege standing piece of wild life conservation 

: of nhesorving 20e ork, a gift will be made of the value of 

our own use, $50.00. At the option of the winning or- 

and for that of future genera- re soeeate thee fh a hoi hed ope é : s afted ho! rees, 

; ge wild life resources of Hereety ea seedling mange tae: oS 

; entnie and crabapples, or regal Jil bulb: 3 

de bird bath, suitably ineertbed or ate 

, ctive members pay $1.00 in - pmo istee sacking. ponds or streams. 

2 dea : o the Mississippi school bo; i 

fe pee for the whole or part of designs the best emblem eevee ol te 
e fiscal year—August through activities or aims of the association and 

aly on e g. suitable for reproduction on the associa- 

oa 5 ee members, $5.00; eas er i ca and literature, a reward 

search members 0 .00 in gold will be given. Thi i 

Giskains mbers, $10.00, and be conducted through raphe st ger 
: ing members $25.00 an- : phe ‘atate geschor Association. 

nually, Lif ‘ . To the member of the association whi 
oe e membership (no coins the best slogan for the use of the 

tee ues) $100.00. Patron association, a living Christmas tree, of a 

ie membership, $1,000.00 vane, sured for growing in that park, 

ge fees sinnee wishes to aiage Ns age te 
4 commie wil act as final judves ofits 

Address The Mississippi Aa aS e Mississippi Association for the Conservation of Wild Life. Mrs. F. Belk Smith, 
: Secretary, LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI : — 

fe



= 

feat OFFICERS: EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

W. H. Smith, Laurel, Miss...) nih Thomas L. Bailey, Meridian, Miss, 

readeat An emblem and slogan is needed for this i ie rete ay real 
He F ian, Miss. space. A. member of the Association offers es Flan pys ih.) COOK s: Cryst at 0a 

ea $25.00 for the emblem best designed to J. M. Foley, Jr. A. & M. College, Mit, 
tive Secretary | suggest the activities and purposes of Mrs. D. H. Foresman, Meridian, Miss, 
Miss cee A. Cook, Crystal Springs, the Association. R. W. Harned, A. & M. College, Miss, 

hse R. N. Lobdell, A. & M. College, Miss, 
ording Secretary Robert D. Morrow, Jackson, Miss. 

Mrs. F. Belk Smith, Laurel, Miss. Office of Executive Secretary Mrs. F. Belk Smith, Laurel, Miss. 
rer Crystal Springs, Mississippi W. H. Smith, Laurel, Miss. 

J. M. Foley, Jr.. A. & M. College, Miss. 
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, Appendix (f) - 

: April, 1928. 4 

be SOUTHERN YORUST EXPERIMENT STaTToN " 

Be New Orleans, Ia, : : 

by “ 

pee 
e 

te Ezagticed on the Same Land > 
be Zee 
Be . The Southern Forest Experiment Station started an experiment _ i 
ee in January, 1923, at McNeill, Mississippi, to determine the effect = 8 = = 

Be of cattle grazing on longleaf pine reproduction, A seat of 320 ae 
ae acres of cut-over virgin timber land bearing seed trees and some : 
oe advanced reproduction was fenced against hogs. W_ith ag exception : ae 
Bet of two ten~acre check plots, the tract was grazed at the rate of ; + 
fee: one head of cattle to ten acres. Half of it has been burned over 
a. annually and the other half protected from fire. The mortality of oe 

ie seedlings from the seed crop of 1924 was studied, ; 
sige 2 i 2 
Rov Unquestionably cattle grazing did some demage to seed ’ 
Ke lings. A survival of 85 per cent was obtained on areas seveeekid Si 
ee from both fire and grazing, whereas a survival of 75 per cent was e 
ie obtained on areas that had been grazed but not burned, This loss : 
car that may be directly ascribed to grazing, compares favorably with 3 
i the much heavier loss caused by fire. Fire alone clearly did the : a 
ey greatest damage, resulting in a survival of 18 per cent, but on Z 
Bee: areas that had been previously grazed the fire damage was much less, s 
< Here survival was three times as great, 56 per cent instead of 18 a 
ee per cent. Close and even moderate grazing, by reducing the amount - 
a of fuel, greatly reduced the damge done where fire was used, Where s 
i: fires were prevented, the degree of grazing did not greatly affect : 
a survival, except on carpet grass areas, Although survivalwas low * 4 
a under advance reproduction or seed trees, especially on burned plots, nc 
a in the open spots on unburned areas, survival was about 90 per cent, ae 
he whether grazed or not. On the other hand, similar open spots on the : 
a burned area resulted in a survival of 75 per cent under grazing and ; 
Es only 35 per cent when not era Unless fires can be eliminated A 
ar entirely, cattle grazing should be found beneficial to reforestation. ": 

2. W. G, WahLendemg es 
: 

Fi 
is 

we a



b Appendix (e) ce Q i e : ne 4 

; ea ee Leh se 

4 nidiaelids ae 

& thern Forest Experiment Station, unpublished table and ma 

Be _ rete tof Potential Forest pag ery southern stetes®, oe 
Wot released for general distribution, == 2 ae a 

(2) Kone, B. ., Director State Geological Survey, Bulletin No. 8, 8 

: ig Preliminary Study of Soils of Mississippi", 191, 

Logan, Wa. H., echnical Bulletin Wo. 7 of Agricultural Bxperi- 
: 9 ment Station, "Soils of Mississippi", Iie ate ae eer os 

| () Stoaaara, H, Le "Progress on Cooperative Quail Investigation; 192," 
 —*" “gRepart om Cooperative Quail Investigation; 1925-1926"; findk = 

F report now te process. Obtainable tion Us 8. Biological Survey. a 

(5) Moseley, , a. Mobyhite and Scarcity of Fotate Beckles" (in Ghie), 

, Filaen aallecin Sophy: MMe a ee 
(6) ‘tansdale, Jean M. “Some Environnentel Relations of the Birds in the = 

ee Wissouri River Region", Wilson Bulletin, Sept. 1925, mete ae 

| (8) Palmer, 7. 8. "Chronology & Index", : eae i se 

(9) "Mood Control in the Mississippi Valley", Report of the Secretary = 
4 - . of War, 70th Congress, 1st ‘Kenaied, House of cocoate, a ae 

; Document $0. ee 

: 
ee os <a



Ba) Mae Be ee See tS ERR Dlg eg ae eR tw th es Oke ON re Ore ens UR ice Crh es Ca 

: Digest of Bill Sponsored in 1928 Legislature ie 

es By the ae 
io Mississippi Association for Conservation of Wild Life Ne 3 

. (Not Passed) : es 

Sec. 2 (a) Prohibiting shining except on coon and pessums. : . . 
a (>) 10 guage maximum, : Ee ae 

= (c) Prohibiting sale in restaurants except for the hunter who : “a 

e Sec, 3 (a) Federal Migr. Bird Law declared law of state. es S 

a (b - ¢ ) Citing federal lam, coe 
; : (a) Limits, migratory. : os c: 

= (e) Open seasons on birds, Ah a 

Se sec. ¥. —-Prohiblbing killing of non-game species, except certain listed 
= species. gn > 

Ge sec. 5. Prohibiting oclbing furpéather March 15. Geenty tupisyibews es 
oe may further regulate. : : . = 

a Sec. 6, Won-resident may not kill over 25 migr. birds, or sell any. = 

| Sec. T.(a) Defining game species, 7 oe 
e (b) Defining fur species, ie re 
ee (c) Open seasons on animals, No open season on fox. ; o 

: - (4) Open seasons on furs, Muskrat preserves. S 

a (e) Prohibiting killing during high water, ao ae Be 

a (f) Defining species which may be killed where doing damage, ==> a 

ae Sec, 8. Season for trapping furs repeated, Traps must be inspected ‘ 
be every 36 hours. See 

- _ Sec. 9.(a) Definition of game fish. as ‘i 

: L (b) Lewful devices for fishing. es 

: (c) Fish Limits, sete 

4q Sec.10 (a) Unlawful devices for fishing. : : : 
4 (b) Coarse fish may be taken by Game Com. with mesh over 2". a <



™ > ake: aay 2 

| sec, 11. = AccSdentally caught illegal fish to be retumed. — Cees 

= Sec, 12. Licensed game preserves. : a 

Sec, 13. (a) Sale of game prohibited, 4 a 

. (») Bxport prohibited, oo 

. (c) Common carriers prohibited shipping illegal game. ee ne 

: : (a) Common carriers prohibited receiving illegal game. te : 

4 (e-f) Non residents may take certain game with them, he 

oe (g) Circuses exempted. a 

Sec, 14. «= Brapping License. Other licenses. cl Se 

Sec, 15. (a) Creating State Game Commission, consisting of State Zoologist, 
es State Supt. Education, Agric. Commissioner (ex officio) plus = 
a ‘2 members from Miss. Assoc. for Cons. of Wild Life. State = — 

oe Zoologist chairman. } a 

oe (b) Commission to appt. warden for 4 yrs. Bond. _ ae ne gt fs 

a (a) May hire and fire wardens with approval of Commission. eee Sa 

ag (e) Shall iseue licenses, __ oe RR ais a 

Sec, 16. “Duties of Com, Enforce laws. Fix salary of warden. Research, 
. Bducation and publication. “to establish public shooting — is 

= grounds and sanctuaries", (funds?) oe 

| Sec. 17. ‘State Game Fund. All license income, = ees 

ne Sec, 18. Trespass on posted land forbidden. — ee ae 

_ ‘Sec, 20 (a) Grand Juries to inquire into game violations, ee m9 

4 (») Sheriffs must testify before grand juries. She 

ce Sec. 2. Penalties. ys a ee 

| Sec, 22, Law does not abridge powers of oyster commission. ee 

g 4 Sec, 23. Terminating present wardens. ee 

me Sec. 2h. Repeals, ost 

_ _—s Sec, 25. Const itutionality of sections. See ee 

2 a Sec, 26, Taking effect. ee
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Livestock, Forest, & Mineral Industries 

(Reproduced from “Economic Survey of Missouri", S,W.Bell Telephone Co.) 
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Dunmore of Pind inde 

Quail, are declining on the barest prairies, but stationary oF 

ingseseing in the Quasice, he intervening territory exhibite all intermediate 

stoges of tronsition, ‘The future of quail fe Contingent on the modifiestie: = 

of agriculture and forestry to produce sulteble range. 

Rebbite sre obundent except on the barcet prairies, An sdequate 

quail progres will oatometieally conserve rabbite, 

| Sokerfowl are declining seriously, Only prowpt and thorough 

{nougurstion of a refuge program, supplemented by restoration of morshlands 

and regulation of adusive procties, eon prevent the further progressive deter — 

fovation of the waterfowl resource, : 

UG Surkey ond Door are ineressing, wut their foothold as ghoot~ 

avle gane is still precarious, lxpension of the refuge system, plus the 

inauguration of menagemont on private holdings, con greatly expand their dis- 
tribution and abundanee, 

Ringneeked Yhonsente and Hungarian Rartridce, sre nob yet eotdbe = 

Lished ond 1 seems doubtful whether they con be \ 

Eraicie Chickens are declining. It may nob be passible to restore 

them to the eategexy of ghootable game, wut refuges to conserve then as on 

seethetic and edusational resowmwe are tedly needed, 

Buffed Grouse ceansionally attain local abundance, but are now 

very low, 

Enedatere show no alagning trends, All past and present idene about 

predator-control seen inadequate, A yetional policy aust be tail? up om @ 

foundation of scientific fects yet to be determined, ' 

See
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i 7. Bobwhite cundh | 

eclgtuunde Yor the reader to weigh property the stgnifiomnce of the findings . 

| ot tate survey, ond otfl1 mare to weigh the importance of ite recomendations, 

| no must not only know quadl history, wut he aust also conceive of thet history | 

as the changing seeultant of & coustont intexplay of visible and invisible 

dynamic fora. Nothing ie more fatal to pragrose in conservation then the iden 

thot we ote everything thet happens, oF that causes are simple, sepamte, oF 

constant, 
he reader aust ploture, first of oli, a vingin Missourh = 

viva most of te quail confined to the edcee of prairies and to open woods mde 

patleaLine by yearly fives, hese quail probebly fluctusted quige Violently in 

svantanse with time and place, and often hed to move seasonally with varying 

7) weather, fire, nant, and seed-erops. These wore the forces waich determined 

their exiatence, : 

Then he must plotare the introduction of grain, civilised 

voeds, and vail fenees; and the conversion of woods into brushy stump-lote 

Grain was a gist etebdiliser of quail populations, becouse the settlers hed to 

- aprotect® it from the vagaries of plant competition and woather; it equalled 

wild plants in quality end surpaseed then. in yield, Grain, in conjunction with 

oeage hedges, created a quail erep on heretofore vaeont preiries. Quail vere 

sporadically trapped ty the settlers, but nobody shot them, They incrensed 

enormously, not in maximum owner per acre, but in nuster of habitable acres, 

There wee less flustuation in numbers as betwen years, 

Nort he must pleture the cleaning up of foran, the replace. 

went of weedy rail fences by naked wire, the opread of bore yasturen, the up+ 

Tooting of hedges, and the ingrodustion of binl«dece and shotguns, This madem~ 

j :



tation of the quant ranges Dogan RAL @ century ago on the penizieg, Yat only 

| quail, due to overshooting tn sone pleaee, and in nearly oli places to the den 
[> cronse of habitatle range, Devagetabion of fomer coverts ngain dewstebiliged 

|| ceotonte quatt more severely in poor coverte than in good ommey 
ft Matty ne mat pleture the present serioultaml depression and 

| thle adatbtonel cover and f0ed te about offset by the sulten epreed of moter 
Omak villeger the inelination end cash to dhoot quail on the wing, Of bine 

| Ob of aLL She omen the posted tum, the Anpending thawed af 

 Grope, by “biLLing® the soll. Me ee ee 

Moat theret mgt Hon snag Ht shat ilpt By soak Poe 

| These are the questions to be untangled, insofar ss way be 
e ‘pousatie, in this reports ee Ae . RE oes * cs



= “i es re oe os . 

4 Tho conservation yublic at lange te not yot aware that the os 
'[) satensificntion of agriculture bee deen the moat potent single factor fa : 
| tne dootine of upland cone in the combelt, the proof of this ie found im fs 

tn agrioultural nothocs, of to the econonte adjustamte betvean fuser snd 

|| erortesam which alone con make ouch noaitieations practicable on « lames sealey : 
ia Motevor the neoded modifications of agriculture iy bey end 
"| atevar sconce sdjuatnents are necénsary to got then into precticn, 18 f ae 
"tires of ot necessary to exanine, tron os many angle as poosible, Whe funda 

|| Tae PAL Ma Satth Fam, In Calloway County, Missouri, Thad the good fore 
to find o fom with a nom phystenl history, operated ty a famer withthe 

| mental aturidutes to make this poseible, nhs oe lee tea ae 
4 Pah My Saith took over the mansgeamnt of his 260-nthe fem 
"neo WALL danobung An 1925. AE That tino the form wis sous half lowed ond 

| to fit the stondards of modern agriculture, He has desdrushed the fonce rows 

| The Livestock on the farm hae deen lange inerwaged in omer to Commune the ve 
TF -vegetable proauste on the ground, Rotation of erope und other measures for the



| conservation of wail fertility howe boon pub into effect. Mm Snith fe 

| probably enabled him to convert the findings of nodera egrioulturel revenrth eat ti bt ee 
special Antovoot in quale ‘ois eusleg hin to vemeaber with aubetential 

he farm began with about 210 quatl in 1925, and now tas shout 

(nis direct obsorvebion, tie quail stock me protebly sonevhat overshot uh 

_ Ate birds, the dechine in munbars of quail om the saith fae me — 
the effect of the phystont changes brought stout Wy seriouttum! toproventaty 

| Te ntetory of these Laprovensnte and the decline tn quail exe wamrtaed on a 

| taproved, his of eouree, does not conclusively prove thet the decline we 

E  whooting, or very Light shooting. te. feet, however, that 0 00 tro concarrent 4 
| tendencies appeor on thousands of similar fare throughout the compels, ee 

ae An examination of Table Pal shows that no Anerease ot ealtiveted 
| -nereage hes Yeon gained daring the procoua of improvenent, although there has 
: Yeon a lange gain in the adreage of pasture, There hes undoubtedly deen @ af : 

[tance snereane in te sale value of the fama, tue to the enhanced worming | 
Capital of livestock, fertility, ond pasture Me as ‘ ces
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EFFECT OF AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS ON QUAIL 

PHIL M. SMITH FARM - 280 acres 3 mi, W. Williamsburg - CALIAMAY CO, ,MO, 

Game Survey Ww Aldo Leopold 
of Missouri ie = Mar. 1,1930 
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| gatohton A, howenany sath Unie enhanced value of the 

oo heowy a enorition of te gonewprodusing capsoity, == 

: Tho question te stotewide, because thousands of femers axe 
doing, oF will eventually do, the ease thing. A powerful and extremely effecte 

| tve mechinewy 19 maintained in each county wt governmental expense to hasten 
the process, and to show the farmer how, Could not this sone machinery on 

to do 60 for either the plessure or profit? ee See 

| angles of this question, the only mqualitied assertion watch this report 
intends to mise Ae that the degree of conteprodusing Capnelty culmpatine with — 

not eon started, ond that 1% should be undertstoen sb oust, cnuae the Wedhe 
nique of game conservation mut be based on ite findings as they tecome avail



caste psmaon alas site kualideeace ee 
| was encountered during the survey except the importation of Kexicen tebehiten, — 

| The following record of official state plantings me obtained, 

p boo Gane & Figh News, April, 1926, Banded and putin : - Callaway & Boone counties, = eR See 

Ewes 1180 Gane & Fish News, March, 1928, snys 3000 contmcted, — 2 Not all delivered? re oe 
1929 0 , 5 ee 

| ten's ongonigations and private individuile, — _ ee 
: Since quail seed stock of native Blood existe all over Miscourh 
| thie importation of exotie need stock de regrettable, Tee aduptation to Ee 
| Mecourt conditions 1s st Wat doubtifuley ‘The total Gidution of native blood, 
| Norever, te of quell extent compored to Tinohe, where 16,521 Wextoon binds 
_- re released by the Conservation Departuont daring the yoors 1925-27, a ee = 
: Tt is to tho credit of the Missourt administration thet old 
_ of the werioon plants vere banded, o ail ploate of say species mould be 
| Until our stock of Imowledse of subsequent Dehavior to wach wore extensive than 
| ®t presont, I found no record, however, of ony compilation of the results of ae 
_ theor headings. Bonding wor te of tnited value unless the retume ere
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question fo Missouri, bab the mobility of Mexioan stock 1 regerded ou of snail 

. all valley quail) were heard of. One sush plant is sald to have survived in the 

| nelehborhosd of Rocheport in Boone County, A plant of valley quait nde = oe 
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: : A pleat of Galiformta quail survived for sevorsl yours near ano 

| sr ere nee mts te ee
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| samples of good, medina, and poor territory in och of the counties trawrwed 

| the suavey, he dagrve of Dinciaess Andiontes the density of population 

| atte (or 610 acres), he gmall civales ore for sample arees of loss than 
| iw acres, Avcas of loss than 160 cores, however, wore not secepted, for the 

: reason thet this approaches the unit renge of a covey, Such et coupton ca a len 

would be misleading, ae ee 

- Density yubole are otoggered in the Legend eo that a lange 
treet, showing for instonce ont core to the quail, te ia eee 

Bo tract showing one were to the quail ie not quite i ee 

| Behenoabiee ease 
. of land setually indicates # heavier averoge in the tomship or county then 

| a quit ger acre on 8 160-nere sample, ' car fe , ee 

Im onder thot this map may not be accepted for either wore 
| oF 1oae than At te worth, 1t snens adriasble to desortve the netheds used in 
| odtalning the date, he method fe statler 86 that long weed by tieber eruieers 

im ostinating bixbor atonda, but with thie difference: fhe eruteor mengures 
_ ‘Me om samples, whevens T obtained alaost sll of my mengurenents fron fonts, — 
_— eportonen, and game wardens, gaint ‘the tisber cruleor umully locates Wis 

is ety ek hy 
+ ine wherever T gould find an obsewver vho mew a piece of land well enowh te



In approaching an individual observer, it we fire ascertained — 
Prather ne mer anything about quatl, and also vhether he used dogs, before 

any figures vere ovked for, An observant famer knows how mony covies are he es 

found on hie fam even Af he has no Dimi dogs, Wu @ eportonun without dogs 
is apt to underest inate, 2a Sa 

te pick ont @ apecitie tenet of inom serenge, which to his mind reprmsented 
the best quadl tereitery in big locality, and te state the mmber of covtes : 2 ‘ 

‘TD ’ found on that treet at tho beginning of Vw season during a recent somal your, 

the mmber of binds by waltiplying by 15 (unless the prompent hhpgoned te 
iow the exact number in ench individual covey) and the total munder of bins 

sent ing mediua good quail ground, ond lastly a somple ropropenting poor qual = 

were lator plotted on the map, ty : = a 
| The render who is faatlion with tho peychology ond habite of 

sportenm will at once detect the weaimeus of the aysten, nonely: the sperten 
men do¢e act work wediun oF poor territory wiless there 18 no good territory 
or unless the good territory is all posted, and hence does not have enough « ; ut 

information te select ov desnrive medina oF pear enaplény  Mense Se 

Poor smaples are not muffieteatly represented on the may 
Purtheraore, in the case of game wirdens, & sans of pride 2 an



| he territory te nob good, For this reason the map was never show to j : a 

fe Reliable somples of poor territory wore more renaity obteined 

i: In general, however, the map undoubtedly shows more sanples a 

© of good than poor ground, ond hence represents Detter then averse vewslathons, 

| mare te no way to ootinate just how mush te map should be discomted, = 

* Tt ws ourprising to note how fow esbinetes had to he discarded — 

‘| as incompetent. Out of s totel of 177 samples taken, only tao or three showed 

[the camarie of exaggeration or "telling fish storieg,* and had to Se Aigo 
| S carded for thie reason, The nep therefore in no wise represents any oifbing ve 

of Figures through the exeneiee of my om porwomal Jutgnent, Prctically alk 

[Gf the samples wore recoried exeotly ae given my : . . 

| etustons fron the map, I wish to: point out the posetbilities of this sume 

plot method of detemining porulations, If on investigator had » your ingtond 

[of a montn ot hie @teposel, and could Like tho Staherorsiger eolect hie 

| samples soaring to some rigid gengraphte potters, he could got a tus ofves 
[section of the quail populations of any state, Yvon this could be caloulsted — 
- & sabstentially correct consus of the state, If every section 36, for tnotance, 

‘| Gould ve wanpled, oF if a otring of simples could be yun once north ond south — 

Tau nse east and woot through every county, a true pioture of the distribution — 

7 of density sasseny and a tree census, could be Built vp on ee 

x Ry yortodieally reeonphing the eon plote tn future youre mn 
| true ptetuse of both Local ond genom tronds, ond the flustustion behwen



| In short, Uap Pa? ie valustle tediuse 18 shows a method mther 

) ; than because it gives on snower to the question of quail populations, ee ‘ 

 iterter uae of a Pomlation Ham No sporteaan wonte to make public the 
| Aecation of the dest hunting grounds, ond no fanaer wants to adversign Yhab 

| theless gave me the benefit of these Local knowledge, the location of eanple s 

Location te deliveretely insccurate, ‘thin inecoursey, in conjunetion with 
the mall seals, mikes Map Pa? of no se to thos vho might employ 4t te locate 

| tne veut sndividunt ferme for hunting, 7 OS ee 

| Same timate Gommared sith Sorien Per Tuna" Ratiaatey A few shecrweryy 

| ive then, tut voluntecred to give entinntes of the mmber of covies on goal, 

| everege, and poor faras without epeeifying any porticular fom, thety 

_— estinaten are an Fellowes Se eee os 

~ Govise Ber Poms of 160 Aeros ee a 

i —s Veweatilen nus + MON Gk teres eee neh ee ie 
“4 Worrisowyilie, «+ Gaebe eee eee eee ewe ee ewe hs a Clinton +s « ee + Osbum «se 5 5 cap . peor 

KivkevGlle ss +6 AGM eee ee ee beens 6 oe Nae es 

ea ee 
a Acres per bird average at Vie eae 
- @ 25 winds yor covey sss Tee es 2 ee 

: ; It is interesting that the aversge farm should oust od T acres e 

[te the bind, and the dest 2 nore to the bind, wince theses figures check ahs 

/ stantislly with the culmination of the curves in able %3,. ae .
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_ Mable F-3. (From Map F-2&MapB) ts g 
QUAIL ABUNDANCS BY REGIONS q 

Range of Population Density Number of Samples : 
acres per quail) Prairie Region Ozark Region Total 

North Black West Tot, Plateau Main Tot 
: & Border Ozarks 
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a ge 

age too fow and too unevenly distributed to allow of comperivon by all of 
the types dows on Map 3, The distribution of abundance by penton mine 

| parallel each other and also parallel the state grgh indiantes ot the date 
| fron which all these are composed reflect the opemstion of sane orderly = 

natural lem," tee, that the date are good. ee ao 

3 however, may bo misleading, in thet the density eesle does not ue venue a 2 

uniform amounts, A larger series of samples taken on 2 gtograrhie pattem = 
| and plotted not by donaity elassoa, but exch staple Wy test, wuld yield 
ps sooth curve which might be Mighly ALiuuinating to ecology ae well ae gone 

_— douintlees causes the rightabond ends of ol thive curves to wag vefore Way 
ought to, two to four sexes por quail any be the most frequent doneity for 

(the test parts of Missourt, tut the moot frequant density for vhe while state 
te doubtlens *thianer,* (1 4¢ wore lad aoren per quatl, and if the vefinad 

; population of Missourt would be 4,000,000 scree divided by about 6 sores por ae 

| qual, oF cbowt £,000,000 quail, Assuming a Mot Kill, there wuld de quik 
| tough for 107,000 guns wt 3 munte of 10 bine euch ger your, ‘The number of 
| -Meensed guas is alveady over twice this figure, fence the need for mensgenent 

The deficiency in samples of poor ground does not prevent s : me



i J a vouch comperion of the Opts ant Prateie rectans, beccane St seems Iiialy 

Fenton ase quatlatees for lack of cover, tho gragh indisates thet the good 

FP tne screnge of the fara, without tnoluding the indeterminate sone of surounde 

FF ree ena ee me 

T) thore sxe on trects clownd to hunting onoe samples of closed trechs are 

[ nardor to eet, snd scaruor thon they oopht to De on thie Map Fads Clow 
| farms and refuges aré indieated on the map vy @ingonal "wings," Tree winged 
[ eonplesy plus alt the soaples in closed counties, compare with opin round 

e Wate Oh a ee 
fe : O5ets0 Ch 

; Re ON a 
p ee ee a ee 

Be ae a 
. Te fect thet the mosh frequent density on olosed grow ie 

| alone canted restore quail tn emp eventy



“| Couparinen of Pash ond Present Pomlationt After the survey waa newty | 
complete I noticed that cone oldstiners soured to hive an accurate recollection — 

of the nusber of covies fuud yours ago on their how forms or fomr favorite 
shooting grounds. It occurred to ue thot coupartems of mane date for fomer 

| ond pregent populations would be illuminating, The following table gives some 
| frgaents of old date which could rundily be enlarged into o reliable picture 

| Mefaylar Kis fom 162. 18907 12 180-9 Paam was GO 
| (Columbia) (Boone Go.) - cere i, 

EF «EL, Sehofield Mie fama “a Os2 1.6 (Same as 1929 
| (Buffale) (Polk Go,) © 3 RSE Seas 

| 2 1568 sé Thin ws the 
q me 

| i 1, Read = Pam 420 £12 150 al.‘ Overshell sines _ (St. Loni) = (Rendolyh Op.) grt - : me 

. This table proves nothing, bub it is powsitly significant thet I ols 
_ hove never heard an apparently relistle oldetiner give a covey estioste witch S 
| Tedueed to more than a bind por acre, In whowt, Yhare de at least an indication — 

; that quail density never did exceed o bird per sere, pe eS = .



I ee 

‘she Saturetion Point. aint. Tf the density of quail population on the we fame 

Tor do ve seconotle this foot with the untverssh Deliet thet there are fewer 

Ip neernee: tie om ser reece Memon 

_ femus, ‘The storred treet in Oregon County is» steor feeding farm where th ye 
‘| ome hineeif potnita out oi infhux of quash Guring the wintem,) < Hs 
, The only way te reconoile all of the foregoing Considerations msiceretions ie 

-[ sore, deyond which density will not inorense tnoept for temporary periods oF 

T— anter continenont, Tats eataration palat eppters t6 Matt the nuubor of wkd 
[ quatt on my aren, Ih ip cnenstonally attained nam but we probably nome 
JF) sng tine i et mers sr nt il eS 
| pgpeater tots) soreace thedited by auadl, In other worse, the blenke now 

J) caused Wy denvegetated fame aid uot yet oxiet. The "blanke* eoueed by ule 
|) sananttea woods of course exiated than Just an they do som 

| -present oné of the sost interesting unanswered probleme in the mole fn 

| of gnae resesrehs It seams mntirely unlikely thet my ordinary . faotor, uch . 

only Uiseourl, ut alee all of the other states. 0 fur covered ty tne Oa



| | (1) Condativences during the nesting season, 
F (2) Diseases or parasites depending for their spresd om 

; the degree of crowding. a i ee eo 
. No evidence of intolerance of seeneenent tee: eee a: od 

| sion corresponds exectly with the sctumtion point, It ts oy impression, = 
“ + $ : = ef Ja as BeBe: ae 

| however, that Stoddard found an even greater willingnées to cowentrate upon 2 ee 
. “ede 

|. certain nesting grounds in Georgia, A eee oe es eee 4 
SS es ee mine Le 

: Disease is possibly the most Likely hypothesis fur explaining the 

| saburation point. Knowledge of quail disceses is stil. too deficient to make 

possible a guess as to the particular disease which might ve ite couse, oF ao ae 

| to the manner in whioh it operctes, hore is certainly = abrong tendency 
Psétoward disease hen quai) are confined in pons, ae eee or 

_— Memorary Congentmations, hile tmcte of 160 aeres or over do not often 
_ @xeoed the saturation point of » quail per sere, much greeter populations 

e exist for temporary periods on smaller arees, Some samples of the nature a 

> extent of such temporary concentrations areas follows 8 8 == vs * 

| AH.WiLloworend Osage 7) Many covies flushed simultaneously 
| OR Vie Phel pe 1925 "Flushed 200 from one Geacre field 

_ Geo. B. Johmeon Cans 1928 “Flashed 3 covies from} mi. of 

| Seri B, Grose @linton 19297 “Fiushed 10 covies from 20-00re 
| (Reacher, dgric,#.9,) wramh pate ® 
| ll Ou Oregon 19297 “Saw 75 birds in. covey 

P Andrew Brocks Ripley ? "Flushed 75 quail at onee fran ae | 
seell £1014 of cane ond whest.* 

. to e ee



“a : : iz : ae ‘ ie s z eee ee ee * D 6 

| ¢requent and mote intense tn Wiseourl than im any of the other states so 

fey wurveyed, They avem to be confined to whe Omaree and to the bushy river 

_— prooks of the Prairie Region vhore prairie quail congregate in winter, In 

[oth canes they doudtloas represent tenporary movenent of many covies wm 

Fs nightly palatable food supply existing in greet quantity for = hort time me. 

-[— covies tn one field and several covies in one covey. Abaomaal Ly lange covies 

are simply one degree of temporary concontrabion, eee 
eee ee 

tant conclusions, Ocensionally, however, one finds particular individuele = 

| tho Nave the dispascionate attituie of research eotentiste, combined with the — 

-— tuetlity for accurate and specific recollection, The following figures were 

ee -? a yee 

: a ee! 

| Prairie Regt aS Bue 
. Oar Region 2. ee 4 LS — ae 

fc 3 ie a 

- SS ERRNO Ga 4 
f Bin LoNaer eth et 

F : on Rita ye 

; : 3 g Mo Sopnke Pear Be eR Se Bacar at Sea er



TD pronigee, te inportmee of the material to be presented under this ception 

: (1) et nesting soesons and hard winters are sung the mosh 

important decimating foctore in quails = ae 

a) smite the winter elinste of Hisvourl avemges mild, the 

q frequecey of elects aluost balances the grester cold of oa 

; ena sere om Shen eae soe ES A 

F soeidenta, oF lose of property by fire, theft, pee 

_ nobody hes ever getsblished methods of measuring the rim 

7 of weuthor injuring the quail ereps It de the parveee of 

: this cagtion te Ley foundations for such methods, — aoe ie 

: (4) Gome management in ‘one sense ie @ business venture in tah 

| rm fi me a tin af tate eM 
[ eoving tht Wr are natbods Wy sbi that onaw oun be Sthtntde 

: Chart Yel prevents in parallel columns thive veparnte recor’, = 

| (1) weather, (2) voriations tn the quail érep, (5) history of winter loses
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SOE REEE EEC HCCC EETILCRREISA NSS er EES IRS Rae TET TT 1908-9 _____________ greene —— 1, GORE ECCT ong 
TIT AANA So) 

COO Steerer NSSRBBPe 
BE eee CSS EEC eH 

COOSA CCS COC ; 
Ca aCe ce 1911-12___ snow tizu—J Boone ——— Reeder 
COON CRP CCC ee N. of Mo.R. Head 
COCO a eee Cee OCC April : 0.R, Hea 
COCO NCCC COC ce 
Terapia CCC CCC NORE Ceo 
CORT CC CCC CC eer 
CCS eee it 
Ta A eee tT 

Pep ape ae aaa es eT) yoga 
COC OE CCC eee 5 Phelps Via 

: Ce COC TOC eee 
COSTCO CCC ee OCC Pettis —— Steele 
Cie Cesep CS Cec 1917-18 — snow of Dec 
CO eS NN *] Oregon —— Gum 
CEES bois-1g ©1917 Diels & | Motance 
PEAR EECEEEE CC CCCCe EeE CECE 29s FS aw 
COTS CCC ee OSC (2" snow) Texas Ferguson 
OES eee 
CCC ESS Callaway — Cave 
COCO oa SSS Err ee Butler Holland 
COCO Cee oe ~ Hollan / 
Ce OS SSS ETT Boone —__ Taylor 4 CEES oat i283 chuyler — Myers 
Ee eet ti tttitittitititiiitiiititit ert UCole ve 
a ea COCOA i rt + i ae Engerbrecht : oS eS SASS Ss eae Boone Reede: ee ea eS Ee as 1924-25 Sioet Dec. — eder, Tay~_ 
Se eS eee er ie c.—+\ Callaway lor,Neal 2 
COCO Cee ia iat 16,1924 ipley —— Brooks . Cae eS — PRR Med A ee aca 0 per —_— Wal thers CEC RSS CORE TENRANSAS SSR at (Statewide) 
COCOONS a Pettis —— Steele 
COCO eS RNIRANRISSRISRISISISAIS SCD ay ey Adair —— Huls eee ee SS ABSSASSSS Ser err a St. Loui Coll REECE E EEE ese Ton 1928-29 - Louis —Collins 

Perce eer rrr it Cn eee ey tT Tt Trt Tt tt ttl. tI Phelps —— Hutchinson 
eed 2 1929-30 —— Sleet, s: & Via 

a a Pe » SNOW) 
a oa a a8 Bt Yk A Gt A a A a a & cold in \Schuyler Eason 
a a a in a 0 8 a a 8 aoe Broly iatat 

; PEER EEEEEE EEC EERE EERE EERE Jan, ate 
CEES 

DCE ECC a reer Coo



| |e wentner sveoede were ali obtained from published Literstune, 

gold, sleet, cad mow for Ste Losin, te Ont and Speingeld reeeativeys 

| the aqabol. in eich ones appears opposite the your during which 1% would afrect 

| eleor moans of aifferontiating those which might have kfl1ed quai, The aloo 

| seconde of the Bell telephone Comany, however, give the thickens of mat 
wives eines 1925, ond this protebly tea very good index to severity on cultl, 

) explanation except to state the reason for using JumsSulyatagust : ee 

_— teat mmmer mains ore actunliy sore daanging when spring stam decane theme 
| Feason to doubt thot thin prinetple holds good dn other etutes ike Riesourl, 

Renee sumer caine mother then spring mins ore selected ne the index to Wie 

4 Tt Lo unfortunately tnyosetble ta get a second of low, medium 
e and high quad erops for more than a for genie beck, ‘the eirouler ems 

E _— fe thie column represent the recollections of eportsnen separcte and opert 

__ from their recollection of causes (euch ap winter Lonees)s On each @ubol 
2 ® tog or tail indicates the quarter of the state to whieh the bat agphion



| ghe caee of the weather symbols in the first column, the dete is elways nlotted : 

| gypasite the your in which t would affect the quail erop, regardlees of whether — 

the Keting weather setuslly occurred before or after the first of Jemuary, a 

4 aah 

 Gonetusions Amparent sithout Anslzaig, One conclusion may be enfely dram : 
< fron ® more glance at the chart, and without any laborious analysis of the - a Os 

e date, nomely: weather conditions injurious to quail oe curprisingly Lesalinds 

‘Tk appears to be the exeoption rather than the rule for any slect, exon cold 

ie spell, wet suomer, good or poor quail crop, or winter loss of quail to be state 

“4 wide, ‘This was surprise to me and necessitates a revision of some of the cone 

a clusions dram fron previous surveys in other states, It te appesently never x 

safe to sseuse thet ony quail phenowenon is stotewide without positive evidence — 

ie to that effect. — ‘ Se oe : 

a It 4s worth acting that doth Hts Louie ond Springfield hove enjoyed — 

ee a high average of fsvorable (dry) nesting seasons since 1917, ond that the ee 

vanner quail exop of 1929 follostd a dry summer in both localities, == 2 

. Mik of Set Howting Seagong, ‘The data on variations in the quail cryp are too : 

Fe neogre to allow of mathematical analysis in comperison with sumer rainfall . ys 

e Fot a single yerson was found in oll Miewourt who kept = shooting journal ov J me 

say other fom of written recom which would indicate fluctuation in abundance — 
{ Vorough « long tome of years, If there sre guch records, information ante 
| hole vhernaboute would te wlemed, ph a as. 

- Tt is wrth while, however, to attempt an appraisal of the risk of . 

J vet nésting sensons from the painfall data, which goes back nearly © century, 

4 Violence of individual mins probably has a6 much to do with the : Y 
| Meetruction of neste ond broads as total inches of rainfall, There iene 

[ record, hovever, of violence of individual stom, ond Af there yore the local 

| “2 ae See



a. 3 by etna Pe eee 

sottone would be too grent-te adait af compilation for # whole mtot®, Th 

TF rrequency of extra fovorsble drynves without vislent shayere 49 roughly pHOpORe 

De ssoned to. the frequency of exten low inches of raintal nfl ly Table Fo5 preeeees, econ a 

ee. On ro eee 

a F : ie Be. t are : x Ee ae ye ae fo 

ey co ig as d Pee a 

ee + the Boake «8 Springfield «4 Both StaLouls ends 

4 ‘ ar + (elnce 1888; J sinet LS 

: Riek oft ' 92 ye p> ML youre) 4 1688; A yeers) ¢ 

4 
: 

; ions ‘ A sh i - ae 

| fret Tears ' oS ae ge Png a Sey 

Biseat ape Soe bk ee. 
|} Raiatall * ee ee oR gs ane 

8 ee  % ") ee ‘ ecm eg ral pee 

| tDry Years eho Sia’ Ss ee eee 

3 } tainfall under Means g ; 66 we ¥ (sie a 

Biz, CY 4 ee eee ee 
| 4 Rainfall * . 8 ’ o- A082 388 

i the table again emghasiste the Local nebure of exceptional weather, 

| hetafsil phenowens ot St, Loule or Springfield are seldom common ta both Local its ve 

B inca ub iets Soule, sheobel Gehie equity Seb Wh 5 

| = Little less then one out-of every ten yeors, and ® delnee in one out of every 

twenty yours, but in Springfield rainfall over 15 inches may be expected elacst 

| ever oer vont, oud a ates ones tu tom yeas 

j CR gOS oars eee
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| guy Shale Mobility? Te londowner'e incentive to cultivate ony Kind of Crop 
| aepends on the harvest remaining on his lond, The londounerts incentive to s 4 

| raise cone crops vill te strengthened to the extent tht the emp femins on 
© nis lend, the probability of ite doing oo depends on the eindition of the Land, — 

> wat also on on innate property of the species which we my cell ite mobility, 

Sor one ae a 
. quail 49 the lesst mobile species of uplend gune bist, Stoddard an od 

found in Geongia that danded quail were usally recaptured within helf eats 

i In Missouri, hovevor, there is a widespread belief thot qual s = 

| alerste to a contain extent. Tt ts smportant to find out shether, where, ond 
| to what extent this ie true. This report cannot answer thooe questions, tat “oe 

| At con marshall the ovidence to dommnsteate their tarertance ond unge tee 
| necessity for large-scale bonding work, shich te the only my to cobs true 

4 Hf Missourt quail ghoulé prove to te more mobile then Geomia 
qual, it wight eosevhat weaken the londowmer's ineentive to prsctice quath 
aanagenent, but at the same tine it would stvengthen the effective radius of - 

| Mleced uigmtion.® tadle Fa6 gives the affimative evidence on migration : 
, of Hissourl quail, (the word "nigration® te bare ene tom en 

ment of quail with » north and south orientation.) : a - 

B A careful rocding of Toble PaG Move toh 
E. (1) Thee relisble laymen have seen quail fly souttonnd . 

ecross the Miscourl oF Missiseippi rivers in fall, end 4



E .Hinbeck ew Haven : ay sate T Taisioe of Birds of Mo.) 1996). 
i: He tsieet (Pronklin Ge.) "According to . + Binbeok . . a regular north and 
e south migration.te a fact well known to people lim 

: siver; ovthword in Seyvesbary soir in Ape < 
. foe Fiver being over helf a nile wide, Sous the 
E birds becom exhausted and fall into the mter, 
E _ Gay eh ieee wap ty the people olong the 

| #.J.30wmen Alton, Tl, Quotation from p.19, Tllinole Game Survey: "That ~ 
” % ite travel period may represent a escuthword trend as 
iy (Beek Resatey \ sere ies be auton of scab oorins in Grime a ee 
: " ientselgst te at Alten, Savion of oak tap 00 19" 
4 into Ho. Bowsn hos observed these flights while duck 
E : shooting on the Missiesip:l cide, ond once he saw a | 
. whole Sevey Of 19 Seer eree 208 Ses the 

se ‘water. This wae after they had made e half-mile 
E on Alton bluff with on initial elevation of 200 

| ¥,%.telthers Booneville Told sw that around 1900 he several tines ie 
' (Contractor) (Cooper Go.) flying south across the Miseourl above Booneville, — 

x and tune ieee Wp eneentes as OO ee 
4 iato the water, won about Novel, Told me 
B farmers bellews quail move south; that he had newer — 

| s.2.Cumninghan Kansas City Yold ue sr. lyers, formrly of Kigeineville, tnfay- 
(Investments)  (Jeckson Co.) ette Co., present adixess unknown, ond o Mr, Renwick 

4 ic of Herrisonvilie, Cass Co., had evidence of migrati 

chalk (Chariton Co,) serose the Nissourl near the aguth of the Grenad River 
| (Guide @ River in fall, bat he (Gotteshalic) hed never Geen them go | 

q Geo. Reeder . Columbia fae told by 3 rn whoee nemes he could not “pecell, il, 
‘ (0,8. Weather “(Boone Go.) = that aoa fly sovoss the Higeourk, using the 

| Bureau) islends eo stopping planes, Reeder does not vouch — Beene for this, : 
Fr Blacttner Wyaconda Told me it was generally believed ty faraere that , 
be (Farser) (Clas Go.) gust cove dom Bw eAreene of nothonst Hisunurt a8



\ Oe 

7 (3) There 49 no offirmetive firstehand evidence ot quail one 

4 return north in springs — oe me oe oo 

: Maile it can hardly be doubted that these observed ittense ae 

E  sabenlly take. plese, the ahemen sf eviéiany, of & seine om cine 

| possible to sserite the whole phenomena to the full shuffle or shift se ' ited 

1 While the evidence does not meke it necessary to cceept migration — 

|| sorecant of contt fron the eases of the then bare pentzloe of narthem Masourh 
to the wooded foothills of the Ovarks, Winter food ond winter brush cover vere 

| daubtiecs both ore plentiful on the Osarte Danton, The same purpose would have 

[Wen aceourtisned, however, ty a lateral shift to whe wooded river Dottons of 
|| te pmtien, A movment of te kind sth) eng stan, 8 oh be demas 
Sa | eae 
| to decrease with the intromustion of ounge hedges and grain feed, This any 

‘| account for the greater prevalence of & belief in migration anong cldstinera, 
, and for the fact thet many younger observers doubt tok betes : of . ’ pre a. = 

5 ee ee ee eo



| me Yanding of « lange muber of quail, plus a mquest for 

gould quiskly prove whether there te any veatige of artented secsonal moveneat 

er Ce ae 
Dee Bel “mmagtien® While there 1s no positive evidence of on ortented 108 sonsone 
ai movenont in quail, there 4s abundant evidence of « sortemnes wmortonted 

_— noverent which my te deseribed as a shift or shuffle, the evidence Nearing? . ring 
on the date and mature of thie movenont —_ 

: wes Cs eS ERS eee a 

ee i he 

q the neagest trashy river breaks ov hill lnnde, ee SA 

a Tn addition, famere who feed erin to stock all agree thet thom 
| te on influx of quail to auth min fooding fare duping the winter, Only one 

Instance (Curtin Tess) te given in the table, tut a dogo others could be eiteds 

| are in oF near nowthoast tiasourt, while oll of the eases fren other seetions 
_ of the atate show a late fall or winter date, Unfortunately no evidence ms ie 

| found to show whether the Oatoter shuffle extends up the Miasourt River far = 
[enough to eoineiée es to geographic dletrivution with the alleged ‘nigrsttons® 

_ There Ae at least = strong euggection, however, that this is the case, nae a 
: Ou the <ihee hand, the late fall ox inter shuttle wich sppeere



5.2, Bownan Alton, 111, Late Oct. ie 
(Real Betote) (Opp, St.Chewles Barly eee 

Sa.) Nov. sibiemaaa 
th Colusbia - Getover "Shuffle begins in Octoder, Lash 
Recess (Boone Go.) fall (1928) sew covey on the 

| 2.B.tiusselman Quincy, TLL, “ton omil os soul of aateniah a al 
| (Gmithologiat) (Opplewis Co.) 2 five wailding fall of 1929. quetl — seen in Quincy every yoor; think 

there 19 no orientetion in this 

| L.DStemer Wright City October  "Wobices sovies is pisses ol 
 (ierehant) (warren Co.) ce not seornenule tema 

Carl Leopold - BurlingtonyIa, Octoter “Almont every waa obeettta me 
ec ~ (i. of Clarke Sa.) are segn in thée/ sedtious’ eee 

' Andrew Brooke Doniphan ? “There ie general fall amuffling —_ 
(Dag Trainer) (Ripley Go.) to get on « better fed ean oe 

uses, and mast, ® See cee 

Curtis feeke Eldon *winter® “Only « fow covieg are raised on my 
(Parner) (Horgan Ca.) father's fom, Yat othore move in 

| G@o.2.Johnecn farrigonville December “4m satisfied birds move off the 
(Go, Clerk) (Cass Co.) ; prairie toword cover & feed, On : Middleton farm (ortrie sith trim 

: med. ee found 9 covies on 
: Thankegiving Day, but only lL covey 

dottoulond fem which had no birds 
: November 1 due to flocde having = 

dyomed all nostes* 2 
5 EL LL LLL LL NNN eg 
' Corl 2. Grose Cameron Decenber? “Quail move off the prairie farms. _ \ (Teacher, (Glinton Oo.) for winter, On my brother's place 

) Agvie. 2,9,) (detals oot 12. dovier are nome
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mab dn the Oxttient Seunaa? This dleousston ts purposely confined te oe 

| rece seritamnrmnaraasenternegerenmicil: 

Dents othe canpmarane af WH em, oF later lth hn epmamabe 

| sen ateree ts plat snk protratn sere the om, nrainly tie 

available when the stow melts ie an unenenered question oalling for experinental 

| yonenreh, If there 19 not, quail may actuslly suffer a foot shortage efter the 

 sbeervat ions of students under the Inatitute fellowships and the findings of 

the Game Survey, suggest that cuatl foods vary greatly in palatability (of 

shot may bo the sane thing, mutritive value) ond that the legs polatodle ore 
| selden reanrted to until the gore palateble became inaccessible oF exhwnsted, 

| ‘0 (UF ites stat oon abe Me fond) Mab on of terest, Me ee 
| that some foods conte in substantes chemically or her 21 wil me ae 

| haane thet theee foods are. not enten in quantity except under neconeitye es * 

. The following provigionsl classes of palatability my ve met wh 

ik Host of Clegg Bzagoh ee for ee ae! 

. J Preferred Foois wis me oS 

on en eaten Greing ee De Neo an 

Iv *stufting® fame bereits



E this elasaieioation tpline tht graine are nob exten tm 4 
| quantity ntl tek trefoll ond menses decane hard to gets Ta Clare County 

| in the middle of December, 1929, I worked intensively an eres of several ea 

| ‘thote thie in thot some Contained mostly regueed, but unfortunately inte 
F to tag the mgxeed birds no thot they could with certainty ve went 

[trea those itled nese com.) ‘They ould have moved to com but for thei 

& The gieuards of starved quail picked up during the January Z : ee 

| Mase contains smh arn of »£ yettokah st se te | voom vovanically identities, tut which seems to be cunt, — < 

: (he teagan for differentiating enemgensy foods fran "stuffing® a 

| to that the fomer (for oxemple, locust bean oF sweet clover seed) prerres oud 

| certainly are'titrit ive oven. thomgh not palatabie, valle Ge Latter aay meh 
| ve nutritive ot all, The evidence of this fourth category, howver, ised 

| observed to occur in some pastures, in poorly cultivated com, in the after. - 

| ath of stubbles, ond om abandoned fielde, oF, os it Ae called in the Ours, 

: fhe stand on stubbles and in abandoned fielde is often low im 

| holght, tut tie dows not ween to pravent te beating @ heavy 00d Crop, 

: The tall species of ragweed is of course found mostly on creek ae 

| and atten venice, nd on overflow, ee Se < 

: Of the two spootes, the former seene to be the none taportenh 

as quail food, There ore lngye arene of quail ground a the Osseke which =



| look as If they sould hardly support any quail tut for mewed. Tt henge 
— Pecoues important to find out where, when, and why meweed grows, 

: | The fodLowing opinions axe mostly fros agricultural expertey 
| Dist Detemmines Racwood? ae 

“None & oe cae 
Tithe. Locality Qeinion (quoted from ny field neven) 

M, Satth Callaway Co.,Mo, "Ragweed 16 proportional to fertility, : proebie Agric. te : In Saline Go. all the pastures ha * 
| College graduate) ragweed; bore only the bosk have 46," 

- McCaw =» Phelps Co.,Mo, —»«"Magweed grows on the more lightly 

| Wallace Ginve Texas Co., Mo. —«"Ragwoed Ae worst on the more fertile : +: t sotle, Think heavily era: dé pastures (County Agent) have nove hen Lightly gassed ences® 

E UO.Rinevitgs . Masooueh "Ragweed incresaes with intensity of 
| (Prof, Pistd Crops) Grasing by cattle (not by geste, on 

; algo depends on previous year's seed — crop” Pes 

|| Q.B.Mortiner Wisconsin | Ragweed increases with degree of 
| (Prof, Agronomy) infertility, intensity 5 raging, — i and (during bs low vigor : A of competing bluegrass agG,# eo 

: Tais tevtinony 4e contradictory, and tndiestes the need for a 
| exyerinental research, he probability is thot ragweed is mainly a product 
| of Competition, and that where there exo openings in sod oF erops on fertile ee 

_ lands, 0 very heavy growth of ragweed occurs, but it will also erow on poor 
| land Af that 40 the ouly place 48 can find opeingts og 
: Drouth probebly gives it on advantage in competition. vey Sse 

_ peas have opened up the sod and enriched the soil ie well known to guns breeds a.



— tnportant near of white grubs, ae 

| The Miseourt Agricultural College advoentes the eiipping of 

| pastures during midesuscer to prevent the spread of ragweed, ironmed, sanrte 

| eandle At to compete with other erops in detemining far proction, here 

p —=sé«AtHE uke of the quadl Af the quail erop sequires s value, but if it does not, — 

[ee love cuit for their om enue, quite regnrllese of peountary ceneldermtionsy 

| determine now much ragwoed seed falls to the ground ond becawen avatluale 
| after snow melts, 9 determine this, tight Fecoptacien should be plesed 
| tder dearing meveed plants. ‘The receptaclesfoovered with wire mesh large 

| stoke treet ond Bande Cunt, 1 ons unstle to cot tree of say botantont ot 
| surveys which had monsured the disbetvution ar abundance of Giek trefoil oF 

| other wild Legumes, much Ise attacked the nore iatrleate problem of how 

4 a Ee



, | retold, wild pou vine, and Jepun clever, oh ee 
: Stoddord found whet this group of planta was eliminated — x 

| he woods in Geomgla ty sumer cattle erasing, Que of the ABCs of quai = 

e ee marden John Allen of Varsaw told me thot the Benton 

4 (tick trefoil) aid not mature their weeds, ie = . poe 
— Errington finds @ lenge variotion in the anount of mebared 

) seeds on this plant im Wisconsin, ah ee 

entirely of woods) may be detemsined by the presence or absence of erefos 

~ Stone told me that woods quail eeour in ferme County where 
| there are trefotle, and implies thet they do not ocour elsewhere, ee 

: bern ts sy ht pay Cnty rag ran 
| yore oll the quail are in the woods after hustlederry, grape, ounce or nase 

[Me quotes 2, J, Roar 06 finding 12 unsholled Viasihawe semms (Loney shout 
q the aish of o hngvinet) i one quetl aren Me does aah mention trefoil. 

; hth eS St is 
| there are stout § covies of woods quail per section dn the vieinity of Deer a 
| Rup State Park, oF one quail per 10 seres, This land was cut over »bout ys 

years ogo, Tohrby iv 8 tmet of lend cut over 10 youre ago, and wis ae 
4 more quail, Tt is to be expected thet cuttings would increase Vie ded 5 o 

fan vigor of quail foods growing on the forest floc = as



TF) any such thing as quail Living entirely in tinber, and sys he never sees 
BD san gust in the Coldwter Hills, he soils of Madison County are aovtly 

, Possibly there is likewise » deerease in trefoils or other forest legumes, and 

hte may asoount for the absence of woods quail. ae a 
. inp %o2 shows thin quail populations even in the cultivated 

[porte of the igneous ares, Maile the number of snaplos 4s insufficient t¢ 
| einatly establish the above conjecturee, the evidence all points to the cone 

_— @luston that woods quail extet only where eof] nd cover eonditions it one indo 
|) the grorth of lecuninous food plante, and thit vhere these ecour mny covien 
| resort to the voods during certain seasons, and some coven stay there:-yeare re pene 

: Longs Where these conditions do not ocour, no covies ere found in the woods 

| exeent tn the immediate vicinity of cultivation a 
: oe If tick trefoile ere se importont as here Antionted, str not 

| aaguent the supsly Wy notumal,or 4¢ necessary, artificial sethodst Inthe 
| South, the Florida vercarwoed (a trefoil) 12 sucessfully used for thie pan 

_ pose, ‘Thoxe ave doubtlens Asiatic trefoile capable of natural: joproduction 

[ences at ny Cte ate a se oe 
| crowns and bearing heavier seed erope than the mative trefoils, ‘the palates 
} FRE kALSAy of the Flawian deggarveed te apparently alaect oquil be teak of he 

=. Here ip © field of research which Soe taveks the aid ef 
| | the plant explomtion service of the Departaent of Agriculture, == 

_p__—_‘Mshed the value of this exotte plant (Lespedess striate),shich has now a



of the Omari, from the south, Observed as titer atte in] oe 

has overspread the western border elsost to the iissourl River, In Gaps 
Girardeau and Perry counties it is growing wild in abundance, in foreste ee 
roadsides, ond in wnuned fields, A littie of it has Yoon, cheezved nant ne 

the Missourl River, a ats fo armies beats noes meed in the 

southeast before 1900, wut At ie sprending rapidly northward, thriving like = 
the gueet clover, even on thin and stony soils. It is altogether the most = 
significant forage plant thet hes naturalised itself in the state since the = 
blue grass.® a tee SOs a eee 

(Iaeidentelly Sauer points out thet Kentusiy blue eres bed 

not Yeon fama in Wtasourt pastures Defore 1850, bub Wy 1470 18 bad became 

Japon clover was thoroughly sésobhiuhed tn « wild stete te thot regions oe 

iN BM (nt SY) eee a Oe ee 
Many Migaourt quail hunters Juice the worthehiloness of 

clover and other specios on the ground, Tt seams probable that thorugh 

Hae Duckbrush curation, One of the ost stundant food and cover slants im 

Wicsourt yastureo and woodlote 4s the tuckbrush or coral deery (Symhorin 
carrie 1), Sah aaah Cotey: nee Mineh 9 nak Niet ONIN | 
matory Worries, whieh do not fol) off, bat cling to the stem mad thus 
Founin svatleble through the winter enows, hile thie shrub Qlreypeate under 

light @rasing when woodhand te firet converted into pustume, ie a 

mows. The question ig, however, whether the enotaous tonnage of fruit hes ang



| Ba olasheenaninmenanmerens | very yolatedle) or stuffing (neither pelatadle nor mubritious), It {6 tuyere 

tant to determine whieh, ond aleo to find out just what conditions of soll, oe 

: by quail for nesting and winter cover reayectively, == a ae 

| do not ioe ether hay ont the Wenrteme 
—E Ae pointed out under the dlooussion of Aivonse, cone sportenen 

|[vettere ent vahtmaah berrice ive to fond value and couse Giceutive dite 

tn freon seine me eat ew 
- This is only one of dosene of unanswered questions 8 which ama 

| of gase resoundes, It would be enay to feed stmight budkbrush berries to a 

[captive quail, ond ty weighing the binds datemine ite food value, aa 

, Ee TMT one Lekd enead, oF aie aut bed Left ag open shodies in the field. T og 

| repeatedly hoard the opinion thet quail will leave other grains to cet cam, 

Fb sre ar et te tm 
, | onennere patches in vhich a mixture of Haein mito, cane, millet, cod ome 

[Flower ned teen som, the ailiet appeared to te eanily covered by snow an 
sp crm om © tr Tee nin nk ee 

iy ee Bg 25 Pees ogee ENB Gat ar Sicctg PNRM a cas ae ak eB



Mean of tno nov cnohion potehly dostiand for wdsly tnoraeed eulture 06 8 

| soy vonnse The pode tend to retain their seeds and thus to pruduse oe 
supply watch protrudes above the snow, Stacks of soy boon hey and piles of 

T° 1tge were froquintly seen in Missourl, ond marie the farce who sansa 
tng wormeout inna by the wae of solontifie wethode, In the lone run Gain 

| sneouraging thot one of the plante used ty madera ugrtoutlturs to ae : e worneout soils ie also & good quail food, ‘foo often agriculéured intense 

technique of winter feeding has been in procuring the cooperation of mara 

Fmt carriers tn atetribat ing rais-to cori tenaqmarennd slong Wd 

| la hicinhiatuma ee 

| | winter fecding fn Wissourl, ond out of the private effort, consisted of 

F Departnent und the wordens @istetvate grin in wit 10(7)2% poskagss to any 
[applicant who de willing to put 1 outs This sounds ap Af Mt would sin 

| | Anstance of use of such groin for other than att sae 
i oa. On the somtrary, I foun veyoral plages vhhee tho Departanab!e Soopenyhaws, 

LE. tot vieites quatl crema voters st it, snd yet sh tbe ota io on Anion 

ee Ce SA ee



Seg SG Rh aa eee Se 

| protadle Location of « Covey, 1f not alzeedy known, wae deterained Wy Ledeing 

 elusion that the covey sould be there, Having found the treks of tee” 

| tn tre om, 1b wis alnast « foregone conelunton that the ovey Steele weg 
| within fifty yards or at the most, 190 yarde of the tracks, me 

| mobility during nowstorine being ex0eedingly short, Sine wardens need sheody 

easy to eecomplish this by sighting thea, and the danger of flushing ws less, 

) wore dumped in cach of three o four places least Se 

| vush «tending would last for to nye, and mld not ntod te be repented 
wnt] tree oF four days hence. Pood spots wore preferably placed all Around 

| vs covey, ‘Tere wan ho dittionlty in gebbing the sovey $0 find the fo0dy 

Be. he weakness of thie syste’ is of course the onount of leber 
f) whion 40 envatte, thet As, the-art period for ich cach feeding is effective, 
J ‘tn the northem atstee, vhere feeding weather may last for a month oF a ehewten 

=F. oF even longer, I would consider it a wary poor method. - Missouri, however, 

| [F stere btn ar ony occasion or ster they may fot Soeur of lL Goring



[Estate winter, ane shere, shen hey do oour, they umually Lest only @ wee 

| buried in chaff or strom, oF othor arrangements necessitating insu frequent 
| Wistts are of course preferable, but it will probably be aitriealt to et ae 

| ‘band, in the fee of sotual energeney, it is not wt oll ditfiouls to cob ; 

| predators Lp discussed under the ssetion on predators, I$ should here be 4 

| gab, however, thet we found heuke oF evidences of quail killea by hae an 

(at majority of the covey headquarters during feeding operations, me 3 

quite evidant that these havi Aid not do mush execution on covien bushed wp 
| ander onage oF other thoray cover, snd vigorous with plenty of grain feed, 

| Wut Lt we else evident thot the Leck af either the cover or thé feed allewa 

i Tre total grain yurehased ty the Gone and Pish Department 

P) Rursiclom ot reedy or. 2. ©. tyter of St. Louls sévonces the inberesting 
_-Wwoothesie thet the mutritionsl requirements of quail may vary scasonelly == 

| seorided to differences in palntebility and accsaeibility: Ife quail needs 

| «Math more of one food element at one season than at another, gate need. 46 aa
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Bw «aamw mileage of oange orange hedges for the parpose of fencing their a 
fields, ‘There were two reasons for thisy = a cee ie. 

(1) Omsge hedees cost nothing but Labor, the necessary cuttings, 

fe Mat cvet cosh, tater wes mare stntant stan monty, a 

‘ woodlonds because of the searwity of fence posts. Ban on lenred farang 

| hiwever, such hedge wou planted because of the westeity of Gash for wir 
Ee These hedvee grew up inte Detter and Wether cont eatartl wai 

‘the soaring lend priser previous to the Groot War eulled attention to Wee feat. 
_ Maat these spreading roots reduoed the yield of com on a cdneidemble strip off 

tnd Cheep, farsers degen to grid out their hedges, coe an 

eS ie Yenanaay s9 eecnlomsped ty the dovelopaiah of pomp _ Mrestors to reduce the labor of grubbing, and ty the discovery that the ossge 

Aen Ae © post to orchards, ‘The agrioultumal cnn ote 
f the Glimination of hedges, Highway departments have insisted upon the olinine — | Atlon of hedges shore the opiginsd ight of say ms toe narrow for improved 

_ Telemane eonpanton object te hedges under thee vires Deomuse of the inendassd 
f stor of construction and, maintenance, ee ge ;
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Listory of Prairie Guail, Bogardus (*Pield, Cover, & emp Shooting, * 187%) 

| series of quail im bis days | 

| sauce one SSS ITS a | 
pS est Se cones ccna aes ae ete 
ieee eee 

_ —snpovewe winter, There was no protection from haves, by whieh they ¢ 
] Srrit'snd stoned, nu those being ost tony Sven, tiny eee te So 

: Oe Oe ere ee coaane nor alters Sour ane) SUED eo 

| Soi a ae 
sof the wind and furnish anug lying places for the binds in | 

E Rogardus’ story neodes no Glaboration, 18 is en example of cleer 

—-causeasndnof feet reasoning all too rare in the curly Litersture on gam, | 

e T have never encountered any evidence thet quail were fownd at oll 

son the original proigies of what is now the com belt, except where they 

, pordered brash and timber, | 

: It may therefore be stated with confidence that the csoge hedge 

: was responsible for micing quail sbundent on the former prairie, It may be 

doubted whether grain feed alone, An conjunction with gree coverts slont, = 
would have sade quail abundant, or indeed would hove allow them to exist 

| tan, 
3 eaces not only made quail abundent on the prairie, tut so abundant 
: thet the prairie ghooting we often superior to the excellent shooting found 

stn woodihond Aistriets, Bagardas in cbout 1866 made on expedition from his ) 
; prairie home in 12iinoie to Shoal Creck in Clinton County, Wissourl, wach = 

sds om the edge of the Minsourl River brouks, "The combey te wild and broken 

4 with auch brush ond timber and ebounde in gullies, dep hollows, and steep 

. ravines.” He fowsd plenty of quail, but not ae mony (or ot lesst not ae good 

shooting) se nesr his howe. He also in 1873 mode » trip te Alabama, Louisiana, — 

4 Ve |



. and Tennessee, and came home with the conclusion that "there was not one. : 

| quail to @ hundved in Tilinois,” 

Waile much allowance must be made for the ensier dhooting afforded 

| by level hedge country, it nevertheless seems likely that the quail population ~ 

| of the dect prairic districts exceeded that of the average tinder clenrings 
| Bogerdus deserives specifically the Jdin 2 Gillet stock farm on | 

| the Sangamon River in Eliinoie, Mr, Gillete 

| *. » » being @ man of great o@ well as lange 
| means, pinnteg eaves all over tne nieve, aay eve ov EF 
: up ave affording harbor and nesting pleces for the quai on 

latter are now more plentiful in that neighborhood then they 
when I first wont to live there, At that tine very few in those 
porte used # double barrelled gun and shot over dogs. . . Though | 
the quail in thet neighborhood are now very abundant, they are | 
hard to kill, he corn grows very tall. . .* | 

Here ie evidently « specific ease where guage brought edout an 

inereage in quail in the fee of heavier hunting, 

2resent Status of Qenge Nedceg, Over most of northern Tllinote and Lows | 
| it requives no statistics to prove thet the oeage hedges are laggely gone, | 

In the praivie districts of Misesurl, however, the process of removal is 

much lees advanced, ond there ie still o chance to preserve the remainder | 

if theiy wtility oe geme coverts is etrongly enough supported by impartial | 
| 

evidenee, the foLloring estionten wre obtained fon agriculture suthsritien | 

| Qheerver Locality Ser Gent Rewnses 
Cert 8, Grose Cameron a3 Kedgee are being pulled | 

; (?eacher, Agri¢.H.S.) (Clinton Go.) ae mpidly as possible, * 
neni, ROTM, Carthege lees then 10 "Most of the pulling has 

: (Jasper Co.) oon slong highways," 
| Coe Pritchett aoe 5 | 

(County Agent) ‘Buchanan Co.) | 

}



Sbseexes Laseliin Zexfent lene 

Finer D. WeCol lw Chillicothe ] : 
i (County Agent) (iAvings ton) 

DT uP Steere Sedai ie few = County requires trimming — - 
Da" (logety 8. & (Pottie Co.) of hedges on highways, 

| Thad the impression that more hedges had been pulled on the block = 

é prairie than in the other prairie types, This would be logiosh, considering 

|) the lesser value of the other prairie lands, 

: Hedees 29 ¢ Bourse of Son Jose Seale, de, leonard Hasenan, professor of 

j in the College of Agrigulture, University of Missouri, writes we under date of 

|. revmeary 20, 19308 es | 74 

: *, « » for some unknown reason, the osage orange hedges in 4 
piesa See, te rite doe cas pomeialio Gat Ga 

7 infestation with scale, I have seen scale Sie tka 
q Tllinois, but on rare oeeagiane have I found 4 working in Missouri, 2 
| know why this is the eese, waless perhaps it lo due te the feet thet the : 

3 scale hag never been af serious in this state as in some of the others, This 
FE state hee » very lage mileage of osage hedge and, ae executive officer in 

| charge of plent inepsetion ond quarantine eork from 1906 until September of 
: OUD, 2 hesaven cave Saas Ss Stecoeney be Sees one eee Se ee 

tion with soale in the vieinity of comercial orchards or nurseries, couret, 
i peor Beedloee Donegan spt todd on vaya Awe awry thy oayerse ng 

past ebeervations, our hedges are betng pulled, not due to sesle, due to s 
the fagt that too much ground fer evepping ie leet Wy the long sects of the 

& Wore it not for thie comparative freedom from Son Jose scale, the 

retention of hedges on Wissowrt farns might well be regarded as hopeless, As 

. “it is, the hedeme heave a fighting chenee, provided the game they produce can 

ve aude & source of income ag well ac plensure to the fareer, and provided 

i reatarch works out the problem of what kind and amount of hedge produces the 

| Bost came with the least damage to agriculture, and what methods of planning = 

tnd maintenance produce the tightest fence at the least cost. 

: “"if- : 
a |



Renewal of Nedeeg, Daring ebout 2,000 miles of trovel in the rurel districts 

. of iscourt I saw only one newly plonted osage hedge, ond this one hed been 

| tamnget ty 2 grass fire, ‘This is conclusive evidence that of the presenb 

i nonent farwere would rather have metal fences or no fences at all than hedge 

fences. i 

, Peat the poste produced ty tell hedges are still regarded as valuable 
is attested by the facet that the poste ore almost elumys salvaged when a hedge 

is pulled out. 

| Merkte of the Uedue Deneg, One farcer told me thet it cost him $1.90 to | 

j $2.00 por mod to pull a enabl hedge, with o tmator, 

: Under the modern system of crop ond pasture votation, any fence to 

, (be serviceable chould te hog tight, It must be admitted that the avenge ~ 

| once fence is not hag tight, even shen pruned, unless & woven wire ie incom 
[porated in the sthucture during an early etege of the grovth. It has ben = 
| pointed out in the Illinois rerort, however, thet the possibilities of moiing 

a tighter omage hedge hove by no moons been exhausted, The stems ean be “woven” 
during the carly steges of growth to produce o fence far superior to thet usual 

| SOOT. 

E. «oe was also pointed out that the ledor of maintenance, especially 

: pruning, could probobly be greatly redwed by the use of mchines, A mechanical 

: | “hedge pruner should be © simple matter compared with some of the recent inven- 

| tions in the field of agrioultural mehinery. 
‘ The oven of soil rendered unproductive through foots of unprmmed = 
. hedges can alec doubtless be redueed through proper pruning. 

rea oe 
( to the herboraye furnished to insoctiverous birds, have never been measured, 

| a “4



those considerntions certainly heve » legitimte place on the balance sheet 

4 The eaperlor dumbility of © Living over a dead fence hardly me 

} quires @laboration, this is partly offset, of course, ty the foot that « : 

; living fence cannot be moved, 

| Prom the game conservationist's stantgoint, all of these 

; norit the same eaveful research which o thousend other ogriculturl questions 

, aye receiving us a matter of course, The ease for ond against the oxage hedge 

: can ve weighed, not by the expression of sore opinions, bat by the collection 

: of wore foots, To collect these fects is the obvious function of on agricul 

ture! college, The conservationist my eseume in advance, however, thet even 

, ofter the fects aze collected there is no chance for a universe face-sboub in 

| the present nedge poligy. ‘tere fs a chonce for a reversal of that policy 
| where the gume evap is @ whiter of personel interent to the fomer, or con be 
: made © eouree of income to him 

| Huatttutes for tne dence Hedes, Ovoupe of young conifers are probobly 
the most promising substitute for the cover famished by omege hedges during 
critien vinter weather, ‘There is Little hope that they can ever be plented 

| on @ sufficient seale to hold quedl on prairies where other cover is deficient, 

| Wat there ie exeellent veason for belicving that » fow musll elunps of dense 
| Conifersus cover on the average fare would decrease mortality from westher and 

q predstora, and use only a fmetion of the nortage required ty owoge hedge, 

| Moreover the sexeage used could be allosated to waste spote in ouch « way on 

not to reduce the tilleble aerenge of the fom ot oll, 

- Rative cedars are used by quail to sane extent, but their soft 
i folinge does not grectly deter havke, and the almost universn] gresing oF 

: off of the lower branches makes the aversge cedar entirely daeffective as quail 

: ‘is |



q cover, Woreay spruce seems to have « mash stiffer end mom sping foliage, 4 

, grecter density, ond foster growth, Oelibornte experimentation ie aseesaury, — 

| nosover, before anyone con say what is the tent specie, the bet sine of 
| planting stock, the muiber of trees necessary for » clump, the best kind of 

location, ond the best way to combine protection from fire with proper surrounde 

| ing vegetation, Tt scons Likely thet 0 eluap of Horsiy spruce surrmnded Wy 
| thomy rosee of von vigorous sentaproembent variety, the whole to be surrounds 

ed by bare five-lane or firebrosk, sould represent good technique, the tntene 

; national reputation Gajoyed by the Missouri Botanteal Onrdene sugceste that this 

institution should take the lead in condusting this experimentation in cooperne 

: aa 

i 
™ 
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© | Wapsf Qual Clube, petasen, tg, Map 78 shows the locotions of upland 
2 gene preserves and clubs, geome refuges, ond field trial grounds in Mieseurd, 

ly A list of preserves and ¢lubs appears in the eeetion on lands and shooting 

of | privileges. Some preserves and clubs were doubtless missed in the survey, 

st | snd nonce do not appear on the map, As in the case of the other maps, the 
de) tatend 10 to make 0 start, tn the hope that local ogension will soe fit be 
ie Complete it. 
e 
zi Suet) Refuces, A game refuge is an aren closed to hunting in order thet ite 

i; exeees population may flow out oné re-stock adjacent shooting grounds, 

; ‘the process of Flowing out does not occur without povilation 
| | pressure within the refuge, ‘the mutber of head which will flow out depends 
ee on the intensity of this pressure, and the distance to which they will flow 

’ Sepends on the mobility of the species, 

. Map Po2 shows that the quail population within Missouri's 
a suxiliery gone refuges ond tote parks is not yet very great, hence the head 
| oF pressure cannot be very great, The refuce aystea, however, is just cothing 
| under way; positive management mensures within the refuges have been started, 
1 224 there is no reason to doubt thet in due tine o head or prosoure of annees 
| tock will be exented, 

The discussion on vedius of mobility in quail, however, shows 

DH) 2s tate epecton has a conpammtively Gast meine, that 1, 4h de0e net flee 
| freely, ‘there are indiontions that 18 flows more freely in Missourt then in 
| other states, but these are merely indieations, not proof, the quail banding 
| vere done uy the Georgia Quail Tavestigation shows that in Georgia quail 
: Seldom moves wore than two miles from where dorm, This work, howlver, woe 

i Ste



| tone on wel stoczed preserves offering no partioular reoson for quail to 
TE weve, enseys Leeshly to svaneh for © snsenal feok murphy, 0 te eottanted 

- thet quail might move 10 miles under such conditions as exist in Wissourk, « 

4 that ia, the poseitle redius of flow might extend 10 miles im each diseetion 

4 Map Yai shows a circle of 10-mile mediue around each of the 

: ourtliery game refuges and state parka. It is evident ot « glance that wiless 

, | future ending wort: tn Miseaurt shows a mach longer radius of effectiventes, 
: the present refuge system, even though considembly enlarged and improved, 
| could hardly food breeding stock into more than a anal proportion of the state, 
b | Mis te merely smother my of saying thet it ts doubtful shother vefuen alone 
|| -0re & pertioularly effective deviee for meintaining o breeding stock of quall, 
| wmless the notural flow be augmented by artificial means, ‘The meaning of this 

P ) qualification will be discussed later, 

: It ds by no meane intended to cast a doubt on the worthwhile. 
| ness of Missouri's refuge system. W114 tuseye end pheasante undoubtedly have 
| | * longer radiue of mobility than quail, Rabbits may have, ond decr certainly 
7 _ ao have, a8 proven by the eucceseful experience of Pennsylvania, Any refuge 

(| syeten te certainly much better adapted to these species than to quail. 

ip There 1s @ Malt beyond which 4¢ 40 impracticable to woatter 
||) uvite refuges by deerensing their sist ond inerensing thely muuter, Tet 
; {nstence, oneh county might conesivably ve kept atocked with quail if it had 

| | two refuges, but this would necessttate 230 sefuges for 115 counties, « landed 
i eatate too widely senttered to allow of public administration, Private refuges, 
|| CetebLished by the omer om his own land are of course onother mtter, since 
| Weth the refuge and the surrounding ground ave under the some sdministrution, 
' Such refuges con be made as omall ond numerous 08 neceseary, 

: vie |



. The question here raised (i.e, the effectivensss of public 

| yefages for quail) is again one which adsite of no absolute yee or no answer, 

rae answer is usknowa but 1s undoubtedly o matter of degree, what ie needed = 
E is for the state to band thousands of quail on ite refuges, and let the hunters? 

| tage anewor the question of how for they flow out upon edjacent hunting grounds, 

| I consider this need for wholesale banding work on Kissowfh 
| quail as the most urgent and practical of sll the many research needs encountered 

: in the game survey of the state, 

i Augnent ing the Maturel Flow, The probability is that the proposed bending work 

| | will chow that the netural flow of quail from any one refuge is too short to 

, reach halfway to the next refuge, even after the number of refuges has been ine 

crensed, ow oan thie netural flow be lengthened? | 

; The prectice of intensive gene management uyon each refuge | 

| would certainly produce enough stock to allow annual trapping on a large scale, | 

: ond the shipment of the trapped birds to resteck adjacent hunting grounds, The : 

| cost per bird oF per pair of wild quail thus produced by natural methods would | 

: certainly be much less than the cost per bird or per pair of quail maieed in | 

| pene by gome farming methods, Penereised birds are selion quoted at less than | 

| 15-66 pew pad, the cost of umnagenout in the wild would certainly be wader $y 

, per pair, fhe cost of trapping 1s wlletablished by the operations of quail = 

ie trappers in the South, who pay §0¢ per bird on the fama for quail trapped for | 

| planting stock. fhe totel cost of trapped wild stock produced by the stators | 
on refuges could thus hardly exceed $1.50 per pair, and such stock wuldbe 

superior to penereised birds at §5 per pair for restocking purposes, | 

The further introductbon of Mexican ateck on refuges would 

| certainly de a disadvantage rather than an advantage in the operstion of the 

|) foregoing plan. In fact, i¢ ds bard to see how the importation of Mexican



_ |) toot 1 anything but © disadrentage in ony northern state except shere 
m |) 00d stock is entirely Lacking, nd no mative binds for seed axe obtainable, 
: Happily neither of these conditions prevail anywhere in Missourl, : 

Cluhe ond Preserves, The rentale or purchase prices paid for land will be 

: discussed under the section on land and shooting privileges, He ure conoeraed 

: here only with the methods of management employed on quail clube ond preserves, 

He no careful investigation was made of any clube or 

: proverves, I gathered that few of them proetice any positive menagenent except 

B | to lave food patches for quail. Wo omganised predator control oF deliberate 
* | correction of cover conditions was seen or heamt of, This is not surprising 
F | inviow of the foot that no public institution in Missourt hee undertaken to 
S| névise the lendomer just what he should do to mise @ quail erep after obtaining 

Fant posting hie lend, the inttistion of vesnarch wets Wy the Taiversity of 
| F)  wiosours will ereate an interest in cultural methods apphionble to Missouri, 
SF) copetatly since the report of the Georgia quail Investigation, outlining the 
P| methods for Seongia, is about to be published, ; | 
j On the J, 6. Lyter preserve in Phelps County, it ie the practice 

: to trap up ae many quail as possible exch winter end to move the cook birds to 

| | cone other Location, the objective is of course to prevent inbresding, A lange 
|] tnevease in quad has undoubtedly taken place as is shown ty fable Fa), bub 

thether this inereas® was due to the trading of cocks, of to the control of 

| thooting and the estadlishnent of food patches, renaing an wnnnewered question, 
[Hy Me erecting, 2s chown ty adie Fup, has certainly teen very Light, ant the 
F feeding abundant. | 

ul There ie no aclentific evidence as to whether inbreeding is 

f ‘mtul to quatl, although the tend of the Georgia findings te that there ie 
Uittle opportunity for it to tske place, because of the Gonstont interchange 

pl Ble



. of individual birds betwcen covies, 

“a The prevalent technique for food petenes is given under the 

" : gaption on winter quail foods. . 

* | rossinle KiLL mashes, ‘The scareity of long-tine written resorts on begs from 

- given areas made it prectically impossible to get any new evidence on the pore 

_ centage of quail which may be killed without decreasing the succeeding year's 

a crop. Table P9 gives the kill per secre and the percentage kill factor in a 

* fow cases, but the date are too meagre to prove anything, Until there isttter 

" evidence available, lend owmere who wish to be conservative would dy well to 

™ | rectriet the Kill to 334, while 50% should be Considered the maximum Lintt 

ee | consistent with any degree of safety. 

i |) wit from November 1 to Decewber 51, but allows the county Comissioners of 

o each individual county the option of further restriction or closure. The member 

“ of counties exercising this option is apparently variable and shifts from year 

a to year, At present 10 counties shown on Map 7.8 end also on lap F-2 are closed, 

Pa Me instability of these comty closures in in itself evidence 

ai |) of thotr lack of effectiveness, he fact that they are grouped around Kansas 

mt |) City ond St, Louie is further evidence that in the actual exerwine of this 

sm | option, counties are guided ty the desire to avotd the muisauce of trespassing 

i hunters, a well as by the scarcity of abundance of quail. As alrendy pointed 

at out, large sections of some of these closed counties are too bare of cover te 

” support quail, even though the closure were pemsanent and were adequately @n- 

OD toreea, 

il In short, the whole scheme of county option Dears the carmarice 

: a
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: of  polition! expedient, Such expedionts are necossury becouse the publie | 
; has 90 far refused to com to grips with the real fundamentals of the quail | 
A problem, namely (1) preserving a fuvorsble environment, (2) promoting some 
: nore tenable arrangement between sportemen and farmers ae to shooting ' 

“| —-astare.of Quail Shooting, wn site seis ae 
recent origin in many rurel sections of Wissourl. In Toxse County, for 
instance, I wos told that no local residents practiced 4¢ until about 8 oF | 

‘ 10 years ogo, whereas at the present time » large proportion of the business | 

|| and profescional non in the county seat om dogs of pruction shooting, anh 
* tou of then shoot elaout every day throughout the open season, Tho reasons 
i for Tate enddon change ase probably canplex, Wat in genctel the phenomenan <> 
f seems a part of the rise in standanis of living which hae acconpanied the 
| — introcuction of moter rends ond the additional income realised from tourists, 
ST Awa octal shononeonon, 1% seems to me this change should te seganied with | 
, favor, Ag an agricultural phenomenon, however, it seome clear thet oven | 

in the Operke the demand for shooting may soon overtake the supyly, and thus 
: ectueltate the adoption of gene wanagement methods in order that the supply 

ney be exyanded, 

’ Roshing Movegente, The affection with whieh the quail is regarded is shown | 
By w covers) peremal compnigns to induce the posting of all fame in perbiealen | 
Hs RAAghborhoods ce = quail eonesrvation measur, | 

| «One wach movement took place some years age near Brookfield, 

; Lian County, under the leadership of Goomge Batley, on territory containing | 

; both quail and prairie chickens, ‘the weed and insectedestraying habite of 

doth species formed the baste angument for the campaign. | 

; an comme Sn ee 
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tion, ie under way near Mayesville, Se Kalb County, A farwer nomed Roberta 

ie the moving spirit, i 

, Another neighborhood movement for posting quail ground took 

i plage in the vieinity of Yyaconda, Cleve County, under the lesderghip of Mise 

r toa activities, The spirit behind these undertakings certainly constitutes 
F one of the most valuable assets of the gow conservation movement, they have — 

the outstanding merit of being conseived and executed by landowners oa their 

| om land rather than by @ity peophe on somebody else's land, and axis out of 
| altruistic ae weld oo ecouonte motives, It is only a ustter of further educa 
M4 tion to induse these movements to deal with inpruving the eavitunaént on the 

: posted leads, and when this is done a real ond pemonent inerease in quadl — 
) —-Pomlations will follow, whieh will be an asset to the state, regordsless of 

| vhothor oF no the exeess 19 harvested, 

. 
; 
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dl Lite Mistery Qbeervat ions 

4  Penolecy, ‘Table P-10 presents in tabulated fom the observations collected 
| fron oportenen and gan wardens on the dates of inyortant events during the 

Fant your, | 
a Inforsstion on normal dates, and on the flustustion fren 
| nomel, are necessary for the econsaical planning of field researches for 

the fixing of open seasons for shooting, and for correlating Life history of 

8 quail with the dates of ogricultural operations, 

. Padle FLO vaises the question of whether quail in southerly 

i latitudes pair ond nest earlier thon in more northerly Intituses; aleg whether 

| the repeated attonpte to ting off » breed Genes ensiiey in the north then in 
: the south, ‘This table, of course, affords no answer to these questions, but 

: whon compared with similar tables for other states may do 90, Additional 

| observations on actual dates of cariiont ond latest hatehings in southem 
| Wissourt, partioularly in the lowland region, are badly needed ond would be 
E  woleomed f'vom readers of this report. 

T) deste rer sere, tas P. Stele, deputy U. 8. gone warden ot Sedalia, found 
| 7 quel nests in eutting 15 seres of hay Lote in Jul7, 1929, Pour of these 
; neste had already hetched suscessfully, One was being inoubsted and the eggs 

|) were deotsoyed by the hay vein, one was Just piyping ond the hen bind me 
. illed by the mowing machine; one wae partly inoubated, wae uninjured by the 

moving, but was deserted by the hon bird as a result of the mowing. This 

| — deserted clutch we suscsesfully raived under o Pantamy 
The hay field in question consisted of voluntecr tinothy 

and clover mixed with broom sedge@,~-exactly the combination which Stoddard 

: found to be the preferred nenting cover in Geargin, 

J »
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Date «Observer Face County — Remarks i 
(1) Govies Stik) Inteet 

May 1 Goff Ironton Tron 4 

May 15 ‘WE.Steele Sedalia = Pettis © Sometimes in covies this | 

April WeleSchofield Buffalo Dalles 

(2) Ziret Bese Leis | 

| | 

(3) Qiutehes Complete 
| 

Mey 20 «= - We P, Steele Sedalia Pettis Nest with 12 egcs found, | 

(4) Zia’ Youne Hetehed | 
June 20 Phil M,Gmith Williamsburg Callaway Saw 2enks. old young 

while cutting wheat July 
‘Jone 1 Sen,Nick Case Fulton " On Fulton Country Club. | 
Sune 15) =O. Via Rolla Phelps Piret young seen when 

cutting wheat. — 
June 20 Goff Tronton Tron ‘ 

May 15  ‘F.T.Coonts Sedalia Pettis 

(5) kate Nests > Clutches Complete 
hug. 20 1% P. Steele Sedalia Pettis 

(6) date Hatehings | 
Sept. 6 Phil MSmith Williamsburg Callaway 15 young seen in farayard. 

! Grown by Dec. 

Sept. 15 0,.2.Vie Rolla Phelps Saw 5+day-ol4 young 
Sept.20,1929. 

Sept. 15 Bark Wylder Caulfield (Ozark) Found eges Sept. 105 i 
hatched Sept. 15. | 

Sept. 1 %.P.Paherty Perryville Perry 
dug. 15 «A.D. Stamor Wright City Warren Found small chicks | 

Aug. 15, 1929. 
Sept. 15 J.T.Coonts Sedal ia Pettis pod 
Oct. 1 BLSehofield Buffelo Dalles Found chicks less than | 

week old Oct.3, 1928. 
Avg. 15 6.R.dohnson Harrisonville Conse Found chicks less than 2 

weeks old Sept. 1, | 

“| 
Se |
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| the Kissourt survey, not one written record of the weights of quail we found. 
|) Wight As an important index to vigor, age, and possibly to other chameten: 

|) tattes of qusth populations. triton records of weights and sox tellios could 
| we easily kept Wy sportoum, and would be 0 subject of personal interest ae 
"I well a8 selentifie value, 

: De, J, C, lyter hes systematically weighed quail killed on 
@) his preserve in Phelps County, and reneubers thet some weighed over 8 ounces, 

| wut no record mas kept, Deputy Cane Wanton J, 8. Melton of Moberly weighed 
5 oF 10 extra lage quail about 12 years ago and reneubers that they averged 

a) over § ounces ech, 

. I weighed two starved quad) in Jasper County on Janunsy 23, 
| one & cock and the other a hon, which weighed 44 ounces each, ©. L, Schofield, — 
e field warden in the southwestern district, weighed four quail in Green Comty 

|) taut weighed 17 ouneos oF Nt ounces each, One was mush longer than the other 
q three, which brought up the overage, Ne thinks these four were frosen te 

EE conte, 20 taey were Wenehed up tnd in 0 very exposed plese, Sone starved 
| Pine found ty Sohofteld weighed ae little as three and a half ounces, Roughly, 

¢) quail seem to sterve at about half their normal weight, 

: Thore is a statewide tradition that the woods quail of the 
| Ours are the heovient, tat no evidence to prove or disprove ite truth. 

Thore 19 need of deterting shother the introduction of Nexisen 
stock has affected eise and henoe wight, 

: A gregh showing changes in weight ty sexes throughout the your 
| Sight shea important light on seasonal variations in vigor. It is an unanswered 

| question, for instonce, whether, after the snows melt in spring, quail recover 

i Good physiend condition, or whether their condition remains precarious wtih 

-



L | creens and tnseot food vocome available, foighing trapped binds would answer 

it this quewsien. ’ 

le The weights of quail caught by predators wuld throw important 

. light on the alleged elimination of weaklings, Sonetines hawks are caught 

‘. in the very act of striking down © quail, and such specimens could we weighed 

¥ in comparivon with other birts of the same sex and age from the aame covey, 

, | Hiseted Hanan d Bathe 7. C. Comm found quail in the winter of 1927.25 which 

; hed sleet adhering to their wings so thet they could not fly, They were still 

: olive, He thinks tity seve qnewd uncer waile seesting aad thet hehe Dey” 

— hest caused « Grip whish frose on the wings, It seems improbsble, however, 

; thet body heat could melt adjasent onow and at the game time allow freesing 

: on feathers between the sasw ond the bird, It seems more Likely that thea 

: birds in some way got their winge wet, after which ise could have ecougulated 

. on them in mmerous ways, | 

» eww Paivohilé, county agent in Perry County, eye 
_ | there was o hadd stom on June 2 in the northwestem third of the county 

, | Mich Killed rabbits and snakes, und thet the subsequent quail orep there a 

: wan very short, The preswaption ie thet 4¢ killed quail alse, | 

Digegseg, Merry Collins, state seeretory of the I,%.L,4,, states thet - | 

> there wae @ shortege in the quail crop in 1925 end that the birds killed | 

during the hunting season showed symptous of “white diarzhoa," lie states 

E that there were numerous immature birds or "squealers” during the hunting | 

sensom, The latter observetion dows not check wel) with the weather records, 

‘| wince 1926 we an extra dry canner in the St.Louis region, ond equenlors are 

k Woually found when vadafali has prevented bringing off carly broods, Of 

, Course, repeated deatruction of neste by predators aight also produce ~"



: I encountered no other evidence of disssse during the 
hs Uiscour survey, except o atatenent by L. P. Fohorty thet in Perry County 

| quail, in the absence of grain, est duskbrush of coral berry and get diarshen 

) from it. He has found discolored droppings in wevere weather, but this in 

El tyeete de nantly evidence of disease, (tae 

| Light TMhushes. Jock Miner believes that rabbits flush roosting covies at 

night and thus couse the feeesing af the separated binie, hs 
T have never found any evidence to eubstanticte Miner's 

contention, bat Andrew Brooks, © vory experienced and conservative observer, 
states that he has frequently flashed quail while fox hunting ot aight, ond 
that they do not lie as Glossly before flushing as they would in the dayting, 

; oa
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Beckaround, Missouri is one of the nost productive mbit states in the 

nition, In addition te « very lange annual kill for recreational purposes, 

there iso lenge and highlomganised exportetion.of ta¥eite, both for mat : 

parposes ond for replanting of eastem states, : 

‘The sbundsnee of rabbits at fevorsble tines and places is | 

sinost incredible, In Pettis County on Jumary 19, during the first warm day | 

after a severe biiseard and snowstors, I juayed 25 rabbits, néorly all emg 

shots, slong 200 yards of one dram In short, o bodkload gould have been 
xillea within four gunshots of the car on this one draw, which did not exceed 
@ gunshot in the width of ite corer, ‘asks “a 

In spite of the outetanding importence of the cottontedl rabbit. 

2s 2 game ond meat enimal, I cannot escape the conviction thet there is less : 

inom about the fundnaentale of ite life history and paselble moncgement than 
about aay other speoien of smell gam, Moreover, after wurveying eight impo — 
tant rebbit states, T am Convinesd that the chamoteristics of mibbit populations 

ond the factors determining sbunionce oF senseity ore om difficult to decyher, 
and are receiving lose thought and study from sportesen and naturalists, then 
ie the case in any other ayeeiee of ganll gam, : 

There ie ne unenimity of opiniun, for instance, ond Little real 

evidence, on the question of shether shooting greatly sffects mbbit sbuadonee, 

The effects of @iseases ond parasites on the fluetuntion of rabbit populations 

are beginning to be discernible for snowshoe mibbite, dub for cattontails remain 

almost entirely obseure, There hoe boon some work on whet predators eet robbite, | 

bub the met effect on mboit populotiane Femeine en mnenswered question, ¢e- 

peetelly for cottontails, 1 hove never encowstered one shred of mal evidenve 
on vhat constitutes a high or low poyulatiun per unit area, The food of mebbite 

Bin :



| 4s practically wiknow, especielly in the ense of cottontails. Their breed 
TD ing nabite are comparatively wiknown, ‘he sex ratio, Cepecially during thorte 

t | aces, is unknown and possibly important. ‘The important chareteristic of *holing 

e ‘ap! in the more northerly part of their cormbelt mange is aot, to my knowledge, 

| | pestioned in the Literature, nor often discussed by sportemen or naturalists, 

: the radius of mobility, snd consequently the radius of effectiveness of refuges, 

| ts utterly unknown ond I hove never heard it mentioned by naturalists or by the 

 F atates watch have invested lange sume in refuges portly for mbites ¥ 

' How can an imoortant gome animal be subjected to management, | 

| | or how can intelligent administrative policies to entourage such menagenent be 

| adopted, without at least some knowledge of these AlCs of Life history? | 
There 19 almost as grect a dourth of knowledge in sone other gaat 

species, but ite insafficieney in these other enses is Yeginning to be discussed, - 

| we hear of research projects, fellowships, experimental orese, surveys, ond 

| other indications of netual effort on every hand, The cottentail rabbit, hom 
2 over, is still regarded os = fixed fact of nature, often needing in one state 4 

| Control operations oF in another state protective legislation, but in every case 

| needing no facts on which these or other management measures can be based, wg 

fhe U, 8. Biological Survey has established « mVbit experinent 
} station at Fontent, California, but ite efforte ao far are centered on commer- | 

cial production of donostionted varietion, Possibly 1t ean wltinately beungh 
out and study the more important wild rabbit. | 

the Aiffievlty of deciphering mbit phensuona euggecte thet 
{% would be good etrategy to begin « rabbit study on o national rather then @ | 

local seale, Comparisons of behavior of mony icinds in many regions will give = 
Gluse which mast be obtained before local intensive studies ean be intelligently — 

Yecun, I follows from this thet the U. 8 Bislegieal Survey should ongenioe 
: the atte on chat is not know about rebbite, 
: *



: Iu the following discussion the rabbit moot and planting = 
| stock industries will te discussed first, Recsuse they yield.» few clues 

pearing on Life history. ieee 

. bia 
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: Orgenhenbion: Need of Statisticg, Rabbits are killed eomersially for meat iis 

|) mastiy ty tamer voye during the slacir winter gonson, wut to some extent alee 

|) wy meateprofessional mbbit hunters, he killing te mostly Wy shotguns, tub 

[sone are trapped in *Pigures¥® tox traps, 3 
The xAll 4s collected by lecal produce houses, and usunbly re 

|) eutyped to sone Larger regional produce fim which grades, pace, end exports 

the rabbits to distant markets, 

The fact thet each rebbit 4s weeelly handled by two or more 

| dealers before it lesvee the state hos thas far caused all eptempte to mengare 

the industiey on ® statewide tasis to end in confusion, For this seagum nithing 

but estimates are availoble os to the magnitude of the industry in the state, 

Local racords, however, of the rabbits handled by local produce houses are 

gbtainedle, The figures without waderlining on Msp @ axe samples of the yourly 

yusiness of sone of these Leon) desiers (the underlined figures are Live rabhite 

exported for planting stocic). 

Souate Rabbits” fron the Surtnetiels Becton, Springfietd 19 the lamgosh vee 
shipping centre, the following information we given me by M.D, Lighbfoots 

who has handled ra¥bite since 1990 and is the largest desler in the Springfield 

| region, Od 

The gabbite are received from local dealers drow but not scinned, 

Trey oversge 2 pounds in weight, They are first greded os to sine ond freedom 

fron shot wounda, the “oodyoshot” individuals being degraded or culled, They 

are pagked in barrelg at ebout 110 rabbite por barrel, The name price is peld 

for shot ae for trapped ra¥bite, provided they are not shot heavily, Abou 

106 of the total are shot and JOS tropped, 

| <4
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a Up to January 1 sbout 60% are marketed east of Tilinoia, | 

« including southern Michigan, After Jonwary 1 the cities of the South and | 

| | southsost sbsord the bulk of the shipments, because most eastern stotes pro 

| ndeit dmportation of rabbits after Jonusry 1, In former years Springfield | 

PP pavbite were sold to St.Louis dealers, who recshipped them east, bat thest 

|) Sniédie men® hove now deen eliminsted, ond Springfield ships direct to come 

suning centers, I aid not leam the eastem cities conaiming the most rabbits, — 

tut Memphis, How Ovleans, and Tales, Okishom, sbsord a lame port of the 

southern and southwestern shipoents, | 

Prices uswlly dec) ine efter Jenuary 1, | 

Mr, Lightfoot estinated thet the total averege annual output of | 

the Springfield region (thst is, from Idbanon ond Clinten east to Thayer) ‘ 

wes 2,000,000 rabbite per season, : ! 

Springfield robbite are know in the Bech os “Osark” rabbits, 

and are enid to Command a preniun vecause of their lnrge size and the care with — 

which they are graded, weleemuabernance ss 

foot and his customers that he will notify them in the event of the appearance 

; of dinesse, He states that he hae never hed to do this. | 

Reddit Shinmente from Donivhen ond Cabool, H. A. Tonner, express gent ot 

Doniphan, has held this pesition in 42 Wissour’ counties since 1983, ond has | 

handled mavbit shipments ta any of thea, He states thet the Doniyhan preduee 
dealers yay 25¢ ench for trapped rabbits, as Compared with 15¢ for shot rabbits, — 

[snd that Doniphen has ghipped about 6,000 mbbits per year to Pittsburgh, 

Chieags, and Memphis during the last 3 te 4 years, 1917 was the biggest your 

due to the fact that saow facilitated hunting and trapping at the season of | 

optinun demand, The Doniphan shipsente thet yeor were shout 10% above normal, | 

Mr, Tonner states thet the hedge ond briar country of PAke, 

; oie |
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Tl tansote, ond Relis countion yislés nove vabite then the hill comtey arvend 
t Poniphen degause of greater shundence, and eleo because of greater ence of 

: shooting. Be veumsbere single derive meas See tenten, Bebis Gomty, hell 

4 1999, watch yielded » Garlond of rabbits shipped to St. Loute, 

. Arthur Yells, proprietor of the Cahool Produce Company in 

, fexee County, ships antivaly to Biminghon, Alebana, for the negro murket, 

: Mio 1929 volune was about 6,000 rabbits. Se states thet Houston trucked 

' about 6,000 radbite directly to St, Toute in 1929. 

: Cabool and Donighan are protebly representative samples of the 

rabbit industry a8 gondweted by sacl dealers who do not rosship to lange 

pcking centers. , 

: Vinstustions Beteoen Yoors, Mr. Lightfoot says there ts up to 53 1/36 differ | 

| eno in the yield of the Springfield region as betwon different yours, Duh 
aid not remenber what particulor years nam over or under avercge, If this is 

) Correct it Constitutes evidence, when taken in conjunetion with the foot tet 

|) te hae nover had to make good his guarentee on disease, that the Springfield — 
| region 29 « whole hae not experienced, eince 1900, any grenter fluctuations | 

| than wight te aserihed to westher, a 

My, Tanner stated specifically thet he had never knom of a : 

| merked rabbit shortege, Win cemark that 1917 was the diggeut your fox Doniyhon 

| chipments, Dut only exeeeded nome ty LOL, is especially interesting, sive 
thet waa the year of heaviert mortality in the grouse-rudbit cycle rhigh pres 

Vaile further sorth, Ur, Welle has never experienced eny difficulty in gute 

ting rabbite, 3 

These reports from dealers seen to show thet if there ane rube n 

Dit dorteges in Missourl, they ere 90 mild oF so Loeel ae not to be felt | 
by deslors drawing on areas of county-oi20 or larger, |



3 be pointed out later, ‘ 

; Zobel Quboat of Rabbit Heat, The Lightfoot estimate for the Springfield oute 
pat plus the various samples of local output oubside the Springfield region 

‘ shows on Map @, indieate thet 3,000,000 rabbite per year is » conservative 
eotinate of Missouri's exports, 1% would soem Likely that the noncommercial 

| kill f9 of least as grest, although there is no tangible basis for mking an 

eotimate, ees 

The Game & Fish News for January, 1929, quotes the Springfield 
Loader to the effect that Missouri had shipped 3,500,000 mbbite Bast "for 
the Christung: trade," The value wie given as $450,000, trie/brobaday on 

| Laboration of the sane estinate for the Springfield region which llr, Lightfoot 
ove me, but it scene dowbtful whether the phrase "for the Christmas trade” 

is on accurate Limitation. 

| 
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| Yoreathlos Region, Verentiles in Morgan County is the principal centre for 
z the export of live ratbite as plenting stoek, 

Planting atocie 1s ol secured by farmer bays operating “figureal" 
| bor trae, The output of the Versailles region all goos to the Sedorf Company, — 
i which shipped 2900 in 1926-7, 3300in 1927-8, 3000 in 1928-9, and 1900 up te s 

teconber 7 of lest year, 

Obterville, which I understend iso branch of the Redorf Produce — 

Coapany, shipped 20,000 in 192%=5, ere . 

Beoshe Begion, The 16,000 dead rabbite credited to Newton County on Yep @ may 

ve Live wabbite shipped to Pemaylvanie, lly notes are confused on this point, — 
: I wns also told that northwest Dade and southwest Coder countios — 

had started export operations, but obteined no further detatie, 

Jota Bxvarts, From wisvellaseous published records I picked up the following. 

Coeoed = emis 7 em.  entoreer Sintes. | 

| aR coo | 

Bee BB eee ee amt 
98M), oes ee MOD ecereree ete cammnm 

sete 
1929430 ; | 

Mile these figures do not mke a coherent whole, they indicate 
that the annual export of live ravbite rune high into five figures ond is 
mostly to partiouler midestlantic states. ; | 

| 
Te |



s Elushuation in dobeis Pommbations 
2 
4 High snd Low Yours, ‘Table G1 presents © summery of observations on high : 

x and low years in cottontaile in Wissourl, A low your ie defined as 906 oF 

| wen of © nomaal Crop, loge severe flustutions were not Gonsidered vorth 

é peoording, singe they are probably caused by weather, predators, overshooting, 

‘ or other factors already more or less know, 

“ Yory fow high years ove recorded because of the difficulty of 

: differentiating then from normal. 

. In the following captions the ghortages and high yours Listed 

JG in Table G2 ane subjected to analysis. : 

; Shartoges ore Legal, ‘There ie no sush thing a0 @ stotewide shortage of raleite 
is in Missouri corresponding to the statewide shortage of ruffed grouse and gnome 

4 shoo rabbite occurring in Tiseonsin and other states in recent years, Severe 

RS Local shortages have oeeurved in Missouri and in the other cornbelt etetem, 

: That these could act have been statewide, however, io shown by the following 

list of observers of long experience who have never seen ont, 

‘ Beme Period of 

| Mex Belected Sounty, Lealdence Skaervatlon 
Th Gertie was Horgan ? Renembere no shortages, 

(Yornor-aportanen) ; | 

Btn | Randolph Since 1908 ae 
(Game Yarden) 

a te Audrein 15 youre Remeubers no shortage. 

"tay “Se MO eee ee 
; age of rabbite, | 

j Saute Depee ‘fewes ? — 

|) fohn Alten Benton Since 1890 Reddite never so mush — 
: (oxafone wurden) 88 30% under oommal. | 

| “Te |



Table G-1 =a 

High & Low Years in Rabbits - Missouri ‘ ~ HH 

| 
year County Observer Evidence 

189141 Madison(I11. ) Harry Collins LOW Remembers less than half a crop, Short for several } 

i years. 

1898 " " “ " SICK? Picked up a rabbit "asleep" in summer. Ran away 
when released. Does not recollect shortage. | 

1909 Morgan W. W. Smoyer LOW Remembers a shortage not attributable to rains or 
trapping. 

1922 " 8 8 LOW But probably due to floods. 

Miller Curtis Weeks Remembers no shortages. TH 

1929 ¥ E.1. Schofield LOW Said to have died off in 1929 in some S.W.county-- 
probably Stone or Barry. Never heard of any other 

shortage since 1870. 

1925 Boone M. P. Neal LOW Imprisoned by sleets beginning Dec.16,1924, Found | 
sleeted in, and also dead in spring, 1925, } 

189141 Monroe Dr. L.0.Nickell LOW Near Holiday--only killed 2 all winter; usually Z 
would kill 2 an hour. This shortage existed through | 
at least 1 towmship. 

1895 ” 0 8 SICK? Dogs caught several rabbits apparently weak. Does ] 
not recollect shortage. zi | 

1928 Randolph Dr. J. Maddox LOW Only half usual crop, 1 or 2 tularemia cases in | 
county same year, i 

1889 Ralls H. A. Tanner HIGH Farmer Drive yielded a carload. | 

1927 Pike F. C. Gamn LOW Only 10-15% of usual crop. More 1928, many 1929. 

1924 “ G. Williams LOW Many picked up dead & eick. Normal abundance by 1926. 

1926 Callaway N. Cave Low 
1921 " " " LOW & SICK Found dead ones. Short crop. | 

1903 ” “ * LOW Maybe 15% normel crop. 
1902 oe o o0 HIGH Killed 96 in 1 day. 
1919220 © core HIGH 
1908 " " " LOW Many quail but hardly any rabbits. | 

} 
1929 Phelps c. D. Vie LOW in northern part of Co. Allege too many wolves. 

1929- Ripley A. Brooks LoW in S. Ripley (but 6000 shipped, showing normal else- jj 
8-7 where). : 

: All years 42 counties H. A. Tanner NEVER LOW over wide enough area to prevent exports. 

“1929 Butler E. C. Graham SPOTTY Very abundant some places, short in others. 

192g Reynolds Dr. Ralls Low I 
1929 # " " HIGH 

1929 Iron Goff SPOTTY Some places have few and some many. Very plenti- jij 
ful in Belgrade twp., Wash. Co. 

190841 Cass G@.R.Johnson . LOW Lots of dead ones picked up while quail hunting. ] 
1926 " ow “ LOW but no dead ones. Not so low as 1908. 

1929 Buchanan Coe Pritchett MEDIUM Not so high as 1928. About 75% short of 1923. 

1926 Caldwell B. F. Leigh VERY HIGH Ate up corn, Could see 20 walking across 1 field) 
1927 " oo " VERY LOW Found dead in fall and winter. | 

19271 ~—s Livingston E. T. Gates SICK? Heard of dead rabbits being picked up. No shortage. jj 

| 

| 
| 

I 

it 
|



Heme Period of 

M, DeLightfoot Greene Since 1900 There is up to 33 4 
(Rabbit Dealer) (@ 8.4. Me.) Saran’ 12 5 

oxporte as 

(oestrus mmc : 

Corl 3, Grose Clinton ? Rabbits al wt, No a ee 
detwcen years, 

Biner %. Gates Livingston ? th of 
(Sport eman) “coe unt ig foe 

cout 10h, 

B.L. Schofield &.".Miseourl - since Heard of ‘Stone 
(Field Warden) ag" order Comty Behe 

wut never saw one es 

Chae. ¥, St. Louis ? Remembers no : Puligeaff : 2S 

In Wisconsin there wie likewise o formidable list of observers é 

who were not aware of the existence of a cycle in ruffed grouse, of even snow. 

shoe rabbits, In the report on thet stete this was nat regarded ae proof thet 

the eyele did not exist, The east is not parallel, however, to Missouri, fhe 

Wisconsin observers mew there hed been a recent shortage in ruffed grouse, 
| but they ascribed it te ordinary enuses (or to no couse at all), and failed to 

shout cycles, but simply if they had ever knom a very short your in rabbits, 

Duration of Shortages, The following observers in fable G-1 contribute figures 

on durations 7 

Collins 23 youre 

Sain 1 yeor | 

Wil 1 dams 2 yeors q 

Thore ie a strong inference in most of the observations that . 

Shortages lasted only one year, the evidence indicates that Missouri rabyis | 

Te
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f shortages last usuelly only one year, but may last two or three years, This 

seens to differentiate the phenomenon of Hisequrl vabbit shorteges from the 

snowshoe shortages in the north, which seem to alveye lest at least three ' 

years, plus a year or more of Comparative shortage during the periods of mort- 

ality and recovery at each end, 

4 Severity of Shortages. Table 61 gives the following evidence on severity 

as meagured by estinates of per cont of normal obtained fron Missourt sportee — 
nen and farmers: ron 

Goll ine ieee than 904 of normal 
Wieicol. Rilled 2 all winter; usunlly 2 per hour” 
Maddox 50% of normal 

) Seem 10015% of normal 
Cave "Mayde 19% of nomaal 
— Would soe 1 per day instead of 90-(0 

im table 3 — 

: dated, ) “4 
; 

ia Yew syortenes count rabbite to the sone degree that they count 

ie quail covies. It wos usually necesesry to press the observer for ony kind of 

an ¢etimate in figures, Hence these porcentage: estimates are believed to be 

3 lose acourate than the recollections of duration. The figures seeordingly 

: should be regarded with coution, In the absence of better evidence, however, 

if it be assumed that the maximum shortage in 10% of normal, we have a deci- 

| mation of 90%, oF nearly thet estinated (on the desis of better evidence) for 

: Puffed grouse and snowshoe rabbite in Hisconein, If on the other hand the 

_ eeination we less, it may secount for the legser duration of shortages as : 

Compared with the northern cycle, 

Tt is importent to note thet disease or parasites may be notice. 

able in Miseourl without producing « shortage in the locality where noticed, 

The observatione in Table G1 by Collins, Getea, ond Mickel indicate that 

: Th
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a | there was no shortage during the yours hon theve men found sigh or dead 
- ravdite, I have a strong mental impression, preeunsbly beeed on the slow : 

a accumiation of evidence, thet this oscurrence of disense without excessive | 

~ | mortality 4s frequent in the combelt proper, whereas one of the best mube = 
« | stentiated findings in Wisconsin wee that no territory, however wanll, ws | 

exexyt from heavy mortality in either s.owshoe rubbite or ruffed grouse during 
© | tne last eyole, 1¢ At de true that the northern eyele and Missourt mabbis 
’ shortages are both eaused by disease, and possibly by the some disease, then 
" | Ste vivulence ust be more variable ond usually less in Wissourt then in the | 

Distrihution of Shortages, One hears frequently in Wissowrd of “spotty” sbun~ | 
|. donee, Thus Tyom County had practically no rabbits in some spots in 1929, 

3 while they were very plentiful just over the line in Washington County near 
Belgrade, Andvew Brooks, a very careful observer, reported o very greet . 

seareity (only } seen per day) in bie vicinity in Ripley County, while Tonner 

presented records showing normal exports frou the county as 9 whole, Table Gel 
| contains observations by Goff and rohan on spotty Conditions, whether spotty 
| abundance hes the ame eausation as lemer areas of shortage te of course not 
| known, but T have the impression thet the short spots are deciuated Just as 

| severly as the larger ones, It is easy to see how woather could operate on 

| ul spots, tub not so easy to #00 how predators would, (Ususlly no evidence 
| as to shortoge was accepted without inquiring whether the land was bottonlend 

:| + here floode end heavy raine of course often make « elean sweep of the young 

| rabbits, Ih general, it seems Likely that apote of shortage both large and 

mntll in excess of 90% are caused by disense rather than other factors, 

Abundance of Hissours Crouse ond Nabvite in Relation to the Norther Cyele, 

Chart G2 gummerises the date obtained on high and low years in cottontatle, 

d on
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praivie chickens, and ruffed grouse in Missourl in relation to the cycle curve 

developed in the Wisconsin report. It ales ineludes a similor Comparison for 

Tiinote ond Indiana, 

The vossons for making this conparison are as follows: | 

1t hes long been knows that ruffed grouse and snowshoe rabbits | 

in the north are subject to cyclic fluetuntions, | 

The Wisconsin survey showed that prairie chickens are subject | 

bo thie some eyele, end established roughly ite severity, length, end the Ing | 

vetecen Lovalition, | 

fhe severity of the eyele was shown to decreage southunrd, | 

It therefore seone wise to seck indications of whether the | 

fivetustions in grouse and ralbite in the more southerly states, Like Missourl, : 

tend to aynchronie with those in the north, If they do, then Missourh shorte 

ages night be merely the southerly manifestation of the northern cycle, bat | 

_ whth deerensed and patehy virulence, | 

On exmmining Chart G<2, it must de dorn in mind that the Wise | 

consin curve in ite relation to the calendar of years is ghow only in ite | 

“normal” form, that is, the dating shown on Chart G-2 ie thet chameteriging | 

the grontest uuiber of Viseonsin combien, Many counties wore “off schedule* — 
ehet ia, they showed a lng), Some were tuo yours shend of schedule, ond some 

wore one year behind, Wo ebsolute correspondence between Missouri phenomena = 

amd the “nomeal” Wiseonsin curve ghould therefore be expected, | 

Disguasion of Chart Gog. This chart ie not regarded as containing sufficient | 

évidenee to justify any conclusions whatsoever, Bothing should be expected | 

from it except eluse for the guidence of more exhaustive investigutions, | 

fhe chart shows @ levge wanker of local rabbdit shortages in | 

Wissourk, Tlinois, and Indiana clustering sround the last depression in the | 

| -Te |



| riseonsin eyete, It oles shoe plenty of coutios hoying abundant rabette 
| ot this some tine, and would show may more if all the Localities of sbundance 

had been entered, Rabbit shorteges in earlier years seen much less common ; 

than at present, wut this my readily be ascribed to their being forgotten, 
the earlier shortages do not seem to coincide with the depreesions in the Vise 

consin eycle to on extent grenter then might occur by chance slone, 

Talcing all the rabbit evidence together, the chart neither | 

proves nos Gleproves sny synchronien with the northern cycle, 

the five reconts of comparative sbundance in Missourt ruffed 
grouse, however, show a remarkable degree of correspondence with the Wisconsin 

ayele, ‘the trouble is thet the muuber of observations ore insufficient; five 

observations might readily coincide with the peoks of the Viseonsin cycle by 

, chance, The chart gives a strong hint, however, that more observations should 

be secured, Their importence would extend far beyond Missourl, for reasons 

shih will be pointed out in the diseussion on reffed grouse, Any reader of = 

this report who hae ever eean mre than « dosen ruffed grouse per day in ‘ 7 

Uieeourd will render an importent service ty writing me vhere, when, how mony, | 

ond other elreunstanses, | 

‘The high ond low pointe om Indisna proirie chickens correspond | 

very w0ll with the northern cycle, but less eo in the cave of Tiincls and | 

Wisevari, Adgiitionel inforsxtion on exeeptionally high or low years in | 

| Ghickens will Likewise be welcomed, as well as informtion on any very merked = 

tottonted. ghortuges prior te 192) in either of these three states, 

“T=



i, Reddit Lecisletion, There is s strung agitation to establish o closed 
[) cssson on robbite in Uissourl. In some of the prairie counties in the vicinity 

of Keneas City rabbite are said to be alwnys scarce, This is clearly due, for 

| one thing to the lack of cover, The county agent in Clinton County toldme = 
it was always short of rabbits, The Gane & Fish Hews for April, 1929, cone | 

taing @ Complaint from m Kansas City sportenan who says he hes to drive fra 

4 50 to 100 miles to find rabbits, | 

Until there is sore light on the fecters determining rabbit 

abundance I 0B) incompetent to express even an opinion on the need for ree 

strietive legislation, 

Syenp Rabbits. The southern swaup rabbit extends through Arkanses and southern 

Missourl eo fer north ac Texas County. Mo effort wes made to completely delimit 

the range of this species, bat it is clear that it extends up the rivers flame 

|) ing south from the Osarke shout as for as the swamp cane extends, ‘The emanp 
Fabbit is of inferior value for game or meat purposes, Locations where it was 

heard of are shown on Map 6, 

| Iacrabbits, Map G also shows @ few locations where Jackrabuite were seen or 
heard of, They seem to extend east from the Koneas boundary ot least to Morgan 

ond Texas countiss, and have evidently extended their ronge, since they 414 not 
[appear tn Dallas County witil 1906, his observation ts by X. ly Schofield, 

chief Pield Warden for the Southwestern Division, whe haa lived there singe 1270. 
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[imbtations of Survey, ‘The following secount of the waterfowl situation in 4 

Wiesourt dose not give, rounded out pieture of het. conditions are or whet | 

they should be, It presents only ouch miseellensous cbecryations as could be 

nade incidentally to a survey of uplend game, ‘Two af the most important | 

waterfowl districts, nenely the eoutheastem Levland cleng the Uisciestpyly 

and the gunken lands of the St. Proncois River, were not visited, and no 

attempt fe here made to cover them, 

| There te ungextnecd of © comsrehensive waterforl ourvey of 

the state, eepeoially os @ basis for a refuge progres, 

Map shows the location of waterfowl elubs and preserves, 

end these practically delimit the important waterfowl areas except for the 

navigable waters and the tro districts above mentioned, ‘he nuubers on Map B 

yefer to the liet of waterfowl clube and preserves appeering under the section 

on “Land Pragtice ond Shooting Privileges,” 

The total wter ares of Wissourt, exeluding the Wississipph — 

River but including the Migeourl River and oll other stzeoms, is 69} square 

niles, or one por cent of the total orca of the state, Probebly this figure 

does not include water area loot through drainage, 

<1



Raterfow, Movenents in Missourh 

Lines of Piisht: Scobee Bonding, Map Hel dhows the returas from. dude 

pended by T B, Musselman at Seobee Lake on the Cheriton River near Novinger, 

1925-192, The report on theee operations is published in the May 1929 Game 

& Fich News, There has doubtless been other banding work in Miesourk, since 

U,8.8.8% Bulletin No, 32 shows @ other banding stations, ! 

The map 48 Conspiewens for the fact thet no bende wore returmed | 

from the Mississippi River sbove Missourl, although some wore recovered on the 

Tllincis River ond many on the northwestern prairies, This seems to substenti- 

ate the tradition among Missourl spertenen that the fall flight cones south 

gastuerd and only partly down the Kissourl River iteelf, The Grand River 

flight, foringtance, ie aid to short-cut the big bend of the Missourl River 

north of Kansas City, cutting aeroes southwestern Iowa ond entering Niesourt 

down the Grand, Thie ie not surprieing when one sees the width and quality 

of the bottomlands along sll of the large rivers which enter the Missowr’d 

from the north across the glacial plain, These hottome seem ag capecions, if 

not more so, then those of the Missouri iteclf, ‘the fact that their lover 
reaghes have a very slight gredient has seved o pert of thea from deotruction 

by dvainege. 

Uiesurd 99 o Breeding Ground Mo new inforuation wos gathered on this iapome 

tent question, Wood ducks breed in masbors at Leake Cooper, opposite the north. 

east comer of the state, but wore not heard of on the Oxark stresms, 

Uiesourt ose Vintering Ground ‘The southeastern lowland is within the regular 

winter range of Canada geese, ond on the edge of the great mallard wintering 

ground of the Arkensas lowlands, Sucks are nunerous in this comer of the 

State only during winter warm spells, In exeeptionally gold winter weather, 
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4 MAP H-1 ; 

3 Ps Duck Banding; Drainage Projects 

ft APPROXIMATE LOCATION AND AREA OF OPERATING DRAINAGE ENTERPRISES 

| 1920 : 

0 y ee 
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5 . (see "Duck Banding at Scobee Lake, Missouri," by T. B. Musselman, A.M. 
Missouri Game & Fish News, May 1929)
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chon the Arkaness lakes freese over, there is ales o considemble northuard 

novement of mallards to the open water of the Gsark rivers, the Gurrent River, — 

for instance, has one oF more heavy flights during the eldest yart of each | 

notasl winter, waich diseontinues as soon as the Arkansas lakes reopen. 

Eight by Yours, The 1928 fight ws exten heavy throughout Missourh snd | 

resulted in a very heavy kill, fhe 1929 flight was extra poor around St-Jouls 

and slong the upper Wissouri. Its statue in the poutheostern lowland i un 

Mony spertanen aseride the unsatiefectory 1929 conditions to 

overskilling in 192%, although local deductions from Local evidence on , | 

nigratory birds 1s seldom conclusive, An equally probable explanstion is | 

offered lster wader woterfowl management. 
| 

| | 
| 

| 
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’ 
Seterfaul lends x 

| Commeretal ization of Shooting Privileses, Exeept on navigable rivers, there 
j ie pragtiesliy no open shooting left in Wissourl north of the southeastern | 

lowlend, and even this heretofore remote district is said te be in process 

of mapid acquisition by clubs and preserves, Almost every omoll pond in the 

stete, even in rural counties remote from large cities, is owned or longed by 

private parties, 

fhe "toll system" (under which the owner charges a fixed eum 

per men por day) is in widespread use, in addition to owmership by or lenses 

to private groups of fixed composition, The toll system ie rapidly being em = 

tended, moreover, to public lends such es sendbare on nevigeble rivers, In 

this eaee the change is for the use of improvements and equipment, rather than 

: for lend rental, 4 table of toll rates appeorslater under Section 5, 

from the standpoint of wterfowl management, and lesving out : 

of consideration the sosial problen of unequal recreational oppertunities, the 
significance of thie rapid commercialiszation lies in the following facta: 

(1) It regults in more highly organised loy-outs of decoys 

&§ ond Dlinds than were precticable under the old free and 

open conditions, 

(2) Tt makes possible highly organised distritution of shoot- 

time, Qn each water sousbody is usuilly"on the job" 

every day, 1.@ the former accidentel lulis in shooting 

ave tending to disappenr, 

(3) Te means the prection. disappearance of accidental rest 
areas, thus inoreseing the dependence on refuges. 

Meterfow) Clubs end Preserves, The clubs end preserves show on Nap # 

26
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: appear ae 2 tabulated list in Section B of this report, The informetion in | 

i thie table fe mostly second-hand, very uneven in degree of detail, end doubt- 

loos often incorrect. It is hoped, however, thet it may stimulate some local = 

' | ageney to extend it and make a better ont, Such on inventory is © necessary 

‘ besis for any survey of actual practices, 

, In general, Missouri practice includes much less intensive — 

* | vetting than Illinois River practice, although in other respects the orgent+ | 

| | stion of equigments end shooting methods ie similar, the only lasge-senle | 

| baiting ccours on the dusk clubs around St. Louis, and I understand on the 
| | goose bars of the southeastern lowland, fhe St. louis clubs bait with shelled | 

| | corn ond kaffix (exeept the Busch froserve, whith I wis told has an sbundance " 

| of cultivated rice persisting fron the former comorgial rice mising operations), 

Harry Bameir, Federsl Yarden at St. Louis, believes thet the 

| Gngks in the St, Louis club ares become so dependent on grain bait thet sone of 

then starve when baiting cesses et the close of the sheeting ecason, Such @ 

| conclusion cen of course not be aecepted without evidence that the starving | 

| ducks are not cripples, ! 

|) Deainage and Yaterfowl, Map Yl shows the locations of operating drainage entere — 

prises, Bvidently nesrly all of the original marshlands have been drained, ond 

it 4@ only whore physiographic conditions of aritifieial puxping prevent the ! 

drainage from becoming complete thet any woterfowl habitat persists, other than 

in the actual channels of streaus, Since habitat ie the most basic element in 

conservation, theve 1s a lenge dagsee of truth in the stahenent (had the sumine | 

ing waterfowl crop, oe in the ease of upland gome, is lamgely the result of | 

aceident, and thet future conservation programs must deal primarily with the gm 

" yersion of sccidental environnents into purposeful ones, | 

It has already been mentioned that the gradients near the | 

f}- |
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tne mouths of the northern tributarion of the Missourl ave so slight that the 

7 drainage projects shown on Map Hel are only partly effective, Missowrl, like = = 

. the adjoining stotes, conteins bankrapt drainage districts whieh present impor- | 

" tant opportunities for reatomtion projects. The Mingo Swamp on the cnet aide 

| of the St, Francois River in Stoddart County is sid to be « defunct drainage 

Aistriet once highly productive of both waterfowl ond fidh, 12 wae drained 

about 1918 ond could de restored, : 

; ‘ 

; 
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: Seterfowl Manecovens 

| cuarmeterietion of Missours larcout, Fron the standpoint of minagenont, the 
| post important chameteristic of Migsourt 4s the absense of lakes or other 

| open waters lange enough to serve as notuml refuges or resting grounds, In 

, the absence of refuges, it is only such open waters which prevent the waterfowl 

| flight from being Literally pushed out of the stete, Sake Cooper in Iowa, is 

in part a natural opan-water refuge, Big Loke in Avitanens iu a federal refuge, 

Yo corresponding waters, however, ave found in Missouri, : 

The general trend of waterfoul shooting im Missourl seems to 

hove been downmurd,«=thet on the Tllinolé River stationery or upward, The 

presenee of large lakes on the Illinois River de doubtless in part respon — 

sible for this differonse, 

Abgence of Refuces. he sbeonce of netural refuges secentustes the need for 

on adequate refuge program, especially ae on offest to the rapid und acceler 

ating camnereialisation of shooting grounds, In spite of this need, Wissourt 

actually hes fever refuges then adjacent states, Mep H ghows that there are 

pmetioally no refuges in the state exeept two club refuges neor St, Louls, a 

fora refage in Dovies County, ond o municipal refuge fn Pettie County, Even 

if there were ten tines ag many os Hep B dhowe, 16 would hardly represent a 

start townnd satisfying the setual present need, 

There is a concerted movement among St, Louse sportenen at the 

present time to procure for Missouri some of the Feders] refuges financed under 

the MowbecionAndreson Bill, 1 does not seen to occur to epertenen that a vige 

orcas state end private refuge program would be one of the best arguments for a 

| federal project, decouse of the additional effectivencss of federal refuges chen — 

Supplemented by numerous small local ones, 

eo =



: This situation ie merely one manifestation of the need for a | 

| wstortont survey whish should map the Lines of flight, the distribution of 
[present and prospective miterfonl arene, the intensity of shooting, the presence 

or absence of accidental refuges, and thus determine e system of federal, stete, — 

and private refuges distributed to meet the needs of the situstion. The existe 

| ence of such © statewide pln would assign responsibility among the various 

agencies, and tend to prevent one waiting om the other to start something, 

| On certain Hissourt soils it 4e customry to construct small 
) stock tanks on every fara, Weny of the lerger ones, if properly decoyed, fed, 

DL awh pootested, coulA povtablly te made to steve a0 petvate sefapt, 

Large weterpower developments are under way ia the Oserke, in 

counsstion with whigh impounding veservoire axe being eonstrusted, Sone of 

| these, if fed and protected, doubtless have possibilities as refuge sites, 

: legislation end lew Baforeenent, The state gene law of Wissourl has never been 

chenged to confors to the federal migratory bird law, It still sllows an open 

| senson on dutke from September 15 to April 30, This open spring season ie of 

| Course not operative due to federel closure after Jenuary 1. 

| Missouri's failure to conform her om statutes to the federal 

Closure of epring shooting is no doubt in part o reflection of the fact tht 

Considerable epring shooting sentiment st111 exists in many parte of the state, 

The arguaent is made that Missouri seldom has enough water to hold ducke in 

fall, An equally geod argument would be thet the almost total absence of a 

refuges tends to prevent Missouri fron holding ducks at all, 

Tn spite of the nom-confomaity of stete and federal statutes, 

. there appears to be more effective cooperation between stete and federal offices 

| in enforoing migratory bird lave than in adjacent states, and certainly better 

: than in Tilinole. Enforcement is of course inadequate in ol] the states so fax 

; surveyed, and probably in all other states, due to lnek of wardens,
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‘ Mieco) Lene ou Es 
. Composition of Kili, Table 8-2 gives the composition of the duck kill during the 

. past three years on a sendbar near St. Joseph. This table was compiled by ‘i 

; J. H. MeOord, Je, of St. Joveyh, vhose cooperation in fumishing At is eratee 
[tary sernowiedged, ‘the tnprovenents on this bar are owned ty © onal “eluh* 
EI] ssn covectingly contrals tne hooting, . 4 
. Sinilar analyses of the Kill throughout the state would be vale 
: atle in interpreting Banding retums ond leoming Lines of flight, especially Hl 

: if oupptenenved Wy craphe shoving the comparative abundance ty species Uhronghout 

| Aeskantze ond Soodevek, ". B, Wussolnan told me that Jacksnipe seened to De tn 
: creasing near Quincy, Illinois, ¥. P. Steele told me that there is no flight of | 

; jackenipe except about one year out of five in the Sedalia region, 4 

4 My. Musselman states that woodeock ere Glearly inereasing at x 

Eh cutney. = ons eon SO 
_— : 3 

| In Phelps County I was told that there are more woodeock than : 

| for years past. Ripley Gounty also reported o considerable number, | 

Sex Mortality Jn Confined Dusks, One of the long established characteristics of 

the grouse eycle is the prepondernce of miles during the firet years of scarcity, 

|) Tis wns formerly ascribed to lows of females through bad weather while incubating 

Cees, but this no longer appears te offer a eufficient explanation, 
In quadl there is an alleged excess of miles following poor 

breeding seasons (and possibly under conditions not yet defined). os asang found 

coeeidiosis in eqptiye cutk ek SAT See eS! ARE Pte hich Aistures the 
nomual sex ratio in any species is of great interest, singe it may yield clues 

; to more satisfactory explanations of sex ratio problems, | 

oa "



: Ya. P, Stole raises many species of netive ond exotic ducks 

Tn confiseeent on hie fam neor Sedalia, We hee found that in oll of the tealy 

D inetading the Chinese Mandarin dusk, the mortality smong males in Confinement 

ts much higher than that among females, In this instanee the @ifferentiol — | 

seeus to favor the female instead of the mole, ne 

| aBte



7 Bodie Haz 
Gomposition of Duck Fill 

On « Miesours River Sandbar, Buchenen Go., Viseourt 

Compiled ty J. B. MeCord, Tr,, St. Jonoyh, Mo, 
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; 
9 "ih Durteors, : 

Orina) sbundence: Ferstetence oe Compared with Year, Tt ie of course common = 
mmowledge that Uissourl was originally one of the beat states for wild turkey, 

and that theiy distrivution wae practically statewide, | 

Map T snows the present distribution, ané also u for detes of 
Ateapyearance from thelr fomer range, ‘Turkeys were apparently still abundant 

tn parte of even the northern counties until long after their settlemmt, op 
indteated ty the foot that Ragarins and two othire killed ever 50 in 3 weke 
on Shoal Gresik in Clinton or Buchanan County in 1666, Deer wore also oti. an 

Commots va | 

In northeast Missouri there were turkeye in a few fovored 4 

Local ities until 1995, and in one locality in Macon County until 1908, while 7 
at the mouth of the Illinois River turkeys aid not diseppecr until 1915 (see 
Niinods Report). The lest deer, on the other hand, diseppeared from northesst : 

 Wissourt by 1882, oF 3 decades before the last turkey, . | 

The seme sequence obtained in Tilinois and Tow, In Indiong, 
however, deor outleeted the turkey in Jennings, Tipton, ond possibly Ripley 

| coustios, ‘This seemingly aeadente fact any reflect some peculiar property of 
the Indiana range os compared with Wissourt and the other combelt states, which — 

property might conceivably te of importence in the solution of present problems, — 

Livsont Distribstion and trend, Tn gmersl, turkeys are apparently on the up 
erde, eopecially in area of range, in epite of en open season of all of : 

Decender (no sex restriction), B, % Sehofield told me that the present susber 

in the southvesters district ie sbout the same as ten yours age, bat nob as 

great os 15 or 2 years ogo, especially in oreo of mage, The low point in | 

southwest Niseourl apparently came shortly after 19a). ; | 

0e ‘ 
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: Andvew Brooks considers turkeys on the increase in the south 
contral counties, a 

t The vender should not be deceived, however, by the apparently 

f large area of turkey range shown on Map I, The greater part of thie arte is 

| very thinly stocked, ‘the map wes drum on the definition that if there vere 
turkeys in every township, the area wae considered solid renga; if there vere 

. not, sch particular remnant would be designated by « cross, For Map I to 

| |) truly execute this definition many interior vacancies would have to ve mapped 

HL ous, ond many colenion outside the solid mge séied, ta short, Nap Ife eng 
the rough beginning of a turkey map, There are known to be omissions of prevent 

range or remnants in Warren and Dunklin counties, and possibly in Pomiseot, 

: Bollinger, Cape Girerdesu, Perry, Jefferson, Gasconade, Oange, aries, Vebster, 

and Christian counties. | 
‘ 7 

; 

T turser Povslations, the long radiue of wbility of thie mpeeion, together with — 
he Giftionlty of seeing At ab sll, math lose combing flecks, wakes it onset 

the most difficult of all game birds for which to set up population figures, 

. Tt is certain, however, that there is no populatian anywhere in Missouri, even 

; on refoges, which represents the corrying capacity of the lend, There my bea 

| ssturation point in turkeys, but we know nothing bout it because it has never 

been approached in recent years, 3 : 

The Gene Department, through ite wardens, made a census in 1925 

| which shows hogk turkeys ia 47 counties after on estimated kill of 612, This is 

of record on page 21 of the Annual Report for 1926(7). | 

Another census wae made in 1927, but the details were not pub- | 

lished and the material ie now lost. The Game & Fish News for Ootover, 1927, | 

page 9, says this lost census totaled 7,000 in the state, and gives » fow of the | 

highest counties. These fragments show on Map I, tut the reat of the figures 

le



: | 
: could not be found in the Game Department files, 7 

ian agen of Sehht. Seeny ua oun A 6 OFAN Aon 

Missouri o¢ 11,900/miles. Assuming that the uamagped blanks which ought te be 

subtracted are Delanced by the additional colonies and range which ought to be 

sdded, and dividing by the 7,000 estinated population, there axe almost 2 square 

miles per turkey. 

The eatimated 1925 kill of 622, divided into 11,500 square miles, 

gives about one turkey killed per 20 square alles, | 

furkey Refagos. The system of stote porks and auxiliary game refuges shioh 

Missourt is sequiring ore a necessary and well-choven beginning for turkey man- 

aqeusat. np { dhown on walsh rotuges tassips huve de Snip teen slanted, is 

total plants of which I was able to find « record are ae followst 

Partial Record of Turiey Plaats Lene : awe 

Indian Tradl 8, P, 80 ano ? 320 

Meramec #. P, 65 100 ? 165 

San A, Boker S.P, 9 50 1 5 

Pte Spring 8.7. 350 e 0 + ae 

Deor Run 8.P. 257 1000—Cti*P 125 7 

Adair County 4.6.2. 0 0 0 xo ? yo 4 

Callaway County 4.0.2, o 0 0 20 o 20 | 

Wacon County A.0.2. 0 0 0 30 ? 3» 

Merion County 4.0.R. ° ® 0 50 ° 50 | 

Newton County A.G.R. i sini teases pitaiillMa st RIA Sn a 
350 +, 695 r 1300 

ot least 
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° In making the first slants, the state mated wild gobtiore with - 
od tone hens. There ia o wide difference of opinion as to the wiadon of thie pove, 

‘| come claiming that the resulting half-wild birds died out, bat no evidence ms 

: found to show the degree of success as compared with wild stock, Manting other 

» | than the purest obtainable wild stock would seen ot Beet doubtful policy. 

| te understood that tame stock ie no Longer used, 

‘ The sprending power of the etate's plants will doubtless be 

} tnssoneed ty the protates contsel wes dish hes stscntly tenn contuntes on 

|) sen of the state parce, This work will be described under the section on 
| predators, The reneval of up to 30 foxes, $0 bohente, and 30 wolves yor tome 
| ship on some of these refuses certainly ought to help the turkey plants to got 

Bo vest footneta, 

Durkey Preserves, Map I shows several privete preserves weld to be stocked with — 

| wild turkeys, The condition of the roads made it inprectioable to visit ony of 

thease preserves during the eurvey, 

:. Many lumter companies have large holdings of forest land whieh 

||“ caght to be eusceptidie of develommont as turkey preserves, the angunemt most 

frequently heard against attempting euch development ts that the posting of 

these Lends would proveke adverse local sontinent, and thus te impossible to 
enforee, The practicability of turkey management on private lands bolle dom 

to this question of local sentiment, and to the question of whether exieting 

knowledge of life history ie sufficient to avoléd costly mistakes in the wlection 

of management measums, 

tue Latter chjection could be quidkly enewered by the initiation 

of a life histoty study by the university, with the guidence of the U, 5, Bigl- 

egical Survey. 

Thethor adverse locel sentinent represents an ineupersvle obdtacl 
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7 is a hard question for an outeider to judge, 1% may be pointed out, however, 
"’ thet im Miselesippd and Alabama, saepameesereeal 

) | effective methods of enlisting local public cooperstion, One method te to ine 
| vite the looal public, at o cortein fixed time each season, to participate in | 

| | * Joint neighborhood hunt, On deor praserves espenially this hes rewulted in 
F enthusiastie lecal support, apparently without undue drain on the productive 

|) capsetty of the deer herds, Neighborhood huts, however, wuld work better with 
Bf door than with turkeys, 

F Surker Wosghte, ‘the advisability of using tame Blbed for restocking should be 
[| measured moetly ty the comparative Dehavier and survival of suth plants, A 

| record of weight of genuine oldatine wild stock may be useful somshore in the 
|) process, Bogardus rocorde the following weights of turkeys killed during the 
|) 1860s am Tidnote and Miesourts 

winter 2 Petersburg, Ill. 29 1be. sach ? 
winter ¥ Sangamon River 12018 Ldeench =? 

| winter or fonganon River 27 Lhe, “quite fat® 
winter (otere Buchanan Go.,Mo, 10018 1bs,engh “nat cute 

Tt ie said by old hunters that the goddlers which weed to be 
shot in epring wore gleure howwy ond fot. This, if true, is rather surprising, 

‘| 1s tnatentos how Little is know obout turkey habite and foods, 

‘| Weed of n turcoy Investigation, The poverty of this attenpt to pleture the 
+ Poostbilities of wild turkey restorationin Miscourt 4e in iteslf evidence of the 
need for a competent investigation of the Life history ond mmnagament of this 
vira, 

| ae |



i tae Recegtn Guat Ravectigntion, whieh sterted in 190%, tee 

‘PF sot only encceeded in weighing the fastors determining the sbundunes of quath = 

| tn thab state, tut in doing oo hes crested e ect of ideas and methods which are 
| papidly spreading over the whole notion, ond hove an excellent chance of being 

|. converted inte ection on & large seale, This largely accounts for difference in 

wealth of specific detail between the quadl and turkey chapters of this report. 

A turkey investigation started now might by 1935 wring about « siniler activetion — 

“| of thought and effort in the field of turcey conservation, 
. Mioevarh be on Sétek state te hitch te weeetene cum eel, Se 

| momous ares of now unproductive wodlande are ideal turkey mnge, An estinote — 

| of the potential turcey ares, based on the “types of game countey* show do | 

Map B, ie as follows: ; | 

1/10 of the "Ogark Border," or... s+ + + + 790 square miles | 

‘ 9/10 of the Main Osarke & St. Yrancois Nts, ..9000 * * 

1/2 of the Central Plate, of. ...... 6180 *" # 

3/% of the White River Hille, or... 6655 20 * # 

Speoia avens in the 5. B. loviend. s+ ++ 500 * * 
fotel ... 11,73 * *# 

Normal populations are unknown, wat assusing § or 10 turkeys — 

per square mile, & Conservative estinate, the stave could have 100,000 turkeys, 

instead of 700, the munbor indieated ty the "Lost consus* of 1927. 

Merely naicing plants will not sesure this tneresse, unless the 

environment is fevoreble, Ie it? Meagured by the stendards set by the Geongis 

{ont1 Investigation, we know nothing about turkey environment. ‘There are doubt~ 

less little things which oan be cheaply done to the environment to increase 

turkeys, just ae wae found to be possible in quail. what are they? fo onever 

thie question would be the main purpose of a turkey investigation. 
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£ What is their food at various seasons? Why ore goddlers fat in 

& |) opring? that plonte (desides chmfae) are euiteble for food patches? How far 
a | apart can they bet Do turkeys require grit? Do deep snows oF fee over render 

S| it inaccessible? That is the effect of fire ond grasing on turkey food~plonte 

* | ond onimale? 

, Maat diseases ond parasites kill wild tutceys? thet is the risk 

i} of contact with tome turkeys? that part coos weather play tn disease? Dose 
© | Aisense increase with density of poyalation? Whet ie the saturation point? : 

) hat predetors kill turkeys or rob neste? That density of ; 

, predater populations are serious? What percentage of the nests "get by" with : 

; and without predator control? Do wild turkeys est quail eggs, es tame ones dot 

i Have turkeys eny special cover requirenents for roosting, nesting, 

| or during stoms? If 90, do -lusbering nothods consider thea? Whet sndificstions 
|. 0f silvieultwre should be made to improve woods for turkeys? 

These are samples of the questions needing investigation. ; 

Missouri's outstanding place as a poultry state already equip 

her with skilled setentific man-porer congetent to guide work on turkey feeds, — 
| wrtirietar propagation, and diseases, he nesonsury authorities for conealtee 
tion om botany, forestry, grasing, ote. ave all available in the various existe 

Fine state institutions, gL that 11 needed Sp evetbody to 40 the wate, A 
turkey fellowship, setting up funds to support end travel « gredunte student 

| (or research asoociate) working out of the University of Miscourl, wuld bem 

| wormnie aeview to get the work dome, The Us §. Biclogienl urvey would probebily 

| on apphtention saprly advisory service on matters requiring special imowledge of — 

| game, This is too good an opportunity to be passed up by & state which hes wet 

|) out to achieve results in conservot ion, | , oe 

A nore detailed outline for ongantcing © turkey investigation — 
i {se presented under the last section on “Geme Research and Education. 
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Original Distribution and Abundance, The original deer of the cornbelt is 4 

usually regarded as having deen primarily « woods animal, Bogardus points out 

thet this wae not the esoe, He says (p.2i), : , 4 

*Tt is often supposed that it likes best to range in the vast 
forents, but I believe that to be a mistake, Beer are most fond of ; 
country in which there are belts of timberland end brush 

silent, enc at firet el somewhat of 
character. When I firet went to the state Ae) See ae ee 
plentiful. T have seen. « . 30 in © nord, mom. . » told me they ’ 

had seen horde... of 73. In cola seacher the deer went to the tinber 

for shelter, $e gens woetaey Oe a’ saltiae Gee Cae 
after noonday ly long grass of the prairies near sloughs." 

This probably means thet the northern Hiseourl “preirie® 

ms originally @ better decr country than the Osarks, ‘The subsequent shrine = 

age of the deer boundary of the Oeark foreete, Like the shrinkage of the elk, 

nountain sheep, end grisely bear boundary from the plains of the upper Missourd 

to the forests of the Recky Mountains, wes not by preference bub by necessity, 

Bogardus found deer still plentiful on Shoal Greek in Glinton 

or Buchanan Gounty, Missouri when he hunted there in 1866, He mentions that | 

they were still fadtly mamerous In parts of Missouri at the time his book 

was published in 187%, and adde that 

"In Wiseourd decor are genwrally 4riven by hounds and shot at 

crossing places and runways. There are also many killed by etill-tunting.* — 

Map J shows a few dates of externinshion of the originaleteck 

piexed/Buring the survey. The lest deer in the proirie region vere probably . 

those persisting in Adair County untid 1882, As already pointed out, the | 

turkeys outlasted the deer in this region by several decades. 

A fair onalogy for the original abundance of door in the bent | 

parte of Missouri is the census of Morgen County, Indiana, made ty Nooh Major 3 

in 1820 and already described in the Indiana Gone Survey, Major estinated 
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|) that there were 20,000 deor in Morgen County, oF 53 per square mileg, a. a 

_ | popolotion heavier than that now existing on the Kaibab Forest in Avimoma, = 
: No further coument on the extreordinery original eurrying eapseity of the 

di cornbelt deer range ia aeceseary, 

| Preset Distribution and Zreng, Map J gives s very rough iden of the present 
“Ty range in the Oenste, Tt to covtein that these ove may interior arene within 

the dotted Line whieh do not contain deer in every township, ond which there- 

| fore should be mapped out as blanks, It is aleo clear thet the renge map te 

|) incomplete when compared with the state census to be deseribed in the next | 

—— ie 

| poor Pooulations, The State Cane Departaent hes estimated the deer population 

|. of the otete as follows: 

a Deer Consus Eetinates by the dave & Fish Devertmen’ 

ey tor Humber in state uber of Counties Mere Published 3 
1925 130 ’ © & F News, Hov,1925, pe 

i. ¢ Sree 
; 1926 (See Map J) = 56% 24 1926 * ue + na 

fhe inevense in nunders vetwoen 1925 and 1926 of course reflects 

|) ed@itional informetion rather than increase in dser, | 

The extveme thinness of present deer populations may de illus. 
trated by the following comparison: estimating the present range at 5,000 | 

: square miles ond the population of 900 decry, «@ have one deer per ten square 

niles, as compared with 53 per square mile in Bosh Major's coneus, In other | 

| vords, the present average Missouri populetion is rovghly 1/530 ae dense as the | 

[vest atottsr county for which an estinate of original populstion exists,



‘ peor Refuges and Plants. In 1925 the State Gane Deyertnent initiated the . 
| yotiey of restocking state parks with deer, I ms able to find only fonguents — 
; of @ record of these restocking operations es followss " | 
; 

oa AL neh ea 
PT xese a9eS «4926 Seek 

Ml me Me Rose t eee bce bebetebeneey true : 

Weems HP veers ecanesereearvneeeesabesvtanse & 

Tl Ghd, MOM ce eee eee ceeeeseeees seb eeue me 

Mig Serta BF cece cece eeesenecnaes Shueeenam 

ee MM cle cece eeehbeieeneebhee Gat) eae ; 

“Ss 7 100 a 1 Ab leas 297 

The totale do not cross-check because most of the iteus were ‘ 

| gathered as separate fragments of published information. At least JOO deer 

| have been planted in the etete since 1925. Most of these were purchased from | 

the Cleveland CLiffe Iron Coupany at Negumee, Michigan, and therefore do mot 
|) represent the native Missouri stock of whitetail. Some of the plonte, however, 

were gifts or purchases from Missouri der preserves, and hence may represent 

; native stock, | 

It is as yet too early to drow Conclusions as to the success of | 

thecey planting operations, ‘The general impréseion is that decor ore on the 

_ tnerease, ‘The predator control operations carried out in some of the parks 

vill of course help to allow the plants to gain » real foothold (see Map O-l). 

There Gan ¥6 no Question ebout the soundness of the refuge 

method of restoring deer, since Pennsylvania has conclusively proven ite effect- 

ivenoes. ‘The outeom of the Missourl restoration project undoubtedly hinges 

entirely on favorable local sentiment and the efficiency of detailed sansgenent 
Reagures, such ag lew onforcement and predater control, 
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: There has been no open season in Missourl sinee 1925, bub 4 

7 steording to the present statute, the period of closure ends in 1930, The 4 

| f cloeure should cortainly be extended, a 

|) posakbidstion of Deer Manacenent. The Missouri public has undoubtedly become = 

_ |) scoustoned to extreuely thin deor poyulations thet it is unsble to visuslise 1 
_ |) the potential deorprodusing eapneity of the Osark region, Fennaylvania ig 
: the soundest analogy. fhe Pennsylvania deer range in 1925 was cetimated by 4 

|) tre Gane Commission at 20,600 square miles, and in that year yielded 7,200 0 
|) vance, of 2 tusk yor 3 square miles, At this rate the anin Osres, containing — 

$700 square miles, should easily yield 3,000 bucks each year and still allow = 

ef a steady increase in deor population. : ‘ 
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. Li. Bingneeked Pheagent : pee 

Eheasent Pistary : 

Changes in Wiseourh Fanting Polley, Plonting yhonsanta as a publie poliey = 
| yogan in 1910 wader Game & Fish Comslastoner Jesse A. Tollerton, Be has 

fortunately left, in his second annual report (1911), @ partial history of 

his 1910 plantings, — ] 

Private plantings, as usual, preceded the adoption of a state 

planting, policy. he carliest large private plants were in Greens County in 

avout 1904 and in Pansy County in 1907. (eve axe dosertbed in Widmannts 
Catalog, whigh Years the publication date of 1906 but sonteine many 1907 ehette 

ur, Tellerton says that the pudlie plantings degua by hin in 

1910 continued through 1912, I we sleo informed that they were further cote 
tinued ty his successor, fon Binainghem, bat I found no written record. 

tren followeé @ long period during whigh public plantings = 

censed, In the Gane & Fish Hows for August, 1926, there 4 an editorial states 

neat that pheasants were tried "several years age (and were) not very succese- 

ful.” Ab that tine 18 ws evidently the poliey of the devartment to abstain 

from phensant plantings, both on account of the previous lack of success, and 4 

on the grounds of possible interference with quail. a 4 

By 1927, however, this attitude had changed, and a vigorous 7 

program of statewide planting wes inaugurated. This has continued until the 7 

present time, ‘ 

History of Missourt Flanty, Map X gives the location, aise, date, ond behavior — 
of the plante of vhich Twas sbte to obtain a written record, or of which = 

Local. gportenen ond gane wardens interviewed during the survey had a definite 

recollection, "i
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— (1828 ynaer way sinee 1910, (abas) 
‘fease Tollerton thinks that"maybe 20,000" pheasonts were planted from the Gene 
Yara near Jefferson City atarted in 1910, Wie report records 2000 distributed 
that year, The 10,000 figure is werely o reduction of the “aeybe 20,900" ext



‘ The map is far from complete, becouse all official recoris, 

_ |) with the exception of the Tollerton report and ooeasional items in the Gome& = 

: Fish News, are apparently lest. The map, however, is subject to indefinite ex- 

: pansion and it is hoped will be used for reeording additional inforsstion, 

foble Kel attempts to eamerige the total extent of the plantings 

by years im doth Missourt and some of the neighbaring states. The Missourd 

‘ figares which it contains are mostly absent from the map, beesuse they pertain 

to the state as a whole, do nob thow division ty combies, and hence cannot be 

; shown on the map, ‘ 

A particular effort wae msde to map old plantings, and no pare = 

tlewlar effort wae mase to map recent ones, deowuse the latter have as yet mo 

? determinable regult. In other words, @ recent plent connot be called either a 

, eusotes ov failure watil Gnough yoore hove elagesd to show the weeult, wenden ; 

i an analysis of old plants may yield valuable hints as to reasons for success oF 

failure, | 

The comparison of Missouri with adjoining states in Bable K+) : 

shows a strilcing similarity in the chronology of pheasant policy. Missouri, 

| Tlinois, Indians, and Wisconsin all began planting about 1910, in noes of then | 

private effort preceded state effort. In nost of them there was # big spurt | 

fram 1927 to 1929, during whieh all of them planted both eggs and grow stock | 

in numbers wsaslly running inte six figures each year, : 

During both the 1920 spurt and the 1927 spurt most of these ‘ 

states established game fama, : eae, . ‘ 

Result of Missourl Plants. mp K indicates by syabole the results of each 

plant. The present status of pheagants may be summarised as follows. “ 

(1) The map shows six spots where phoasants now give the 

; appearance of being established, There are possibly as many other spots 
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|) ston would give the sane appearance, had they been visited during the survey, 
: : (2) AL1 six spots of apparent establisheent, however, either 
« | Gate from recent plantings, oF hove been revived ty secent re-plantings, Nest 
_ |) of them date fron the 1927 ogg distribution, ond hence are only 3 years old, ’ 
: (3) Mee may shows several eurvivals of stmegling old bins 
¢ |) for longer periods, Taas in Schuyler County = single cook survived watil 1916 
|) fron # planting mde in 1911 (Basen), In Adaty County one or two old hessante 
) | of undetermined sex survived (presumably fro the 1910 planting) until the yy 

, | cstadlighnent of the present gome fam in 1926(1), : 
: ('s) In Gagrol County #1904 planting sprved and howed sppate 
| | ont eutebiistment, but eventually ateappeared, a 
K In general, the ultinate disappearance of all the carly nee 

| of wath 1 wae able to obtain a definite recent makes 1% necessary to suppose that 
| the present apparent establishments may eventually éiasppoar ales, It is entirely 
| revettte, however, thet missourt coatatne email pote of estsblished pheasants 
| dating fron the arly plantings, vhich have not been revived or replenished by 7 
|) recent slantings. There Ae aaid to be © vigormus phessant population semeshere 

| om te uiestestyph Yottens in Lincols County, the origin and duration of whieh I 

| i the following caption on the interpretation of pheasont history, Nap Ky how — 

] over, summarises one ingortent sapect of tehavion, in that'all of the plants = 

| definitely resulting in odsorved neste or trode are incloeed by a second cizele, 
|) 18 te ovtgont fron o glance at the map that ability to produce Broads te nob 

J) linites to any particular seotion of the state, ‘



: 
iby? 

"| Exewent Method of Planting. Because of the greater importance of the question 

i. of whether to plant at all, no detailed study was made of present methods of ‘ 

. planting. It is the state's present policy to concentrate all efforts more and ; 

. nore on the suxiliary refuges, where a series of propagation plants (show on 

e tap K) hae Yoan ah wy Bach refuce/provided with a brood stock of 100 birds in 
: 1928, and is operated by o resident gamekeeper whone duties include food patches, 

: predator control, and winter feeding, The output (in¢luding excess ogest) 18 4 

. liderated in the imediate vicinity, : / i: 

' I 444 not learn whether northern blood 1s annually added to the 

| stock, pecanse the Halpin hypothesis (tobe discussed Later) did not formiate. : 4 

f itself until the field work was over. a? ‘4 ‘’ 

S that shout 254 of the eges distributed to fasers in 1927 resulted in Liberated — 

e Dirds, This is substantially the sane showing os in neighboring states, and j 

[a8 Am those states, the figure was roganied as toe lew to be satisfactory, 

ney su nec sores ta sas one | te compare the sost-per-biri to the state with the mrket price of purchased = 
4 birds or the cost of production on state farms, < 

we 

| : 

| 
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‘ ||) wave failed to establish themselves in Missourl, they elnest invariably anseort 4 

: = "eenuse they were shot out by violators.” Sometines they enevart *Verain got " 

a them,” Game Warden Claude Ferguson of ‘Texas County necribes their ddenppearance 

e I] to ticks and chiggers. It ts worthy of note that Widnana mentioned = local — a 

" velief that ticks and ehiggers kill the young of. ruffed grouse, 5 a 

a We have as yet no way of knowing whether any oF all of none of 
7 these answers are correct. We know, however, thet suns of grace money in oh 

‘ least five figures are being spent annually in renened attempts to onal Sa 

. wre into guscess. If pact failures were due to shooting or vomin ” owe on 

| controtiabie cause, these expenditures sre warranted, provided one adopts the = 

a premise that phencants are « desivable addition to the game List of a quail ts 3 

i If they are due to sane uncontrollable cause, however, these expenditures ee 

| cto, the situation, therefore, clearly denands a much more thorough enlgete a 

| tron hae boon mde en far. This report cannot make a complete analysis, tut Mt 
F | con mgcest come of the Linse of thought which 4t should inelude, pee 

* Analyeis of Possible Couses,, ~ na ee ee 

fore of tne iiness yaa 

¢ (1) Me chameter of the stock planted, : 

* (2) ‘the environment in wien plented, . " 

7 (3) ‘The protection and care given the plant. = " 

4 The illegal shooting to which wost Missourians aseribe past . 

i failures is af the third ¢lase of causes, ; ; 

_ That ALlegad chanting 1 reoponsinie for tm wltimabe fatter 

ft nany plante is highly probenle, Dut thet Alege shooting in the priaary



: 
HG 

«| couse sion scommts for the uifome uliisate fallure thtowshaut the eats of 
«| 0 thoussnds of pheasants planted fron 1907 to 1925 te highly Anpruteble, te 

: reason is thet the hasan charecteristicn which detemine Lavecbscrvanc® Jonah 

< |) marruattomiy over such large evens, During his sone period South Dakotny 
5 | vinsesote, Michigan, noxth Tow, soathenst Fiseonsin, nowthenst Tineke, aorth — 

; Ohio, ond Indiona vere planted with wiiform and consistent sucess, while south — 

| toma, southera T1iinois, and southem Ohio ond Indians vere planted sith waiter 

| cad consistent lack of succens, tie geographie dtetetbution of cuscesees ine 

: wiforn failure, wuld son to exclude the yosalnility thet Silegal shooting. we 

ff the primary cause of that failure, One lovality doubtless differs from another — 

: tn Ste propensity to cbeerve geno lame, but a mop of these diffoniasen would am 

| tatsy sow 0 “shotgun potter, aot « pair of pamilel sence extinding somes 
| «third of « continent, , «fl 

ALL other causes lying in Class J would seen to be excluded for 

|) the cone of sintler reasons, the lows of chance would prevent all the northern 

| ptante fro veing sictliful and careful, and ol] the southem ones frm Deng 

clunay and careless, lose 3 must therefore be dienissed as 0 place to lock for 

|) the primary comses of success and failure, aia 

Clase 1 (chameter of stock) may be dlemiesed for similar . 

me stook planted in Missourt doubtless enue from may sources, snd veried ftom 
cocs raieod by mndreds of widely sonttered individuils to grom biris yurhesed 

fron various gone faras in various states, 3¢ ie almost inconceivable thet all 

the stock plonted in Misvourt and southera Yous was poor, while all tint planted 

in northem Towa oF Kinnesota we goods ‘a 
the primary conse, therefare, seens to Ye in Clase 2,qthe euviren 

nent, ‘fhe defects of the environment which my have caused the Missourl pleats — 

to fail ave of thres possible kindst ag 

«10% | ‘



: (a) Feuporary conditions (eush an wifuroreble wether), = 
; ae ‘ (b) Visible fectors aa Ob i a, ‘a 

“ (e) a, See Ieee te tome, at 4 

" “The your 1911, when the first heavy statenide plants wore made, 
: ms exceptionally favoreble as to nesting weather, as evidenced ty the tht 
‘| it woo o denner year for quail (sve Chart Pel), The rainfall during the necting 

: seoson at St, Toude was only 5* (as compared with the nomad 12"), tile 

. Springfield only norms] reinfsll prevailed, Ronons of oitisens who reestvek 

y | Peasant stock Connent on the laye bracts setn following the recently Libersted 
|) Vins, und At te also of record that theve 1910 bevode enjoyed on exeeptionslly — 
: mild winter in 1910-12, (S00 Digest of folicrten's 1912 sport in Appentiz,), — 

the winter of 1911-12, however, was very severe, It killed mony 

| quail throughout north Missauri, the snow persisting watil spring, (See sani 

|) Chart Pah), Tt te yonsonable to suppose thot it killed shensonts, but whether — 
| At sould have wiped out the 1910 ond 1911 plente feo moet question, Me one 
| sited 4% to we as the ronson for their disappearance, These plante vere all 

| under special core of selected cooperstors, end many wore doudtless consciente a 

7 founly fed, Moreover the failure of the caflior plonte beginning in 190% (ae 
j lap X), some of thigh wore lange (vis, the Springfield plent of 600 in 1904 and 
[te Brengon plant of 432 in 1907), comet ve ottributed tony partioular winter, 
) taen nod atenppenzed within © year ov tro after the plant we mde, and after 
i raising good breeds during the first your, Finally, how mld hard winters — ea 

[rata tatiure of phonsunts in iiseourt, in the foes of theiy overdbelning = 

“F  csuse of the Missouri failure, a



This beings us to the visible chameter of the Missourh = 
«| envizoaumnts food, cover, predators, ete, Food and cover, in the gross of 

* quatitative sense, are certainly nore abondant end just os varied in Missowh 

= | as tn the states where pheasants have succeeded, Predators may be worse, tub 

‘ there seem to be large local variations in their abundance (see seetion 15), 3 

m | If predators wore a dotemining emuse, one would expest a yatchy oF “shotgun® 
‘ pattem, sather then the wifors sents of failure and success found in sotush 

p |) cvccon of 1922 te convincingly shown Wy the very Lemme beeoig ourviving watt 
i | ot Leact half grow, as recanted ty may cooperutors in the Tollevton report for 

Es " 
. Of course this dove not exclude the possibility that winter = 
|) predators may have wiped out the gros stock, ut the yheasent wuld seen to 

| be the lenet Likely specivs of gallinsseous game to suffer a statewide disappenre 
. anes from this cause, ] 

4 fe seem to be formed back on Clase (¢), Jnvigible Pogters, as 5 

| | @ plese to Leck for the causes of the Missouri pheasent failure, (This hee aleg 

. dom the cuteane in every other etate eo far earveyed), Rxisting mowledge of 

‘| the phystolegy of Dinde ond their environmental selstionehips 48 90 Linkted tha 
: {8 would be 2dle to attempt « complete List of shat such invisible foctore might 
|) ve, morough explozation of this fiel4 by scientific reonerch is ungently dy 

: otherwise the present expenditure of funds ond effort im “neuscessful plente a 

i may Gontinue indefinitely, Until thie ie dons, At is only possible to speculate, — 

| Sone of those wpeculntions are sorth reviewing, however, in the Light of the = 

H) Secietion Rroethenian Qrered, In the Tom seport 18 was observed that unmssesese 
|) 2 plante of pheasont and Hungerions seemed to occur only within the linits of 

“109 “



ie | clacton, Te hypothesis ws advansed that sont plant grouting on thoes eotle, oF | 

wp | sone vubstence (such a6 kind of Line or gravel) contdined in them, was nesestary 
i to the welfare and Weeding Viger of yhoasente in this segien. 7 : 

o The evidence gathered in the other states cast os far ae Ohio " 

| sconed to suport this hypottosis (1.0. all the successful esteblishaente of 4 
a4 roth pheasants and Rungeriane were on gleciel drift soils), On surveying — a 

: a Visconsin, however, @ Feoent voluntary eetetlishyont of Hungerians was found on a 

| ueiocintea sot, mressant plants on wnclectated soil in Wisconsin wore too 

io | recent to be conclusive, The glecistion hypothesis wes dropped ne untenatle : a 

« Missourt hes no nevly gleeiated gotls, The north part of the : 

wo crete aa tS NSEUS, Maton mem SHOE Sone ee 

: en oon 

| [have since been buried ty wind-blow loses, ca 

. : The history of both sheasants and Smgarions in Missouri would 

wen to maopert the glaciation hyvotheats, Ut the eontradiotory evidence fomd 
' in Wisconsin makes it uncertain as to whether that hypothesie can any longer be Bs 

t Considered as having any substance, 
, ‘ _ : 

. The possible importance of gravel (one af the possidle reasons 3 

, for glaciated soils being favorable) is indiented ty the ot least temporary = 

safvivel end spread of pheagante in central Howell County since planted there “ 

| Fn 1927, On entering this locality I at once noticed that the flints or cherte 

Contained in the soil Locked different, ee 

‘i vival and spread of pheasants fn both Howell end Texns countios, and later still 

| found = sentence in Sauer's “Geogravhy of the Ogarks," whieh says {p.33): — ‘



8) sa sun uatenny ae in Noval oun thay eaisegeee ite eth 
0 frogaents, mnking the soil gravelly mther then stony." ro 
oa The soil survey of Texas County dove not corroborate Sauer's if 
ba] reste, oF euggeet any other Clear differences between the soils on which the 

sont have failed, ; 

| oa a te il 
mig | clearly eotadlished, hay way slay out, os Yoo 1912 plante did ta other 
= Wissourt counties, a ; An 

"| Yitaatn Hypothesis, Tt te concetvadio that the plants oF insects found in the 
"7 | sone shove phensants fail do not contain the vitenine neconsury for vigorous 
“ nuvntieny: auih thnbtehieites ae atemube ab Wb bale there they wusceet dy eantaa 

"| such viteming, Mo one knows Just what these viteming are, Wut it is probebla, — 
¢ from analogy with Livestock, poultzy, or bunana, thet they exist, that vigor! a 
“| ous brveding occurs in Miveouri at least during the first yeor te indiested wy 
| the following anslyaio of the letters from 13 cooperotors quoted mpevenanll 
F 1912 soporte , . 

“ ot ame ; 
7 ‘ onsy urements a | 
= 6 moke no mention of egae or broods (but may have pro- i 

. The proportion showing broods is entirely extisfactory; the a 

p | ** water tise the report wan published ond the history suddenly ends, ink 
: lang of the other plants show on Map K also show brvods during — 

{ the first year, coupled with ultimate disappearance, “ 

- . ‘g
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|) Disverston Hyeotnosig, The late Geo. H, MeCam of Springfield is quoted ty 
4 Widmann og writing (1907) of the failure of the 40 birds plonted by hin at | ¥ 

, cook oe oie eee & nr gn ey A 
5 complete failure," i 

" The underlining ie mine, MeConn implies that 600 vinds planted 
Dot Springtielé about 190% Likewise dispersed in the fal, ik 
= Tt 4s conceivable that southerly plantings of pheasants are, ei 

|) for sone unimown reason, affected by an unduly vislent impulse to shuffle or 
If | cseporee tn tnt, (aie fold duffle is comon to all gallinsesous game) 
: Poustbly they disperse so widely thet they cannot find mates in epring, 1 v 

mt | learned of several other enall plonte which iepersed.in fall (vis, Boome 
“ County). Om the other hand, the Tollerten report shows several 1910 plantings 
Ch | of shoneonte beseding in aity in 1911 (Rowe, Newman, Goodson), and there are, ; . 

we | Dlenty of recent plants which hove not dlezereed, fa " 
a Violent dispersion might be essceiated with teaporary weather = 

| Conditions and thus be operative (as a cance of failure) only during eortein “ 

“ sinh capeotin tone ot sie ce, toes Ah nanan 
‘ dost on improbable explanotion of 25 yeore of jheasant fatlure in Kissourt. : 2 

; Disease ond Paraeitor. $e wenké comn/iuly thet the meso seuthesty states 

g | mse, If tats vere © prinnry couse of failure, however, 46 seems strange thet 
“ * corresponding oF even greater difference should not exist in resring yoecsante 

_ [pens more is no particular aifrioulty sbout hand-rearing shensonte in the 

2 : 
q olla tk



! Mioxs and ehigsere hare slventy Woon neationed, Ohtggere 
| sre peculiar to the south, and seen to begin at shout the latitude where 
© |) yrososnte fait, IV te alse eensotvate that thay might have lees ely ssemen 
* to captive birds, because of their known predilection for long grass, Their x 

_ [) istetvation tn relation to phensant history should ve Locked up, q 

; Conmartean of irgatheess. ‘There ie no eneonsial aiftervacs in the glaciation — 

_ | in the cone of success ant absent or deficient in the none of failure, Ite tn 
| presence oF absence might be determined by the nature or origin of the soll, oF 
| Wy Glinate, or by the plants or insects associated with certain soils or climates, 

i or by © combination of all these, : 
| Woither ie there any necasenry dletinstion between these hypothe 
i e268 of food defietensy and those of dispersion or divenss, Baperaton mig WO 

| * search for somo missing food-clenent, ond disoase the remult of malnutrition, 

[tons of one end the nome iden, 

Hl Tee proven ist vhet hypothesis best fits the observed fasts of 
|) Whovior of yhoneante plants? Sach an inquiry will sot prove why pheasants faily 

dub 1t may indieate what $8 the most pronteing 14ne of controlled experinentation — 

Before trying to anewer this, the observed facts te be fitted 
|) v 20r ve restated tn very simple form for the whole north conte region 

They are os follows: w 
. 1, Pheasant plonts throughout the region beved nomally 4 

for st least one yoor, u



- 2 Im the northern sone this continuse indefinitely, — 

. | reagent plante spreod at Yecome established os wil@ 

1: populations. | 

7 _ Je Tn the southern sone they do not becom established, | 

b By the third year after planting they have either dis- | 

appeared, or are reduced to « few straggling and appar | 

ently non-breeding sdalts, Gowetines they disperse st | 

2 the end of the firet breeding season. 

m 4, Im both sones captive pheaeunts on gan forms are gutetat 

fully bred for long ported, , 

: fhe fundmental contradiction in this evidunee is thé diserep> 

; engy between behavior on game farms ond behavior in the wild, If there is 

: something inherently deficient {a the southern countsy, why should it nob | 

J] cause both captive and wild binte to fail, instead of only the wild bintet = 
Stoddard and I tock this question to Prof. J, 6, Halpin, head 

: of pawktey husbandvy in the University of Wisconsin. We asked him to deseribe 

; any experienses with poultsy which might throw light on thie seeming contre | 

TD csetton, profesor Halpin stated thot mubettionsl detioteneion to. nakimr 
| stn do aot guoe up uhhh the second of thin cenersttny This may be the 

key to the pheasant riddle. For instance, chickens deliterstely fed a retion 

| deficient ino certain respect may continue in good health ond will exhibit 

: nomel breeding, but the progeny will led: aise or vigor, Sometines the defic. 

| feney will not show up until the second generation, In one experiment o certain 

[Mitton snitch showed excellent results at the end of 3 wesice caused donth at the 

| ond of 20 weeks, ‘the poultry evidence is for from complete, tut tends to show 

thats : 

oli |



: 1, Good mutrition of poultey (ond also of cows, pigs, ond : 
yume) appears to depend not only on ehemienl composition 

iy of the ration, but also on the ghemfenl state of the food 
Compounds it conteins, ond the patio betwen then, 

: 2 Howasl virde apyeor to garry o reserve af certain food 

substances, 

3. When the ration lebke one of these, the bird drave on ite — 

4, The quantities needed for vigor may be so minute that . 

some reserve any be trenemitied to the egg and thus inw | 
vigorate the firat generetion. , . 

5. Ultimately, however, the reserve is exhausted and a merked 
decline in size, vigor, and reproductive capacity results, 

6, Rations deficient in mineral substances like line exhibit 
-. this deleyed effect moat clearly, tut rations defietent in 

certain vitemins also show delayed effects, 

Here, then, is « possible explanation of the contradictions 

|, Wwtween eaptive ond wild birds, Captive choasante on gome farsa often receive —_ 

Amported foode, and the stock is slocst always annually replenished by the = 
importation of breeding stock from other (and wauslly northem) regions, which 
say {ranemit gael) reserves of deficient {004 eubstagees to the eoge and thus 

 eaintain of least © certain daguee of vigets Wallace Evans hes long ago called 

attention to the varying sine of both wild and coptive pheagonts on different 

soils, This my reflect simply different degrees of autritional deficionay, 

: Planted yhousents wouslly cone from the northem sone, Yeonuse 
| Shat is where the most game fare ore Lesated, ‘They may be aseumed to bring 

with them cortain nutritional reserves which allow of vigorous breeding the first 
year, even in the South, By the second or third generation these reserves 

. de



© |) plants of northern stock, A few adult stragglers my survive because their 
|) reserves lasted longer, but eventually they all disappear, 

< Dispersion may yosotbly represent en imulee, dora of deficiency, 
é to seek missing food substances, ; ; 

In short, the Halpin hypothesis appears to fit all the observed — 

| tecte, Ae stated before, this does not prave the hypothesis, It merely proves 

i the need for controlled experiments to find out what these assuued nutritional 

| deficiencies ore, and how to correct thom, Profecsor Halpin thinks thet the = 
| wey to the pheasant riddle, when once found, may prove to be very simple, 

: Tt may at this point well be asked) fe At probodle that the 
| messante whieh fall hove nutritional requirenents mdieally Gitferent fos the 
© |) quath whieh exe closely related to then, ond which obviously thrive on the foods 
| | satoh o state 1800 Missouri efforts, 1 

‘ Knowledge is ineuffieient to ay that euth a difference is | 

| probate, but sufficient to say that it is possible. Professor Halpin says 

: Plymouth Roek chickens, for instance, are nore susceptible to the bone malform- 

‘ ations caused ty incorrect rations than ere Leghorn chickens, ‘2 fe chen poesia 

. to oxy thet nutritional requirenents do not necesearily follow taxonomie relation. 

. chips, ‘Thus hage are @-14 to resenble chickens in their neode for special food — 

« |) Y004 of Bxverinentation, te following oxperinents are neodeds | 

: 1. ‘Pry to Loeate sane southom pheagont stoek, whether wild | 

| or captive, which has not been replenished by northens . 

t Mood or narthem fnode for » Lang then, 5 
1 2 If thie cannot be found, “ballé*sone, 3 

: Je See Af this wreplenished southem stock will breed on | 

= ibe 3



' southom foods, Follow ite weight and vigor in comparison ? 
= with northem stock fed on identieal foods and kept under ‘ 

: , If w difference is found, degin to exporizent on various : 
foods te locate its source or couse, when the eoumwe ig 

: Leoleted, it nay prove possible to artificially sasuke ; 
the southem muges with whet they lek, Conversely, it 

; may prove posaitie to intrease pheasant vigor on northem ‘ 

ranges by augmenting the natural supply of critical food 
" ’ 

: : ae 
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' 
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12, Huncortan Derbeldae, 

History of Plants. Exufane Commissioner Jesse A. Tollerten told me that to 

the boot of his recollection some 10,000 Hungarian partridges were ylanted in 

Wissourh between 1909 and 1912, This figure may be too Lange, dub evidently ! 

Large nunbore were yurehased ond these purchases continued during the Biminge 

hon adainistration, Of all this expensive statewide effort, no record renaing 

except the Tollerton report for 1911, Undoubtedly copies of other reports exist, 

yuh in the short tine available for the sarvay I euuld not locate.then, ‘they de 
not exist in the working library of the Gaue & Fish Comission. | 

ir, Tdllerton states thet these plantings survived for three 

or four years in Pike, Lafayette, Franklin, ond Gaeeonade counties, but thet on 

the oversge they dienppeared during on even shorter period, 7 

The appendix contains » digest of the Tollerton report, including 

"| 9 Letters from eooperstors throughout Missouri. | 

Of 9 Hungarian plants whieh they describe: 

6 were seen to have broods, some up te half-growm sist. ; 

Sa 
| Map L shows the Locations of these 9 plantings, plus e few others: 

remembered by sportanen and game wardens consulted durig the survey. : 
7 

Heowlte of Plante, Obviously Map % is en exceedingly incomplete record, but it 

| ie ourticient to indleate that satisfectory breeding during the first your ms 

teoured in many whdtly separated parts of Missouri, and broods up to the thing 

year hove singe been secured near Alton, Tlinois, : 

Ia spite of this good initial showing, there are no survivées | 

fron the 10,000 binds planted in 1909-12, exept vosettly three sovies shown Wy 
Wap L in Callaway Gounty, he Game Departuent had knowledge of these slleged | 

oils. :



| survivals, waich wore deveribed to ap by Seuntor X. Gaye of Fulton, Heme 

FE sot cortain of the identity of thone bids, and At te Bexely possibie that they 

| age of some other unfamiliar exotic species, They hove been there since 191k 

in an approminetely stable Condition, They were Aesertbed to the Gane Departaent 

tn the hope that the identification could be verified by some qualified field 

officer, 

Tne Mlinois plants alse shown om Map L show that their history — 

co far is substantially parallel to that of the Hungarian in Missouri, A plant 

of 130 birds made at Bact Alton in 1927 ebtll has sbout 100 know survivors, 

vatch in Moreh, 1930, were divided inte 6 eovies and located within 5 or 6 miles 

of the original plant. Bggs ana young have been seen, The other neorby Dilinois 

ond Iows plents, however, have, insofar as know, disopyeared, (in excellent 

cstablighment of course exists in the whole northenst corner éf Illinois.) 

‘f)  Internretation of Hungarian Zistory, Wungerion plents in other north central 

states have ehown, in their tehavior ond distribution of suscesees-and failures, 

charnctertetion etrikingly siailer te those of pheasants. It seens probable, — 

therefore, that the ideas develeyed in the analysis of yheasent plante (0p 

previous chapter) apply in principle to thie species, In Indians ond Tilinote 

the Line between successful and uneuscesefal Hungarian territory is, however, 

Aietinetly sharper than in pheasnnte, Wouhere does the Bungerian digplay @ 

tendeney to fade out gradually southward, or to extend southward in narrow ? 

rivbone along rivers, ae is the esse with pheasants te Ohis, Indians, and Tilinets 

the Hungarian, therefore, presents an even clesrer challenge to gnme research 

than does the pheasant, A fellowship for the study of the distribution and @ne 

Vironmental requirements of this Dird has been esteblished by this Institute ‘ 

ot the University of Kishigan, and an analysis of the problem throughout the 

Combelt region is wider way. i 

«lig 7
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E Most sportenen 414 not know or had forgotten that the : 

P rungarion wos over tried in Mssourl, Tt would uo doubt te possible to % 
Th canon considerate pubtte weepenen to 0 propeesl to tify this mantis eb 

| sportenn have undoubtedly fogotten thet pheasants were tried on # lame “ee 

T jeate 20 yours ngs, tut neverthvlans give thei enthustastie support to fume 

ther plantings without any etteapt to analyse history or to appraise the pribe : 

ability that history will repent itself, these stateuents ore made not fn 

eritioten of the state's aduinistrotive policies, but in support of the funia~ 

pentad contention of this report, nonely: that game policies must be based on 

feete, and that no gene depertaent ean sffond to We without a competent fact 

finding agency. aes 
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13. Eeairle Chicken. | 

History and Status 

Original Distriition ond Abundanee, The exot Lintts of the original | 
Aistetbation of prairie chickens in Wissourt do not soem to be reqoried, | 

idaamn (1906) te less specific thon wrusl, and dienteses the question with = 

the statement thet "the prairie chicken we once a comon resident in the | 

preirte region of Missourl.” “Prairie region® is indeteminate, 

I found no record of prairie chickens in the Omarks except | 

the drifting or migrating floes observed by Andrew Brocke in Ripley Gounty te 

be deseribed Loter, Widuann states that chickens migrated “into and throggh = 

Uiesourt." nie may imply that they fommexly migested serose the, Osetia, | 

18 fe not inposaitle that mmo Ghiskens were originslly found 

in the prairie-like openings of the Osark plateau, or that there may have been 

| a postenetthenent extension of the original renge into the lazge clearings, 

gugh ae has mere recently occurred in Wisconsin, 

That chigkens wore originally abundant is attested not only by 

the recollections of ently eettiors, but vy Bogardus, who wrote in 167%: | 

“There are none in Ohio and few in Indians and Mionigan, bub 
it (the praigie ehicken) is plentiful in Illinois, Tow, Minnesota, = 
Keneos, Rebrasika, and parte of Missouri end Wisconsin, * 

Bogardue's definition of*plentiful", es the context shows, vas 

Large and handsome, "Tf have many a tine killed 14 or 20 in one such (wheat) 

field,” he says, ond in another plage, *f have often shot amy « pound of 

(shot) . . » to get 25 oF 30 binds," 

Present Distribution. Hap ¥ gives the data on present distribution gathered 

during the survey, and by separate symbole the counties reporting chickens in 

& recent census made by the Geme Department, Both sete of infonmtion are 

«litle
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i doubtless incomplete, but the two together afford a fair pleture of present | 

| distribution and numbers, The solid renge ie, as usual, defined as range 

containing chickens in every towmship, but in the ease of « mobile bird Like 

| the chicken this definition is hard to adhere to, especially in gathering | 

, infomation from Leymen. ip | 

There are three separate bodies of “solid” chicken range, each | 

serrounded by & penuabra of scattered remente; the Kenene Boxter, Pettin | 
and Benton counties, and the upper Chariton River, Of these three, the mmge 

on the Kansas Revder is the lasgest in both aren end population. Th ell three 

bodies there is doubtless @ constant interghange between the soli@ range and | 

the outlying colonies whieh surround it. 

Pregent Populeticn end Trend. The shrinkage in chickens, according to Widmenn, 

" ‘pecans very notiesble by 1888. An illustrative eose is B. L. Sehoficld's =~ 

| peectloetion of the aead-proiris region lying tn east Ballas, west ané north S 

Polk, and the south centre of Hickory counties, He remembers that in 2670 

thickens were very abundant. over this entire area, but have now shrunk to sbout : 

500 binds headquertering in the neighborhood of the two crosses along the Polk» — 

- Dyllas County Line. 

‘he Cone Deyortwent through its wardens mde a census of renain~ | 

ing chi¢uens in 1929, which was published in the June Game & Fish News, tut = 

has #inee been slightly revised. The reeulte follow: | 

Prairie Chicken Ceneus Hade by Gene & Fish depertuent 
. Tear Mo. _in State Mo. _of Counties hore Published 

1929 8,467 r hs : 

Revised ; 
1929 8, 225 3 Unpublished. (Letter from 
(See Map mM) Martin A.Lewis,Jr. Feb. 1, 

1990), 
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: Of the 4,000 chickens shown by this cenaus, half are found 

tn the 7 counties along the Kenses border, Since I found no evidence of any — 

present movement in and out of Missourl, the census may be regarded os wube 

‘ stentially correct exeept for the posoibility thet some birds were counted 

twiee by reason of inter-county movements, There may be less, wat there are 

‘| probably not more than 6,000 birds in the state, 

The revised 1929 census, which the Oise & Fish Department gener. 

ously sent me, ineludes notations on general tread as follows: 

Increase ings 13 counties a 

Wot increasing: 17 counties 

Ho category for *decreneing® te given. If the category “as 

| sneronsing® mecns stationary, then the pieture presented by these notations = 

_ 4p almost certainly incorrect. The trend as gathered during the survey is | 

as followst i 

frond of Prairie Chickens ; 

Quelifiention County 2rend Ghesrvetion 

¥. 8. Suoyer Yorgun Decreasing "Redly shot down last 3 yoors, 

Game Sevden Thinks 120 left in eounty.* 

_ Ray Kemper ' Neeon Stationary “se many now as st say tine in | 

Sporteman Last 10 years.* 

¥. 6, Bownen Clark teoressing “Disappearing during the least 

Gece Garten Sa10 yours.” | 

. Re Be Pate adrain Deorensing sPall ing off gredunlly since | 
Gane Warden 1915. About 190 in 192%," 

‘By be Sahat tela Barton & Incronsing "Been on inerenee in these 2 
Field Warden, -Yernon counties, but bluesten prairie 

- $9, Dietriet See ! 
hay market." | 

8. L. Baker Hecon Increasing “Inereased during leet 10-15 j 

Sportesan years." | 

12}. |



‘T cuphstiention = Sommty road Meervetion | 

| BP. Madtlend Macon Neereas ing earl of young birds : 

Gene farden plone ap niet ana thing tab 
con't remenber source of ine 
formation.” , 

LR. Grinstead Seotland Decresging mots Gunes Se ae 
In 1927 only 1 booming 

; left. Wo hunting near my | 
place 1910-15." ) 

These obeervations telly up to show o trend quite different 

| —s trom that indigeted by the state's 1929 census, nenelyt - 

Inereasingt 2 locelitios 

Stationary 8: 2 ® | 

Deereasings 5 * of 

Pive of my observers are game wardens, Foseibly the wardens | 

quoted in the state's 1929 census were only asked to report whether or no 
‘ | 

ghickons were increasing, and took the question literally. Tn anevent, there . 

is no doubt in my mind that the not trond of the species has been downward | 

for mony years, ond as will be shown loter, there is no record of ony temporney 
aE oe 3 

reversal of the trend gush ae took ploce in Tilinots in 191N0%) snd in Indiena 

te ae (Sex, Chart G-2). | 

Sayses of Decline: Cover. Tt de probably a aofe aesumption that the most | 

| important wderlying couse of decline in prairie chickens is the chrinknge of : 

. lange arena of grass cover through intensive cultivation. Bogerdus (73) | 

observes: | 

*wnen I first come to Thlinois, the grouse in October and 3 

Later were soutly found in the proirie-grees, There hae now been & 

ghenge in theiy habits, end they seem to like best to lie in corm. | 

I suppose the Feason we that as prairies were much broken up, ond the 

quantity ef lend ia corn rapidly increased, the grouse found out that 

the lying in the com we excellent, and the habit ws soon fomed, In 

the corn there is o great plenty of various kinds of food, The ground 

ie mellow end affords excellent dusting places,” | 

am |



) Possibly, as Bogarius intinates, the prairie chicken had to 

learn how to use and eat com, just as the Swift had to leam to nest in chem ; 

neys, ‘The complete substitution of grain for prairie grass, however, has now ' 

| ptdentty, eneveded his Lintt of tolerance ‘or edeptetion, and the opecies te 

shrinking even under “complete” protection. a 

It is important to realise that this shrinkege has been most : 

complete on the detter soils of the bleck prairie, and that on the poorer : 

prairie soils of northern Missouri snd south central TLbinois there has in 7 

| places veon a tendency toward the restoration of grass and weeds through sbane 

donment of fams, his reversion of marginal screage shows on Map P under the : 

chapter on “Lands and Shooting Privileges." ag 

| Mense ‘hove axe neve chichene Set ta south contend, ithe. | 

and Missouri than in central Tilinois and Towa. : 

Ag one approsches the region of glecial swamps’ in northem , 

MLinois along the Wisconsin boundary, there are again more reunants of chickens — 

pecause of the unplowed cover offered by these ewamps. sat , 

Parte of the southwestern Missourl prairie have limestone bedrock 

very close to the surface,’ This has halted the spread of eultivation im that 

region, and probably aecounts for the better wurvivel of chickens there. q 

In general, therefore, the distribution of chicken remnants 

corroborates the cover hypothesis. 
i 

I wos surprised and pleased to learn that there are still o | 

few remnants of unplovwed preirie in Missouri, as follows: \ 

| Fae : ‘ ilies eff Ww 
of Fulton) rood crew. 

Burton & Vernon lenge area 8 Origine) Used as hay ranches, Yes,-1300 in 
vluesten rock near surface, these count 

ico ae ae 
~125- |



Tt woe lees plensing to learn that there has been no movensat 

to preserve any of there remnants through aequiring them as state refuges, 

Selontifie coneiderstions would fully justify their sequisition by the state, 

quite regardless of their value as game refuges. fhe solution of many on impor 

tent present problem in sgricaltare my have ite key in the opportunity te study 

the eeology of the original prairie, The fact thet the area in Sarton and 

Yormon Countics te the only large aren of original bluestem grass (which was 

ence the cover plant of the western Gsorke and sdjesent prairie) should alone 

constitute sufficient reason for setion by & state Like Missouri, long pre 

eninent in the botenieal field, The Eeologieal Society of Ameries: has long 

endorsed the retention of virgin sarees for selentifie study. 

-—“Mesourh Leics not only the realisation that these prairie = 

remante should Yo procerved, buh also the reslimtion that refugts of any kind 

are an effective devies for conserving prairie chickens, Chicken refuges are 

nore gertain of suscess than quail refuges beeause of the greater mobility | 

of the former species, The absence of any refuge program ior chickens is | 

- probably part and parcel of the unwarranted fatalion sich charscterises the 

attitude of the conservation movenent toward chickens in every state so far 

surveyed except isconsim, What right hes that movement to regard prairie | 

chickens as “hopeless” when no single restoration meseure hae ever been tried | 

exeept an iLleenforced closed season? | 

Disease. Chart Ge2, alrondy presented under rabbits, Gxemines the question ‘ 

of whether there ie any aynchronien between the evidences of prairie chicken | 

disease in Miseourt and the grouse-rabdeit cycle of Wisconsin, The showing is | 

inconelasive beesuse of scanty ante. | 

the dittioalty of finding evidence of chicken dlveese a, however, 

| no proof that disease have been unimportant, Tt may be simply proof of the | 

ola :



st 

unworranted Leck of interest and knowledge on the part of mont eportemen in | 

. the welfare of species which are closed and decreasing, | 

: One Glear ease of disease wan deseribed to me by L. Re Grinstead, 

Assistant Agricultural Editor at the University of Wiesourt, We fomerly | 

operated a fara in Seotlend County, where about 1915 he found the enreacnes 

of $ oF 10 immature prairie chickens while eutting his hay in July, these 

| birds were shout three-quarters grow, ineluded no adult, and hed the appears 

ence of having been dead several weeks, me fa ay i Se 

tvo oF three hayfielde prectically exeludes the possibility thet they wore shot, 

‘and the unmutilated enrensees practically exeludes the possibility thet they | 

fell vietim to predators. Ghert P=4 shows that 1915 mea very wet your 

throughout Missourl, This is of interest in conneetion with this friquent eo | 
ineidenee of Gisease mortal ity ond wet years in ruffed grouse, itr, Grinstead — 

| rerorte a decided local decrease in chickens during the your when these Gare 
7 casees were found, he having seen os many a9 25 oF 0 in a bunch during the 
4 previous year, and hardly any following the oveurrence, By 2927 only one | 

| chicken wae left, a mile which he heard booming tm epring, This eurvival of 

anlee is agnin eirounstantiol evidence paralleling the disease-history of | 

; My, Orinatesd is of the protectionist school of thought, but in 
wnat mw en 

Could not be attributed to hunting, since there had been no chicken hunting 

near his place for ot least 5 years previous to 1915, : | 

I inquired of many observers, but ws wnedhe to locate any other 
tangible evidence of disease, Widesan makes this suggestive statewents 

*he long ogo ae 1888 reports come... with the lawntelle 
| notation ‘once conmon~now rare, 1 

Bong 1890 wos m year of eyel te mortality in the northom states, 

- Comm Warden B, P, Maitlend of La Plate, told me he had heard 
ol2t~



: | 
: of young live prairie chickens being pleked up in a sick and euscinted cone 

| Aition during the fall of 1928, wut he could not remumber the source of the : 

sopert, ant 3 wa/ahte to vm is down Wy ingelsy of epeutenmn tn Me sigh | 
hay tender of this report who can fumigh evidence indienting | 

disease is earnsotly requested to commmicate with the eriter, Additional 

evidence fe not only needed by Miesourl as a basig for her own aduinistrative 

policion, but such evidence may yield clues of great value to all Life history — 

studies of the whole grouse family in the eountry ot lange. | 

Tilegel Shooting. 1 gathered the impression that illegel shooting of prairie — 

chickene has been common almost everywhere thet the birds oecur, especially 7 

during the Inte eumner shen the young birds ore of course easy to kill, dutch | 

violations are difficult of detection, even by on earnest forge of wirdens, = 
: because they are not focused in large volume otjgiven time or place, the 

eonsure of Local opinion is almost the only cure, which fact should be pondered 

by local conservation orgententions. Such onpanisstions would cerry more 

weight oe conservationiste if they devoted a more generous share of their | 

thought and energies to species in which there is no tmuediate hope of legal , 

Lote] Theories of Decline, It scone to be a fixed law of humen payshology | 

that when the couse of decline is not coumonplace and visible, that sau 3 

fontestia theory mast be invented whieh ascribes commonplace or visible factors, 

I vepoatedly encountered the theory that the trapping and moving of prairie | 

Chickene might, by preventing inbreeding or stocking new range, tying about am 

revival, ‘Those whe entertain these theories seem wmable to vieuslise the | 

principle that a mobile bird, which exists in any owsber at oll, and moves | 

rvedily between counties or even states, ena hardly inbred, expesially when the 

2 
lat. | “ :



species ie probably “polygamous.” The cotkemoving theory for prairie 

chickens te somewhat parallel to the one thet unshot quail deteriomte 

] through inbrooding, Here the laynen fatle to visualise the progressive deter 
| erosion of euvivonnent, or if not thot, the "soturstion point.# 

It ip alse parallel to the theory thet phensente fol becamse 
tvormin® kill then off, Mere the sportenan fails to viewlise that predators | 
could hardly operate uniforaly throughout whole state, and that the early 

history of phengomt plants contradicts the assumption that predators are every= — 

where fatal, ; 4 

| | 
| 

4 
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. LAfe History of Pmiric Chickens | 
q | 

Movements, All of the evidence indiestes the former existence of migeatory | 

: flights in Missouri, ‘Widmann soyat : 

teen sad Kimmwoete bas Sven haem to migiete (heme ony fesse Oagh 
somnvis taashs Lange Pheans ef cu truasauandc ee Sohtenk SOM. | 

His enghosis on “formerty* tndieates that-these flights were | 

no longer observed when he published his eatalog in 1906, Me datesthe princi. — 

pel decline in chickens ae beginning in 1888, | 

| Andrew Broake, @ very reliatle observer, who trains dogs in the 

vicinity of Doniphan, saws flock of 20 preirie chickens on his fase in Ripley : 

County (exroseousiy shom o0 Oregon County on Uap i) tn the early fall of 29fy 
My, Brooks believes the month wns October, and states thet it was during » 

drouth. Chart 74 shows thet 1901 was an extra dry year, oo that hie dating = 

is protebly correct. My. Broske states thet Geark Ripley oleo saw this flock, 

and that after doing even once it imeedintely disappeared, the early fall ante 
1s sonoshat gussling, since it certainly cannot represent winter migtation, the 
Niinois report, however, deceribes a great flight of chickens in August, ‘. 

about 1908, in Peoria County, Miinois, as socollected ty Arthur Hamilton, The | 

Feason for this flight me not understood, but it we locally believed that the — 
Chickens were following sane kind of insect tnfectation, | 

He have then eomvincing evidence of winter migration und pesettly 

‘ ther movements in prairie chickens in forser yeora, but Map M shows only a | 

tingle leeality (Davies County) where wintering chiens ere now found, wat | 

where no nesting populestions are known. Tt seemsweavonable to asoribs this | 

Cesention of movement to the virtual oxtensination of the species in Iowa, 

" Missouri wos once undoubtedly © wintering ground for Iom ehickens, wh since



| there are no longer ony binds to the north, there te no longer o winter moves 

‘ went. When we approach the northern boundary of Iowa, winter chickens ore 

Fagain seen, Doonuse there 48 a population. to the north in Minnesote fren which 

Uiseehlaneoug, The large flocks of chickens formerly found near Nettleton 

a. ts Catan Comty or sll te ove mater ererely fo fying inte Weapons 

wires along the Burlington mailroad traci. Repeated instances of mortal ity 

from thin source have Yoon brought out in the other state reports, . | 

Rogantus peperts the incubation period of pmiris chickens a6 ! 

2 doys (9458) and believes that they do not pair off but are “polygenaus" ! 

a ia 

Tharstead, Grouse, 1 ensomtered © rener thet theve are shasytstls tn Kisstetls 

Te locality te not disclosed, for fuer thet omitholegiaal eoliectors “aight 

locate the birds if they extet, ae mn vio told we hed gtowm wp with shaxptsll 

te Caster County, and I we unsble to locate o flew in his description of the . 

birds or their enviroment, ‘ise and bad ronds prevented personel verification — 

on the ground, 

Pull detaile will de given to eny omaithologist who ie willing | 

to ran dow the report for other thon collect ingimrpoees, | 

| | 
: 

| 
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| | 

1, Buffed Grouse o WHative Pheasant. * | 

Original ond Present Distribution, Map M shows the localities in which this 

gyecken haw been recently sen; places where 1t we fomerly seen, with the 

dove Lest seen; and places where observers told me they had noted any consid. | 

erable sbundanee, In the last ave marginal notes indieste the date and | 

degree of abundance, a | 

Widsenn (1906) gives the distribution as follows: 

uieowurt. -nasver fowh of the'cie rugee of he Contes ss cee 
think . «+ chiggere . . » kill the young. « » Another explanation 
nay be. + + the snmual burning.” 

Just whet Widenmn means by the “wide ridges of the Ozarks” | 

- ia howd to decipher, Ie he means that the syecien woe not found within the 

| ain Oxesiee, Map H would seem te indieste thet he was misteken, In fot, " 

ay shows that the original distribution was ststewide, with the posaible 

exception of the prairie counties on the Kansas border, ( says it 

extended inte Kanses on the river bottons,) Bogardus's very explicit state- 

mont that he killed 80 or 90 in J weeks turkey hunting im Glinton County just 

north of Kanone City in 1866 probably estebliches the wisterty itstt in the 

"Black Prairie” region, 

Resgons for Importance. the istribation and abundance of ruffed grouse in : 

Wissourt ie of auch greater importance than the possibilities of restoration 

in Missouri alone would indicate, fhe reason ie that the Oserks are the only 

Lange isolated dody of ruffed grouse ronge, and accordingly the tehevior of = 

grouse yopilations in the Osaske aay be of very great value in untangling the 

problem of their behavior further north, : 

The southern Appalachians constitute another large southerly = 

ody of range, wat At ie not teslated, A continuous Delt of habitable countty — 

ol3e |



| Gounsets it with the main range of the species in Now Buglend and Conada, 
The ouall rements of ruffed grouse found in Tow, Tilinols, 

Indiana, and Ohio (and deserived in the Gane Survey Reports for those states) 

are ell isclated, but not lenge, ‘They do not connect the Onerk range with 
the lake States in the sense that a commmicabdle disease or parasite could 

be directly transmitted ty grouse-to-grouse contaete, | 
Tn the Osarke the ruffed grouse is free of contact with the 

snowshoo vebbit and the prairie chicken, both of which are suspected of (6 

carrying ite diseases and pamsites, and being themselves musseptivle to then, 
Yor all these rensuns a knowledge of Onaxk grouse is of ; 

strategie importance, especially to the fellowship recently eutablished ty : 
this Institute ot the University of Minnesota for a comprehensive study of 
ruffed gvouse populations, ond the reasons for their flustustion 

Gonglusione, While Map ¥ shows that the epsoies has at times been locally 
J} Connon or even abundant, it dees not show thet these period of sbundance 

held good throughout the state, Two sbeervations check in indicating abune 
dance in two different counties about 1925, at about which tine there was , 
cleo a decline in prairie chickens in several counties, Otherwise the obser 
vations all pertain to different periods and ench ie conclusive for only one 

locality. Further evidence that the species was never simultaneously abundant 

throughout the state ig found in the fast that aany otherwise well-posted geme 

men did not know of ite existence, 

The present rarity of the species in all localities lends great 
intereet, however, to the evidence thet 1% was ever abundant anywhere in Wise 

sourt, There must be some reason inhibiting ite increase, ond when that reason 

ie teuporarily inoperative one of the sudden increases oscurre, The discovery 

wh33~



of that reason is important, It 4s sccordingly requested thay any reader 
[of this report who knows of any local increase in ruffed grouse auyehere in 
| Missouri communicate his knowledge to Balph ®, King, % Prof, RM. Chapman, = 

University Fam, St. Paul, Mimesote, 

Ae 

. | 

| wa . | 

| 
: 

| 
| 
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: Me Reeth 

| Eredator bomlations 

farle 0 presents certain figures on predator populations 

in Missouri based upon Cleanups by trapping of various species on four 

| stote parks, tthe significance of these figures will be discussed separ 

ately for each species, but their derivation must here be explained, 

The figures sere obtained from Claude Hunt, who directs 

tochnienl gone wabters for the Game & Fish Commissioner, including gum® mane 

agenent on otate parce and refuges. ‘the trapping work wos done by the park 

DE) . wardens under tunt's dizeetion, 
The left-hand eolwms give the actwsl muster of animals trapped 

on a given area, ; nee 

The center colume convert these figures into estimated total 

| poyulations ty spplying @ faster for estimated proportion. trapped. | 
Then follows « colum giving the tine interval during which 

| the trepping occurred, and on eationte of the infer eich: ight have eoumeld 

duping this tine interval by resson of territory vested by the trapped aniuals, 
This influx is then deducted from the estimated population to give a "true" 

| population, 
Leotly this te Givided by the aereoge to arrive ate “tret 

population per township, 

,. The strong poiat shout these finsl figures is thet they axe 

derived fron records of actual reuoval, Their weuk point te thet the entinated 
influx is @ pure guess, and there ie no way of making it anything better than 

8 gules, ‘There is believed to be very Little error in the estinated proportion 

trapped, because this can be checked by exmaination of trecke during snow, 

<1
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Red ond Gray Foxes 

Importance of Foxes, aan 

value for fox hunting minus their damaging effect on geome, It ie by no means 

certain, however, thet these are the only two values-in the fox equation, | 

Additional infomantion on foxes may Considersbly complicate their effects on | 

game, not to mention their economic relation to ogrieulture, | 

Heed of Infomation, In spite of the fact that conclusions about the habits 
of foxes date beck to the time of Aesop, I have never learned of any competent 

investigation on which ouch conclusions might be beend. It is certain that ao | 

Conprehensive investigation has ever been mds in the United States. There were 

prectically no foxes in the region of the Georgia Quail Investigation, henes it 
sheds no light on the fox problem, The question at issue ig really not ehether — 

foxes Go nore harm than good, but rather shat fox population of what species afford 

the best belence between harm and good in each region, all interests having been 

Considered, 

Importance of Soseies Ration It is common imowledge thet the red fox has tended — 
to replace the grey fox in mony states, including Missourl, 1% hoe been pointed 

mut in other state reports thet the greater fur value of the red fox tends te 

_ develop e greater incentive for the reduetion of undue abundanes than is the ease 

with grays, but thet thie may be in part offset by the greater eave of capture of ; 

the gray, end by the greater sporting value of the red, In any event, a more 

thorough analysis of the red-gray fox ratio is believed to offer clues for breaks 

ing up our present almost totel ignorance of the factors governing the abundance 

of either species, : 

story of Red-Grey Fox Batio in Missours, Map Onl gives the present specion = 
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[ratio ty countios in so far as this sould be determined ty inquizy mong Got = 

yetent persone during the survey, also certain dete on the first sppeorance of 

rede and the last appearence of grays, The map ie of course far fron complete 

and the following deductions must be construsd as tentative until saneone gathers 

| nore complete date, 

he present distribution of reds epyears to be practically state. 

wide, with the notable exception that few or no foxes of any kind scour on the 

prairies of the Kensas border. This con hardly represent en aversion to prairie 3 

as such, vecouse Audrain County, whieh is quite as flat ond bare as Bates oF 

Yornon, has quite a fow foxes of both species, the reds probebly ishebiting the — 

real prairie type, Another resson for doubting whether the red fox ie overs 

to inhabiting prairie os sush is that it hes recently decane quite abundant on 

the TLlinole praipis near Freeport, ond the marked invasion of the marshy preirie 

| of Sendusky County, Ohio, has alrendy been deneribed in the report for that state, 

| the original distribution of the red fox ie uaknom, bat ws 
evidently mush more restricted, Table 0-2, to be presented later, shows 6 

' widely seattered counties whieh had no red foxes until the end of the loot cone . 

tury. My experience ie that fox hunters retain « very Cles¥ eeeollection of 4 

former conditions, By compiling more informetion from them the orig ine} debris 

Vabton of rede could easily be deternined, x 
‘The prevent distribution of the gray fox seems to include the ¥ 

costem twoethinis of the state, and also the Missouri lufre below Kanes City, 
bot it may be highly efgnifioant thet the species is totally sbeent ot the : 

present tine frou the northeast comer and also fron © group of coutios clusters 

Ing around Howard County and from Dent County, which represente typical Omame 
Conditions, The sbsence of gray foxes from Dent County is based not merely on 

local opinion, but alee on the ontive absence of grays from the 30 fones trapped 

in Indion Prail Park (see Table 0). | 
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; 

| the fomer distribution of graye Le wiknow, but we apparently — 
BD asarty starevide, his also could de readily dotersined by questioning the ‘ 

older generation of fox hunters, | 

One of the most interesting fects gathered during the survey 

[to the ronppenrance of gray foxes in Ripley Comty in 1915, and in Calley = 
County in 1915. A similar reappenyance we recorded in the Wisconsin report | 

_ 4m Sake County, Viseonsin, im 1925, These reappearances are based on the best 

posetdle authority, aumelyt for Ripley County, Ahdvew Brodke, 0 fox hunter and ‘ 

Tony CeneneNRaN NINN iy Ce Lanay Seni, SONNE, Oey 

fox hunter; ond for Souk County, Bd Ocheensr, » fur dealer ond taxidermist 

[trained tn antural history observations and long sang sesseioted with Steddond — 
tm wach work, ws | 

Before proceeding to discuss the significanes of these mappoare 

ances of gray foxom, At is desived to present Table O02, giving the first 
appearmnes of red foxes and the dates by which they predominated, = : 

Tadle O92 | | 

Dates of Pixst Amponrence ond Predominauee of ed Tones : 
p. | “Phat = Reds Predom- ALL Rede Present 88 

B, Cave Callewy % (2:20 by 1900) 1903 1012 Bee ee 

Andrew Brooke’ Ripley 1895 (igoo?) 1906 1010 : = 
%.0,Miekel = Monmee ? ? 1995 Mn. ts lot ore 

cconaisach 
Taltor Ken 

—-Yerland Medison 1890 (2420 by 1910) * 10:5 

ae Pfeiffer Perry 1995 (19109) x 2012 
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Viret ‘Reds Predom- All Reds Present 1 ae 
Oheerver Gounty Redeby insted by by. BediGrey Heme 

Goldsdorg & = Boones = 1870 ' 1900 «1070 Another he 
; Hataon perver says 

FP atten 4 tartin Bente =? ? 1925 1010 

i, ke Baker Macon ? 1902 1022 Another ob- ; | area 
tee Zason ‘Sohwyler 1880 ? 1890 1040 Ven 

DB b,%,Schofield Ballas 68h ? x 1613 

hat Governe the Fox Rabie? There are two popular theories which are entertained — 

| ‘ separately oF in conbinstion ty various observers as she explanation of shy 

| | gray foxes have been replaced by rods, 

The first one is that “the rede run out the grays," The proe 

ponents of thie theory cite as evidence thet even where both species still coour, 

they tend to coewy different termin, the evidence gathered during the survey : 

indtentos that this is often correct, and positively oo in Audrain, Hadise, snd — 

| Perry counties. It may be asked, however, why the reds did not run owt the grays 
[im preseettleaent days, This refutes the theory, unless the second theory is 

brought to ite ald, nenely that “veds thrive on eivilisstionngrays requize wild 
forest,* Tt te undoubtedly true that the widespresd inerease in reds as compared 

vith grays hae ¢oinetded in point of time with the growth of settlenents, and that 

where both specten occur the graye tend to coousy the rough, broken terrain, ee 

pecially that offering Limestone ledges (see Wisconsin Report), The seond theory, 

hovever, is apparently contradicted ty the reappearance of grays in Ripley and 

Callaway counties during the game year (1918), end especially by Brooke! observa 

Vion that in 1928 Ripley County was el graye, although it has eines changed to 

all reds, Moreover, why ase there no greys in Dent County, which te almost ome 
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tively composed of the kind of range which grays are gupposed to prefert ' | 
: Tne foregoing evidence, in ay opinion, does not refute the 
[two popular theories, but it does indiense very strongly that sone invisitie | 
| feotor is at work which neither theory takes into seeount, and which is nore | 

| poverful than either of thea in determining the species ratio and species aise 
| trivution, This conclusion is further strengthened by the great difference in 

| fox poyalations per unit aren in apparently siniler environments discussed in | 

|) the next caption, what ean this invisible factor tet | 
Te must de sonetning thet enanges more mpidiy and more often 

than the visitle onvironment. There wos no change in the visible enviroment 
of Ripley, Callaway, or Sauk counties whieh could account for the reappearance 

, of grays above deseribed, Apparently the only invisible factor whieh could | 

| sscomt for euch pasting shifts and chonges is disense oF parasites, As fer 
[2st nn aware proctically nothing 4s mows sbout fox disense or parasites ex- 

[cent thet developed ty Dr, R, 0, Green of the University of Minnesote on captive 
| foxes in eooperntion with the Biolegies] Survey and the fox fur industry, To 

what extent this new infomuetion could ascount for the observed fects in Missourt 

] Se not mown, but ofl bedetemined before the publication of any final report on 
the north central region. 

[ Zex Fomlstions, Map Oni shows the eountios fron whieh the polation figures 
civen in Terie © wore obtained, 1% aleo shows by a separate aymbol tee popula. 

tion estimates made by competent fox hunters, ‘The lowest of theee figures ie 

\ foxes per township near Donighen in Ripley County, ond the highest is 60 foxen 
Per township in Meramec State Park in Fronklin County, Assuming these two figums 
to represent the two opposite extremes of fox abundange, it is evident without 

further argument that the depredations by foxes on game aust depend more on fox 

sbundanee than on fox hobite, Table FJ indientes that in the Oxerie the most 
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frequent density of quail population is e quail por 4 seres, Ifin Ripley | 

D county there is fox per 6,000 acres, there would be 1900 quail for enh fox, 
| On the other hand, in Franklin Gounty, which has 60 foxes yer 

township ond quail about the sane ae in Ripley, there wuld te a fox for exch 
Yoo aeres, and only 75 quail for each fox, | 

Te ts enay to woe how a fox per 75 quail might result in serious 
|) depreantions, shorens » fox per 1900 quail could hanily be felt, no matter how 

hard he tried to @ateh the binds, It should be remembered thet both Pronihin 

-and Ripley counties ave typigoal Osark border territory, and essentially alike : 

in their quail population and thelr physiography, ( 
| Tt 1s sush evidence os this that forms the basi for the opinion — 

that the fox question is not eo mush one of shether fones do nore ham than geod) 
vat other question of whet fox population affords the dest balaute betwom 

| Mais evidence is also an indiestion thet fox populations depend : 

on disease or some other invisible feetor sore than on yhyelograghy or food, | 

No date wore obtained on the general trend of fox populations 
Ty a Niscourt, tae henge Lose tolk shout seeunt aleraing tnevensee in sed fous | 

than in southenstern Toma of northem Illinois, Andrew Brooke is certain that 
the total fox population in Ripley County har decreased since the period 190615 

during which grays were unknown but reds were abundant, : | 

This suggests the thought that oll of the asta on fox vation here 

presented is subject to one error, and thet ie ite failure to measure absolute | 

88 well as relative abundence, Shifts in the species rotic may not aleays be | 

& gin of one af the expense of the other, but may with equal Likeldheod repre. | 

sent & change in one @pecies without any change in the other, Tate error, however, 

Cannot be avoided as long as absolute povulation data te pretionlly noneexistent, 

alae a



Tox Bunting Prectices, ¥ox hunting is practiced as a sport slaost throughout 

BD the state, wut ite customs, standards, and technique differ radically tetween 
Ty recions. tm sone regions the objective is ts sheet the fax; in other regions 
: the nest foxeible tom of approbriun which one could apply to on individual ie 
[tht he would shoot a fox." Mo attempt wns made to wap the loealities in shigh 

these divergent standards prevail, except that I learned in Morgen County foxes ; 

are not shot. ; 

Map Ql shows that in Case County red foxes are propagated by 
P . mking artificial plants. Similer plaate ore described in the Indians report. ; 

% 

Phonology: Foods, sis natectistnimnita bs of asandiglg 

TD) wut wey prove useful to som other investigator, a 
B. %. Fatson of the Boone County Pribune states thet red foxes in 

Tl) soone County mate in Decenber, Gestation te 63 days, The pups are born in March. 
Uy to Septeuder the pups will not rm before dacs, but hole wp ot once, After 

| September, however, they rum eatiefectorily, In spring the dog fox will lead q 

hounds away from e dtm Containing young. : 

Andrew Broske of Dontshan, Ripley County, bas opened the stenschs 
of four or five foxes, but could identify only rabbits im the stomach contents, : 

Ne could find ao evidence of quail in the stomachs, nor hae he seen any other 

evidence of a fox entohing a quatl. . 

3) 
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House Cate, 

Gat Populations, Map G-l indicates # cat population of 700 per township on 

. ‘ the Heosho refuge in Newten County, end Table 0 shows thet this figure was 

| cortved tron 99 housecats octuslly killed on 1300 seren by the refuge keeper = 

under the direction of Claude Hunt, vho is positive that ell the esteon the ares 

were obtained, The period during which this work ws done I do not know, the 

TF vensl allowanee of 106 for influx is doubled to 20$ on Table 0, but even so an 
sven Lnnger allowance aight Ye called for Sf the trapping extended over a coe | 

sidersble period, the area being relatively emll,/the location being close to 

the tom of Weosho. A rapid influx to vacated ground is accordingly to Wee 

pected. Even should the requlting figure of 700 ents yer township be 50% too 

‘P< high, the figure is an astonishing one. With a nomel quail populetion of H 

| seres por quail, such o eat population means a ent yer thirty eeres, or aca 

By tor every Tiqantle he quail amace inherent in oath a retie ona readily be o 

: In addition to this figure founded on actual trapping, two : 

opulet ion eatinatos wore obtained, Pail M, Suith estinated 25 este on 55 
| neren in Callaway County, or 100 cats pur temhiy. Williew Sheela in meend =” 

yearn killed 25 on his 140-nere fara in Pettis County, 6 of which were killed = 

this year, The influe on ugh a emall eres, however, is linthe to be so great 

that the figure is regarded se not uenbdle ae « basis for a population estinate,: 

iniices te Cab Fopuletiong, Figures on cat populations are merely evailable 

ond aecordingly an attempt has been made in previous reports to develop some 

ff ‘table index whieh would indicate reletive abundance as between regions, One @ 
these was cate treed in econ hunting »t night, another cate treed by quadl dogs 3 

in quail hunting. ‘the following figures core obtained in Missouris 

Lhe



Sobe treed in Hunting 

Tewed in Quail Troed in Coon 
Goeexver County —imiie inti. 
“fi, Steele - Rethie 1 per night | 
B, R. Holland Butler 2 per seneon 1 por night 2 

a ee 1 per 3 nights 
yD cn vie Rolla ever vrooa 5" cnt i 

 &, watthers «= Conger 6 por conson | 

Buperience with there indiovs leady n@ to bilieve thet the hy 

Tamer of cats treed depends Just ne such on the mature ond training of the 
[tags ne on the cbanaance of ents, Ho opparently velisble inidex has as yeh 

-_ Counte of eat eyes in traveling ty automobile along highmys = 
[vas mnother index ance believed to be promising, illinn ¥, Steele, who ige 

T  covuty fegerai gone warden and a careful obsezver, told me he is sure that 

[slong ony given route the number of eats eo counted will te auch greater one 
| damp, fogey night then during other kinds of weather, He thinks this is bes 

couse the seent lies better, and fam cots ave tempted to venture abroad, 

: In om SSauile drive fron Sedalia to Kansas City on Highway 50, 
[Steele counted 13 housedate one night last fall, 

I have previously suspected thet highway counts of cate are 
much influenced by both season and weather, ond thet euch counte yw note 

relisble index, : 

Cat and You Poolationg, Paul Duna of the State Forestry Department believes 

J thet there are wore cate than foxes in the Bilington State Pork, Andrew Broske 

| Witeves there are more cate then foxee in the quail eowbsy around Doniiyhany 
; Ripley County, Map Gel, however, shows that he ontimated only 4 fox gor tow 
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ship, 80 that the greater abundance of cats is hardly surprising, | 

7) =‘ Renrodurtion of Feral Cag, ‘the increase of wild howsecats mast be linited ? 

i ctsner Wy mature) cnsaton, Glonsee, ov fabhure to soptenene tei the witA chatly 
[tor 1 thie were not true, the whole combzy would ty this ties te overnm, Ho 

evidence on nature] enemies or diseaso was obtained, but 8 especially experienced 

; woodemen (ae well ao many others) were nsked whether they had ever encountered | 

eat dene with young amy from buildings. Of the # woodenen, 6 had never seen | 
ony evidence of thie kind, bub 2 hed done go. Shale ghevsvetions ve as felloen 

Gute! Dene (with vouns) Amey Prom Buildings 
Chee rver Mature Young ; 
CT nel nent IM cee en hee Brom House 

B wtenerita | mmmners bellow § 5s 3 wee + euilen | 
Salles Co. ¢ April : leg t ¢ ‘ 5 

E Cheute Bont j Seeeen ¢ quae ¢ 6 : 2methe 3 1/2 mite 4 
Toney Go = t $ stump + ' ' . 

“aren te | a 1 Meet helt | 2 1/2 ates | 
. —- ; ; pi = of : ; 

(den also contained 2 grow cate, mole ond female, Bad the appear | 
sues of & permanent den.) | 

— Gtakeing Reding of she Moummeat, One of the very Amportent winevered questions 

| ‘Wearing on the depredetions of howseents on game ie their eraising mdius, or the 

—« Rieloum operating distance from heedquerters. I have never before hed the good 

fortune to encounter any sceeptable evidence bearing on this question until 

3. 1, Schofield, field warden for the southwestern district, cited the following 
7 iw : 

‘Marry Downes, manager of the Flower Yama on the Ninngua River, 
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northeast of Buffalo, Dalles County, and Jim Naw of the Moon Volley Yarns, 

| were out oon bunting when their dogs treed o houseest ot a point 4 miles fran 

[tae tom nocdeuarters, then the mn cane up, the houseent seemed to recaguiee 

Fines ond deccentod fron the tro and proved to bes blue toneat which heads 

quartered regularly at the house 4 alles distant. ; 

This is conclusive proof thet the erulsing rodiue of even # 

noteferal eat may be up to 4 miles, It eeenn probable that the radius of feral — 

cote, harder pressed for ® living, say be greater, ok 

fox Retio of Forel Cote, It is frequently asserted by wooden thet fora) 

cate ove mostly tome, This, if true, may accomt for the rority of dens of 

young found in the open, the following fragments of evidence were obtained: 

"7. Oy Comm, 2 Competent woodeman ond farmer in Pile County, 

told me that im hie experience “oll woods eats ore tome," bat he could not m6 

| momber the exaet number of dead ante he had tallied in arriving at this eon 

Clusion. The obeorvations of Cleude Bunt, whe found both a mle and « femsle 

Cat i a don with young, shows thet females at least ooensionsliy occur in a 

wild state, The eat decontbed ty Schofield in the foregoing enytion was a toms —
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orem 

|. Digbetbubton of Boosts, Map O-3 shows by Wack squares the locations of ll 

the exow roosts of 1,000 binds or Langer located during the game survey, 1% 

also shows by hollow squares the lecation of former roosts now abendened, and 

ty the syubol "E* the losation of observers who did not Imow of any crow roosts 

in thei vicinity, 

The dates to the left of most locations show how far back | 

the same localities are know to howe been ovoupled for vossting purposes, Dates 

te the right whow the last known cecupation in fomer yours, = | 

' Maile this record te protebly far fron complete, it indicates | 

thet large moste do not cccur in the Oserks, but seem to be confined to the = 

nore fertile agrigultur sections, Sven there, however, they do not ccour in 
| gath nunbers ne appear on the corresponding uape for Wisconsin or Indiana, | 

Abundence of Grows, A single fiel4 trip during # single season is not # eatine 

factory baste for judging of conparative abundance as detween regions, but 18 | 

ie nevertheless worth mentioning that I received « vivong impression that crows 

are wemzee in the Osarke, and abundant caly along the Missiseippl and Missourt 

rivers, On the praivie they are more abundant then in the Oeerks, but less so 

|‘ thon on the river bottoms, tn short, roosts seen to occur only whore ews 
are abundant, and seam to be absent where Grows are scares, 

This could de explained on the assumption that ther is some 

Violegteal advantage im lange roosting aggregation, bu that when the distanee 

vhigh it ie nesessary to travel to fom a large aggregation is too great, this 

sdventoge is nullified and ao Large rooste are formed, . 

If this acsunption hae any wubstonee, then the comparatively 

lange number of abandened roosts shown on the map might indieste a decrense in 

ae |



TD crows in Missourt, videann (1906) deldeved that eush # decrease hed occurred 

at the time bie eatelog was published, We sayat Sonstant warfare. . . bas 

| greatly thinned ite vonks during the last 20 yours," He also says, however, 

thet "there are many winter vooste lange ond anal) sesttered over the state,* 

ond that hundreds of thousends roosted on Arsensl Island, south of St, Louts,in 

| vovecter and Recsuber, ‘These birds oocupied « willow thicket on the islend 

exeept in very cold weather, when they roosted on the ground in the snom = 

Moet of the present roosts along rivers are on sendber willow 

thickets, 5 

; A secand tentative conclusion te be drawn is thet lange moste 

| ase » divect index to cbundance of crows, ‘Thus the fect that 40 days! field | 

york in Miesourh pielérd 1% eurvent roosts, while « simtler period in Indiona ! 

yielded 29, is evidence thet winter crows are roughly teice os abundant tn | 
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Hawke and Quke 

Trias of Denne, tere ave only two large items of damage to wild gone binis 

by hawks and owls ss yet substaakiated by evidence, namely; 

(1) Depredetions on quail during winter snows. J 

(2) General depredations by goshavie during oecasionel q 
goshavk winters, ; ‘ 

The reslity of the first item wes amply demonstrated during | 

the snows of 1929-30, although the extent of the dannge oynite mensurenent toy 

eetual bending operations and stomach examinations, 

The second item is based on analogy with other states. Its 

reality may be safely inferred, 

In addition, there is « probability, as yet unsubstantiated by ' 

evidence, that damage may oceurt 

t 08 ie ee ee 
The influence of hawks and ovle on prairie chickens, phessonte, — 

turkeys, and ruffed grouse tn Missourt is, as nearly as T gould determine, wm : 

knom. It may be great, or it may be insignificant. 4 

fhe purpose of this preliminary review is to point out the i 

probability thet most hawk and owl damage to game birds (and possitily also te 

game panna) is conseomed in two sensons: (a) the nesting season, ond (b) hard 

winkers. : 

elation of Predeton-Conteol to Cover and Food, If this ts true, then the 
severity of haw and owl depredations ought to depend on 3 things: | 

(1) The abundence of predatory birds during the two eritical | 

seasons (ee distinguished from abundence at other times). 

(2) The abundance of the prey. (The choles of prey depends on 
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4 availability quite as auch as on predilection). 
y (3) The vigor of the pray (food) und ite fuctlitivs for hiding 
: or eoenpe (cover). 

The first ond third pointe were most foretbly ALlustrated during 
the hard weather of January, 1930, In the Gourse of © week's field work dubing 

the nowmel weather of December, 15 covies of quail were seen, but only one we | 

| attended by © hawk, and no evidence of kills wae found, | 

On the other hand, in the course of a month's field wark during — 
January, hon the ground we Gontinually covered with o thick sheet of ice overs — 

lain ty a foot or more of enom, some 30 covios of quail were seen, over half of 

cutee wove teentnds cies Wane ts'vaiedieh tite, ‘eeaieg Sa me 
ing @xpedstions with owdens, @ dozen eovies wore seen, nearly all attended ty 

hows, and over half whowing the vonsing of resent kills, ‘these evideneee of 
kills seemed to charseterise the covies provided with noor coves, eapeeially 

thoes lneking osege Washes with dregaing branches, It we a conspieuous fect 
that covies could be leosted by spotting even a single isolated ossge bash of 

thie cheveeter, Often one euch “wild* vush growing in brambly draw seoned more 

attmetive than » vhole hedge lacking the areaping thorny branches, 

Dae | The hawks geen in attendance on quail wore mostly Red-dhoulders, — 

although thie ty no means proves that the kills were mde ty them, Cooper's 

howce were goon with sufficient frequency to secount for the netual kills, It 

we apparent, however, thet Red-shoulders game quail by gonf ining them toe 

tush ond preventing them fron feeding» ‘Thie particular observation, os well as 
Sil the others here offered, amguce for providing plenty of gover and feed ae 

the vent and possibly alee the cheapest ingarance against hawk demge, Going 

_ OUb to All hawks 19 @ tiwe-consuning operetion during winter gos, ty reason — 
of the wildness of the hawke and the complete and continuous visibility of the 

hunter, Because of the probable fluidity of winter hawk populations, ici ling 

alle



| the hawks Jp edvangs of winter sacws probebly doce Little good, 

z The foregoing is not intended os om argument ogainet ihlling 

; injurious species wherever possible, It is merely intended to point out the 

: fatility of killing any or oll hewes at noneritical seasons, and especially 

: the futility of predstorcontrol without control of cover and feed, 

Sumer Dense. While ac evidence we obtained on summer dame to young birds, 

1t 1¢ obvious that euch damege ean oeeur only to the extent thet the accipitering 

3 hawks end other likely species nest in Missourt, ; 

The following oheervetions were collected: 

Dreedin: of Acciviterine Rawss 

1“ 

hee rver : County : Cooper's Hawk  Sharpshin Naw 
een one imeeteenenelnaneeemeetnenenbenmnmmeneeadamemneeamenmenatecneneeaeineaameneenineeeienen tocenncestid emenbaenenateenmnasniamnemtnaaeeeeieenenemamnennnaeemenemmmennennatateemmeiminenmaeneneenmeel 

7 : ’ ’ 
| Claude Hunt : Whole state 4 + Bed in 

(ta Ohaamyy | ' ; Oa ane ee 
Game © t t $ 

 sconeeseomicontneintaiennnnecttheneeieceonesnrennstnaenimnsamnmensemnessinetheanttenitninmnnenemsatenienreteuinnceinnetntenate fitter 

' ' ' 
te, P. Steele Pettis Present Winters here, Seon 

: (Reputy Ue Sy 4} Get teas nec, | ‘eal comme eae 
Warden) ' i Move abundant than : sumsbly breede, —— 

z 3 @harpehin, t 
ee er ee 

| Dr. AR, Comtier ' Jackson t Breeds ond aleo = ¢ Winters tut dose 
| (Oraithologist) t winters, ' aot breed, 

t 

3 : ’ 
Otto Widmann t t : | 

(Ornithologiet) + ’ ' 
? ' ’ : 
' t t 

etaseaentneeeendadieslanideretencteeeetna eaetannaiaienaeentatniannesiaeneaeneemeneaaiineemmnaeiaeeimmndiiiamemememenamaemamedmimmamammneemnnenaeneennEienaememeeamamneme cnet 

In s&44¢ion many laymen offered opinions, tut such testimony 4 

Fe celdom dependadie on this kind of a question, In Migeourt Sharpenin ond 
Cooper's collectively are ueunlly called "biwe-winged havke,” under which nome 

“15a. *



. | mony sportencn testify to yearlong presence in the state, stritcing dow quell 

q on the wing, heavy damege in winter, te. ; 

; Qoshawe Piights, The secompenying Table O-% eummerizes the evidence available 

in the Literature and as obtained during the survey, Bvidently goehevk flights — 

i are light and infrequent in Missouri, | 

oe 

; W153=



a Years of Goshaws Visehte in Missourd 

: ‘ : 

i t  Obeerver : ; t c 
: Year ¢ locality : Citetion 3 Renayice 

: By ’ : 
: 1927. 1 BE. Scheerts + Told mo after consult- + 2 or 3 sont in for 

: (Toxideraist 1: ing his records t mounting about 1927 
1 for @ & ¥ Dept.)s : ‘ 
t Jefferson City 3 + 

' : . _ 
1927 + be Schofield 3 Told me from vecole : Sow,3 (in field?) in 

3 en * lection 2 1927. teoality? 
s 5%, ’ ’ 

} PBsiasceiean ¢ Ball. Til, Audubon ; 
 (eenataahegte®) foe. (Payer by him) ¢ 
t Qainey, ie t ' 

‘ ’ t ee 

ee , ee : A few moet winters. were 
Depaty 2 lect . $ sbundent one winter 

;  Waraen) ’ t which he cannot date, 
it Sedalia : t 

none L OCCA NCTC NTL NN COC LC LCL COLL OO A ND 

: t 
t Dre Act.Oordier 3 Told me over phone ¢ None soon or heard of 
+ (Ownitholagiet) + $ during winter of 1929- 
? Kansas City t : » ‘ 

| ty Merete : pen ab the Mmene: 4 4 
: (Owmithologist) : City Region" : 
¢ Pommerly Kensas 1 ' 

: t City ' $ 
LLL LOLOL LOND CL NN NLA LALA AOA AAI AAA DCL AAD, 

% 2 t 
1906 3 Otte Widen §=6¢§ "Birds of * 4 “exidemiets say that 

+ (Orattholagiot) 2 (1906. Fe 8) 1 years pass before they 
t St, fouls 1 § get to see ond. An tte 
t ’ t ception we mde thie 
: : 8 fall (1906) when F, 
' ; t 4 Gehyerts received 5 

' : . t fine adult birds. . 

t ' t males and femleg." 
t ' + (detw50en Nov, 15 and 
: 3 t Wee. 15). 

t ’ : 
' t : 
t t : ‘ 

: : <153a0



Sunk Dipease, W. W. Smoyer, warden in Morgan County, alleges thet 79% : 

gf the gunk pelts now taken “tum blue after sinning due to the oninle 

doing disensed, He sere dend granke, often fat, are found in the woods, 

Stodderd says blue pelte are merely evidence of not being 

prime. 

Deerease of Minke, ¥. C. Camm says that minke fomseriy were plentiful and 

414 uth damage to game in Pike County, but are now absent, 

Ho Cotton Rate tn Missourl, Claude Wunt says there are no cotton rate in the 

stete, ¢ven in the southeastern lovlend whore Gotten ie mised, This alone 

makes the findings of the Georgia quail Investigation inapplicable to Wissourt 

es to most matters affecting food competition, nest damage, and sover-control, 

and axguos for a separate investigntion of Missouri quail. : | 

Rodents, Boents are abundant in parte of the Oxarke, as ghow by populations * 

|| up to 50 per township indiested for Werense ond Bliington State Parks on Map Ol, | 

Holveg, Over 10 years ogo the Miscourt Gnue & Fish Departnent invexed the 
Wwenaten) aid of the U. 8 Biolegieal Survey in omanizing statewide wif contruls 
Tris project lapsed, and the state ie now badly se-infested in places, Map Ook 

|: thows 30 per township in Decr foun Stote Perk. In Lawrence County fermers sere | 

organining a wolf drive during the January snow . | 

7 | 
| 

wo 

: | 
Sidi |



(B) Land Prectices and Shooting Privileges in Wiseourt. 

Mraobing Privileces 

Posting. Missouri has « trespaes lew (Gane Code, Seetion $662) making it 

aisdemeenor to "he found hunting, with gm or dog, upon the enclosed, improved, 

or cultivated lends of another," without the consent of the ower or person 

in charge. ’ 

Wo detailed study wes made of the percentage’ of lend posted in 

the various parts of the state, because it was Clear from the cutest that, ex~ | 

copt in the Omarke, the situation is similer to thet in other states alrondy 4 

surveyed, exeept that posting hae not yet become general, It is, os in the | 
other states, inereosing, @eyecially in the vicinity of cities, — | 

.& few fragnents of information on percentage of land posted | 

) wore volunteered by observers as follows | 

Qoserver Sounty Eer Sent Posted Renarka 

Engerbrecht Cole t Posting not common yet, 

foeks S. Ole sf Half do not perait public — 
shooting. These may not 
ell be posted, 

Smoyor Morgan few Only 20-30 farns in the 
county are posted, 

Welton Randolph 308 One ferser started changing 
foe ot ee 
killed, but 18 wae re. 
ported to the G4 F Com — 
mission as illegally 
"gelling game,* 

Long Greene 308 : 

Johnson Case ang | 

«In the Osnrice a epectal condition exists, in that meh of the 

lend is owned by absentees inetesd of forsere, and posting of such lends means 

1 55—



|) the oxotusion of the local public, whieh ie Wy tradition enpectally teneciows 
fof the Aéea of free hunting, The tearing of this condition on possible develop 

' nente in game management has alresdy been discussed under turkeya, | 

? Charges for shooting Privileges. ‘he following table summarises the inforustion 

ovtaines, ub omite the nome of the infoment ond the payor, A tupid extension 

of @lubs and preserves is taking plooe at the present tine, eepedially in waters 

font, and tt would therefore be inodvieable to publish such nemos. 

Shanaes for Shooting Privileges Gehl peete 

Local ity Senate RerDey 2er Dey with Guige 

Contenl Mo. Quad tande sso LOf por oT, see e eo Bese ceeedd 

* * © © 66 $25 per fom plus. . «fl por day... Z 

lower Mo. River Goose Bare. . Zee seer sree Mere erve ? 

weet 0 OH oe BM ecenececeetecneuneee 

TE OS, me Bebe cece Pevcocceeve F 0ees 6 nme 

B Baten Co, Datk Tanda cee Piece esceensthesesces & 

Clubs ond Preserves, ‘Table P contains « rough and incomplete list of such 

(A) Uplend, and (B) Woterfowl Clubs and Freserves os could be locoted during the 

survey, ‘The locations of the upland clubs are shom on the Quail, Turkey, ond 

Deer maps (depending on which of these species seemed of primary importance), 

while the locations of the woterfowl clubs appear on Map K under Waterfowl. 

The gane wanagewent prectices (in eo far as any exiet) of these 

clubs are deseribed under thi various species, 

: oe.



Eengeg Came Sreanizetione in Yistour, 
Table P (a) Sone 

Sap lends in Club or Ouned or 

Zo, Bome County & Tom Exeesrss Acrene® Leased. officer Seeeres 

1 Wild Life Conservation Club 6 5000 «sessed = Keith WeCanse,5t. Louis 

2 Goldester Outing & Gane BMvertyvilie, c 5000 “Ghas. . Faligraf 
Preserve St. Franesia Co. ; 

‘3 # ©. lyter Quail Preserve Rolla, Phelps Co. P 3600 20-yr. J.c.igter, Cocks moved, 
lense St. Louis Food patches. 

% GRements 4 Gaapbeil feer Branson, Taney Co, Pp 4NdO owned 5.3. Cleuente, 
Preserve Springfield Est. 1990 

§ MWeeBorsid Quail Preserve 5t,Charles & P 15900 leased Stewart MacDoneld “Vermin® 

& Brierpstch Club Pike Co, e 200 owned Barkhead, 
“Bowling Green Feed 

7 fen Point Ch} Oregon Ca. e sali owned B.C. draben, 
Poplar Bluff 

S Mt. Lake F&F Cl Bayne Co. c owed Reel, St.Louis people 

9 usssh Country Club Crasford Co. a es gual & Fish 

10 4 Ggark Banting Club Cherryville,Gravford Co. 6 &n00 leased =e St.Louis people 

ll Yon Hoffuan Preserve Crasford Co. Com.P. ? ? ? 

12 Painted Rock Preserve Osage Co. ? ? ? ? 

13 Wehstenke Preserve Cacaden t t ? ? 

1% Avalon Club St. Genevieve Cao, Com. P. 2000? aunead? ? : 

15 Saline #4 F Cid * * * Com.P. : ~ Lenned ? “Backs and quail 
16 3B. K. Leach Preserve Reynolds Co. = ? owned B.K. Leach, Turkeys 

: : St.Louis



Tended Game Organizations in Missouri, (including Refuges) 

| (8) Waterfowl 

| Club? Owned 

: Io. Home (Go,8 tom)  G.Pres? Acrense Jeased Remarks 
Marias St.Charles Co. © smaller club 1 Tempselair Many on ie 

2 Duplex a ¢ tne prevents 

3 Darden a ° at ca 
. water, Sol. 

ja Cuivre ° 6 2300 «= lease ) blocked--no 
efounds or tom — 

4 Quiver * c mercial | ge 

Shooting Club “ ,No.St. © 1600 ? = meena ie CO Se te, 
Hermitage Club wa * 

5 Busch Preserve * ? refuges and rest 

) days, & 
y 6  Dolbow ° e 

D7 St.toute oe: oo ae 
y & Kemprille " ¢ 

9 Gardinerville " c i 

10 «= Willow » 6 

1l = Silver Lake * & 

Bs? Quiver Island " 6 

12a Lineo? Lincoln Co. e ——- amo 
13. Moberly H.@7.Club © Chariton C 250 Owned 

not 
14 = Randolph Tract ’ C.Pres. 2007 sori to 6 

15 = 20th Century H & F c 2007 lease oo ae open 
Club ) water. . 

16 = Swan Lake Giub (m0) c 500? owed 

17 Alexandria Gun Club Clask bar ? 

18 Pin &@ Feather Club lewis 100 Leased 

19 Greenwing Club Pike 6 owed St.Louis people. 
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Londed Orgeni gations 

| ands in sees Map . or j 

| i ioe (Gono Tom, Sabrent Agmenge lead = Remarks 
| 2 Pern & Cooper Pike Co. G.Pres, owed Incl, river bare. 

| gi Independence Club = Saline Oo, ° NO = Leased =n Movelend Bros, 
(Grant River) Porn. 

| 22 Grant Pass Group Saline Go, 4.5 clubs Kaneas City 

23 Cutoff Lake Club ee 6 i eo (hie 

2h Sunghine eke Club 8 ay Co, c 2000 . et (@ oe 

2% Bowdry take Club Carroll Go. = 200 Carrolton people 

2% lake City Club group Jackson Co, 2 clubs Independence and 
Kansas City 

| 2& Little Platte Group Platte Co. t ? 

: 28 «Bean take Group * * ? clubs fanees Gity 

2 trove take Club Bates Co. ¢ owed Sedalia people 

F 30 sett City Group Yermon Go, clubs ? Keneas City 

$L «= GLinton Group Henry Oo. elude ? Sota testhtetan 
Koneas City 

|) 32 Lake Pibe Club Pettic Co, ¢ no lund Sedalia people 

| 33 Spring York Refuge 88 * =" — refuge owed Sedalia tater Co, 
TF 3% St.cnartes Go. Group (St-Charles many clubs ? St.Louts 

, nos ‘ae 
. (Im thie section also many goose bars for which owners of decoys and blinds 

charge $4 per day) 
3$ «Stulte Clu Veron Co. 6 1000 omed 

| 36 Pence tunting Club * 8 ¢ 1000 omned 

| 3) Group of Clubs Rates Co, 

‘| 3% Marine de Gygnes Clu * * 

F 39 veConde Lane Cludt * 8 ¢ + ? 

© Group of Comercial * * CoP. eee Charge $1 yor day 
| Preserves 

Osage Club o 4 

-159- |



tende in Pe Pres? ow | 
a. Hane (Gonhtom) S.trea) derma lane = Reman 
yy Belton Gun Club Henry Co, ¢ 2700 0s «sheneed = Beton people 

 Kenses City um * # e 2000 ’ 4 lokes have ae ertopion water 
Silver Lake Gass, neor lone = 6 ? ? KeCy people, tr 

| % Qun Club Tree Anderson, Pres 

Thomas Lake Cass, Sof ¢ ? oe ? 
a Gun Club Strasburg 

| Independence Casa, Sof 160 owed | 
| 7 Gun Club Strasburg 

4s Gxwenhend tof 
: Gun Club pa i ll 

of near "me “ints 
Herrisonvilie Honry,3 ahe¥. 6 229 0=— owned 

, @an Club = 

HA Seslt oun Gish Cane, Sat =» «on 

$2 Urie Gun Club Case Co. ? leased 

53 Memeel) Leake Clay, neer Liberty : 
. Gun Chub : 

| ee Re . 

55 Mevinger Gun Club * * ® 

56 Coulee take Gun CoP? 
Club — 

57 Stafesoyh tm Andrew, near 200 «= owned. Has rest 
¢ Amegonta dohn L 

St. Joeegh 

58 t lensed wal suger Zits. a in ante 
wl leases 

9 John w. Pal near Refuge 2 owned On Peleey Fam 

60 nnn OLR = Sahuylerjnear = C? ? ? — - 

failed, Kirkee 

160 -160- ville poopie, |



| Lands in Spree Map * ‘ ; or . ; : 

| 6 Scobec Lake Club Putnam,near Preserve. ? owned bandis if 
Sidney ronda Se i 

| 62 Marine lake Adair, near al 
Kilberton ? 

|) 63 Horseshoe Lake Adair,W. of 2 ' 
| Sublette , 
yo ? . Adair,near Preserve » @ulius Bornemienn 

Novinger Kirksville? 

Gla A? Adair, ¥. of leased Kirksville people 

y ? Macon, near 
8.Gifford 4 

y 6% le Plata Macon, near a 
Reservoir la Plata ? ' 

| 67 Love take. Macon, at C. Pres. ? ? 
| Love Lake 

F 6s xircevilae Gun Club ° ? ? 

| © Atiante Gun Club : 

| 70 Callao Group Macon, S. ¥. 2 leases 

| 7. Macon Lake Macon, near Macon 1280 Reservoir. Public St 

mye 6 lease ) 

| 73 Peehoton Leke Club Macon,near College Macon people 

TH Shelbyville Group shelby oak clubs On Black River 

15 S.2.uissouri Group C.P.(a few clubs) Charge formerly $2.50 

Stubble goose shootin 
16 St. Francois Overflow Land now being sold 

| (Sunken Lands) clubs. 
| TT Group of Ponds § Jasper 0. Pres. é 

-161- |



foods Burning, \issourl has long boon notorious for the almost universal 

Osarit custom of burning the woods (or allowing then to burn) ench year, Moat | 

of the buming takes place in the spring, becense fall fires "cock" the crops 

of masb, ond are therefore regarded with disfavor ty local sentinent, | 

Tt is usunlly asswned thet the inhabitents of the Osarke 

are still strongly convinced that woods duming is a good thing, snd that they — 

i] have no sealisntion of ite proven duange to the forest ond ite probable daasge 
| to game aud range, Many well-infomed students of the situation, however, deny 

this, and allege thot an inereasing proportion of lecel people realise that = 

é woods burning is bed for the country and proctice it only a9 measure of self | 

defence, In other words, their reovoning is thist "1 con either burn ay om | 

woods at a tine of my own choosing, oF lot « fire et by sone aeighbor invade 

i} ny Lead at o ine shen T ney bo sdsont. In the latter event I may low my 
fences, snd possitly even livestock or buildings." | 

f I was told that the crop reporters estimate the proportion — 

of One woodlands bumed each year, ond that these figures usually show only a 

| rertton of the Omre magion vo bared, Welintafoned wtate offiotale, hawereny 
aecured me that proctieal ly the entire Osexk region burns Goch year, ond mien 

of it bums twiee engh year, first in the fall ond again in spring. | 

: Boods baring in the other parts of the state is much less | 

prevalent, tut still sufficient to couse domge, — ie 

j ie alao prevalent to sbout the oame degree ag in other states, | 

ELington plan of Oegvembive Pire Gomtrol, I leamed of one construstive ox 
} perivent to solve the weode baming problem along original lings adapted to 

: loco). conditions, Thie ws condusted by the state forester, in cooperation | 

aie |



vith local te and tisber companies, in that part of Reynolds County sure 
JT) roming the MLington state Paste, 

| The tisher eonpm ise subscribed a fund to enable the state 
forester to offer to exch of the local school districts ont dollar for each of 

) certain designated fortive which xousined wbumed at the end of the spring 
| season, Up to 20 forties were designated in eagh district, so pleaed us te 
| checior-board the distrist, the echool districts are ghronteally short of 

eash, The idea behind the plan was that a esgh bonus might erente an incentive 
. for local sontinent to discoumge fires, na 
_ Toe plan was in operation throughout @ considerable pork 

of Reynolds County during 1927 ond 1923, The rewlt was thet 16¢ of the — 

deoigneted forties burned over in 1927, o» compared with 206 of the county 

darned over. The totel area of the desigmted forties ws 1600 acres, bub it 

i is eetimated that a totel af 30,009 acres received the benefit, Counting in 

| the adjacent land tenet ited ty the protection, the Gost yer aere per year wan Ife 
The nearest example of ompanined fire protection on = lame 

secle io the Mierke Lumber Compony in Arknnane, whigh protects 390,000 neres 

: at a cost of 3.3¢ per were per yeor, pepe 

: in that 1 pays ite fire guarda (ne the Chinese pay their doctors) for shgence — 

| affine, rather thon for tine only, On the bests of these comparinons the | 
‘|’ Biington plan we sucessful exyerinent, Unfortumtely, Nonover, the state 
[Mas done nothing to mike 18 finanetelly poscitie for the state forester to apply 

it to the state ae « whole, | 
! A nove detailed description of the plan is published in the 

proceedings of the Southem Forestry Congress for 1921 (p 132). | 

lath of State ond National Farosts, Wiosouri is axe of the fow inportint tisber 
| states dn the Union without a state oF national ferent, |



: 

Bo parchose arson with a view to building up a national | 

| forest have ever deen laid out by the federal governnent because Nissourt hes | 
never pessed an enabling set suthorising such setion, An enabling act was | 
paseed by the last legislature, but with = 2,000 sere Limit, which ie of course 

T— the sane a8 no authorisntion at all. the stterenee of she frm Manor 
| have for years rented the inpression thet Missouri did not desire ony federal — 
| help in the solution of her forest problen, tut it is possitly open to doubt: | 

vaether this actually represents the wishes of a majority of elticms, The 
Missourl~Ogar: Chember of Commerce, for inatanse, initiated the enabling act | 

| above mentioned, the 2,000 sere limitetion being added in the proceas of legige 
lative detste as an anenduent to moke the bil) inoperative, It is widerstesd 

) thot this ¢hatder of conmoree felt out local sentiment in afvance, and found it 

lack of eetion in the direction of @reating national forests | 
vould be comprehensible if the state hed a vigorous state forestry program of 
ite own in process of execution, It hag, however, no auch program, Ite state 

pares are for recreational purposes, and there 16 no euthority to proctioe otther 

| forectey or gaan manageaeah woos than, eanerh to the extent of Dering then surwe | 
a8 geme refugee, 

|. Reversion of Moneingl Iandg, ‘The total aren of forest Land in Missourt is 

. Given by the 1924 Forestry Almanac (p. 296) a8 13,820,000 seres, | 

That the state has this lore aren of potential forest land is 
F  comnon imowledge, bet that the ares is steadily growing through the abandonnent 

of forme is not so generally apprecinted, Map Pol gives the eereage less in 

, area of farme during the lO-yeor period prodeding the 1925 ceneus, This map | 

m9 compiled fron census figures by ¥. A. Dunlap, State fersater, and is here | 

‘produced through his courtesy, If we exclude the two urben counties where | 
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fam ares has deen lost by roseen of growth of cities, it appears that | 
about 3,000,000 seres of furme were lost through sbundoment during the 

-— 1Oayeer ported, Mis makes the avemge rate of abandonment 300,000 sexes por 
yoor, Tt te cleay, therefore, that Missouri has not only # lange but alee & 
eroving ares of land suttatie only for foreatry and recreation, including gua 
Gene menagenent Con make almost any of this land tegin to produce a game erep z 

within two or three yours, and the potential revenue from this game crop my 
help carry the Longer and more expensive operation of making it produse forte 
products. 

The beginnings of forestry are very severely handleapped, especially 
in the Osarka, beceuse the ground ie encumbered by trees rendered intomally a 
defective through woods burning, The fungi which thus gain entronee often 
Tetuae the value of these defective trees $0 euch an extent as to prevent thety 
Prof itedie renovabi» to male oan for « now exwp Of sound tinder, a 

i 

| 
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the Wroader aspects of the effects of agrigultare on game have | 
already been diveuceed in the first section, ond some detailed aspects have | 

deen discussed unter the various species to whion they apply. | 
With the exception of the oeage hedge protien, most of these ngrie 

cultural relationships have as their comaon denominator the reduction of woods 

TF to pasture, ‘the following ceptions will attempt to weigh the current trend of 

reducing woode to pasture, 

Renge Cottle Industry, There is no wanimity among experte as te the trend of 

vange cattle in the Oeark mgion, Agricultural authorities sey thet range 

are declining Yocouse the original bluseten mnge has been replaced ty brush 
_ wateh whl] not carry eattle profitably. (16 seems equally Licely that the grad 

wal elimination of legunes through gresing and possibly through fire te cle 

responsible for the decline in range cattle profite,) | 

Most. agrioolturel authorities further aseribe the decline in range | 

cattle to the fact that woodland enttle ronge camnot compete with improved = 

pastures for profitable cattle produstion, One enttle mm in Shannon County 

18 sadd to howe divided a given lot of teers into two parts, one being run in 

tuproved fenced pastures, end the other in the woods, At the end of « given 

period the pasture steers averaged 109 pounds more in weight then the mods 

. steora, 

Other eattlenen, however, sre deliterately adopting the technique 
of improving pastures and applying it in open Glearings and old fields in their 

woodland ranges. I saw one guth range in Osark County chore Bereute grase had 

deen euccesefully introduced in the cloarings and ¢resk bottoms, and shore 

Jearthe 0 evidently a paying venture,



P In traveling through the Qsarke one sees large arons which have 

HD seer recontiy and conpletely cleared, evidently for pasture yuryoses. these 
clearings, however, are intended for fenced pactures wather than for open ranges, 

Inprovenent of Pastures, The introductionof bluegrass and Japan elever has 

already deen described, Agricultural authorities are unging the estedlishuent 
of additional pasture plants, the effect of whieh on gene is wiknow. Zeus 

; in Phelps Sounty the planting of orchard grass ie unged on the basis of on 

experinent at St. Jones Field, in whieh, duricg © Sayear period, one sere 
carried one cow for the following periods . 

Ovehard grasa, 71 days SR asa 90 ove 
j Bluegrass, 523 days 

Pasture-Flowlond Ratie. 1 tried to detensine from agrigultural authorities 
roughly what ratio between pasture and ploulend serenge was regarded an ideal 

in Osark farms, One county agent told me that a 211 ration would be o rough 

enewer to my question, but teo others pointed out thet mo euch ratie could be | 

set, beenuse many dairy farms were importing all their grain, ond hence needed 

practically no plowland at all. Such extremes, however, would seem to be ime 

practicable at any considerable distence from shipping points, 

On many Onark farms the proportion of plowlands is physically linited — 
by the small acreage of bottons, and where thie is the case dairying is impossible 
without importation of grain teed. ; 

The prevalence of dairying hes been mush inerensed by the recent = 

Organization of cooperative ereameries in remote settlements. 

Sern Mhocing Fmetiee, Missouri as a whale shocks a much lomger perwentage of 
fer corm then Toma and I1lineds, I was told that this prevailed in regions 2 
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lacking grass or hay for roughage, It is there aseaseary to use cornshocks 

as Foughag®, On the dleck prairie of Uissourl, however, whore gonditions are 
, sudstentiolly aistley to Iowa, mash cora is shocked, whereas in Iowa it te | 

preotically all left standing. 4 | 

| Piemeston, All the preceding captions anol with atteapts to appraise future | 
agrigalturel trends in their effect on game, 1 enue to the conclusion that | 

it is hard to predict details with certainty, the only safe prediction ts | 
that the general proses of intensification is under way and will continue, | 

Tte past effect on game ave known, and its future effects my be reasonably | 

expected Yo eonsist of merely a greater dogree of the seme thing. : 
In short, throughout the prairie region the net trend of agriculture | 

is to produce on exvess of food and a shortage of cover, which dondition is | 

wafsvorable to gam@, ond will be more so unlews game manogement evn bring | 

adout slight modifications of ogriculturel practice for the purpose of produse 

ing 2 gume erope | 
In the Osarke, however, this line of reasoning doce not apply. the | 

‘prevalent Ogask condition is on excess of aever ond a shortage of food, ond the 

intenstfiention of agriculture will decrease the cover and insreage the foods 
The Osarics, unless overshot, should become a better susll cane country than they 

Fave non, ; 

In sort, amall upland game thrives beet 4a the intermediate or 

crode agricultural stog®, ond hence during the last century the Line of maxtous 

Gone abundanes has passed ae & moving gant westward eerous the rich soils of 

| the north central states, Agricultural settlenent created ite front, agrieule 

tural intensification eut it off of the rear, until it reached ite inevitable 

terminus in the watere of the Pacifie. Poor lend, however, retarded ite advance 

| into the north ead south, Ite vanguarde still Linger in the Osark foothills, 
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ci 

A pone of relatively sbundant wild life i now ¢lisbing up the Osarke in a : 

ving of dmcreasing size. Due to the progressively poorer soils, it my never | 

F get to the top, but may persist for a long tine te cone somewhere in the 

~~



i Game Lond Reqnomies 

|) types) tand Volues ond fox Rates, To assist in weighing the various proposals 
and questions outlined in this report, the secompanying table of typical land 

- waluoe’ end tam rotes ie offered. The figures d> not pretend to be representa. 

tive of any closely defined condition, but even rough figures may acsiet the 

reader who is unfamiliar with Miseouri land problems to untangle their economic — 

aspects. : 

Ovvertunities for Public Lends, The acquisition of lend for refuges, forests, 

and similar public purposes is not always so difficult or expensive as may at 

firet appear. oy 

the University of Missourl, for instance, already oms 50,000 acres 

in the Oxarice, some of which lies in solid Blocks of 5,000 weres each, Tt ie | 

not under administration, A process of exchange and consolidation might readily 
convert this lange estate inte o solid holding on whieh both game management 

and forestry could be practiced, If the state or federml government acquired 

the surrounding lend, not even this would be necessary. In the sestern states 

the Forest Service adeinisters lore arene of university lend which happen te 

Lie seattered in the national forests, and pro mates the incom on an serenge 

basis in accordance with a pre-determined agreanent, . : 

- Omors of private cut-over lands are often willing te present then 
to the state as a gift. Senn ctote yasny weno weqatiod tn thle enpy Daring ; 

the Wissowrl ourvey there wae a newspaper announcement to the effect thet the 7 

Taterneational Harvester Company wished te deed 57,000 saves on tho Aricansag | 

line in Dunklin and Pemiseot counties to the state of Missouri for public 

Purposes, Such a treet would undoubtedly be euiteble for either « state forest 

| er public shooting ground or poselbly even a migretory bird refuge, 
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Table Pz 

: Svnieo) Lond Values ond fox Rates in Winegard 
: 
: Losation & Kind eves =: Anseaged 
. of Land in Value Sale Value Annual 

| Ave of Ruadolph Co.Fammer XX « to $99.55 + to Maybe $60 ~ 3 plus 
| sem $ : t : Redes 

' : ' 4 school tax, 
. “cenuimmapeene on ommaainnow nnomeyerhcame timate irmnntncen nim tanec nave inne cata npn macn attire nme snmntet tet tenn A 

f ' t ' ' 
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Tyish Eildemenm, Map 3 shows the location of a very wulque ares in the 

southern Osarks, nearly the aise of a county, ond noorly develd of settlements, 
Frits has Leng boon known as the “Ivish Fildernces,” It is exellent tuskey and 

dace countey, ond constitutes the losgeet rennining treet of wild land between 
[the coniferous forests of the Lake States and the southern foreote of the Gulf 
: States, ov betwen the Appalochion forests and the Grect Plaine, The soeial 

[) Anportance of retaining cush o sample of plander conditions for publie 
[snd recrestiousl use 1s alaost obvious, bab 16 ts doubtful whether any state 
| can be expected to have the foresight to acquire it for retention in ite wildem 
F)— neee condition, Pedored purchase is nearly cut of the question, because the 

é| sete for the extension of Nationsl Farests do not yet authorive parehsses for 

[other than economic developuent, and by the tite this could te brought sbout, 
[te Arion vitderaces will doubtless ve oo riadled by apeoulotive real estate 

FE - S0 to be inprseticndle of acquisition, 4 
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(6) the Conservation Public in Missouri, 

Map Q shows tho headquarters of state ongenisations which are 

or should ve interested in gome conservation, and alse lecel oxgenivations 

yearing on geome, ; 

Sportonen's Oreanigations, Most of the sportanen's organisations in the state 

ore chapters of the Tuaak Walton League of America, Yor reasons which I do not 

know, the total number of local sportanen's organiantions i much less than in 

the someuhat aimilar state of Indiana, Purthernore, the nusber of organisations, 

se epesially' Walten chapters, hac been shirinking. 

These sportenen's organisations have been doing valuable work 

dm ba@icing wardens, Cooperating in winter feeding, and making plants of came and 

' Pigh, Theiy legislative sctivities, es measured by the requlte, sppear to have 

been less substantial. Kowsver, the habit of conswsing enemy in spinning out 

legislative detail is ty uo meene peculiar to Missourt, 

I encountered two evidences thet sportemen's organisations ean 

bresk new ground in their mental approach to the conservation problem, One is 

the survey of quail foods initiated by the state division of the I,W.t.4, There 

are few inetanges of sportenen's orgenisations venturing into the fact-finding 

field, although I know of mo reeson why they Ghould not do 90, 

The other is the recently onganized Wild Life Conservation Club 

of St, toute, ‘This lub hae the merit of doubting whether the best wy of organ 

iging sportemen has as yet been developed, It io in search of thet dest wy, 

but does not claim te have found it, It te adring the question of whether s mem 

ver cannot de made to feel that his thoughts are more ‘importent then his dues, 

end whether guffieient emphasis has been placed on qualifientions for meubership, 

29 distinguished from willingness to join, 
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fhe seheme of organisation of thie elub is still in » fluid 

| state, so that details cannot as yet be given, The mere existence of this kind 

i of thinking, however, ie important in and of itself, 

: ; 

oeg |, Ciner Conservation Oneeniaetions, ledk of tine made 1% impossitie during the 
 gurvey to interview the following onganiuations, which from their titles should 

we tmeve a vital interest in game, 

On , 

_ %. b. Cox ma eee tas Be Cashak Avni 
a : ™ ; * Jefferson City. 

ae ’ ' 
ee ee... 

Frenk Seott, Sec., Colunbis 

: + i hy irks Wawd h) 

i 3. k. Bumel, See., Columbia 
ad 

EL TUL : 
a 8276 Flea Avenue, St. Louie 

Frederic Dunlap, Sec,, Columbia 

g ET re. uster, Dotag 
it 
: ae : seat. e _fue aa 

: TE me : 
Ug76 Flea Avenue, St. Loule 

; 

: 

: | 
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Chart_R 
ORGANIZATION & FINANCES 

From Feb. 1929 Geme & Fieh Department 
Game & Fish News, p.6 

Geme Survey of 

MISSOURI 
Aldo Leopold - Mer.1,1930 

oe ‘ 

STATE GAME AND FISH COMMISSIONER 

CHIEF CLERK 
ATTORNEY ACCOUNTS DIRECTOR. 

sees SNS | | meee sera 
ABSTRAS LEASES OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS a KIDERMIST 

DEPUTY CASES SUPBLIES. GAME AND. FISH NEWS, 
_ OFFICE MANAGEMENT EXHIBITS 

COUNTY CLERKS 

HATCHERIES PROTECTION PARKS & REFUGES f 

[CHIEF of HATCHERIES. CHIEF 2? WARDENS 
HATCHERIES ENFORCEMENT STATE PARKS, AUXILIARY 

IMPORTATION FISH EGGS] RESCUE WORK REFUGES. IMPORTATION 

CO-OPERATION IN GAME REFUGES OF DEER, TURKEY, QUAIL 
KO-OPERATION IN INCREASING REVENUE | PHEASANTS , ETC. 

THRU AGENCY OF COUNTY CLERKS. VERMINE. CONTROL 

UESTDOENTS, REMOVAL OF UNDESIRABLE FISHES | 

— NORTH DIVISION S.W. DIVISION S.E. DIVISION 

— eter cere’ 
= 14 Leased Refuges 

FORM OF ORGANIZATION STATE GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT (6 to be dror ped) 

‘As of February, 1929 

This illustration gives in graph Sorm m the source of income of the State Game and Fish 

iene INCOME 21% FUR DEALERS PERMITS 3.7% | 
E INCOME 1.4-%: NON-RESIDENT HUNTING & 6 

VOCE SAE FURS 12% ASHING LICENSES. 553% ae 

WAG Se 
ine eee Senin % Total dish gives in form [xe e loburee- 

fiche ove 1928) % aes 
Sunds of the State ‘ish rn 

‘Game and Fish De- ($360,979.00, (a3) metiei \\ a 
a 

4 € VEcron 
Y 3 | 

NG «ao 055 

Expenditures, 1923 (G & F News,May 1929) 

Bes ee 
Total income during 1928 of State Game and Fish Department, $355,287.00 

(G & F News, May 1929) |
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(D) Gene Adminiatration in Missowrl. 
| 

«| Open tant ton & Finances of Game @ Fish Departuent, Chart 2, reproduced from | 
the Gamo & Fish News, sufficiently describes the present onganisation, ond | 

shows that the totel finances are just short of helf a million per your, whieh 

conperes favorebly with the financial vescurees of sintlar departuents in other | 

sinilar states, : 

A @aveful examination of the organization chart revesle the 

following salient pointe as those principally limiting the future funetioning 

of the depertwont os the leader of gume conservation setivities in the state, | 

(1) There is no provision for continuity of policy. 

(2) There is no provicion for coordination with foreetry, 

(3) There is no provision for elasticity (that is, ae 
te weet eonditions ae Ser Wi aint rs lake 

net). 

The third point natwelly follows from the first. Disext- 

: fonary authority ie not freely vested in any degerteent eubject to political 

overture. 

Heed of Continuity, Yhot such overturns are the rule instead of the exception, 

ond omy therefore be Goneidered as inherent in the present fom of onanisation, | 

fe indiented by the fell : ® vy owing chroaoloxyt wich de | 

Tears Savesmer omubesiongs Zemin Offien | 
19290 Caulfield , Simone ’ ‘ 
ae _ NeCanse 3 yoore 

192008 Hyde uiddieten 5 pase 
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| 
The Dlenk spaces ghould have been filled out, since euch o 

table is frequently useful in doting game events aseoclated with changes in | 

poliey or personnel, or changes in legislation. | 

ror Cavite Expenditures for Conservation. Map Rol shows in graphite fom o thle, 

conceived and exeeuted by Keith MeVonse and published in the Gene & Fish ers, 
of yer capita expenditures for hunting and fishing Livenses by coantion, Unfor 
tunately the publication dose not how the exect year to which the figures apply, — 

but it must have been about 1927, Bach figure me obtained by dividing the total 

License ineone for the County by the nusber of its inhabitants, The figures mibe 
stentially represent shat tho average eiticen spends each your for the stote cone 

servation program. (Forestry expenditures are not included, but unfortunstely i 

are go gmall that they would not materially change the totals, and furthermore 

cannot be divided by ¢ounties.) Them are as yet no Conservation ressarwh expends 

itures in the University, 20 thet License incon is the measure of the etatets | 

investment is conservation work. 

Thoughts Sucgcented by Map Bel 

EER CAPITA EXPENDITURES YOR BUNTING AND Fis Ny 

(0 PAE Cia SeaTac an 
1, Raiee 1 quail by naturel wethods, or 

2% Maio 1/30 of 1 quail ty artificial methods, or 

3. Keep « game warden in the field 7 minutes, or 

* als asa 
: 5. Buy grain for wintering 2 quail, oF 

+d eet 
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(3) Distrivution of Expenditures: : 

- he Phere is Little hunting on the bere prairie becaust 
ane i'n Sone OS em The hunting map is 

nearly a map of cover game, and ester for fish 

on peiphnagind egy ee 
than on the Dleek prairie, vreake of 
Missouri ebove Kaneag City, where Bogardus found 
the choteeet hunting in 1866, are nov nearly gonte oft 

2 City of eubursan people hunt imore then country 
("tte tay eter sore icone wcusmet) 
See Cole, Greene, ond Barton countios and St.lowlg 

region). 

J» Tet Movies wanting tomas Bass goed comet 
wee or et Se ee the ne. 
of lovget cities, (See St, louis region, 
City region.) 

hk, foo little farming may reduce te the sane Bh 

a: extent as too intensive faring. Toco Onase County.) 

5. The St, howls region hunts more than the Kanses City | 
region (or else Konaas City huntere do not buy their . 
Lieenses at hane), . 

& Meese te Lone tenting (oe shee Jone Mee eeee 
in the southeastern lowland then one would 
and mere in the Oserk Border than in the main Osarke, 

Mr, MeGanse's figures convincingly prove the utter hopelessness 

of any state aecouplishing conservation without the help of private initiative 

and effort. They show thet we must conceive of the etote as » leader rather 

than a doer; ae a teecher of methods rather than 8 manager of resources; os | 

the ageney responsible for striking the shackles of inactivity fron sporteen — 

and fammor, rather than ag the paternal denefactor which practices gout manages 

ment for ite citizens by moans of their average contribution of 10¢ ench por 

yeor, The state must indeed undertake to demonstrate thet new or unfamiliar | 

things ean be done, mast actuslly om and edminister key lends, met intercede — 

ond provide for interstate and inter-county gome for which no one lend holder | 

can be held responsible, and leatly must unearth facts sbout all game which the



: individual private eitism camot afford to unearth for hinselt, ad 
the guiding idea behind all state activities should be the realization that 

its finangial resources are so Limited, when compared with the vast amount | 

of the game problon, that ite proper funetion 4s to do only shat others cannot 
or will not do. | 

Atteuts to Stsbiline Mainistretion If the state must bes lender and 
tercher of game Conservation, we are confronted at onge with the basie problem 

of whether the Gane & Fish Comission is so orgenived es to ettroct men who 

are leoders and tesghers, and to ensble them to wrk effectively. Geod omgam 

Leation alone will not produce euch mon, but geod organisation ts necessary 
in order that the state may suvceesfully compote for their services, and in 

order to enhance their output after thety servicer are obtained, | 
In the Last Legislature o bill to accomplish better organise —__ 

t1on wae introdused, The Gane Survey ie not concerned with the merits oF 
“denerits of any particular vill, but tt 1s comcemnba with the status of public 
wnderstonding and intelligence ae expressed in the fommlation of bills and 

the support ehi¢h they receive. Fron this viewpoint it is proper to analyse | 

House Bill 797, imtrodased in the 55th Assubly, to establish » conservation 

Couniasion, The bill aid not pass. 

It provides for 5 unpsid commissioners, not over 3 of any one | 

‘| party, selected according to a geographic pattern with at least two from 

‘rural Miesourt,* 

The commissioners are to appoint a " superintendent of figh, 

game, and forestry® with the advice and consent of the govemor, at » maximum: 
salary of $3600, Wardens are to be appointed with the approval of the comniee 

Sion, 

‘ ttt 
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: There is no authority to buy state forests, and fire control 

4 exyenditures are Linited to lands wader the control of the comniosion 
| Regulatery powers for game aduinistration are very Limited, unde aro avbi. 

trorily divided ae follows: 25% to parice and refuges, 30% to fish, 40d to 

gone protection, and 5% to bountios, 
The exeentiel weokness in euth a bill is of course the diffusion 

of responsibility for appointwents, It may be doubted whether the past. 

fastability of leadership already shown in the chenelegioel tohie will 4s 

uch relieved less the commission alone is inde responsible for the appointe 
nent of the superintendent, and the govomer alone is responsible for filling 

Vaganci¢s oa the couniseicn, The appointment of wardens is also properly the 

| sole responsibility of the superintendent, The commisaion should ott as dows 

: the Board of Direetors of « corporation, ond not mix their functions with those 

of the executive or general meunger, : 

a The whole Vill seems to carsy the flavor that the Winsowrl 

‘public dees not yot realise how large ond difficult o task it hee aseigned 

: to ite conservation departuent, The public doce not yet reolise thet ewth a 
task requires the best man-pover obtainable ty grenting ample coupensation, 

& waximan of dleoretionary authority, and freedos from political influence, 

Incidentally, I wee told tant the regalatezy powers conteoplated 

in this Dill bad te be Linkted y reneon of a peoullarity of the Niseourt 
Constitution, which is alleged to prevent the granting of such powers, I agked 

for on offhand opinion on this from several prominent lawyers, but they could 

Ty ~ot Log tnoty tends on this poouktontty, ant believed thet the Mlasuart Sebe 
stitution wns eesentially similor to thet of other stetes which had granted sugh 

powers, not aniy for conservation but for other publ ie work, 
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State Game Adainistrotion to Date. There is no need to hore repent the 

; ‘aspects of etate game adeinistretion discussed under the various gome species. 

Tt nay be advisoble, however to view oll of then sollectively in their relation 

te the four prineiphé: fanetions of 0 state‘cenenpration department, sencly: 
(1) Jagislation. ‘he Missouri situstion is thet typiesl of 

many statest © large develoyment of detailed stetutes, a 

vat no onganie sot oF “eharter* to mike these otstues = 

fully effective. Usable und more or love proven patterns 

foe at  thaveci® tated ta Viewenuin, Telia ae 

(2) ZocteFinding, An exeellent start has been made wider a Gam 

potent officer on a gawe census, which needs to be expand 

od into 2 continuous gone survey, one of the main funetions 

of which is to uncover problems requiring scientific re- 

search, fhe University should be given the responsibility 

for gutting encwere to twee yoobtens, ond the fais te 
neet the responsibility. 

| (3) Babhis Béucation, The Gane & Fish News iss good stars 

toward publicity for significant fects, but needs a game 

survey ond a research program to feed it suth facts. Of : 

Gourse publicity is only one very emoll item in on edute. 

: tional progrem. ‘The main deficiency, as in other states, , 

ie the lnck of any move to bring the potential prodwer of 

hunting (the fexser) into productive relationship with the 

consuuer (sportemen). 

(4) Administration of the Leaded Betage. in excellent start has - 

been made on upland game refuges (except for prairde 
an exeelient start hes been made on reerentional parks, There 
is no staré and no plan for migratory bird refuges, nor for 
state and national forests,



Table R-2 

MISSVUUKI STATE PARKS 

From Game & Fish News, July 1 

LOCATION 2 g 
SB LES OE 3) Siar ae hg aah weeds el ets $|2|2/]8\.2 = MAIN FEATURES 

STATE PARK .. |s|sl2|2lalelelels|2|2| 3| eles 2]slesigelé AND ACREAGE 
County | Nearest Tows | Accessibility. 2 z 5 a 2 2 Z/3 = & é 2 g 35 8 2 3 & ze & 

"Indian Trail Dent 16 miles north Game refuge. 
of Salem On Hwy. 19 Yes| No| Yes| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| Yes| 13,173 acres. 

® Montauk Dent 21 miles s. w. ie ised ae Spring flowing 40 million gallons 
of Salem From Hwy. 32| Yes| Yes| Yes| Yes| No | No | Yes| Yes} Yes| Yes| Yes} Yes} Yes| Yes} No | Yes} No| Yes| Yes} daily. Trout stream. 633 acres. 

* Big Spring Carter 5 miles south ree ete a pong flowing 300 million gallons 
of Van Buren| From Hwy. 60| Yes! Yes} Yes| Yes} Yes| No | No | Yes| No | Yes| Yes| Yes| Yes} Yes| Yes| Yes| Yer| Yes] Yes} daily. Game refuge. 4,373 acres. 

™ Deer Run Reynolds 10 miles west aa es al A oe Game refuge. 
of Ellington | From Hwy. 21| Yes} No | Yes} No | No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No | 6,160 acres. : 

* Sam A. Baker Wayne 3 miles north ese te] ad eos ee Roepos Game refuge. Scenic. 5,500 acres. 
of Patterson | From Hwy. 34 | Yes| Yes| No | Yes| Yes| No | No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| Yet| No| No| Yes} Fine fishing. 

Alley Spring Shannon 18 miles north boa dR (aes ale | ah ae Ba ae | Spe flowing 55 million gallons 
of Birch Tree] From Hwy. 60| Yes| Yes| Yes) Yes| Yes| No | Yes} Yes} No| Yes| Yes| Yes} Yes| Yes} No| Yes! Yes} Yes| Yes| aaily. Fine fishing. 427 acres. 

Bennett Spring Dallas and _| 12 miles west of| From Hwy. 66 Bay 71 million gallon spring. Trout 
Laclede Lebanon, 25 mi|From Hwy. 54 | ¥23| Yes! Yes| Yes| Yee] Yee] Yee| Yes} Yes| Yes| Yes} Yes| Yes| Yes} No | Yes| No| Yes| Yes} hatchery. Bass and trout fishing 

n. e. of Buffalo 425 acres. 

Sequicta Greene 6 miles south of| Fish hatchery. Cave and under- 
Springfield | On Hwy. 60 Yes| No| Yes} No| No |No | Yes| No| No| No| Yes} Yes| Yes} Yer} No| Yes| No| Yes} No| groundriver. 14 acres. 

Arrow Rock Saline 18 milesn. w.of| On Hwy. 41 Santa Fe trail Revolutionary 
Boonville From Hwy. 40 Yes| No | Yes} No| No| N>| No| Yes| Yes| Yes} Yes) No} No| No| No| Yes} No| No| Yes} Tavern. 30 acres. : 

Mark Twain |Monroe _| 18 miles east ee Historical. Birthplace of Mark 
of Paris From Hwy. 26} Yes| Yes} No | Yes| Yes} No | No| Yes} No| Yes} Yes} Yes) Yes| Yes} No| Yes} No| Yes} No| Twain. 120 acres. 

Round Spring {Shannon 14 miles north Zi 18 million gallon spring. 
of Eminence | On Hwy. 19 | Yes| Yes| Yes} Yes| Yes| No| No| Yes} No| Yesp Yes| Yes| Yes| Yes} No | Yes} Yes| Yes| Yes} Bass fishing. 76 acres. 

** Meramec Franklin 4 miles east of Baers [ic (a | Re | ne Game refuge. Numerous and large 
Sullivan From Hwy. 66 | Yes} Yer} Yes| Yes| Yes} No| No| No| No| No| Yes| Yes| Yes) No | No} Yes| No| Yes| No| caves. 5,778 acres. ‘ 

Chesapeake Lawrence Uniawnd Geet) tL be ee Pe os See oad cee Lae 
Springfield | On Hwy.38 | No| No| Yes| No| No| No| No| Yes| Yes} Yes| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| No| Yes] Fish Hatchery. 100 acres. 

Roaring River 8 miles south eed toe ae eho Beautifulspring. Good fishing. Con- 
State Park Barry of Cassville | On Hwy. 37 Yes] Yes| Yes| Yes| Yes} No | Yes} No | No| No| Yes| Yes} Yes| No| No| No| Yes} No| No} crete swimming pool. 2,400 acres. 

“Classified by the Game Department as valuable for Total Area: 39,209 acres 
game purposes. These constitute the present system 
of game refuges owned (not leased) by the state. 
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| (8) Gane Researeh nnd Kdusation in Missourt. | 

The enphawis placed on foetafinding throughout this report 
makes it necessary to sumerige here only the infornetion obtained on the 

following basic questions: a 
Who oan do game research? 

That have they done so fart : as 
What are the most urgent projects to be next undertexent — 

Whst feeilities exict for the dissemination of new facts 
after they are found? ; 

Reneareh Agencies and York fo Date, Of the following List of research agencies, — 
only the first two were actuslly visited during the survey. The others may 

have grester fecilities end nay have done more work then here iadiested, Tf 
80, correctifis are invited, It is furthemnore possible that some of the 

smaller educational institutions, of which there are many almost throughout the 
state, could be added to the list. 

Agency Sork ; / 
ve . Game Survey G@&@ YP Department... . . Published congue work on . fe 3 4 } : chicken, and deer, Possibly other un published wort, j 

University of Missouri... .... + » Foundational work in the soiensies and 
in agriculture, plus some bird , 

: ty individual faculty menbers, d 
to begin geme research, Also inter. 
eeted in game instruction. ; 

Missouri Botanical Gardens»... . +. Foundational work in botany. Coopemuting 
with I.W.BA, im Quail Food Survey, 

u $. Biclogiest eee ewe ne Waterfowl census work, snd 9 di: 7 : — Stations in Missouri. Once made a e 
of wolves in Wisgourl. 

‘Private Naturalists»... a es 4 large voluse of omithological abserva. . tions, but no work aimed ot settlement 
of game questions, : ‘ 

| | 
a ‘
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Urgent Projects. 4 vending of this report mkes it evident that « very : 

lange number of fact-finding projects ave in need of attention, Since, 

however, only @ bere start has been made on axganiged fact-finding so fax, | 

it seems futile to here List anything more then the most urgent projects | 

applying directly to present conservation isews, Phe to net uum pect 

ave Judged toe be a quail study and a wild turkey study, 

Pen the shanipsiah of te eomatey oh Lange, 8 cottentath suet 

stuly is bodly needed, but it esens doubtful if there te eny impending danger | 
"of @ rabbit shortage in Missouri, Parthermore, if setion ean be dbteined on 

the improvement of Miesourl environments for quail, the re¥bite will almost — 

take enre of themselves, For this reason  rubbit stuly aust be given second 

“place from the Miesourl viewpoint. ; 7 

oe Studies of prairie chicken, ruffed grouse, deer, oni certain 

_ predators are also badly nesded, but they are of less imediate pmetical | 

Mt, co Seanede et Glan CERES Se NRE ee 

on quadl and turkeys, 

, %&» Detensine by large-senle banding: (1) that | 
te oeectie eaten of een (2) ow fr frm rato coer | 

quail breed? (3) Under what conditions do quail shuffle or “nigral | 
Or, Conversely, to what extent do queil remain on the lend whore they 
ave raieed? 

What substitute for oange hedges le acceptable to quail? | 
fo forwers? What location, sim, snd arrangenent represents the least | 
Ts tous SUNG deus cna, ak ane on oe cod tointenoe given : ree from 

us Sect denme ait te heewh loce of sand Ue Sauk oases Oe Gel : 
That ie the windbrcak value of osage? The value in increased ineestivor. 
ous Dinte? 

That amount, and errangement of other cover plants are | 
necessory for GP tues han te acting qremals (3) roosting ground? 
Deteraine by banding and re-trapping what wenes good and poor cover 
makee in predetor losees, especially in winter. 

that detonsines mgweed? St ke the often of Tien aut aenaiag 
on tick trefoil? What substitute for trefoil will resist greeing? | 
captive quail on various winter focde (each ap buckbrash, locust beans, | 
eumee) end find out which ones ove valueless “stuffing” and which onee | 

vw Constitute easrgency nutriment. hat do quai] est in early spring? In | 
general, what emounte and locations of weeds ond other plants velusble te 

lia. |



quail sre covpatible with good agriculture on the overage farm? (All 
this presupposes thet it will firct be determined what quell ent of 

"that predstor rotations of what species are compttbie wih 
queil management? hat evidences identify the work of 
‘om (1) neste, (2) kills in Missouri? Secs chuntange ef ahee sah SANDE 
influence depredstions on quail? What is the mobility of various predators? 
Ah dad sence Ok 6 Cink SLE SONS SS ee ee ee 
effective . 

What is the “eouse” of the caturation point in quail? Toes it 
vary with tice or circumstances? Can it be broken dom? If oo, at what 
ish and ty whet methods? Pte tt bi senda an Seakeetes GE 
various cirewnstaness? Mseaiane? “t5) assteene Ee 1) poor 
bree seesone? (2) * (3) predator losses? (4) overshact- 
ing? (5) disease? Unter veriose conditions of feed, Gevedy snd sett 

; ‘ On eae & ie See on pene fareer allow to be 
harve without decreaging hie erep or thet of hie neighbors? 

2. Hild Zurty Stuy, Devormine W pending of oli velesed stock 
(ond later by en ne ee ee eee 

in what periods of time, Determine by Banding whet is the 
‘ survivel value of half-wild and pureewild planting stock, a 

‘ sane crashes semslsensane ton cnectanas unebiede ae aa j 
Have they auy 9 for roosting, nesting, or refuge? How 
do fires, graesng, ond lumbering affect these cover requirements? That 
modifiestions of forestry preetice would laprove turkey cover conditions? 

‘ee That foods do turkeys eat at varizs seasons? What foods ensble 

oan alan gene tk oe Oh ter foot aE gras age ¢ 
fo big’ oni bow frequent? He tenmaye suffer foc8 dkeckage Gurtay GENE 

; That diseases ond parasites affect wild turkeys? How does the 
; Aisense risk vary with (1) contest with tome turkeys? (2) weather? 

(3) season? (4) density of population? (5) contest with other oninale? 
oer ee ne, te ee ao ae 

identify the work of various an (1) nests, (2) Bow do 
predator lostee venp Giitstotty Of Ch) Ouliy peoelalniall {2) predates 
populations? What percentege of nests “get by" with und without predator 
control? eed rat mene lenplysegy tag te Bass al 

That is nome) sex rotio in turkeys? What departures from 
nomel oceurt Then? Why? What is the mintwur of males necessary for 
produstivity? hat are the flocicing hobite at various seasons of ty 

ony sexes? Doos the sex ratis: affect the vadius of wprend from refuges? Te 
there a saturation point fn turkey populations? A cycle? “hat turkey 

: . and quail populations ore compatible with each other on the came range? 
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: Orgonisabion and Pineneing of Reseoren Yorts, » niin mses 
: the proposed quail end turkey projects that each ean be best conducted as a ) 

cooverative enterpelee in whieh the University of Ussourt does the satentifie 
work and the Gane & Yish Depsrtment furnishes the feeilities of ite field fore 
and field stations. J 

Bxperience in other states furthermore indieates thot the surest 
wy of getting off to # good start is to seek the advisory guidance of the = 

principle agency which has successfully done similar work in other states, | 

: naagly the U. 8. Biological Surrey, The advisory services of Herbert I. Stodda 

who condusted the Georgia Quail Investigation, could probably be obtained from 
the Biological Survey on request, provided the state's proposed activition’ 

Could show sufficient financial docking for a peried of years, end certain other 
requisites of good research omgenietion which are well understood by univer. — 
sities, but 16 need not de repeated here, | 

4 As to fimneing, it wuld hanily be proper for an outsider te 
venture specific suggestions, If neither the University nor the Geo Departe 

ment have the requisite funds, they might possitly be subscribed by sportenen — 
or sportenen's organizations in the large cities of the stete, | 

Disceminating Yaets., Wo summary of research opportmities in Missouri would 

be conzlete without wont loning the extreaely effective work which the county 

serieultural agents and agricultural high schools aze capable of perfoming 
in disseminating faete made available through game research et the Agricultural 

College, 

Not many sportemon or conservationists sem to be aware thet 7 

the etate, in cooperstion with the Foderal Department of Agriculture ond the 

lesa eountion, maintains in slave coh county stab o tectndenliy twothel 

 &§ cerioultarel ogent (often provided with a steff) for the purpose of advising 

-lsh ;



: farsers in the detternent of ogriculturel methods, Incidentally many of these 
county agente ore former fam bays, ond unny of then are sportenmn by tradition 

ond training, 1Y gathered an extremely favoreble impression of their individual 

cowpetency, and of the excellence of their oxganisation throughout Missouri, 

Ho mount of money could deliberately create machinery for the dissenination of 

foete on game management @qual to that already offered ty this county agent 

orgentgation, whieh by ite very nature, conteins the guarentee that no recom 

mendotions inimieal to good agriculture would receive their endorsement. Their 

prineipal funetion 4s to disseminate the results of sgriculturel research «= 

doterained ty the Agricultural College with the ajviee of the U. S. Department 

of Agriculture. The proposed set-up for game research exactly parallels this 

existing seteup for agricultural reecarch, and if the geme research work can 

aghieve an equal degree of Gisinterestedness ond canpetence, there is no 

reason to doubt that the county agent omgenisation can eventually create a 

rotional practice of game mansgemeat on Miseourt farms, 

The ogrieulturel high schoole maintained cooperatively by the . 

state, federal government, and county under the Smith.lughes Act, might evens 

tually see fit to teach game management to the younger generation of farmers 

jast ae they now tench the namegonent of many other primary and secondary farm ) 

crops, ‘the distribution of thece schools is shom on Way &, At the bottom of — 

the map appears a eusanry of the kind of “projects” now under way in Missourl, — 

the nunber of farm children enrolled, and the manber of acres or snimls in 

use on project work, I was told by Geomge ¥. Reavis, director of vocational 

Cdusation for the state, thet the principal difficulty in adding new projects 

ie that the variety of subject matter is already as great as the availoble 

tesching organization will persit,and this contention seens to be well sustained 

by the long and varied list on Map S. Nevertheless it ie ay opinion that the 
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-— See eae eee yl Pe ae STAD Ex: ae ce 

SaitheHughes organiestion might consider teaching game management if there 

wore @ Clear public demand for it, if the cubject matter were well ongeniged, 

and if competent teachers were available, The last two conditions cannot 

ve mot as yet, but the initiation of game research by the University would, 

in the course of tine, produce both organised fegts and « few trained cen, 

| 

| 

| 
| a 
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AFERT | MapamatTwatin |]. rai “aon ( 4 oi = ess % E he eX) Smith-Hughes Acriculturel 

es Yow fe pee a ae pee Schools and Projects 
Ye xzcte’ Pet! fe ie i i 

a eelhar lig foie Es a Reproduced from Report for 1926-8 
P tami ei e jeje 8 & (Bull.20, Mo. Board for Voc. Educ.) 
omen | OS juvnoareny STN racon | rrotaeg| “A@ Ne qari? @ cana. Bog jel © 4 #& a ,efart el eS | Je Rs tame Survey of 

| oak ner? [Ome fp © pe : MISSOURI 
Taunt ee 0 ne mr ae Aldo Leonold - Mar.1,1930 
ee en em i om) | 

et joo e/ Rel sel pts | is eas a Ce haa —s BWA 2 Y ; 

[td bed eet le ft | | ! ee es - Xe. _—@ fr ore s es 
Press beset iy san | t DS 

| Pare TT Ye | es + * Ree is j PT Liner temetty 9 ; 
[ee Os Bo tide isa eT) 
i PE acl pale ; @¢ Li rl it ) 
bee Lo ej | {ds i oN | 9 tg Ae 0 Blok (sf eee ee ee agent, @ Ponewten 1@, SSS Tat @ ft were "4 ) 
Le Feat]? | ° j bagsart as eke) 
nage ] Tae pent o Hie fa 

[ee le ee ol oie ere ee 
MAP SHOWING LOCATION OF SCHOOLS MAINTAINING p) 

CLASSES IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE z Vy 

PRELIMINARY SENIOR PROJECT REPORT IN VOCATIONAL 
AGRICULTURE — 1927-1928. 

Number 
Name of project. enrolled. Total xeope. 

Altalta ul 40 acres 
Baby Beef. 191 272 baby beeves 
Beef Production. 35, 244 animals 
Bees ul 113 stands 
Care and Management of Home Orchard, 32 3,929 trees 

Clover u 64 acres 
Corn. 536 1.087 acres 
Cotton s 28 acres 
Cowpeas : 9 52 acres 
Dairy Cow. ‘ 252 434 cows 
Farm Accounts pied eeeh 5 farms 
Farm Management 4 4 farms 
Farm Practice. . . i 4 11 farms 
Garden ; | 1a 94 acres 
Grape gon 12 acres 
Horse : PS 6 animals 
Kaffir Corn. cuca nie 1 acres 
Oats... ay | 4 40 acres 

. Onions : es 1 | 5 acre 
Peanuts... ae ae 1 2 acres 
Pork Production 224 | 1,520 animals 
Potatoes........ Taek tee SO | 154 acres 
Poultry... : : 506 | 54,665 fowls 

Raspberries. . eaters 3 2 acres 
bOeR 8 os cae i 129 1,245 animals 
Sorghum... a ae 1 2 acres 
Sow and Litter. ee 976 1,101 sowsand litters 
Soy beans. ies i 89 628 acres 
Strawberries. . : 76 109 acres 

{ Tobacco...... 3 2 1.5 acres 
Tomatoes ‘i 42 47 acres 

Watermelon. . a : poe 3 acres 
Wheat : 32 365 acres 

1
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: Trt. APPENDIX = “3 

a 
The following pages contain reference material which j ‘ 

was either tec long for insertion in the text, or pertained i 

to 90 meny subjects that it could not rightly be presented in uaa 
@onnection with any single topic. F a 

The contents of this appendix appear in the “Table of a 
% Contents. * 

: -— . 
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, APHENDIX (4 ) ? m 

|) tarry AOolline §=— St Louls 906 Security Bldg. Soaty. ToBelivthe 
| Hotth Metenee => aah Maytaiy Bote) “a as 
>|) alter timer * 8 Fret Ste ty Ty 
Bunnys = =6hl*lU Ue 8, Veathor Bur, 

OF) Chas.t.Puligeet? = Clayton hentenne® Sport onan 

O) Cnester 3.Clepp = Sts Loule 1000 Syntteate Penn, RoR, Sporbenan 

| br, 3.0.tyter 9 —, aor 

«| Marry Bormety * WAY ete neyer Bialsgaereny’ SERN SNe 
|) sulin Bagoverecnt =? Parmer . 

91. 8, steughter = Bldon Agrie.College County Agent 

(| Curtic teeke ° yuree 

of .%.Suayer Versailles GOP Dept, DietsGnme Manion 

SD) velyh Simone Jort.City Capitel Shake @ 6 Com, 

) “ortin Atewie,gr, * # . Chief of Pam 

(| B.t,tenortend Buffale — 

DeRose Mokine —- def, City ° stele 
Ete. . Reavis * . folthelughes ctor, 

3, B. Bennett *« @ & F Com, ie, 

| —_» 2088 * 4 Chief tarden 

| Xornst setwars 8 ® Gh P Com, Sanidemish | 

DD 5.0, arccks Columbia UW, of Mo, = Papadant | 

[| Yadotgh Bemis * 2s lefevre B, of Mo. Pret, Sedhegy 

%. th. Yoode " * « »* @ Asat. Prof, loology 

BR .0.curtis 8 to 0 oe Prof, Zoology 

= % % winter ® 135 agrio. 7? Prof. Sofie 

;
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HH, Krasekopf Columbia 136 Agria. v. of Mo, Prof, Selle 

| Frederic Dunlap . State Forester 

P) 5.0,nrensen “ 101 Gestegy “4 Prof. Geology 

Dae es : ‘suumaee 
‘Ds, tasensn * 107 Whitten 9 Entomologist 
1D br, uP. Moat ” Mehlowter Hall © Medieal School  Sportenan 

Geo, Reeder " VeS.enther Sperm 

| Curtis Rollins ” Pomme Oo Real Estate — Sportanan 
] % ®, nente ® Mardwure Svorteaan 

| 4 R.Orinstend " Agric. Hall woh. Aoete sgrite 

} Ay Ay deftray * " 8 * “ Agric. Balter 

Te x. 4. molten 8 eeety OAF Dept, | Game Renien | 
mae Shivhey * # 7 

Pp Dr, yD, Memelt ” Tedford Bldg. Phyeteton =e 
, Co. 1 & F Asan, 
Dt. 2. tndaex . 8 ° Sperteaan | 
‘| °% 3.2.Price = Hannibal Trust Bldg. " 1elede Couns 

> James Pitford Voy Lond Farner 

[ty Reaper econ Yor’ Gamge  Syortenan | 
| Plora Biaettner Wyeconda Hormaday medalist 

7.0, 3ounen Rahat C&P Dept, Gone tarien 
4 2. Musselman Qainey, TLL, Rane Ornithalogiet | 

7 '.@.Museelman * ” a Sport sean 

t)  — Bommbeck Hannibal Phystetan . 
B “rhe vi2tiens Bowling Green Hardware Sportmen



in Tom Adiresn «= Sammastion «= Samir 
DY. ¢, Comm Bowling Oreen Parasr 
D xs. ror Mexico | O&Y Dept, Gone arden 

Moles Cave «= Palton State Senator Sportenan 
7) mie, out = LL dansbang Parmer | 

AH, Willesbwand — Preebang Morchent Srortenan | 
J) t.n.nuteninen Vienna DistAttomey  Sportenan | 
DD) i.rnamecott Rola gris. Txt, Coumty Agent | 
OE terry Aueter = * Yuriture = Sportanan 
"Dc. » vie " 5 & 10% store seaty. I | 
a aaa : Agric. US, —-Prinatipal | 
7D tah stone “ Rarber Sportenen 
1 f 3. M Gileke ® Pord Garage Sporteman 

| Albert Howoll ® ; +: 

Ds, atin tt. Oveve State Poultey Director 
: Clonde Fenguecn Willow Springs on mee Cane Yarden 

Arthur Yelle  -Oubooh Sabool Produce | 
S %, Rovl wider  Cankfteaé be Cattle Rancher 

| % % Norton West Plaine Syortenan 
Serl Martin # * * 

D112 om Alton Cattle Rancher 
J) Antren deocks = Dontghan Dog Trainer —Sportenan 
Dp % 4. tamer " Raprese Agt. Mos Pay BRC. 

‘ 3, 0, Graken Poplar Bluff Drag Store = sSportenan 
i % & Rellend o « Bask Bldg. roker “ 

j Dr. J.%,hindeay « ® Perguson Bldg. Dentist * 

j Peal Dann Bll dagtan Stete Forectry Diet. Forester 

tr, LB, Ralls * nysisian a



feos tom Adarees, Coase s ioe Sexe hex 
FD cieute tant Jett, City G& F Dept. ey of 

i ’ B11 ingtoa . — 

Valter Wilson Tronton or 

ee Masoy Yeederiektow Ford Garage Sportanan : 

|) telter MeForland « Co. Clewk = Yox hunter 

‘F __mesrentna == Porsyvilie Agrie. Bate County Agent 
OD) tarry 4.0irth s xditor Sportenan 

1. Pe Faherty * Insurance Sportanen 

, a Poitier ” Furniture =‘ Fo hunter 

of). 01.8. Rebe SteGenevieve Dent tet Syertemn 

Ds. % tesa Exedomington 
Arms Co, 

|) Stretton Shertel Jott, City 

| Chas, 3, Spleer  St.louts meee 

A. De Stamew Tright 0 ity Merchant Sportenan 

o. &, Taylor Columbia —— Sportenan | 

|) 8. Goldsbarg ” Sxchange Bldg. Roal ueneee You hunter 

X, 1, Tato 8 oe . te | 
P ".Rrelthers «= Boonville 405 B, High Contrnetor Sportensn | 

: l. 1. Covtte Sedalia 3218. Engineer = G&F Dept, wurden | 

Ta, 7, Steele —Sedndia omer | worden, 

} Fome Allen Yeraw © Courthouse Sheriff singe meg 

2, R Martin » " Sportsman 

[Rocce Rade Preston Banker . 
‘Pte %, tong = Springfield 104% Netee bye, FF Com, Gane Varden 
‘P Feese A, Tolterton ® Pieree KeeGeme Com, : 

f Y.D. Lightfoot 0 Lightfoot Bldg. rete ~ Reddit Yoler



Kone tom agareee Somection Samant 
HH, Paldot Springfield = Govt. Bldg. ©. 8. meethar Dimector 

p.FeRighhart Carthage 6 & F Com, rerden 

se ss = 
. —e 

. Glenn Norasn * _—, sheet Sportanan 

TD) rsvert 2, atten Butler Raitor Timea = * 

TF Geo. 2 Johnson  arvteoavilie County Clerk " 

| 1.2. Reith ® Sporting Goods s 

SsAoumtnghon —Eanane City 2103 tale Taroatamats aula 
{ L.lewten Wider = * m8 ann Attomey Sportenan 

| 0.8. @reeten ..% 123 Mereh, Broker Sport ane, 

D tramcoriee = * * Muy bontn Ova itholog tet 
Bonj.?. Bolt ” ® 7- B, 46th * 

; Guy Leichole . 8 ‘Ee senete —— 

D2, tantiten St. Josey 2708 Levene Syorteman 

: oo Pribenett * Courthouse agrie. Bate County Agent 

D cert 2. Gress — Caneron Prof. Agrit, Coy Hele 

D7. toigh tat oton Pilling Sta, 
DP) Miser D.vetolion Chillicothe «FeO Bhdgs Agrie, Bite Sounty Agent 

ftir. Gates s Moore Haw Ca. Sporteman | 

%, Te Baker Callee “>? Drag . | 

| %.?.Meitiend La Plate, O & F Com Taréen 

D %.?. turret Kivkeville Attorney Sportemnan | 

Jalius Bormeaenn " Tailor oe 

>, —_ Hus * * .



é ——— 
; 

iene. , so asiaunees Semmeaton = Sages 

7 See tyers Queen City SPosteffice  Sx-wurden | 

; Lee Basen Loneaster Joveler Spertenen 

| Jasper Blinee = Alexandria One senecten | 

| 8. Re Bint Steloule S.% Bell Tel.Co, Gent Her | 

: . 

ey



eo 

7 Wideann, Otte, "A Preliminary Catalog of the Birds of Missouri," 
e Misteurh Assdony of Seisasne, Siskenlay 1506: 

" Degurénn, *rtela, & Teap Shooting." Batted t a : Fe Tie ke oe 
8 “iesourt Game & Fish Newel Insued by the Caulentoner | 
: of Game ond Pish from Aug. 1925 te Nov. 1929, | 

4 evtom, J. A. “Segond Annusl of Osae & Fish Comslesionar® a 
. = Seetewoen tite, done 1k. Caabeslly pel ichen ahead | 

: 7 
; \ a 

, | 
; (B) Geology, Boile, Geogmphy, ete, | 

; Branson, BB “Seology of Wiseourl.” Bull, Bugineering i Bboy 
‘i ee re ae ta, Geman Oe | 

. Wiles, Me he & i. H. “the Sotle of Missouri.” Bull, 264 | 
| " wer agriee Hepes Shsy Columbia, dans 1929, | 
: Morvat, C. Fe "Peel Report on « ~ Soile 4 Agrioulture of 
} iencarh Oeemie.* Balle Keo 3, Moo Agtin. Rapts Ste, 
: Columbia, 1920. 

5 Marbut, ©. F, So) Recomnoivennss of the Osark Region of Wt 
: & Aveanaee,® eSeDee Buren of align Soperstan eth 

Mo. Agric. Expt. Sta, Washington, 191 
; Saver, Carl 0, “The Geograghy of the Oxask Highland of Uiesourk.” 
; Bull, 7 of Geog. foe. of Chicago, Univ. of Chisago Presk, 
, Chicago, 1920. 

: Busliler, B. A. Dinmniol Report of State Gestestot* Yareou of | 
! Seology end Mines, la, 1929. 

A Yaticine, % Te "Soll Sunvey of Texas County, Missouri.” 0, 8. 
et ol | Suveon of Soils, toshington, 1919.



(G) Agriculture & Forestry. 3 

: Logon, Be A, & Jewel. "1928 Wievourd Pana “ | 
4 ulke tio, seate Deceh of Aaviaee Vole MavEL, 
: April<iay-June, 1929, Jeffersan City. | 

Ls stezttt of Mis ponte Rend of Voenstensl Beaosatenss * | 
No. for fod ~ 

' Heriese tite ter eee a re 

Dunlop, 7 Wildfire and Its Conteol.* Clim. Boel, Mo. Board of | 
: Agria., Aug. 1926. | 

: Dunlap, Pe “fhe Future Cutover Lands in Missourl.” Prossedings | 
: Taird Southern Yorsatry Congress, Atlenta, 1921, | 
: Pes 118-123. | 

Holm, ©, A, “Meadow ond Pasture Manogenont in the Osark Region of | 
: Missouri.” Bull. 234 Univ. of Missourl, Columbia, | 
: Nay 1925. 

(D) Weather, i 

| Rayos, M. We “Anmual Meteorelogienl Summary 1928." 0, & Teather | 
| Bureau, St. Louis, 1929. | 

Reeder, Geo, “CLimatologioal Mate," Missourl Seetion, Bev, 1928 | 
to Set. 1929, U. & Weather Bureau, Coluntia, . 

Talbot, ¥. %. “Annual Meteerologicsl Suamry 1927." U. S. Venther | 
Bureou, Springfield, 1928, | 

(2) Miseellansous, 

i ; “Keononle Survey of Miseourt." (Mimeographed) report 
oe een Se ee ee eee :



APPENDIX (¢) Fe 

Migcellancous Hotes from Nissourh Oome & ¥ish Hews 
Iome Rese = Sonis Jeeerka 4 

Ty 3/25 Cover Deputy Distes. 25 established, 

F 1fes 2 — Ganth Omp Reported good, 
3 Beer Steak 15 donated by Clements & Campbell Pres, to 

stock parks. : 

5 Gilehwist Refuge anes come Gemnes Wy & Sy Oe 

8 Deer Stock 50 ordered from Clevelond Cliffs Go., 
Michigan, sexes 211, 

12 0s Rabhdte Sold Vooy seem, 3,000 sold lest yr, to on 

pe | Remaining Deer 130 left. Survey ty Wetenes, 

120s Remmdning Turkey “111 ran into thowsends." In 4) counties, | 

170s Purkey Plant 390 emoll dirds plented at Yan Buren, i 

; 4 twer Plant native Ho, door from Tt. B, /% 19 7 Bagedhe = Kinsolving, 

Dy 6/2) = 3s tam, Quad Wo bough fron ing, Bromeville. Plosted | 
Callawmy & Boone Con. Banded, 

13. Reavy Snow Sterted liar, 29. Gaadl fed thre mail carriers, 

8/2 9 Pheasants Dried teoreral years oge = = not very suooease, 

Yer 9 — Cxeamochored Quail Killed near St.0lair fron covey of $ nomeh 
10 Pheasent Kgge Decided to reverse pulley & distritmte eget. 

15 Seow Owh Killed carly Dec. ty Rol.Covter near PrayyWoy 

5/27 6 Phens. Regs 24,000 eggs contrected fron Bvans Game Farm, — 

S Mem Qual %,000 velensed, All banded, 

20/2? -§ Og. Dingram OOF Dept, 

4 9 ‘Turkey Consus 7,000 in state reported ty wardens. 46 counties 
Wiss, Deki New Madrid 

1/2 § ss Shoaking Poldey inst 20, tmnt ae 
ined. to # (in each of © 

Se are aueriebes Boh ersine on am 

1 bey Rabbit radius Sohwars gaye max, of 2 mile, 

12 Light quail 1 yollowishwhite killed ty J.Keshlex, i 
Lineola Ca, j 

;



lowe Eee Zonie emake | 

ein tt yy 
south of Jefferson Barracks, 20 ai, owy. 

a 
" $ Pinoneial Statement. 78,000 trans. to parka from gam fund, 1927. 

16 TAeenses by Counties. oo 

— 43 Beer & Turkey Plants. 100 planted 1927, All northern. Alea 290 

| NG Quad. & Phoas.Plonte 2h, lie phons. egse & 50 tox, quail. | 

W7 Phonts Begg Distrib. By counties, atte, | 
4S = Mex, Queilk = * % e * | 

; 3/280 12s Pmivie Chic, Disease one te ae spams wh the 0 Mate a 

their I have had farmer 

i: ee 
| we i alerinetend,1909 hany Site s 

J 2 = Wen, Quail 3000 contmueted for 1928, , | 

UD 2s = —theonse Sates Por capita, 1927, hunting & fishing. (e0o map) 
f 5/2s) = taskey Plante 250 hens purchased sinse Jan. 2. 

‘4 10 Refuge Map Parke, refuges, hatcheries, highways, 

t 17 State Parke Table Acres, Coo, tom, Hinde, faotlition, | 
4 Tie = 2 Door Plant 12 more dear purchased, 

u 5 hens, Mant 1900 adult birds ordered for August, 

‘ 9/28 «LY; Raett Plants old Penns wouthit $0,300 fren tas & Tame Bey 

i je = g Deor & Turkey Flante 0, age See Sate dolivery to parke. Also 

“B29 17s tadodts snipped 5,5501000 weath $490,000 ot cons 

eg ea 
a $4,000 from ilo. & Kan, 

5 6 ong, Dingren ag 

4



Mine, Hotes 

2/29 0's Pimanedal Statement 

{ 16 Lisenses sold 1928, By counties, ; / 
: 4) Auxiliary Refuges, = List. No soreage. 

4 Gases Plante 1928, fable by species to parke & refuges. 

| 3/9) «=©603—s« Pens, Plante 1909 breeders bought, mbio 211, 

7 Peeding Quail "Ynasuel amount of gnow & ioe,” 

14 «Wild Pigeon By J. @, Boppy. Gome No. material, - 

D2 8 8=6t Ss Phen, Plante 100 released from refuge pens, 

9 ‘Tusey Plente A Limited nusber* of govblors purchased in Fob, 

| 10 Powtel Quail Feeding, Liet of postmeters & carriers coopersting, 

| 16 Rabbite Searce Bo ee, ee yaase sie ba tea 

P19 = 5 Peak Bonding * of aprnd rnvevion teat usa oe 

9 Finanee DMagrame Sources & outlays of O & ¥ fund, 

| 6/29 «= 3s Prairie Ghieken Peble showing S467 in state, : 
| Conme : 

pte Pare map, 1929 ed 
| 17 Park Table , 

| 19 Pheas, Plante 75 berated from refuges, a 

pe em Ss cree ta et 
; 1 “geveral hundred" prop. 1929. 
| 

H 

3



bs APPENDIX (D) we aaa rae 

. Digest of 

me | Seeenncnty nn 

(Parts relating to gene bird plants) | 

, By feat Zany starved spring of 1910 (73 aezes near Jefferson City, 
t, keeper). "Yew hundred" stock birds. Ae 

1510 ngneaat FLMNND. ors caansion having tae pour and fait ¢ 
rent counties during the sumer and fall of 

1910 - - - Sent to reputable people - - ~ in lots of 6-12. Several 
thousand eggs also sent out." Wild broods reported seen. : 4 

p78 tel oe eT, Sonclig soath st Gn tonto tanec ‘ 
themselves - ~ - especially south of the Missouri River - ~ - hari 
think we can look forward to success ~ - - in the prairie counties - 

i where there is not plenty of water and cover such as underbrash and 
timber. z 4 

| "I have Liberated someth 1am apo Rengstien 
| ay pertvliges thvughrei tone 60 coution.* mnporte an to saooens not yet : 

recet 

| 80 T.R.Rowe Grain Valley 115 Fheaa. 1910 Wild broods seen 
3 " ee, HI Still there. 
| G/M... wee ee ee oS whl broods seem 

iN S/¥/ll. . . . Pheas. .... . 8 flocks seen, 

‘— pSl 8.2. dmery ay , , 3a 1 Pheas, © 19217 3 lange broods seen 
Marion Oe 

5 

t. Wu.E.ve- Macon 6/a2/1. 1 Fheas. 19117 Half grown broods 
Cully (Macon Co.) seen. . a 

? Huns. 1911? Half grown broods 
| seen, 

| p- 89 1/3 100 Pheas, 1911 

} »-82 W.Niehols Palmyra 7/7/11 7? Pheas., Broods eum, 
(Marion Co.) 

. ? Huns Ho broods seen yet. 
(Quail are here by thousands") 

© ?.83 g.R.tnomp- Butler 1 6 uns winter All still Survives 
son (Bates Go.) wen 1910-11 brood of 14% hatched 

duly 4, ? 

"Actually published later (letter trans. Oct.25,1911).



Town Bate Planted j 

tose Sountx Jetier Ma Kink Due = Rome 
tire, Bt Slater 1/3/12 6) Mons, 7/2/lL 2a, HE, Seter 

Jonkine (Saline Co.) 
§ 

5 .3-onith = Ave. 7/6/12 % Fhoos, 191l Rateed from eggs 
(Douglas Co.) 

? toe. ‘Zech pair has young. * 

¢.2.Nemon Greenfield 7/8/11 1% Phone, 1910 ld neote seen 1921, 
(Rede Go.) 

3,0, Parry Boel s/a5jil ? Sune. 1 Bot sown since lete | 

(uePonald Co.) 
7 Phees, ¥ *Raiwed good broode* 

1) Yrouk Dovey Urbana g ? une. 1 brood of 32(?) seem, 
(Dallas Go.) ici ” 

3.9. Lowe Wonre C4 ‘af. 3% «Bune, ? broods seen, : 

at us ? 
? Pheas, ? 1 brood of 9 seen, 

2.5, Herring sane Shy 4/19/1l 1% Phone, rowurd offered for 

ton (Platte Go, Sliegel kil Ling 
? Bune 

Soa.Qoodsen  Carrolton i ? Yhoas, 1 Private plants; epresd 

: ” a war 10 miles in ench 
divection. 

@ uns 2911 2 Brood soon, j 

J.%.Monte ‘Sedalia Ao «eens, 1909 Private plant. Adke for 
eonery (Pettis Go.) A etate breeding stock, — 

eA ONCOL ECON ILIAC 
9 

Suenery: Of 13 pheasant plante desoribed by the above cooperatorss 

6 were seen to heve broods in the wild, some up te helf- — 
grown elu, : 

lms * * © a noet of epee in the wild, 
6 make no mention of eggs or brocda, ee 

Summery: Of 2 Begraten visate toaeetiet We ts Leliconean oat 3 
wore geen to have broods, som up te helf-grown eine, 

2 failed to show broods, ac far as obeorver knew, ae 

1 does not mention broods or newts.



APPENDIX (5) ; 

Digest of — 

Ae He Bogardus. J.B.Yord & Co., Now York, 1574. . 

. | 
TD retersbang, Sangamon River, TLinois, Moved there "17 years ago” or shout 1957 

At that times 
3 

Quail - "vast numbers" 
Pinnated Grouse - “rather numerous” ; 

i feer & Turkey - "abounded" 

TD ossge Bedzeg planted on J. D. Oillot stock farm (7 miles seroes). Quail now 
f wore plentiful (1374) than before hedves planted, : : 

} ae At present time youne grouse “much more scarce about Elihart® — 

} to breaking up of pmirie. 

| Pe Sa-Hiemahtaie S00n at Teutake Tavs te Tovacher flying B. sereen Kiaeaaaae 
; iver into is. % not return by this mute. : 

4 Malls. Shortaate °F oF 20 sear ape (1866) =» mann we tek eee 
‘tort. riled 160 ina day, "They decreased at one tine, but recently hve = 
4 been getting numerous again. (low 1870? +2). 

if Aepst-A Sonihtil Grane treed ot Wimetnge Seay 6) ales fron Eittark, letter 
; ¥ "oveagional." | 

‘Prey Foxes nuserous with us.” 3 | 
; a more numerous than they ever vere before" « shooting excellent in most 

Counties of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, Iowa, ‘Missouri, Tisconsin, and 
: Minnesota, : 

Yissouri. “Perhaps the dest gencrel shooting is to be had in N. B. Missouri, 
; *or there, hecides grouse, quail, witerfoul, etc., the sporteman may come upon 
4 wild turkeys and deer," 1 

| Pe 55. Einpted. Qrauaa, "Tone in ohio, fon in Uiehdven ond Indiana, wt phenthfl 
/ in I @, ‘ows, Uinnesota, Kansss, Nebrasia, and parts of Missouri 

i and Sisconein." 

FE % 57. Com, "A erent deal of com remains standing all the winter in the Tost." 

; Pe 58. Ineubeticn of grouse is 2] days. | 

B & 66. im 1872, 2 wen killed 600 grouse in 10 deye in Maclean Cos, Thlinois, =— 
3 

3 

: Pe 87. here I live the grouse-are nearly as atumdont in the latter part of the 
fall (migrants) as they were 17 years ago . . but not anything like ae ; 

many young grouse . . in August or September as there used to te.” 

P 89. Quai} “much more nunerous now in Illinois 2nd other prairie states than 4 
formerly." ea 

‘a



Cultivation . . snd omge hedses have brought about the incresse," 

, 
: pe 90. Quail hide in soft snow to escape have, : 

pe 10L. In about 1866 on Shoal Crock 50 mi, B. St. Joseph, Hissourd, on the 

Hissouri River were "quail, pinneted grouse, some ruffed grouss, 

. turkeys and deer in lerge nuabere." 
i 

| pe 101. YLinois. ‘uch the best state for pinnated grouse” (than Towa). 

pe 105. last fall (18737) in Alabama, Louisiana, Hississippi, Tennessee “there : 

| ws not one quail to a hundred. . in Tlinois.* j 

| 

p. 107. “The ruffed grouse is extensively distributed from east to west, bub q 
ig nowhere found in eny grest abundance.” "No such multitudes as 

: pinnated.” "“Sparsely® in ¥. Y. and N. J. Wet in B. Meee er ee ; 

: Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Tous. Also found, tut "most ; 

fn some parte of Wisconsin and N. Ww. part of l. P. Michigan." : 

p. 113, Numerous about 1990 in bottoms at mouth of Cass River, Michigan. 

11%, geapee. of Alton, 1, Ye (max. 6 por day) before 1857. d 
’ Co., Illinois, killed maximum of 15 per day. 

. On Shoal Creek, Missouri, killed 90 in 3 weeke turkey hunting. a 

(Thies in 19667) 

| Togdeoek 

p. 12% "A great many near Iockport, Illinois.® 

| be 130. Seareer in West than in Atlantic estates. Many on bottoms and islands | 

| of Mississio=’ dom to St. Louis. 

Jockenine : 

pe 133. Breeds “on the Calunent, and some in the great Winnebago Svanp." 

pe 136. Moxiomam kill 340 per day. “tag seldom os small oe 75 couple at the : 

| right time." (On Sangamon). 

2D - 136. "Snipe are vastly more abundant in the Veet . - than in the East.” 

Pe 139. Yagered to i:f1l 100 snipe in 100 consecutive shots. fio takers. 

Hi .



AprenDmx (7) 7 

Digeet of : 

A Preliminary Gstelog of the Birds of Missouri iy am 
by Otto Widmemn 4 

Academy of Science, St.Louis, May 21, 1906 i ale a 

8 Spring of 1878 very early. St.Louis peach trees in 
’ fpana Ts. 1907 not in bloom til] Mar.25; 1279, April 15; 1860, { 

April iB 1881, April 28. Magnolia bloomed Mar. 12, 1878; 1881, ha 
April 24; 1882, March 18. 1907 trees not in leaf till June 1, r 

p1$ Goshagk “ig a very rare transient visitant.* 4 

p45 Blwe Googe “fairly coumon...Mar.17-Apr. 2," en 

pe 46 Sunde Goose. Bred in Peninsula till 1890's, nesting on cypress : 
s ; 3 

pe57 Husgring Crane. Last seen Mer, 15, 189%, at Stotesburg (Yernon Co.) 
i iz. 

p54 Yoodegek "not...of frequent occurrence in the western part." ' : 

Dy p.79 Autiec Grouse, "abit 20 years ego...numerous in most wooded parts 
; | i. killed a pair at mouth of Grand River April 30, 1845." — 

Br. Hoy-Booneville, 1954. Trippe, 1872, found it abundant in wontes 
le, Mr. Nehrling sav a specimen killed in 1683 near Pioree City... ‘ 
"Comaon near New Haven until about 1236." About 1886 eggs received by 
Hurter from Pevely, Jeffereon Co. "W.¥. Rasmus, born se near Marthas~ 
ville, Warren Co., writes that in his youth pheasants were plentiful neer 
hie home, as well as near Herman & Washington, where he Lived later, * : 
At Payette, Howard Co., “formerly plenty, now scarce," Salem, Dent Co., 
“ence found...not there now." 15 years ogo (1890) common in Shannon Co., 
now rare, = shot at Monteer winter of 1905-6. At Bdgehill, Reynolds 
Co., June 189 ; 

" Now (1906) rare, but stil] found in St. Francois, St. Louls, & 
Franklin Cos., and "a few years ago” (19007) near Henmann in Gasconada Oo, 

‘Ave never found on the wide ridges of the Ozarks...Some think... 4 
chiggers...kill the goung...another explanation may bé...the anmual ; 

4 burning. * | 

p. 81 a Hen “was once a common resident in the prairie region of 
Missouri...but eas long ago as 1888 reports came...with that lamentable . 
notation *onee conmen--now rare," 

"Though as a rule non-migratory, the Prairie Hen of northern Towa j 
’ and Minnesota has been known to migrate (‘some say females only) southward 

into end through Missouri in November and December, returning...in March, _ 
large flocks of such transients were noticed formerly.” | 

p. 82 HHaseescs tenant, Geo. H. McCann of Springfield writes (1907) he 
ra: pert English, part Mongolian) in Taney Co. preserve plus | 

: Yel 
> Sol



: 32 vaised locally by hand, “Several covies were raised on or about 
“ the preserve, we Oy te after the first frost...where I know not, 

I have labored with for the past ten years... but feel thet I have 

< made a complete failure," 
A lub at Springfield, Greene Co,, liberated 600 "a few years ago." 

_ *Yor a year we felt euscess,.,.but I an unable to locate a bird in 4 
‘ Greene Co." $6,000 spent, Sent several pair to MN. Missourl with 
z Tike results. 

‘ 8% Yermorly in all parte of the state, “As early as 1388 Ur, 
" TEER naperte fron Toytove, Howard Co. ‘formerly plenty, now scarce, '* 

‘ 9% ‘Taxidermists say that years past before they get to see one, 

‘ ” pm was made this fall (1906) when 7. Schwars...rectived § ‘ 
fine adult birds (males & fémalés)," (Mav.15~Dee.15) 3 

¢ ’ Pe ‘According to Dr, A. ¥. Binkeek of Hew Haven, Ain é 
i Re ete ee een dul onl eee $ 

i Living along the shores of the Missouri River, where Lo . 

toward evening flying scrogs the river, contataes 42 Sagneabaas 
ward in April, ‘The river being over half a mile wide, some of the 

, binis become exhausted and fall into the water, where they are pieked 

‘up by the people along the shore." ; 4 

: DIM Gray “Constant warfare, schas greatly thinned its ranke during the 
20 years... There are many winter roosts, lange and emall, ‘aa 

scattered over the state." Hundreds of thousands poe peereagy wy 

: Teland &. of SteLouis in Nov. and Dec, In willow thicket, in i 

very cold weather roosted on ground in snow.
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APrENDIX (0) : 

, 1925-1929 Game Plants and Their Distribution 

LL LT CLT LC NLL LT LCT OL LLL LLL EL LLL ELL EDEL LL LCL LCL CL DL NCO ADDL LLL LLL 

t Turkey $ pheasant * Mexican Quail ! Deer ; otal 

ndian Tra. SPeo = € o 80 2 8 M4 We F Be o fw 08 « 68 & of «© of © 08 & of © of & of & of o 08 & 8 © L16 

Meramec S.P. cc « ote o 8 o of GH 8100 t F te 0 8. BG te c Bo oko of « oho oho oho che oe EWG Ga ke ! 
Sam A. Baker S&P. t Use 78 t : 2 : 2 % : 3 2 as ’ os | 

Big Spring &.P. 3H: Of O8F08 B8 : $ t t : 8 t : ’ : 8 t 

ide nay Shy 4 2 22321100: 738 3 ’ yrs : % 2 : : : t s 100 

Alley Spring 5.P. +: : : 8 : : : 2 € 2 : : : 3 3 : : : 

Arrow $.P. t : : t 8 2 : 23 3 t 3 : t 3 3 $ 3 : 

Bennett Spring SP. : 8 : 8 t : 32: 3 ’ : : 3 : : 3 2 : 

Chesapeak Spring &.F. $ : ’ : : 8 23 : : : : : : : : : : 5 

Mark Twain &.F. en ke ORR eee eae : Tog) a ee Oe a ee ; 

Montauk S.P. 8 : t t 8 ' t = : % 4 8 $ 2 : 3 ‘ t 

Round SF 8 : : 3 : : : : 3 3 t : t : : : : : 

haste Coa AcOcRe 64 02-04 We ts 2100 3 : : 2100 3 3 3 : 2 ’ : 
Buchanan Co. A.G.R. ¢ : $ 3 3 : 3100 : t : $ 3 : 3 : ' : : 
Callaway Co. AG.R. : Of 08 02203 O8 #100 : t 8 2216 3 : $ t : : 8 
Clark Comty A.G.R. : 3 z : t 2100 + 2 : 2216 + : 8 te & 
Greene County A.G.R.? t : 3 t : 2200 : 8 : : 723% $ : ’ 3 : : ; 
Harrison Co. A.G.R. 3 : : : : t- #31003 t 8 2 t 8 2 t t : 3 
Macon County A.G.R. 2 Of Of OF Me 23 8100 ¢ ’ 2 : 723 : : : : t ’ ; 
Marion County 4.6.8.1: 93: O08 03: 902 O8 3100 ¢ ’ : % ’ : 3 2 : ’ : 
Bewton County A.G.R.: : $ 325212: 2100 1 : $ : 72: t : : t ’ : 
Nodaway Co. A.G.R, ¢ * 2.3 : t : 2100 : : 3723 : % : : t t 
Randolph Co. A... 3 1, 4 s slabs : t 8226 + : oc oe : 
Ray County A.G.R, =: 3 t : tee 8 Be : : : t : : 2 2 : 3 
Vernon Co. A. G. BR. 2 3 2 : t 2 3103 & : 3723 3 3 a 3 4 3 

Totals : + $2502 ¢ 29 91499 s «©h00 [suosnaso; . 2152 72100: 2: +: 27 | 
| amen emma oe annette rare tect ene Sa eee nn hana eeenteenn Ge tn nar Ear ne at rn any ne st cnmeerteet/TapeRReR Seen A Nee ter - = 

; i y seth rari ee ‘ j E . 

°pistribut : counties in G & F Hews, | 21928 y ' alihos cece yielding eso birds \ Y
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PREFACE 

The intent of this Survey was not to turn out a completed job, but rather 

to construct a skeleton or foundation, to which might be added the results of 

further work by the Wisconsin Conservation Department. This further work will 

ve in charge of W. B. Grange, Director of Geme, who hes collaborated in this report. 

It was also the intent to construct an historical background for the work 

of the research fellowships (A) recently financed by this Institute in Wisconsin 

and adjoining states, and for the life history studies (B) recently undertaken 

by the states thenselves. These are: 

(A) Fellowship at Professor 
Yaiversity of dn Charge Zellow Sublect 

(1) Wiseonsin Dr. L. J. Cole Poul L. Brrington Quail 

(2) Minnesota Dr. R. N. Chapman Ralph 7. King Ruffed Grouse 

(3) Michigan Dr. G, Carl Huber 8, B. Yeatter Hungarian 
Partridge 

(3) Study Undertaken by Under Supervision of Zield York by Subject 
(¥) Wisconsin Consex- Dr, Merritt Jones Br. A. 0. Gross Prairie Onicken 

vation Department W. B. Grange 

(5) Michigan Conser- P. 8. Lovejoy H. M. Wight Pheasant 

ichigan Forest School 
(6) U. of Minnesota Dr. R. G. Green Dr. R. G, Green Grouse Disease — 

Minn, Game Dept. 

Projects 2,4, & 6 deal with cyclic species, hence the emphasis on the 

history and behavior of the game cycle, King is making a parallel survey of gome 

syeles in Minnesota, | 

4 list of persons consulted appears in the Appendix, | 

Map A shows which counties were covered ond in which counties the information | 

Was checked by Sesking at the ground, 

Corrections or additions to the data are invited, 

.
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1, MMecrrrrion ; 

1. Dxpes.of Game Country. For game purposes Wisconsin may be classified 1 

as follows! wis 

lL, Forest Belt «+ «1 eee ene wan em am Li, 5,000 27,700 zn 

2 Transition Belt « « « + «+ «4 «6 + oo » » 12,067,000 18,900 oo 

(9) New Drift Area « - Wis, « « « = 4,331,000 6,800 12 

(>) 014 Drift Area - + TL1, ~~ ~ 4,988 ,000 7,800 a 
Sand & Peat Area « arift~ 000 8 (e) ‘ me 2,748 , big 300 

ere Wie.) 

J, Agrigultural 3014 + << + + + «20 o = oo 18,425,000 19, 0 ; ae, 

(a) Sake Region +--+ Wis, += 6,003,000 9,400 y 

(>) Drift Preiyie.. Tl, --~ 746,000 1,200 2 ’ 

(e) Deiftless Area + none-++ 5,674,000 %, 800 1G 

POTAL we ew eee nes eeuenee 35, 41,000 56,000 ba 

% Bishorr ond Deserivtion of ygeg, the agricultural volt, occupying the 
southern counties up north to Manitowoc, Marquette, and Buffalo, i9 the : 

Tegion settled in the forties and long used intensively for egrioulture, All 

of the counties are ever 90% farmed, ‘ 

the part east of Medieon differs substantially, however, fron the 

part weet of Madison, 

The east part is gleciated and hence has lekes and ewnmps, many of 

Which are fortunately hard to drain by reason of the disturbed topography, 

wle



TD) tee wodlots are on the rocker moraines, It is the northwurd extension 
J of the tatco Region found arvund Chicago and in northem Indians, and the 

Fl seme name is weed on Map Ani, 

C The west part is ungleciated and hence has no Lakes end few 

’ svamps, Ite woodlote are in the rowines, where Limestone outerops prevent 

; tillage. ‘the intervening ridges were originally covered with an infinite raul- 

| thention of moll prairies, Prairie fives mn unchecked on these ridges, 

: especially toward the north, ond thus confined the tinder to the ravines, 

The transition belt, eccupying the central counties north to Door, 

Price, and Polk, was settled at the tine of the earliest lusbering, Agriculture 

on ite ketter soils has only recently become intensive; on the poorer soils of 

the sand and peat area it hes slipped beckunrd, All countios are less than 

506 formed. ‘ 

The recently gleciated eastern half, and the econtral send end pent 

area, have quanpe, Im the western part the glaciation is old and faint, and 

The forest belt, eceupying the northern counties, was settled on 4 

the heele of the big sawnill, Agriculture hes relapsed on the poorer soils, 

ALL counties are less than 256 farwed, wut the rensining 756 of the lend ie, 

with rare exeeptions, not being used for forectyy. The potential exop of gant 

and timber varies with the richness of the sil, The richer soils originally 

ore hardwoods, the last stands of which are now being out, | 

| The salient characters of the various types from the longetine | 

viewpoint of game management are, in simple termar | 

| 
: 

ne



| 
: | 

: tne Eaxoreble Unturorabe . 
Agricultural Belt | 

_ MAD ER +++ > + + + HERS SND + + ES re 

DeifVlees Arte «coe -osssccece+ Devegttetion Ww emaing 

pf rronsision seit uae 
f Sand & Peat Area ~~ - ++ enemps+-+--- Pires and drainage, | 
, Remainder of Transition Belt -...-.~..~ ++ Devegetation by erasing. | 

f Forest Belt +-+~+« +++ ++ = syamps & lakem +. ~ fire, end | “ee 1 

, The vetternent of game Conditions ean be brought sbout to o 
_ [> lintted extent by direct stave action in the fom of legislation, technical | 
 [ readorsnip, ond nequisition of key lends, | 
, By far the greater part of the needed setion, however, can be ' 

| |) wrought sbout guly Dy the cooveration of the industries ommine the Jendeng 
| Being ib for other crops. Thess industries control the gaue environnent, and | 

|) vitnout proper enviroment there ean be no gene crop, This is the Meart of the 

_ [cme probiea-—the contra foct which not all conservationists (mush less the 
. general publie) as yet appreciate, i 

: That are those industries? What lands do they own? What cropa : 

[4 they ratsot that environment do they offer? What ts their attitude tonard | 
¥ game? 

: This report will attempt to raise these fundamental questions, | 
if wether or no it can answer them, Yo begin with, we need an inventory, 

| 3 reps and Industries Affecting Gone. Map 3 gives a sisplifiod picture 
| of Hisconsin agriculture, and of the location of manufacturing centers. The 

( primary industry of the uncolored area is of course forestry, Thore is one 
:
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other important industry which cannot be shown because it is too diverse and 

scattered, and that is the Recreational Industry. 

fhe salient charsctors of the three basic industries affecting 

geome ares 

Induster Avea aed (1924) Character of Attitude 

Million Acres. $f State Revironment. Soxerd deme 

Agriculture preg soc egy 

Gvops & Plowland 112 -+-+ 316 ~~ no fence ing, but no setion 

peraere © ¢ ° St 10.9 -<+ 3s +7 part ero toward restoration 
Woodlota~ «= + « or ~ + grazed out <i 

Petal + + = “84.0 +++ Oe strong incent 
to hasten it. j 

Forestry, probly ~- 15.0 --= 32h ++ slashed & ~ + + Just realising { 
warned that game is a 

possible crop. 

Recreation «+<«««5 «|< = ? aenw FY we glashed & - + ~ Hot active except 

ymed on game 

It is ef course impossible to be exactly accurate or just in so 

generalised a atatement as the above, It ie substantialiy correst to state, 

however, that agriculture and forestry control nearly 2/3 end 1/3 of the state 

respectively and that the enviroment now offered gone by both industries is 

good or bad wholly by accident, neither heaving so fer thought of game manage= 

nent either a¢ an obligation, nor ae an opportunity. , 

fhe heart of the gome problem is to get farmers and lumberstn to 

think of game management as an opportunity to supplement their other crops 4 

vith @ gome erop, either for their personal enjoynent, or, if not personally 

interested, for revenue or some other equally powerful incentive, 

{me yongon for mentioning revenue is that no other incentive 

stems Likely to pat the requisite area inte production. Gomes, espetially 

wild native gome produced ty natural methods, 4e in ite very nature a low , 

a



EL yietd, lomcost, large-area crop, hence large areas must be brought into 

| production to meet the recreational needs of our growing population, This 

is equally true shether those needs aré for sport, or aesthetic enjoyment, 

| Before either of theese incentives con become operative, however, 

the technique of gawe management must be developed through reesarch, ‘The 

lend owner must now with reasonable certainty what managenont measures will = 

produce whet erop, and at what cost in time, skill, or money, This report is 

a preliminary stogketeking of what is know or being done about game manngee = 

nent. 

h, reas of Range by Soeeies, In considering what areas can Ye made to rb 
imce gone, the starting point must be the area whidh is now suiteble or ean be 

x80 suitadje for each game species, Table Bl prevents on extinate, arrived 

at by gueseing the proportion of esch type at prevent or potentially stocked, 

The environmental requirements of exotics quch as Hungerien par~ = 

tridge and ringnecked pheasant are ae yet too imperfectly mown to make , 

possible anything more than a guess a6 to the area which they could oceupy, 

and their relations to native game is still so obscure that the area they 

should be allowed to occupy is still more uncertain, 

; | 
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F Present Per Gent of State | 
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: 1%. ANALYSIS 

) , 
| Before an analysie of the gome situation by species can be 

attempted, it 1e necessary to first consider the gome cycle which seoms to 

affect moot of the epecies occurring in the state, and in the cans of ground 

| and snowsnet pabbite, ie evidently the pringipel detersinast of abundance or 

| scoreity et ony one time, The individual characters of the eyelic species 

cannot be intelligently discussed until thie yhenowenom, commen to all of 

4 them, is deverthed and understood, | 

A rool understanding of the game gyele (i.e, a tennbdle theory of | 

ite couses and mechoniens), te o6 yet locking, bub « decoription of ite | 

Whevior con at least be attempted, and may hasten the discovery of its cause : 

ond mechaniam by competent ressarch sg@ncies, 

Vatil the mechanism of the cycle ip known, the manogement and 

conservation of cyclic specice aust neosasarily grope in darkneas, / 

<a 
| | as



7 (2) ane Cyeles jn North Amerien. | 

It ie common knowledge that: 

‘ l. Buffed grouse snd snowshoe rabbits fluctuate violently in 

. abundance, The length of the sycle from high=te-high of | 

7 Lowtonlow has been given as from 7 to 10 years. ‘The tebe | 

: bit cycle has been traced back for many periods, and the | 

. grouse cycle for several periods, 

2. Sick, dead, and parasitined individuals oceur during the | 

period of nostality, fhe Grouse Invectigntion ie Ademtin 

“ fying mony of these parasites in ruffed grouse, 

‘ 3e The decline in ruffed grouse is often associated with 

goshavk migrations, and some think ie ceused by then, and 

3 by other predators deprived of their usual supply of rabbite. 

| 4, Depressions in ruffed grouse are parellel but not identical 

: in point of time as betwecn states. 

i 5. Other species, like ptarmigan, are affected by the grouse 

| cycle, 

The eecompanying Chart © (complied from correspondence, personal 

_ [> interviews, and the literature) is obviously fragmentary, but has some value ag 

Fc veckground for the more intensive Wisconsin chart which will follow, Chart @ 

> inctontes thats 

6. Prairie chickene and sharptail are affected by the grouse 

‘ cycle, and poseibly also blue grouse, sage hens, and other 

§ grouse, 

7. The Heath Hen Census parallels the common cycle, at least 

iy since 1907, 

- 8. The Cyclic Ares is continental in seope (except thet evidences
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is lacking for the Rocky Mountains south of Canada), The 

lest depression hit between 1923 and 1927 from British | 

Columbia to New England. The previous depression hit be~ | 

tween 191% and 1917 from Alacke to New England, In North 
Carolina, however, the ruffed grouse cyele seems to be | 

“off schedule" as compared with the northern range. 

9. There is no positive evidence that bobshite quatt, wild 

turkey, or Hungarien partridge are effected by the grouse 

cycle, 1 ie evident, from their behavior in South Dakota, 

that ringnecked phessente are not (as yet) cyclic. 

10. The Southwestorm quails are cyclic, but the eyele does not 

s¢om to conform to the grouse cycle, 

| 

) 
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p : : 

(2) Gome Cycles in Bisconsin, | 

The eecoupanying Chart D * (compiled from personal interviews | 

during the Wisconsin Survey, on4 from the Literature) texen im conjunction | 

with evidence to be presented later, indicates thet: | 

11, Ruffed grouse have Youn cyclic at least since the 150%, 
end prairie chickens since the 1590's, 

12, the cycle shows o definite periodicity of wbout 9 years. 

the Length of this period has not changed singe the 60's, 
although the degree of decimation and the percent of terrie 

tory affected may have inerensed, The evidence necessary 

to trove these aspects bas dleappeared, 

13. Mo territory is exept from the cycle, tut the degree of 

decimation decreases southward, Reavy decination is chete 

aeterietic of large continuous ranges; moderate deoimat ion | 

of discontinuous range and adverse énvironaente, 

24 In vaffed grows there are instances supported by positive 

evidence thot the populstion in the loweat your was ae low 
ae 306 of noma, and inal probebility the maximum Get. 
imation in ruffed grouse and snowshoes rune ae high as | 

95%, and in prairie chickens as high os 75% | 
15, te incidence of the eysle ae detwoon locslities within 

single county may log ag much ag 1¢ does betwoon countios, 

dotween states, or betwen continental regions, The last 

éopreseion hit 2 years aheond of the “nomal® (or uoat fre- 

quent) date in some leealities, bat all localities were bit 

TT ley We tis nanbenel eh | eS Fe ee ee 
ale



; Chart D ‘ : 
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within one year after, In short, the total "log" of 

three yeore between localities at both ends of the Quyeor 

period almost tat not quite obscures ite general synchronian. 

In one locality the last depreasion wie four years ahead 

of normal, 

16, The incidence of the ayele as between species shows mo 

civer evidence of ony Timed order, Gf 15 cones in which 

mortality in two oF wore species wos dated in the sump 

locality, ruffed grouse fell off fivet in 4, prairie 

chickens first in $, Reboite were never first (except 

Cottontath in one cage foll off simltaneously with sufted 
grease), ‘the earliest species te fal off ie usuelly only 

one yeor aheod uf the last. ‘the oraer of recovery seems te 

be the same as the onder vf mortality, 

17. Dueiaation in any one species ie seldom of never accompe 

bished within ® single year, ‘The movt reliable agus ime = 

atente that the year of hecviest decimation is elways 

preceded ana usually fullowed by ot loset ome year of 

lighter loss. thw succeeding recuwery requires similar 

Aength of tine, 

18. iecimation, os indiented wy efck, dvad, or heuvily parte 

eitized birda, may take place ot any eeagon of the your, 

éiek or dena binds ere founa wontiy during the year of 

hwovivet iges, wah beovily paresitiged birue seem te be 

fvund at least o year before ona a yoor after, 

19, ‘the year of heovieet decimation in raffed grouse at the 

extremity of the Door Gounty Peaingula shows no dog ag 

compared with the sajaceunt mainiand, 

olde |



20. the cottentail at ite northern boundary is sometimes 

decimated as severely as the gnowsnoe, In the southern 

port of the state decimation was confined to the southe | 

/ western quarter, this quarter, however, showed only 

from 10-50% of a normal erop in 1926, which is a langer : 

and more uniforms ares of cottontsil shortage than any | 

yet found elsewhere in the eornbelt, | 

21. Goshawk appearances during the last depression were en+ 

tively insufficient te constitute ite cause. | 

22. Of the 6 depressions so far traced, only 2 are associated | 

with extre cold winters, and only ... with winters of | 

exceptional suowfell. (This does not, however, exclude 

some correlation with weather). 

23. There is a pussling coincidence between cyclic mortality 

in grouse ond winter losses of quail. Of 11 quatlekilling 
winters since the first know grouse mortality of 1881, § 

are roughly coincident with grouse mortality, (ive. oll but 

one of the 6 cycles seem to show mortality im quail as | 

woll as grouse. All but one of the 11 quail losses, how | 

ever, is more or less explainable by weather conditions. | 

(See Chart H-3). . 

Part of the evidence supporting theese findings can be read dire | 

‘ ectly from the charts, fae vert of te 40 00 velmtueen Unt ite presentation 

at this point might be confusing. It seems best to proceed at once to sumer 

ize the remainder of the findings, in the form of an ideelived graphic portrayal | 

of the game cycle, deding with the cyeli¢ especies as a group. | 

| 
| “5 |



| (3) Gyelde Pomubatton Ourves. 
| 

Chart & goes beyond the historical evidence. It attempts te re+ . 

TD construct the typical game eycle, using the evidence where there is any, but | 
: interpolating probable characterietics where there is none. Ite object is 

|) owiously to fill out the mentel picture of thie fundamental phenomenon, in =: 

so far as cam now be done, with a view to mmking possible a move ekiliful . 

guese ae to where to seek ite causes and mechenians. | 

To the extent that Chart % is correct, 1¢ indiestes the following | 

: additional findings: | | 

24, An abundance of all grouse may be exposted to prevail 

throughout the state only during sbout 3 yeare out of | 

every 9, and these 3 yeare will be consecutive with 6 — 7 

leem years intervening,  qummt ope eae vill 

justified only about 1/3 of the tine, | 

25. Iecal abundance, possibly only of one species, may be , 

expected for a year or two at eech ond of the lean pore | 

fod. Adjustment of the state's management policy to 
this extremely varisble situation obviously éoumnds not | 

only the delegation of full regulatory powers to the 

Conservation Comaiseion, bat also the prosseution of a | 

skillful ond continuous game eurvey to keep truck of | 

local situstions, | 

26. The maintenance of cyclic stundance (as distinguished | 

from continuous seareity) te dependent on the conserva- | 

tion of seed stock and the maintenance of favorable | 
environments, | 

me |
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(4) Support ing Byidenge. 

Having completed the presentation of 26 summarized findings on ‘ 

the subject of game cycles, there remsine the task of showing how they vere 

arrived at. 

Sources of Cycle Date. Most of the date on Oharts 0 and D are merely the 

graphed recollections of selected sportemen and game wardens. The recollestion 

of good and poor hunting years was found to pereist a long time, wut the excet 

dating of those years was bopoerible except where the observer could be led to — 

agoodinte them with some personal experience, public event, or change in gome 

lawe, Zo illustretes ‘The various events end personal experiences of the orld 

War proved the best means of dating the 1917 cyele; the Spanish War for the 1999 

cycle, The Hinekley fire of 1695, the Peshtigo fire of 1876, the Sig Snow of 16s, 

all proved to be handy landmarks, Persotial events, where the observer was able 

to assaciste a series of good-ar poor years with the year he wee married, the 2 

year he built his darn, or the year he shot off hie thuwd, or the yearhe moveh 
ar changed jobs, were an even move frequent meane of dating eyeles. All of these 

nay be classed as Yassociation dstings* and may be aseuned to carry @ proveble 

error of only one or two years regerdleos of elapsed tite, Should the probate 

accuracy of any particular numbered curve ever come into question, my indexed 

field notes will usuelly show whether it de an “aseociation dating” or not. 

Possibly a half of the numbered curves on Charts © ond D are aseoeiation datings, — 

there vetter evidence was Incking, it me necessary te fT} back’on 

the much leas accurate "20 years ogo" type of recollection. These were not 

secepted without eheeking in roughly om some association to weed out extrene 3 

errors. Foseibly a third of the 117 muubered curves on Chart D are of this type, 

and carry a probable error of one year for exch 19 yeors of elapsed time, Oa 
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S the chart horizontal arrows between question marks indicate probable error 4 

i, guessed on the spot, 

A third and all-teosrare clase of observation is based on written 

di records in the form of shooting journals, published literature, or ornitho~ 4 

m logical field notes. One texidermist's recolleetions have been admitted to ; 

this Class because of special reliability, 

Ginee these grephs outweigh 211 others in credibility, they are f 

, shown in color on Chart D, The observers contributing such recorde muiber = 
to 

17 owt of 117 observers, or 146 of the total. They are: 
‘ j 

Curve Ne. Bene. Heture of Becord 

‘ $ leepold & Weiss Shooting Journs] : 

f 
11, 12,13, 24, 15,16 Numlien & Hollister "Birds of Wieconsin® 

: (see Bibliography) 

; 36, 100, 126 H. be Stoddard Recollection of ornitheloe 
gical notes. 

. 
« 

5 BH. &. Holland "fietery of Door County” 

] (see Bibliography) j 

wa B4 Ochsener Tex idermist 

| 53 E. 0. Wilson Recollection of ornith- ‘ 
olegical notes, 

| 5h #. 3B. Grange Ornithological Joumal of 
number of birds seen (to 
be published by him thie 
fell). 

69 Jock Kinaiger hooting Journal, virde ; 
wilied, 

96,115 ¥. We King ‘Geology of Viseonsin* 7 
(see Bibl iagraphy) 

How Yor Bock Are Cycles Known to Extend? The last 3 cycles have been al- 

ready recognized by such authorities ae Dr. A. A, Alien of Cornell, so that 

proof of their existence is unnecessary, Whet is the evidence supporting 

the previous three? On this depends not only the question of whether the 
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cycles extend far beck, but the question of their sverage length, The lag 

FD wetwoon localitios ts so grent (os ts evident fron the charts) thet length = 
: con te measured only from a lance mutber of periods, = | 
; The 1881 oyole is based ont a 

SH carve gus A *high? on ruffed grouse recollected by taxidernist Ole | 
i Odegard in 1880, which was the yoor before he moved from 

Dunn Co, to Hayoord in 181. He aleo recollects searce 

grouse yoors, core than one in a string, bat cannot date : 

; them, He recollects o decline in chickens betweon 1875 : 

and 1390, i 

| Curves 107-3) A "high" on ruffed grouse recollected by sportemmn Omar | 

Faaol vin he wae 16 yours old in 189, and the dieeppeare 
ance of the Trempeleou rabbit irraption soon after 1480, em 

Curve 132 A decline in Dunn Co. sharptail (written record in Kamlion 

& Hollister, p 58, quoting J, H. Clovk) beginning 1885, 

Curve 2¢ Recollection by aporteaan ¥, % Cooke, a9 o boy in St. Croix 7 

Cos, of & decline from high to low in ruffed grouse, *in the i 

Late eighties," with reports of sick birds. Can't remaber — 

old timers spesking of previous dissppeorances. : ; 

Curve 1159 A decline in chicken (written record, King's Geology, pel, 

457), not clearly dharp oF cyelie, locality not specified but 

agouned to pertain to bis howe county, as of several years 5 

| vefore publication of his book. ‘ 

Cocke's recolleetion, while vague as te dante, is acceptable as to 

the feet of at least local severe mortality in raffed grouse in the eighties, 

The sharp decline in the Trempeleau rabbite, plus the doweard trend of sharp 

tail and chicken moved by King, Clark, and Odegerd, ie conchtdered ciremetantial 
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corroboration of the eycle noted ty Gooke. 2 

In short, there certainly was mortality, searp tate ease of 

ruffed grouse, in the 40's, but its dete te so wcertain thet it could be 

T called an early appesrance of the 1890 eycle just as well as a late lag of 

r the 18#1 cycle herein hypothecated, : 

. The 1690 ecyele is based ont ; 

i Curve 77: 4 high on raffed grouse in 1837-8 continuing "for 5 or 6 yeuTa-= 

then they went down." Reecollected by Indian trader tim. Ochsheffen, 

 ‘Lineoln Co. Dated by association with dates of business ventures 

there. Probably 1493. 

Gurve 83; "St41) had some chickens but partridge rare in 1690," recollected 

by sportanen Rev. 3B, ¥. Schoenfeld from bis previous residence in 
Beaver Dem 

sons ANS Sa SNA ak aT 
1895 good. Grouth and fire in 193." Recollection of sportsman ‘ 

A, G. Langenbech, 

Curve 29; A sharp mortality in Florence Co. in ruffed grouse with highs on * 

doth ends, recollected by Gardiner P, 8. Stickney, a competent : 

ornithologist. 

ie Tengeadedh seguhdeotion 40 © duptonl sost.at sebhehhiig Suna 7 

at the time te fire and drouth, but having all the characteristics of a cycle. 

Since it is identical in dete with the ruffed grouse decimations reported by 

Ochshaffen and Stickney, it constitutes an acceptable indication of a eyele, 

The fact that partridges were rare at Beaver Bem in 1990 is given only Light ) 

wight, since they have been rare there ever since the advent of intensive | 
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agriculture in the state, 

In short, there ws heavy local mortality in tw species in three = 
countioe in about 1893, two cases at least showing typicsl cyclic behavion, 

| Sut for the hypothecated Jayour period, the evidence would better support 

1993 than 1890 as the mortality date, but locsl 1493 wortality would be a 

probable leg of an 1690 nomal. . 

| The evidence supporting the 1900 eycle iss 2 

Curve 77) “Partridge very scarce one your when I wae buying evergreans 

(ground pine) from the Indians end they fed me msirat, After 
the Spanish Yar but tefore 1905, Probetly 1900." This te agdin ; 

the testimony of Indian Troder te, Ochshatfen, while he wee in 

7 Lincoln Co, Ho evidence as to the duration of the shortage, 

Might have been o climetie, rather then » eyelic shortage. 4 

Curve 901 A Gloar cyele as recollected ty texidermist Ole Odegerd, Dating : 

ansociated with the year he lost his leg, 1902, which wae the 

year of greatest mortality, All the gradation of a typloal eyele, 

Curve 21 Recollection of %. T. Cooke that partridges were low in 1900 er 
| 1001. 1 failed to keep notes of his explanation of the civeu. = 
| stances, : 

| Curve 43; “Prairie chickens petered out on Ragle Prairie, Chippewn Oo., bee 

| ginning 1902 and ending 1905. Could kill 25 por doy there in 1902 

ov 3." Sportemen Carl Peters of Stoughton. Did not hunt there 

after 1905. Dating ty asseciation with brother's move to Zdgerton 

in 1896. 4 

| Curve 561 Onoar Nelson, State Gane Fars, reeollects: “Partridge very abune = 
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i 
dant 27 years ago, «about 1902, Then fell off due to a herd 

winter, Found dead after snow melted, end also on top of snom 

No below for 3 weeks,# Here is a case of © conspieusus event of 
: uncertain dating ond cause, The dead birds could be ameribed to 1 

7 # cycle quite as well ae to the weather, Cychic mortality is 

| till frequently averibed to weather, 

| Curve 42; Sportsman Carl Peters recollects: “Chickens pestered out in 

Greedabeck Harsh from 1896 to 1900 or 1901. Bage declined fren 

1§ birds to 1 or 2 birds per day. Don't think they have picked 

up since,” Dating by association with his brother's arrival in 4 

1896. This seems a clear ease of a declining cycle, | 

. Tere ee Ss 4 

thet ie the length of the Cyelic Period? If there have been 6 depressions | 

| (5 complete eyeles) during the period 1gal to 1926 (45 years) then the : 

[  cverage length 18 9 years, ‘The length has been assuned to te absolutely " 

unifom on Chart B merely for simplicity in presentation, the evidence, as | 

already stated, ‘gould support an assumption of slightly variable length quite | 

as will ag the assumption of absolutely uniform length, 7 

Mut ie the Amplitude of the Gyele? Item 14 states that there is positive | 

| evidence thet fluctuations in ruffed grmse run up to+ 70% of average or’ 4 

nommal population, Since there is no evidence for other species, presentation 

will be reserved for the diseussion of ruffed grouse, 

. That is the Leg Botmeen Localities? Item 15 states that there is a lag oF : 

spread of 3 years at each end of the S.yeur period, This is derived from 

Map ¥ (Ruffed Grouse), which shows that the first year of prongunced scarcity ! 

occurred ins 
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Tear Mo. of Localities (wis.) 

WM eee cceee i 
| ttsinesea ee 
: pe eengee 
: 1927 - ee ee ee 15 

: From thie 1926 was taken to be the most frequent or “normal” date 

of heavy mortality, end since the bulk of the other dates lay within the 

two preceding and the one succeeding your, the 3-year spread was postulated, 

The one earlier case is regarded as erratic. ; 

Web is the Onder of Mortality in Species? Item 16 states that there is no 

; fixed order, either as to mortality or recovery. Thies conclusion is taken | 

My from the accompanying Table Bel, based on an analysis not only of Chart 2, | 

} but of many notes on the last cycle shich could not be plotted on Chart D | 

/ for lack of roo, | 

Symptoms Associated with Mortality. The symptoms summarized in Item 19 | 

are compiled separately for raffed grouse and prairie chickens, and presented 4 

later under the discussion of those species. | 
. 

It will now be apparent that Chart B is merely the graphic pore 7 

trayal of this evidence, save only for the following unsupported assumptions: 

That the amplitude as well os the frequency of the cycle has not ’ 

changed since 1881. | 

That the frequency is exactly 9 yeors (the mortality dates behind | 

1908 are not only subject to a “recollection erros” of one or two years, but | 

. if recollected correctly may have represented an early or late rather than a | 

normal incidence, which carries a possible additional error of at least & a 
ih. |



#§ (Prom Notes, mostly not on Cycle Chari leek of spece) ce 
x Graph Wo. Order of Order of 

Qoserver  (Gyele Chart)  Sounty Fabling Off Recovery 

| 6.3. Drewy 38 Marinette Chicken-partridge © Chickenepartridge 
. Joueph A.Biets (70) B.Marinette Chicken-snowshoe- 
: partridge 
| A.d. Robinson (Tl) _ Oneida Partridge-chicken 

‘| 3.%.Sehoenfeld =X Price Partridge-chicken  Partridge-chicken 4 

> 3.8. Dann 80 Ashland © Partridge-snowshoe- All together ; 

‘| w. Yreemm Marathon  Partridge-chicken Chicken? 

. 
iG: mecies Falis O73 fet 0: Overs F101 ‘4th i) 3 

eee roup of Counties 
From Cycle Chart | 

C—O Co.Group 3 All together: chicken, 
: Alfred Stedman snowshoe, partridge | 

V.B.Grange, W.J.P.Aderg, Co.Group  Partridge-charptail- ae 
y W..Cocke, J.8.Graham snowsho@-partridge F ; 

0.3.Drewsy, Harold Burr, Co.Group § Chicken-partridge, All together . 
| J0s.4.Bietz, John Tobin snowshoe-part ridge 

| 4%. 3, Keen Co.Group 7 (Partridge & Cottom- All together, aleo 
| Yan Buren tail)-chicken snowshoe : 

Alfred Bradford Co.Group 8 Partridge-chicken- All together 
‘| Jock Kinsiger sharptail-partridge 

Ty A. veopeta Co.Group 9 Chicken-partriqge Together, also | 
| ?. Kornberg cottontadl 7 

x 

| A.B. Doolittie Co.Group 12 Partridge & snowshoe 
‘| arry Johnson together 

| Bert taws, Ed Ochsener © Co.Group 12 Chieken-partridge 

! at cesheenit Co.Group 13 Partridge-cottonteil Both together 

| Aldo Leopold Co.Group 14 Chicken & partridge 
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years. Henee the frequency may eactuslly be as low as 3 or ae high as 10 a 

years, of it may vary between @ and 10 years). a 

That prairie chickens synchroniged with ruffed grouse in the old : 

. as well ag the recent cycles, ; 

A That the amplitude of the prairis chicken cycle is less than in 
a] rafted grouse, (This is partly supported by the estinates in Table Gel, buh 

is mostly haeed on personal impressions in the field). ; 

‘\ Tp sae | ? 
. ? 

| In conclusion it is only fair to present the followings aq 

| Brldence Against Pre-1907 Gyeleg, As against the foregoing evidence must 
be set the unquestioned fact thet most "old timers" do not remember old : 

: cycles, nor have the Wisconsin ornithologists recorded them. Ir, Alexander 

; Wetmore, for instance, recells no cycle during his boyhood in Sauk Co. from 4 

' 1896 to 190%. This, however, is in the territery of declining cycles of 

, such low amplitude that the fluctuation might be easily overlooked, or ate 

cribed to ordinary couses such as weather, Prof, R. A. Moore recalls no : 
| cycles in Kewaunee Go. from 1575 to 1895, but states the species was never 

sbundant there, so that thie may represent another case of inconsplevous ca 

lowamplitude cycle, : ‘ ; 

‘ Tt seamg probable that the non-recollection of cycles is due te | 

| human civeunstance, rather then to their absence in fact. 

} deluay Blomberg of Prentice, for instance, says that partridge 

cycles “go way back"; that when birds wore searce it was assumed they had | 

"left the country.” In the absence of quick communication and periodical 

| literature it was not kuown whether they wore scaree elsewhere, For | 

scarcity to be correctly interpreted it must first be known whether it is 3 7 -
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local or general, ond this the pioneers had no wy of knowing. There axe 4 

still hundreds of observers who averibe the 1926 eyele to hunting, weather, = 
predstors, or other loeel causes, Wot knowing ite continental proportions, ‘4 

they eve strictly within the rules of logic te accept the simpler ond locale 
[teed theory of causation, Once the geogmaynic amtey of this gxeat phenomenon 

is appreciated, however, the acceptance of locally variable factors as primary 
1 Causes become intellectually impossible, In Wisconsin alone the factor of ; 
; hunting, in the Gase of ruffed grouse, varies from very severe to none at oll, 

; yet during the 1927 depreasion the grouse wert cnifomsly absent, Predators om 
aust vary widely, yot the crouse were as scarce shore there are fon ap where _ 

: there ave mony, Weather, indeed, is & fxetox often uaifona over legge areas, 

: and some Gonnection with weather has already beon aduitted ss probable, tub 
4 the shortages are too long to be readily aserited to o single bad season, and 

AL too matical im degree to be accounted for by the falluce of new Woods, Moree 
[over the eyelio shortages are the moot radical in the most weathersproof of sie 
| all come apeci@erenausly the budesatiag and snoweroosting ruffed grouse and | 
: preivte chickens, i ; 

[Am Meee Indications Pinal? Tt te dontved to aprottiontiy dtestain any tne | 
ference of finality in these findings, ka 

‘ These cycles aré x fundamental phenomenon, lack of information on ' 

HE vone nas toon tleexing pregees, the intent bus been te prove thet 8 dese 
not require a lifetine or » fortune to throw ome light on thom, and thereby : 

. stimulate mere exhaustive work by otherm 

; 

: 

itl,
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(5) Gyoles end Conservation Pelicien = a 
: Some shallow-thinking sportsmen may construe this attempt to 

| add to our knowledge of cycles as just one more proof that “it is not the 
. gua which accounts for game scarcity." 

: Some shallow-thinking protectionists may reject cycles as just ; 

‘. one more alibi to exonerate the all-destructive gun. 

: Buch attitudes are illetaken, hile it is clearly not the gun 
: which accounts for such shortages as occurred in 1927, it is equally clear ; 

[thot in1-timea shooting daring the depression might readily thresten the | 
; existence of cyclic species, especially prairie chickens. Moreover, it is 

4 the opinion of the beet scientists that cycles are probably caused by environs | 

, mental disturbances, and the cun is part of the environment of every game ’ 

4 bird, 4 

: Tn this discussion of cycles, we are dealing with the feets of 

iE nstaen, oh Ath Dennen Sethian BE the guns pele Se 0 fest 00 sabes ial ; : 
: it now appeers to be, it presents a challenge for all factions to unite ‘ 

‘ in the effort to determine its cause, No conservation policy can be effeative ‘ 

until the basic natural processes it seske to control are understood, | 
. 
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(3) Game Situation by Species, 

‘ & Summary. Wuffed grouse (partridge) are abundant for about a third of 

4 every 9 years in the north, but in the south are being eliminated by emuing 
: of wodlote. 

? Prairie chickens (pinnsted and sharptailed grouse) likewise attain 4 
, local eyelie abundance in the northern marshes, faraing districts, and slash. 

. tags, but are being eliminated from the southwestern ridge prairies by grasing, 
: and reduced in the southeastern marshes by graging and drainage. the siloing 

: of corn Galle for more winter feeding, which has proven to be & great success, 

f chickens, especially intne south, need marshland refuges, 
: Quail persist in feir numbers in the southwest, but are nearly ‘ 

Ty vers tren the: testem tings. They periodieslly invade the central counties 
when ® succession of favorable winters allows their inerease, Winter-feeding 

| has increneed greatly, but greging is gradually reducing the necessary coverte 

BP throughout the egricultural pelt. 
i Pheasants are established and spreading in the southeast, and are ‘a 

now being widely planted, 3 

| Rungorian partridges are eotablished and spreading in the southeast, 
| and may possibly become established throughout the sgricultural velt, ; 
| Cottontails are injured by gresing nearly as much as quail, ‘There 

| Was disenge and shortage in the southwest in 1924, 

| Snowshoe rabbits are found in eyelie abundance in the forest belt, = 
Jackrabbits gccur in the weet and show irruptive behavior, 

Deer are increasing, espeedally in the closed central counties. State 
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forests containing refuges and yarding grounds are needed, 

Both breeding and transitory weterfowl are decreasing, although : 

1929 ie better then usual. The decrease may be due to lack of vefuges, inroads 

of carp, overshooting, and probably other causes. Ae elsewhere the second. 

i rate arens are being abandoned before the decrease is conspicuous on the best 

: . 

3 

? 

. 

| 

t 

a 
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(7) Buffed Grouse, 

Premises. This discussion of the ruffed grouse proceeds from the following 

premises, whieh are either common knowledge or have been already established: 

(a) Considering ite extraordinary game qualities, the erea and 

| probable permanence of its range, and its sbility te produce 

large crops on cheap land, this is probably the most important 

geome bird of the state, : 

(d) The current value of the ruffed grouse as a recreational resource — 

ie eut in half by the extreme instability of the eanual erop. 

Due to its violent eyelic fluctuations there is no crop during 

more than half of eoch lM«year period, ‘ 

(c) hig cycle, which affects many species, is the least understood ; 

phenomenon in the field of game management, The Grouse Investi-~ 

gation sponsored by the American Game Protective Association 

hae done valusble public service in uncovering some of ite 

aspects, but its cause end mecheniam remain a total mystexy, 

(a) the University of Minnesota has established a fellowship, fin- 

anced by this Inctitute, to explore some of the aspetts of the 

eyele as yet wecovered, It is sleo onganising, in cooperation 

with the State Game Commission, a speciel etudy of ruffed 

grouse diseases, 

(e) In makingthis survey, effort was focused on aseembling such 

historical evidence as might help these and other reseorehes 

to choose their point of attack. 

fhe historieal evidence has already beon summarized. There remains 
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é to be presented certain miscellaneous facts on distribution, life history, | 

and aenagement. 

Distribution smd Abundance, The abundance of ruffed grouse fades sluoat 

{mperee pt idly from total absence in the southeast comer of the state to 

cyelic abundanee in the north, See Map 7, 

The seercity of ruffed grouse in the southoast ie clearly due te 

the devegetation of woodlote throngh greging. The closed season, ta be eure, 

by no means fite the facte on the ground, bat to look ot the southeastern 

counties would convince any observer that grouse could not persist there, : 

even under complete protection, Becwuse of the absence of ground cover, 
Ruffed grouse were exterainated in Recine and Kenosha counties 

about 1904. ‘The epecion io nearly gone in Milwaukee, Waukesha, end Walworth 

counties, ‘There is @ more sprinkling in the rest of the lake Region, anda 

nore generous sprinkling in the driftless area and the treasition belt. : ; 

Cyelie abundance is attained only in the forest belt, and parte of the sand 

‘ area, The rest of the etate is clearly in a condition of declining cycles : 

due to adverse entironment. 

A map showing intensity of grazing would accurately portray the 4 

converse of ruffed grouse abundance in Wisconsin, % 

Envimoamentel Requirements. Within the cyclic area, abundance seems to vary : 

With the strength of the soil and the interspersion of types. ‘The best 

country ie rich hardwood forest, cut over but unburned, broken by frequent : 

small swamps, sandy coniferous arene, und soattered farms, The sand area > 

does not seem te produce any great abundance of these birds (except hear 

fvamps) beosuse of the prevalence of poor soil. : 

Southern Wisconsin was doubtless originally better ruffed grouse 
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coutry than northern Wisconsin, especially when firnt opened to settlement, 

@ > = -oMMara (born in Rock County, 1457) says he has seen, as @ boy, GS broods ; 

: in a single grove or woodlot where there would sow be not one bird to 1 

woodlotie 

Conversely, there is « doubt whether northern Wisconsin, in its 

virgin condition, capperted as many ruffed grouse ag It does now, Tamhbering, 

if it hed not been accompanied by eveoping fires, would have mde a guffed 

grouse paradios, ‘The fires, of course, rained the forest belt for oll 

forest game, until the growth had a chance to recover, j 

Sach high years ae 1924 may be interpreted oe the recovery of Longe 4 

areas of the lumbering period from the emeeping fires, It is possible, in 1 
fact, to interpret the whole phenomenon of cycles oe » cheek sgainut overs 

multiplieution on lange continuous areas of now range, the feat that the 

cycle weakens southwerd ag the range becomes discontinuous ond the environment | 

adverse, supperte thie hypothesis, The fact that the eyole continues northwrd — 

into Alagka, where no great cavironantel change has presumubly taken plece, 

Controverta thie hypothesis, i 

Powlotions Por Acre. During the high yeor of 1924, %. B. Cooke mde « covey | 

count on 20 asres of his lend on Spider lake, Sawyer Co, There were § covies 

of 6 eath, or 30 Dirde, or 1,5 birds por sere, This is oe high as the moxie “ 

umally attained by quail or Hungarian pertridge in areas of comparable sist, 

: and etrengthene the indiaation given in previous reports that there is o roughly 

wiifom eataretion point (binds per sere) for all gallineceous bpeclew, 

Daring the low year 1929 Clyde Terrell estimated 25 to WO birds om 

190 agree of cover on his farm in Baushara Co, of 1 bird por 6 scree, 

Zomileblone ta ich & Low Years. the figures gathered are eumariaed in 
Table Fal, *Per Cont of Mortality in tuffed Grouse,” The first 3 are counte 
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Table F-1 | 

Rercent of Mortality jn Buffed Grouse 

Moore Forest 1924 fell "Zoo numerous to count" on a cers 
; tain area nesr his cottage. j 

te rr nying 
1927 * % virds counted 
1928 # 24 birds 

. 1929 >: = & i a 1 

Burr Florence 1 oet. Found 200 in a certain territory. — 
isa . Found 7, mostly old cocks, in a 

same plece, 9 

Hornberg § Portage ige4 ? Counted $2 on 2) miles of road. 
1 ? Counted 15 on same road, same 

SeRSOn. ‘ 

peer e acai ame nee mI I ea NR IN ER RON RR A ON EM 

Kinsiger Oconto 1910 Open 29 killed 
Season 

1911 20 killed 
1915 21 killed 
191 102 killed ’ 
ims 76 killed 
191 z * 
1917-19 9 |’ 2 
1920 ' 3 
1921 @..% i 23 prairie chi * 

| iat oie. oe . ‘ 
oe on # | a 25 " a i 
1 “25 9 * a 6 s ¢ 
ised % Ce ) 4 : 
1927 > 
1928 Closed 

* The lege limit. Birds plentiful enough to have made possible 
, a mach laxger kill, 

ai 
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made on the sane tmast ox soute in differta’ yours, She last te & tng 

record in different years, but mot be interpreted in the light of the 
] 1eget season Limit, whion prevents the figures for the high years 1923-le5 

_ from onovias the fui difference in population as compared with the low ; 

; The Rowatiing count shows S tines os many birds on the sam road in 
"a high year as ino lew the Burr count 30 times as many on the same 

‘tet, and Prof. Moore's count 28 15 tines as many in.o nedius year os in a ‘ 

low one. The Kinsiger joumnel shone 51 tines as mony birds killed ina high 
year (1914) a in s low one when hunting was done (1916), although it de “a 
improbable that the hunting was as intensive in the latter ees, i 

The Bomberg figure may be roughly interpreted ag 50% fluctuation ji 

from normal, 2° 7017) wus nay adopted on the jammmmm fiuetuat Lon (ave 

Item 14, See, bet) Te te readily apparent, YIM, that the other counts: 
indicate a auch higher fluctuation, = She meximum.< sondenthy areuwel IS, 

Symptons Apsocisted with Mortality, Until very recently adequate mterial = 
from the lake States has not teon supplied to the Ruffed Grouse Investigation. 

The following Table Fo2 my assist the vorious parasitolegists and bacteriolee — 
gists in deciding when to ask for or look for materiel in the future, tae 

Symptoms observed by laymen are of course by no means to be accepted 

as scientific facts, bat this table nevertheless indiestes that diseased 

birds occur at ali seasons, end that parasites are conspicuous before heavy 

{ mortality has set in. 

iclisvgor *srtp ed" Creles. Anderson and Kade state thet ruffed grouse fell 

eff in Ghoveygen Ce. Mh years age nad have Yoon deun Gelb shniile There was a ‘ 

high in 1923-4 in the Oreen Bay region, but not in Sheboygen, 

| =32— 
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PARIS Fa2 

enn 

ih germexz = Sowmte—sseax = Month «= Reseription 
Stigelbauer Yorest 1926 ? "Sead on road, Grube under wings. * 

eee nem a Reo ct ee ne eta then am Nn td tc NR nA mM ee 

Moore Forest ots Found § or 6 dead, 

1926... 7... Found 1 dena, 

Biets Warinette 1628 early pring Found 2 dead; very thin. 
ae tape een nea nant eRnIn mt ene ten Neem ante emt enter tetany Sehr mentee an 

Schoenfeld Price 1924-5 . Oct. . .Found dead partridge; aleo wormy ones, 
Towa About 1907... 1. « «Pound some worms in pertridges. "Crean 

colored, diometor of tooth pick, 1"=3* 
long, very sharp on ends, near lunge 
wader buckbone in bedy cavity. * 

ee reenter AAR et a RR NR A 

Leckie Sawyer i926? Oct. Found roundsorms & enceiated yous 
: Young dirde hed more vores then old. 

Vorms crawled out of dead bird into 
ing coat. Birda not scarce ¢411 fol! 

yoar. . 

| ear nara: i et et ah A RE OH RN RR a ea 

Kade Shawane 1927 Anges "Saw $ birds, all old, huddled up. 
Gatch ty hand. Didn't notice ticks or 
ema¢iation., Also found 2 dead birds. 
iano seid they had seen this before." 

teavina «~ Shamans”~—SGLSC*~S:*S=<CS*«éS ew da Det conte ined worns 
2” long, semi-transparent, with joints 
like a corastalx, just under skin in 
dominel walle. Intestines irritated, 
were gick~-not wild or strong, # 

Kinsiger Seonto T6287 bet.) ~WPartrijce very thick & full of 
” : Some couldn't fly. Still wom aber 4 

ate RE aH NO ERNE RARE | on A RRA ae AAR em em ee et sae er ene meted 

Robinson Lenglade? 19247 = Ost. "Shot several partridcés with awollen 
heads and eyes running. No ticks, All 
as Rear os Can remember, Were poor but 
active. Opened these but sew no f 

eee Ae nar a kh atm ne ta tha a ey ete AR fn ee ie mar mae tare camel CAAA AR AR 

Mre. And. One ida? 19097 dan, fer father brought her « partridge he 
Robinson had caught. Thin &@ droopy. Bird died, | 

nee ee ammeter pn ea | 

Duna Ashland 1924 Get.? “Partridges poor and grubby. * | 
scectterenncerenetnomneninenneuteaanecaeiyacineaneanntinnianainienetaseiinlntninaisniiinmamnentinneiiniNitet 

Swift Sawyer ig@l.. 7. » »Pieked up weak birds which couldn't fly 

after being flushed once or trice. 
1922... ' + » Worms noticed. “These locked like 

sphegetti. Were sharp on both ends, 
& hard to bond. In body cavity (and 

; stomach? )* 
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Ledvina reports that a high period near Mountain, Oconto Co., bew 

M —— cinning 1909 ond ending 1915 was still low in 1922, ‘This poseitly indientes 
that the 1924 high was @cipped, although it may hove been merely retarded, 

Kean reporte that the birds neor Stanley, Chippewa Co., fell off 

in 1914 and did not fully recover during the high period 1923-5, 

Schueler reports that the last high sear Tomah, Monroe Go., was in 

1909; that the birds have never been abundent since then, Svidently tro ; 

highs were skipped here, 

Bach of these reports, with the postible exception of the seeond, ' 

pertains te lecalities in process of recent agricultural intensification, f 

including grasing of woodlets, They seem to be the modern counterpart of the 

decline reported by O'Mara for Rock Co, in the 1460's, If modern commmication 

had not made everybady aware of synchronous cyclic conditions in the forest 

velt, these occurrences would never have boon recognized as having any connece 

tion with eyeles at all, 

To "keg" jn Door County: Probable Nature of “Grouse Disesse.” If the ruffed 

grouse cycle were a recurrent epidemic of some disease or parasite wholly 

avacnt during the intervening high yoars, 1.4, requiring » pertodie Pewinfection 

of the whole population, then the apex of a long narrow peninayle Like Door Gory 

surrounded by water areas too wide for grouse to cross, ought t¢ show a re- % 

tarded incidence of mrtality, as compared with the adjoining minlend. 

A eaveful inquixy showed no retardation; in feet, the last mortality 

on the apex hit in 1926, while some of the opposite mainland 41d not hit wtil 

1927, 5 : 

An inquiry as to Chambers Island, a large island which es some 

6 miles off the const in Green Bay, indicated there are no raffed grouse now, 

there wan ehvidnd dpiaten ba 80: deen Yhap een’ Malet Sib if ever. The abs | 

ae aod



sence of birds from this island (which includes much good range, ae ovtannnee 

¥ by the abundance of deer) is very pugsling, and probably has significance, 

Possibly the foxes raised there have cleaned them out, or some previous cycle 

; happened to make a clean sweep, of possibly some island are unduly exposed to 

migrating hewks. That gallinaceous birds can fly to this islend is indicated — 

wy the fact that drifting prairie chickens were seen there in 1927. 

Ruffed grouse are now aleo absent from Reck Island, which is not 

used to raise foxes, 

The absence of retardation in Door Co. indicates either that 

(1) Mortality is not due to re-infection, but to the varying 

virulence of some infection continually present, or 

(2) Rewinfection is accomplished by some highly mobile agent, euch 

as wind, or the claws of migratory havks. 

A comparison of Charts C and D would strongly support this indication 

as to the probable nature of the ruffed grouse disease, without the additional — 

evidence offered by the absence of lag in the Door Co. peninsula, These charts 

indieate that the lag between Alosika and New England, in the case of the 1917 

aortality, or between British Columbia and New England in the case of the 1926 

nortality, was mo grecter than thet between counties in Hiseonsia, In short, 

if the disease can traverse the continent in lees than 3 years, it would “es 

; hardly be expected to show a lag in a 75-mile penineula. i 

Closed Season Policy. During 1928 ana 1929 the State Conservation Comission 
has rightly exercised ite regulatory powers by closing ruffed grouse throughout 

the state, Map ¥ shows, however, that the basic statute prescribing the pers 

manently closed counties is wrong in leaving the southeastern counties open, 

| Sauk, Columbia, Richland, Vernon, Crawford, ond Grant counties, which are 

vermanently closed, contain many more ruffed grouse than any of the southeastern 
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counties which are, by statute, normlly open. Polk Co., while not covered = 

p wy this survey, would soca to have no reason for pemanent clos os compared 

e qith neighboring counties. ‘The line of permanent closure might follow the 

. syegular range" Line on Map 7, oF at least should include the extreme soutite 

: i seat: 
’ 

: In contrast with this oversliteral ellowence of shooting in the poom : 

: est counties, the 5-day open season appesrs unduly short for the vest counties — 

‘ in the best years. Tt would seem to de better for the birds to have e longer 

paste season applying to « smiller territory, and then to shorten thie by 

. regulatory setion whenever and wherever the eyslic shortage demands it. A 

Predators. Superintendent Hopicins of the Moon Lake Refuge (Fond du Inc Oo.) 

: renoved 150 horned owls during the past 3 years without perceptibly increasing 

the resident populetion of stout 20 pairs of ruffed grouse. This does not 

| indieate, of course, thet horned owls do not decimate ruffed grouse, but thet 

raffed grouse are now low because of cyclic rather than because of predator 

mortal ity, * 

| Stoddard found the remains of many ruffed groure killed by goshasks 

in Sauk Co. during the invasion of 1923. Taxideraiet Ochsener mounted 3 

goshawks in 1927-8, and the largest flight he cun remenber yielded 7. He 

cannot date this. 
; 

{ Wilson, an experionced ornithologist, has seen but one goshawk in : 

Door Co. (1927). 

Texidernist Glusser remembers only one big flight in Dneida Go. 

. (5 yeare age). 

d Sturdevant, an experienced ornithologist, has never sen a goshank 

in La Crosse Co, 

| ALL known ess iget te 2 
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Since ornithologists and taxidermiste ere the people most likely 

to know of goahank» invasions, it would appear that these invasions are much — 

: too local and infrequent to account for a cyclic atatewide decimation. 

3 Foods. Daring the pesk of the last cycle (1921-245) danage was reported 

from ruffed grouse budding the cherry orchards of Door Co. ‘ 

Prom Octobder to December, 1925, ruffed grouse in Dane Co. were very 

plainly subsisting on wild grapes. Vila grapes do not bear every year. Poor 

years are popularly aseribed to spring frosts. The ruffed grouse fellowship 

should be the means of finding out just what determines the wild grape crop, 

in order that the resulting facts may be applied in management. Grapes are 

one of the first food plants to suffer when woodlots and fencerows are graged, 

Bearing grapevines are characteristic of the gjgeg of coverts, hence small ¥ 

‘ coverts of irregular outline bear more grapos per acre than large regular ones. 

: Te basia for this bird's preference for the richer soils will 

i probably he found to be in the kind and variety of food plants, % 

| Phenology, A hen with 16 small chicks was reported from Ieke Mills, Jefferson 

Go., June 16, 1929. 

Prof. B. A. Moore reports that during the mortality yeare 1925 and 

1926 st Armstrong Creek, Forest Co., such young birds as he saw during the 

sumer had not growm to nommal sise, This, if substantiated, is a new aspect 

of the eycle not heretofore reported. 

Uinter Losses. Kinziger believes that a severe slect, which he says occurred 

| in Oconto, Manitowoc, and Calumet counties in 1917, Killed most of the ruffed 

grouse, 1917 was, of course, a year of cyclic mortality, leaving en unanswered 

question of whether the loss was caused by the slest or by disease, 

Heleon reports that ruffed grouse were "very abundant in Door Oo. 

~3]- ag



about 27 years ago (190241 or 2 years); then fell off dus to @ hand winter, 

Found dead after snow melted and also on top of the snow 4O velow for 3 weeks," 

mis is within 3 years of the 1899 cyelic mortality, The recollection error, in 

‘| conjanetion with 2 3-yoar spread of dates a8 between localities, makes this ob- 

gerved loss @ possible effect of the cycle rether than the weather. Since sleet 

is not mentioned, the finding of dead birds on top of the. snow further st: ‘ 

the probebility of disease having poen the cause. It is the common opinion that 

ruffed grouse dive into the snow to roost in very severe weather, unless pre- 

vented by sleet. 

Sutherland reports that "the winter of 163 killed all the quail and ' 

aleo many of the partridges" near Janesville in Rock Co, "It was 42 below 

gero with a crust on the snow in January. Partridges stayed scarce ever since. * 

Curiously enough a J«yeer cycle, projected backward from the last known mortality: 

of 1841, would fall in 1872 and 1963. The mention of erusted snow, of course, 

weakens the probability that this logs was due to disease rather than weather, 

Summing up the rather slender evidence offered by these 3 cases, there 

ie at least a suggestion that the elieged winter killings of ruffed grouse | 

represent cyclic mortality. The ruffed grouse being an habitual budder and anow 

rooster, it is nearly impossible for it to be devoid of food and recoting shelter 

except under conditions of heavy sleet which crusts both the roosting place 

and the food supply, and gometimes imprisons the birds. 

Another striking coincidence between eyelic mortality in grouse and 

winter losses in quail and grouse will be eovered under quail, where a weather 

chart is aleo given, 

Management Needs, Until more light is thrown on the grouse oyele, it is diffi~ 

cult to recommend specific new mansgeméat maacures for the main or huntable 

range of this species. No new knowledge is needed, hovéver, to predict its 

-}8- 7 
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gradual ¢lisination from the ogriulture, belt through grasing of weodlote, = 
In thie belt the ruffed grouse con hardly te restored as a huntable orop, 

bat its presence, even in omell mambers, constitutes an sesthetic aaset of 

no moon magnitude, The following remedial moneures are neededs 

(1) Permanent closure of the southeastern countios, 

(2) & strong tox differential in favor of the ungrased woodlet. 

' (See Seetion 6, Lands), 

(3) Aequieition of « system of aml: county or state forests (and 

vablic shooting grounds), provided with ample refuges, and 

sannged under the silvicultural system imown os “elean cutting — 

and Coppice" by emell blocks, 

“39- 
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& Prairie Chicken. 

Premises. This discussion proceeds from the following premises: 

1, The prairie chicken is the least understood of our first-class 

game birds. Gane literature eulegiaes ite beauty and bemoans 

its decline od infinitwa, but before 1929, when Dr. Grogs began 

his etudy, no person or institution has ever made a serious move 

to waravel the problem of ite conservation, 

2 Conserving the prairie chicken is one of the knottiest probleme 

in the game field, The bini's status at any one time in this 

state ie quite evidently the net result of serparate and sometiies . 

opposing forces, namely: 

(a) Its cyelic fluctuations, ¥ 

(b) Overshoot ing. : 

(e) Increasingly adverse environment in intensive farming 

districts. : 
(4) Increasingly fevorsble environment in nexly opened 

forming districts ond slashings, ty 
Untangling these forces, with a view to controlling them, isa 
technical problem of great difficulty, 

3. The Wisconsin Conservation Department has now started a prairie 

chicken study, 

4. In this survey, offert we focused on assembling evidence which 

would demonstrste the need for pushing this study vigorsusly 

through a long period of yeors, ond which would indicate the 

verious component probleme most in need of attention, 

aN 
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Eigneted @ Sharpted), This report uses the torn "prairie chicken" os inclusive 

of both species, or when the particular epecies ia in doubt. It uses the 

epeaifie tera when the epeeies is known. 

Changes in Dishribution by Species. Buyiromente eculrezente, Tunlion says 
of the pinacted grouse: \ 

"The prairie chicken seems to have moved westward with the settlement 
of the country, In the early forties it wee rether vare in southern Wige 
conein, and at the present tise has alxoet entirely replaced the sharptail.* 

Of the sharptail he anyst 

"The sharptaile seem to be mpidly giving way to the prairie hen 
(pinaated) » ceashen. sonar songnahaiee: Cane ie anna Ieee 

Referring beck to 1840, we find that this species wae the common prairie 
grouse of southern Wieconsin, and at thet tice wes extresely abundant, 
Thure Kualion had been a reeident of Wisconsin sovers] years before he 
sew @ specimen of what is now our commen praiéie chicken, 

Thure Yumlien moved to southern Wisconsin in 1344, all 

Ridgeway (seo Illinois Report) says. of the sharptail: 

*Tn 1940045 this epecies was abundant in southern Wisconsin ond 
northern Tllinois as fer south as Chicago, alwaye frequenting the tixber, 
whieh gave it the name of burtmosk grouse." 

It in iuferred or stated by these authorities thet 

(1) Pinnsted grouse were originally rare or absent ia southern 

Wisconsin, moving in with settlement, 

(2) tharptaile were oviginelly »bandant ia southern Wisconsin, 

moving out with settlement, They inhabited onk timber, 

Tn the light of present informmtion 4% would probably more acourate. 

ly represent the facte to any thet 

(1) Pinnated grouse need large gragulends, profersbly adjacent to 

groin foros, 

(2) Sharptaile need large brushlands interspersed with grasa. They 

use bit do not require fares, 
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| (3) The two species shifted in abundance aud distribution as the 
: process of settlement altered the proportions of these environs 

mental elements. Sharptails provably predominated in southern 

Wisconsin in pre-settlement days because fires mode brashy oF 

gracsy openings in the oak forests, They especially predomin- 

ated in southern Wiseonsin during the early days of settlement 

because the coppice on new clearings still further enlarged the 

available brashfields, and supplemented them with grain, They 

still. predominate in central Wiseonsin where drainage failures 
| offer brushfields interspersed with Yass, and in northem Wise 

Gonmin where repeated burnings of lumber slashings offer the 

same conditions. These northern elashings ere clearly acquired 

rather than origiaal range, : 

(4) ‘the pinnated grouse replaced the sharptail in southern Wisconsin, 

not because the latter shuns civilisation and the former likes it, | 

bat because continued settlement decreased the proportion of | 
brash and increased the proportion of greim, ‘The reverse process — 

(sharp-tails replacing pinnated) can now be seen in parts of the | 

Sand Area where drainage failures have reversed the proportion of | 

environmental elements, ‘the sewe process (pinnated replacing 7 
. 

sharptails) can now be seen in parts of the Porest Belt where 

agriculture is encroaching on brughfields, These northern farns 

are clearly acquired range, the extension of which is traced on 

Wap Gal. Grange has observed thet in Rusk Co. & pinnated map | 

ie practically a highway map, the farme following the highways | 

| and the chickens following the farms, He wleo observed that in 

| spring in Wood Co, the pinnated grouse could not be heard dooming | 

a ‘ 
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exoept nest foros, while the sharptadl nested wherever brashe 

a fields geourred, 

F (5) The sharptall dtenypenred from southem Wisconsin (last seen by 
Jacke, Towa Co., 1900, 9@@ Hap Gel) when the deity industry 

reetricted the sive ond aren of the brushy pastures te the ; 

minicom limit of ite environments] tolerance, 

. (6) The pinnated grouse te disappearing fron the dviftless ares of = 
eouthesstor Wisconsin becouse the dairy and steer industries 

are depriving it of grasslands adequate for winter cover and 

n@ating sites, while fall gathering of corn hocks ig reduoing 

winter food. It is pereisting in the lake region of southe 

: eastern Wisconsin tecause the glacial swumps cannot all be | 

drained, ond the undrained ones offer large grass coverts. | 
Bunting is not a lerge foetor, because both of these two | 

regions are permanently closed, 

{7) Both species inhabit either ridges or ewamps, provided only the 

cover and food requirements ore met within the limits of toler 

ation, | 

Inportange of Knowing Original Distribution, ‘Tho pre-settlenent range of the 

two epeciog will probably never be known, because few lay obsorvers, either ; 

modern or plonetr, differentiate then, They are all “prairie chickens®, This 

io unfortunate, beewuse the persietence or tensity of any species is probably 

olemye grenter on ite indigenous habitat. Thus the buffalo as leas tenseious 

of ite eequived rang@ in the Grent Bogin than in the Colorade plains, 

the pinnated grouse persists today on the prairie ridges of lowe Co, 

on land so bare and (in winter) so foodless as to astonish the obeerver, The 

anno is true of Champaign Coe, Tlinois, Probably these prairie ridges of 

ole



southwestern Wisconsin are original range, and possibly thie “persistence™ 

2 consists of a wider range of enviranmentd tolerance, 

; fhe gharptail may have deen indigencus along the south shore of 

Lake Superior. 

The Indians neor Milwaukee are said to have once subsisted largely 

on prairie chickens and their eggs (source of information unknown), If the 

ethnologists, in their excavations of middens, could procure and identity 

prairie chicken bones, it might help to untangle the problem of oviginsl 

distribution, ; 

Prairie Chicken Migretiona: Beoting on Mensgenent. Most of the evidence, 
both pioneer and modern, besring on the abundance and distribution of prairie 

chickens, must bé interpreted in the light of possible senconal shifte or 

nigrations. | 

That both species do migrate at certain times and places is on | 

indisputable fact, but a feet so often denied that evidence must bey presented, | 

The evidence is of two kinds; : 

(1) Rengeg inhabited only at certain sesgong: Central Forest Co. | 

ie reported to have chickens only in sumer. (Bdick). Alloobe 

servers agreed on this, but disagreed whith species it was. 

Tae feeding station at Muscode, Grent Co., has many more | 

birds (pinnsted) than breed there (Keeler). 

Northeastern Hanitewoe Co, has plansted grouse only in 

winter (exeeys one nesting in about 1923). (Novy). 

Boor Co. has more pinnated grouse in winter than breed 

there. (Wilson). 

Bayfield Co, hos less chickens (speciest) in winter than in 

swmer, (Schorger). es 
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e (2) Obecrved Migratory Flights. A. B. Doolittle, superintendent of 

a. the Peninsular State Park in Door Cox, saw 300 chickens (pinnated) 
all in one fleck, fly over his house in spring, headed northeast 

wp the shore of Green Bay. These birds were less than » gunchob 

high, and aust have been en route for Michigan, 

Wim, Fairchild, former keeper of Chombers Island, Boor Co., 

saw 2 chickens arrive fron the Marinette shore in April, 1927. 
(Minimum distance, 7 miles). They stayed several weeks and then. 

flow east to Deor Go. proper, 

Orrin Sutherland, born in Janesville, Rock Co., 1999, says 

that in the fifties "great flights of grouse (sharptails) arrived 
late in fall when the snow ame, in flocke of 100 to 150, flying 
about 15 mods highs Did not ste them stop to rest. In the spring — 
they went back: bus not in continuous flights, = they just strung 

back." a 

(¥. We Cooke says that Worth Dekota wes almost devoid of ° 

chickens all winter in enrly days, He hes personally seen flights 

while mallerd shooting on Devil's Lake, 5. D,, in both fall and 

spring). 

Sohn Schmoker of Fountain City, Buffalo Go., who has lived 

in the Promeleeu region since 1564, esys that every severe : 

winter there wes « heavy influx of chickens (pinnated) from the : 

. Minnecote prairies, over and obove the abundant breeding population. 

(Whether he actualiy caw the incoming flights wae not determined). 

It is clear, therefore, that both species formerly migrated, and that ‘ 
the pinnated grouse still migrates, for distences probably up to 100 miles. On 

the other hand the bull of both species is probably non-migratory. 
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It is very importent thet the sex ratios of migratory chickens be 

a determined, since it is not impossible that migratory movements may involve 

: only or mainly females, 
4 

Tn addition to migration there is mech evidence of seasonal shifts, 

not necessarily oriented as to direction, and therefore not necessarily true 

migration. Fart of this evidence pertains to movement of winter packs, and 

is presented under that heading. ‘The rest consists of observing drifting birds 

in places not normally inhabited. The location of these observations is shown 

wy a special “drift” symbol on Map G, . q 

faken all together, the evidence shows that prairie chickens are 

mobile, and not permanently atteched to a fixed locality to the same degree as | 

quail, Their seosonal cruising radius is long end varisble. Therefore from | 

the standpoint of management they partake to a certain degree of that peculiar . | 

_ character which necessitates special governmental intervention in vehalf of 

nigratory birds. A given stote, or county, or landowner may tolerate abuses | 

in birds of this character without promptly suffering the consequences in the 

form of @ short crop, tecause the deficit ie made up out of the mobile breeding | 

stock conserved by the neighboring states, counties, or landowmers, | 

Therefore, in the long run, the prairie chicken will be somewhat | 

more dependent on public, and somewhat lese on private initiative, then quail, 

because the incentive for loeal or privete conservation is weakened to the | 

extent that a species is migratory or mobile, This principle is abundantly | 

proven by the present waterfowl situation in the nation at large, and by the | 

history of the Migratory Bird Laws. | 

Conversely, and for the same reason, the prairie chicken's response 

to public measures such as refuges and feeding stations will be greater and 

more gatisfsetory. In the case of feeding stations, this principle is already 

vdorne out in actual experience. 
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Present Distribution. Map O shows as eolid range territory in which chickens 

oceur in every townghip. where they oro mere stabtoved then thie, the 

3 jeoleted ocourrentes ore show by erosses, 

The senttered occurrentes in the northern and central counties, 

however, are too numerous to obtein in a short survey, The boundaries of 

the solid renge may aleo be in error in some places, This whole mop is 

rogorded ae merely a start for the state's own game wurvey, 

Syoes of Present Bangs. Ae may be inferred from the preceding captions, the 

present vange is of thres distinct typee in the various regions, namely! 

(1) Magsheg in the Lake Region and fransition Belt, drained or : 
widwained, provided only cover is offered, | 

() Apabpbe ace in the Driftless Area, (Birds nesrly externine 

° 
E 

(3) Slaghings in the Forest Belt. 

4 tm cach case adjocent farms ave used, the apecies being determined | 

by the relative proportions of grass, brush, and fields, 

The third tyye of renge is of recent creation, honee its occupancy ‘ 

may de rough}y treed, | 

Sleshings ae Chieken Rang@, Wap Gel shows the dates of arrival of chickens | 

at various pointe in the Porest Belt, Mvidently chickens invaded this torrie — 

tory, aot im Goneentrle waves with solid front (such oe Hungarian partridge 

show in Map I), wut after the annner of athe invading a carpet, in a multe | 

tude of sani ¢ievontimous petehes gradually spreading from many foot, Thus | 

aleo 414 ome, fire, and plough Lovade the forest, and it is not surprising | 

thet the cause should display the seme geographic pettern as the effect. 3 

| The Hungarian, on the other bend, is invading, from a singel focus, 

2 fo lenge eontinuons environment long fully prepared, hence the pattern of 

wie :
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concentric waves, 

There is a dramatic element in the chicken's conquest of the north : 

woods which ig of wider significance then the bird iteslf, It offers current | 

proof thet it is mot civilisation, but the manner in which civiligation used 

the lend, which deteruines the presence or absence of callinaesous gem, . 7 i 

offers alee @ sad comentary on the progress of forestry that thiseothe hone ; 

of the white pinée-should in a single generation have become the abode of the 

prairie ehicken, 

Sonetines, indded, the metamorphosia has taken lees time then that, 

‘fordwood logeitg in Price Co. has just ceased; chickens of both species arrived — 

about 19196, and by 1925 there wee a high year during which chickens were exe ; 

eeedingly abundant, Wow, of course, they are scarce but inercasing. There 

has been only one cycle here--tefere thet there were no chickens te suffera = 

eyele, 

In northeestern Washburn Co. the recapture of the range by formset ‘ 

‘hos already taken place, ‘The Nimong région, after lumbering, ‘fas full of 

sharptaile, wut the jackpines have come in so thick as to drive them out and 

rescutabligh the deo and palfod gyenee, Mesh of the highend wenge tn the / 

Ferest Belt must eventunliy te lost in this way, hence the shrinkage predicted 

in Table Bel. ; : 

Ayundanee Ratios, Mey Gel aleo shows abundance ratios of the two species, the 

firet figure representing pinsated and the last sharptail in each instance, The 

abundance ratde is changing in various localities, in accordance with the trend 

of the lecel environment toward or away from grass ond crops on the one hand, 

sad brush on the other. 

Heed of Popalation Piguree and Index Areas, Population figures for prairie 

chickens are so far non-existent, and the mobility of the bin makes them ;



‘ 

jnpoaeidle to obtain in the course of a short survey, lnaning eativates the 

voxiewn find of birds during the very high year of 1911 in Jackson Oo, as 3 

covies per forty, or 25 covies yer dog per day. In 1925 (on average yoor) in 

funeou Cos 2 covies per day was an sverege find (Shooting Journel, Leopold), 

those fragmenta are offered merely to indieate thet chickens have cocasionally 

yeca vory abundent in certain places, but on the average it is by no moons 

usual to bag the daily lintt of 5 Birds, 

Daten of Reching, Chart D gives eyelic fluctuations, tut usually mot longe 
tine trends, the latter ting usually too vague to graph, Mere are game of the 

dutes of decline reported by observers: a4 

= woe ee ? then. + 

Peters 8.3, Done wold oct OGL ce ie 

the above, 

Tidholeon Brow Gradual decline around 1900, ig 

“ meme eae an han 
Simendde Marquette -—«sDueline since 1914, 

Chaatay tows Good shooting till about 1900, 

Surg Grant Up to 1900 ali the ridge prairies — 
Cast of Platteville were good, 

Gardiner Grant Chickens played aut about 1590495, 

Oleen Treupelesn  Fleyed out since 1900, 

langenbeok | Dodge Last good yeor we 1895. 

J.B, Clarke Damn Tharptatl declined since 1855, 

Ne | a



. It ie quite clear that the typical dieline begins with a sharp drop, 

and that this probably consists of a cyclic depression nob followed by recovery. 

In other words, a decline begine with a "skipped azole, * end probably consists 

throughout of a declining eycle as defined on Chart Bs ; 

It is aleo clear thet the declines above reported mostly cluster 

around the 1999 cycle, or the one before or after, 

A straight-line population curve for the state, ironing out the 

oyelic fresvunsions, would doubtless begin with an upward trend during the j 

preceding century and ond. with a downward trend during the present century. : 

That chiekens were far more abundant daring the firet years of settlement 

then in vingin times admits of Little dowbt. That they have deen overshot 

in certain places, and show a sharp decline im the egricultural ond trane 

| sition netts, admits of mo doubt. thet the total mumber of chickens in the 

state (even after crediting the range acquired in the forest belt) iz less 

now than in 1900, admits of Little dowdt. Wevertheless, their erent abundence — 

in certain places daring the peske of the last two cycles makes me for more 

optimistic ae to their possible future than I was before making this survey, 

provided only # vigorous prommm of research and management is put into execue 
tion. , : 

Tt ie extremely important, as a guide to both research and mansgoment, 

thet fixed semple plots or index areas be laid out, and the chicken population — 

k thereon meneured each fall by dog work, and @ech winter by observation at feed 

ing stations, Without quantitative evidence of their current status, the 

state cannot intelligently adapt the shooting to the local vageries of the 
cycle, Experience has amply proven that the teétimony as to current local 

status offered at “public hearings” ie of no value, end utterly confusing. 

It is @ratifying to report that the Director of Game is already ia



onganiging such » system of index areas, and aleo « special corps of 

selected volunteor obeervers to assist the game wardens in measuring the 4 

annual Groep. 

Por Cont of Cyelic Mortality. We have now to consider thé mensurenmats of 

eyelic fluetustions, as distinguished from long~tixe population curves, ty 

Ae contrasted with probeble oyelie fluctuation of 90% or more a 

in ruffed grous®, the attached Toble Ge2 indicates » Lowey maximus in 

prairie chickens, The percentage quoted of course compares low with high. a 

inatead of lew with aversge, which 4a regarded as “standard” praction, The 

— neetine Sluetuation from average probably rune up to 708, and de certainly 

love in the south than the main mange, 4 

While the charsetoristic fluctuation from aversge is higher in 

| ratted grouse then chickens, one observer (Ott, Jackson Co.) is positive ‘ 

| that the lest mortality ws highor in chickens than ruffed grouse, Me 

estimates the total drop ae 90% ond 50% respectively, 

Syartome of Mortality. Yor the benefit of Dr, Gross or other hoped-for ; 

3 stadente of chicken diseases, Table =} sunurises the evidence obtained 

from eportemen and game wardens, Whether or not a parasitologist could a 

: Ldentify porasites from these desdriptions, it is evident thet 

(1) Prouble ie not confined to any ont seasoh. ‘ 

(2) Parasites occur in lame nusbers before and after mortality years. 

(3) *Wintersitlied dinte” may in fact be Alecased, (Of this, more 

. inter under quail), 

Aeriguhture) Prectice tn Saletion to the Chicken Orem The fetal effects of 
heavy grosing have already been noted, and require no repetition here, 

Unfortunately the other effects of recent sgricultural changes have 
oe 
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a TABLE 6.2 

heexver County, eax = Month. Degeription 

Kin Oconto 1921 Open Killed 23 prairie 
es col Journal ) see Season ee ‘ 

1923 a * @ * 

So: " 1 | “ * ates 
more) 

1925 " * 2h 

1926 4 OMS id 

(Betinates 30% as many chickens 1929 as 1924, Mortality in partridge higher) 

Blombe Price 1925 (etiante) in Estimates 75% decrease. . 

| Hornbexg Portege 1925) Betinates over 50% decrease, : 
(2 stinate) 1927 

4 Yorden Yaushs ra 1920) 
“ts otinnté) | 1928) 2stinates 75% decrease. 

Ott Jackson 1925 Lome ar Estimates 90% decrenee. | 

; 1 100 fed at Peshtigo Asylum | Drewry Marinette 924 penne 

192¢ 15 fed at Peshtigo Asylun 
feeding station, 

(This indicates on 35% | 
| dserease). 
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11 been Liltbwies witiihdaable. ‘they are, tm pootable creer of ingertenm: 

F (1) The etlding of comm instead of leaving At standing or in shocks 

. in the field. ‘This trend te spparent throughout the state, wut ‘ 

: is @epecialiy strong in the north, where corn does not mature 

resdily for use as dry grain (see frost line on Map 3). “ 

(2) Shredding Com. ‘This new practice of shredding the whole com é 

E plant works in the same direction as sileing. Both mean that 

there is no corn for the birds except the waste lying on the 

ground, and this of course is either consumed before winter or 

covered by snow if not consuned, 

(3) Zhe Riscomtinuanee of Rye, Newly troken lend in the north was * 
formerly planted to rye. Now that the spread of agricultural 2 

area has been cheeked by the current nations] depression, and ty " 

4 the deflation of the local cutover lend boom, there is much lose 

rye than formerly. Potatoes have aleo tended to replace rye as ; 

: a raw-lend crop, ‘3 

(4) Shagking Straw et the Bam. Sone observers report thet straw 
: ; was formerly piled in the fields, whereas now threshing is done : 

near the farm buildings, in order thet stock may have the food me 

and shelter afforded by the etraw steck. Quail do not hesitate 7 

: to use formyard stacks if there is cover near, dub chickens — ; 

usually do. 4 

: All wht eticunat, reduce winter food and shelter for game, es~ ; 

| pectatiy chickens, Yor chickens to thrive, thece tends mast be offset ty food 

‘ patches and feeding atations arrenged for the purpose of wintering them, These ; 

have been phenomenally successful, and are dowcribed in a later caption. 

Uinter Budding, These unfavornble agricultural trends would have long since ; 

redneea the chicken population to a low ebb, were it not for the ability of | 

at Ue



‘ TABLE O23 

| Syaptons Associated with Nortality in Prairie Chickens 
Wisconsin 

OpeSETee, Sounty Yeax Month Description 
Species) 

Gurti Juneau. 1927 «=: Sept. 3 or 4 “pinworms" in kidneys. 
(pinnaved?) Form brow, hard, sie long, 

diameter of a pin, 

Stoddard Waukesha 1923 July Yound sick hen with brood of 
(pinnatea) (Mosquito Leke) healthy looking ¢hicks per~ 

haps 3 wes. old, Hen very 
thin & weak; could fly only — 
20 ft. Wo visible perasites. 
Ben caught, banded,& 4, 

Laws Dane 1927 (Oct. & While duck hunting found in 
(pinneted) (Mazomanie) Aung. prairie grass a dosen care 

; casses about 1 month old, Als 
found carcasses while haying — 
in August. yi 

Terrell Winnebago 1926 summer Dead bird picked up. Bo 

(pinnated) (Butte des Morts) signe of mechanical injury, — 

Robinson Oneida ? Feb. Farmer reported finding 7 ; 
? birds huddled together in 1 

z wunch. He thought them 
$aid did not look thin, 

Maricham 1928 = Bept, Yound game worm in chickens — 
? (Post Lake) as occurs in partridgerwhite, 

: stringy, sharp on ends, 

Dunn Ashland 1928 Sept, Sharptails had seme worm (wir 
(sharptadl) worm in intestines) as 

in partridge, Heavy 

between 1927 & 1928. 

Schult Marquette 1927 Jan. ; or? John long, Geme Yarden, 
(pinnated) (Buffalo Leake) followed a fox track to 4 7 

chickens in middle of a field, 
Fox had eaten some but could 
hardly have killed all 4. TA 
Tracks indicated 25 birds in 
flock. 
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fable 6-3 (con't) ; 
| 

Rowe Monroe 1928 Rept. Killed a head 

| “Goarmeny oe oe oe 
j in oame locality hed no 

Ho worms in this ons 

ote Jeekgon 1926 Sept. Found woms with ’ 4 
(doth species) in birds Rilled An 1626. -s 

decimation vy 1927, : 

Laan Jackson 1928 Pound ticks & white 
(pinnated) = coms on sete Wixbenie ; 

had te discard som of then, — 

Hegensn Janema ? Sept. inet 5 years hae found dead 
? birds while hunting. Thess — 

had @ soiled anus like a sick - 
fowl. Roticed no ticks. Did 

not look for internal : 

Swift & Divine Sawyer X spring 6 found frosen in spring, 
(sharptail) ot peer t ha fa ape mB # 

heve been cought under j 
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both species to find emexgency subsistence in the buds of trees and bushes, . 

©] jutting ws their mainstay in prossetvieneit times, and still constitutes 

| tho unshakable foundation of the northern game bird crop. Without budding 

there would de no geome birds in the coniferous sone, 

Curiously enough, many people who imow that ruffed grouse tud, doubt 

whether ehicicens do, 

Qhsexver Sounty ieee Xonth Qbeervat ion 

Averg Sauk t Dec. Watched 3 chickens (pinnated) 
from goon blind. Budded for — 

: 2 hours. 

Doolittle Chippewa About 1995 7 Chickens (species?) resorted 
to birch thickets to bud on 
birch, 

Patte rick Green lake =? ? Thinke chickens (pinneted) bud 
on tamaracks, : 

orewry Marinette =? ? Chickens (both species?) meort 
to lowlands in senuee vad on 
popple (aspen?) amd direh, 
mostly popple. ’ 

Y Ryd Sa 1928 ? Bireh ot saten ty sharptedl — 
io in winter on his fam. . 

Schmoker Trempslesu 1965 ? Chickens (pinnated) budded on 
; elm end maple, 

Judd (0.9.3.9. Bulletin 24, 1905) Pinnated buds poplar, ¢lm, pine, 
apple, dwerd birch, bisek 
birch, ‘ 

Sharptail wade willow, birch, 
poplar, 

An adequate chicken study should include the determination of under 

what conditions and on whet planta each of the two species buds, and te shat 

extent and for how long the crop contents show buds ae o sole food, Managers 

of farme and forests can then intelligently provide smple budding facilities, 

Qther foods, Judd (1905) hoe made the only published food study known to the 

writer, He analysed 71 stomachs of pinnated and 43 of sharptail grouge, well : 
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distributed as to season and geography, This early ond painstaking analysig = 
ie extremely creditable to him, but the lack of subsequent more detailed and , 

localized studies is anything but creditable to the game conservation movenant, 
fo rest the management of one of the major recreational and avethetic resources 

of the notion on 11% etomchs collected at lame 23 years ago typifies the leek 
of realism from which thet movement is barely beginning to recover, The 

prairie chicken hes boon given uy se hopeless by hundreds of earnest consere 

vationiste, that other crop would de regarded as hopeless on the beets of so 

niggardly an expenditure of effort on euh fondementale os ite petholegy and 

ite food? 

Fudd's Wihletin is out of print but is available at good libreries, — 

| Nence this report will give only the briefest ewmary of his findings, ‘the 
reader dhould rewomder that they represent the average of many states, moh 
Wisconsin. A study of the Wisconsin bits will doubtless reveel practical, 

locel information now unknown, : 

Sinneted atamted, a 
Por cont animml matters. sees cece MD cose nee 1% 
Per cont vegetable matter 2.660525 6 Sh veenervee WS a 

Insects predominating « «s+ + + e+ 6 « Gaeshoppere . «5 « true bugs 

OE AE OR OR «6 +S ee 

ee ee eee ** tags Snare 

Wood seeds predomineting «++ + 0+ + 6 rere 

LOg“MeS eee ee eens een enee  Cnseia, hog post. alfelfa 

Grain, in omer of amount. . +4 «6 2 Com wheat, bucke , . vhost, com 
eee 
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Elmnated Sharptei) 

Wasbseesec eee eee eee « « » hogelnute, acorns. . scorme 

‘ Miscellaneous s+ 44 eee wo « © flowers of golden . .leaves of cottonnood, 

: rod alder, Dlucberry, — 
' juniper, lareh, rs 

Peeks e mae 

GreOnS » + + ees eo ew oe oe  Obtoreup, everlost. 

3 ing, red & white 
clover 

(|= Ginter “Chigken Yards" and Boosting Habits, Pinnated grouse sometines roost 
‘ in trees in winter, and sometimes plunge into the snow to roost, and sometimes ; 

tunnel the snow for food, as evidenced by the following: 

Observer Gounty. Date Remarks j 

Sutherland Rook ? "Ghickens (pinnated) when formerly abun- 
od bead i tenn. ik ee 
and roosted in trees, Will aleo 

' in snow to roost,” 

Schmoker Buffalo 1981 “Chickens (pinnated) plunged into snow 
%o roost but only in exceptionally bad 
weather, Usually roosted in trees in 
river bottoms," 

Blomberg Price "Chickens (both ap.?) here stay the wine 
; ter in blueberry swamps. Beat cranberry 

vines and berries, Tunnel for these 
foods under the blueberry brush when it 
ia weighted with snow, and thus form 
regular tyards* Like deer,” Re 

Hornberg Portage 1928 *Ghickens (pinnated) flew into jack pine 
thickete just before dark. Some slunged 
into snow as evidenced by the hole, tut 
some poseibly roostea in the trees,” 

It seams likely that tree-roosting ie resorted to only when ground 

cover is hidden by crusted snow teo hard to plunge into, and that they plunge 

into the snow only in exceptional cold when ground cover is lseking, 

Several observers report seeing chickens fly to reoet in thickets of 

trees, but did not later observe the sign to see whether they roosted in the 
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trees, or on the snow, or in the enow, — 

How roosting habits aitter between the two species is unknom. These 

f points need to be determined before their covert requirements con be intelli- 

gently met. 

The addition of. prairie chickens (see Kornberg above) now mekes it 

possible to say. thet all gallinaceous birds seek conifers in bad weather, 

: inter Teeding Stations, At the initiative of W. B. Grenge and Dr, Merritt 

Jones of the Conservation Department, a series of food patches and winter feeding 

stations bas been established in Yood, Marathon, Portage, and Waushara counties. 

The locations are shown on Map 1, also the maxinnun number of birds using exch 

station, Several private and association stations are aleo in operation, as 

shown by the map, ‘he following is a list of oll known statins, in operation 

or definitely prepared fort 

Bo. of ; Max.No. Financed 

7 1 B. of Mayville et 1927 3-Noo Schaumberg 7 

1 lake Butte des Winnebago Clyde Terrell 1928 3§ Terrell ? 

. 1 Posstign Aeyiws Marinette ? t 100 ? , ? 

1 —- Rethsehila Marathon wm, Paine 1923 390 «=- Red & Gun $75 

1 ? Portage Y¥. Bornberg 19280 a ? 

| 1 Manooekc Yaushara J, Worden 1928 150 State ? 

10 vartous food , 1928 200-300 state , 
1 Nus¢oda Grant A.Rratehwill 1928 9% T.W.ted. $20 

1 MA dLeton Dane Magras Sweneon 1927 20 Swenson 7? 

1(prop) Mineral Point Iowa #. ¥.oble Prop, 386 X LWA =f 

we v3 is 
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. Jesding Technique. inal ae 

i prove that successful winter feeding of game is not merely o matter of throw 

| ing out some grain when the snow comes, (In fact that method is very seldom 

gueceseful, @speeially for prairie chickens), | 

4t the Rothechild atetion three successive methods, depending on the | 

accumlating depth of the snow, were found necessary. First came buckwheat, : 

left standing in the food-pateh which had been planted in advance for the 

purpose, This was covered by one foot of snow but remained effective up to 7 

two feet of snow, the birds digging for it after it had disappeared, i 

A crust then forced the birds to resort to standing com, which hed 

peen left for the purpost, and this remained effective up to about three | 

feot of snow | 

Disappearance of the standing corn under the snow then forced the | 

birds to resort te shocked corn, tut it wae found they would not open the 3 

shocks for themselves (a a phoasant will). It wae necessary to gradually | 

open the ghocks so they could see the grain. The shocked corn outlasted the | 

winter, All the while grit and gravel was fed on # canvas spread on the snow 

and baited with ear gorm. The grit was regularly consumed, «aes | 

Two years ago stacked buckwheat wae tried ot Rothschild, but the | 

chickens would not open the stack for themselves. It had to be opened for then, — 

In Portage County cornstalxe, with cars attached, were stood up in 

the snow. This was effective, tut required considerable labor and haulage, 

In Weushara County corn shocks were opened gradually, and ear corn 

: impaled on sticks set in the snow, ‘The latter requires constant attention. 

In Grant County, where the snow is usuelly less deep, a d-ncre buck+ 

wheat patch sufficed for the winter, and required no stacking or other attention, 

| weve com shocks are provided for this year, 

~~ —



The 19 Yood County stations each consisted of a patch of buckwheat, 

geot clover, and millet, part of the buckwheat having been stacked and opened 

fron time to tine, 

 ‘Epdine of Bifeotivenees, The most gratifying developuent is the high redius 

of effectivences of some of these stations. 

At Roths¢hild chickens wexe observed to take wing for the feeding 

station from Smiles distens, indicating over 75 square piles, oF two tow 

ships, as the arca possible to cover with o single station loested in solid 
: — | 

Peoding Hours. In Portage Co, the birds also flew in te feed, They observed 

| 2 definite schedule, remaining ot the station from $130 to 10 A.M., ond from 

1130 to 3 Pelle I understood that they flew directly from the station to the 

roost, which wae in a Jack Pine thicket, 

Tortere: Ruclbent and Other Feeds, Yor winter food patches for all species 

ferrell is using Tartary buskheat (Pago pyaws emanginatun) which 4s listed — 

in UeBsDedy Faroore Bulletin 1062 os ghift sheommeg ond retentive of the grain 

(ond is therefore better in snow), It has proven aleo palatable to the birds, - 

Berndt reporte a lere gathering of chickens at Stevens Point on a 

field of soy YARRS ; 

Alleged "CGroseeg" vetwoon the two species are repeatedly “observed * by 

sportenen. The true oldefaghioned yollewsleg prairie chickea" probably 
represents the fianatwe pinnateds the fullefesthered tarens of course belongs 

to the eharptail; the mature pinnated with portially feathered tarsus is 3 

probably the alleged “eross.” Since the two species belong to separate ' 

genera, hybridisstion ie extremely unlixely, 

abhe 
=



Langenbach reports « lazge chicken (pinnated) in very dork plunge, | 

@_—citted on Aush eke adout 1915, which may have been the sane dark phase ode 
| evrved Ww Allon to avompeny heavy parsaition in veffes grease, he dete 

would be right for heavy parasitism preceding the 1917 cycle, 

Unter Pecks. ‘The pinnated grouse, aa is well known, gathers in lange packs 

in winter, the maximum size of which is indicated by the following instances: 

Qheerver Lounty. Momth&tese Birds in Peck 
ray Marquette ? ? 150 

Robinson Lang lade Feb.? ot 1500 ee: 
Hornberg Faushara ? 1921. 2m 300 | 

Leopold Dene Mov. 1925 200 ‘ 

The pack of 1500 was first seen by Robinson in the Spencer Marsh 

west of Antigo, Two weeke later he encountered one of similar gise 35 miles 

north near Monico, ‘These birds were in tauaratk thicket. The extreme sise 

makes it seem likely that both observations represent the same pack. The dis. 

: tance travelled illustrates the extreme mobility of the species, 

Whether sharptails form packe is not known. 

The sex ratio of winter packs should be determined, os 

Orem Seegong. There is little apparent rhyme or reason in the open and closed 

territory set by law and shown on Map Gel. This doubtlees represents an ae 

C attempt to meet by legislative hearings some phase of the chicken cycle then 

current. The device of “hearings” is sbout as effective as the cycle is : 

stationery, 

Tt would appear that the lew should permanently close the southem 

) marginal or “thin” range, the location of which is feivly clear from Map 6, 

| bab that the open territory during ony year, if any, should be fixed by 

| bite at



‘ a pee is. 

regulatory sation of the Comtenton gn the bese of te come mumer for thah 
7 yaae. ‘the detenaimetion of comparative loca] obundance ty means of consusing 

- fixed aomgle plote hae elready been covered, s 

If there is any one bird whose welfare ond conservative management d 

requires constant study and flexible regulation, that bird is the prairie 

chicken, 

? 

| 3 
| je |
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ty Quail-less Area. No quail now & no @@ lrruptive area, Fer or no susil 
= evidence of quail in the past. now, but evidence of te: orary 

o Plants. (Date below-year made. ‘abundance or anpearance in vact. | ; To richt-date last seen) * Observers rho reesll no cueil. , fi Nenrly Quail-less Area. Few ouail + Observers wno recall no abun.of vinil. now & no evidence of past abundance, @ Tesporary abunvance. 
either vernanent or temporary. @ Temporary appearance. 

x Counties not covered, (Date to left-year first scen) 
x Present Covies. 4 B (Date to right-year last seen) 1 
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é 9. Quail. 

Premiees, ‘This discussion proceeds from the following promisest oe 

(a) The only thorough quail study yet made is the Georgia Quail 

Investigation, at the southern end of quail range. 

(b) In order te throw light om the bird's Life history at the 

northern end of its range, this Institute has financed « 

quail fellowship at the University of Bisconsin. With the 

: northern conditions os a background, it is hoped to later 

extend a comperative study into other northacentral states. 

(ec) The ¥iseonsin quail stock is very little diluted by importation 

of southern forms, 

_ (@) Quail have deen totally closed in Wisconsin since about 1595, 

This is the longest closure obteining in Any state of the northe | 

contre] group, but the birds have remained stationary, 

(e) The basic reagon is probably the samo as thet obteining through — 

out the cornbelt: devegetation of coverts by intensive agriculture. 

At any rate the variobles of diluted blood and hunting are legely_ 
eliminated, (Some quail are of course shot, in spite of the 

closure). 

(£) To measure the effect of restoration of coverts and other manage- — 

ment measures on quail abundance will therefore probably throw 

Light om the quail problem throughout the north-central chaten, ’ 

(g) This survey was focused on history of variations in sbundance . 

as to time and place, in the hope thet this would furnish @ back- 

ground for the intensive controlled reseerches under the fellowship, 

fh Coe



| Parity of Wisconsin Quail stock, Whatever ather foctors Limit quail in Piss 
consin, it 1s obvious thet elinate is one of them, ond that the admixtare of 

southern forms and subspecion will tend to lessen the resistance to climate, 

and thas confuse the effort to measure other factors. Hence it is important 

to know the probable purity of the local race, : 

The only importetions of plemting stock so far treced are an followet — 

Plant Reported Yo. of 

Kumlien & Holl. “various low 1990. Tf “mostly Kanese* “Some places 
ister (p55) calities" 19007 thrive wonder. 

(prom. incl. fally.* 
Valvorth & 
Roek) / 

Bevhausen Refuge Brown i9s27_—is Virginie? Doubtful if 
warvived, 5 

Moon Lake Refuge Yond du ise 1928 16 Virginia One heard, 1929 

1929 «none Tried Mexi~ Died in pens, 
ean 

(Chembers & 
Wash. Islands) 2 

Bredford, ie ? ? Pereisted till 
tappeeten) ak sleet of Merch 

1922, 

Vileon, Pred Vilas ¢ t ? Leet seen 1912, 

when compared with the importation of 16,975 Mexican quail inte Illinois 

during one yeor, 1925, the ebove record indicates that the Wisconsin stock is 

ag nearly pure ag can be hoped for after four decades of “restoring” quail ty 

' pasoing laws and planting poor seed on denuded land, 

Erobsble Origine) Distribution. Mot even a shred of evidence was found as to 

whether quail inhabited Wisconsin in pressettlement days, If they did, it 

was certainly in the “oak openings" of the south central counties, or, sore ; 

-i5e od
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Likely still, on the edges of the ridge prairies and river bluffs of the 

southwest. If they did, their abundance woe probably very varisble ond of 
the "irraptive* type now charecteriatic of the central counties, Grayevines 

and acerns must have been their mainstay in the grainless wilderness which 

then prevailed, The eceasional Indian fields, and the undoubted abundance of - 

legumes in the wngrased original flora, aust aleo not be overlooked, 

Quail did-not inhabit the forests of south-centrel Ohic. A¢ first 

sight thie would soon te make thédy prosease fa Visconsin very inpretanle, ; 

‘but Ohie had fewer prairies and limestone bluffs than the driftless area of : 

southwest Wisconsin, 

Influx with Agriculture. An abundance of quail followed on the heels of the 

exé and plow in the agricultural belt, and pereiated for many deondes, 

hecording to Kumlien & Hollister (1903) the bird 

“cris comme cotans mits a ee dee deaae 
The clearing away of underbrosh ead the introduction of wire 
fences in pleoe of the old-fashioned ratle, with their weed covered 

mMamietmn@me ee 
For the dozen years preeeding 1903 theee authors report » partial 

recovery, which they aseribe to the Kansas birds planted in verlous localities, — 

Aerieultured Changes Affecting Quail, The advent af the wire fence in the 
80's doubtlese dealt oll aplend game as severe a blow as the advent of the 

dniry industry later on. The two changes have of course been cumaletive in 

their effects on both food and cover, The dairy industry hos injured quail by: 

i (1) Reducing or eliminating brush, grapevines, and weede from 

. posture fencerows, woodlots, ond dreinacge channels, . 

(2) Reducing winter feed and cover through the elloing and shredding 

of com formerly left oa shocks in the field,



(5) Reducing the qualitetive conpesition of all vegetation through 

ih erosion, gepvetaliy in the arievlens oreny onde Homyh graying 
(4) Satidiag cnahd He ot oneal atrowstacke and loot ing 

then ot the born instead of tn the felde. 2 

(5) Reducing winter cover by dreinsge and grazing of mays. j 

Tt ie only fair to state that it has also benefited quail tyr 

(6) Providing dependedle barnyard feeding places, 

(7) Indusing the widesproad cultivation ond escape of sweet clover, 

(8) Preventing the spread of fencelege farm, 

These gradual agricultural changes, not intended to affect game can~ 4 

servation, are to the ordinery mind, not a» dremetic se now game lowe, now 

* eonservation Conppigna, or other huwem setivities undertaken for conservation — 

purposea, but they are aevertheless more patent, because they aetusliy change 

aillions of acres of guar range, aad cannot be upset by a wish oro stroke of 

the pene Conservation, if it te to eueceed, aust evolve compenasting measures 

whieh ehenge ailiions of sores beGk to the statue of possible game range, and ; 

which hove the same stebility and geographic sweep aa the cloon covpanture 

or the full eilp,ana for the same rennons Wocuse they eppeel to the heart 

or purse of the former, 

Just what compensating measures are compatible with good agricalture — 

con be determined through experinental research, 4 

Just how to induce the farmer to adept thea easing » fundamental = 

probles of the conservation movement, omd ome which it hae so far failed to : 

grepple with ; 

dope Tine Trends in Gaal] Abundanes, Bert Lows of Souk Co, who received hie 

training a8 an accumte observer wader Stoddart, reports that there are moxe 

quail now then 10 years ago, wut not nearly ne many a8 in old tines, -



Bd Ochsoner, taxidermist of Sauk Co., also trained by association = 

with Stodderd, believes that there are just es many quail now as there wore 

57 youre ago. 

Priestley of Iowa Co. considers quail aboot as stundant as when 

ne first hunted 50 years age. : 

Jeckn of Town Co. thinks that quail, while fluctuating according to 

hard winters, averege as abundant now ac anytime gince he was born in 1961. 

These observations are presented merely a: samples of the opinion = 

of the most reliable observers of long experience. They indicate the sbeence 

of any sharp gradient of the general trend of quai) abundance since the = 

Civil tan, A period of decisively greater abundance undoubtedly prevailed = 

vhile the clearing were in process during the forties and fifties, f 

dn opportunity to accurately compare present quail populations noor 

Madison with those of thirty years ago exiets in the bird census made by the 

| late Dr, Geo, Kemmerer in 1901-3, working over a fixed route et all seasons j 

of the year, thie comparions cutaile the detailed exonination of his neten, 

and the re-censusing of the same route for a like period, and hence is suite 4 

able for execution under the quail fellowship, E 

Ereneah Distribution, Map B recognives four degrees of distribution ond 

avundanes, lying in four musceesive sones extending not east and west, tub 
southeast snd northwest, These are; 

(9) A.Quadleless Ares in the northem fringe of countion, a 

(>) A Hearly Quaiicless Aree along Leke Michigen. 

(c) dn Ipruptive Ares extending diagonally scross the state, ’ 

(4) She Regular Quail Range in the southwestern corner, 

This last region is the hub and foeue of Wisconsin quail, Fron it 

the bird fades out northeastward, not merely by © gradual diminution of =



population, but by » series of highly significont variations in beth tine 

' end apsee, the thorough study of which may lend to important discoveries, 

‘The quailelees area in the forest belt needs no comment. Tt is too - 

cold and grainless for quail, and seve for # single plant (Viles Co.) yielded 

no evidence of the presence of quell either now or in the yoot, z 

The next gon®, however, at once arrests attention, a 

Woorly Quailelogs Aree, This belt of nearly queil-less counties along the . 

tore of Lake Michigan is not confined to Tiseonsin, It follows the loke 
through northeast [ilinois and northwest Indiana (see Quail Maps in the : 

reporte for thease etates), Whether 1b extends up the enat shore of the 

leke into Michigan ie not yet known. 

An asterisk symbol on the map shows the location of observers 

who testify that there is not now, nor bas theré boon within their recolless 

| tion, any sbandence of quail in thie area, : 

One observer (Pugh, Sacine) reported 209 quail on 275 seres just 

south of Being, and reneabored reperte of on abundance of quail in the sane 
locality « generation age, This ares we examined, and found te contain 3 

excellent Korway spruce windbreake, excellent grapevine fencerows, and o 

lorge gravel pit filled with sweet alover,. ; 

The indlestion 1s that when extroordinarily favorable cover ond feed 

ie offered, quail respond, but given the same cover and feed, there are d+ 

cisively less quail in the leke counties than further inland, Map B shone 

that thie lake belt contains from none to half « dosen covies por county, 

wile in inland counties of similar appearence as to cover and feed, there 

are 1/5 to 1/2 covies per farm 

Sous adverse influence - possibly the leek of seme partiovlar plant, 

or some peculierity of climate + cust cherseterize the lakeshore counties and — 

oa
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: keep the quail out, Agronomists recognize o distinct zone along the leke, 1% 

{ grows, for instance, poorer corn and better vegetables than the inlend farses, _ ; 

| the poor com is probably the cooling effect of the lake on spring temperature, — 

"Tprupbive Area." Poralleling the quail~lese and nearly quail-less arese lice 

| a volt of country extending diagonally from Dodge to Darron Co., containing 
for of no quail at the present tine, wut showing evidence of teuyorary sbundance 
or appearance in the past. : y 

The observers reporting temporary appearances (but no abundance) of 

quail in the past are plotted as solid black circles on Kap He A glance at the 
nap shows that they lie mostly in the northacentra and northwestern counties. 

The obeerve-s reporting temporary abundance in the past appear on the 

map ae black equates and their observations are sumerized in the accompanying 

fable Bal. It is spparent from an examination of the teble and the map thats 

(a) The locations all cluster in a group of counties extending from | 

Wood end Monroe at the northwest to Dodge in the southesst. This 

aréa is hatehed on the map, and is called the irruptive area, 

Every sounty in this group reports at least one and sone report 4 

several instances of teaperary abundance, : 

(>) the greater part of the years in which sbundenee begen (at left 

; of equare) cluster around 1916, * 

(¢) Mont of the years when abundance ended (at right of square) show 

1916 or 1917. e 

(4) the crosses (present covies), while ineosplete, indicate that i 

there are no even moderately abundant quail populations in the 

| hatched area at the present tine, : 

Tt may be safely concluded that the leat “irraption” in this area 

occurred in the years preceding the killing winter of 1917-14, and that the ‘ 

“70~ eS



TABIZ Hd 

Uvidenes of Temporary Avandanee of Quail in 

ene “Teryptive Area! 2 

Qhssrver County Zear Qbservation 

Pugh Adams, Juneau, 1916... . "Thousents of quail" seen 4 
& Wood while hunting prairie chickens. 

1917 « we *Quail all gone* in the seme 

territory. 

(Note: Quail are ordinarily scarce or absent in the prairie chicken country). 
ponent Ae NE LCCC CENT NRCC CTCL COLCA LCC CL CT ACCC A CAT LS 

Hart Dodge 1873 “Saw swarms of quail one Septem. 
(Boricon) ber ¢vening, next day all gone. 

From 1860 on trapped meny quail. 

(Note: The “swarm” was evidently a fall wandering, wut indicates abundance ’ 

somewhere nearby). 

pancetta Nt ICNLE NARA NENT T NCCT CC CCL CEEOL CLA LOO COO ALE OCC AOD 

Bageley Dodge 1890 oF "Quail common but lasted oniy 
1895 2-3 years. Only 1 covey last 

, . nS yoars.” 

cane nent LCN CNN CO OOOO CACC LOLOL OCCA OCOCO COCO DLO LL CC ALLO 

Kade Marquette ae "Nony quail at Leke Puckaway” 

' 

(Note; Heaviest neorby eatimate now 1 covey per 3 farms). 

antenatal ONO CCL OL NCCC OO Cll COC Cts 

Swift & Divine Barnette 1912 to "35-40 covies along lower 9 .. 
1916 8t.Croix. Some there now 

Disappearance wight be due to — 
the decline of the wiregracs . 
industry which maintained i 
and fed stock." 

nomen etna NOLL CCNA CC CON COC OQ CQ OCC ODDD CC DQ DQ CODD QA CCl 

worden Vaushara 1905 . . . . "Quail appeared, spread all over 
the country." 

{ 19167. one “Then died off, before the war," 

_oeeeeneonanenniitaaamtaemnetnmenhetininnn treatin mitt tt tANGrOtnet teeta CLLR CLONAL LID 

Weseenberger Trempelean 1929... +. "Very low* 

H 1915... . « “Very abundant in 1915 when t 
wailt this building.” 

1919. . + « “Cleaned out by winter 1917-15,"



TARTS Hel (con't) : 

tanning dunes 1916 Wemunbers o when there 

7 srr uel Haga Soma, 
SS 

ocerinininninatnatitnngaet Ae REN NM RN eR ARRAN nan ee A mae eeN AM 

hegouan Mamet an 1929 « + + Only 2 eovlow per tounshin, j 

M916). » 2 Remeubere vefore 
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deappoared, 
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2 quail of the irruptive area were largely wiped out by that winter. Previous 7 

and possibly local “irruptions’ have occurred, such as the one in Dodge Go. 

: ending in 1873. ‘ 

The tem “irruption" is here used in quotation marks beeause the 

phenomenon observed was probably not an irruption in the true sense of a 

migratory invasion of territory otherwise unoceupied, It consisted rather 

of a locel increase from residual stock made possible by & succession of engy 

winters end favorable breeding seasons. The rearon for assuming this cause | 

is, first, thet there are no records of nigratory invasions or other long | 

distance movements on thé part of thie species, and second, beesuse I found 

only one report of @ preceding abundance in the regular quail range to the ’ 

woot of the irraptive area, (This wa: Trempelean Co., beginning 1925). If | 

there had been a general preceding abundance in the regular quail range in 

; many Counties, and for @ longer period, the alternative assumption of a true ' 

irruption would have been indicated, 

fhe principal significance of the 1916 irraption is not that the | 

irraptive area can néeessarily hope to be converted to regular quail range, 

but rather in illustrating the extremely rapid inercase which tekes pluce 

shenever environmental conditions allow. Hepetitions of the event will doubt. 

legs follow unless the decline of sgriculture in the Sand Area (which occupies 

the heart of the irruptive area) too far restricts available groin feed, 

fhe Regular Quail Bange, This extends from western Walworth to Le Crosse and 

possitly farther we Mississippi into the counties not covered by this 

survey. Setimates of the present quail popaleation in terms of covies per fom 

; appear in ¢ireles on Map BH, the fraction 1/2 meening "1 covey per 2 farms.” 

Where the eiveles are extended by diagonal lines to the corners of a county, i 

it meas that the estimate is a county estitate and not a local one. 4 
| a ag
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: dn @xamination of the map shows that populations as high as 1 covey : 

yer farm are reported only from la Crosse, Grant, and Green counties, ond the 

Tlineis boundary west of Beloit in Rock Co. These are believed to be the 

beet remaining quail ranges in the state, and in eoch case are characterized ; 

ny on exceptional abundance of coverts, 
Tt ie a mistake to assume, a6 many do, that the entire southwest j 

quarter of the state ie suiteble for quail at the present time, The lange 

prairies lying in south Iowa, north Lefayette and enst Grant counties are just 

ae bare of cover as the intensively grazed counties of the Lake Region enste 

werd. Given equal coverts,-hovever, I heve the impression that the south- 

weetern counties support more quail than the southeastern, and this is regard+ : 

od ag the gradual westward dilution of that unknown factor whith causes the 

nearly quaileless belt on the shorés of lam Michigan. 

| The beat quail range in the state undoubtedly lies in the Limestone = 

. ‘pluffe along the Missiseippi and lower Wiseonsin rivers, ond this opinion ie 

corroborated by the previous work in siniler country which Mee adjacent in , 

Minnesota, Towa, and Illinois, he 

Snempa.and conifers a6 Tiater Covers, During the comparatively sila winters — 
preceding 192%+29 the quail in Dane Co, clearly resorted to the numerous — 

glecial ewanpe as winter cover, Wight's observations in the similar region 

neoy Ann Arbor, Michigan, are to the same effect, Were it not for the 

abundanee of swamps in the Lake Region and their scareity in the driftiess ; 

area, it is believed that there would be an even sharper caat-to-vest gredient 

in the quail populations of southern Wieconsin, 3 

In the deep gnow of 1928-29, however, it ms a conspleusus foot that 

 Remnp Coverte entirely disappeared, and the birds had no cover where grape. 7 

vines or conifers wore abeont, These are the only coverts which are atiff 

“13 es



: snd high enough to reaain waable in deep snow, ond hence must constitute 

: tne permanent foundation of quail managesent in this state, 

qhore conifers were available quail execessfuliy wintered the 

192429 anows in localities otherwise surprisingly bare, 
This was true 

south of Watertown in Jefferson Co, (Otte); on the prairies north of Nadieon 

in Dane Go, (Roverteoa); and south of Marquette in Harquette Co. 
(Pattertele). 

snore doth conifers ond grapevines ware present and shere winter fecding
 we 

praeticed there we no noticeable loss. 

Of the verious species of conifers resorted to, Hormy spruce evens 

to come first, but is usable only when the lower beahohes which ewe the 

ground are fenced ogninet graning and protected fron the compet
ition of other 2 

; $YVEBs 

| Creeping Juniper (J.commais), when Lange enough, aloo furnishes ae 

) cellent eoverte. In the vicinity of Pine Bluff, Done Oo, there are mre 

quail neor juniper than on siniler aearty creas without juniper, The Juniper | 

nore Sormp solid mate 25 fect in disaster and 6 foot dcop. i 

The quail fellowship is comparing the attractiveness and cost of 

yarigus conifers for quail coverts, and will also devel
op a definite techalque 

for the planting ond training of grapevines, The first cluaps of experimental 

conifers yore planted by the University, for observation under the fellowship, — 

on the University Pom on Oct. 17, These consist of G-foot stock ond ought 

to be ecceptable to quail fron the outset, ‘They are so arranged se to mike 

poostble a compariean of epecion, axpowute, effect of surrounding covery and ; 

effect of surrounding fire Lines, 

Theray, vigorous, senieprocumbent varieties of roses 
art also to be 

| tried oat us substitute for or supplement to conifers as winter Sever, The 

prairie rose (2.setigeria) Le on exeaple of promising apc let. 

| 2 “Th 7



[inter Lenses of Quail, Table He2 summarizes the infomstion obtaized on 
winter losses and other fluctuations in quail. Ise so far as known, there has 

| yeon no provions effort to definitely correlate winter lessee with weather 
| records, with losses im other species, or with other possible influences, a 

Such a correlation ie attempted in the next caption, ‘Toble B-2, however, ie 

. sufficient grounds for roughly determining the frequency of winterwkillings, 

It should be understood, of courses, that many of the losses reported ’ 

on this table are local. Some of the dates are also subject to error, since 

they are based on recollection and are not slemys definitely tied with some 4 

associated event of know date, This recollection error may cause two oF ~ 

more slightly varying dates for one and the same occurrence, (tums the loss 

reported by Stigelbauer in south Washington Co. in about 1914 oF 15 possitly 

refers to the histeri¢ one of 1917-15). 

Assuming arbitrarily thet for the state oe @ whole the losses which 

wore only local about offset those which were not reported at all, there : 

aprenr to have securred since the lose of 16634, about 13 Killing winters = 

in 66 yeara, oF 1 stout every 5 yours on the everege, This compares with the 

other states surveyed as follows: iuitiaiell 

Oniot 6 losses in WL yore, of 1 every 7 years, + 
Tidinoies 10 “ * 33 * &. §29 ee ° te. 

Mie 9 RR Ne ae 
Wisconsing 13 “ * 6 ee 5 * FE 

Tt is sef@ to conclude that killing winters are somewhat more 4 

@vequent in Wisconsin than in the tier of states to the south, and that 

very intensive development of special winter coverts ond winter feeding 

techniques will ve essential if a substantial reduetion in these losses is , 

to be accowpl ished, 

«75 
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TABLE Ba? ; 

? Year or 
“P Observer dogalisy Rinter.of Jenene 

Orrin Sutherland Rock Ca, 1863 Quail all died, 40 below sero with | 
¢erust in Jenuery, | 

Jack O'Mara Rook Co, 1882, This was the year of "The Big gow,” 
Many quail died, : 

6,0. KcCommone Walworth Co. igs, Many died in yoar of "Big Snow.* 

Tusiien & Hollister 1835 Low point. Gradual decrease tii ? 

ie “Mgt ene yes pore ey Fyne | 0 Burns 

se (Marquette Go.) 190% me oe few quail anyhow at 

Jon Moeller Ft. Atkinson Yell off gradually after 1902. Not 
(Jefferson Co.) Sines common. No hard winter. Now — 

alugest sbeent, 
dean Swift Rock Go. about 1907 Wae heavy loss, Accurate within 2 yre. 

A.@. Rage Benton 1909010 ss Heavy loss. Year he moved to 
. (lafayette Co.) ‘ 

: de W, Bold tafayette Co. 1909610 Very severe loss. 

8. F, Schoenfeld ames 1922 lyr. Remembers « heavy less, 
One Co. ‘ | 

Za Ogheener Sauk Co. I9linl2 Heavy less from anow & cold just 
17 years ago, : 

3.7. Schoenfeld Towa Co. inh 2 yrs, Heard of e heavy loss, 4 

Todo Stigiiwuer — Sachington Con 191-157 Kony grat) fren 02 oF S) aoat 
or 

Harold Pugh —_ duncan, 1916.37 wth Puereennes of quail, "1927 ali | 

Alfred J, Robinson Langlade Co, Abundant near Blten (@ probably - 1916 & 17,provedly also 1921, 
6, 0. MeCommons Yalworth Co, 1917-18 = ss Heavy loss. a 

Ao. Had’ Lafayette Oo, 191 7a18? Very severe lows “about 12 yra. agof 

Prank Ole Jefferson Co. 9170s «Only lows he remecbers previous to 

Alfred §.Bradfowt, Winnebago Co, 1921622 Most killed by big sleet of Marah 2922, 
: Mad persieted since replanting : 

1903 or \. Never abundant here, 
Scott Curtis Vernon Ga, 192l-22 "Big Bleet* killed 6 out of 14 covies 

he was feeding that year, 
TM. Coyner Jefferson Co. about 1922~3 Considerable lows. Quail scarce next y 

Pronk A.Groves ha Crosse 192526 Killed many quail, 

4, Wad} hefayette Co, 192849 Mayde half lost-comparatively Mght. — 

Yin, Bishop Towa Co. 192869 Bod loss, 
(Dedgevilie) ; 
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: This my sound Like an attempt to prove by figures something which 

; ie plready obvious, but in fect it ie not, because the greeter grovalence of 

gleete to the southward is nearly as serious ag the snow and eold of the north, 

' a9 & Comparison of losses in central with lesees in northern Illinois oF 

Indiana clearly #hows, There ie furtherzore, in my opinion, # difference in 

the rosietanse of the local races. Mo central Tliinoie quail could, in ay 

opinion, have endured the central isconsin winter of 1928-29 for even a week, 

Quad) Losses ga Related to Yeathor, Grouse Creles, & Losses of Other Gone, 
| Chart Be} attespte to correlate quail losses with sll the possible 

influences bearing upon them, Grouse cycles, and reported winter lessee of fl 

groune, are included becaust Chart D suggested a strangely frequent eotnet+ | 

donee between the two phenomena, | 

Curve A on Chart He} shows the total snowfall «ot Madieon, records | 

for which ar@ available since 1s#%, | 

Gurve B ghows the depth of sncw on the ground for a month, records | 

of whieh begin in 1904, 

The vertical Line to the right shows ty ayubole the yeors of coldest 
sumer, coldest spring, ond coldest winter, (the cold spring ond sunore-are | 

added giaply to show unfavorable nesting seasons). | 

The golmneito the right show oyclic mortality in grouse and alleged 
winter losses in grouse (possibly due to the eycle rather than to weather), 

The red horizontal arrows comneet the pointe of coincidence, the point, nob 

the gheft, of the arrow indicating coincidence, a 

The coinsidences sre as follows: i 

Botad Snowfall» Counting the 1902-3 +1 as the some as the 190%) 

Lone, there ave 13 losses of which 20 sccourred since gaowfell records begant 

Of these . 7 
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(a) 7, ov 70%, coincide with more then aversge snowfall, 

(») 3, oF 30%, coincide with less then average snowfall, 
Seow on Ground, Of 7 losses wince the records began: 

(e) 5, or Tl 4, coincide with more then sverage persistence of 

Snowe 4 

(4) 2, or 294, coincide with less than average persistence of 

snow. (One of these, 192142, hod exceptional sleet). 

Coldest Winters. Of the total of 13 losses 

(e) 3, or 23% coincide with extreme cold, 

Considering losses in relation to guy or all of the preceding 3 

criteria, we have; f 

Snowfell, Snow Depth, and Cold, Of 13 losses: 

(ft) 9, or 694, eoineiae with one on ancthed, 

(g) % or 3l 4, coineide with none of the three, 

Grange Losses, Of the 13 quail lossest 

(h) 4, oF 32%, coincide with alleged winter killing of raffed 

Grouse or sharptail (but all of the 4 grouse loases ¢oin~ 

cide with quail losses), 

Syele Years, Of the 13 quail losses: 

(1) 5, oF 38%, fall on years of known cyclic mortality in 

grouse (since 1881) or within one your thereof (mortality 

spreads over 3 years or more), 

(§) lor Sf, fall om youre of projected cyclic mortality before 

1881, or within one pear thereof, 

(x) 6, or 46%, fol within one year of kmown or projected cyclic 

mortality. 

(1) 7, oF 5¥f, fall more than one year fron cyelic mortality, — 

18  -



Conclusions as to the significance of these coincidences with cycles : 

ought not be reaehed without having then exusined Wy e mothensticton skilled — 
in the theory of probebtlities, in onier to find /out whet coincidence ‘could 
ye expected from the lows of chance alon@, hie will be done before publishes 

ing ony final report. Cycles ea» a sole cuuse of quail losses are apparently = 

excluded, but as a contrituting or gupplementary couse are apparently not, ’ 

It 4s therefore advisable to consider quail losses in relation te 

combinations oft i 

(Snowfall, Snow Devth, o” Cold) ond (Grouse Losses ox Cyaleg), | 
of the 13 quail losses: | 

(m) 5, of 38%, coincide with doth bad seather, and grouse 

mortality +1 year kom or projected, 

(n) 6, of Gi6 coincide with either the one or the other, a 

(o) 2, or 15%, coinoide with neither the one or the other, 

The following tentotive conclusions are indicated: € 

(1) depth and duration of snow hae auch wore to do with a 

winter losces of quail than cold, (This has long been . 

believed by sportewen end naturalists). 

(2) Bad winter weather my induce or accentuate disenee in 

grouse, ond possibly, to = math leeser extent, in quail, 

(3) Winterkilled birds of ol] gallinsceous species should be 

@xomined for disease, both during ond betweon periods of 

eyelic mortality in grouse, 

(4) In the light of thease possibilities, the quail irruption : 

of 1916 may have been termincted Wy distas®, rather than 

the winter of 1917-18, Many of the dates (see Map H) ‘ 

when an abundance of quail wae last soon are 1926, not 1917, 

| aa se



| inter Feeding Methode, Feeding Habits, and Nood Flags. Walters believes 
that quail in south Colusbia Co. suffered more last winter from leek of grit 

thon from lek of feed, This is a locality of rolling topography, without 

exposed ledges fron which the birds might obtain grit in spite of heavy 

" gnow. He reports catching one bird in a road which seomed gick end ws very = 

poor, but which ate grit eagerly, and soon after recovered and was released, | 

Bage reports that he fed sand regularly with grain to $ covies 

within a Jemiles radius of Barneveldt snd that the sand was eagerly consused, ‘ 

The quail fellowship will attempt this winter to develop » standard. 

iged unit consisting of a sheaf of wheat to which grit hae been attached in : 

aavanee by meane of an adhesive, and which can be hung upside dow on a Loppede i 

off sppling or upright stake at such © distance from the ground shat quail 

will shatter dom the grain only when the snow level focilitates tnete/ doing 

xo, oF when they are hungry enough to make @ flying Juap. This is in conste 

quence of the experience of queil feeders near Madison last winter, which ine 4 

dieceted that the ordinary method of hanging up care of corn provides feed for 

not te exceed 24 hours, the care being toe easy to get at, and the rabbits = 

cleaning up during the firct night any remnants which the quail my have left. 

fo ingute winter feeding on a large seale it is imperative that a 

method be found whieh does not require daily visite to the feeding station, j 

The efficiency of artificiel shelter roofs eet up on stakes with m 

southward phteh wili also be tried out by the fellowship in cooperation with ] 

the Madieon Isaak Walton Leogue chapter. ‘The roof units are being furnished 

free of charge by the Scanlan-Morris Co, 

Dehler reports feeding 200 quail on 4 sections adjoining his farm 

near LaValle, Sauk Co., last winter, buckwheat screenings being thrown on the 

ground under rough brash shelters placed on south slopes, His method has 

— ae



the disadvantege of requiring daily attendance, He is cooperating with the , 

quail fellowship during the coming winter in attempting to make a sex ratio . 

count at his feeding shelters. It ie doubtful, however, whether this attempt 

will be mseeasful, since Stoddard hae found that quail sexes cannot be 4 

sceurately counted except when the birds can be induced to pass one by one 

across @ road or open place, The difficulty of obtaining sex ratios in a 

closed state, however, justifies the attempt. 

All observers agreed that an extraordinary increase in the prevalence | 

of winter feeding, both by farmers and other people, took pleee last winter, | 

and thet this alone eccounts for the extraordinary survival of breeding stock | 

this spring. This neans thet the popular interest in winter feeding is | 

already in existence, and accentuates the need for a more efficient winter 

feeding technique. | 

One observer (Teisenderger, Trempeleau Co.) alleges that quail bud dn | 
winter, but did net recall the tree or plant budded, In all probability | 

this wae a case of quail being seen in locust trees, where they were not 

budding, but shelling down locust beans. Quail near Madieom in the winter of 

1928-29 were observed by A. 0. Benson to fly inte locust trees, clip out 

beans from the closed pods (the clipped pod was brought to m: for examination), 

ond in doing so to shell out other beans which were eaten by the rest of the 

covey on the ground below. Locust trees usually, however, drop pods and shell 

out a guffieiently continuous shower of deans throughout the winter to dis- : 

pense with the necessity of mechanical acceleration by the quail. Botn quail 

and rabbit tracks showed daily visite to bearing locusts, but in the forner 

case only after the locel crop of dried wild grapes had been used up. Bvidently 

quail eat but do not relish the very hard beans which this tine provides in 

large quantities. last winter very young or very old locusts cali bear : 

| Sl.



: the heaviest crops. This fall besring locusts seem scarce. The dependability 

y of the locust crop is being observed under the quail fellowship. If if is — 

fairly dependable, the ease with which the tree can be propegated makes it 

a valuable reserve food plant. Its effect in accelerating the growth of 

coniferous cover-plantings through nitrogen-fization has already been described — 

in the Michigan Survey. 

Quail ond Insects, C. lL. Fluke, entomologist at the Agricultural Experiment 

Station of the University of Wisconsin, states in a paper just published - 

(Research Bulietin 93, June 1929) thet the pea aphid, which is one of the 

important enemies of the commercial pea crop in Wisconsin, is noticeably less 

munerous in the vicinity of ungrased woodlote because these harbor the natural 

enemies of the aphid, namely eyrphid flies and lad taetliem. The etfeative 

radius of woodlot cover was obsaawedt tim tim Prom 1/% tie /M mile, 

This newly discovered relationship is possibly typical of other 

exceptions yet to be found to the hitherte aceepted rule that a cleanly grazed 

woodlot means good farming. It constitutes an example of how the requirements 

of good farming, good game management, and good forestry may be identical. ; 

frouesdale, Green Co., reporte that the Stebler Ferm weat of the 

Sugar River Bridge near Brodhead, enjoys immunity from potato bugs and has 

quail, whereas other farms without quail in the seme region find it necessary 

to spray for these bugs. This is not regerded as proof that quail control : 

potate bugs, but merely ae an interesting report emphasizing the need for i 

controlled studies of the entomological relationships of game birds. Gone 

clusions on such relationships draw by ornithologists of good standing too 

often bear the earmark of the wish being father to the thought, 

Whistling Zong, I gathered the very strong impression thet there is a gone 

~



approximately one county wide sround the edges of inhsbited quail range, in 

shich cock birds oceur and are heard whistling during the spring months, but 

in which breeding pairs and covies are ebsent. Supt. Nopkine of the Moon 

yake Refuge, for instance, reports hearing cocks whistle this spring, but he 

has yet to see a wild nest or a wild Pony Romaine of Kewaskum, Dodge Go., 

has never known of a covey, bat hears occasional cock birds whistling. 

Thies fite in well with Stoddard's conclusion that the whistling is 

gone entirely by unmsted cocks, These individuals would naturally be the ones 

to wander upon vacant territory, especially during the mating months. a 4 

Fell "Swarms" and Y2l) Movement. lxtraordinarily large covies are occasionally 

seen on the irruptive area, One such swarm observed by Hart is reported in 

fable Hel, 

Novy of Manitowoe says thet there are ontt to the north and the 

south of the region he covers, but not within the region itself, except in fall, 

when he oecasiomally eces a covey. : 

Weisenberger observed a concentration of quail approaching the pro- 

portions of a swarm in Trempeleau Co. in 1915 (see Table Hl), 

All of these observations of large or wandering Covies lie within oF 

near the irruptivé area. Possibly a special tendency to wander in search of j 

vetter winter quarters exists at the edges of the regular quail range, and thie 

may aceount in part for the rapid filling up of the irraptive eres during a 4 

succession of favorable yoars, ; 

Abundance Ratios, A few ratios expressing estimated abundance of quail as : 

compared with other species were gathered, If these were available for each 

county they would facilitate consideration of administrative nuessures and 

priorities as to use of funds, : : 

oan . 
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Relation to Pheasants. Patterick, in April or May, 1929, while driving near . 

Ashippun, Dodge Co., saw a pheasant cock fly up and slight near 7 or $ quail. | 

The pheasant seiged a cock quail, shook it, and pulled its head off. : 

Patterick is not scientifically trained, wut he is a careful sporteman | 

of long ecnpectiness As circunstantial evidence of the accuracy of his obser= | 

vation, the distribution msps show beth quail and phoneants to occur near ; 

Ashippun. | 

It is not intended to imply whether or no this instance is representa- | 

tive. It ie recorded merely to aceumlate evidence illustrating the need for a 

competent study, if possible under controlled conditions as well as by field a 

observation methods, of the relation of exotic to native gome birds, 

Incidentally Hungerions also occur near Ashippun. In the vicinity of | 

Cottage Grove, Dane Co., quail, prairie chickens, Hungarione, and ringnecked. . 

pheasants all occur on the same farm, each species apperently in a thrifty 

condition, 

- | 
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r 10, Huneaclan Partriaee, 

Exeudecs- 
1, Southeastern Fieconsin te the anly spot in the contre} states 

whore these birds hove bad @ chanse to sprood from a single 

Contre through o period of youre, ond thus show theiy prefore 
ontes ag to france. 

2 ‘The high propettions of total failures in planting thie apecies 

elsevhers, the conspleucus suecese of the remaining plenta, the 

fost thot successes and failures yeldon geour in the same pleoe, 

and the clean edgee of stable secupied sanges, all prove that the 
question of where to plont Hungarians is still unanswered, 

3e In the hope of throwing Light on this question, this survey comep. 
centrated on a study of the spread and distetbation of Mungas 
in southeast Wisconsin, 

Uistom of Pubst Plantings, All established fungurians in Visconein orige 3 

inate from the plantings mode by Colonel Guatabe Pabst except the feblowingt 
le A now Gélony of Minnseote drift birde in Vernon Co, 

2 A new colony of Minnesota drift birte in Buffalo Co, 3 

Se Poseibly on carly drift frum Righsond, Illinois, inte Gall, 
Malworth ond &. ¥. Kenosha countios, hatha 

ws a eich es it od nc flow 
watil 1927. ALL sere anode on the various Pabst ferme in the west ter of 
tommships of Yaukeshe Co., serseially the headquartere fam in Ottow 

township, ‘The total number of birds planted we sbout 9000, oF an avenge ; 

of nearly 300 por year, All the stock wae purwhssed from importers, Map I 
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shows ty hollow cizeles the location of these pleats, 

P= ther Plantings A11 other plants have failed except the ones at Moun Zeke, 
Madison, and New Lisbon, which ore sll too resent to permit of final 

The other plants ares 

Hented by iesatin Year Hunter demlh ; 
3. te Pontor (Pout tu Ree) 1909 «22 0=— MS ‘Dede, 2902, 79 birds 

ie an ile 
__ Hubler Moose Lake 1922 1 —s_—dDtsappeared, 

(Sasyer Co,) 

Mileoukee I.% L.A. Moon Lake Refuge 1928 40 Bred 192%, but moved to 
(Fond du hee) Crooked Lake 1929, 

3.0. Curtis ee, 1929 6 Serer of rom yo 

Congervation Dept, a: —_ 19292 Unknown so fox, 

: PEG t.) 197 7 elias nid 
| All of thoes plaste were imported stock except the, tamRy was 

wild Wiseongin stock trapped at Otonomonde last winter for stocking the State 

Gone Fawn in Door Go. The Poater plant wae pert of the Pabst chipuent for 

thet peor aaa a 

Drift Betadlishuents, tn order to cenplete the inventeny of Bissensia Bute dg 

gariane the Voluntary drift colonies will now Re Given, ‘These doubtless all 
' @ame from Winona and other nesrby Counties in Minnesota, In Winona especially — 

the state, the T.Weled,, ond lonal eportanen have plonted heavily since 1926, 
these plante are just cross the river, whereas the estoblished ranges on the — 

innecoteeIowa Line in 5B, Wisconsin are eech nearly 100 miles distant. 

— :



| Soott Curtis O.Mulderson Form 1928 20 Mow 40 bisa, 
Viroqua (Ciaage) 

(Verna Co,) 

? Marehlend gas 3] Reoult of 1929 broads 
: not known. 

Role Bard S mi, B River Falla 1928 ? Might howe come from 

(Pierce Co.) Golomy Likerated 
j east of Radeon 3 

yours + if om 
migrated 15 mls 

It is significant thet both of these drift eglenies showed up the 

asee yet, although the initial nunbers seem high, indleating possible aualler 

numbers arriving the year before Wat exceping observation, In omler to teet 

roughly the extebence of “Drift Years” the frequency of new appearances of 

avif't Dirde einee 1926 ie compared by yous in the following table, 

Brith Years the following tatle is based on a detailed map of first arrivals 

cumariaed in the “Spread Sones” of lap 1, Tt does not go behind 1926 vecause 

vocolleetions behind thet are aere evbject to = recallection erram Tt includes 

' only ¢ownties newly fovaded by this bird, ; 

Counts, ra ror a uaz . Fos . 
vemniead OM Od oo oben nein bens 3 (Ange) 

(ses Drift Retabl igh a 
sant @) 

tec er eoaswe “ec eacda bows ee Biante pee } 

GYOOR eee eee eee eee etree omer eene 2.10, Famde oe 2 (Ty / 

Bibs verses eecritrdeawes 8 oes pee 69448 Oe ay 

Viaghingtom sees veer eer server eeerereeeseene b Ml) 

oe ‘ 
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: this would indieate either that (a) 192% ond 1929 were both drift 

yearn, oF (0) that some of the 1929 cases represent belated cboorvation of | 

| ' 1928 errivale, or (¢) some of the 1929 cases are scatterings due to the hard | 

winter. Several 1929 cases fall in Samuery ond relate to single birds or pairs 4 

pinee disappoared, whereas most of the 1924 cases represent new colonies which : 

have held their ground, Henee alternatives (>) and (¢) have considerable weight. 

In short, there is more than a suggeation that 192% showed more secossions of 

territery that any of the last four, ’ 

Acconding!,, to the typical behavior of spreading populations outlined 

by Grinnell ( ) spread is usually secomplished by young of the year | 

after they are full grom. There are come fell dates in the above table, bub . 

no assurance that the observetions followed promptly after arrival, | 

Fomation Zigures, Table Iindicates thet the pppulations per sere sttained | 

in Wieconsin are gubstantially the eaue os those in Indiena, and both are | 

cubstontinlly the eame as those atteined ty quail on good range with reasonable | 

protection but little or no management, | 

When compared with Englieh figures, the American figures including 3 

Wiseonein appear to be ee good or better than on unmanaged English tracts @» is 

aimiler sige. (For instance, Page gives 1.3 birds per acre as 9 typical 

population of o 400-aere fara with ordinary sanagemeat), 

It may be inferred from this that with good sanegement Wisconsin 

farms could equal or exceed the best English bests, which Maxwell gives s¢ _ 

2 birds por sere, or 0,5 scree per bird, 

i ; 
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TABLE Jett Congue Dobe» Mumeorion textrigge 
CbsOvVe MPL sCee Popmletion 

Arthur Peterson 199 «= «Agas 3060 & 42s HH (hie te 
fansaford Pom : , cman 

Twpejlerine Co, 
(Yorkville & Dover Tepe. ever, 1 covey per fom, © mens to 2 pained 

ie % Ryans 16 1925 1 126016 1 
f Lee Thomas Farms 

wage Twp-tmakeghs Co. j 
(This io a sangle of the best fam: in the beet yeor, where phesgunts are 

P. Ay Stiglekawr 200 1928 Tors 10 15 26 
hoy Bartlett & Seeley 

Fares 
Sumelt Twpeteukegha Co, 

(This is average for best townships ia Yeukesha Co, ) 

P. Ae Stigledauer 120 1928 2 10 2 6 

(This is averize for the poorer townships im twekeshe ¢o.) 

iy Otto 160 1928 1209 0G 
! Galeen Fase 

Johnsen Cx. Serferson Co. ! 
(Taie ie a emnple of the beat range in Jefferson Co,) 

Ferd Pervite a ? Ne 12920 13 26 
Savl Hibbard Fase 4 
aad ey psy ye | ; (Thie te o sample of the west fringe of the range). 

Ym. Boose 55 1928 5 12? & i 

* (thie te & saaple of heaviest stocicing). ; 

High and Low Years, Ae in Indiona, there are indieotions of ivrequler variations — 
in the anowel erop of Hungarians, Oyen seasone are added beenuse these are fined 

sonually by regulation and presumbly reflect the general status of the erop, 

ie 
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comin ies sa dae” ke 
byand occ ce ee RM ee ee ee Mme ea ce en + + tam in 107 4 

{ vaaice stm) waded to a 

Soak 
rheagent 

mys oc teehee wn CeO TS Se ; 

plies ce seedeneus tu Gens low. . bigh. Low im 1028 due to 

(fine ine) Pa Le ; 

Coles sec eee e lowes lows « high. » high. Chight) 
(Jefferson) 

sxagows (in tereitezy hatched om emp) i 

clesed closed open ope = ape 

Yoeve date show no tendeney for any partiouler year to be uniformly high oF 

Lew ia ali the various counties, This moy be Deenuse the date are too mengre, 

or tecause there ip no auch tendency in fact, « probably the former, becemee 

there wae @ distinet difference hetwoun yours on the Indians Huagorian range, 

Abundance Reblog A few of thece ove given for both Hungarians, pheasants, and 

quail wader qeall, . 

Distetubion Studer thet ie ueerien Range? As pointed out in the prenises = 

to thie dtecaseton, and oe aaplitied in detdl tn preceding reports, enpotaliy — 

those for Illinois and Indiana, there is ae yet no “rule of thud" by whith the 

probeble success of propoeed Hungarion plants een be predicted, much lose aay 

explanation for the gratifying susceeses ang totel failures, often an similar 

Lasking terrain, which chorectorine the history of thie bind in Amiens 

A tentative hypothesis to the affect thet cuccsexful eetablidments 

were confined to glaciated soils was advanced in the low report, and sapported 

; “Gl.
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ty evidence subsequently gathered in Mitneie and India, a ¥iseonein, however, 

the yolMMRary guotemmnee pod torifty condition of drift colonies om wholly wus 
gisisted sol in Vernon Cg, necessitates the sbradomsent of this hypothesis, and 

- y yenewed searen for some rule (or preferably some explanation) whieh will fit 

the Toett. 

The Saffolo Ce. drift oclony is on river bottom and hence probebly 

on glaeinl outweah, wat the Vernon Co. colony le on e gidse opaizie away frum : 

the possible influense of outundh devowlta, 

Starting with the seeucption that the birds would aprond fastest on 

the sountey they Liked best, snd uot at oll on the country unsuited to them, 

a lenge number of dates of srrivel were determined ty inquiry of selected che» ; 

servere within the ares sow oscupled by Grif} from the Pobet plantings, Thee 

dates of argivel wore plotted om lnege amps (too detailed to be reproduced here) 

and the locations for 1920, 1925, and 192) weeyeetively Joined by Contours oF 

soaal Linve, These gpread sones when combined with siailar data for northeash 

Nlinole, furaish the basis for Map X, 

Map I shows a fairly unifone and ¢ontinugus spread in both steten, with — 

the following exeeptionst ae 

(1) Ho yellow gone along the south boundaries of Dodge and Washington 

counties (1.0, no spread during the 1921«1925 period). ' 

(2) Me green gone in cost Yalworth, weet Mellenyy, or vorth Dekalb ond 

Xone counties (no spread since 192%). ; 

Exooption Wo. 1 may be diemiesed ae due to sceldent (bed years or other 

toapomry obstacle), eince the dirds have made « sabiafsotery spread sinew 1925. ‘ 

Exeeption Ro, 2, however, way be sfguifionnt. The segtiun in Walworth 

and Uekenry counties parallels the terminus of the Yisconsin gleeial moraine, 

and the beginning of DLlinolan soila, so cevtion fester cath to eb Sa 

of the Tllinols prairie,
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That Hungarians my “digline’ to invede these new sotle which their 

advance guard has encountered is torroboreted ty thede ¢ontinued apread shere 

tho new geile do not intervene, Iu fect the syrecd toverd and inte Dane Co. ie 

go prongunced ae to cuze@et «© viseusas fiuid which hee encountered a mechanical 

abatnele and ie flowing around it. 

The evidence ie further complicated wy three records of drift binis 

in Oreem Coe far to the west of the preseat range, as compared with uo resords 

for Rook Co adjoining the present range, I¢ these drift birds pereiet and fom 

established colonies (it ie too eorly to tell) it wil! indicate thet the “ote 

steele” ip peeullar to Rock Co. and hes boon “Junped.* If they dlenppeer, oF 

foil to show broods, it will indieate that the obstecle ie common to tothe ; 

At first sight the extensive preiries of Rock Co, might seem to be 

the obstacle, but this is contravened by the fact that stailay prairie in Bale 

worth-Co. (vin, Bert Prairie) the birds are especially abundant, 

tnown locations of covies nore next plotted on o acil wap, to look 

for correlation with soil types, hie lead in considered promising, bat the 

locstione aust be very sceurate, elee they will not show the truth in reletia — 

to the intrleate inter-windincge of the soll type boundaries, This kind of 

work ie tapeseidle in a Wnday survey. the whole problem ie passed for solu. 

tion to the mowly established Hungarian fellowship st the University of Wichigan, 

whien wilh cover not only Michigan but other states. : 

The only conelusion which ean now be stated is that the whole problem 

of what le Hungarian range is ee yot unsolved, ' 

Por Cong Survive) af Hard inker, Ta. Otte of Hatertow fed four dietinet 

near Fotertomn (north Jefferson & eouth Badge counties) throughout the Killing — 

winter of 192¢«29, end odeerved the followings 

Be 

Se ad



es eae 
A uu a 88 

B 7 5 7m 

¢ 7 7 190 

2 9 a 9 
a ed ee 

Total ” 29 858 where fed 

otto's eatinate of surrival in same region where not fed we 90%, 

nso Bebite: Roost ing, Pecks. Fred Southoott, mnager of the Tabet Famne 

to Sowkegha Coo, ie reported by Stickney as finding « somber of dead Mongeriens 

in winter fa wegen rote, where they had evidently roosted ond been run over 

ty night traffic, 

Otte reports a froxen covey of 11 birds ploughed out ty a anowplow 

Teds baplies gooating on @ rood or yallrood, possitly in ruta, 

Otte reports one bird roosting in s footprint in deep onow, ALi these 

inetanees way reflect the exteial averelan to wind reported by Page, ag 

charagterletie of this bird in its selection of nesting sites in Pnglend, 

7 Coyney vaporte thet the whole covey acver roosts tailetewtail lide 

quail, but in omall seattered groups of 3 or 4 Birds esch, 

Repettolly large winter flocks or packs are reported an fellows 

Evang: FeO in fall; a former whoet name wae not ascertained: 75 in one 

flock in cold winter weather; Coyner soys he hae never seen this species tn 

Puchi 

Orit Bocuigenentg. Pugh reports thet in Racine Co, in winter many Wungerions 

are fouad along dirt rouis worked by eeraperea, but uone slong concrete Poods 

Lixewine seraped. We alae reports their being killed tw railroad engines after 

& snowplough had cleared the track, Feterson confiree theee observations, and 

ae oe ud



both interpret them es due to need of grit exposed by snowploughs. Otte, in 

Jefferson Ge., noticed the same tendency to resort to snowploughed gravelled 

roads and vailroads last winter, and interprets 4t in the same way. Several 

other observers reported winter cavies in secant cover along roads, bub 

attached no elgnifieance to the obeervetion. It seems probable that lack of i 

erit is @ severe handicap to these birds in winter, and thet grit should alvays | 

ve supplied at feeding stations. | | 

Cover ond Food Preferences. The only case of any considerable wumber of ? 

Hungerians being seen in thick brush is reported by Pugh, who found many in | 

a thicket on @ moraine. : 4 

Their relation to swamps (which ere the main pheasant and winter quail . 

cover on the Hungarian renge) is not clear, Cole reports never finding them | 

, in swamps, Coyner reports them frequenting edges of swaspe at their juncture | 

with high ground, especially projecting points of hills eround which they cam 

fly when flushed, and alight without their location being observed, 

Rothingof value wat learned az to foods exeept that Stickney reports ! 

their cleaning up cabbage worms on two forms, He is an ornithologist and 

: trained observer. Evans reports one farmer claiming damage to sprout ing ‘ 

corm, but this sounds like confusion of nomenclature with pheasants, me 

Otto reports fondness for sweet clover cover along railroad tracks 7 

in winter, | 

Qpen Seagong. According to the records of the Conservation Department, the | 

first open season on Hungerians was allowed in 1921. ‘The open periods and | 

bag Limite have beent | 

a -95~ ; 4 
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g] = wostlatueof © Mumting Senson of Seen sensoy —errltory Bag Lint 
LGA. « « o + © 1922,1922,1923,6 + Soph, Tall, . Mmukerbah. . § 

1924 Jefferson cow. : 

U9BHe oo ow © 1925, 1926 oes Clomhe ss K eee ed 

1927 so oo © 12S «eee 5 dope degine 7 tops in. . 3 
ning let Tues, Sonkegha & 
of Sept, Jefferson eos. 

(26@ Sap Tn2) 

WD sce ses WD cence Meher ee Benes & 

Weny believe thet the effect of the county-wide open seasons from 

19215 wae daneging, and unduly redueed the birds, Others do not share this 

opinion. while thie is on important queetion ef policy, I could find no my 

of getting amy reliadle evidence, Yap % indicates that the biggest apresd | 

took place during this period, (In Indians the spread of pheseants at the | 

edges in believed to have Dean accelerated ty ghooting ot the contre), ) 

| One walveranlly «cknowledged effect of the open season has boon te | 

inerease the farmer's regard for the Hungarian, A very heavy percentege of 

forwe bearing Rungarions ere posted, | 

| 
s 

, ’ 

| 

|
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Phenology > Bungerian Partridge > Wisconsin 

Gevies $6111 March Paterson Rac ine ‘ea 

Intact 

Covios Pairing April Tobin Walvorth Covey on Hart Prairie 
fed at barn till March, 

April 1 Pete rson Racine 
Yebruary Lyons tavceshs. 
March Otte Jefferson Soon as bare ground ‘ 

exposed, 
March Boese Jefferson Seon a8 gnow off. 
March Kupiler deffersen Saw seating begin. g 
By Apr.15 Harwood Voukesha 
Tate Merch Elliott Walworth ; 

laying Begen May 1(1928) otte feffereon Nest with & eggs found 
early in May. 

May 15 Elliott wel worth 

Clutches Pall May 22 Peterson Racine This nest hed 15 eggs, 
Nest & hen bird later 
a etroyed. 

Young Hatched Jane 25 Tobin Walworth — A negro: Othe - 
pre sooner,as he saw 
feathered chicks by July 

dune 25 Peterson Racine Tom 7 days old seen 

June 1 vans Wauke ahe. . 
June 1 Otbo Jefferson Sew peekold chicks fa 

early June. 
duse 12 Bosse Jefferson 
June P} 

pn oe Lackie Jefferson Mayfield egee put im ine 
June 29) cubator. Tae 

respectively, 

16,17,& 9 chicks respect= 
ively. First 2 taken 
incuvation, last 2 fresh 

; May 25 Rusicka Rae ine 20 eggs in this aest, 

Reneat ingst daly 15° Tobin Walworth Nest with Ll egce seen 
Cluteh Fall late July. 

duly 20 Cortine vausesha West with 15 egge July 20. 
aug. 15 Boose Jefferson este during 2nd alfalfa 

out. 
dug. 1 Bll ictt Walworth  ‘10<iay chicke seen Sept. 1, 

Rene stings: Sept. 1 Bvans Waukesha Has seen chicks 4 week 
Chicks Gatehed Sept. 2 Boe8e defferson old in September. 

| -97- |



a Wisconsia 
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é p lished. . 

; Pa NOG © Game Farm (see text for list). 
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11, Binenseked Fnensent, 

Promise, This Aiseussion proceeds from the foliowing premisest 

1, Suceeeoful ectablishoont of pheasants in Nighigan, Minnesote, 

noyth Iows, and nsortheaet Tllinole mkes it nearly certain that 

they can be catabdlished in moet parts of the Wisconsin agricul- 

twral ond transition belte if eo desired, 

2 ‘there ave numerous counties, especially in east central Visconsin, 

in which the swamps are too mall or too few for preirie chicken, 

where the cover and Glimste are uneuitable for quail, and vhere 

there is not enough tinker for ruffed grouse of other forest 

In these there is a clear ond conclusive justification for 

: 3% In the prairie chioxen region of central Wisconsin there is a bright 

prospect for chicken monsgement, in conjunction with a doubt os to 

whether there ie sufficient farming for pheasants, aud the possibile 

ity of conflict between them and chickens. Here, in ay opinion, 

pheagant planting should not be encoursged, and until the relations 

with chickens are better known, the sessons ghould be manipulated 

: to prevent any hoovy pheasant poyulation. a 

ye Prom the standpoint of planting policy al1 other regions are inter» 

modiose, In the southwest 4 believe 1% will setually be eestor to 

develop @ quail evop thea a pheagont crop. 

5 There is no partof Wisconsin in which heavy future phossent popu» 

letionsa eve at ali provable, where euch populations could not be § 

pestrioted at will by munipulation of sensong, 

Letablished Ranges Padot Pantings, Pheasants were pleated by Colonel Oustay 

Pabst throughout the seme period (1910627) and at the same plsces (hie forme 
aa | =



in Weukesha Co.) as Hungarlane were planted, ‘the number pleated is, however, 

| not of record. The prevent spread is shown on Map J, also parte of the spread 
sones ae of 1920 and 1925, ; 

This established range in southeastern Wisconsin is the only range 

which hes gupperted open seasons, and the only range where the question of 

secomplished ¢etablishment admits of no doubt, 

Drift @ Establishnents, consisting of voluntary arift from adjoining states, 
exist in Marinette and Treopelesu counties (see Map J) and it ie generally : 
conceded that southern Kenoghe county was stocked by Illinois drift before 

the Pabst drift arrived from the north, There is now, of course, complete 

juncture between the Illinois and Pabst stock as far west ae the town of f 

Walworth, 

The Michigan drift in Marinette county arrived before the present 

statewide plantings began, 

Recent Plante 4 Their Bemis, Map J shows a partial record of the older and 
more northerly plents (aside fron the Pabet plant), but does not differentiate 
detweon state and private, 

All the fugures on Map J refer to birds, not eggs, The state ala not 

vegin ite planting program until 192%. Many private plants began in 1926, 1% 
is clear, therefore, that there one a considerable volume of private plent ing 

uniter way in advence of the utate's efforts. Thin hae of course continued, 

but there ig no complete record of either the numer of birde or the lecat ions, 

In addition to the regular plantiags, the annual leakage from the 

Gem@ foros shown on Map J of course constitutes a cant inuous plant. 

It 18 worthy of note thet the Manitowoc I. %.L.A, is banding 012 

their plants, 
| 
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It i6 probable thet the total volwne of recent private plants is 

about equal to thet of the state's plonts, which ie of record as follows since 

the beginsing of the work in 19281 

tees Uhenssate 

1928 ]0,6-0-0 

1929 80009 3009 

More important thon the volume of the state plontings ie the policy 

wich guides them, Thie to discyesed in the next caption, 

As to results, few of the recent plantings in Wisconsin are old 

enough to jaetify eonelusione es to their success or failure, The mpa shows 

some old private plants in the forest belt whien failed, and one lange 1926 

plant in Grant Co. which either moved out or failed, There sre of course 

numerous plente which are known to heve been shot out by violators, bat these 

_ were not entered on the map ae failures, since they do not tell us anything 

about the ability of the land to support pheasants, 

‘The croseon on the map indicate many apparent oateblishmente, Yo 

attempt mo made to enter apparent exteblishments io the counties surrounding 

the establiched range, cince it ie nearly a foregoné conclusion thet pheasants 

will thrive there, 

The experience from ol] plantings to date asy be oumnariged aa followst 

1. The Inke Region is proven pheasant range, 

2. The transition belt is promising where there is enough grain 

forming to furnish feed, 

3. the Driftless Ares shows contradictory evidence, In pleees 

there is a clesr trend to favor river bottoms even when plented 

an uplends, This may be # simple case of better coverte, 

' \, tthe pheasants show the same aversion to eprend into Rook Co, 
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as Hungarians do. (S60 spread ones, Map J, and absence of 

spread from 1925 to 1929 in northwest Walworth Co.), 

5. The forest velt will support pheasants where there is plenty of 

of feed and cover, but this combination will not often be availe 

able, By end large, it ia not pheasant country. 

State Thessont Policy, The Geme Division has adopted the polisy oft 

(1) Banding 11 state birds planted, . 

(2) Concentrating state effort in completing the stocking of the 

proven renge in the take Region, and until thie ie done, making 

only experimental plants elsewhere. 

(3) Withholding plents from important prairie chicken sections, 

This ie regarded as » very enlightened policy. It means for the 

present the concentration of plantings in the “gamoless velt* of the northern 

lake Region, where, as has already been pointed out, there is a notable absence 

of native game species ond of range suitable for them. The banding of all 

birds meane that every plent ylelde informtion as well as planting stock, 

The prairie chicken study now started ought eventually te yield 

evidence ap to whether pheasants are a gafe venture in prairie chicken regions. 

Open Someone and Their Results. Open seasons are so far confined to the 7 

townships marked with hatchures on Map J. Their history is 8 follows: 

nt” ee 
1925 1925, 1926 closed x 

1927 1927, 1928 Mondays of Oct. 2 cocks 

1929 1929 closed x 

Coyner reporte that the Hungarians survived the 1921-24 open seasons 

better than pheasents in Jefferson Co. Many sportemen dowdt whether the birds 
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are stending up. The open territory hes been so ouall thet the cont iawd 

spread outeide the open territory is no evidence of whether the open seasons 

have been too severe, 

It eeeme lixely thet such short seasons will do no harm where 

really heavy gwamp cover is available, tut that any open season would be 

damaging where it te not. 

Phongent Fouulation. Wo special effort wae made to gather census figures, 

Peterson reports one 160-nere swamp in which 62 pheseonte (or 1 per 5 eres) 

wintered in 192%29. During the auuer these birds were estimated to cover 

a section, or 1 per 10 sores, Thin ie locally regarded ag heovy stocking, 

wut I have the impression thet it must be exceeded in many favorable localie 

ties, even in newly etocked range Like Dane Co, 

Gome Fores, The gome forme known to be opersting in Wisconsin are os 

followst 

MBE Jah 

Game Fars jn Wisconsin 
e 1929 

Key We. Proprietor eS 
top d, =ame Sounty Eade actu... Eece Poeasents 

i Pentaguler Park Door Pigh Crook W.3.Grange 5,000° 3,000 
State Game Parm : 

2 Moon Take Wild = Fond du Kewralcum Preak Hoping 5,000 oO 
life Refuge Lae 
(Milwaukee Chapter 
1. Welds) 

6 Grimey Gone Yorn Woukeshe YWelefield 6,?.Grianr 7 1,900 

T Quail Cove Gome ‘elvorth Jauseville Kenneth J, % #00 
Pars MeFarlene & 

Ao teMockrthur 

8 re oan falvorth falworth Arthur Vincent 7 900 

; § Sehneider's Game tune Madison § «=_s Dr. K.P, Gchnelde 7 e.9 
; Fera 102 ore 
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Approx, 1929 
Key To. Proprietor Cutout 

isn. Haat Sounty 2 ox fupba. ace Mensante | 
% eens sage Marquette Briggsville a 4,000 Joo . 

3 ? Barron Chetek ? ’ ? | 

Most of these are of recent origin. Some of them such as Ho, 5 are 

only semi-commercial ventures. There may be other gome farms in the state, | 

It is worthy of mention that the new shooting preserve statute | 

in Michigan has during the past year improved an slready good market, | 

Pho production of ringneoked pheasants on game fame is a matter | 

of such proven feasibility, and the response to the existing need for stock | 

hae been 90 vigorous, that there is uo partieular occasion for o lengthy dise | 

cussion of the eubject in eny such inventory of problems as constitutes this 

report. | 

| 

7} Uiscertoncous, It appears to be an established fost that the ringnecked | 

pheasant will bud, Cooke sew two hen ringnecks budding in a willow tree near | 

Feveukee, Yaukeeha Co,, Feb. 1929. Thore wee deep snow at the tine, | 

Stiglbeuer saw three or four cock birds budding in Feb, 1929, near . 

Oeonomowoe. | 

This is a very important point vecause it may determine the survival | 

of the apecies during hard winters when grein feed is insufficient. 7 

Horwood (Taukesha Co.) reports seoing o Maltese cet stalking 2 hene | 

and 1 cock pheseant in am open field im the spring of 1929. The cock bird 

evidently saw the cat and when the cat came too close he attecked the cat and | 

forced a tetreat on three different occasions in the course of 20 minutes. On | 

being routed for the third time the cat gave up the hunt ond ren amy, This | 

| instance would indicate thot adult phessents have degree of freedom from the 
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usual cot menace, tut young birds ere of courses preyed upon by cate, 

Felton (Dane Co.) reports thet the young pheasants raised by him 

roosted in trees during the eorly fall, The extent of the tree-roosting habit | 

ie wiknown but hae an important bearing on the relation of this bird te 

predatore and ground cover, 

Masller (Jefferson Co.) quotes Schulte of Concord os having seen a 

Pingnecked phenennt break up ea Hungarion nest. Throughout southeastem 

Meconsin there is a tendency to believe that the beet stand of Hungariens 

ond the best stand of phessoante never occurs on the same ground, Whether 

there is an important degree of antegoniem between the two apecios, and in 

what ways it expresses iteelf, remaing to be determined through field research, S 

The instance of @ pheasant decapitating a cock quail hes already deen related 

wider quail. 

Ratios expressing relative atandance of pheasonts, Hungarians, and 

| quail have alresdy been given wider those species. 

Do Phoseents Need Cover? In Wisconsin, a8 in other states, ther is a 

falineious impression that while mative game needs generous coverte, the 

pheasant “hag adapted himself to civilisation through thousande of years in 

Chine" and gan get along on bare fields, 

Tt is important thet this fallacy be refuted, It will tend to 

prevent sporteuen from squarely facing the covert problem, 

The pheasent do¢e pak get along on bare ficlds in China, A careful 

Toading of Snebe will show that typical Aeiatio pheasant country has dense 

Tecdebeds nlong all the rivers (equivalent to out eatetail marshes), while 

evory paddyefield in eheekered with narrow Lines of cover on the little ridges 

weed to hold irrigation weter, When the weeds are cut in December, the binds 

take to the hilis, , | 
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Te im probably true that the phoasant uses a gifferont king of cover, 

4.6, he wees Guamps at 611 seneons, vherone quell wee them only im winter, Tt 

ie certainly true thet the phoagant, having a longer cruising radius than 

quail, will go further for cover, 1.0. @ given covert will serve a wider aren, 

Bat 2 devegetoted country ie equally hopeless for ull geome, egpeciolly shootable 

game. VPhensants while still fully protected my live on fairly bare country, 

but they will diguooenp from it under shooting unless it containe tengles from 

which they cannot be mised by doge, | 

| 

; | 
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; 12. Babbite. ; 

Species, Snowshoe rabbits, cottontails, and jackrabbits are found in the 

state. The first was certainiy indigenous; the second was probably so; the d 

third is possibly introduced or represents an invasion from the west. 

Distribution; Plants. Cottontails are now statewide, although their arrival 

in the Forest Belt is certainly recent (see light gree symbols, Map K) and : 

followed in the wake of clearings. The original distribution is unknown, tut 

wes probably confined to the oak openings in the Lake Region and the edges of 

prairies in the Driftless Area, 

Snowshoes are, in general, confined to the Forest Belt. Only fragments — 

of their southern boundary are shown on Map K, This boundary has probably 

shrunk northward with the drainage of swamp forests in the Transition Bélt. It 

was found hard to get the correct boundary, because few people hunt or nobtel 

Snowshoes, and those who do sometimes fail to differentiste them from jackrabp 

The strong cycles also tend to confuse current information on distrivation, 

Jackrabbits are confined to the western counties, but seem to be 

moving east, possibly partly by reason ‘of new plants. It is surprising to note 

how often and for how long (see Map K) this inferior (and possibly dangerous) 

game animal has been planted, The state has had no part in these plantings, , 

Cottontails have also been planted (Price Co.) mt the invasion from 

the south had already arrived, so this had no effect except to introduce the 

risk of Kansas stock where stock was not needed, 

Raboit Cycles. It has been known for a long time that the snowsnoe rabbit is 

acyclic species. Chart © and D give the detailed information on cycles ecol- 

lected during the Wisconsin Survey. It may be swmerized by saying that 4 
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part of the snowshoe range appears to be exempt from cycles, that the lag or 

variation between localities runs as high as three years, that the period and 

amplitude of the cycle is similar to ruffed grouse, and that while there appears 

to be no fixed order among species, Chart D contains no instance in which mor- 

tality in snowshoes preceded mortality in grouse in the same region. 

Chart D shows several instances where on the extreme northern end of 

their range cottontails fluctuate quite as violently as snowshoes do, and in 

normal synchronism with the other species. If a study of more numerous instances 

should reveal this as a fact, it would indicate that the tendency toward violent 

cyclic behavior inheres in the environment rather than in the species itsel?, 

As in ruffed grouse and prairie chicken, the violence of the cotton- 

tail cyele scems to decrease southward. When one reaches states like Illinois 

and Indiana there is no cycle, but only occasional localized instances of heavy 

mortality. 

The jackrabbit in the West is known to fluctuate violently in abundance, — 

and it is interesting to find in Wisconsin @ past instance of extreme local : 

abundance which I have called the Trempeleau "Irruption." This, together, with 

the cottontail shortage in northwestern Wisconsin in 1928, are covered in the 

following captions. ‘ : 

The Trempeleau "Irrubpion," Omar Bmnel of Blair, Trempeleau Co., reports secing 

vast numbers of white rabbits, which he insists, were snowshoes, between Blair 

and Whitehall 53 or 54 years ago, or about 1876. He has the impression that 

this excessive abundance of white rabbits was found throughout Trempeleau Co. 

He says these rabbits were so numerous that in the spring, when the snow receded, 

one could look over miles of hillside "hopping with" their white forms, 

H. T. Olson, a farmer near Taylor, Jackson Co., says that he has seen 

no "snowshoes" for 25 years, but that around 1880 they were very abundent, in- 
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: hebiting not only the alder exampe but aleo the serub oak 4n the draws on the 

edges of the ridges. In those daye he says there wae mach lees timber in «est 

Jeckeon Co. than et the present tins, due to the prairie fires which then pree 

yailed. Some settlers, he says, had difficulty getting enough wood for domestic 

use, in spite of the then thin farming population. 

George Weisenrerger of Arendis, Trempeleen Co., saye thet there are 

a few dig rabbite which turn white in winter two miles cast of Arcadia near « 

eouctery, where he has seen them for ten yours, 

Tn interpreting the above cbservations, the first question which 

arises is the epeciee to which they refer. Worth Trempeleau and east Jackson 

counties are a kind of country entirely different from any now inhabited by 

snowshoe rabbite. Olson and other observers make it clear that when first 

settled this country was so open as to approximate prairie conditions, I¢ 
therefore seems likely that the observations on*white rabbite" refer to Jacl 

Frabbite, in spite of the insistence thet they were anowshoes. If this is 

correct, it probably meang that jackrabbite were indigenous, and that they are 

apedle of cyelie behavior in this state, The 1476 and 1620 dates are probably 

the two ends of one and the seme period of abundance, 

fhe eres of the Trempeleau irruption ie shown on Map K. The instance 

ig importent principally by reason of the radical change from a semi-prairie 

to & somi-forested condition due to the checking of fires by settlement. Incie 

dentally, the inetenee contains a waraing ae to the jeckrabbit becoming a 

possible pest, | 

the Cottontet) Shortage of 192%. ‘the green circles on Map K ghow the location 

of observers reporting 192% shortages in excess of 50% of nommal. It is evident 

at a glance that heavy decimation in eottantaile was confined to the weatern 

part of the state, slthough sick rabbits were reported almost throughout the 
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yonge of the species, This indicates that rabvit shortages are due to the | 

difference in mortality in differing environments, rather then to the absence 

of disease, If the anne thing is true of game birds, it may contain « valusble— 

hint 29 to the notue of cyclic mortality and te hold out hope as to ite ultine — 

ate control, Gane managowent cannot “doctor” sick animale, tub it hae at | 
least a fighting chones of controlling their environment. 

Tn Bone Co. it was a noticeable fact thet rabbite were scarcer in | 

the western port, which is ordinarily the beet rabbit ground, than in the | 

eastern port, In other words, the mortality area may have deen quite sharply | 

def ined, | 
Ae shown by the percentage figures in the green circles, the 1o2¢ | 

cottontail crop ren as low ae 10% of normal in the region of sortality, 

Reports of an abundant orop in 1929 are nearly universal, but since | 

the 192% mortality in lefayette Co, ie known to have cccurred principslly iu | 

the late fell and early winter months, 1¢ is as yet too early to sey thet a 

hormel erop wili gurvive this yeor, I cannot resember ever having heard of a | 

Gottontall shortage lasting wore than one year, If this one does, it will | 

furnish a new ond very significant fact which ehould be carefully observed, | 

That the two species of rabbite do not synchronize in their cyelée 

flustuation le indicated by the observation of Deolittle, superintendent of the | 

Poningula State Park, Door Co,, that enowshoee have been scarce for three op 

four yeors, wut eottontalle fairly plentiful daring the same period, Kineiger, | 

Oconto Co,, reporte the opposite ease of = fair gupply of snowshoes during the 

list two yeors, tat cottontaile nently dienppeared, especially in the vicinity 

of Mountain, 

Lack of synchronian betw6en snowshoe rabbite and grouse is well 

know, but a fow sample instances may be in order. Orange reporte that on 
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Rock Island, Door Cos, raffed grouse were shsont during the winter of 1928.9, 

; while snowshoes were sufficiently abundant to cause heavy damage to vegeteabiom 

During the sane winter on the neorby mainland Johnson saw only three snowshoes 

all winter, and ruffed grouse of course were also low. 

he only cottontail shortage so fer fownd in this survey to be com 

porable to the western Wisconsin shortage in 1923, wee that in northeset and : 

northeast Indiana in 192%, 

Aabbite 28a Guue Crop. The cottontail is the most important gome mamsal : 
of southern Wisconsin. Its abundance is necessarily affected by the deveges 

tation of coverts in much the same wanser ap quail end ruffed grouse, although — 

possibly to a lesser degree, vocause all of Wisconsin is in the sone where . 
eottonteils hole up in winter, By reason of holing up, the specios is able 

to survive a greater degree of shortage in winter coverte than the game birds, 

which aust find shelter above ground, 

It may be stated with the utmost certainty, however, that any success 
§ Stteined in the restorstion of coverts will be reflected in sn increnge in 

Sottontail rabbite, end with equal certainty that the annual crop in at 3 

present decrease ing with the decrease of coverte, 

In attempting to sppraise the fsctors governing thie species, one is 

struck by the fact thet although it is the most fomilisr of any species of i 

game, it is probably ae little understood as any other species with the 

Yossible exeeption of grouse. A real life history study, if possible on a 

Rational ecale, is needed ag eo bacis for intelligent mansgement, Such a 

study is outlined under the Research gection of this report. 
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13. Whitetail Deer. 

History. The fect that deer were originally not found onthe north shore 

of lake Superior, but have since invaded that region (Shiras), indicates that 

they may have been originally less abundant in northern Wisconsin than in 

southern Wiseonsin. ‘The opposite is of course now the case. That their range 

included the ridge prairies of the southwest is known from the recollection 

of old settlers in that region. 

Their supposed original scarcity in the north is somewhat supported 

by @ report given me by Swift and Divine, who quoted an old hunter to the ; 

effect that 40 years ago there were not enough deer at Slam Lake (Burnette Co?) 

to enable professional hunters to successfully supply 2 lumber camp, 

Deer of course shrank northward with settlement, but there is little 

doubt that there has been a partial recapture of their former southern range, 

which came with (end probably by reason of) the better enforcement of game 

laws, and the reduétion in the number of sweeping forest fires. | 

The two southerly blocks of present range showsn on Mep L are to a | 

large extent recaptured. 

Some of the heaviest deer populations now occur in the prairie | 

chicken counties of central Wisconsin. 

Weed of @ Deer Study. While it is clear that deer are in general increasing 

in the state, there are few species in which there is such o wide divergence | 

of opinion on questions of management and administration, and few in which : 

there is less real knowledge to serve as a foundation for management policy. | 

| 
oP thet it is properly managed. Penneylvania is proof of the correctness of 
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of this assertion. | 

. One reason for this is that the deer is a polygamous anime) re+ | 

quiring two years to resch maturity and probebly four years to reach fal | 

prime; secordingly every management question mast deal not only with the | 

question of how many deer, but also what sex end what age, The complications | 

attendant on this are absent in the case of omaller game reaching maturity | 

in one year, 

Phe evidence obtainable from sportemen is for thie same recson less 

valuable than that obtainable for game birds. On this account, and also 

pecouse of lack of time, no attempt was made to make a well-rounded appraisel 

of the deer situstion. Certain notes of possible use to other investigators 

are set dow in the following captions, | 

The Deer Yor Problem. Throughout the Leke States there is » growing | 

apprehension lest the cutting out of swamp tinber for posts, pulpwood, and 

lumber, destroy the food and shelter necessary for winter yarding grounds, | 

A competent etudy of the deer yard problem hes been begun by the Michigan | 

Conservation Department, and © similar study is needed in Wisconsin. | 

The black areas in Price Co., Mep L, show the deer yards on which | 

that particular county is dependent (seccording to Blomberg), A similar 

inventory of existing yards in other counties would assist in the study of | 

the deer yard problem, but sueh on inventory should also include the number 

of deer using each yard, and a description of their food, shelter, and’ 

behavior. One of the elementary facts about decor yards not yet mown is the 

distance which a deer will travel from hie summer range to his yarding ground. 

Blomberg believes the distance is at least ten miles, since he has followed | 

in person tracke headed for a yard as far as five miles, | 

It is generally asuned that white cedar is the basic winter feed, 
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gris is probebly the reason why white cedar smmps are better winter yorts 

UF nan spruce smnpe, There is divided opinion, however, as to the extent to 

which coder swamps are injured ty cuttings for poste and poles, Probably some 

are injured and othere may even ve benefited, depending on the neture of the 
cutting. This is » foresty receorch quietion of the kind intended for work 

under the HeSeeentysiclery bill, bat no work has been done to my knowledge, 

except thet started by Michigan, 

‘the preference of deor for cedar ewanps may aleo be in part explained 

ty the theory thet the ground freeses legs in « cedar than in a spruce awanp, 

vecnuse the former ie ueucliy fod by eprings. | 

Grover cites a case of one bunch of deor yerded between « poplar | 

thicket and uneut hardwood timber, with no swamps end no eonifers in the | 

neighborheed exept a few hemlocks in the hardwood, ‘This would indleste that 

coniferous, avamps sre not required for yarding, if food and shelter are others 

wise obtainable, 1¢ aleo supports the supposition thet additional yarding 

grounds eon be erected through coniferous plantations ploeed adjocent to | 
sultedle hardwood or brash feed, 

A lange plenting program ie in the offing for Visconain, and the 

forestry authorities would no doubt be willing to modify it in the interests 

of desy, but the knowledge of door is et111 eo deficient thet no one con cay 

with cortaiaty’ Juet how 4t ghould be modified, 

Ste Doe Bidding Problem. one of the stock amguments against the back lew is 

that the dees are killed anyhow by careless hunters, and by reason of the buck 

lew left in the woods to rot. Of all game questions this is the one most 

charecterised by violent opinions unsupported by evidence, Yor this reoson 

the following attempt te collect rough evidence ie worthy of mention, | 

Schoenfeld of Park Falls questioned 32 selected door hunters 0 , 
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had hunted on a specific ares, as to dead does actually seon by them within 

, the oven, Bighteen had seen dead does, bub eight hed duplicsted, leaving 

10 ont of 32 who had encountered dead does in the woods, Asguming arbitrarily 

thet thie wae the number eotually killed, and eompering it with the bucks 

known to hove been killed in the same territory, Sehoedifeld arrived at the 

conclusion thet aot over 10 does por 100 bucks are ordinarily killed and left 

iu the woods, 

tehoenfeld attempted to check this ty tellying the sex of decor hides 

offered throughout the year to lgcel fur dealers, 5% of the hides proved 

to be doom Of course many iliegally killed dose are not skinned, and of 

thoee which am, part are undoubtedly seuggled out of the stete or consumed 

personally, thas not reaching the hands of dealers. 

This instance is offered, not because 16 proves anything, but 

merely becwuse it attenste to use the analytical method in appronching this | 

controversial game problem, | 

. Thenology, Table 1-1 is offered, not os containing enowh infomation to 

to ve of value in iteel¢, but merely to illustrate a form of tabuletion for 

accwmlating fragments of information obtainable from geme wardens and 

sportemens 
Fame orns That Horas 

PER.» fone. aver, ma ; nevi 2, ay 
Dee. 1 1926 some 

ahed ov.) 

T.B,Slowberg Price aver, Way & ? Tate Oct., Bec. (») 
Jum oarly How. 

S.P.Gchoome Price aver, May ? Before Dec. oF {e) 
fold YowelS later 

(e) Several duske knocked off their horns when shot during open season of 1926. 
% Believes old tucks shed earlier than young ones, 
@) One wild dow observed for 4 years dropped trina cach year, alesye between 

: May 1 & May 20, 
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14. Hatexfowl 

This does not yurvort to be a well-rounded eppraical of the water= = 

fowl situation, duly supported by evidence. Only incidental attention was 

given to waterfowl or big game. The following discussion is patchy, and 

consists partly of mere impressions unchecked by quantitative or historical 

evidence, It 49 offered as merely a start, to be corrected or extended by 

nore careful wort on the part of the state itself. 

Historica) Beckeround. My impreseton of the history and status of the 

waterfowl resource is as follows: 

1. Pew etates originally surpassed Wisconsin as a combination 

breeding and shooting ground for waterfowl. ‘The richness of its foods and 

the wide variety of ite fowl ore historic. 

2, Drainage, market hunting, overshooting, and carp have left : 

only fragments of the fowl, the food, end the range, - : 

3. The bright pointe in the present picture aret i 

(a) The persistence of canvasbacks in certain lakes, 

(h) The persistence of Canada geese in spite of abuses, ) 

(c) ‘The apparent comeback of foods in Koshiconong under 

carp-control. | 

(4) The movement to matore drained marshes, like Horicon. 

(e) he utility of certain new flowages as breeding grounds. / 

(f) ‘The public sequisition of the Upper Mississippi Refuge. 

4. The diecoureging points in the present picture aret ‘ 

(a) The slow spread of state and private refuges. 

(>) The over-organization of shooting methods on private 

and commercial shooting grounds. 
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de) Sin dectnation of Laded. trending stethe and demliig . 

idle breeding range, : 

(a) The “buming out" of nearly ell second-rate territory. 

(e) Glow progress in correcting pollution. 

Of the above points, the only ones here to be mentioned are those 

on which new deta were obtained, 

Breeding Grounds are the backbone of the waterfowl resourte. Table M-1 

contains rough estimates of present’ annual output of some of the larger duck 

breeding grounds, locations of which appear on Map M, Table M-1 does not 

include the breeding grounds of the Upper Mississippi Refuge, for which . 

Cstinates are doubtless obtainable from the U. 5. Biological Survey. 

Sis Renedinn Gremtes, fee axe 01) gunn. Boy thaws tee Lecohion af © 

farm in Columbia Co, where the following is reported by Hibbard: a tame u- 

meted pair of Canadas decoyed in » wild flock, 2(?) of which stayed and 

raised goung in 1927 and 1926, es well ae another gander which mated with a 

tame hen, hie indicates the readiness of wild geese to resume nesting, as 

well as resting, on protected farms provided with decoys. : 

Duna saw 7 grown Canadas flying in July, 1929, while fishing ot 

the mouth of Bad River, Ashlend Go. ‘These may have nested locally. The 

number seang lange for non-breeding or crippled birds. 

The last wild Genadeas nested in Horicon Marsh in 1909, which is 

the year when drainage started (Radke). Singles have been seen on Horicon ’ 

in sumer since that time, but were probably cripples (Langendach). : 

Sheboygan Marsh (drained 1923) wae a great goose area (Anderson), 

Whether they bred is not known. Buena Vista Marsh, Portage Co., (drained 

about 1914) wae a great goose shooting ground, and on the part known as | 
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i Ground County Estimated Remarks 

Hee ere oe Sawyer... ... 2000 ... 24,000 acres, Mallera, 
pintail, bluebill, wood 
duck, hooded merganser. 

Flenmbeau Impr. Co. BOR tk e RRO Ss 

Turtle flowage Pigit aye ROK ee 
(Flambeau) 

te etie dane Rigtiith's s+ <4 oe 
Mouth of Bad River Ashland... .. + 1000 

Head of Wis. River Oneida. ....+. 1000... . Rice area, 

Spur Lake Oneida... se + 900... . Mostly mallards, 

Mud Lake Vereet...+ ss 3OQO.. ; 

Pickerel Lake ) Forest. ct ee 78 
& head of Wolf River) ‘ 

7 Langlade es: & £8 500 

Hoequevay Lake Marinett@. ... . 2000... . Mostly mllerd & bluewing 
§.¥.Green Bay Brom.......+ 500... . Mostly mallards. ’ 

leke Poygan Winnebago... . . 5000... . Rice. Mostly bluewing 
end mellard, 

L.Butte des Morts Winnebago... .. 5000... . Bice. Mallards, pintail, 
wood duck, 

Rush Lake Winnebago. .... 1000... . Rice. Mostly mallards. 

Lake Puckaway Green Leake .... 1000... . Rice. Mostly mallards and 
bluewing. Declining. — 

*Horicon Marsh Dodge... ss... % ... » Raises bluewing, mllerd, 
and pintail in years of 
high water. Last produced 
in 1924, 

_ Muskego Waukesha... . «5 2... . Bluewing & mallard, 

23, 700 | 
| * Said to have progmced 500,000 ducks per year before drainage, or 20 times as 

Many as all the grounds in Table M. | 
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Pine Islend they also bred (Hormberg). 

1 noch tnnchien Atay top ¥ thoen unt ot this potabligh’ inecbicys denep ott 
thea the Uprer Mississippi. Theee lie mostly in the eke Region and in the 

Tox River Valley, 

the Fox River reas, including Green Bey, ore being injured ty 

pollution, aud oll ef the shooting areas in beth regions by carp, 

In general, the first class areas have stood up remarkably well, 

especially the canvasbeck lekes in the cential counties, while the second= 

class areas have deteriorated badly throughout the etate, Of course there 

are a great weny areas which have been converted from fireteclace to second , 

class by carp, and in some cases by nevigation improvemente or drainage, 

the present condition on typical areas 4s indicated by the duck | 

shooting journals sumarized under another caption, 

That the areas deteriorated ty carp are not wholly hopeless is | 

indicated by the comeback of Lake Yoshkonong. | 

Lake Koshkonong. It is common knowledge that this was formerly one of the 

dest duck lakes in the United States, Swift reports that the shooting began 
to fall off about 189%, ond for many years wan considered hepeleesly gone. | 

Daring this period, however, intensive omoll mech carp seiming took plece 

under state authority, By 1926 there wire evidences of a comeback both in 

aquatic vegetation and in waterfowl, Both are still improving. The shoote 

’ ing rune o high proportion of canvasback, The principal original and 

present feod is sago pond weed, two species of tuberhenring "“three-cornered 

6rass" (ecivpus?), ond wild millet, Giant wild rice hos been intweduced 

Since the comeback began, The original status of wild celery ia unknom, | 

; but it is now reported as increasing, | 
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Sutherland reports thet before the deterioration of the lake ducks 

; were so plentiful that decoys were not used. ‘The practice of using decoys 
was introduced by New York sportemen, who visited the leke after local 3 

hunters hed marketed 609 canvasbacics in New York City, ond the word had gone 

abroad that this was a canvasback lake, I+ appears thet at that time it was 

the belief in the Bast that canvasbakks occurred only in the region of 

Chesspeake Bay, and that they did not oceur in inland waters. Sutherland 

wos @ menber of one of the shooting clubs prominent on this lake in the ; 

early deys, all of which of course dissolved when the shooting disappeared, i 

| Some of these clubs, notably the Thidesux Club and the Blackhawk Club, are ? 
now revived, 

ferrell reports that Koghiconong was totally bare of feed when he 

visited it in 1920 or 1921, ond thet intensive seining for carp began just ; 

after thet, He states that the lake now has extensive beds of sago pond 

weed (P.pectinatus) and that this species both originally and et present 

constitutes the staple diet of convasbacks, 

ripple Counts, The question of the retio existing between ducks setuslly 

bagged and cripples not bagged but destroyed for breeding purposes is one i 

on which quantitative evidence hag been sadly lacking. A cripple count made 

by Swift on Lake Koshkonong is therefore interesting. Thin lake is about 

3h by 9 miles in sige, Swift counted the cripples on the down-wind shore 

of the loke on selected days for several seasons, He used well-trained 

springer spaniels to locate the hidden birds, and chose days in which the 

wing had been blowing from the same direction for ndt more than two days, 

80 that there would not be more than two days! accumulation of cripples on ; 

the part of the shore line covered, He found a minim of § ertpplenjan 
the part of the shore line covered, Me found ©. - i 

up to a dozen on the seme 3 
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alle two daye ia susceesion, : 

A eareful ond ledeurely study, including « comperison with the tage | 

recorded in ¢lub Journsle, could doubtless reduce euch observations to terme = 

of the ratio existing between ducks crippled and ducke killed, The duportent 

point ie thet here is an attempt te approach a apecifie game problem by 

quantitative methods. Wo matter how crude, it remeine true thet the quanti 

tative approach hag been productive of enormous regulte in oll other fields 

of researeh, and that i$ can produce Like results in the field of game mane 

agemente 

Helen Joana). Through the courtesy of Mr, E. J, Heleon of Manitowse, I 4 

obtained @ igeet of his shooting Journal fron ite beginning in 1921 to date, 

This ie shown in fable M2, All of this shooting woe done on the open public 

mardhes on the west eide of lower Green Bay, where Wr. Beleon hag a shanty | 

and motorboat bat controls no shooting land. Mr. Nelson drives 37 miles from | 

Yeultowe to this ground. In the caption "nantes", each hunt probetly repra- 7 

sents the equivalent of » full day, Th is believed that this record eube ! 
stentially piotures what shooting o ekiliful and persistent sporteman may 

expect to enjoy on She desk of the um-ciubned or public waters of Fisconsin 

The open public shooting rune from this down to ser. 

dour) of the Cow Cay Club. Through the courtesy of Clarence J, Allen of 

Wilvoukeo I wee allowed to examine the Journal of this club, which dates 

beek to the eetoblishnent of the club on Leke Puckaway in 1966, 

This Joumnsl (in 2 volumes) while very interesting, cnast be sutie- 
feetorily redueed to tabular aaolyais becouse the species are frequently nob 

given, and tow ons period (1889-1883) the bags aro not tobulated oF summed 

Up There are mo entries beyond 1997, indicating that the shooting became 

| a Seas ,



Summary of the Hunting Journal of 

| B. J. Nelson — * 
| of Manitowoc, Wis. : ; 

* Hunting in southern end of Green Bay, Brown Co. 

Bluebill ge , os 8 BR eR he 9 

Walled 1. 1. 16 cy op es 
eal Ra. fea eae eS 

(mostly Bluewing) 

Redhead 2 sk Ss. ..4 os 

Canvasback il 1 5 7 a $ 

Pintail oe s wm 5; 

Butterball 3 2 2 14 s 4 
(Bufflenead) 4 

Thistler 3 1 e.g 13 3 
(Goldeneye) : 

Hooded Merganser 2 2 } Bea 3 10 3 

Godwal2 : 3 4 7 $4 

Wigeon 1 2 3 6 2 7 

4 ee —" ; 

Total Ducks 29 26 #53 #2 he © G& 291 wa 

Total Hunts, 
Days 8 2 Ree eye es we 

Ducks Per Day 4 2 5 3 5 9 7 5 

* This hunting was done from a cabin as @ base, using a motorboat for trans- . 
portation, but without the ownership or control of any land. It probably 

j represents what a good hunter can do on the most favorable public shooting 
grounds. ‘ 
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poor at thet tise, 

Such froguents as seemed susceptible of tabuler anslysis are 

given in the ettached Table H.}. Aside from the ornithological interest 

| of the notes and dates on particular species, the velve of the Journal 

: for parposes of this survey lies in the following conclusions: 

(1) the total ducks killed per year from 1465 to 1878 shows # 

| rather consistent decline, his seems to have been followed 

vy a sharper decline after the For River (outlet of the Lalve) 

had Deen “Amproved* in 1878, By 1907 the shooting a | 

| isgemty. not worth the trip from Milwaukee. 

(2) The composition of the kill wes over helf canvasback, 2 fifth ; 

vlusbill, and @ sprinkling of redhead, mellerd, teal, whtstens 

. and ruddy éuck. 

It de worth noting that prairie chicken and ruffed grouse (evidently — 

flight dirds) were not infrequently killed from the duck blinds. 

Padle Wal, to be added later, will summarize the journal of the 

Stony Point Glub, which was made avaliable through the courtesy of Messrs. 

; o. H. Sole and Atkinson of Madison. 

In addition, there may be a later opportunity to add an extract of 

. the journal of the Au Sable Club. 

| Mose records furnish some inkling of the composition of the dusk 

: kill by species in representative localities, give en idea of the upward 

or downward trend of the shooting by years. They are gathered merely as a 

stert toward hoped-for future intensive work by the State of Wisconsin, the 

U. 8 Biological Survey, snd the American Wildfowlers, 

: Googe Shooting Areap. May M shows thet the principal romining areas are 

all located on the prairies of southeastern Wiscongin. Goove shooting has 
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Table M-3 
Extracts from Journal of the 

Caw Ca’ CLUB 
Ieke Puckaway Marquette, Wis. 

By Aldo Leovold - thru courtesy of C. J. Allen - Milwaukee 

Year Date Ducks wl» a] a 5] 2} ra] to Hala Remarks 

El é EVEL E| 2/2 | 2] saeclen 
o] ® a) = ® % ai 

‘ : Ble B)ela)e z 6 s |B B Pie apet® af 
1865 Oct. S7 

4 | | | | | feel "hundreds of geese seen" 
iy tea | 

9 | | | | ! | “millions(of ducks)mov- 
| | | | | | ing" 

| \ el 
23 [ee v| | | [oat "first bluebills of the 

Ey | | oa season" 
Nov.20 | | “greatest flight of 

bf 5 | spoondills" 
For season 3000 ' | | "many" “a few" 

1876 Oct.9 486 | i 1 | 2 To date for season 

For season 1512 426 t | : 

1867 Nov.7 | “largest flight spoon- 
| i | ! bills ever seen" 

' 1377 Sept. 24 v | la First canvas seen 

For season 2230 ‘154 \ BUS 
I 

1878 2071 149 | 

1879 Oct.7 "Lake Puckaway is spoiled by Fox River improvements. Canvas and redhead have left it" 
i ; ’ 5 i on 4 

= Oct.21 | | | First canvas killed 

® For season 601 | | | | 
pee | | | 

_ 1580-1383 Begs not tabulated or summed up | | | 
. | $1903 Sept. 30 | 5, 20 \22 | 3 | | Sia 

: i |e os ale oes | 

a | 9) [| 7 ae | le 
1904 Oct.19 | 312916 |47| 6 [2 | | ps : 

i | | | 
} i } | oct. 24 ee boven \oa) 
| | eon oh ie, at | 

1907 Oct.9 312°) 1} Lt | | 
| ‘ot an | 

Oct.10 | & 13 1 | | ll 
| onl ie 

Oct. 20 i [pact | en 7 "Finest shooting for years” 
teoek ean ea 

oct.28 j 2p. 17 | | | Vee 
Nov.7 | 3119 5 eee | 1| 

| } i | | i 

TOTAL 606 200 81 ("7 29 | 20/13 |4 Ja; 2] 
| | | | 

Fer Cent (65/36 17 6 e | | a)a | | | 
' I 1 \ { 
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held up remarkably well considering the almost total Jack of constructive 

meagaros for the benefit of the birds, This should not, however, be expected 

to continue indefinitely, 

All of these prairie goose grounds are of course dependent on 

sdjacent eatera, a List of which appears at the bottom of Map N, Part of 

then are leased to private individuals or groups of not very stable compo 

sition, and the rest are operated by the owners under the toll system, that 

is, 2 fixed charge ie made per hunter per day, On Bigfoot Prairie, for 

instance, the farmers charge $10 per wan per day and guarentee one goost, 

and collect $5 for @och additional goose, A loxge flock of live decoys is 

kept in a pen on the shooting grounds throughout the season and the shoot ing 

is done from pite, Shooting ie inverinbly prohibited at flocks which are 

too lazge to enable the hunters to "cleam the flock," The object of this 

obviously is to avoid slarming end thus driving away the geese. 

Substantially the sane proctices prevail on leased as well as toll 

grounds, There are mony reports of stendy deterioration in the ghosting, . 

although this te not true in all cases. The Sauk Prairie ground te reported 

te ve hehding te Gen on ingrevings 

There ie of couree somb deeultory wmorganiaed goose shesting in 

variong parte of Dane aud Columbia counties end other agricultural regions j 

within reach of the larger lakcce and power resorvolra. 

The important point to be here discussed is whether there is aot 

& fundemental weakness in the utregulated private exploitation of shoot ing 

growmdes for migratory birds, Such grounds draw upon » mobile eroy which 

they 60 not help to erveate, hense the penalties for abuse or neglect are so 

diluted among other owners and other stntes that the fundemental human ine 

contive to conserve the supply of birds ae wll ae the shooting 1o ecakened 

* lz} « =



or loste 

On the other hand, in the exes of nomemigratory gome, this fundas _ 

sentel incentive to conserve the birds ie bound to exiat, but there is ag 

yet no tendeney to develop it as a fore in conservation, 

Ta short, land omers’ exploitation of shooting privileges has begun 

with the wrong cless of game, that is, the class to which it is, from the 

Conservation standpoint, least well adapted, I has not even started with 

the clase of game to which, from the coneserention standpoint, it ia beat 

adenteds 

A complete remedy obviously gon not be suggested in this brief 

report. The goose situation can, however, certainly be improved by (1) the 

estedlighwent of public and private goose refuges, (2) limitation of are 

mente in such items os number of live decoys, number of hunters per stand, 

ond beg Limite, both daily and seasonal, There may be places where “an : 

army of eardens® would be necegaary to enforce auch Limitations, tut in 

pleees Like Wiseonain where there is heavy competition between emall unite . 

of ground in thickly inhabited country it ie believed that the competing units 

would tend te enforce them against each other without any wardens at all, 

Regardlesa, however, of whether thie belief is correct or imeorrect, the goose 

ernie of oouthorn Sieonsin tLiesteate the need for stdie plgmtdey vind 

Clave ond toll fare. 

Lizsh Duck Refuse, hile the spread of the refuge idea in Wisconsin fe cone 

sidered too slow to be satisfactory, it appears to be moe mapid than in 

most of the states eo far eurveyed., A mammary of waterfowl refuges ie given 

Wider the seetion of the report dealing with lond questions, ond locations 

Sve shown on the map accompanying thet section, It is here pertinent to note, 

however, thot one of the first duck refuges (in the modern definition of the 
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word) wae inetituted by A. G. Langenbech om Weber's Pond, waich woe formerly 

a part of Moricon Marsh(?), sow draived, This refuge wae established about 

1991. A voluntary euncet rule ws adopted and observed on the surrounding 

shooting grounds, ‘The refuge area was inelosed ty a single strend of wire 

moyked with white rags. It firet included 40 acres, tut woe later enlarged 

to 109 seres. The refuge we fod with erseked corn for the reason thet this 

wae found and eaten without difficulty ty ducke but not by mud hens, the 

mad hens not possessing the necessery sifting apparatus in their beaks to 

seperate the corn from the mud. Tangenbech reports that thie refuge was 

ponetimes eo fell of teal that they opened in a visible lone in front of 

the feeding dost, and closed behind 4% in mes formetion, The teal loft 

the viginity regularly on Sept. 12, 

the wolleinfomned reader will recognise in this seeount oll of the 

soremares and many of the prectioal devices of modern refuge practice, 

Barkhaugen Refuce, Private refuges are even more significant than public j 

refuges because the opportunities for theiy establishuent are e¢ numerous 

in a state gontaining glacial lnkes end marshes. A notable private refuge 

ie that being developed by W. Le Baxichausen of Green Bay. He has dredged 

& prices of ponds in the Green Bay Marsh at an eltitude of 1) feet above 

Green Bay, and feeds these ponds with ater from pumped welle, eo that the 

water level ig entirely under control, which ts important in preventing 

dvoming of nesta. 

On these ponds he maintains a decoy stock and hee euccocded in 

attmetiag wild birds, which raised a crop of 500 or G00 young during the i 

season of 1929. 

‘The maxima number of migratory duce occupy ing this refuge is 

5,000, 
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ALL the ducks ore fed daily, and have learned to respond to the 

( osll of a whiatle at feeding tine, 

The list of breeding species includes wood duck and pintedl, as weld | 

og the usual Bluewing teal and mallard, ood duck houses have been tried, but 

curiously enough are more freely used by mallards than by wood ducks, | 

the refuge includes o welledesigned duck trap in which 900 wild | 

birds were banded last year, One of these wae taken at Bath on the Tllinois 

River. | 

Of 18 young mallards raised from tame decoy stock ond banded im 1928 

and released to the flight, 12 cam beck in 1929. This indiestes « gretifying- — 

ly low mortality anong young bivde mised fron decoys, ‘the decoy stock is | 

vintered in glans house enclosing @ spring-fed pools | 
The Baxihausen refuge is an extremely valuable object leason, and | 

way to eet down as a decided seset in healancing the waterfowl bocke of the | 

Moon Lake Refuge, ‘This project 19 corried on ty the Teeak Walton League of | 

Wilwnuieoe on 1000 sores of land espeelally purchased for the purpose around 
Moon Lake in Fond du had: Go. A game fom ie operated in addition to the | 

waterfowl wafuge, which ie deseribed with the other gam? farms, 

Reeoy geese placed on the lake quececded in tolling in two wild flocks 

last fol, tut these stayed only 0 short tine, possibly due to the leek of 
bare shore ling or shallow bare eultable as resting grounds for goons, Such 

dere may have to be artificially constructed before the ordinszy Wisconsin | 

lave, with marshy shores and no burs, Gan be mucceseful as a goose refuge, | 

Tt has been suguented that the cheapsat construction would be to haul material, 

preferably gravel, out on the ice and let it eink with the breakup of the fee 

in spring, the shallowest part of the lake being, of cours, chosen for the | 
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Dusk Siclmeas, All observers consulted in the vicinity of Luke Puckaway, 7 

Gren Lake Go., reported oecasional outbreaks of duck disease on that 

‘ lake, Nobody could recall the oxsst years, but the consensus of opinion 

. was thet the sickness occurred only in early spring, after the spring 

migrotion had occupied the lake for 2 or 3 weeks, There woe no agrecment 

on the extent of mortality, som ¢laiming that wagon loads of slek and 

done birds @ould be picked up, and others believing such reports te be 

exaggerated. It wae clear, however, thet the number of alex and dead ducks 

was too great to be explained as cripples, especially since oubbresks have 

evidently eaourred since the stoppage of spring shooting, In fast outbreaks 

are said te ecew in the spring only. : 

The locel explenation te that the ducks "get dyoontery” from eating | 

oxceavive quentities of newly eprouted celery, This indlestes that asture 

of some of the ayuptoms, but sounds extremely improbable as a cause, 

| lecal sportenen claim thet specimens vere sent to the University : 

ond to the Biological Survey, An attempt to ran these down seoulted in the | 

following reply fiom Drs fe le WeAtee, Division of Food Habite Research, 4 
BMologiesl Survey, | 

foumathero have boon outbreaks of sickness among wildfowl at bake 
Puckeway, Wis., at intervals of several years, the nature of which 
ie not entirely understood, I recall that some specimens we hove 
had from there vere suffering from lead poisoning and this may 
explain the whole series of outbreaks,” 

It would seem that lesd poisoning is the mont probable eaase of the 

Packaway duck sickness, although lgonl observers clain that the mortality 

| wes heaviest in the least shot parte of the lake, ‘The drifting of sick and } 

dead birds with changes of the wind, however, may account for this discrepanoy. 

The lendepoieoning hypothesis, however, doea not explain why outbreaks ore 

Confined to the epring season, ' 
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puck Seode ond Their Promastiog, There are two commercial fins operating 

: in Vigconsin and opeciolising in gaus food plants, principally waterfowl food 
| plants, Marsh arese are owed or leased and arepped regularly for seed om - 

planting stoek, which ie distritated all over the United Staten, 

The emphasis thus given to the reatoration of waterfowl environments 

represents a conatrustive force asshjambly ingutenh Yeomnh ib eaeeae 

private as well as public initiative, 

Aw @ guide to the reatorbtion of valuable wnterfowl foods lim wild 

rice, a map of the dlotribution of present end original wild rice fields vould 
ve valusble., Mo euch map hae to my wmowledge been attempted, A fow random 

southerly locations of rice are noted on Map My © 

Radke Welieves thet the original duck food of Horicen Marsh consisted — 

langely of anniles 

The naturel growth of celery at the mouth of the Pox River ie reported 

to be impeded by o aticky film deposited on the bottom of the river and the 

votton of Oxeen Bay. Sometines the sprouting celery fails to break through 

this film This sounds lito lignin compounds arising from the sulpnite | 

pollution kaowa to be released by vorlous papor mille along the Fox River, | 

Ferrell reports thot valusbel feeding marshes are being lost through 

the maniyulation of water levele for power purposes on Lake Winnebago, He 

states that large seotions of floating beg have been loosened by wave agtion 

and lewt in the Inke, Open water Inoapsdle of growing similor food erops of | 

Course takes the pleee of these lost bogs. | 

The regular duck food surveys mde by the U. 3, Biological Survey | 

have teen confined to the following Wisconsin Iskes: Lakes Puckawmay, View 

Desert, Delevan, Kouhkonong, ond the Horicon and Buena Viste Harshes, 
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Meadeatk, May M shows by the symbol "W" the locations of breeding woodeock 
, incidentally picked up during the Survey, ‘The consensus of opinion seems to be 

that this species te slightly recovering from the extreme depression of the 

last few decades, 1% is still too scares, however, to attract regular hunting 

except in a very few localities, ‘The islands and bottomlands of the lower 
Vieconsin River up ag fay ae Souk Co, wore used by woodcoek moxket hantera in 

the esrlier days, but the birds ployed out in this area 90 years ago (Ocheoner), 

The apparent total absence of woodeock in certain counties may have 

signifiesnce in @xpleining their environmental requirements, Grange found 

then absent in Rusk Co., which would stem to contin such favorable pangts 

Unlend Plover ore reported as increasing in Jefferson snd Tinnebage cowntics, 

Their noteble increase on the Michigan sand derrens has already been reported. 

Yo evidence se to their use of Wisconsin sand barrens was encountered, | 

Jegkening, A steady decline in the obundance of jackenipe in Dane do, te | 

indlested by Table Me5, representing five years shooting Joumal records of 

viris semmianh wikied yer nt Seba Geen eet shina 6 Gteensein of 
what weight ie to be given this evidence, but will be included when it is | 

published, A decline of 90% seems to be indicated for Dane Co, 

Of 12 obacrvers consulted Gleewhere in the etete 5 reported jackenipe 

shooting os holding up in recent yeors, 6 ws declining in recent years, and 1 

28 more sporadic in recent years, 

Map M indientes considersble breeding area in Wisconsin, 

Wo bird would be more benefited than this one by some plan which would 
not tox amall marshes out of existence (see Landa), 
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1 15, axe Species. | | 

In connection with the regular work on the more sbundant species, 

certain interesting information on rere species, odd occurrences, and original 

distribution of especies now exterminated we necessarily encountered, and is 

here set down for the use of other investigators, It should be understood = 
that this information mostly consists not of records but of reports. Reports 

received from other than soomingly reliable sources were, of course, rejected, 

but on the other hand personal verification of reporta has in most cases been 

impossinle, i 

Map M swmariges the informetion obtained. Published records, as 

distinguished from reports, are underlined on the map, and the publication is 

listed in the bibliography (see Appendix). 

the vouthern range of sharptell and the southerly breeding of the 

Canade. goose hae already been discussed wider prairie chicken and weterfowl : 

respectively. a 1 

Uild Purkey, A correct determination of the original distribution of wild 

turkey in Wisconsin would be of mere than academic import, because of the a 

light which would be thrown on the possible success of restocking, It is , 

believed thet such restocking is feasible in certain places, especially after 

the hoped-for program of state and county foreats has been carried owt. A 

nucleus of planting stock already exiats at the State Game Farm. 4 

Map N shows thet the wild turkey was exterminated from the bulk of 

southern fisconsin in the 1840's, but that some persisted in Grant Co, until 

1856. The later dates (1872 and 1894), while given by Kumlien, were derived i 

by him from hearsay, and are considered doubtful. It is clear thet turkeys. 
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eecurred in Grant, Towa, Lafayette, Rock, Jefferson, Waukesha, ond Hacine 

counties. Special inquiry wae made as to whether they did not possibly ex- 

tend further up the Wisconsin and Mississippi rivers, but the results wore 

negative. Prof. John P. Bird of La Grosse, for instance, reports ae follows: 

“t heave made inquiry of some of our citisons longest resident 
b here, dating back into the 90's, and whose parents were hunters, and 

none of them had ever heard any mention of wild turkeys in this 
vieinity. The trading post of tho first settler here wa established 

in 1842 and as there was no s¢ttlement of the surrounding country 
for some years, there could have been little or no change ae to 

existing conditions in game birds er animals in the early 50's. | 

Mr. g. le Pettingill, now 99, has lived in this coumtry since 1656 
and is himself a hunter, is quite sure there were no wild turkeys | 
in this section at that time, I have lived here since 1875, and | 
though interested in hunting and fishing from boyhood, I have never 

heard any mention of wild turkeys im this section of the state.” 
in 

Sehorger,/compiling a list of Dane Go. birds, wade extensive in- 

quiries for early Dene Co, reports of turkeys, but was sble to find none, It | 
| 

is probable, therefore, thet plants north of the ¢ounties mentioned (and in 

| fact, plants within them) would have to be supported by food patches, auple 

range end other management moagures, in order to be successful. Opportunities 

for successful plante would seem te exist in the wider bottoms of the Wisconsin — 

River os fer north as the bend in Columbia Co., in the Baraboo hills, ané in 

the southern part of the Upper Mississippi Refuge. 

That turkeys had difficulty in holding their Wisconsin range ie indi- 

cated by Hoy's report thet the winter of 1842 killed moet of them in Racine Go, 

Spruce Heg. It is clear from Mep N thet this bird is not extenninated ia 

northern Wisconsin, its present scarcity being doubtless due to the cyele 

which in all probability it shares with the other grouse. The chief danger ; 

of extermination would seem to lie in over-eutting of swemps, which is also 

the chief threat to winter yarding grounds of deer, ‘The naturel impetus for 3 

the preservation of winter yarding grounds may prove to be the means of 
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perpetuating the sproce hen, 

fiend Hil] Crang. This species apparently still breeds in Bood, Juneau, and 

qoushara ¢ounties, and possibly Dodge. I understand it ws also fwund by the 

Milweweee Public Museum to persist in Oconto Oo., but this record has not been 

looked up. fhe known eurvivors are located in the heart of the prairie 

chicken territery, parts of which «ight possibly in the future be aequired by 

the state and managed as public shooting grounds and forests. This would place 

them under administration and thus make possible the enforcement of the laws 

protecting eranes and the special handling of their range. The presence of 

sand hill eranes would obviously edd mugh to the reersetional resources of ouch 

areas, and it 18 accordingly urgent that everything possible be done to avoid 

the extermination of the local stocks, 

First of ell, the collection of additional suseun specimens would 

seen to be unnecessary, end to constitute bed public policy. Museum scientists — 

ought to know better than omybody elee that the Wisconsin birds are probably 

not interchangeable «ith the general migratory atock, and that their removal 

means the end of the bird in this state, 

Specisl effort on the port of local wardens ond I. ¥.tsd. chapters to 

enforce the state and federal laws agwinst the killing of thie apecies would 

also seen to be called for, and obvicusly there should be ean effort to deters ; 

mine the environmental requirements of the species before it ia toe late, . 

Meumalg. The records end reports of elk, bear, moose, couger, lynx, and deer | 

shown on Map NW require no comment, 
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1b. Exedntare. 

The accoapanying Map 0 shows location af crow rooste, distribution 

of gray foxes, ratio between red and gray foxes, dates of arrival of red fox 

and disappearance of gray fox, the nevthem Lindt at whigh wild housseats 

winter, and certain northern counties in shich crows do not winter, 

Eredatoe Control Policy, ‘the predator camtrol policy of the state of Wiseonsin 

has so far Goneieted entirely in the paysout of bounties, The wauber of 

vounties by species during a typical yoor are show on Map J+1l, dn attenpt 

wae made during the lest legislature to substitute o system of paid hunters 

for the bounty eystem, but the bill failed of passage, Bounties wore, however, 

traosferred ag a finenciel obligation fron the geme fund to the treasury. 

It ig the general impression among protectionists thet sportenen ond 

sportexen's organisetions ave ruthless and indieeriminate in the exercise of 

predetor control operations, A contrary instance ocourrs in the cage of the 

I.teke Of Sheboygan, @ eportemen's organisation which miinteaing a refuge with 

& paid man for predator contyol, Wis operations ere confined entirely to 

houstente, sharp viinned hawks, cooperts hawks, goahawke, ond groct hovaed oils 

Red_ond Orey Zones. 

It ie important to know the distribution of red and gray foxes for 

the reaeun that the ordinary buwen incentives for fox control ave auch nore 

powerful in the ¢ase of the red fox, principally by reason of the difference ia 

fur value, Wiseonsin rede now bring about $25 and graye only $2. | 

In addition, fox hunters profer the red fox for sporting peasons, ‘ 

Accordingly the gray fox conetitutes « probable enemy of game, the 

ase 
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control of which met stort almost from sero, 

Distribation. The present distribution of the gray fox seems to be Limited : 

to # zone about 2 somties wide slong the Miselesippl end St. Croix rivers, 

vith ® projection up the Wisconsin River as far ae Lincoln Oo. The original 

distribution of the gmy species wos evidently wider, Map 0 showing a reliable 

revert of its occurrence in Kewsunee Co, up to 1872, end less conclusive reports 

of occurrences in Yorest and Recine counties, 

The red fox, on the other hand, has evidently been eprending, heving 

been absent from Town Co. until 1895 and from Grent Co. until 1905, ‘the 

present range of the red fox is statewide, although there 19 an ares of great 
a scarcity in the central part of the state frou Marathon ond Marquette counties 

east to Brown and south to Racine, 

Undoubtedly these changes in distrébution ran parallel to and 4 

resulted from some change in the environment secompanying the eettlenent of = 

the state, but our present inability to make even an intelligent gnees as to | 

what those changes were forcibly illustrates our lack of information on the 

forces controlling the presence or sbaence of animals, 

the range of the gray fox ae shown on Map 0 20 strongly approximates 

the unglaciated and faintly ghaciated aren (see Map A) that it would be logteal 

to suggest some causal relationship, bat for the fact that grays formerly 

occurred in glaciated Kewaunee Oo, Moreover, it does not seem likely that if 

there were eny fundamental relationship to Glaciation, thet the procoas of 

Sttilement would have caused either species to gnin new range, It is sorthy 

of note thet Kexaunee Co,, together with the entire prestut range of the gray 

for, is charseterised by outcrops of limestone offering bluffs and caves for | 

fons and shelter. The distribution of the grny fox in Minnesota and Iowa alee 

Solnciden strongly with the ocourrence of limestone bluffs, | 
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This is not, however, the only factor worth thinking about. the 

present gray fox rence is almost coincident with the regular quail range. It 

is not inconceivable thet quail sre an ieportant and necessary food supply, | 

The grey fox range also coincides roughly with the part of the state | 

in which cottontails seem to show the grestect tendency toward eyolic populae | 

tions, What the bearing of this could be, I cannot even guess, 

Aoundanee Batiog, Map 0 shows the relative abundance of the two species within 

the gray fox venge, The alimdance ratio everywhere eppsars to be either 

atetionery, o the proportion of reds is inovensing):tenept in Souk Go,., shore : 

Sehaener and Gastro report thet the propertion of ene is inereneing, They 

state thet previous to sbout 1925 there were no treeding grays, only on 

occasional or transient non-breeding individual. : 

The fox bounties shown on Map G1 are a good indlester of relative 

abundance between counties considering both specien collectively, 

Zox Populotiong. Grant Co. is one of the heaviest fox counties, 268 fox bounties 

having been paid in 1927-28 and 180 im 1928-29 (Keeler), faking the lesser 

figure ond adding Keeler's estimate of 109 foxes killed vat not furned in, we 

get a total probable kill of 240 foxes in 30 townships, or about 9 por township, 

oz sbout 1 por 4 seetions, Assuming that not more than helf the fox population 

ie killed exgh yoar, we hove an indicated fox population of 1 por 2 sections, 

or 1 for every $ farms, The setual poyalation is probably heavier then this, 

It is easy to 96@ that @ fox operating on 3 or 4 farm gould considerably 

influence the game erop, wherens an average of 1 fox per 20 farms might not 

materially change it, 

Eteferred Range, In Bumette Co. gray foxee are confined to a 15 mile strip 

“long the St. Croix River and are said to principally inhabit the river morshes 
~ 135 « |
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(odegard), In novthoast Gromt Con, neither species ie said to over enter the 

‘ pottoms of the Wisconsin River, confining their operations entirely to the hills 

(Kratechwill). 

In Columbia Co. there are quite a few foxes elong the brooks of the Tine 

consin River bat they sre enld never to enter the adjacent prairie, even at 

night (Robertson). 

Contents. of Deng, ‘the State Conservation Department ie endeavoring to use 

the vounty ayates as a moans of obteining stomachs of fox and other predstors 

on which to base a atudy of food supply. Only shot enisale are useful for this 

purpose. 

The yemeing of food found in fox dene are also « useful indication, ; 

of shih the following isolated instances are offered: 

Renton k Ben Bon 2 

Reported ty s+ + «+ + + + Rugtoke (Racine) Novy, Manitowe 

Youmg esse sence eee Sy 9 woke old 5, 3 weeke old 

SOOGON ee oe se eee eens June Merch 20 

Waite 90:9) 0'0:0: 60 « + A ene ‘ee ee 

ieee if stomata 
? equirrele field mise 
1 meaoa sak (all untouched) 

weasel, unoa 

ae 
Phsnglocy and Running Uabite, Antoine Bovy of Manitowom, one of the mob 

experienced fox hunters in the state, gives the following boiled down summery 

of geasonal habiter 

Meting beging Dec, 30, Litters torn March 1. tun well (in smell | 

Circles) Nov. leDec. 15. Bun poorly (large cireles) See. 15-30, Do not ron 
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aot all (1,0, hole up at once) Deo, 30-Fan, Jl, Run well agein in February. 

After March 1 (papping time) will not hole up shere pups are, 

Jeichta, (Gastro and Oshsener, Sauk Co.) : 

Red tos Seas Tox 

Max imam 16 lbs. 12 Les, 

Min iow ? & los. 

Average 12014 lds, ? 

Beavior % 7. Carter, a farmer Living sear Jonesdale, Town Co,, reports 

that last winter he holed a red fox whose log had becn broken by « gunshot, 

The next day he revisited the hole ond found from the tracks in the snow 

that the fox had come out, had returned on three logs almost te the place 

whore he had been shot, and there caught two quail out of @ roosting covey, 

Thig is considered extraordinsry evidence as to the game catching capacity 

of the red fox, Tho witness wa reported to me ae reliable, and related this 

event in the presence of % M. Bishop, county clerk. He states that there 

vere no other fox trocke in the neighborhood that might have led to confusion, 

ond farthomsore that the track of the thrveslegeed fox we oaslly identifiable 

in the snow. 

Wovy hee seen o mated pair of red foxes working os @ team in hunting 

rabbita, He aleo states that the dog fox will bask and try to distract the 

attention of hunters if they appeoach the vicinity of the den, thus giving 

the fomale a ehanee to got out of the den and onay, 

Prof. R. A. Moore has witnessed a flight between a fox and # coon 

in which the latter energed victorious. 

2x Hunting ose Control Meogur®, There foxes ore munted and actually shot 

much hunting may become on entirely effective means of control. Novy atates | 
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Duet be started fox hunting in Manitowss Co, 20 years ago, and hie efforts 

rith those of others actually Gliminated red foxee from the county, Re then 

moved away ond when he came back thoy had recuperoted, snd ere now possibly 

50% tore wumerous then when he first etsrted hunting. I gathered that the 

kill is now intentionally regulated wy egreensnt among the fox hunters #0 

an to maintein a certain fixed level of fox population, 

Paine etates thet there le only one litter of red foxes in Marathon 

Cong that red foxes were abundant there until after the wor, bat have been 

trapped and shot out since the mr. This atatewmt does not include gray 

foxes, of which there sre a fem 4 

These cases are offered ae evidence of the belief that if fox hunters 

would be setiefied with a relatively low fox population, there is possibly no 

necessity of invoking now means of fox contrel as part of a gave management 

program. 

Grows. 

he crow in Wisconsin is essentially a migratory bird. The Forest 

Belt has few or no crows in winter, In Boor Go. there are no crows in winter 

éxeept in years of beech mast (Nelson). The central and southern parte of 

the state have a few wintering Grows but probably act 10 of the number found 

there in spring and fall, In the southern counties the summer population is ; 

probably less than the spring end fall population, 

Grey Roasts Map 0, wnile it probably does not show all of the crow foostty 

clearly indiestes that the phenomenon of roosts i¢ confined to the cantrel 

and southern counties, ‘Theee roosts are occupied from the arrival of spring 

migrants in February until nesting time in April, and again from the maturity 

of the young birds in August wabil the departure of the migratory birds in late 
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| November or December. Bot all roosts, however, are occupied both spring 

and fell. The one ot MeFarlend in east central Dane So., for instance, 

ig reported to be weed in fall only. 

The preferred location for a crow roost is @ thicket of small, 

serubby black oake on the top of # hill, with nearby large open ficlde 

in which the birds can congregete from the time of their srrival after 

the day's foraging witil dark, when the whole gathering repairs to the 

| roost in a body, There is room for some very interesting field research to 

determine the limits of the feeding territory covered from a single roost. 

Tais could be ageertained by plotting the direction of the evening flights 

; on large maps. Ordinary observetion shows, however, that the territory is 

often as large as a county. ‘The late birds often do not arrive at the : 

roost until it is almost too dark to shoot, 

At least a part of the roosts are very stable as to location, Peters 

says that the rooet at Steddinaville, in northwest Rock Co,, wae cceupled 30 

years ogo, and it is still there, Rusicka reports a roost near Spring Prairie, 

Walworth Co., which was used steadily for 20 years, but was recently shot out, 

Steady shooting, eupecialiy night shooting, of course forces the absndonment 

‘of roost locations, 

Some of the southern Wisconsin roosts during the height of the spring 

and fall migratione run into five figures of erow population. Rusicka counted 

one of the “strings entering the roost at Watertown in October, 1928, and then 

by multiplying by the number of strings, arrived st the eetihate of 10,000 

birds in the roost. 

In March, 1927, I had the impression that the Sun Prairie roost in 

southeastern Dane Co. approached 10,000 birds. 

i All roosts treak up very suddenly and completely when the weather 
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E pecones warm enough for nesting activities. 

It is my impression that st lesst half of the crow roosts in southern 

; Hisconsin are more or legs shot, vat most of this shooting is deultory ond 

unorganised, Sows of it, however, employs oul decoys, crow decoys, night 

hunting with flashlights, ond other organized methods, There may be a question 

es to whether the undue use of gach methods will always be compatible with 

good conservation policy, although so far there would seem to be an oxeees 

rather then shortage of crows in the state, 

O'Mara, of Janesville, who leans toward the protectionist school of 

thought, states that crows are fey more abundant in Rock Co. now than they 

gore shan he began to hunt there in the 1860's. 1 

Sportemea do not seem to appreciate the fect that crow control per 

formed during the migratory period is diluted over the state ag a whole, and 

dose not necessarily constitute control on the local aren. Control, te be 

Locally effective, mast take plsce during the nesting erasom, ’ 

Youd Babity. fhe grubs of the ordinary June bettle, which the crow is 

alleged to consume in lorge quantities, were especially damaging te Wisconsin 

pastures during 1928, 

Johneon reports that in Aichlend Co. crows congregate along the 

Nisconsin River during June in order to feed on the turtles eges burted in 

the sandbare by turtles at that season. We atates that this invariably 

oCeurs at the time thet strawberries ore ripe, 

wn, Otto of Vatertom, Jefferson Co., quotes Adolyh Herman, super 

intendent of the lutheran House at Watertown, as seeing crows attagic and 

Kill seversl Hungarian partridges on the wing, end then pick to pleces the 

| Cavoasses of the dirds. Otto porsonally examined the carcasses which he 

says were not poor and had full crops. Thie wee during the extreme eold | 
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; gold and snow of the winter season, and my have represented eal birds 

and extra hungry Crows. The report is uot regarded as conclusive, or as | 

sepresonting a bypleal behav lox. It merely eaphasiaes the need for competent 

life history studies of all important geome birds and predatory epecies, 

Otte alvo found in one of his footprints in the deep snow in his 

line of feeding stations the carcass of a Hungarienn partridge which had 

evidently roosted in the footprint, ead was found unfrozen and pitied to 

pleaes by & Crow Otto personsliy flushed « crow from the spot, ond there 

os fresh blood on the snow, ‘This partioulay iastence is clear ant Gone 

clusive exeept that the Hungarian my have been winged or otherwise injured 

in advance of the crow's attack, Om the previous day Otto had ssen a single 

Hungarian in this lecality which aid aot fly, which indicates injusy, 

Bouseoata. 

One major question pertaining to wild houseeats from the standpoint 

of game management is the extent to which auch este reproduce naturally under 

outdoor conditions, or the extent to which their sumbers are replenished only 

by additomal domestic eats being abandoned or otherwise adopting « feral 

existence, 

One source of light on this question is the existence of eathontic 4 

records of cate wintering or éénning emey fron dmvllings, Tabla suman 

ioee the evidence gathored during the Wisconsin Survey, — 

Map 0 also shows northern records of housecets found wintering oF ; 

donning in the open. 

It may be concluded that wild house¢ats successfully winter in all 

except the most northerly tier of counties, but only oneopase (eee Table 0-3) 

was found of their rearing young in @ feral condition. Many observers wore 

asked this question, 
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PABIE 0.3 

SaaS eee ae wii 

gouerver Gounty Pete umber Som = Mulding Ina ited Bide. 
Grange Boor % 1928 2,(2 > ? i 2 ' * i oh 

Soults Dane? fees, 2? Ip(holed up f af af 
stone wall) 

Moore Porest 4 winter, ? ? Pollowed track and found 
S.¥e Taylor 192829 they were not using build. 

inge. 

Gronge Rusk Winter, 7 1(tracked 3 ? a/2 aja 

holier i 7 
& rile 

Orsham Shebaygan Sept. % young Lm ? 1/¥ 3 
(on refuge) old in den 

wader decayed 
wallding, 

Rete of RecStocking, That the number of individuel cats abandoned or otherwise 

reverting to a feral condition is sumetines very great neor the edges of cities 

ie indieoted by Terrell’s report that his father killed on the average 100 cats 

per year for a long succession of years on the Terrell form about 4 miles west 

of Oshkosh, 

Many cats are also abandoned by summer cottages, as indleated by 12 

Gate killed in end nesr the Peninsula State Park in Door Co. during the winter of 

1928.29, | 

Grange quotes Dan Brockway of Becedeh oe kiliing 5% wild housecats 

on his farm during the lost 13 years, or about 6 por year. This is possibly eo 

} maple of the rate of re-stocking on 4 farm removed from the influence of cities, 

Usceloncous Date om Catg. According to an wuntraced authority quoted by Grange, 

, Cats die after eating quinea pigs waich have succumbed to tularemia, ; 
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; Tt is widely clained thet fers] cute are larger than domertio cote, 

ass date is needed to prove this point. There ie 4 widespread belief thet ; 

, nost feral cate are males, hence all agencies having the opportunity for 

gothering deta should record the sex of cate clearly killed in a feral condition. 

This is now being done on the Sheboygan Refuge, Cotes weighing 10,11, end 18 

pounds, gli meleg, wore killed in the last two weeks (midOctober), 

@usicka reports killing a mle cat in December near Burlington, 

Reoine Co., and finding wings and feathers of a freshly kilied quail in the 

imedinte vieinity. 

the clipping of the wings of their prey on the spot where cought is 

supposed to be characteriatic of cate and foxes, but it would appear from the 

contents of fox done previcwsly Listed in thie section that the wings of lorge 

birds like praivie chickens are not clipped by foxea, 

Soshasicn 

mo inforyastion on goshawke ie given under the treateent of cycles, 

A goshawk nest with eggs was found ty % J. Grahem on the Sheboygon refuge in 

1929. ‘The neot wae on the ground, It is ay iupression thet this is the 

most southerly nesting eo for recorded, Tt is to be hoped that this does ; 

not represent # southerly shift in the breeding range of this dectructive 

apecion, 

Other Predatoms. 

Ho attempt wae made te gather inforastion on coyotes, bobeate, lynxes, 

wtagtie, or the other predatora, some of which are doubtless iiportent. 
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(C) Zend Freotioe vad Shooting Privileses in Wiseonsin. 

17. Exiagivles. With reapoct to lend, there are tuo fundamentals in game | 

oonservations | 

1, The landowner must be given an incentive to keep hie lend 

productive, 1.@. to raise a game crop. 

2 the public mast be given o veasonabdle chance to participate 

in the harvesting of thet crop, 

The free participetion which the public hae enjoyed in the past 

tends to decrease with hunan populationepressure, decause this increases 

land values end the competition of other cropa | 

The incentive to produce tends to increase with huwan population | 

pressure, because this creates a salable value for the hunting privilege. | 
We have thus two fundamental opposing forces benring on gone as | 

@ recreational resource, doth growing stronger with tine, and each pulling ; 

harder against the other, Which one is gaining in Wieconsin? Where? then? 

Thy? What etateananship can alter the balance for the common good? How? 

These questionseenot barbless hooks or clos@d seasons, catpaigne — 

oF erecde--constitute the gubject matter of the conservation movenent, 

Few states (outolde the irrigation belt in the Test) have ouch | 

lame areag on both ends of the scale of popalation pressure (or land | 

values) ee Wieeongin. Millidne of acres of $100+$200 land characterize 

the south; of #1-$2 land the north, | 

The Wingonsin lend protlem ie therefore not one problem, bub many, 

4) tumaers | 
1, Landeposting (the sign that free participation ie over) ts | 
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rapidly spreading in the agriculturel belt. 

2, Glubs (the sign that paid participation is beginning) are 

spreading in waterfonl lands, and beginning in fish endbig 

geome lends, but not in upland geome lands, 

3. Game management (the sign thet the production-incentive is at 

work) is not yet in effeet anywhere on any considerable area, 

4. Public shooting grounds (the sign thet stateemanship foresees 

the need of reasonable public participation) are not yet 

consciously started, 

It almost goes without saying that sound public policy demands the 

stimlation of items 3 and 4, 

It is very significant that clubs should start on waterfowl, fish 

ond decr lands, hese ere mobile game. A dusk elub can thus drew on the 
general supply by merely owning land, not mansging it. Clubs are worse 
needed in non-mobile upland game becouse here they succeed or fail by theiz 

om efforts, hence abuses are lens likely, and public benefits more Likely, 

The fect that clubs have started where they tap the generel supply, ond not 
elsevhere, proves that item 3 is a correct assertion. 

Research, which may be expected to result in a management technique, 

ie one way of stimulating item 3, and possibly the only way open to an inter. 

ested industry. Hence the emphasig¢ on research in this survey. ; 
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TABIS P.1 

_ Band-Owning Institutions in Wisconsin 
‘ 

| “ Officer or , 

Yop P. Glass deze Acreage 8 = Location Remarks 

© Duck Clubs 

(Omro-Brignon Shooting Club 2007 
(Butte des Morts Shooting Club 2000 1 
(re & Feather Club 320} Lake Butte des Morte 
Fox River Hunting & Fishing Winnebago Ca. 

Club 1000 one back 
to 

y Story Point Duck Club Lake Kegonsa Journal back 
: Dane Co. to 

A 

10 Caw Caw Club ? lake Puckeaway Marquette 4 
5 Green Lake Co. 

15 Thiebaux Club ? lake Koshkonong Dean Swift, : 
Edgerton 

isekhawk Club 400s Lake Koshkonong Harold Pugh, 
Racine 

7 Au Gable Olub ? Brown So. Frank Du 
ek a 

back to 1900, 

© Brout Clubs Owing Door & Chicken Land 
2 Coleman Club ) ) 
4 Wausaukes Club) 1500) Marinette Co. . 

©) Syme Resort @ Deer Hunting Clubs 
1 Indewindwyn Club 5000? Oneida Oo.? 

© Aquatic Yorms & Game Food Plant Hurseries 
8 Terrell's Aquatic Farms & ? Winnebago & Clyde B. Terrell, 

: Warseries Waushara Cos. Oshkosh : 

§ Viseonsin Aquatic Nurseries Wimne bage Win.Coom, Oshkosh — 

® Gene Refuges, Private 
Barkhausen Refuge ? Brown Co. ¥.L-Barkhanusen, — 

Same Refuges Operated by Iyank Talton Leaeue 

Noon Leake Refuge 1000s Fond du lac Frank Hopkins, 

a TR, . © |



symbol & 
Key Woe t Officer or 

| Mepr. Gem Kaus. dexeoge jocation Romerke 

| 12 Sheboygan Refuge 2214 Sheboygan Co. Walter J. 
Sheboygan 

13 Wingra Refuge 100? «= sane Go, 3.0, Dickson, 
Madison 

Ys yederal pind Refuses 
4 Gravel Island(Herring ? Gravel & 

Gulls?) Spider I not under 

5 Green Bay(Herring Gulls) ? Hog Island, 
Boor Co. 

16 Upper Mississippl Wild 75,390 Buffalo to Ray § 

fife Refuge Grant Cos. 

lntional Forest Purchase Unite Bayfield, Price, Zarh f 
a Vilas, Porest, Dist. Fo: 

Oneida Cos. Milwaukee 

(7) Ggme. Farm 
(Nemes and output given in list accompanying Pheasant Map) 

®) State Paves 
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19. land Owning Institutions, Preliminary to » discussion of deteile bearing 

: upon the foregoing principles and summary, Map P should be studied, since it 

: ghows the location of clubs, aquatic ferns and nurseries, omed refuges, geome 

ferme, parks, and other institutions owning or controlling game lands. 

fable Pel lists the individual institutions in so far as determined 

during the survey. There are dovbtless omissions in both the map end the table. 

Tan, prevalence of Posting: tresmany Lax, Yo attongt was ande during this 
survey to repeat the gathering of detailed statistics on the percentage of 

1 posted land, since this has already been done in other states similar to Vise 

consin, The percentage of posting in this state varies fron sere in the wilder 

portions of the northern counties, to nearly 100% in the heavily populated 

southeastern counties containing a large veriety of gaue birds in clon® prom 

| imity to industrial centers. Much of the posting in southern Wisconsin is 

becxed by the legal services of various form protective associations affili~ 

; ated with fam journels. ; 

A new trespass law requiring hmters to secure the pemciasion of 

| the land ower before hunting (on éneloged lands?) wee passed by the 1929 

| legislature. ‘Thia te siallar to tho Norton Tew in Michigan, and is having 

the sane effect, namely (1) causing almost all hunters to avk permission 

vefore hunting on lands setually farmed and (2) increasing the confidence of 

farmere in baking up their posting signe, as well as inereasing the thought 

| given by farmers to the problems of game production and shooting pr iv Lleges.. 

; The stimulating effect of the new law ie indieated by the fect that the 

county agents during their recent meeting in Madison held a special session ; 

; devoted to game management problems, extension for game management facta, 

t and other aspects of conservation. 
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| 2. Hosting by Zownship Boerda, In Racine and other southenstorn counties = 

yhole townships are posted against hunting wader the suthority of the tomship — 

yoard, posting signs indicating points of ingress and egress appearing slong 

the main highways. This is a now form of posting not heretofore encountered 

inothe geome eurvey. Whether the formal action taken by the township boards 

exempts the owner of the fam from the general prohibition, or whet the rele. 

tions are between one farncr and another under it, wae not determined. It is 

understood, however, that no prosecutions have ever been brought under it in | 

Racine Co, , 

This township posting was evidently an emergency fora of community j 

protection now accomplished under the new trespass lew in « sounder and ‘ 

better way. ; 

22, Ghamging. Only one instance of charging for uplend game shooting | 
privileges was encountered during the survey, During the open season of 

1928 four or five farmers in Sullivan towaship (Jefferson Co.) and in Summit 

township (Waukeshe Co.) are reported to have charged one dollar per day per 

hunter for pheasant shooting. (Compare with $2.90 per day for pheasants in 

Towa). This manifestation of the toll system will, it is believed, spread 

rapidly in the southeaster counties, and ite growth will be accelerated by ; 

the new trespass law. Its spread into the preirie chicken country ond the 

deer country, however, will not and probably should not occur until Land 

owners make a deliterate investment of time, skill, or funds in the uanage- 

ment of these specien, 

As already recounted under waterfowl, the toll system is widely 

used by farmere in the goose prairies of the southcentrel couties. leasing 

of duck marshes is increasingly common throughout the sgricultural belt. i 
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None of these exclusions of public hunting, however, are as yet accompanied j 

ty any constructive management, and on the goose grounds particularly the 

system exhibits serious abuses against the public game supply. 

23. Forcing Pree Hunting. Convincing evidence of the discrepancy between 

demand and supply in hunting privileges is found in the state's attempt 

to foree the perpetuation of free deer and ruffed grouse hunting by means of 

a rider attached to the forest crop law. This provides that in order to enjoy 4 

the privilege of the special system of taxation set up by the state for forest 

lends, the ower mst leave the land open to public shooting. While this has 

the superficial appearance of e statesmanlike move to perpetuate democracy in 4 

sport, it is really of doubtful expediency in actual practice because it holds 

out no incentive to the land owner to produce game crops. In fact, it holds 

out the contrary incentive of getting rid of the game, so that he can take 

advantage of the forest tax without being subjected to the nuisanse of hunters. 

It mst be said, however, that the lands involved are mostly forest lands 

suiteble only for deer and ruffed grouse. If there are any lends in the state 

that can keep on producing game without the help of the landowner, and with 

only such management as the state can give, it is these lands. 

There is now a widely discussed proposal to insert a free hunt ing 

proviso in the fur farm law. This case is probably a little different, in 

thet private hunting grounds, especially waterfowl grounds, are sometimes 

acquired under the color of a fur farm. 

It ig not the intent of this caption to either indorse or condem 

these specific legislative experiments, but merely to point out their bearing 

on the central principle of providing an incentive for the practice of game 

management by land owners. 

ay 
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24. . 
, he forest crop law (59-8, 1927 session) provides substantially as followst 

Vorest lands registered under the law are entitled to a flat tax of 

10¢ per acre per year on the lend, provided a yield tex of 10% of the stumpage 

value of the timber is paid when the timber is cut. ‘The omer pays no tax on 

the timber until it is cut. To compensate the county, the state pays the 

county 10¢ per acre per year in addition to the 10¢ paid by the omer. 

Regietration is of course conditional on the practice of forestry 

by the owner, the definition of which is fixed administratively by the state 

conservation commission. ‘The minimum acreage for registration has been reduced 

to 40 acres in an effort to provide for farm woodlots as well as timter hold 

ings, 20000 Achew Rane Clan regatined LB dal. 

The forest crop law, is, of course, a fundamental and permanent force 

whieh will tend to perpetuate suitable game environments in the forest belt. 

It is dovbtful, however, whether it constitutes, as it stands, a solution of 

the woodlot problem in the pgriculturel belt. As has been pointed out in : 

varios sections of this report, the devegetation of woodlots through grazing 

is even more serious from the etandpoint of future game supply than the devege- 

tation of forest lands through lumbering and fire. 

In thie connection Wisconsin conservationists should know of the 

Indiana. woodlot law (p. 70, Indiena Report) under which registered woodlots 

are allowed a flet valuation of $1 per acre against which the current local tax 

rate is applied. There is no yield tax, and the $1 valuation is independent of 

the smount of standing timber. ‘The mininwm acreage is 3 acres. ‘The omer 

must agree not to pasture, and must stand inspection on his observance of these 

Conditions. Be must also pay for his survey at the time of registration, which 

usually costs shout $10. ‘The extreme simplicity as well as the favorable terns 
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; of this lew, commend it for consideration in other states in connection with 

the fundamental problea of game cover on fame. | 

| 4& bill somewhat resembling the Indiana law was introduced in the last 4 

Wisconsin legislature, but received no support from orgenized conservation | 

agenci@s on account of their preoccupation with other (and probably less funda~ | 

mental) conservation bills, | 

: 4& question worthy of consideration, especially in Wisconsin, is | 

whether small marshes on farms do not contribute to the public welfare in the | 

i sane manner e& fam woodlota, If this is correct, is it not thinkable that e | 

system of taxation which will tend to prevent instead of encourage the drainage | 

and abolition of these marshes would represent good public policy? As pointed | 

out in the following captions, it is possible for the state to acquire and | 

manage large marshes as public shooting grounds, and to acquire and manage @ 

fey mall marshes as public refuges, but it ie impossible for the state to | 

acquire enough emall marshes to actually provide range for the many especies of | 

game birds which depend upon them, | 

| 25. Public Yoreste and Gene. The following is a recent estimate of the canansuil 

of forest lends, prepared by the District Forester for the information of the | 

Conservation Gonmaiesion, | 

acres Hex Gent of Zotah 
Old Merchantable Forest . «++ ++ + + 2,100,000 12 

Second Growth Merchantable Yoreat.. . 3,800,000 22 | 

Second Growth Won-erchantadle Forest . 5,100,000 28 | 

Cut-over land not restocking... . + . 6,800,000 38 | 
sateinccnenena sieieniiai | 

Total Forest Area... . +++ 17,800,000 100 | 
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| The heavy proportion of idle forest lands obviously ealle for a 

$ program of public forests, as well as a program of encouraging private forestry. 

Sach public forests are of fundsmental importance to the future game supply as 

potential demonstrations in geme manegement, as potential public shooting 

grounds, as furnishing lend for a refuge system, and as furnishing lend for | 

plentings and other improvements in game eavironment. First and foremost they 

algo constitute auclei for an effective statewide system of fire control. I is 

therefore pertinent to consider whet public forests are in existence or in 

prospect. j 

State forests are,in the proper sense of the term,as yet lacking. j 

An acquisition program was started in 19. but checked in 19. by an adverse 

supreme court decision. In 19. a constitutional amendment was passed removing 

the grounds for the previous adverse decision, and a survey of state holdings 

available as nuclei for @ poatille system of state forests is now under way. 

The actual setion in building a sound system of combination state forests and 

public shooting grounds duly provided with state-owned refuges such es found in 

Penneylvania and Michigan, in Wisconsin is still a matter of the future. 

fhe conservation budget is not yet adequate for rapid progress in 

acquisition of land. The state's forestry activities have heretofore been 

supported from the geome and fish fund, and have cost about $75,000 per year, 

Under a new one mill tax levied by the lest legislature for forestry pamposea, — 

& forestry budget of $300,000 is provided, ‘the constitutional limitation is 

two mills, or a potential budget of $600,000. liven this, however, would be 

insufficient fer rapid progress in atquisition. ‘The preseat budget, however, 

will allow the initiation of a considerable planting program on lands already 

owned, 

There is a vigorous movement in Wisconsin toward the acquisition 
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. of county and municipal forests. These of course will conatitute valuable 

| part of the future forest system, 

| Wap P shows three national forest purchase units recently leid out. 

The sereage involved is as follows: ; | 

Rat imated Arca é 

Gait dove Purchased Homelurchascatle otal Acres 

viscera Slo esto 
Moquah 100,000 12,000 112,000 

mene ee —_—_— 

foval 325,000 78,720 403,720 

When this full program of federal acquisition has been carried 

out, it will place only 2.46 of the tetal foreat area of the state in federal 

omership. The establishnent of nations! forests, however, will heve an im 

portant moral value over aud above mere area in demonstrating the poesibilities ’ 

of public forestry, including the possibilities of » large scale planting . 

progrem. In Michigan the state uses the national forests ac sites for refuges, 

ond in all other cane matters they serve substantially oa state forests would, — 

26. Publig Shooting Grounds in the Sand Arep, The proposal has been made thet 

the state acquire gome of the drained marshes and sand plains of central Wis 

Consin as combination public shooting grounds end public forests, Tt ie common 

knowledze that these are good gas lands obtainable at » low pries, especially 

where included in insolvent drainage districts, and that large areas could be 

reflooded at a low cost by plugging the drainage ditches. To what extent, 

however, do these lends have the producing capacity necessary to justify state 

ownership and operat ion? 

It admits of no doubt that they can produce 

(1) Prairie chickens of both especies and in some places ruffed grouse. 
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(2) Deer in large nombers. 

: (3) Materfowl by reflooding. 
. As ngninat thone certainties muat be set down the following doubter 

. (4) Mhether the game eyele will unduly reduce the grouse yield 
: (this te quantitatively answered in part in the section on 

‘ eyoles). | 

(5) thether pheasants (to plece out the grouse cyele) can be added 

4 to the annual game crop without jeoperfising the more veluable 

species, 

Bi (6) Whether the potential timber crop will be sufficiently valuable 

and whether it con be raised without undue interference with 

; prairie chisiren range. 7 

s CT) thethor aeguieition by the state would further reduce the 
| rousining sgriculture sai thus untuly eut dow the grnin supply 

: fox game birds, 

The verious findings of this survey would seem to indicate thet there 

: ie no fixed anower to thece questions which will apply to all possible areas. 

a A oktllfal survey vould show shich areas have the dest eombination of favorable 

1 onevers. In gonerel the sand aren is even poorer for agriculture and more 

4 favorable for game than the forest welt, and I can see no prospect of private — 

y game management except dy clube of other forms of onganization which wold 

‘ exclude public hunting, It therefure seems sound public policy te antielpate 

; state acquisition of large areas in tho sand region, 

: 27. Marsh Refugee, An urgent need entirely separate and distinet from large 

: Pudlie shooting grounds in the wend aren is that of emell marsh refuges in the 

4 sgriculturel belt. The evidence brought together in thie report strongly 

i indicates that a system of stete-omed marshland refuges would secomplish the “ 
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following objectives: 

: (1) Perpotuate the prairie chicken in southern Wisconsin, 

i (2) Insure a continued and high production of yheasants on the 

surrounding farm lands. 

(3) Assure the perpetuation of breeding waterfowl in mouthern ; 

Wisconsin, 

In addition, euch a system of refuges would benefit quail, Bungar : 

jan partridge, and rabbits. 

fo weigh the above proposal, the reader must understand that all of 4 

the recent evidence shows that prairie chickens and pheasants are more mobile 

then other upland game, and that the radius of effectiveness of the proposed 

marshlend refuges would be at least 3 to § miles and possibly sore than that. 

This means thet a marshland refuce comprising from 100 to 2000 scree would 

serve from 1 to 2 tomnships, or 20 te 40,000 eeres of sdjoining farms. Stated 

| in terms of ferme, one meh refuge would tend to keep from 150 to 300 fame 

provided with breeding stock of these species, jhe state would own from 1 te 

2% of the poorest lands in the area served (as compsred with 5 to L0p of the 

pect lends, which mey be laid down as roughly the requirement of deer ranges 

in the northern counties), No systen of game farms, however economically | 

menoged, could poseibly supply a whole towmehip annually with pheasant breeding | 

stoc!: an cheaply as a refuge of a few hundred serse located st ite centre, in | 

the cose of prairie chicken there is of course no other method of restocking. | 

Prom every possible eapect, marshland refuges in the agricalturel 

belt seem to de on attrective venture, Wo state hes as yet laié out eny such : 

| system, and certainly no state hae » better ehence to do so successfully then 

| Visconsin. Pew states, especially unglacisted stetes, have the advantage of 

seh a wide dispereion of availedle marshlands in close conjunction with such | 
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high-class upland raage, 

is Tt is of course possible for counties and mmicipalities ac well es 

eS the state to share in such o mershland refuge program, 

28. Lend Values and Tax Bates, To assist in weighing the various proposals 

‘ and questions outlined in the foregoing captions, the following table of 

typical land volues aud tax retes in offered. There is no pretensa thet the 

figures are either securate or representative of any closely defined condition, 

but even rough figures may angist the readey unfamiliar with land problems te 

figure out their economic aspecta. ; 

TABIN Po2 

Teplice) Lend Veluee & Tox Sates in Wisconein 

Locat jon & Kind of Lang Yalue Spaual Tax 
a Forect Belt cutevers « 6. 6 6 1 be 0 ww oe oe BRM *25¢ 

(kind needed for mblic forests) 

Sand Flain Parma 6 oo ett tee 8 8 ee RRO #2.00 

Sand Plain Poor lands seg ee ee ee ee ee eeeainiaitee 

égrieultural Belt Perms, average... + + + « $100.00 $3.00 

8 * 8 , extra good «2 es «$250.00 $3.98 | 

Sgrioultural Belt marshlands. .... +... daiated 
(kind needed for prairie chicken, 
pheagaat, & waterfowl refuges). 

Agricultural 61% moraines & bluffs... . s+ . sik 
(pasture or timber production only) 

Transition Belt farms. 4.2 +6 + + 0 + & «© $50.00 iienniilte 

* Under foreet crop law tax would be 10¢ plus 106 yiela tax, 

ine 
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(D) The Conservation Public in Wisconsin, 

fumarz, Complex ee is the biology of enimsis, it is ensier to appraist 

ite underlying forces than to appraise the capacity of the public mind to 

nanipalate there forces for ite own advantage, Mo attempt vas made to gather 

anything more than hayreesfona, some of which may be sumoerixed as followst 

1, Statewide conservation aseoetations like the Iegask Walton League 

are losing ground in mmber of chapters and membershipe, but gaining rapidly 

in the worthewhileness of programs and subject matter, 

2 Local game associations such as Rod & Gun Clubs are very active, 

often in the same town ae the Izaak Welton League, ‘the trend fe te handle 

legislation through the League, and local vetterments through the Club, 

%, Ho coneervetion organisation of any kind are as yet reaching any 

considerable nwiver of farmers. Ap long an city sportemen's omgoniastions 

refuse to deal with the vealities of the land and trespsss situation, this 

unfortmate @leavage will cont tre, 

}, There is no forestry aasociution in Wisconsin, The Tnnsk Walton 

League te chowing more activity in the direction of filling this function then 

are the lumber and pulp ageoc iat fone, / 

5 The resort owners Asco¢iations are active only in legislative 

antters, : 3 ; 

6. Several official bodies hove recently embarked on conservation 

Programs which may ultimetely outweigh in value the progrems of volunteer bodies 

68 & means of public eduention, Among theee are the county agents and the state 

and county seheol officials. Both are rightly foousing attention oa forestry, 

but came needs only to be presented with equal skill to get adequate attention, 
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Gharecveristice of Oreeoizaiiong, The degree of moral forces, behind the conser | 

vation movement in some cities is shown by such bodies as the Milwaukee chapter 

of the I.W.L.4., which: 

1, Meets weekly (7), in force. 

2. Hag purchased outright the Moon Lake Refuge, on which it operates 

@ game farm with « paid staff of __ men, 

3. Is intensely active in national and state League programa, 

Other chapters operate refuges, rearing ponds, hatcheries, and the 

like. The available funds and energy, however, are in Wisconsin, as in other 

states, greater than the understanding of fundamentals. ‘Written between the 4 

lines of nearly all popular conservation programs is the inference that the : 

objective can be attained by direct action, such as plantings, refuges, lewe, 

or other things directly purchaseeble by effort or funds. When the same 

energy can be devoted to the stecring of those fundamental forces, already 

operative, which determine whether or no people who ere slready landowners : 

have any effective desire to raire game, fish, and forests, then the only 

rows ining job will be to mike sure they know how to do so. 

Distritution of Organizations. Map Q shows the present chapters of the LoWelede 

Wo lists of other organizations wers found available. 
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CHART R 

i ORGANIZATION PLAN FOR WISCONSIN CONSERVATION COMMISSION j 

[Conservation Comminion | : 
Formulate policies and make » | with “Conserva- i) 

rules and regulations governing |—| 08 Commissioners sist in 

: : public opemon, etc. 

‘Assistant to the Director; in ook change of alas: 

stant tate] meee ome se | 
office, the accounts, files, ete. br San ooo 1 

[Game and Fur Bureau] [Fisheries Bureau i 
In charge of game propagation, In charge of hatcheries, restock: le charge of forestry, fire com the police force or 

aes eee ieee fan) eee See 
| Seperintendeot of Game] [Supt of Fisheries J [__Sease Forester [Research Supersaor _] 

| [Information Bureau] | 

| | ( eae | | ' f grem to be conducted m the +:- . 
| ‘schools and through che press. 4 

| [Supervisor of Education — | 5; | 

+ 2 —" 

| | 
1 Game Farm 24 Hatcheries 11 Dist. 66 Wardens So far confined 

(staff 3-10 Rangers 20 temporary to a volunteer 

men) 33 6—mo. wardens in committee of 

Rangers soring & scientific men 

1 Fur Farm é 50 2—mo. fall. working thru 

Inspector Tower Men E the Supt. of 

14 State Game. 

Parks & ; 
Supts. ‘ 

(Revroduced from 0.16 of the Biennial Report of the 

Conservation Comnission by courtesy of the acting 

Director).



(8) Geme Admiuistrotion in Wisconsin, 

Stete Conservetion Devertuent. Chart R shows the organisation of the state 

department, as established under the organic set (404-$) passed in 1927, 

This aet, sponsored jointly by the conservation orgeuigetions of the 

tote, was patterned after New Mexies as to powers and organization, and efter 

Wiehigan and Indiana in that it includes forestry and paris, 

Its salient features aret 

(1) Ror polievousking and the exercise of resulstory nowers! & size 

man commiseion appointed by the governor and empowered to 

{8} Close seasons : 
) Batablish and buy lend for refuges, forests, parica, mablie 

shooting grounds, hatcheries, game farms, experiment ; 
stations 

{3 Trade Land 
4d) Fight fire ond regulate uso of fire 
@) Bater cooperative agreements 
f) Conduct research, and 
‘g) Betadlish such services as they may deem necessary to 4 

carry out the act. : 

(2) Nox continuity: the coumissionere terms overlap. 

(3) Zon freedom from politica! the comuissioners are unpaid, : 

(4) Zoe exeeution ong coordination: the commissioners appoint a 

director, who is responsible to the commission for the execution of its ‘5 

policies, and who appoints his administrative and technical organization. 

This, ag it now stands, is shown on Chart 2, 

State Dudeeh, The entire department was, until this year, supported from 

Game and fish revenuse, An attempt wee made in the leet legislature to eugnent 

these by establishing a resident fishing license. This being vetoed, a general 

Property tax of one mill ws levied to carry forestry, which will produce 
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: $300,000 from the general treasury to augment game and fish revenues, The 

pudget before and efter the mill tax (and resulting adjustments) compares 

as follows: 

Spent Fiscal Approximate Set-Up 

ae vere epee $80, 112.16 

Gane & Fur Bureom. . 6 eee ee ee 20,112.15 4g, 871.00 

ta aforonnat Daenue Sohne, | es7000 enema sone fm 
game & fish fund) general treasury) 

Research Bureom . 6 eee ee ee ee Bp MBLAOF 9,108.00 | 

Forestry & Paris Pureampone sen dows 09,000.08. (ore, 

Mish Bareas . 6g we ee to oe TIT CORTS 298, 818,00 
en -rnonenneemmactiteats 

Fotal so es ee oe oo © TIO about $983, 600.00 

Amore detailed teble of state revenues ond receipts appears in the . 

appendix, 

fhe total 1929 budget representsen expenditure of about 2.7 cents 

per sore per year for all conservation purposes. ‘The small eise of this 

figure shows why in the long run the state met function as a leader rather 

than as a doer; why it mast rely principally on the setivitiee of private 

landornere mather then on ite own direct efforts as a means of putting conser 

vation into sebual prectice. Wo conceivable increase in its own financial 

“ wudget would suffice to practice conservation on move than a few samples of 

land, 

In short,the statesmanship of conservation deale with the release, 

encouragement, and guidance of beneficial forces having their origin in the 

lend andiin the people, rather than with the exertion of forces having their 
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F origin in the state government or the state treneury, : 

Prende tn State Administrotion, Most of the trends indicating a healthy 

i transition to new ideas in game adninistration are visible in Wisconsin to 

| sone degree, These includes 

| 1, The employment of technically trained men, Afforte to better the 4 

nowale and skill ef the non-technical field poreonnel, 

2 Use of the scientific facilitics of the University, 

3- Faetefinding before notion, Experimenting ono emi seale before 

Getabdliching a new policy. 

X, Coordination between activities, 

5. Use of demonatration rather than words for educations] muxyposta, 7 

G Gonsidering game environment as well an game stock, | 

Ts Seerenging dependence on laws alont as a moans of accomplishing 

abjectives, ; 

Some Lows, Chart Rel graphs open seasons and tag linite on upland game ot 

Sayenr intervale since 1905, 

4 proper game survey should give this information on yearly intervals, 

Meny “veeollection dates” important in reseanth ore aeuociated with changes 

in game lows, 4 side column giving governors and comiesioners wuld ve useful 

for the saue reagoms 

Bo extenited discussion of game lowe ie included in this yepert. Loews 

are the one item in game mnogenent already receiving oll needed attention, 
Fisconsin trends are in the right direetion, and the regulatory powers of the 

Commiacion make the laws @laetie os to additional closures or reatrictions, 

Like authority as te opening sensons and extending limite should be conferred 

the commission, A bill for this purpose is being drafted, 
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It herdly needs mentioning that in Wisconsin, es in other states, 

much energy is being used up in tinkering the game laws, which ought to be 

devoted to more fundemental questions. Over 200 conservation bills, lergely 

game bills, were introduced in the last legisleture, out of a tetal of 1000(t) 

ville for all parposes, 

Yedexal Ageinigtration. Three federal administrative activities touch Wisconsin 

game, These are? 

1, Administration of the Migratory Bird Laws, 

2, Upper Missiesippl Wild Life Refuge. 

3. Mationel Forests, 

Aa to the firat, there is no federal werden for this purpose 

ligted in Wisconsin, and the etate is not listed es within the district of ; 

either the Illinois or the Minnesota federal warden. ‘This is doubtless due to 

the woll.kwwn insufficiency of fecerel appropriations for enforcement of 

theses lawa, . 

4s to the last, the federal forestry progrem has been oublined 

under "Lande." An important administrative step taken within the past year 

was the ¢etablishuent of « Lake Staten Entional Foreat district with hheade 

qarters at Milwaukee. 

The Upper Mississipp! Refuge, with respect to Wisconain lends, ie 

in the following status: | ; 

i Tinaee f 

i, Purchased or under contrect to purchase . 24,425 acres . 

Proposed for purchese but not yet 
Contracted. se ee ee ee ee wee WG F iyi 

Unappropriated federal public land... 5754 * 
(withdrawn from entry for refuge 
purpose?) 

pe 
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Wisconsin state and city lands. ... + 3,645 saves 

2 cia laiiilaseceiaililipigdesiaiatgieiiiaiaag a j 

Total overflow non-sgricultural land ; 
within Wisconsin purchase unite... + 75,390 * 

The item "state and city lands" coneiste mostly of state lends 

not maneged by the state of Wisconsin, nor ceded by it to the federal goverm= 

nent for management, a8 has been done by Iowa and Minnesota, In this respest j 

Visconsin appeare less cooperative in this great project than the neighboring 

stetes. Wiscomein has Likewise challenged federal jurisdiction of certain 

‘lends of couifused status valuable for refuge purposes but not needed for other = 
iniiee 3 

The mpas of the Upper Misaiesippl Refuge are #0 lange and detailed 

that they could not be satisfoetorLly reduced for reproduction in this report. 

The mein dlooke of Wisconsin land to ve acquired are shown on Nap P, 

the progress of adminietrative work on the Refuge cannot be 

satisfactorily reported because of a recent change in superintendents and 

the absence of the technical staff at the time headquarters was visited for 

the purposes of this survey. It will of course be included tefore any pube : 

lished report of this survey is issued. The Minnesote Report outlines 

administrative progress up to 1926. 

eee Phe Conerstion 2apertn io attempting 

to aif Se setagoant gete Mos Hsonels ee Meee ee 

| 
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\ (?) Game Research and Saucation in Wieconsin. 

The emphasis placed upon fact-finding throughout this report 

makes it necessary only to summarize here the information obtained on the 

following questions: 

Whe cen do geome research? 

What have they dome eo far? 

What are the principal unanswered questions awaiting attention? 

Research Agencies ond York to inte, For simplicity, the “work done” is 
specifically outlined only when directly applicable to game management. It 

is fully resliged that much fundamental scientific work, and work in allied 

fields of ornithology, agriculture, etc., is of great fundamental value to 

game rées@erch. Comments or corrections of this list are invited. 

Agency ere 
1, Research Suream, 

Conservation Department... . . (a) Started a prairie chicken study, 

2 University of Wisconsin. .... . . .(m) Sterted a Quail Study under 
S.A4.A.uet, Fellowship, (Much 
foundational work in the seiences 
and in allied fields, including { 

. bird banding). - ; 

3. Milwaukee Public Museum... .. » + «(Foundational work in ornithology and 
@llied fields). ; 

4. State Department of Agriculture 
and Markets... 4+ ++ + + «6 + © off) Game Census in connection with, a 

tend Economic Inventory. “4 

5. U. S. Biologics] Survey... +... (a) Started » Waterfowl Coneus. ies 
(>) Banding of waterfowl at La Crosse, 

(Foundational work in birds &@ 
monmal s). i 

& Private Naturalists. ....+ees — work in Dirds, mammalg, — 
ete, ‘ 4 
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: 7. State Industries interested in c 

; gem sc te es te eo +» OB) dinbe Tamanater te, Sheree © 

; some empirical work on ; 
large scale hatching and : 

rearing of pheasant eggs. 

Research Policy of Fublic Institutions. It is the personal belief of the 

writer that much time and energy, both public and private, is being devoted 

to research on trivial subjects related to wild life, whieh heave neither 

probable scientific significance nor applied conservation value. In the case 

of private neturalists such researches way be justified on théir value as 

personal feats or recreation, but in the case of public institutions the large : 

nuaber of unanswered questions bearing directly on the success or failure of 

the conservation program makes the justification of major emphasis on questions F 

having no visible or probeble bearing on conservation a more doubtful matter. 

Me infinite attention given to taxonomic refinements, compared with 

the almost total absence of serious work on environmental requirements and ‘ 

controls is a) case in point, and one particularly applicable to Wisconsin, ; 

where the sueceas or failure of environmental controls evidently will determine 

the future of most of the mere valuable species. ; 

Applicd Reseagoh Questions Needing Attention. Mo list of research projects 

; can eyer be satisfactory because interlocking of questions connot be indicated 

in @ two-dimensional list, and research which does not recognize invertecking! 

is not reecarch. Moreover the splitting off of concrete projects depends 

on fore-knowledge which is coneiderable with respect to one item, and sero 

with respect to another; therefore one item which here appears rather general~ 

ized and far-fetched may, with a little more knowledge, split into a score of 

concrete projects each more important than some other item which now looks P soa, 
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With the request that the reader keep in mind these limitations 

; inherent in any list, the following are offered as the (probably) most : 

; important research questions confronting game conservation in Wisconsin, which : 

are now unanswered, 

not yet started here or eleewhezs, | 
Tundamental scientific research projects are omitted entirely, although | 

the ult imate success of applied research depends on concurrent investigations | 

in pure science, . 3 

1. Breirie Chicken Study, What is the cause of the prairie chicken 

; cycle? How does it work? What part do predators, hunting, food, cover, acci- | 

: dent, parasites, and diseage play in it? (Work on predators, etc., started | 

| in Wisconsin), Which of these environmental factors can be controlled cheaply . 

; and with good effect? How? (For inetance; Feeding station technique, roost 

i grounds, nest grounds, dust grounds, "yard" grounds, etc,), What special con— | 

Ml trole will rotate the pinnated grouse in the ridge preiries of the driftless | 

area? Is tractor ploughing a feasible way to get more food and better disper- i 

> sion in large marshes? What will reflooding do to or for chickens in reclaimed 3 

i] marches? What kind of forestry is compatible with chicken management? How 

: do pinnated differ from sharptail with respect to all these factors and their ! 

: control? 

i 2. Deer Study, Is the Wisconsin deer population normal as to sex, age, 

BE amneity, ana rate of productivity? What is normal? (As to age, some work 

: started in Michigan). What part do predators, hunting, food, cover, accidents, 

: Parasites, and disease play? Is the kind and degree of predator control condue- __ 

| ive to nomelity in sex and age classes as well ac numbers of deer? Is it true 

4 that cuttings are destroying deer yards? What is a decr yard as to food, cover, 

Sine, distribution? What will partial drainage do to deer Fards? Can forest 
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plantings be arranged to produce additional yards? (Whet kind, size, location, | 

age of plantings?) If so, whet is the happy medium between cheap fire control, — 

, light diseases and insect risk, and deer yard service in forest plantings? 

What density of deer is competible with the safety of forest reproduction? | 

What silvicultural system produces optimum deer range from the standpoint of 

kind andj, dispersion of deer food and cover? What ere the best "bait" crops ! 

for wor refuges? What is the effective redius of various kinds and siges of 

refuges? ; , 

3. Pheasant Incubaticn and Nutrition. What economies in the artificial — 

production of pheasant plant ing stock are possible throuch large ecale mechani~ | 

cal incubetion and brooding of pheasants? What economies in the feeding and | 

survival of such stock are possible through a better understanding of nutrition. | 

al needs? Can mechanical rearing be carried to an age suitable for direct | 

zelease in the field without foster-parents and the distase and other risks a 

incident thereto? ; 

\, Gettontet study, hat is the disease or yarasite which causes 
: rabbit shortage? Is its occurrence cyclic? What relation does it hove to s 

the cause of the grouse cycle? Why does the disease decimate rabbits in one 

locality and not in another in which it is also present? Is the difference in ; 

. the environment? Can it be found and controlled? ‘hat part do predators, 4 

hunting, food, cover, and accident play? Is it sefe to import rabbit stock? 4 

Te "holing up" different for the sexes? If so, does hunting, with and without 

dogs, disturb the sex ratio? What is the mobility of rabbits? How far will a 

refuge work? What density of population is desirable from the combined stand- 

points of disease, hunting, and agricultural damage? 4 

| 
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Bducat ion and Extension. By far the most important recent development is the 

interest in geme shown by the County Agricultural Agents, both as individuals 

| and as an official group. A kind of seminar on game management and other 

1 conservation questions has been started as a part of their semi-annual official 

meetings. 

/ The University, through the Quail Fellowship and otherwise, hopes 

to develop demonstration areas on which the environmental controls involved 

in gamé management will be shown and the results measured, Coniferous plant- 

ings to demonstrate winter cover for quail have already been made on the ; 

University Farm. The University "arboretum" now in process of acquisition, j 

will provide exceptional land facilities for all ‘ind of demonstrations, as 

, well as for research work. A 

Ultimately, when enough such demonstration areas have been devel oped, 

they would constitute an admirable focal point on wich to hold training compe 

for game wardens and “short courses" for farmers interested in game. 4 

‘, 
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| | fad SST | 
> im Address Tow Capacity 

7 Preston B. MeNall Agric. Hall, U. Wis. Madison Agric. Beonomics 

J. M, Coyner 2225 W. Law Madison Bx-Co. Agent, 4 
Jefferson Co. | 

A. 0. Gross Bowdoin College Brunswick,Me. Prairie Chicken Sur- 
vey, Wis. Conserva- 
tion Dept. 

K, J. MacFarlane § 103 Forest P.K.Bld. Janesville © Game Fanner 

v. W. Cooke BE. Monroe St. Madison Sportsman 

4. W. Schorger 2021 Kendall Ave. Madison Ornithologist 

Frank Schults Ritter Garage Madison Sportsman 

John S$. Main 2210 Van Hise Ave. Madison Ornithologist 

¥. B. Grange Conservation Dept. Madison Research Bureau, 
Conservation Dept. 

¥. J. P. Aberg Gay Building Madison Pres. Wis. 1.W.L.A. 

7 i. vest Courthouse Monroe sheriff 

Blum District Attorney Monroe Sportsman 

> 2. 1. Divan Courthouse Monroe Cos Agric, Agent 

| 4. 0. 2. troussdale Brodhead Pres. I.W.LA, 

H. C, Griddle Belleville Sporteman 

Paul Lebricht Belleville Hardware Store 

| 7. 5. Steinman Monticello Sportsman 

&. G. Sutherland Janesville Sportsman 

John Premo MN. Main St. Janesville Sports Goods 

Jack O'Hara % Gazette Janesville Naturalist 

| Orrin Sutherland 104 N. East St, Janesville Soort sman 

oo, MeCommons Packard Garage Delavan Sportsman : 

J



A nS) ; q 

PERSUNS CONSUIBED (con't) i 
Wisconsin : 

Dum Adaress tom Semeity 
BD son tovin Elihorn Farmer 

Dt. &. Rasicks Waller & Ruzicka, Burlington Sportsman . 
Attys. . 

BD tarcta Pugh W. He Pugh Coal Go. Racine Sportenan 

Arthur Peterson 3815 Linderman Ave. Racine Sportsman 

| Guy Dixon Dixon Sporting Goods Racine Sportanan j 

Allen Townsend (011 Heaters?) Rac ine Sportsman 

Roy Case. Rac ine Sportsman 

Hagkell Noyes 450 Broadway ‘Milwaukee State Conservation 
Commission 

Col. Gustave Pabst Milwaukee © Owner Pabst Game Farm 

}, %. 8. Robinson Attorney Milwaukee Sportsman | 

Cortine . Milwaukee - Sportaman | 

P 6. 3, alien P. 0. Box 738 Milvnkes  Sportemn | 

Gardiner Stick~ny 912 Wis. Trust Bldg. Milwaukee Ornithologist | 

4. @. Iengendack © West Bend Aluminum Co. West Bend Sportsman 

Prank Hopkins Pewaskun Supt, Yoon lake 

J] overt Langendach Mayville Sportsman 

louis Radke Horicon Vice-Pres., Wis. 
1. Welds 

p> Sole Hart Horicon ? Sportsman 

Geo. M. Bageley . Neosho Sport sman | 

0. W. Smith Oconomowoc Sportsman & Author 

F. A. Stiglvauer 239 Fourth st. Oconomowoc Game Warden 

i. W Evans Attorney Oconomowoc Sportsman _ 

| YM. Otte N. Water St. Watertown Sportsman \ 

i 2 J



: q PSRSUNB.CONSUUMED (con't) : 
; Wisconsin 3 

} tae Address oun Ganecity 

: Ferd Perwits Garage lake Mills Sportsman 

Wm, Adamson Lumber saok Cottage Grove Sportsman | 

BY. sirday Cottage Grove Sportsman | 

| Martin Johnson MeFarland Sporteman 

Carl Peters Butcher shop Stoughton Pres, I.W.LA, 

Dean Swift Drug Store Bagerton Thievesux Club 

Hoard Hoard's Dairyman Wt. Atkinson Sportsman 

Frank Cole Badger lunch ¥t. Atkinson Sportsman 

Den Stocking Gunsmith Ft. Atkinson Old Settler | 

Ta, Elliott 101 Case St. Whitewater Game Warden 

John Mueller Hatchery Ft. Atkinson  Sporteman 

Yn. Boese Ft. Atkinson Farmer | 

Chas. Trekel South St.,Drug Store Waukesha Pres. I1.WLA. 

C,H. Harwood 240 Wisconsin Ave. Wauke she Sportsman 

A.B. Caesar Tinsmith Menominee Falls Sportsman 

sccttergts parting Govt sheayemn—tmnmm 
D arthur race Sheboygan Pres, 1.W.led. 

Archie Storm Aluminum Goods Co. Manitowoc 

Antoine Novy 712 Chicago St. ' Maadtowoc Sportsman 

p24. 3. veison 4 Manitowoc Sport sman 

¥. L. Barkhausen ’ Green Bay Sportsman 

J. V. Kay Green Bay Refuge Keeper 

Harry Nicholson Nicholson Hardware Green Bay Sporteman 

' Dan Wicholson " " Green Bay Sportsman 

. ¥. B. Grange State Game Farn Fish Creek Conservation Dept., 
Supt. of Game ;



a : 4 

ELAR UNE COMBUMER (con't) q 

| = on im paves | 
[terry Johnson State Game Fama Fish Creek Game Keeper 

D tarcla C, Wilson = Real Eetate Byhrain Ornithologist | 

Doolittle . Fish Creek Supt. State Park . | 

Foirenila Fish Oreck © Ex-Keeper 
Chambers Island 

} Oscar Nelson State Game Farm Fish Creek Predator Control : 

George Wagner Ellison Bay Zoologist 

Karold Burr Grocery Green Bay Au Sable Club 

HM. Leckie James Incubator Co, Ft. Atkinson Poultry Expert 

Otto Beyer Briggsville Game Farmer 

Heing Briggsville Parner 

br. Erneperger Dentist Portage Sporteman 

Oney Burmeister Briggsville Farner 

Robt. Robertson Arlington Farner : 

4. S. Walters Standard 0141 Co. Poynette Sporteman 5 

Arthur Sample Delton Road Foreman 

Wayne Gray Marquette Farner 

Sunandl Marquette Resort Omer 

Robert Miller Marquette Resort Owner 

Mrs, Wm, Delle Marquette Caw Caw Club 

Dr, Vietor utcheon Omer of Maplewpod —Oreen lake Conservationist 

Scott Patteriek Truesdell Yer Seat Darlin Sporteman 

D ® Moore Route 27 Pickett Sport eman 

Clyde B, Terrell Oshkosh Aquatic Porm 
f “over 2, need Asst. to Terrell Oshkosh Aquatic Parm 

, J



i 4 

; mensoss cursuuten — (con't) a 

> Adireas Tow Canseity 
‘24, teavina Mgr, Telephone Co, Oshkosh Sportsman 

Nicholas Rasmussen Nursery Oshkosh Parmer 

 attrea s. Bradford Snes DO ete Naat Sportsman 

4 teeta Bremer Lawyer Shawano Sporteman 

Jock Kirsiger Lena Sportsman 

D6. 3 Drewy Agrie.High School © Marinette County Agent 

P Rovert B. Goodman Sanyer Goodman Co, Marinette Lumbernan a 

: Joseph A, Biets Dunbar State Forest Ranger 

: James Rdiek i Crandon Game Warden 

D  tee serrett Leona Writer, Sportsman 

Alfred J, Robinson Door Ave, Rhinelander Gane Warden 

FB tom woos Hardware Store Rhinelander © Sportsman ‘ 

il ibe tusiand Clothing Store Rhinelander Sportenen 

a, Tack ? Rhinelander Sportsman 

BD Ronsta Reordan Drag Store Rhinelander = Sportsman ; 

Chas, EB, Slusser Rhinelander Texidermist 

Wm, 6, Balus Taxidernist Rhinelander Texidermist 

7 Ym. Ochhafren Tripoli’ Indian Trader _ 

Jalnar Blomberg Sheriff ' Prentice Trapper 

Drea strane (net rea) Phillips Sportsman 
 * 3 Vanderwol ic Park Falls State Forest Ranger — 

Rev, B. F. Schoenfeld 227 First Ave. Park Falls Sportsman 4 

4. H, Dunn Hardware Store Mellen Sporteman 

2. J, Hennel Jeweler wellen Sportenan 5



Poe eae 

| — | 
| wm Agarose tom Capscity 3 

Kirk Davies Hayward 

Otte Grover -— Heywourd County Surveyor 

mest Swift Eayvare Gane Warden 

Barney Divine Hayvard Game Warden 

Ole Odegara Hayward Tax idernist . 

Phil MaeDonalé Spooner Forest Ranger : 

¥. BH. Faller Attorney Cumberland  Sporteman 

B. Me Tyan Cumberland Game Warden 4 

by $ Cheney Barron Biologist 

1. I. Cameron . Shell Ieke Asst. Co. Clerk 7 

R, A. Moore Agronomy Bldg. Madison Prof. of Agronony . 

Prank Graass srengees Bey Shebs Sonigusls das 

Herman Berndt Yond du Lec Vice Pres., State I, ¥eled , 

Dr. C.¥.N.Sehram Physician Beloit Sportsman q 

Yen Buren Chippewa Printery Chippewa Fells Sporteman : 

3. RB. Kean Hardware Stanley Sporteman 

Buil Niemi Owen ‘ 

Ole Olstrom Owen Sportsman ; 

Dr. Freeman Wausau Sportsman : 

Dr, Merritt L, Jones Wausau Sportsman 

Harold Damon jauseu Sportsman | 

Ya, Paine Yeussu Sportemen a 

¥, Houberg Stevens Point Game Warden 

Jock Yorden Plainfield Game Warden 7 

Qus Sehult Westfield Sportsman Sac | 

7



r gas somsuursn (con't) : 

> kz iddreas Zow Gavscity 

; J. t. Pryor Drugg ist Barneveld Sportsmen 

ah Agent 0.4 N.WRy, Barneveld Seortenm 

vi & Basnop Courthouse Dodgeville County Clerk 

j ¥. @ Ourtis Jonesdale Farmer 

| in, Deisotley Lawer Mineral Point  Secty., I.WeleA. 

Chaney Royal Hotel Mineral Point © Sportanan 

Alonzo Jacks Blackemith Mineral Point Sportsman | 

C. O. Neal M.P.Zine Cos Mineral Point —-Sporteman | 

yw movie M.P.Bottling Works Mineral Point Pres., I. ¥IuA, a 

Poe Jackson ‘ Wineral Point Farmer | 

BE unum Darlington Gome warden | 

mm, Burg Oletnier Platteville Sportsman | 

D. J. Gardiner lawyer Platteville Wis. Historical Society 
John C. Keeler Fennimore Geme Warden 3 

Al Kratechwill Fora Garsge Muscoda Seety., I. Weta. | 

¥. ¥. Postwell Ford Garage wuscoda Sportemen | 
Pred Johnson Richland Conter Gane Varden 

R. M. Keeler Newburg Bldg. La Crosse Pres. 1.W. ted, 

| Geo, B. Rose Jeweler La Crosse Sporteman | 

| Prank A. Grover Linke Bldg, La Crosse Sporteman 

Scott Curtis Viroqua Gone Warden | 
| H.-C, Sturdevant C. & NeW By.Co, La Crosse Oraithologi st | 

Te any, Retention P.O, Bldg. Winona, Minn. Miss. WL. Refuge ! 

: Fred @, Jokicson Owl Motor Co, Winona, Minn, Sportsman 

John Schumaker Fountain City  Sporteman ‘ 
Geo, Weisenverger Photographer Arcedia Spo rtenan J



i =a oe | ; an 

ine Address toma Gaseotty | 
4 Omar Emael Insurance Blair Sportenan ; | 

; q, 7. Olsen Taylor Farmer 

; Royal Ott Block River Polls Sheriff 

|] en P, Lenning * © © Dist. Gone Yarden 

> A. @. Sehucler Tomah Sportsman 

Tc. & totent Hew Lisbon Sporteman 

| 4.6. Curtis «= Prin. 5. New Idsbon Sport oman 

Henry Hegenan Mauston Sportsman 3 

Dr. Alex, Wetmore Wational Museun Wach ington ornithologist : 

D&D. Dickson =‘ Univ. of Hin, Madison Plant’ Pathologist | 

( Duane Kipp Medien Information Director, | 

7] Wott Patterson Wadison Acting Director, | 
: Conservetion Dept. ‘ 

Po. t, rine Madison Entomoldcist | 

B  » % Benson Forest Prod. labs Madison Forester | 

| Prof, John P. Bird 90% Case St. La Crosse Naturalist | 

Den Brockway Route 3, Box 25 Wecedsh Yerner 

J. 1. Foster The Poster Bank Brandon Sportenan 

I. J. Perkins Public Museum Milwaukee Ornithologist 

i %. J. Grohe Sheboygan 

Rk. Hard River Falls 

J



caus FE a 
> us * Addrens tom Samaciix | 

TF novort chase Jonesville Secty., T.Welode . 

: Cunningham, Dr. Dentist Monroe Sportemen . 

. Bd Trickle Monroe Sort aman 

?. 3. Leofbore 502 Jecknan Blég. Janesville Press 14W. lade | 

| ¥, D. Hoard Hoard's Dairyman Ft. Aticinson Editor 

Frank Hoard Hoard's Dairyman Ft, Atkinson Sporteman 

—_. James James Incubator Ft. Atkinson Mgfr. 

8. Paul Jones Insurance ™ Waukesha Sporteman 7 

| anne illecrt Baker Green Bay Sporteman 

Wa, Doelle | gen Gow Ot Marquette Menager of Club | 

Janes B. Morgan Real Eotate Wausaukee County Com, | 

Ray Schaft Meneger of Club Wausaukee Weusaukee Club : 

__. Mylrea Rhine] ander Lumbe nan 

Dr, B. @. Ovits : Laona Sportsman 

| Henry Richie . Taona Indian Agent 

; A. M, Jacobsen Phillips County Agent | 

Stephen Gividt Real Estate Rhinelander ' Sporteman 

XK. 6. Jekoubel Phillips Geme Warden 

Angus MeDonald Oneida Hotel Rhine lender Bx-Fres. land 0! 
; Lakes Association 
‘ Arch, Cameron Shell Lake County Clerk | 

| Wm. Rogan VWauseu County Agent | 

: Frank Peterson Wausau Sportsman 

: Dr. ___. Mussel Dentist Chippewe Falls § Sporteman ee 

Ray Steele P.O. Bldg Winona Supt. Upper Miss. 

Dr. 8. B. Gunderson La Crosse er ’
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF INCOME AND OUTGO OF 
= lg es CONSERVATION COMMISSION FOR PAST THREE YEARS 

erating Income : 

2 he year ending June 30, ig22 1928 1929 

FISHERIES DEPT. 
Nonresident fishing licenses $196,745.90 $205,937.77 $203,813.25 
Great Lakes Comml. Fish. Lic. 7,948.50 8,805.00 8,587.45 

: Mississippi # " " 2,596.00 2,947.50 2,552.00 © 
Set Line licenses 1,990.26 1,997.90 2,955.05 

Fish Dealer licenses 1,100.00 1,275.00 1,575.00 
Fish Shipping Coupons 10,284.20 9,410.20 8,839.70 

Rough Fish 39,501.16 45,622.81 51,967.16 
Clamming licenses 1,140.00 1,675.00 1,530.00 
Guide licenses / 554.00 538.00 605.00 

TOTALS $261,660.02 $278,209.18 $262,424.61 

CAME AND HUNTING DEPT. 
“Resident hunting licenses 167,114.79 157,446.15* 185,742.30 
Nonresident hunting licenses 14,025.00 5,849.90* 17,225.00 
Deer tags 23,665.00 1,381.50* 33,574.00 - 
Decoy Bands 1,117.66 1,091.90 1,277.70 
Settler's hunting licenses 191.02 128.50 184.00 
Duplicate licenses Foe ee eet hs O00. Fase eee 

TOT ALS 206,338.47 $166,139.95 $258,226.60 
ENFORCEMENT DEPT. 
Confiscations 14,935.58 14,156.82 22,605.14 
Conservation warden fees 2,289.31 5,246.96 35,834.62 

TOTALS § 17,224.89 $17,405.78 $ 26,457.76 
FORESTRY & PARKS : 
Federal forestry & fire aid 25,193.26 19,852.92 48,359.64 
State park leases & rentals 5,207.25 4,780.26 4,488.12 
Park recreation 2,287-92 6,115.13 
Wursery Stock 2,837.18 2,678.65 
Devils Lake Boat receipts 1,404.20 1,852.90 1,780.15 

TUR DEPT. TOTALS $ 31,804.71 $31,611.18 § 65,421.69 

Fur Farm licenses 5,606.05 7,570641 15,934.04 — 
Trapping licenses 18, 784.18 19,816.75 24,149.43 
Trapping tags 18,790.39 19,467.66 23,618.74 

TOTALS ¥ 43,160.51 § 46,654.82 F 65,702.21 

All Other Income 21,344.27 20,060.47 22,796.97 

GRAND TOTAL INCOME $581,752.87 $560,079.58 $697,009.24 
‘smaller income because of closed deer season. 3 

Operating Outgo ; = 
for year ending June 30 1927 1928 1929 

Administration $ 41,426.40 $ 41,666.58 § 39,399.55 | 
Forestry 100,468.32 123,386.64 177,246.50 — 
Parks 44,892.35 47,358.26 62,540.23 
Enforcement 160,186.54 187,253.46 222,618.04 
Fisheries 164,600.49 174,564.30 199,320.85 

\ Bounties 60,684.00 81,461.00 83,170.09 
Game Farm 413.89 16,554.97 

a Fur Department 3,557.18 
Research Bureau 2,451.03 

pPubdlicity & Educational Dept. 6,977.51 
| "Field Auditor 3,037.24 

~” wil other outgo 2 _#=2, 780.06 7,701.55 9,073.42 
: Star once $ TODD 0RS — LO HORSE Serie REadé 

“ CONSmes ATION FUND ‘ os 
July 1, 1926 July 1, 1927 July 1, 1928-223 

Balance in Fund $522,279.53 $528,994.24 $425, 267.94 
Operating Income for yr. _581,752.87.  _ 560,079.38 697,009.24 

1,104,032.40 1,089,075.62 1,1282,277.18 
Operating Outgo for yr. 575,038.16 663,805.68 825,946.16 
Remaining balances $528,994.24 3 425,267.94 “Jade, 531.02 

July 1, 1927 July 1, 1928 July 1, 1929



Digest of "Birds of ¥isconsin” oe 
My Rmilien ond 3. Hollister See 

fis. Mat. Hist. Boe. Vol. 3, Mo.l-3, 1903 

2 Principal food is not Yallignerta spiralis, but mittets 4 
” Syn, csiatonene)s Se oat ceeess cman tak WT Gea 

p28 Blue Goose, Ivregular except along Mississippi. oe 

we Increasing. Yormerly did not winter, Nested Jefferson 7 
Oe * 

38 King Bad Comoner than 25 yours ago. ee 
pel2 oa Rapidly diminishing. Increased from early forties up te 

p43 Jagkantya, "He should be at a loss to express ite ambers in former 3 
years." "Of late so persistently hunted thet it hes materially de~ 4 
creased--even during the past 10 years or less," ‘g 

p55 “Yormorly very abundant in south and central parts of the a 
ae, moet seetions the quail gradually decreased--until about $ 

1495 they were entirely absent from many localities where one®—-comnom, = 
The @learing away of underbrush end the introduction of wire fences in 
place of-roilee-probebly had ea mech to do with lemming seen y 4 
as too clowe or lawless shooting. Por the past dozen years (aince 189070 — 
different shipments of birds, mostly from Kansas, have been turned loost~= 
In some places the introduced birds seem to thrive wonderfully.--have q 

teen constantly protected by law-¥ : 7 

156 Sorace Grouse, In the pine regions, Disappearing. Sone bill in north= — 
era counties, ' 

Autfed.Gnmusgy Connon in south and central parts, einnst abundant? 
une counties. Clearing and pesturing have driven from 

sony old haunts. Mach market shooting in north, ; 

p57 Pkamigen. Stragglers at Racing, 1946, Sauk Co., 1676, in winter, 3 

Eyirie Hose "Common resident in many porte of the state, The prairie 
oa ae ak peng st westward a ote® ao aa ’ 

% Our ‘ortios was gather rare . southern } 4 

: the prevent time it has almost entirely <a, a a 

"A worked inewease during the past 10-15 years. 3 

ett ch *papidly giving wy to the prairie hemoreferring = _ 
pack to we find that this specios* wae the common prairi@egrouse = 

| T Robert Bldceway (Field & Stream, 1879) says of sharptails "In 1640-45 this 
: species was abundant in S.Wis. and H. 111, 0 ee tee 

Seating the tinder, which cuve 18 the mane of WarEsoek Grousee" ole 
F Report of Game Survey, p.33)+ . a



b Digest 3 

of southern Wisconsin, and was at that time extremely sbundent, Thure 

Kumlien had been « resident of Wieconsin several years before he saw ae- 
prairie chicken, Or, Hoy in 1952 says! ‘formerly quite common near 4 
Racine, now seldom met with.’ J. H. Clark, Dunn County: quite common 

5; up to about 1385, but now (1902) becoming very scarce. Saw it last in 
1900, ave never found it in company with pinnated grouse, which is ] 
comaon here now!" — 

"| few sharptails of Stevens Point 1995; scattered records at Marke 

eam and other north central points, last record in south was near Janes~ — 
ville, Oct. 1459. Wow in numbers only in isolated parte of central and i 

/ northwestern Wisconsin. «probably doomed to speedy extinction in the 4 
state, : 

po 58 LEE "Dr. Hoy and others it was sbundent in southern Wiscon- 
ein prior to 1840, Tee winter of 190 fatal te tutayen ‘enow yot 2 ft. 

i decy in Vareh, with a stout crust--so poor and weak they could not fly-- 
an éasy prey to wolves, foxes, wild eats, alae, Pies which exterminated 
almost = entire rece.'* Last seen Racine, ev}e go te 
Howark (Rook Co.), 1854 (8, Kavlem), Koshxonong, 1842 (Thure Kumlien), 
southwestern part of state SS Gaclnne extreme southwest on river 
bluffs, 189%. Boscobel, 1872 ( fi 

p59 gesenger | lasan- Abundant till 1379-83, lest lerge market cateh at 
De Levan, last strogglerst Dunn Co., 1586, 1990, 1897, 1898(7.0. 3 

: Clark), Delawan, 1696. j 

pe G2 eet Very comuon in winter till 30 years ogo; may have nested, 
‘oundant in early fifties (Barzy). 1 

ph ee Decreasing in south. Supposedly resident but probably some 
migratica. : 4 

y72 Snowy Owh, Irregular in winter, Wo years given except 1647, :



ee apie echid ee Ry 

: *195, First game lew passed, Closed season established for deer and a 
"prairie chickens. (Latter indicates a possible sag in the eycle 

at that time?) a 

*1g54 ‘Trapping of queil, grouse, & prairie chicken prohibited exept 4 
on owner's premises, 

*1876 Hounding deer prohibited, ’ 

*1gg7 Spring shooting and open-water blinds prohibited, Export of j 
game prohibited. All game birds except woodeock closed Dec, 1-- j 
Sept. 1. 

*1g9) State wardens installed. (Chap. 436). 

#1893 Glosure on spring shooting made conditional on neighboring states q 
following suit. 7 

| #1597 First bag Limits established, Resident license established, Killing 
deer in water or om ice prohibited. 

“1901 Non-game birds protected by Audubon model law. 3 

"1903 Sale of game prohibited, , 

*1905 Civil Service extended to game warden service. 1 

*1909 Oral examinations required for Deputy Warden. 4 

*191] License fees returned to general fund and game expenditures Limited q 
to license income, 4 

*1915 State Conservation Commission established with $200,000 for 2 years. 
Sunset rule for waterfowl. Mississippi River closed, Mo shooting ; 

from motors. 4 

1927 Passed Conmission-Director Plan (404s) for Conservation Department, 

! * From 2, & Palmer Bull, 41, U.S.B.%., and annual U.5.B.S. Game Law 
| Compilation, \
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, 
: Game Survey of Wisconsin 

Whitson, A. BR, "Soils of Wisconsin." Geol. & Nat. Hist. Survey Bull. 
68, 1927. 

Alden, W. C, “Quaternary Geol of $8. EB. Wisconsin.” WU. 8. Geol. 
Survey Prof. paper foe, Washington, 1914, j 

. King, Ps H. “Geology of Wisconsin," Vol. I, Geol. & Nat, Hist. Survey. 

| "Yorestry in Wisconsin.” Report of the Commercial Forestry 4 
Conference, Milwaukee, 1928, 

Chase, Jno. B. “The Forest Crop Bill" (459-8), Private publication,1927. 
: 1 

i Wilson, Fe G. “The Farm Pimberlot." Wis. Agric. Expt. Sta., 1929, 4 

Hibbard, B. H. “Tax Delinquency in Northern Wisconsin." Wis. Agric. Expt. 
Sta, Bull. 399, 1928. 4 

Duffy, W. A. “The Land Economic Inventory of Northern Wisconsin." a 

Whitson, A. R. Wis. Dept. Agric. (@ Geol. & Nat. Hist. Survey) Bull. 97, 3 
1929. | 

' ‘Wehrwein, G. 5. } 

Ebling, ¥. H. "Wisconsin Agriculture - A Statistical Atlas"~1926, 1927, 3 
Bull. #90, Cooperative Crop & Livestock Reporting Service, | 

Blanchard, Geo. "Report of the Interim Comnittee on Forestry & Public 2 
et al ; lands! Wis. legislature, 1929. 

"Making the Most of Marinette Co, Lend." College of Agric. 
Special Circular, 1929. 

Russell, H. L, "A Wiser Use of Wisconsin Iand." Cire. 219, Ext. Service, 
Hatch, K. L. College of Agric., 1928. 

Ornithology & Game 

Cahn, A. R, "Birds of Waukesha County," Bull. Wis. Nat. Hist, Survey, 
Wo. \. 191%. : 2B -
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‘ 1. d. Me Coyner ~ Jefferson Co. 
Be. % Cooke « St. Croix Go. : 

; % % % Cooke + Senyer Co. + Spider Lake 

: 4, Wed PAborg = Shell Lake « Yeahdurn Co. 

5, J. G. Peters + Prout Lake « Vilas Go. 

q 6. dB. Geaham « Haywerd - Sanyer Co, 
i 7. 3. Re Grsham + Hhinelender ~ Oneida Co, 

8, de de AbLOn = Green Bey - Brow So, ‘ 

a 9. Ae Leopald & &, Yeise + Junean Yo, 
a 10, Ae Leopold & H, Weiss - Dane Co. 

ll. Thare Kunlien - "5. 91s." + Delevan 

4 12. Dr. Hoy « Racine 
a 13. v- K. Clask + Donn Co, - unlion & 

q Holiieter 
4 14, Sumlion & Kollister - Janeeville = Rock Sa, 

; 15. Kuslien & Holiieter - general - but probably 

: apply to home ot Delavan, 

4 1G Rodt. Ridgeway «8. Wie. 4 #, T12.* 
q 17. Wed Pdbome « Lady anith » Rusk Co, 

“ 18. John odin + Butternut Leke + Yorest Co, 
(Blxhern) 

4 19, Jack O'Hara + Rock Co, 
d 20. Orrin Sutherlend + Reck Oo, _ 

: 21, Guy Dixon + Bebster « Burnette So, 
4 22, Maskell Noyes ~ Brule - Douglas Co, 

q a 6 Se © ey + eae 
Cort ine = Oconomowse  Woukesha Co, 

‘ % M. & Kobdingon « River Pally + Pioree Co, 
4 HN. & Robingan « City Point + Jackson Co, 
- ot SS Ronee 2 er comes bas : 

; + Gustav Pabet « Ottans Twp — Waukesha Co, 
4 2%, Gordiner Stickney - Centre of Florence Oa. 
; . Gardiner Stiakney’ - B,Viles & HB. Oneida Cos, 

- . 3. Gardiner Stickney « Bayfield Go, 

4 32. Gardiner Stickney - Rayfield Co, eee 

4 args Stielmey ~ %, shore L, Winnetage 

= TH A. G. Lengenbach « Koricon Marsh - Dodge Co, 

35. 4. G. loagenbach - Pewaskus & Thorsen « 

: 36. Be Te Stoddand - Sauk Oo, : 
Y 37. Alfved Stedman ~ Wis. line B. of Hinckley, 
: inn. (Sarnebt) 
: 33. 0. 3. Srusy « Co. Agent ~ Marinette Co, 

: ge tert lane « Ieeeee Sie A Se 

‘ js Me A. Beubach « Shakopee, Minn. opposite 

* Pieree Co. 
: 41. Ba Ocheeney ~ Prairie du Sse ~ Sows Co. 3 dirds. 

Ne Sevk seeeey & Bone Sek: Se eee : 
. Carl Peters « Eagle Prairie + Chip 

Ue dane meaehae Bs deutnben.c GOURovaes Be 
oy Areas Beb+ Began» Se oe 

Harold Pugh « Adame, Juncou, & Weed Gow. ’ 
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| Key to Chart D a 

U7. Ae J. Suderson ~ Shebaygen Co. i 
4€, Antoine Hovy ~ Manitowe Oo, 
4Q, Harry Johnson + Door Oo. x 
50. H. R, Hollond ~ Histery of Door Co, 
Si. 

52. A. B. Doolittle ~ Peninsule Park + Door Co, - 
: ag H. ¢. Wileon ~- Ephraim» Poor Co, id 

54. W. B. Grange « 0. U.ladyemith — Rus Go. 
55. Wm. Fairchild - Door Co. mainland 

‘ a. Gacar Nelson ~ Door Go, mainland 
. 57. A. B. Doolittle - Vilas Co. 

5%. Harold Bury + Brown Co. = NW. aide Green Bay 
; 0, Hevelé Burr - Armstrong Or. + Forest Gc. 

60. Haveld Burr + Qeonte Go. 
; 61. Oney Burmeister ~ Douglas Twp ~ Marquette Co, ‘ 

62, H. Me haekie - Sawyer Go, i 
; Oe ee eee aan «ee oe : 
} 64. Bd Ledvina ~ ¥. Oconto, &.B.Forest, B.W.Marinette 

65. Clyde Terrell « Plainfield «. Yaushara Co, 
i 66. Clyde Terrell «= Butte des Morte ake ~ Winnebago Co, 

67. Alfred S. Bradford - Suteagamie, ¥. Shawano, & Porest Cos, ; 
6%. i. &. Brunner - Sheweuno iii 
69. Jack Kingiger - Oconto & Marinette 
70. Tosevh A. Diets ~ Dunbar + Marinette Co, 
Jl. Mr. and Mrs.slfved J, Robinson - Oneida & langlede Cos. 
72. Alfred J. Robinson + Fiton & S$. Tanglade Co, a 
Be James Bdiek » Crandon ~ Forest Co, 

| 74. Jalmer Blomberg - Prentice ~ Price Ge. 
Te Fred Strabel - Phillips - Price Ca, 
76. Wm. Oehhaffen ~ Tripoli ~ Oneida Co. 
17. wm. Ochahaffen - Tomshark + Lincoln Co. 
78. Alfred T. Robinson et el ~ Lenglade, Price Oneida Cos, : 
79. Xonald Bearden ~ Rhinelander - Oneida Co, 
oO. 7. H. Dunn - Mellen ~ Ashland (& Bayfield) Gos. 
$1, B. B. Schoenfeld ~ Park Falle - Price Co, ; 
$2, B. ¥. Schoenfeld ~ Barneveld + Towa Co, 4 
= B. F, Schoenfeld - Beaver Dam - Dodge Ca, ; 

Kirk Devies + Hayward - Sawyer Co, Y 
i Berney Divine ~ Burnett Co. ‘ 

86. Barasy Divine & Earnest Swift ~ Sawyer Co, 
8]. Barney Divine & barnest Swift ~ Jashbura-Burnett Co. Line ‘ 
8% Barney Divine & Tarneat Swift + 8. Douglas So. 
89. Barney Divine ~ lower St, Croix-Burnett Co, 4 
90. Ole Odegerd « Haywerd - Sawyer Co. 
91, Cle Odegard ~ Dunn Co, 
92, Yen Burva - Prairie Farm + Barron Co. 
ie 7. &. Kean 9 Stanley - Ghippew Go, 
; ¢ Eletram + Atwood 0 Co, 

5. F. Wornbexg - Fortage Oa, ei 
96, F. H. King - “Geology of Wiseonsin” (Lac du Flambesw) i 
97. Jock Yorden - Plainfield - Weushera Co, : an 
9%. Gus Schult — Westfield ~ Marquette Co. a 
99. B. A, Moore - Kowsumee Co. x 
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Koy to Chart D 

10% Be ke Stoddard « Mosquito Lake « Toukesha Co. 

: 101. Ae @ Ball + Lafayette Co, 
, 102, Al Kyatechwill « iuseods « Grant Oo. 
i ae hh et eee a 

& 104, Geo. B. Rowe « Monroe Co 
e 

| Lee Steet Core > sree ; 
‘I John Sehnoker ~ Trempelean Bottoms 
a aly Gee Pare» Moet Paces Oe 
A 108, H. 2% Cleon + Taylor « Savicson Coy ; 
i 10% Royal Ott + Jackson Co, 
5 120, fe Ge Sebweler « Tom « Monro Oo, 
. ill. Be Pe Leming + Juneau Co, 
: 112. 3. Ps Lanning ~ Jackson Co. « Sorthfield Twp. 
s ike £e Se Sunes» Bee Sane + (ene 

: 114, denzy Hegeman + Neuston 
e 1d, BS Sine achogy se eeeenen « Shey ee oe 

tf 1G. By Te Stoddard + OMe 
q 117. De, Alexander Yetmore + North Yreedem + Gaui Co, ‘ 

11% Cole fart + Horicon + Dadge Co, 

| 
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d Number of Hunting violations... ... 621 (37%) a 

i Wamber of Fishing violations... ... 566 (346) “gas nt 

Womber of frapping violations ..... 386 (236) 4 

y Valse swearing, carrying gun in woods Pes a 

- before deer season, assaulting game a 

i warden @0C, 2. es eee eevee ee » i. (64) a 

Total number of arrests for year , 1644 (100%) oa a 

: Non-residents arrested... + +++ 134 A 

; Total fines for year (ranging from $50 to $250)... . $55,565.00 

4 Potal jail sentences ..'. 's ee eee ee tt ow , 190 Mage i 

a Sentenced to state prison under habitual criminal act. lL year 4 
A om 
4 a 

‘] About 8% of the total number of cages, or 136, wore lost, a 

: 124 cases, or about 7%, were dismissed or remitted on payment of ; A ‘ 

H costs, or paroled, This leaves approximately 89% of the cases woh, 

/ a 
: ae 
’ (fhis summary prepared by Duane Kipp) 4 
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I, DESCRIPTION . 

| 3 
1. Types of Game Country. For game purposes indiana may ve classified as 

follows: eo ’ 

Tyee Area, Acres Square Miles Percent : 

1, Ieke Region... 44,480,000 7,000 19 

2. New Glaciated Prairie. . 960,000 1,500 ’ 4 

3. Mili Plains... +. +--+ 9,184,000 14, 350 ; 4o 

4y, Illinoian Drift... . + 4,800,000 7,500 a1 

5. Unglaciated Hilis... . 3,840,000 6,000 16 

23, 264,000 36, 350 100 

Map A shows these types. There were many smali prairies in Indi- 

ana which have never been mapped and which hence can not be shown. Accordingly 

the classification of types proceeds on soil and typography as in Ohio, instead 

of soil, typography and an exact map of original forest as in Illinois. 

2. indienne Sotis- As in the neighboring states, soil seems to control abun- 

dance and kind of game, not only indirectiy through agriculture, but directly 

through factors as yet unknown. It is, therefore, important to set forth at 

the outset a general picture of Indiana soils. 

The whole state, except Type 5, derives its soils from the eastward 

flowing ice sheet which once covered Types 1 to 4. There is no soil map of 

{ the entire state, but only detailed maps for some counties, but one. point is 

clear from ordinary observation: the loess blanket which covers the glacial 

drift througnout most of Illinois is almost absent from Indiana, except possibly 

aiong the Wabash and the southern tip of the state. Hence the game birds de- 

a3 dending on the exposure of drift soils present a simpler problem. Map a » cOom— 
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piled by Indiana University, shows the glacial moraines in a manner similar E 

to Leighton‘s Map @ for Illinois. Tne particular character of the soils in ; 

the various types of game country is brought out in Caption 3. 

3. Description of Types. The Lake Region occupying the nortnern part of the 

state is similar to the Lake Region of Illinois in consisting of plain inter- 

spersed with irregular gravel hills representing glacial moraines and covered 

witn oak forest. Unlike the Lake Region of Illinois, however, the Indiana. 

lake Region is characterized by frequent sand dunes. These increase in fre- 

quency as it approacnes leke Michigan. : 

“ne plain interspersed with the moraines is like Illinois in having 

a black soil, frequent small prairies, and many marshy lakes, but the soil is 

sandier and more frequently peaty. Many of tne swamps are filled with tamarack. 

There is less tendency for the grazed swamps to form hummocks than in Tllinois, . 

4s in Illinois, most of the swamps have been drained, 

he soil througnout this region is very spotty, several kinds often 

occurring within a single forty. . 

tne Lake Region is entirely unlike the region wnicn lies to the 

eastward in Ohio, which comprises the bottom of the glacial lake maumee, and 

which has heavy soiis unbroken by moraines or swamps. 

"ne New Glaciated Prairie is similar to the same type in Illinois, 

but the soil is lighter and often underlain by sand. As in Illinois, the only 

game cover is standing corn and osage hedges. 

Tne Tilt Plains are like the same type in Ohio, but have fewer 

swampy rivers and hence are poor pheasant country. 

There is no type in Indiana corresponding to the Old Glaciated 

Prairie in Illinois. 

Type 4, which for lack of a better name has been called the Iliinoian 

aos |



prift, is not uniform. On the west along the Wabash it seeniiiiee the 014 ; 

Glaciated Prairie of Illinois. Toward the east where underlain by limestone j 

jt resembles the bluegrass Country of Ohio and Feateoxy, but wnere underlain 

by shale it deeruvies the glaciated hills of eastern Ohio. 

ne Tilt Plains and Illinoian Drift are cnaracterized by a heavy i 

proportion of beech and maple in the forest cover. 

ype 5 corresponds to the ungiaciated hilis of Ohio, but in Indiana 

this type is popularity called "the kmons." ‘Tne soils are pocaiay poorer than 

the loess soils found in the unglaciated part of I1tinois, but not as poor as 

the shale soils of ungiaciated Ohio. This fact bears on the carrying capacity 

for game. 

4, Qrops and Industries Aftecting Game. Map B snows the location of some of 

the crops and industries affecting the possibilities of game production. 

indiana stands intermediate between Iitinois and Ohio in the degree 

to which agricultural practices contro! cover, and hence the game supply. It 

is the state, for instance, where the Iitinois practice of leaving the corn 

stand over winter shades off into the Ohio practice of cutting and shocking 

the corm in fait, The most important single game question in Indiana is whether 

the spread of the corn borer will change this agricultural custom. As shown by 

Map B this pest is rapidiy invading nortnern Indiana. The only vulnerable stage 

in the lite cycle of the corn borer is its habit of wintering in the corn stalk. 

Agricuituras autnorities have fallen back upon burying of corn stalks as the 

only feasipie means of controi. If this means that ait of the corn will event- 4 

Wally have to be cut in the fall it wili radically reduce the game carrying Cap- 

acity of Indiana farms. Jf it proves sufficient to piougn under the stalks in 

Spring the present situation will not be materially changed. 

State Entomologist Wallace gives it as his opinion that caretul spring 

-3-
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? plougning is tecnnicaity sutticient as a means of controlling the corn borer, | 

but he also states that spring ploughing is humanly impracticapie, because of 

tne rusn of work on the average farm in spring. He therefore anticipates the 

necessity of cutting corn staiks and possipiy also ploughing tnem under in fali. 

No otner single future development is of equal import to game conservation. 

Agricuitural intensification is eliminating the osage hedge from 

western Indiana in the same manner as in Illinois. This trend in conjunction 

with the corn borer is Liaple to make the prairie type a gameless Conia, un 

tess refuges can be establisned to retain some pheasants and prairie cnickens. 

in the leke Region a great deai of peppermint is raised for distill- 

ation for peppermint oil. This profitapie crop tnrives on lands too sandy and 

peaty for other crops and hence has induced the drainage of many swamps which 

formerly furnished exceitent game cover. 

Goat and oil lands seem to suffer a decline of game productivity, the 

additional resulting from idle farms being about ortset by tne character of 

human populations induced by coal and oil development and by the diminution of 

grain fields. 

ne stone and gravel industries deserve mention as an important factor 

in future game crops. Gravel pits and quarries upon abandonment become either 

excellent fishing lakes or brush patches, or both. These places are becoming 

sufficiently numerous to pe important. : 

It is obvious, of course, that the industriatism of the Chicago 

area in svn Indiana nas placed a heavy drain on game crops in that 

part of the state. The problem of abandoned farm lands is reserved for dis- 

cussion in Section B of this report. 

5- Suitability of Types for Game. The important game crops of the lake Region 

are pheasant, quail, rabbit, and prairie chicken, in the order named, This 

“K



ougnt to be very suitable ground for Hungarien partridge, but for some reason | 

as yet entireiy opscure they tnrive oniy in one county (see Map F). The future 

possibilities of pheasants in this region are somewnat uncertain because of an 

wmsettled question as to wnetner their present lack of abundance is due to in- 

sufficient stocking or unsuitabie ground. The future of both pheasants and | 

prairie chickens would be greatiy ennanced by tne instaiiation of marsn refuges. | 

Waterfowl can be restored to this region on a large scale by the restoration 

of tne Kankakee marshes and the installation of refuges and improvement of 

feeds in the existing lakes, 

tne future game of the prairie region will be rabbits only. A limited 

supply of prairie chickens and pneasants can be added if marsn refuges are in- 

stalled, 

The future game of the Till Plains is quail, Hungarian partridge 

(eastern part), pheasant, prairie chicken (if marsh refuges established), and 

rabbits. 

tne future game of the Iliinoian Drift is quail and rabbit, with 

possibly a few prairie cnickens along the Wabasn if marsn refuges are installed. 

The future game of the Unglaciated Hilis is quail, turkey, and rapoit. 

in order to furnish a basis for future calculations on the volume of 

possible game crops the foltowing caption contains an estimate of the present 

and potential acreage suitable for eacn species witnin tne state, 

° ie : |
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6 Acreage of Present and Estimated Potential Range by Species. : . 

specie: Type or Part of Type Range, Acres 
Species Present Potential % of ‘ Additional State 

a Quail q 
& Present - 1/4 of Lake Region. . ... ~ 1,100,000 4 
¥ 1/o0 of Prairie’. 2's. 9 6 = 50, 000 
4 1/2 of Till Plain . 2. 2°. < - 5j000 G0) & 
% 1/2 of Illinoian Drift. . . . 2,400,000 2 
by 1/2 of Unglaciated Hills. . .__1,900,00 oe 
ba eee ee ; 
el | 
ey Potential-1/4 of Till Plain, Ill.Prift, & Unglaciated : 
s : Hills . . 4,500,000 . = 
ee 

D 

‘ * 

‘ Pheasant 

g Present - 1/10 of Lake Region. .... 500,000 
] 1/10-of Till Plain <<... = < 2,000,600 

: 1/20 of Illinoian Drift. . .°._ 250,000 
: 1,750,000: 55 ee ewes i 

4 Potential - Ps sone sine 2 hae & Slee » ee 
: ? 

) Hungarian 

2 Present - 1/20 of Lake Region. .... 250,000 
: 1/10: of 7111 Plain. . =... <1,060.000 
: : 1,225,000. 32. sae 5 

p Potential--doubling used area within present range . . 1,225,000 oak 
% 10 
s : 

. Prairie Chicken ; 
> Present: - 1/20 of Lake Region. .... 225,000 
: 1/20 of Prairie < 5G. 3 50,000 
i 275, 000-6. 3 eee tee 

7 Potential os og Poa le wie Se Sin ge ek t 

Wild Turkey 
" Present - practically none . 63. 040-0 so ee 

4 Potential--1/10 of Unglaciated Hills. ......+.. 380,000..2 
x 2 : 

pe : ’



II, ANALYSIS | 

(4) Tne Game Situation in Indiana. | 

7. Suamary. As in Illinois and Ohio, quai are by far the most important and | 

valuable game resource,--tne more so by reason of the lack of evidence that | 

pheasants wilt thrive, and the very positive evidence that Hungarians are adapted : 

to only a smali proportion of the state. Wo very neavy quail populations were 

found, but a good stock of quail is widely distributed; in fact tnere is less 

blank territory in Indiana tnan in any state so far surveyed, 

Pnere is a scattering of pheasants over ali the drift soils, but there 

is no definite prospect of widespread abundance as in Ohio and northeast Illinois. 

Hungarians are thriving in east-central Indiana but not elsewhere. 

Rabbits are doing well and show the occasional spotty shortages whicn 

4 seem characteristic of the cornbelt. 

There is a seed-stock of prairie cnickens wnicn could be expanded by 

providing swamp coverts. 

Turkey could be restored to tne soutnern hills through a proper 

‘ system of state forests and refuges. 

Waterfowl shooting is almost a thing of the past, in spite of the 

many lakes. Refuges and marsn-restoration could bring them back, 

By and large, the future of game in Indiana wili be determined by 

what is done in the next five years. Under a continuance of tne present sy- 

stem of merely regulating seasons and planting seed stock, tne ultimate closure 

of everything but pheasants and rabbits is more than probable. 

Un tne otner hand, it two problems can be solved, namely: 

(1) Ine problem of tarwer-resetions; 

(2) Zhe problem of detiverarery improving game enyironments; 

: i



: 
: there is every reason to hope | 

for a large increase in quail, tne opening ana increase of Hungarians, the 

perpetuation of the prairie chicken, and the restoration of waterfowl and 

wild turkey. 
| 

{ne solution of both these prodiems hinges upon: | 

{ (a) Getting the facts on the environmental relations of each species. | 

: (b) Setting up a workabie mecnanism which witli induce farmers to 

apply those facts, i. @. to raise game crops. 

(c) Pubdiic acquisition of refuges and shooting grounds for the 

species adapted to such treatment (pheasants, prairie chicken, 

turkey). - 

White tne aggregate activity devoted to game matters in Indiena is 

enormous (larger tnan eitner Onio or Illinois), and while the organizetion of 

! state leadersnip is essentiaily sound (in contrast to botn Illinois and Onio), 

nothing is being done which aims directiy at tne accompiisnment or any of tnese 

tnree essential moves, except a very small start on (c). All of the available 

energy is expenaea in non-essentiai moves and routine activities. 

Lest this statement sound unduly narsh or critical, I will say that 

the same is true ot ali the other states surveyed except Michigan, whicn is 

attacking items (b) and (c). 

~8-.



4 8. Quail. 

Map C shows the information on quail and rabbits which can be re- 

duced to map form, 

Ristory and Present Status of Quail. No effort was made to determine the his- 

tory of quail from the literature. Undoubtedly Indiana originally was inter- 

mediate between Ohio, which had no quail, and Illinois, which probably had quail 

all along the border of the prairies, As in the adjoining states, there was un~ 

doubtedly an enormous increase of quail with the introduction of clearings and 

crude agriculture, followed in turn by a decrease with the intensification of 

agriculture and the consequent removal of coverts. Quail are now of approximate- 

ly uniform abundance throughout the state, except that they are scarce in the 

northwestern part of the leke Region and in the Glaciated Prairie. There are 

also probably less quail in the central part of the Till Plains, but this dif- 

ference is much less pronounced, 

It may, in fact, be said that there is a nearly quail-less area, in- 

cluding leke, Porter, and western IaPorte counties, down to the breaks of the 

Kankakee in iettiinia .and including also Kankakee, Will, Cook, Lake, McHenry, 

and the northern part of Boone county, Illinois, In the Illinois report the : 

abundance of pheasants on the Illinois end of this region was suggested as a 

possible cause for the abundance of quail, but this probability breaks down 

entirely in view of the nearly total absence of pheasants in the quail-less 

! area of Indiana, The cause of this quail-less area mst be left for the present 

as entirely obscure. Sportsmen ascribe it to the heavy hunting adjacent to the 

industrial districts of Chicago, but this reason breaks down because of the ex- 

treme abundance of quail in suburban areas elsewhere. It is important to deter- 

x mine the reason for the quail-less area, not only with the view to restoration 

oe .
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vithin the area, but because of the light which may be shed on the fundamental — a 

requirements of the species throughout its range. 2 

That the quail-less condition actually exists was indicated by 4 

census in the Illinois report, and the following date can now be added: , 

i 

Blodgett Kankakee No quail whatever. : 

Siepel Will 1 covey per 2 farms. 

Wark Porter 1 covey per 10 farms. 4 

Powell Porter 1 covey per 10 farms north 

of Kankakee region. 

Miscellaneous persons whom I questioned in leke County, without re- 

cording their name or address, told me there were hardly any quail. By the time 

one reaches LaPorte County estimates of 1 covey per 4 farms are encountered. 

' Populations and Kills. Table D contains the more reliable census and quail fig- 

ures gathered in Indiana. Table Dis a miscellaneous collection of rough figures — 

in terms of coveys per day and coveys per farm. 

No exceptionally heavy quail populations such as reported on the 

Alton tract and the Karraker tract in the Illinois report were encountered in 

Indiana. Table D contains mostly large tracts which are, of course, not directly 

Comparable to the small Illinois trects above mentioned. Nevertheless I have the 

firm impression that the maximum populations on small tracts are greater on the 

best of Illinois than on the best of Indiana, and that this somehow reflects the 

Character of the environment. Possibly the loess soils along the Mississippi 

actually constitute the best quail country in the United States. 

One fact was perfectly clear from the impressions and figures gathered 

in field work: there is less blank quail land in Indiana than in any state so 

fer visited, I also gathered the very strong impression that quail in a 

-10- : :
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Table D 

Quail Census and Kill Data - Indiana 

ee 
3 : : 

Observer - Place 3 Acre- 3 Year too te Repehe Som Bee eee 
County : age 3 : Govies : Per : : Acres : 3 Acres ; Fer 

: $ : s covey : Birds ; per 3; Kill; per : cent 
: : : : : : bird : 3 bird : 

Ste en eee Se TR eee eee ares ae oronm men focemnne fone enna fon nn nnn fon nnn fone nn nn fon en n= 
3 3 3 : 3 

Te a aaa : 4O 317 yrez 2-3 : 165 : 40 : 1.0 3 Aare wos (many 
3 3 : + 3 ‘oxes 

Martinsville, Morgan Oo. 3(All orchard except 10 acres brush and é acres pasture. 25-30 usu- 
3 ally survive winter.) 
: 3 3 : : : : : 3 

. + Dey ee : 100 :5 yre.: 4 3: 15 : 60 : 1.6 :Not known. Hunted 
1. t : : : 3 3 : some, 

Henryville, Clark Co. 3(This is the "birdiest farm in this section.) : 
3 3 : : 3 : : : : 

ite eer ateee 5 96000. 3 1927 s $0 3 42 9 960-3 6.2 3 : | 
raining is 3 : > 3 : 3 : t 3 
Jefferson and Ripley Oos. :(This is better than average ground for 8. Indiana; 1927 a good year) | 

3 : 3 3 t : : : : 
si Grerexsen 2 GRO 9 2987 4 BR pe Ra a : 

: : : : 3 : : : : 
Jefferson and Ripley Cos. :(This was the best section of the 6000 acres.) : : ie 

3 3 3 : 3 : 3 3 : 
Ge Gsivexiay : 20 3: 1927 : 6g Ae eR gy OS ae : 

3 3 : i 3 : : : 
Jefferson Oo. :(This was the best spot on the 6000 acres; shows influence of size 

3 of area on census figures.) 
: : 3 : 2 : : 3 : 

ee qemsoue aie : 470 3: 1926: 5 10-35 3 60: 78 ; Not hunted ; 
: : : : $ : 

Bartholomew Co. :(1927 same or a few more. This iscreek bottom and near average.) 
: : : 3 : : : : 3 

Trank Gentry : 64O 31928: 20 +: 2 : 400 3 1.6 3: 150: 42 3 37 
leq. mi. NE of house (hills) : 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 : 
Brown Co, :(Never lees than 100 birds killed on this section last four years) 

ey : 3 $ : : : : $ 
4 Trank Gentry : 640 31928; 4O =: 20 : 800 : 0.8 : 2003 3.2 2: 2 

1 6q. mi, SW of house (bottoms) : 3 ’ 3 3 3 r 3 ae 
Brown Co, :(Never less than 150 birds killed on this section last four years) 

3 3 : : t : : : t 
von H. Gude e=GhO- 9 1988 gL eG 1 NO eee 3 

8q. mi. just W. Bruceville £5 : 3 : 3 3 3 3 : 
Knox Oo. :(This section had 15 covies 1927, 6-7 in poorest years. Is sample 

: of best ground, ) 
: : : : : : : 3 : 

Teno : 100 ; 1928: 5 Se RR SB aa ee 
: : : : : 3 : 2 : 

Vigo Oo. 3(This is suburban real estate. Is sample of heaviest stocking. ) 

3 3 : : 3 : : : : 
be E. Llewellyn : 200 : 1928: Sig. 38 1 8 5a a ae : 

: 3 3 3 : 3 : i : : 
Farke Co, :(This is better than average for the county.) 

: 3 : : : t t : : 
Fred 0, Dobelbower s- 475 3929203 6g eee 70 aaa : 
Guy Van Metre Farm : 21928 : v3 t 2: TRS 27 SRS ee 

fatren Co, (5 mi, NE Williamsport) :(This is a very careful census, made on Jan. 9 after about 32 birds 
thad been killed. Owner conserves cover and winter feeds. Many foxes; 

tno control, Semple of best ground.) 

4. L, Neeley 2001 987 1 ass Se ors : 
Te F, Doty Farm :(Also 1 covey of Hungarians. This is a sample of the best quail 

et Marion Co, : ground, ) 

te, Migene tgs lant pee ee 
buatisae ot Ft. Wayne ; = i a3e8 : > : 15 : fies : 2.2 : ? : ' 

ea 05, : (This is a sample of the best ground.) 
a 8 3 3 3 : 3 3 : 3 

Te eet 1 GUO 5.1928 te Be 1 tReet at : 
+*. Wayne Co, :(This is a sample of the best ground in the county, along creek.) 

3 : : : : 3 
pe Goodrich 4 640 i 1928 ; Rae ee ee eee oe De ee eS? : 
totes of Winchester :(This is a sample of the best ground in county. Suburban real 

‘olph Co, : estate : 
: : 3 : : 3 : : : 

, mae Cass 25000 :1928: 20 : 15 : Os: 16: 7 3 : 

Bihart co eens? : : : : : t : : : 
00. 3(This is his training ground, was thoroughly worked. Averageor better) 

deo, WF Smith : : : : : 4 : ; 
: Jr, 600 : 1928: GPO 2 5100 BO et oes : 

mance Kewénna : : 133 ory 105° 4 ne 150" <9 0 9 : : 

I. : 3 1923: : : 3 $ : : 
‘ :(This is his own farm. Better then average ground for this region.) 

Don mri, : $ 3 : : : : : t 
ght and Ray Smi : : : z 120 6.2: 345 tee ? 

: Re y Smith : THO : 1928: S58 St 2 6.2 3 3 
Teapentgeu Field Trials on : : : : : : : 
ee iid : (This is the best ground in the county.) 

td th



TABIE Dy ae 

Acres Per Covies — 

Qhsexvex County Size Fem Sovies Quail @15 Sued... Fez Dax 

. 0. Keith Shelby 160 . 15 10 (maybe 
¥. 0. Ke 

% 

this). 

John Vandewalle Jackson a 

D. A. Dunlevy Clark 
5-7 

Tronk Gentry B (7-8 per 3 
| ry own oad 3 

(coal land) 

Arthur Murray Sullivan, 700 4 60 h 

poor 

" " Sullivan, 600 5 5 8 

pest 

I. L. Neeley Grant 140 3/4 12 12 

Ivan Pressler Tipton 140 1/2 8 18 

Trank Burtsfield Tippecance 160 oz 15 1 

Andrew Ko: Jasper (Up to 7 pei 
w Konya 

= 

Tom Hoover Fulton 250 3 45 5 U6 per 3 
day, best. 

Harry Decker Winemac 640 5 15 8 

Dr. EB. H. Powell Porter, 160 1/5 3 50 
north end 

+ oe Porter, 200 5 15 3 
south end 

Elmer Jamison IePorte’ 160 1/4 ¥ 4o 

4
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heavily hunted parts of Indiana are holding up somewhat better than in the % 

heavily hunted parts of Illinois, and this may be due to the fact that the re~ 

moval of coverts has been more extreme and widespread in Illinois. 

It is quite clear that no state presents a better opportunity for | 

the large-scale enhancement of quail productivity through management. ‘ 

No attempt will be made in this report to present all over again | 

the basic appraisal of the quail situation brought out in previous reports. 

The following captions present only new material, or material peculiar to, or 

specifically for, Indiana, 

History of Winter Losses. The attached table, based upon the recollections of 

the most careful observers I could find, corroborates the conclusions already 

reached for Illinois, namely: 

(1) Winter losses occur almost to the southern extremity of the 2 
states. 

(2) The reason they occur so far south is that sleet storm increase 
as the probability of extreme cold or snow decreases southward, 

(3) There must be a difference between the weather resistance of the 
Quail in central and southern Illinois, and those of the southern 
lake states, 

Table E indicates that the incidence of killing winters is about 7 

years, instead of 10 years as found in adjoining states. Both figures so far as 

the are concerned, are premised upon absence of winter feeding or other 

forms of management. It appears obvious that the interval between losses can be 

lengthened and the severity of losses decreased by skillful winter feeding and 

other management methods. 

The widespread abundance of breeding quail observed personally 

throughout Indiana during the field work leads to the thought that winter feed~ 

ing has now reached sufficient importance to actually be a factor in reducing 

: Winter losses, Of course, the extreme weather of 1928-29 diminished eastward 

aha {



Si TABIE E : 2 ae FaMe ae 

WINTER QUAIL LOSSES * INDIANA 2 

Observer Territory Winter of Remarks ae 

: Geo. W. Miles Whole state 1911-12 "Greatly decimated - in 1911 quail 
Ej abounded, particularly in §-half . 

4 ' now scarce"-p, 235 Report. a 

: Dietrich Clark Co. About 1860 Remembers this as a boy. : a 3 
‘ 1917-18 Heavy loss -(doesn't remember 

1911-12 loss) oe 

D. A. Dunlevy Clark Co. 1917-18 "Killed nearly all the quail here. ' 

Homer Phillips Jackson Co. 1917-18 Was last bad winter. Found 13 bird: 
emaciated and frozen in a bunch. 

" 7 Bartholomew 1897-98 Snow for 6 weeks. Heavy loss. | 

John Vandewalle Jackson Co. 1917-18 Only half a crop 1918. Found frozen 
buds. i 

1896-7 Loss even heavier than 1917-18. ~ 
j ; (Means 1897-987) : 

Frank Gentry Brown Co. 1924-5 Loss from Feb. sleet. No heavy 
loss since. ‘ 

1917-18 Statewide loss, worst ever known. 

Arthur Murray Sullivan 1917-18 Only half a crop 1918. ; | 

M. L. Neeley Grant 1924-5 Light loss. Mone since, | 
7 ’ 1 

R. D. Fleming N. Indiana Between 1900 Killed all the quail in N. Ind. 
& 1905 Had to restock with Texas birds. _ 

i : (maybe 1897-3?) - é 

/ George Hunt Wayne Co. About 1905 Only serious loss remembered prev- 

i ious to 1917-18. 
Co. 

Harry Wheeler Kankakee, I11. 1917-18 Bad loss. 

4 ‘ 1890 About 40 years ago had a heavy 
loss on both quail and prairie ' 

chicken, 

; Summary 
; aod 1880-1 ; 
' : 1890-1 interval 10 years 
< 1897-8 i 7 a 

: 1904-5 u 7 " 

a 1911-12 " Von | 
3 1917-18 i 6 W 
: 1924-5 i" 7 " 4 

: | 

Conclusion: Total - 7 losses in 49 years, or 1 each 7 years. ae 

: se 
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until the opposite condition obtained on the Atlantic coast. No attempt was < ; 

made to appraise just how extreme the winter was in Indiana, but the survival 4 

1 of quail in southern Wisconsin indicates that winter may have affected their , 

survival in Indiana, | 
4 

urcone Casket The Sex Ratio Problem. In Indiana I encountered for the first | 

time a widespread impression among sportsmen that there was an excess of cocks { 

over hens. A summary of the estimates and counts made by the best observers I 

could find is presented in Table F. The estimates may be regarded as proving 

nothing except a probability of a disturbed sex ratio, but the three counts, 

even though based on memory only , indicated quite strongly that there is either 

an exceptional tendency to kili cock birds in Indiana, or else that there is 

an actual! preponderance of cocks much greater than that found by Stoddard in 

Georgia. Stoddard found that during the 1924-5 shooting season, on 9 Georgia 

preserves reporting a total of 2,871, the cock-hen ratio was 54-46, while on 

4 preserves reporting 2,699 quail during the season of 1925-6, the ratio was 

52-48. Stoddard quotes Edward R. Coleman of Lebanon, Pa., as finding from 

51 to 60% of cocks in various years in various states. Ali of these shooting 

records are open to the possible error of a difference in the ease of killing 

the two sexes or a case of deliberate intent to kill males in preference to 

females. Stoddard's trapping records eliminate this source of error. Of 1,700. 

trapped during two springs in Georgia on two areas, the record shows from 1 to 

3% more cocks than the shooting figures from the same areas. In other words, 

shooting according to Stoddard's preliminary findings, shows a greater percentage 

of cocks than actually exists on the ground. 

It would be premature to speculate at this time about the cause of a 

disturbed sex ratio in Indiana; the first problem is to find out whether the dis- 

turbance exists. To this end a picked group of 6 sportsmen, consisting mostly 

: ~12-
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TABIE F ae 

Sex Ratio of Quail in Hunting Season ve 
Indiana ae 

: : Est imate Count Be 

+ Observer County Year Cock:;Hen No. birds Cock:Ben a 

Gentry Brown last 3 75:25 of 
(Bases this on recollection of several thour — 
sand birds shot. Thinks it varies between 
years. Found 15 scratched nests 1 year). 

*Iyons Monroe (Noticed no preponderance). ane 

Cromer Owen Average 66333 di 

(Has found scratched nests) : 

*Gude Knox Average 60:40 (Never saw a scratched nest). 

*Jiegeman Steuben 1925 or 6 32 94:6 

DeKalb 1926 20 80:20 

(Never saw scratched nests). 

Fleming Allen ? 1923 ? 400 66333 
1928 t wit 

(1923 count from kill of 12-15 hunters. Figures from memory 

: ‘Decker Wells (Noticed no preponderance) : 

Baker Wayne (Heard of excess cocks but doubts it) 

*Cass Kosciusko (Noticed no preponderance) 

Konya Jasper Average 60:40 

*Ruh & Hoover Kosciusko 1926 ? 200 65335 
(Figures from memory) 

*Decker Pulaski (Has impression there are excess cocks) 

‘Smith Jasper Average (Sees more cocks than hens in training 

dog's) 

i 

* Men selected to make sex ratio count next fall, : 

3



of technical men or men in professions accustomed to accuracy, have agreed to 

fi count their bags next fall, The resulting figures will be turned over to the 

Biological Survey and the universities holding quail fellowships for such furs 

ther investigation as the showing merits. 

Mr. Frank Gentry of Nashville is entirely convinced that a heavy 

excess of cocks exists, at least during some years, and states that last year 

he caught by hand 9 male# birds during a 2 week's period while they were engaged 

in fights. He also states that he sew from 10 to 15 nests during the same year 

which were scratched up and destroyed by these excess fighting males, according 

to his belief, Many of these nests contained eggs, the remains of which lay 

arourl the scratched nests. If it be true that a bad excess exists then it is 

not impossible that there is an actual destruction of nests by fighting cocks, 

as believed by Mr. Gentry. 

Phenology. The following fragments of phenological data may prove useful in 

the timing of research operations or later in management work, 

Indiana 1929 
Fhenomenon Date Qbserver County Remarks 
Covies Still May 10 Ruh Kosciusko Saw covey of 12. 

Intact 

Covies Pairing April 25  Crowmer Owen 
April 18 Smith Jasper 

Whistling 
Began May 10 Dunlevy Clark 

laying Began May 15 Gentry Brown 11 eggs, May 26. 
May 13 Ruh Kose iusko 7 eggs, May 20, 
May 20 " : ” 1 egg, May 20. 

Clutches Full May 27 Crowmer Owen 
May 1 Wright Jasper 

Young Hatched 
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3 Big Covies. Abnormally large covies, such as have been reported to occur in . 

. winter by Stoddard in Georgia, were reported by Indiana sportsmen as follows: | 

Observer County Ho. in Covey Remarks | 

Donlevy Clark 40 Nov. 15. Stayed together 

all winter. Had 20 left 
by spring. 

Mathers — Monroe 20 Never larger. 

Shaw * Monroe ho, Nov. large covies more common 
, toward end of season. 

Fleming Allen i 50-60, Dec. 

Smith Fulton 50, Nox. 

The fact that most of these exceptionally large covies are observed 

late in the season is an indication that they represent concentration on some 

particular food supply. 

Jength of Flight. In the Illinois report an instance was cited of quail falling 

into the Mississippi River at Alton, Illinois, after flying } mile fromaa 200 

foot initial elevation. These birds, however, may have been tired to begin with, 

since John Greyerson, who trains dogs in Jefferson County, reports seeing one 

particular covey fly at least one mile, This covey had some elevation to start 

with. The distahce was obtaihed by having the birds flushed by a hébper, Grey- 

erson stationing himself at the point where they were accustomed to alight. 

The possible length of flight bears on management in that it measures 

the possible isolation of qudil on islands. 

High and low Years. No special effort was made to measure yearly fluctuations 

in abundance, but the following miscellaneous data may be of use to other ob~ 

servers wishing to establish facts on this subject. 
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D Observer County Year High or Low "| 
4 lyons Monroe 1928 Low 

| Shaw Monroe 1928 Low 5 

Murray Sullivan 1928 Average 

Wirght hae 1928 Extra good | 

| 
Mathers noted a heavy proportion of squealers, or immature birds, 

during the 1928 season in Monroe County. This usually follows delayed broods 

due to a Combination of rain and predators, and 1928 was, of course, a year 

of heavy rains. ' 

Non-Breeding Coveys. The existence of non-breeding coveys of Hungarian par- 

tridges discussed elsewhere in this report makes it seem worthwhile to report a 

non-breeding covey of quail observed by Decker 5 miles north of Winemac, Pulaski 

County, in 1927. ‘This covey remained intact throughout that year and was defin- 

itely observed to contain both sexes. This occurrence may have its analogy in 

the observed fact that gambel quail in Arizona remain in coveys during extra dry 

: springs, but pair off and nest with the beginning of the summer rains. Appar- 

ently some environmental condition determines incidence of the breeding instinct. 

Foods. No attempt was made to gather information on foods, but it is worth 

recording that many observers in Indiana on their own accord mentioned the 

importance of ragweed, Several algo mentioned finding beechnuts in quail 

Crops. There is said to have been no state-wide beech mast for 21 years in 

Indiana, although light local crops of beechnuts have occurred during that 

period, There was a local mast in Monroe County in 1923 and in Fulton County 

in both 1927 and 1928, 

SZ 
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Exotic Quails in Indiana. The most important fact to be recorded is thet | 

2 the Indiana quail blood has not been diluted by the wholesale importation of , 

Mexican stock to the same extent as is the case in Illinois. As pointed out 3 

in the Illinois report, Mexican stock is regarded as undesirable, at least 

within the zone subject to winter killings, for the reason that plantings of | 

such stock cannot possibly do any good except on areas wholly depleted of seed 

{ birds, and may possibly do a great deal of harm in lowering the resistance and 

changing the habits of the native birds. 

No special effort was made to locate the plantings of Mexican stock 

which have occurred, but the following instances were encountered, and are set 

down for what lesson they may contain: 

(1) 200 pairs of Texas (probably Mexican) quail were put down last year 

by the Izaac Walton League near Terre Haute. The local impression 

is that they are ali gone. - 

(2) A plant made about 1916 southeast of Henryville in Clark County. 

Result not known. : 

(3) A plent made shortly after 1900 in Allen County after the alleged 

complete loss of native birds through a hard winter. Some sports- 

men in Fort Wayne have concluded that all of the present thriving 

: stock of quail in that region is derived from this Mexican plant, 

but this conclusion may be considered as doubtful. If there were 

4 such a thing as a winter capable of completely annihilating quail 

4 over large areas, there could not be the quick comeback after hard 

4 winters which actually takes place in almost every instance even 

without artificial replacement of seed stock. 

: In addition to the sporadic plantings of Mexican bobwhite above noted, 

* there was a covey of quail with topknots (probably scaled quail or 
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? California Valley quail), between Spencer and Whitehall in Owen County in 

3 1927 and 1928. These are said to have remained in an intact covey without 

pairing off or nesting, and are now shot out. Who planted them or where was 

not determined, ‘ 

Quail Clubs and Preserves. Indiana has as yet developed only a few of the 

most rudimentary beginnings toward the deliberate management of quail on pri- 

yately controlled areas. The following clubs and preserves were encountered; 

1. A new club on the Bean Blossom bottoms northeast of Dolan in 

Monroe County, consisting of Indianapolis people and officers of 

: the Showers Furniture Co. None of the members were seen, but I 

was told that no special efforts at management had as yet been 

started, 

2. A new club near Treviac in Brown Co. on the bottoms of the Bean 

Blossom River, I did not see any member of this club, but was 

told that no eulturel or management measures had been inaugurated. 

3. The Powell-Crosley game preserve, recently purchased by Powell- | 

Crosley of Cincinnati, and located south of Vernon in Bennings 

County. Area, 1,000 acres. Started 1928. Game management on 

this area is in charge of Alfred L. Marder. Winter feeding is 

practiced, but no other management measures are as yet under way. 

The reports of the Georgia quail investigation are being sent Mr. 

Earder, 

4, C, BE. Pierson of Terre Haute has leased a tract east of Carlisle. 

Mr. Pierson was out so I could not see him about management on 

this area, 
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y Yield Priel Grounds. Tne 4 field trial areas shown on the map ought to con- . 

' stitute important demonstrations of quail management. WNone of the officials 

were seen except Harry Decker of Winemac, president of the Rennsalaer Field 

Trials, who was very much interested in getting Stoddard to look over the | 

ground and advise as to building up the quail crop. ! 

The field trial grounds in Gitson are operated by the Southern Ohio | 

Field Association. 

The grounds in Jefferson are also used by the Southern Ohio Associ- 

ation, but only part of the time, : 

lefayette and Fort Wayne Quait Projects. The Izaak Walton League of lafayette, 

under the leadership of Frad C. Dobelbower, several years ago inaugurated a 

project to make a careful census of quail on a representative group of farms 

throughout a series of years, a part of the farms to be moderately shot, and 

the rest unshot, with a view to demonstrating whether moderate shooting re~ 

duced the quail crop where a suitable environment was provided, The prelimin- 

ary census was actually made for 1 year, but the project has since lapsed for 

lack of man-power to execute the field work, The idea behind it was substantially 

identical with the idea behind the Institute Quail Fellowships, except that it 

did not include the deliberate manipulation of environmental factors for the 

benefit of quail, or the conduct of the experiment by a scientific institution - 

in order to gain more skillful work and wider credence for the results. 

Mr. Dobelbower immediately appreciated that an Institute Fellowship 

Operated through the Agricultural College at Purdue, with the sportsmen cooper- 

ating as interested observers, constituted a practicable means of reviving and 

extending the original project. He was to send me the documents and records of 

the original project to be summarized in this report, but they have not arrived, ‘ 

’ The Fort Wayne chapter of the Izaak Walton league has in mind the 
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acquisition and operation of a game preserve. I pointed out to Mr. H. H. cal 

a man that Allen County is not pheasant country, and that quail are susceptible | 

; of management by the preserve or refuge method, and I suggested that a dem~ 

; onstration of quail management on going private farms would have a larger pub 7 

: lic value than a publicly owned preserve. While such suggestions are made in | 

many places, this particular one seems worth setting down because bhe record of . 

the Fort Wayne chapter for actually executing its projects makes it seem poss 

ible that some valuable move wilt actually be inaugurated here. 

The Covert Factor. Any ateempt to appraise the factors of productivity for 

Indiana quail must, I think, rest upon the premise that coverts are the limiting 

factor over most of the state except possibly within the rough wooded area 

hatched in green on the accompanying quail map, Wnile there are enovgh or even 

too many coverts (in the quantitative sense) within the green area, much remains 

: to be done to improve the kind and distribution of coverts, 

Broadly speaking, the whole state is deficient in coniferous trees, 

grapevine tangles, or other coverts suitable for winter use. 

There is one winter covert not found in the adjacent states, and that 

is the wild rose tangles oceurr ing in certain counties of the Till Plain. This 

is not the ordinary wild rose but the prairie rose, which has a more vigorous 

4 stiffer, thornier growth. 

The whole state, and especially the richer part of tne Till Plains, 

is deficient in the dispersion of coverts, Brushy fencerows and pastures dotted 

ea vith clumps of red haw and wild rose furnish some dispersion, but the brushy 

gullies characteristic of southern Illinois are largely lacking. Gullies are 

; of Course seldom found in glaciated country, but even the unglaciate type, it 

: seems to me, has less vegetation in the frequent gullies than in the equivalent 

. Parts of Illinois. This is of course a disadvantage not only to quail conser- 
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. vation, but the still more important question of soil conservation, 

i ‘ I heard of one 160-acre farm known as the Harris farm (owned by Otto 

McMann), and located near Rochester in Fulton Co., which was heretofore ex- 

ceptionally favorable for quaii in the dispersion of fencerow coverts, but 

which was completely de-brushed last winter. This farm is said to have had at 

least 4 covies in 1928. Mr. Fred Ruh of Rochester has agreed to make a careful 

census at the opening and close of the 1929 season in order to determine the 

effects of the removal of brush on the quail population. The area is of course 

too small to be idea for measuring this variable, and the effec may be expected 

to be greater by the spring of 1930 than the fali of 1929. 

Mr. Frank N. Wallace, state entomologist of Indiana, surprised me by 

giving it as his opinion that fencerow coverts are probably beneficial rather 

than detrimental from the viewpoint of controlling injurious insects on Indiana 

farms, Me thinks that the birds which find harborage in such fencerow coverts 

’ control the insect risk to at least the same extent as would be the case if the 

coverts were removed and there were no harborage for wither birds or insects, 

Of course any such generalization cannot be expected to hold absolutely for each 

possible local combination of conditions, but the existence of such open-minded~ 

ness on the part of an agricuitural authority seems worth recording. 

If it be true that coverts are, broadly speaking, the limiting factor, 

on Indiana quail, by what mecnanism are such coverts to be extended and improved? 

In my opinion the answer is the same as that developed in detail in the preceding 

reports, namely: by compensating the farmer for the privilege of harvesting the 

game crop and thus giving him an incentive for improving and extending coverts 

and BS6r other management measures. If the individual farmer happens to be in- 

terested in harvesting his own crop, or if he happens to be interested in more 

quail for other reasons than shooting, then the enhanced crop is of itself the 

necessary incentive, 
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Proposed Closed Season; Farm Sentiment. While no attempt was made to analyze 7 

j in deteil the legislative situation, it was clear from the conversation of 

sportsmen, farmers, and naturalists throughout the state that a powerful agite~ | 

tion exists for placing quail on the songbird list. Bills to accomplish this 

result are introduced into each succeeding legislature, and the Farm Bureau 

Federation takes a leading part in urging their enactment into law, 

I called upon Mr. W. H. Settle, president of the Farm Bureau Federation, 

but there was no opportuhity to discuss this particular question in deteil. 

One fact stands out clearly from the mass of conflicting opinions on 

this subject: it was only the relative abundance of quail which prevented their I 

being placed on the songbird list during the last legislative session. It seems 

perfectly clear that an abundant quail crop is by far the most effective poiaiiaai 

against the repetition of Ohio's experience in Indiana. While there is a very 

satisfactory stock of birds this spring even after the hard winter of 1928-29, 

the indefinite aontinuance of an abundant crop can hardly be expected as 

long as that crop remains, as at present, largely a matter of accident. The threat 

of closure should constitute a especially urgent reason for the prompt inaugura- 

tion of management research and the actual practice of management on clubs, pre- 

serves, field trial grounds, the properties of farmer-sportsmen, and other avail-~ 

able demonstration areas throughout the state. To speak bluntly, the next few 

i years will see a race between the quail management and quail closure. The only 

possible way for management to win is to prove that it can produce an abundance 

of quail, and hence that closure is unnecessary from the viewpoint of conservation 

The farm sentiment toward quail is especially favorable. Many farmers 

are said to post against quail hunting, but to allow free hunting of rabbits, 

Pheasants, and even Hungarians on the same ground. Of the various game birds, it 

is clear that pheasants are in the least favor, Hungarians are intermediate, 

. Whereas quail are almost universally valued and desired by farmers, 
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E I met one farmer in Newton County who was personally convinced ’ 

4 that quail were a necessary preventitive for the Hessian fly which is very | 

destructive of wheat. In the light of such cases, the frequent attempts of 

sportsmen to prove that quail are not an insectiverous bird seem especially 

ill-advised and futile, especially since the only evidence available to sports- : 

men is usually the content of the crop during the shooting inna and this 

is far fromm conclusive evidence of what the quail eats during the remainder of 

the year. The frequency with which sportsmen attempt to prove that quail are 

non-insectivorous is the most striking evidence I know of that the sportsman's 

movement needs a radical re-orientation along more constructive lines of thought. 

Sumery of the Quail Situation in Indiana. 
1, The future of quail depends on the solution of the farm trespass 

problem, 

If no solution is found, farmers will eventually close up quail to 

get rid of hunters. There will then be no incentive to improve environments, 

and quail wili shrink in the south for lack of feed and in the north for lack of 

coverts, There will always be quail, but their abundance will pe accidental, 

varying widely between regions and between years. 

If a solution is found (such as making quail an income-producing 

; farm crop) quail will expand in distribution and abundance, with more uniformity 

between years and regions than is now the case. The food and coverts provided 

for quail will greatly benefit other beneficial wild life. The only substantial 

difference to the average hunter will be that he will pay to some nearby farmer 

in shooting fees the money he now burns up in car mileage in the search for © 

free shooting. Both the farmer and hunter will, in self-interest, have to learn 

the rudiments of applied biology. The educational value of this is often over 

i looked. It is possibly as great as the value of the hunting itself. 
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o 2, There is little evidence that this or any other constructive so- 

| lution of the farm-trespass problem is in process of being developed. The first 

stage of change, namely widespread posting of farm lands, is nearly complete, 

but this is merely negative. It merely means that the old system of free utili- 

ation of acc idental game crops is no longer acceptable to the owner of the 

land on which the crop grows. é 

The number of quail clubs or preserves or toll farms is still very 

small, and their efforts at management very feeble, 60 far they are, so to 

speak, merely excluders of the public rather than producers of game. If it be 

true, as I believe, that farmer-initiative in quail production is the only 

alternative to a statewide closed season, then it is of critical importance 

that successful demonstrations of what it can do be set up at the earliest 

possible moment. 

3. The degree of success achieved by such demonstrations will de- 

pend upon the stock of dependable biological facts developed through research, 

and the skill developed in applying such facts to the demonstration areas. Of 

this, more will be said under the sections of the report dealing with research 

and with state and private leadership. 

4, Bven if successful demonstration of quail management are forth- 

1 Coming, management will not necessarily be practiced by farmers throughout the 

state unless there is a profitable market for the crop. There can be no market 

as long as sportsmen continue to hold their present nearly universd& prejudice 

against compensating farmers for the shooting privilege. It may be asking too 

mch to expect sportsmen's organizations to suddenly reverse themselves and ad 

Vocate paid shooting, but it would not be too much to ask that they approach 

the question with an open mind, and signify their willingness to pay for shooting 

f if and when it is produced at a price within reach of the average citizen. Of 

e this, more will be said under the section on the conservation movement in Indiana. 
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. 9. Hungarian Partridge. 1 

Kistory of Plants. Indiana is the only state so far encountered which had a a 

complete record of the time, place, and number of birds planted during past 

years. There was no record of the success of these plants, but this information — 

yas gathered in the course of my field work, and the whole combined in Map G. i 

(A larger and more accurate map containing the original field data is in the i 

files of the Geme Survey). 

Practically all of the plants shown by smali circles on Map G were 

made in 1908, 9, and 10; hence the dates are omittéd on the map. The great 

majority of plants were repeated for two and sometimes three successive years 

during this period, The number of birds per plant (that is, the number actu- 

ally put down for each of the circles shown on the map) varies from 25 to 200, 

and in exceptional cases runs as high as 500 birds. All of these plants were 

made on "game preserves", which consisted of a group of farms leased by the 

state for a nominal consideration on condition that the owners prohibit shoot- 

ing. A ¥ 

The reason for this heavy concentration of plantings during the 

3-year period 1908-10 was that a lew was passed in 1907 which established a 

resident hunting license and required that one third of the receipts be spent 

on plantings of game birds. Commissioner G. W. Miles in his 1913 report says: 

"It now appears that the provision in the law - - was an unwise one. 

= - - a smaller investment would have teen sufficient to test - - 

European birds in Indiana, - - $60,000 was expended - - Reports from 

300 game preserves 2 years ago led me to pelieve that we were to 

succeed with Rungarians - - as they seemed to be raising broods - = 

To these were added 3,000 pairs imported from Europe. Since then 

the numbers - - have not increased but have grown less, and indica- 

tions are they will shortly disappear altogether." 

A total sum not far from $100,000 was evidently spent on Hungarian 

: plants. The existence of a record, plus the fact that the plants were repeated 
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through a series of years, plus the fact that they were practically statewide 1 

in distribution, al. combine to make Indiana an exceptionally favorable state « 

in which to draw conclusions from past history on the importent question of : 

what constitutes Hungarian range, 

Because of this exceptional opportunity a special effort was made i 

to map the survival of the birds. The result appears on Map G. 

Results of Plants. It is evident from Map G that survival is confined to 

one cleanly blocked area in the east central portion of the state and another 

smaller but equally cleanly blocked area in the north central portion and ex- 

tending into Michigan. This extension may force a revision of the conclusion 

expressed in earlier reports that the Michigan Hungarians came from Ohio. 

Outside of these areas of survival, Map G shows a gradual transition 

from immediate disappearance of plants in the south part of the state to 

straggling survivals which increase northward as one approaches the estab- 

lished range, There are breeding coveys still surviving in Fountain, Pulaski, 

and Cass counties. The first is clearly a remant of the original plant, the 

fatter may be a recent drift. In addition there are records of drift birds 

during recent years in Fulton, Kosciusko, and Noble counties. 

The significance of these survivals will be brought out in a later — 

Caption, We have first to define the abundance and behavior of the birds on 

their established range. 

Gensug Data. Table H gives the census figures gathered in Indiana, with repre~ 
sentative English figures for comparison. With due consideration for the size 
of the areas in each case, it may be concluded that Hungarians in their Indiana 
Tange have attained an abundance fully as great as they would attain without 

Management in England, and conversely that management in Indiana can probably 
Produce partridge shooting equal to that of England. { 

Census taking on Hungarians is much more difficult than quail because : 
of the evident mobility of the species. Like the pheasant, the Hungarian has a 

Comparatively long annual cruising radius. This naturally results in temporary 
Concentrations on hogged corn or other favorite foods. Table H,gives a few 

figures on such concentrations: 
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seca ee ee ee ae 

TABIE # 5 Se 

et Census Figures, Kungorian Partridge, Indiana Ge 
ee Observer : a oe 

- locality No. Birds ; Be as 

Fs - County Acreage Year  Covics Per Covey Birds scres Per Bish o- 

E | aay 
. Frank N. Wallace 160 1910 2 30 60 ag os 

4 Jas.B. Powers Farm (about )1914 2 80.0 oe 

$s. EB. Greenfield 1926 1 30 30 bed a 

Fancock Co. 1928 2 30 pe 2.7. eee 
: eee 

(Tese dirds planted in 1909. Loss in 1914 laid to heavy snow 1913) 220% 

i 

s. B. Sims 1600 ? 1928 1 22 22 7.0 

Farm é 

Kerklin, Clinton Co. ‘ 7 

a i 

R, E. Daugherty 7,000 - 1928" = 20 25? 500 14.0 

4 WE Corner of 3 

2 Clinton Co. (Been in this section since planted in 1910) 

—_  —  ——— — —e 3 

M. L. Neeley 80 1927 2 ? 200 . 0.8 

/ (plus 80 : 

3 mi. B. Mont- adjoining) : 
} pelier, Blackford Co. (These birds ate up a tomato crop on this farm) 

ul. L. Neeley 200 1927 25? 25? 8.0 

: J. P. Doty Farm 
i W. Marion Co. (also 3 covies quail on this farm) 

f — 
ounbeull cial: 

a Jno. Decker 160? 1928 3 20 to 50 100 126 i 

x San. Garrett Farm 

‘f Wells Col, 8 mi. 
8. Bluffton (another nearby farm hed only 5 non-breeding birds) 

eS itd ; a 

me AYMER MAXWELL: best years, best beats, under best management, about 0.5 es 
ENGLAND average year, 6,000 acre tracts, good " oe eee a 

: _ 
eC 

{ RICHARD PAGE 400 acre farm, ordinary management, about ..-..-.- 13 9. 
ENGLAND - 

a= ts a 
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Temporary Concentrations of Hungarian Partridge in Indiana ae 

Observer Month ‘ ca 
County Year Area Flushed Acres Per Bird a 

. Bowman. Fall 25 acres of 5 covies 10-20 0.3 5 io 
Wells Co. 1927 bogged corn each, or 75 birds 

: 2 

J. J. Charles ? 10(?)acres 3 covies of 20(?) Os 
Huntingdon Co. of stump each, or 60 3 

; land : ; 

John Goodrich Nov. 4O acres 100 0.4 5 
Randolph Co. 1928? corn ‘ 

Abundance Relative to Other Species and States. . 

Observer Compar ing With Says 2 

Fleming Huns. in Wells, Bleck- Huns. in Ohio Much thicker in Ind. 3 
ford, & Jay Cos. Ind. : 5 

Decker Euns. in Wells Co. Quail in Wells Not quite as many Huns. 
Co. as quail. 55a 

Bownan Huns. in 1927, Wells Co. Quail in 1927, More Huns. than quail . 

Wells Co. in 1927. 4 
4 

Arnold Huns. in Randolph Co. Quail in Ren- Not quite as many Huns. © 
dolph Co. as quail. : | 

Coffel Huns. in Jay Co. Quail in Jay Co. Only 1/3 as many Huns. 
: as quail. 

Beker Huns. in Wayne Co. Pheasants in 3 times as many Huns. t 
Wayne Co. 

Baker Huns. in Wayne Co. Quail in Wayne Many times more quail 4 
Co. than Huns. | 
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| Is the Bungarian a Cyclic Species? In the Illinois report it was observed * 

( that an extraordinary spread into new range had occurred in the Chicago aréa 

(and in Wisconsin) in 1925-26. It was suggested that possibly this had some 

connection with the grouse cycle, which reached its peak in various states at 

about that time. 5 

Chart J presents the combined data on high and low years of Eungar- 

jians in Indiana and Illinois since they were planted in 1908-10, and gives also 

(in orange) the Michigan grouse cycle insofar as known for the same period, 

Not even tentative conclusions should be drawn from this chart with- 

out emphasizing the fact that the data on Hungarians are very meagre baci of 

1925. That there was a period of abundance and geographic aggression from 1925 

to 1927 in both states is no longer open to doubt. It also seems fairly clear 

that 1928 was not as good as 1927 in either state. 

It may be said that the well known continental depression in 

grouse culminating about 1917 appears to have a counterpart in Indiana Hungar- 

; ians, but the Indiana data are too meagre to constitute anything more than a 

lead for future study under the Institute fellowship. 

It may also be said that if grouse and Hungarians are affected by 

the same cycle, the present depression in grouse did not affect Hungarians 

: tili 1928, and then only slightly if at all. If Hungarians thrive in 1929 

it should be cause férvdropping the thought that they are subject to the 

gTouse cycle, since grouse are already started sink a@ peak in the adjoining 

States, : 

Management Risk Compared With Quail. Quite apart from the question of a cycle, 

it may now be asserted with some confidence that Hungarians in the north central 

i States experience greater fluctuations between years than do quail in the same 

region, and to this extent are a less desirable risk for investments of time or 

==



' CHART. J 
& Game Survey Aldo Leopold June 15,1929 

By : 
Year | Low - Average High Observer County Evidence or Remarks ; : 

Bs ! 
ns 1008 | S Pe Pa : 

: i | | | F ped | 
£3 1999 | ‘ | C rting Evidences 

: | oo pot 1908-9 plants increased to full 
Nise : ae . stocking on Jas. B. Powers Farm ~ 

ee 1910 ---|/—- —- — =< ——— u--- giisiee 2 Wate” am (see census), falling off again 

ma | ‘ S > . (Ind. ) | around 1914, z 
ys i ag : 

Fs 1911 \ S Contrary Evidence: 

ee | . Many plants disappeared, but 

ee SS | mostly on ground since proved 

By 1912 | ‘ ee 

a2 1913 | : 

: i L = disappeared from Powers 

1014 oe — se eo ee St Wallace — — Nencock — —< Farm about 1914. (See ceusus). 

i | (Ind. } Date uncertein, 

i i 
1915 

1916 i 
; oe j 5 

. Previously thriving plants disapvecred in 1917 at 

4 VOLT: <3 Re age aa eee ae me Vernon (Jennings Co.) end Attica (Fountain Oo.). 
Plent at Seymour (Jacxson Co.) disappeared between 

. 1915 and 1920. s 
BR 1918 A 

ei 1e19 

a 1920 

Pd 2 

H |. St. Joseph Co. birds spread 

q 121 -=-— — —e— ee - — H~— — -- Parks —— Elkhart — —< 15 mi. SE to Nappanee region 

: end-have been thriving there 

‘ ever since. 
. leze ' , : 

: eh 
7 1923 t was 

: t 

a 1 | 
< 124 : ' 

: ry fF S 

ee : | Support ing Evidence: 
; 1025 (a) Abundance: Bownan(Wells Co.) & Goodrich(Randolph Co.) 

eq t say 1927 was the banner year. ‘allace(Hancock Go.) 

: . V ; H says birds beck to full abundance on Powers Farm. 

926 j (d) Spread: Decker(Pulaski Co.) says Cass Co, bircs spread 

3 | 12 mi. NW to Starr City; withdrawn again by 1923. 

ee 1 Munt says first birds appeared in NE Union Co. 1928 

i 7 ~~ -— ~\--~-- —~--—— }H-—~-< (ce) Drift: Drift covies seen by Korsgard in Wilt Co.(Tli,) 
S | : 15 & 30 mi. SE of home range nesr Wheaton, 1927. 

ra lo } | Parke(Noble Co.) saw drift covey at Wolf laxe, 25 

= 28 A of H| i mi, N. of Huntington Co. range, in 192%. 
oN 1 Te | Drift birds seen at Rochester(1927?), Manitou 

Pe 1929 } ! ne Lake(1928), Mentone(1927 or 3). 
os 9 

4 ‘ Contrary Evidence: Birds at Moscow(Rush Co.) disepseared 

| j 1928 and st Spencer (Owen Co.) 1926, 
q | & 

\ 2 .



: funds in game management operations. ‘mis, of course, is their history in - a 

Burope. 4 

Yow New Range is Added. Good years are characterized not only by greater abun- ; 

dance within their established range, but by the appearance of drifting covies 

on adjoining range. These drifting covies may take hold and breed, in which 

event we have a spread or geographic aggression, or they may shrink back or 

disappear, either at once or during the next poor year. 

It seems as if large aggressions occur by drifting covies in fall 

rather than by mated pairs in spring. In no case so far observed has aggres- 

sion occurred annually by small jumps. It occurs periodically by large jumps 

running as high as 15 miles in a year, 

Possible Causes of Fluctuation. Before any hypothesis of cyclic fluctuation 

can be entertained seriously, high and low years should be examined in re- 

lation to weather. Weather is the accepted explanation of high and low years 

in Hungerians in England, and appears to account for our own less severe fluctu- 

ations in quail. Even in the case of the grouse cycle there is formidable 

evidence that weather affects the prevalence of the diseases or parasites which 

presumably are the direct cause of fluctuation. : 

It is also highly important to examine high and low years in relation 

to sex ratio. Much of the evidence in the case of the grouse cycle indicates 

excess males during depressions, This has been laid to hen mortality during 

incubation, but this is only one of several possible causes, Diseases may 

have a differential sex mortality. 

All of these possible causes are appropriate for invest igat ion 

through fellowships, rather than through the superficial methods necessary 

Under the Game Survey. Successful game management demands that such basic 

Westions as the cause of fluctuations in game populations be unravelled at the 
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. earliest possible moment; in fact, management is nothing more or less than the 

4 deliberate control of population curves. 

| Yhat_is Mungarian Range? The non-existence of a statewide soil map of Indiana 

made the correlation of survival with soil ratner difficult. Tne proven range 

looks exactly like the till plains of Ohio, where Mungarians have failed. It 

is flat or rolling rich farming country with few woodlots, hardly any dissec- 

tion, fairly large fields, and fairly heavy dark soil. Fencerow coverts or 

weedy fields are scarce. There are few or no swamps. The corn is partly shock~ 

ed and partly left standing in winter. Ditcnbanké seemed to constitute about 

the only yearlong cover, and are much used especially in winter, This may 

arise from the birds great aversion for wind, whicn is emphasized by Page ( 

see Bibliography). 

I am by now satisfied that there is no easily visible or obvious 

criterion of what constitutes good range.’ The following analysis attempts to 

sift the evidence in the states so far surveyed: 

in Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, 
Minnesota, Wisconsin. 

4. Common Characters. The successful range so far examined is 

t 1, All geologically of the newest (Wisconsin) glacial drift soil. 

2. All flat or very gently rolling topography with little or no 

dissection. 

3. Ali fertile farming soil, heavy to moderately heavy, but never 

light. 

3. Characters Holding in Some Regions, but absent in others (now dropped 
as essential criteria of good range). 

4, Pot-hole or hummock swamps. Used in the Chicago and Wisconsin ‘ 

’ areas but absent in Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio. 

29. : 4



a 5. Original Prairie. Used in parts of the Ohio, Iowa, and Minneavien: 

range, but absent in most of the Indiana, Michigan, and Illinois 

range. 

6. Black Soil. Used in Minnesota, Iowa, and Illinois, but absent 

in Ohio, Michigan, and most of Indiana range. 3 

7. lake-bottom Soil. Used in Ohio and Michigan, but not elsewhere, | 

C. Gonclusion. While characters 1,2, & 3 hold on ali the successful 

range, there are large regions possessing them on which Hungarians 

have failed, viz: Central Ohio, N. Central Illinois, parts of N.E. 

Indiana, north Iowa. Therefore 1,2, & 3 are not in themselves suff- 

icient criteria of good range. A search must be made for deeper and 

less obvious characters, associated with 1, 2, & 3 on the areas which 

have proven successful, 

Such characters might be found in the: 

8. Chemical composition of the soil (such as lime), Possibly 

affected by the underlying rock as weli as the nature of super- 

imposed glacial drift. | 

: 9. Some plant or insect containing some necessary vitamin or 

other chemical substance. 

y 10. Physical nature of the soil, grit, cover, or feed. 

41. Some disease or parasite absent from or scarce on the proven 

areas, or lacking the necessary intermediate host within them, 

12. Some predator absent from or scarce on the proven areas (im- 

probable). 

D. Comment. The survival of isolated covies, mostly non-breeders, at 

: Considerable distances from the proven range indicates against 12, 

‘ and suggests that the hidden factor pertains to breeding, or has its 
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incidence during the breeding season. This might indicate 5, 9, or ii; ; 

: The sharp and relatively stable boundary of the proven range 

indicates against 12. 

The alleged successful nesting but later disappearance of many of 

the original plants would indicate that the hidden factor operates on 

the young. This might be 9 or il. 

The intermittent aggression upon new range and fluctuating 

abundance on the old range indicates that the hidden factor fluctu~- 

ates between years, which would point to 11 or some fortuitous com—- 

bination of 11 with other factors. It indicates @ possible ifentity : 

between causes of fluctuation and criteria of good range. ‘. 

Jood, Indiana was the first state so far encountered where there were any | 

complaints of damage by Hungarians to crops. In northeast Clinton County 

farmers complained of damage to corn, but I was unable to find out whether 

by pulling the young corn or by shattering mature corn. Since the complaint 

occurred in spring it was presumably the former. Three miles east of Mont- 

pelier in Blackford County they are said to have eaten tp a tomato crop dur- 

ing the fall of 1927, 200 birds concentrat ing on 80 acres. Pulling corn is 

alleged against Hungarians near Bluffton in Welis County. 

' These isolated allegations of damage are, of course, not evidence 

that the bird is injurious to agriculture. In the first place, such complaints | 

need to be verified vefore acceptance, and secondly, almost any bird, no matter — 

how beneficial, occasionally does damage under exceptional circumstances, 

Relation to Brush. On typical Hungarian range in Clinton County R. H. Daugherty, 

in commenting on the habits of these birds, volunteered the statement, "they 

: Cannot be driven into brush." In other words, within their established range 

i these birds do not ordinarily seek brush, even when flushed and hunted. As 

31



against this normal penavior it is interesting to note that several aa 

E commenting on failed plants which had straggled for a few years, volunteered : 

4 the observation that the Hungarians inhabited the same kind of brush as the 

‘ native pheasant or ruffed grouse. As will be noted later, the same kind of : 

behavior was observed in pheasants, that is, taking refuge in brush where : 

! planted in unsuitable country. In the Illinois report there is one instance | 

; of a frozen covey found in a brush woods, and in Wisconsin I have heard of 

: one instance of apparently normal, healthy birds resorting to dense brush 

on a moraine near Racine. These facts are recorded for future reference, | 

rather than for drawing conclusion at the present time, | 

Phenology. Future field studies (as well as future management) can be | 

better planned if the normal dates of the principal life-history phenomena { 

are known. The Table K, on the next page, gives fragments of phenology } 

picked up in Indiana and Illinois, with certain English dates for comparison, : 

Bibliography. A digest of "New Ways With Partridges" by Richard Page appears | 

in the Appendix. : | 
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: 3 ge ae 

mpi XK. *PSENULOGY G. ARTRIDGE Z aoe 

| : “Illinois & Indiana, 1929 : es 

Phenomenon Date - Observer County Remarks oe 

Covies Still March Hunt ' ‘Wayne Peir in late March. e 

Intact ee 
- March Wilson McHenry, "Soon as snow dis—_ 

Tis; appeared. 

‘ Be 

Covies Pairing February Auter Fountain ee 

: April Daugherty Clinton Quail pair in Mays 

: Late March Charles Hunt ington Quail not till May. 

‘ Late March Hunt Wayne oe 
; ‘ 7 ae 

: JANUARY 12 PAGE “ENGLAND = (pp. 27) See 

laying Begen June 10 Meeley Grent This is date of fir 
hay crop; destroys © 
many nests. ea 

May 10 Bownan Yells : Ae 

A April 19 Brewer Take(Ill.) 4 eges April a. 

3 MAY 9 PAGE ‘ENGLAND (pp. 77) a 

Clutches Full June 20 Daugherty Clinton 19 eges, in timothy 
May 25 Bowmen Wells ss eg : 

+ aa 

APRIL MAXTE LL ENGLAND : es 
ae 

Young Hatched July ? Charles Hunt ington Found while cutting 

May 15 Bowman Wells ge 
: May 10 Goodrich Randolph First out. 

Late June Hunt Wayne At haying time. 
Sp Fe 

é Cae 
JUNE 15-28 Page ENGLAND (pp. 27) Be 

SS e eee 
Winter Packs Formed : Neeley _ Grant Do not pack. Winter 

: flocks 15-20. See 

In winter Auter Fountain Up to 100 birds. 

( date?,) ‘ ah 

at 

“Entries in capitels are for comparison and are taken from Aymer Maxwell's 

"Partridces and Parttidge Manors," Adam & Chas. Black, London, 1911; also 

_ Richard Page's "New Ways With Partridges," Pield Press, London, 19245 ie 

(see Digest). es 
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a 10. Ringneck Pheasant. ; 

a 
a Indiana is a particularly difficult state in which to glean new 

: ' facts about pheasants for the reason that the state plantings, while they 

j | vegan at the same time as Hungarians (1907-10) were very light, and it is 

: impossible to tell whether the poor results are due to deficient plants or : 

: ‘ deficiencies of the country. No new or heavy planting have been made until 

4 the last two years. These new plants oe not old enough to have any results 

| but still new and frequent enough to obscure in many cases the results of the 

. original plants. 

History of Plants. Map L shows the plantins made by the state in 1907-10, ‘i 

: plus a few scattering private plants made long enough ago to be significant, ? 

All very recent plants are excluded from the map, 

4 Me 1907-10 state plants were all in the form of birds rather than 

; 1 -eges. The number of birds and date appears on the map wherever the record was 

; clear, It was evidently the impression in those days that the pheasant was a 

+ brush bird, since most of the stock was put down in the south. The same im 

pression existed in Iowa, 

4 Results of Plants. To make intelligible the results of past plantings in Indi- 

= ana it is necessary to recognize three degrees of establishment. 

q 1. Concentration areas containing a continuous and numerous popuy 

4 lation of pheasants, the boundaries of which were determined (shown in solid 

4 red on Map L). 

‘ 2. Stocked counties. Pheasants generally distributed but not 

. necessarily in continuous or numerous populations. Shown by heavy crossed 

4 lines on the map. : | 
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3. Counties containing pheasants in spots. Part of the spots are 

: shown as black crosses on Map L, but no effort was made to get a complete 

record. The counties containing pheasants in spots are hatched lightly in | 

red on Map L, 5 

Thy Are Pheasants Scarce? Alleged Decrease. It is clear from Map L that Indi- — 

ana is so far a poor pheasant state. Why? Central and east central Indiana . 

closely resemble those parts of centrel Ohio, where the birds are abundant. © 

Still they are there in only small numbers, if at all. Indiana sportsmen al- 3 

most without exception ascribe this scaricity to illegal shooting, but there ; 

has certainly been as good, fi not better, law enforcement in Indiana than in 

Illinois and Ohio, where poaching has not prevented the eatadlishanas of thriv- — 

ing populations over much larger areas than in Indiana. Poaching must therefore ‘ 

be discarded es an easy but insufficient reason for the lack of pheasants in 

Indiana, 

It is particularly puzzling to find so few pheasants in the lake Region, 

which is their stronghold in Illinois. We have here the same pot-hole swamps 

and reedy lakes, interspersed with farms and idle real estate which character- a 

izes the region northwest of Chicago in which they are abundant. Yet in leke 

County there is hardly a single bird until one reaches the Kankakee, lvery- 

body lays this to the heavy hunting from Gary and the other steel towns, but 

the same heavy urban populations lie adjacent to the region northwest of Chicago. 

In the Illinois report it was suggested that the quail-less area 

near Chicago might be due to abundance of pheasants. The absence of pheasants 

from the quail-less area of Indiana (compare Maps C & L) substantially rebuts i 

this interpretation, 
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EI It is clear that no birds survive on the unglaciated area and that : 

7 there was a lesser tendency to survive on the Qld Illinoian Drift than on the : 

new Wisconsin drift. The glacial rule, however, while it holds water in all 7 

states so far surveyed, is evidently in itself not a sufficient criterion of | 

good range. As in the case of Hungarians we may have to search for additional | 

and less obvious factors. The argument for such research, however, will not be | 

entirely clear until it is ascertained whether the recent plants make any such 

substantial change in the status quo. 

Observers along the Ohio are of one mind in believing that pheasants 

have decreased during the last ten years. <A less conclusive report of decrease 

is prevalent in Kosciusko County, where pheasants are said to have been abundant 

about 15 years ago. Near Kanakakee, Ill. they are also said to have been more 

abundant 10 years ago than now. All of this decrease is ascribed to shooting. 

In the Kankakee region it might more logically be ascribed to removal of coverts, 

but this would not hold for Kosciusko County or the Ohio line, The problem pre- . 

sented mst be left as an unanswered one to receive the attention of research | 

fellowships studying this bird. | 

Streggling and Relation to Brush. A careful interpretation of the marginal 

notes on Map L shows a tendency for failed plants to disappear immediately in 

the south, to survive as non-breeding old birds a little further north, and to 

Taise broods but eventually go under as the boundaries of the established range 

are approached. One noteworthy case was encountered in Brown County where breed- 

ing birds are found on the state game preserve on the extreme boundary of the 

Tllinoian Drift. These birds are said to inhabit the high cultivated ridges 

characteristic of the Brown County hills and to be fairly abundant. This country 

is entirely different from any successful pheasant range heretofore encountered 

and if it were not for the recent revision of the glacial boundary by the state 
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3 
BS geologist it would have the appearance of being unglaciated territory. The ‘ 

| cultivated ridges are surrounded by great areas of forest and brush. 

Most of the straggling cocks noted on Map L inhabit dense brush 

the year around. The same phenomenon wes observed in the southerly straggling 

survivals of Hungarians. What it means I am entirely unable to determine. It 

seems unlikely that the southern Indiana hills can ever be made successful 

pheasant range, but if the reason for the exceptional behavior of pheasants in 

them can be made known it might throw light on the birds elsewhere, 

Phenology. The following fragments of information were obtained: | 

Baker found a pheasant nest in Wayne County on May 30, 1929, with 

an incomplete clutch of eggs. 

Konya saw a hen with chicks just able to fly in St. Joseyh County 

about April 28, 1929. | 

| 
Miscellaneous Life Mistory. Greyerson, who raised and liberated pheasants near 

Vernon in Jennings County, seys that in that region they roost in trees nearly 

all the time, choosing any kind of a tree and roosting quite high up. He states | 

that this corresponds with their habits in Denmark, Beebe reports nshiies in ! 

trees in parts of the west Asiatic range, but not, to my kmowledge, elsewhere. | 

Only one complaint as to crop damage by pheasants was encountered, 7 

and this was near Argos in Marshall County. 

Silver Pheasants are reported by Pressler to have bred and survived several 

years in a wild state 3 miles southwest of Connersville in Fayette County. 
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. Pheasants Flushed Per Day (Men & Dog) As An Index to 
; Abundance. esti 

Observer County Season Can Flush 

Hiegeman Steuben Quail Hunting 12-15 per day. 

Newton Chicken Eunt- 6 per day (west of Enos). 
ing 

Baker Randolph fall 45 per day by 4-5 men 
"driving." 

Cass and Parks Elkhart & Quail Hunt- Saw only 2 in 30 days 
Kosciusko ing quail hunt(near Nappanee). — 

Mauzy Kosciusko fall 4-5 (7) 

Hoover Fulton Quail Hunt- 0-5 per day 

ing 

Trefz Wills (I11.) early fall 4-15 per day seen by dog 
trainers N. of Peotone. 

Buckler Kankakee fall 1.2 per day if skillful 

Hancock Parke fall 3-4 (S. of Rockville) 

Game Farms & Ege Distribution. The state operates no game farms, the present 

plantings being made through commercial (Wallace Evans) eggs distributed to 

sportsmen's organizations, who in turn take the responsibility for distribution : 

to farmers for hatching. This seems a businesslike ‘and conservative procedure, 

The Terre Haute Walton chapter operates its own farm south of Sanford. 

The present egg-distribution policy dates from 1927, the number put 

out being: . 

1927 - - - - - - - -1,674 eggs 
1928 - - - - - - - 10,040 eges 
1929 ------- 

The 1928 reports indicate that 67% of the eggs hatched and 30% were 

{ turned down as 7-week birds. 
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] 11, Prairie Chicken, | 

History. As might be expected from the amount of original prairie, Indiana 

seems to have been intermediate petween Illinois and Ohio in the original 

abundance of chickens. Cockrum in his "Pioneer History of Indiana" (1907) 

said the prairie hen "was quite common up to 4O years ago in the prairie sec- 1 

tions of the state and in the timbered region for many miles around the prairies, | 

but there are now very few to be seen." ; 

Since Cockrum in other parts of his book emphasizes the great original 

abundance of other species of game, the moderate phrasing of his statement on | 

chickens may be taken as evidence that he never saw great numbers of chickens. a 

What he means by "the timbered region for many miles around the | 

prairies" is doubtful. Me may mean that the chickens followed the clearings into © 

the forest wherever they became large enough to offer suitable range, or he may | 

1 mean that chickens were native to the many small prairies or savannas which seem 

to have occurred in the transition zone between the forest and the continuous ’ 

prairie, and also along the Wabash. Probably he means both, since chickens pene- | 

trated as far as Jennings County about 1880 (see Map M). I do not know of any 

Savannas occurring that far toward the southeast. As will appear later the first 

éreat falling off in abundance of chickens occurred about 1870 or 1880, which : 

Corresponds to the information collected in Illinois, | 

The reports of the Conservation Department contain a definite record 

that chickens reached a very low ebb in 1909, followed by a surprising comeback 

by 1912, Commissioner Miles, in his 1913 report, records that the 1909 legisla- 

tion closed the season until 1915 because at that time there were only a few 

chickens left. Theie were in the prairies adjacent to the Kankakee. Very few 

 fRcrle, he says, knew that there were any left at all. He states that by 1912 
birds hed spread eastward across the state as far as the counties shown in 4 
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yellow on Map M. Estimates of their 1912 numbers were made for a few counties | 

and these are shown in blue ovals on Map M. Miles concludes (1912) that "at q 

least one third of the 92 counties now have chickens and there are certainly ' 

more than 100,000 in the state." E 

Present Distribution, Open Season. | Present isolated bunches of chickens are 

marked on Map M by crosses and present continuous ranges are shown in solid 

prow. It is evident that 7 counties (in yellow) which had chickens in 1912 

now have none. The 5 regular ranges shown in Newton, Jasper, and Pulaski 

counties possibly now contain up to 1,000 birds each, While the birds are regu- 

larly hunted during the 15 day open season which has prevailed since about 1915, 

I did not gather the impression that great numbers are kilied, This is probably ; 

due to the late date (last half of October) by which time the birds are strong 

and wild. I doubt the advisability of continuing an open season, however, unless 

and until refuge coverts are provided. 

I have the generel impression that there are not quite as many 

chickens left in Indiana as in Illinois, but shat the total numbers are not dis- 

similar, There seem to be fewer recent exterminations of isolated bunches 

than in Illinois. 

High and Low Years. Commissioner Miles ascribes the 1912 comeback to the efforts 

at law enforcement and the establishment of leased preserves by the Conservation 

Department. 

At that time this interpretation of the facts was undoubtedly justi- 

fied, but the accumulating evidence that the prairie chicken is a cyclic species 

now makes it necessary to examine their fluctuations in abundance in relation to 

the fluctuations which seem to take place theseihind the continent in ali species 

of the grouse family. The limited deta gathered in Indiana is not of itself 

Sufficient to make such an examination, except to point out the fact that the ‘ 
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| High and Low Years in Prairie Chicken 
Indiana 

Low Ayerege = High Evidence : Year 
About 1870 -- low-------------- Gockrum, "Pioneer Hist. of Ind. "1907, 

: says: "was quite common up to 40 | 
years ago" (1870). | 

Up to about 
1680 (1) ------------- high-- Borst says disappeared from turkey — 

é or prairie, Kosciusko Co. all at . 
once, about 50 years ago (1880). | 

1ggh---------------- ? -- Goffel killed « drift bird in Jay Co 

About 1907 - - low-------------- Gockrum, "Pioneer Hist. of Ind, "1907 
: says:"now there are few to be seen." 

: \ 
199---- low ------------- Miles, 1913 report, says none left 

—_— except a few on Kankakee, Season 

se ee closed till 1915. 

1jlg@-++-----+-------—-™~bigh- - See Map M. Miles, 1913 report, says 
ye “there are certainly more then 

\ 100,000 in the state." 
| 
\ 
| 

About 1915 - ------------- high - - Decker remembers "comeback" in 
i Pulaski Co. about 1915. 

- cub es 

t 

foout 1919- - - ----------—~<high(?)- Stul] says many in Davies Co. 10 
| years ago. 
| Gude says great comeback of chic- 
| kens in Crawford Co., Ill., about 
{ 10 years ago. 

| : 

1gah----------------_high-- Wright says 1925 was high year in 
Pes : Jasper Co. 

a a 

Wet lowe - ---------- = Smith: 30-40 birds on his fam in 
‘ Pulton Co. fell off to 3-4 birds 

Sy 2-3 years ago (1927). 
ony 

‘ * 

192g - a 1 = 6 wy eee Se eee Deckes sevs ess in Pulaski Co. 
Srsiecs than 4.5 years ago.



; 1909 "low" recorded by Miles corresponds roughly to the 1907 "low" well estab-~ i 

p lished for ruffed grouse, while the 1912 "high" recorded by Miles has its counter= 

part in ruffed grouse, and also in sharptail grouse in northern Minnesota. A 4 

complete analysis of the Indiana data will not be attempted until it can be com- 

i bined with the Illinois data, and the Wisconsin data to be obtained this summer. 

As tentative record, however, the Indiana data is given in the attached chart, 4 

: It hardly needs pointing out that the data back of 1909 are very flimsy — 

and not worth sairiiad except to be later compared with information from other 

states. 

No evidence was found to indicate whether there was a low period cor- 

responding to the 1917 low in ruffed grouse. The Illinois report, however, shows 

a considerable number of exterminations in that state about 1916, and this same : 

depression may have extended to Indiana. 

It is important to extablish whether the prairie chicken is a cyclic 

species, because this fundamentally affects the probable returns from management 

: efforts. The measures needed for management are discussed in the next sub- 

caption, 

Prairie Chicken Management. At least part of the remaining establishments exist — 

on cleanly cultivated farm lands with no swamp grass or other yearlong coverts 

except occasional ditch banks. This same tendency to survive on cleanly culti- 

vated lands was noted in Illinois, and constitutes evidence that even a modest 

scattering of state-owned refuge coverts might restore a considerable stock of 

chickens to Indiana. This hopeful fect, combined with the existence of many 

q sandy or peaty drained swamps of little or no value for agriculture throughout 

; the Ieke Region, and combined with the fact that the pheasant program demands 

: the acquisition of a similar system of refuge coverts, justifies me in definite~ 

ca ly advocating the inauguration of a state refuge system. 
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: - The leased refuges tried in the past, while they probably have | 

F some value, cannot be regarded as a satisfactory substitute for state-omed 

refuges because there is no way to assure the perpetuation of coverts, which in 

the case of both pheasants and chickens are of more critical importance than 

the mere control of shooting. As will be brougnt out under Waterfowl, part of 

the state-owned refuges could furthermore be successfully re-flooded for water- | 

fowl purposes without hurting them for chickens and pheasants. | 

Even should the prairie chicken prove to be subject to periodic | 

fluctuations and to this extent less attractive as a management venture, the 

vaiue of such a system of refuges for pheasants alone would justify their ac- | 

quisition. | 

Everything point to the conclusion that the prairie chicken is asd 

always has been a mobile bird with a long cruising radius, and if he can be 

provided with a few dependable coverts during winter and early spring, he will ~ 

use a large surrounding area for nesting and feeding purposes. In broad terms, ~— 

j one or two state refuges in each chicken county might serve to indefinitely 

perpetuate this splendid species. 

Lite History Data. The following fragments of information were gatnered: . 

Daugherty dug up some red fox dens in Clinton County and found them 

full of prairie chicken bones. The heavy infestation of foxes in the Kankakee 

marshes makes this observation worth foliowing up. The prairie chicken survey 

recently started by Wisconsin wili make a special effort to examine the rela~ 

tion of foxes and chickens, 

Smith has found dead chickens which had flown against ordinary 

barbed wire fences and also telephone wires. Fatalities from telephone wires 

are frequent, but I have not previously encountered a case of flying against 

ordinary fences, 
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FE Qriginal Range. How far beyond the 1912 spread chickens ever occurred in Indi- 

ana is a matter of at least academic interest. Their occurrence in Jennings 

County is recorded on Map M. Newsome, who grew up on a farm, thinks there 

never were any in Bartholomew County. Decker knows of none ever occurring in 

Wells County, nor Goodrich in Randolph County. Coffel, a competent ornitholo- 

gist, killed one in 1894 on a cranberry marsh, 4 mites west of Pennville. This 

bird was probably a drifter and may indicate a period of abundance in other 

parts of the state about 1894. Hunt knows of no chickens ever occurring in 

Wayne County.



3 12, Waterfowl. 1 

: Grapnic information on migratory birds appears on Map N. pe 

| Clubs, The only dependable waterfowl shooting left in Indiana occurs on the ; 

Hovey lake Club situated in the extreme southwestern corner of the state at 

the junction of the Wabash and the Ohio. (Clem Schenk, president, Mount 

{ Vernon, Indiana). This club leases a 600-acre lake, which is supplied with 

back water from the Ohio River. Mallard and other puddle ducks are the preve- 

lent species. 

There is a small and probably temporary club on Headley's leke near | 

lafayette, 4 

lake Region; Need of Refuees. The many remaining lakes in northern Indiena 4 

{ have evidently deteriorated to the point where most of them are merely md-hen 

propositions. A few ducks are killed on the lakes adjacent to lePorte. Many 

of the northern lakes have the appearance of being excellent duck waters and ’ 

: most of them contain many ducks in spring. From this evidence it would appear 4 

‘ that the absence of fall ducks is a straight case of"burning out," and that 

the remedy is refuges supplemented by feed. There is said to be some increase 

in breeding ducks in the lake counties during recent years. Many of these lakes 

are surrounded by cottages built on privately owned lots, which, of course, makes: 

the inauguration of refuges difficult except by state action. It would ‘nits ' 

to be well worth while for the state to at least experiment with the duck refuge 

idea on these lakes. 

There is a state refuge on the game preserve in Brown County, but no 

: surrounding water or feed. There is also the nucleus of a state refuge on the 

4 old English Lake, which will be discussed under the next caption, 

J Private waterfowl refuges are maintained by the South Bend chapter 

ati.
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of the I. W. Le As, by Notre Deme University, and by farmer near South Bend, © 

te first is described in a later section (Appendix EB). : 

Kankekee Marshes. It of course needs no repetition here that the Kakakee 

marshes were originally one of the finest waterfowl areas on the continent. : 

Drainage of these marshes started about 1900 and is still in process. There is 

a noticeable tendency, however, for the public to be skeptical about the agri- 

cultural value of the drained lands on the Kankakee, and a growing consciousness 

that either the original marsh or a restored marsh would have a much higher econ- 

omic value to the local community than is now offered in the drained or semi- ; 

drained condition, The proximity to Chicago, and the certainty of almost year- 

long recreational use for fishing and waterfowl, plus economic use in the form of 

fur, adds an economic impetus to the proposal for marsh restoration. 

I saw only the Beaver Lake section of the Kankakee, lying between Enos 

and Ieake village. There is practically no cultivation on this area, which 

constitutes practically a township of idle sedge and grass land underlain by 

pure sand. It is said to be feasible to restore Beaver leke through the ovect tall 

of a single dam, but such restoration will re-~flood the conerete road which has 

recently been built across it. 50,000 acres of the Beaver Ieke section are owned 

by Mrs. Conrad of Ieke Village. ; 

The Grape Island section is mostly owned by the Indiana Land Company. 

The Conservation Department has acquired a nucleus of land in the 

old English Ieke, 

No special inquiry was made as to the financial status or encumbrances 

of Kankakee lands, but it is understood that much acreage can be had for around : 

$20 per acre, 

There is at present no game on the Kankakee marshes except a few | 

temporary ducks and geese, a fair stocking of pheasants and prairie chickens, | 

and one Colony of Hungarians. The heavy infestation of foxes and coyotes, which 
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es scour the surrounding counties with the Kankakee marsh as headquarters, in part 

offsets the value of such little game as remains on these marshes, 3 

Geese. A maximum of 2,000 geese make a short stop at Beaver Lake and Grape j 

Island during the fall. A maximum of 500 winter on a sandbar in the Wabash | 

above Vincennes, and aaother group, running up to 1,500 winter on the east fork | 

of the WhiteRiver in Martin County. The outstanding need of each of these 

areas is refuges, as evidenced by the fact that a former wintering ground on the 

Michigan line above South Bend is now abandoned by reason of being "burnt out." 

Plover. The plover area shown on Map N in Jasper County is used by these birds 

in spring only, but apparently nearly every year. Thousands are seid to have 

visited this area during April or May 1929. They are locally called Bolden 

Plover, but ornithologists inform me that the occurrence of golden plover in 

this locality seems rather uesebeesins They may, therefore, actually be Black 

Breasted Plover. Many are illegally killed. Since this is an open prairie 

Country with much blue grass, and is used principally for stock feeding, there ; 

is every prospect that this area would be permanently used by plover if offered | 

more adequate protection, 

Upland plover are said to breed between Valparaiso and Gary. “he 

identification was not verified, ‘ 

Noodcock. Map shows a few breeding areas which were heard of incidentally 

during the survey. In addition woodcock are seen but not known to breed in | 

Stark, Rennsalaer, and Jasper counties. 
| 

Jacksnipe. Numerous inquiries as to whether there was any fall jacksnipe shoot- 

ing left in Indiana failed to locate any, although many observers reported them 

i: Plentiful in spring. It is not clear why there should not be at least a few | 
s Jacksnipe in fall near some of the marshy lakes unless, as will be brought out | 
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in the Wisconsin report, there has been a serious decrease in this species, | 

i. Yild Rice. The Tippecanoe was of course originally a famous rice stream. | 

2 Mannfeld says the rice occurred from Warsaw down at least to Rochester. . 
; 

Since the Kankakee was a rice stream at its junction with the Illinois it 

3 seems probable that rice formerly occurred throughout its headwaters. Parks | 

says there was formerly rice southeast of Nappanee. Rice is said to be j 

coming back along the Tippecanoe near Mentone. 
; 

q Doves, Hoover reports a great many doves near Rochester in Fulton County. 

This is about where the occasional patches of sandy country characteristic 

of northern Indiana have their beginning, and corpoborates the observation 

made in the Iowa report that the abundance of doves is greatest in sandy | 

districts. 

; There is no open season on doves. There are hardly enough to justify 3 

one. 
: — 
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: ; 13. Rabbit and Squirrel, I | 

The attached table gives miscellaneous facts on the history and ; 

status of rabbits in Indiana as collected from the most competent observers, | 

The map data on rabbits are on the quail map, Map C, under the section on | 

Quail. | 

High and low Years. The spotty nature of rabbit shortages in the North | 

Central states is illustrated by the fact that of 13 observers § remembered 

some kind of a shortage and 5 did notj Part of the § doubtless remembered ‘ 

mild fluctuations due to heavy rains or wnfavorable weather, which would not : 

necessarily imply the existence of disease, 3 

j 1928, Disease Area. there can be no doubt, however, that small areas are some- 

" times swept by killing diseases. Burtsfield reports a shortage near lefayette . 

in 1927 in conjunction with human tularemia cases. Wheeler gave me a convinc- 

ing description of a tularemia area near Kankakee, in 1928. There is little 

room for doubt that there was a rabbit disease, probably tularemia, alone the | 

Tllinois line during the last two years. This is roughly blocked out on Map ©, | 

No effort was made to completely canvass the presence of human tularemia cases | 

in Indiana, but one was reported at IaPorte, which is in the same general region. | 

It should be emphasized that the findings so far indicate that in | 

the north central states cottonteail rabbits are subject to only very local 

and sporadic ehortages. It would therefore seem that warnings by public health — 

authorities should be based on local sampling of local populations rather than j 

on broadcasted warnings, as has been the case in the past. It is clear to me | 

after talking with hundreds of sportsmen that the great majority took notice of | 

e ; the warnings circulated furing the last two years, but failing to find any sick 

1 
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HISTORY AND STATUS OF RABBITS vo 
: Indiana 4 

SS observer Remarics apply to: Remarks 4 

; D. A. Dunlevy Clark Co. Rabbits never very short since 1917. ™ 

2 vy. 0. Keith Shelby Co. Never less than 2/3 normal crop. Short 
z years due to rain. 

s liver Neal Brown Co. Shortage in 1928 due to rains. Several 3 
iS: other local men checked this. 3 

4 &. C. Crowner Owen Co. Very short in the fall of 1927. Back by i 
" ; 1928. Remembers no previous shortage. 
a less than $ normal crop in 1927. 

: q F.C. Mathers Monroe Co. Thinks have been decreasing last 10 years. 

a Arthur Murray Sullivan Co. Crop always about the same. 3 
oF 

f Ivan Pressler Tipton Co. Short crops occur but very local; not a 
whole county. 

a Frank Burtsfield Tippecanoe Co. Scarce 1927. More normal 1928. 2 human j 
5 tularemia cases 1928. F 
23 4 

2 

e Dr. Geo. Hunt Wayne Co. Scarce 1923 and all recent years; only sees. | 
Sy 3 per day. Abundant & yrs. ago. Thinks 

; shot out. . 4 , 
4 Chas. L, Baker Wayne Co, Rabbits hole up in bad weather. Males more 
og inclined to bed out than females. 1927 

very short in small spots. 
a = 

| 4. J. Parks Near Nappanee Very short 1928; 1/5 of normal crop. No : 
(Xoscnisko Co.) other shortage since 1900. Uxcess of males 

| in 1928 bag. No disease noticed. Sees : 
: plenty of young, 1929. Hole up here in : 
4 cold weather, especialiy in 1928. | 

. Seo. W. Smith, dr. Keanna Very short last 4 years. Kills only 2-3 | 
i (Fulton Co.) per day; formerly up to 80. | 

e Harry Decker Pulaski Co. Hole up in zero weather. Thing Wabash River — 
4 atflogansport is about on holing-up line. 3 

y Terry Wheeler Kankakee, Ill. Rabbits nearly wiped out by a disease start- 
5 * a Oa 1928, and covering area from Kanke- — 
5 kee to Streater. Had bright red livers with — 
| white spots. Saw sick rabbits himself in 4 
nf Jan. 1929. Boys caught many by hand. 

El : 
ner Jamison la Porte Co. 1928 crop normal; no sick ones seen. After 

zero weather comes rabbits do not bed out.



; rabbits, are beginning to distrust their authenticity. The broadcast ald 

F may in this way actaully expose many hundreds to disease, whereas local warn- ; 

ings would be more likely to be heeded, . 

Sex Ratio; Relation to Bedding Out. A new and possibly significant observation 

is that by Parks, who says that the rabbits near Nappanee in Kosciusko County | 

bagged by him last fall ran an excess of males. This, taken in conjunction 

with Baker's observation that in Wayne County the rabbits which bed out in cold 

weather are ali males, may indicate that north of the holing-up line shown on 

/ Map C, the males are more likely to bed out than the females, and therefore | 

more likely to be bagged. It may also be that the males run longer before dogs 

than the females, or again it may be that diseases have a differentail action 

on the sexes, which possibility is strengthened by the existence of diseases 

in the state during the year when the excess of males was alleged to exist. 

Since cottontail rabbits are important game from the standpoint of 

the number of people participating in the sport it would seem worthwhile to run : 

down this and other questions relating to 1if@ history and management through | 

@ special study of the cottontail. Without a doubt such a study should be | 

widespread rather than local, and is therefore adapted to the facilities of the 

Biological Survey. . 

Squirrels. While Indiana has always been a famous squirrel state I have the : 

( impression that there is much less interest in squirrel hunting than in either | 

Ohio or Mississippi. No valuable information was gathered on squirrels. Fox 

Squirrels are of course generally distributed, while gray squirrels gre con- 

fined to the brushy hilly timber of the south central tegion, 

Red squirrels are found in St. Joseph County and also Fulton County, 

and may be generally distributed throughout the northern section of the state. 

; 
; a |
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original Scarcity of Rabbits. Cockrum makes the rather surprising statement 

F that there were very few rabbits in Indiana in the early days. “There are 

‘ 20 here nor (1907) where there was one in 1840," This original scarcity was 

) doubtless due to the same reasons which accounted for the original scarcity 

of quail, namely: too much timber, lack of grain feed, and abundance of pred- 

ators. 
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4 14, Rare Species. 

: Map N under Waterfowl shows the graphic data collected on rare 

species in Indiana. 

Ruffed Grouse. As in Ohio and Iliinois, there is no evidence of violent 

fluctuations in abundance of ruffed grouse as between years, which fact con- 

. trasts strongly with the behavior of the species in its main range in the 

1 north woods. Only those Indiana observers who had hunted grouse in the lake 

states knew what I meant by a grouse shortage. 

Ruffed grouse are nearly extinct in the lake Region and Till Plain, 

only 3 small remnants remaining in Elkhart and Wayne counties and on the Kan- 

kakee, | 

In the pougher parts of the southern region, however, a good many 

scattered remnants still occur, and in southern Brown County there is a con~ 

| tinuous range apparently quite well stocked, There are probably additional 

remants in the southwest corner of the state which are not shown on Map I, 

The degree of abundance in the Brown County range is indicated by 

Gentry, who saw 6 during the week previous to my visit, and who says a man 

with a dog coulda flush 8 to 10 birds per day during the fall. He states that 

very few hunters succeed in getting any, in spite of the 40-day open season 

allowed, 

In spite of the small kill it does not appear to be entirely conser- 

vative policy to continue an open season on a species which has suffered so 

' radical a geographic shrinkege within the state. 

Wild Turkey, Map N shows a plant of 20 turkeys made on the state game pre- | 

L serve in Brown County in 1928. It is of course too early to judge the results ° 

this plant. One of its possible hazards is a local antipathy against the pre- | 
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serve because it closed the accustomed hunting grounds of local residents, Cur 

/ ously enough some of these threaten to work out their grudge on the turkeys thet 

stray over the line of the state property. 

unfortunately, the turkey stock released in Brown County is a mixture 

of Arizona and Dakota birds, which probably means that it is a mixture of the © 

eastern and southwestern sub-species, | 

Not only state forests, but a skillful combination of forestry and | 

game management, will be necessary to turkey restoration. The complete elimin- 

ation of large "roost trees," for instance, might be good forestry but might in- 

jure the forest as a turkey range. The elimination of beech, because of its . 

slow growth mignt be good forestry but bad game management because of the value | 

of the beech mast. There is needed a "give-and-take" attitude on both sides axal 

the active prosecation of research as the final arbiter of these and many other 

unsolved problems in the forestry-game field, 

Map N shows that the original stock of turkeys was exterminated in | 

the Lake Region at the time of the Civil War, tne last one in DeKalb County | 

having been killed on the day Richmond fell in 1864. ‘The species disappeared | 

from the Till Plain at about the same time but wild birds persisted in Brown | 

County until 1909. 

Cockrum in his "Pioneer History of Indiana" says that when the state 

was settled one could see many flocks of 50 to 75 turkeys each in a day's hunt. 

he gives their food as sassafras, dogroot, and black gum berries, 

Whitetail Deer. The beginnings of the quantitative idea in game management | 

May be said to date back to 1820 in Indiana, because in that year Noah Major 

one of the first settlers in Morgan County, made the first game census in North — 

America. He estimated that there 20,000 deer in Morgan County, or 53 deer 

. per square mile. This is a higher population of deer than now exists on the 
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- Kaibab Forest, and indicates the extreme productivity of the Indiana game 

E- range, This early deer census is referred to on p. 81, Vol. I, of Carl Sand- ? 

EY wurg's "Abraham Lincoln." : 

Sandburg also says that George Doty in Jonnson County killed 300 

deer in the year 1871. 

' Cockrum says that deer fell off rapidly in Indiana after 1840, but this 

: evidently did not hold good in Johnson County. Cockrum states that the deer 

wintered on mast, and in the bluegrass section on the green grass as it came up 

under the mat of old grass during the winter season. 

Map N gives the dates of disappearance of deer in several counties 

and indicates the extraordinary fact that the deer outlasted the turkey in 

Jennings, Tipton, and possibly Ripley, counties. I am quite sure that the 

opposite was the case almost everywhere throughout the present cornbelt. This 

seemingly academic fact may reflect some peculiar property of the Indiana range 

of importance to present species of game, It plainly indicates the same extra- 

; ordinary productivity of the Indiana deer range which is reflected in Noah | 

Major's census, ; 7 

Map N shows one existing colony of deer in northwest Hamilton County. | 

This stock originated by escape from a deer farm 

Bear. Cockrum says that bear in Indiana were originally nearly as numerous as 

deer (which seems hard to believe) and that the settlers could not raise pigs 

until 1815 or 20. Map N shows that bear were exterminated from Clark County 

about 1840 or 50, which probably represents their last stand in the state. 

Elk. Cockrum implies that elk occurred throughout the state and were larger than 

those to the southward in Kentucky, but smaller than those in Minnesota and the 

: Dakotas, 

: 5h.
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4 Antelope. Cockrum makes the rather surprising statement that antelope 

A ‘innabited the prairie sections around Terre Haute and in the north and 

( northwestern parts of the state--where the antelope was killed as late as 

{ 1810." : 

Buffalo. Cockrum states that buffalo were less numerous in the southern 

part of Indiana then they were on the Kankakee, This he ascribes to the 

panthers, which he says killed untold numbers, Me definitely states that 

wffalo used the timbered sections of the southern part of the state, where 

they ate young cane which filled the creek bottoms and covered the foothilis. 

The amount of cane in southern Indiana has probably been very greatly reduced 

by grazing, as is the case in the South today. Cockrum says the last buffalo 

was killed in 1810. 

Extinct predators are covered under the section on predators, 
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ci 15. Predators. 

Such information on predators as is adapted to graphic expression f 3 

appears on Map 0. é 

Red and Gray Foxes, ’ 

Northward Migration. The most important fact discovered during the Indiana | 

survey was ia diepnrsas northward migration of red foxes about 1913, corres- 

ponding to the northward migration in Ohio described by Charlton and identi- | 

cal in date. 

Commissioner Miles in his 1913 report, in discussing the désappear- 

ance of Hungarian saisiioks. states that they were preyed upon by foxes but 3 

also disappeared "in northern Indiana where there are no foxes," Since Hun~ 2 

gariens were planted in most of the nortnern counties it may be inferred that 

Miles referred to the northern country as a whole and that foxes were either | 

scarce or absent from that country at that time. 

At the present time all observers agree that the Kankakee marsh 

section is badly infested with red foxes, and also with coyotes. The only : 

information found as to when this infestation was first noticed is to the 

effect that it occurred subsequent to drainage (which began 1900), and seemed x 

to date from a time when ‘3 the dead timber blew down and created tangles on 

certain areas, These tangles are regarded by local observers as the cause of 

the infestation. : 

4 The Miles report may be accapted as evidence that the infestation 

began in 1913 or later. , 

Charlton, as quoted in the Ohio report, says: "there were no foxes 

in northwest Ohio until 15 years ago (1913), when they moved northwest and in- 

4 fested the Lake Erie marshes." This definitely dates the Ohio infestation, 
i 
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and the Miles report makes it seem highly probable that the Kankakee in- 

@ festation began at the same time, and perhaps for the same reason, although j 

: that reason as yet remains obscure in both cases, 

Relative Abundance of Reds and Grays There appears still to be an area 

in northeast Indiana and northwest of Ohio where foxes are very scarce and : 

ali reds. Stever (see Ohio report) reports them scarce in Defiance County, 

while Plemings says they are much thicker in northwest than nortneast Indiana. 

The counties known to lie within this nearly foxless area are hatched in red 

on Map 0. 

Tne following additional fragments were gathered on relative abundance: — 

More grays than reds in Jefferson County (Greyerson); both plenty in 

Monroe (Matners); once all grays in Knox, now mostly reds (Gude); ten reds ‘ 

to one gray in Wayne (Baker); grays disappeared ten years ago in Clark (Elrod); ; 

vw all reds in south Shelby and southwest Rush (Keith). ; 

All counties ascertained to still contain gray foxes are marked with. 

a brown circle on Map 0. The prevalence of gray foxes is of more than academic 

interest because the low value of their fur leaves no large scale incentive 

for their control, and to this extent they are a more troublesome game problem 

than are the reds. 4 

Tox Hunting Customs and Lews. Fox hunting sentiment in Indiana is strong 

enough to maintain a closed season on foxes from Nov. 20 to Feb. 10. 

The map shows a few representative cases of where it is the custom 

for the local fox hunters to shoot or not to shoot the foxes they are hunt ing. 
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4 Crows. 

Map O shows the approximate location of such crow roosts as I was 

able to. learn about during the survey. Wo roosts under 1,000 birds were 

mapped. The total record may possibly show half of the large crow roosts in 

the state which are in current use during the winter season, | 

Neither the distribution of the roosts nor any other information ; 

that I was able to get indicates any radical difference between the north and 

south parts of the state as to winter abundance of crows. Since Indiana is 

one of the states in which migratory crows undoubtedly winter, this information 

is of value. 

The impression was gathered that many crow roosts in Indiana are 4 

systematically shot, and that there has been considerable shifting of roosts 

from year to years, possibly because of this shooting; that there was no strong 

evidence of recent increase in either the resident or winter crow population, 

with possibly some reason to suspect a decrease. It would be of great value éf 

{Indiana ornithologists would make the same kind of systematic observations on 

Crows as Jones has made at Oberlin, Ohio. Possibly such observations have 

been made without my ehcountering them. Time was lacking for a review of the 

ornithological literature of the state, | 

The following miscellaneous cases are worth recording, not because 

they prove anything in themselves, but as pointers for future observations. 

Phillips saw a crow in May, 1928, which flushed carrying a dead bird, 

Upon frightening the crow the bird was dropped and proved to be a warm dead 

hen quail, The quail may have been kiiled by some other animal and picked 

up by the crow, or it may actually have been a case of a crow kiliing a hen 

bird on the nest, 
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5 ' Neeley says that Isaiah Miller, who owns a farm in east Grant : 

4 County, protects crows because he believes they keep the grubs out of his 

1,000 acre pasture, which has stood up for 50 years without renewal. 

The standard county bounty on crows is 10¢, as fixed by state 

law, but not all counties offer and pay this bounty. Which counties pay 

and which do not was not ascertained, ; : 

| 
. . ; 
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4 Housecats. 

Table P gives the specific local information obtained on house 

Cat Se. . ; 

Abundance. It is evident from Table P that abundance varies considerably 

as between regions, but there are not enough data to support any conjectures 

as to causes. | 

: It seems possible that the prevalence of night hunting for coons 

has an actual effect in reducing the local house cat population, Many coon 

hunters are of this opinion. : | 

: 
Breeding in the Open. Vandewalle found a litter of kittens in a log between ; 

Scottsburg and Littie York in Scott County about 1910. This was during the | 

summer while squirrel hunting, as his squirrei dog located the den. Botn of : 

tne parents were in the den and were killed. The 7 young were one-fourtn grown. 

The log was located in a brush pile. 

Parks found a litter of 3 young housecats in Freese's Woods just ; | 

south of Nappanee in eon iusko County about 1917. This was in May or June, | 

The 3 young were in a holiow stump, and were one-third grown. The stump had | 

all the marks of a permanent den and was 80 rods from a house, | 

In spite of these authentic instances of house cats breeding in the | 

wild, it seems increasingly clear that such instances are exceptional, and that | 

the feral house cat does not ordinarily breed in the open. | 

Sex Ratio of Feral Cats. Gude is of the opinion that most feral cats are toms. | 

Wolves. 

= Wolves are said to be steadily increasing in the region of the Kan- 

a kakee marshes and the send dunes in the northwestern part of the state, 
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Cats Per Eye Counts Miles : be 

Qbserver Zerritom Soon Bunt Miles Cats Eer Cat Remarks 

D. A. Dunlevy Clark Co, wje-----------+------ Will tree a cat per 2 hunts, but only 
: near farms. 4 

Dietrich Clark Co. l----+---+---+--+--------+- Seldom trees more than 1 per night. 
Elrod Clark Co. 2---+--+--+-+-+-+-2-+-+----=+ Only if dog likes to hunt cats. 

John Vendewalle Jackson Co. W/7-------------+-- -- Getting scarce due to killing by coo ; 
hunters. Used to tree 2 per night, as 
many as coons. ‘ 

F. C. Mathers Monroe Co. - - - - - -----------+- == - = Saw none in 10 hunts las fall. 
John A, Gude Knox Go, l----+--+-+-+-+--+--+-+--+--- Wild cats are mostly toms. 

Arthur Murray Sullivan Co. ------------+--+---+- - - -Preed 1 cat in 5 days quail hunting 1928, 

_Woward L. Hancock Parke Co. -------- 20- 4Wsw---+--+5-- #£‘This is only an estimate, 
M. L. Neeley Grant Co. 

Ivan Pressler Pipton Co.- —- = 2-3 - + +18 + +8 -+-+-2 age ~~ bo : 
3 «6 1/2 In February). 

Chas, I. Baker Wayne County ------- 2-11---- 1/5 -- = This count in daylight. Cats very bad. 

Andrew Konya St. Joseph Co. -- ----140-25---- 6--- Killed 17 of the 25 cats seen. : : 

E. J. Parks Kosciusko Co. 3 aver. - - 1-1 aver.--~-+- 1--- Found den with litter of 3 kittens in 
(8 max.) (9 max.) hollow stump. 

Fred Ruh Falton Co. -- ----- 6--4H-~-+- 2+~-- June 10, 1929, near Rochester. ‘ 

: @eo.W.Smith,Jr. $&.W. Fulton Co. 6 ~+---+-+---+-+-+-+--+-- This is an experienced and conservative 
observer, * 

: Elmer Jamison IaPorte Co. - -- -------+-------+-+-+--= Very few cats. Seldom treed in coon ‘ 

hunt ing. . 
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Wildcat and Panther, : 

: 

4 The former distribution of ordinary wildeats is puzzling. WNone 

a of the many competent observers interviewed in the southern part of the state 

had any recollection of their occurrence. On the other hand Cockrum says 

this species "was very plentiful in all sections of Indiana.” As brought 

out in the Illinois report, they still occur in southern Illinois and drifting 

; individuals are even found in northern Illinois. : 

Cockrum says that the last panther was killed in Washington County 

in 1830 in a "dagger trap." In other words this species lasted nearly as | 

long as the deer which were its principal prey. Map N shows that the last | 

panther in Clark County was killed between 1810 and 1820, 

| 

: 
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(B) land Practice & Shooting Privileges in Indiana, 

16. Summary. As in neighboring states, most farms are closed to public 

shoot ing. 

There are no public shooting grounds as yet. 

The shooting which remains on private lands is largely the result 

of accident, rather than of any deliberate effort by the owner to raise game 

crops. 

The efforts of public agencies to raise game crops by releasing 

seed stock on private lands has been of little avail because of inability to | 

control the environment offered by such lands. 

The fundamental need is for ali parties at interest to recognige 

that whoever is to raise game must control the environment as well as provide ? 

the seed, : 

Once this principle is recognized, the question of who is to raise : 

or harvest the crop will largely answer itself. 

The farmer is the only one who can control environment on farms, | 

because controls are the by~product of the farming operation. ‘The public can 

no more raise farm game than farm corn. Once game management on farms is 

recognized as the farmer's job, the public ought bo recognize his right to com- 

pensation for whatever surplus hunting he chooses to dispose of. 

On the other hard, the state is the only one who can (or does) con~ 

trol environment on large forests, because controls are the by-product of for- | 

estry operations, (Timber owners theoretically can, but do not as yet practice 

forestry.) Once game management in forests is recognized as a state job, the 1 

. impetus to the program of forest acquisition will be strengthened to the on 
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F Posting and Charging. Table Q shows the present status. Maps C and N show ; 

f the small growth of clubs to date. The expansion of productive clubs and pre~ 

serves should certainly be preferable to the relatively unproductive posted 

farms which now prevail throughout the state. If land is closed to public 

hunting anyhow, the more game is on it the better the public is off. 3 

As brought out in the Illinois report, the average shooter already | 

burns up enough car mileage in his search for distant free shooting to compen- 

sate the farmer for better but nearer paid shooting. ! 

Workability of Public Refuges. As in other states, many Indiana sportsmen | 

hope to perpetuate upland game by state-owned refuges. 

They fail to discriminate between species. 

Refuges will work for pheasants and prairie chickens, especially 

where concentrated on (or headquartering in) swamps containing good cover or 

ay cheap land. "I 

Public refuges will not work for quail, because of the lesser mobility 

of this species. The refuges would have to be so close together as to be 

impracticable of administration. ' 

An understanding of this distinction is necessary to the growth of . 

a workable system for management of ceab lands. 

; 

| : | 
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; Table Q ae 

OT gygernax Obsexvation annlics ta: Beware . 
: Geo. N. Mannfola Thole state Knows of no upland clubs, or ’ 
: charging by farmers. | 

7 66-k balery Clark Co. 50% farms don't permit hunting, 
but only 2-3% have signs up. No 

; lands been leas§d. No charging. 

fl. J. Furnish Scott Co. 85% farms don't permit hunting, i 
; but some of these admit friends. 

No charging. 

John Vandewalle Jackson Co. 50% farms don't permit hunting, 
j but only 33% have signs. 

| Calvin Purdue Shelvy Go. Faras 33% posted. Knows of no 
4 charg ing. 

‘ I. D. Newsome Bartholomew Co. 70% farms do not permit hunting. 
Very few posted. ’ 

i Frank Gentry Brown Co. Indianapolis people lease farms : 
near Trevlac in NE Brow Co., on 

a Bean Blossom 2. This is first case. 

2 dom A Ouas Knox Go. 336 or more closed and posted. = 
’ No charging. y 

Arthur Murray Sullivan Co. One farmer got $5 per day for his 
: quail shooting from Chicago sports. 

4 men. Half farms closed;few signs. — 

9] Mover 1, Hancock Parke Co. 30% farms do not permit hunting; 
ES 20% posted. 

} 4% L, tecley Grant Co. 50% of farms have signs up. Can 
4 cae SO aes a 
4 charging or c¢ e 

a Frank Burtsfiela Tippecanoe Co. 50% of farms posted. local lake 
& leased for duck hunting, but no 

> We. Fiegenan Allen Co. Heard of one farmer charging 50¢ 
4 per day for hunting. No clubs. 

& . Geo. munt Wayne Co. 50% of farms do not permit hunt- 
i ing. Wo leasing or charging, . 

®  Avirey Konya St. Joseph Co. Farmers beginning to accept pay 
: for quail shooting, but do so 

: informally. 4 
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Rotting.sndOhancing (con't) ' 

Fours Observation apelies tg! Benexica a 
1 ten Hoover Fulton Co. Malf the farms are closed to 
s hunting. Increasing. Wo leas- 
- ing or charging as yet. 

4 tarry Decker Winemae 15% of farms do not permit hunt- 
: ing; 30% heave signs up. ti 

Harry Wheeler Vermillion, Bager, & Farmers charging 1-2.00 per day 
Clark Go., Ill, - for quail costing ond Fareag 

a extra pong 

4 along Kankakee River. : : 

| Peter Bozarth Porter Co. Nearly all farms closed and post- . ea a/e hunters from mill towns. 

i 
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Be 19. Broded Lands and Game Cover. Various degrees of land desertion 3 

] R through erosion are found in every county in Indiana. Circular 90 of the 

Agricultural Experiment Statéon, entitled "The Washed lends of Indiana" 

| (mM. L, Fisher, 1919) gives excellent pictures of this condition, but under- 

estimates the possibilities of deliberate revegetation as a means of control. 

As in other states, the enhanced game crops possible through revegetated 

drainage channels are not mentioned. 

Skip plowing as a means of checking incipient gullies is mentioned 

and it is gratifying to observe the extent to which this practice has been 

actually adopted. Like other revegetated channels, the grassed gullies left 

by skip-plowing intereperse the environmental types and enhance the game crop, 

especially the quail crop. 

Except on those soils which raise pasture grasses readily, there is 

’ no feasible way to check existing erosion damages on a large scale except re- 

vegetation, and this had just as well be done in a manner which will not only 

conserve the soil but also raise game or forests, | 
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, 20. Gane Crops for Revenue on Marginal Feras, Agricultural authorities and | 
publicists in Indiana are worried over the rate of abandonment of marginal { 

farms and the financial, social, and educational problems presented by those | 

not abandoned. : | 

In 18 southern counties 405,000 acres were abandoned 1910-1925, while 

from 19 to 47 per cent of each county constituted woodland and wasteland. (See 

Appendix D). 

In 29 southern counties less taxes were collected in 1928 than in 

Marion County alone, although these 29 with 4 others contain a quarter of the 

population and a third of the land area of the state, After school aid to 

these southern counties is allowed for, their financial status appears as even 

worse. (Figures taken from a letter from Col, Lieber to Governor leslie, Mar. L 

1929. Wot reproduced because of its length). 

The economic rehabilitation of these southern counties probably de- : 

pends irmetis on restoring their forests to productivity, and this need is 

coming to be recognized by public leaders. What is not recognized is that a 

smaller but much quicker return can be realized from raising game crops. 

The large industrial populations of the cities of Indiana, Ohio, and 

Illinois present an almost unlimited markey for any shooting produced on 

southern Indiana farms. The job of producing such shooting offers the farmer 

cash employment. This he is now inclined to seek by abandoning the farm and 

moving to a factory few. 

It should of course not be overlooked that game management is an ex- 

tensive operation. Southern Indiana farms, by a cultural investment consist— 

ing mostly of skill and labor, will yield a quail per acre per year, worth 

(at southern rates) 50¢ each for the shooting privilege. As far as cash goes, | 

the yield is net. One full-time man (judging by European standards) can man- 

; age 1,000 acres, 

bl



FE Quail management should be a substantial proposition either as a | 

gide-line crop for a going farm, or as a yearlong job for a farmer who 2 

: has blocked up shooting rights on his own and neighboring farms, In either : 

case the Quail crop can, in broad terms, be made to pay the taxes on southern | 

Indiana lands. 

The average southern Indiana farm without management probably is : : 

not yielding over 1 quail per 5 acres per year. (See Tables D and D,)- With q 

management it should, in the average case, be possible to double the present | 

yield the first year, and to reach full production the third year. ; 

The risk of crop failure is an important consideration in any | 

kind of farming. As already brought out under quail, a 50 to 75% winter ; 

loss may be expected in one out of 7 years without feeding. With feeding the 1 

severity of this loss ought to be substantially less. In addition slight ’ 

shortages from heavy rains may be expected every 3-5 years, 

Summing up the whole case, it may be asserted that: | 

(1) Quail will about pay the taxes on marginal Indiana farm lands : 
if put under management, 

(2) Management requires time and skill but little or no cash, | 

(3) The risk of loss is no greater than with other crops. 

The marginal farmer usually has the time. Where ‘shall he acquire 

; the skill? | 

Many farmers already possess a aivaed aptitude for handling game, : 

and could do very well with only a little printed instruction, such as will 3 

ve available in the report of the Georgia Quail Investigation. . 

5 In the long run, however, specific localized advice is as necessary 

for game management as for other crops. To develop and disseminate such speci- 

| fie advice is the natural function of the Agricultural College. ; 
: 1 This is further treated under Section B, Game Research, : 
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(C) The Conservation Public In Indiana, 2 : 

3 al. Game Organizations. Indiana is the first state so far surveyed having 

4 an up-to-date list of game organizations (see 1928 Report, pp. 189), hence it 

; seened advisable to find out what these looked like on a map, The result 

appears on Map R. No organizations whose title indicated a primary interest 

in fish or trap-shooting were entered. 

The following conclusions seem warranted: . 

; (1) Game organizations are numerous and widespread, and have great 

\ potential power. 

(2) They are most numerous where people are most numerous, rather 
than where game is most plentiful. aes 4 

(3) Two or more organizations in one town is almost the rule rather 
the exception. ; 4 

(4) The standard Izaak Walton chapter is more likely to succeed in : 
industrial than in rural towns (doubtless because of the rela- a 

j tively high dues.). % 

‘ (5) Land-owning or land-leasing organizations are much less numer- 3 
ous than landless ones, a 

(6) The typical Indiana county has an Izaak Walton league and a 
Fish and Game Association at its county seat, plus two or more 4 
rural organizations centering at some lake or in some hunting { 

township or village. 

: (7) Only 4 out of 92 counties have no game organization whatever, 

22, Qrganization Policy and Programs. Only one game organization was found 

(the lafayette chapter of the I. W. L, A.) which showed evidence of coming to 

gtips with the realities of the two fundamental game problems, namely: (1) en- 

4 vironmental controls; (2) land relations. A great deal of splendid work is 

| of course being done. My impression of the relative peevalence of program 

3 items is that the distribution of state or privately purchased pheasants eggs 

: far outnumbered all other activities. In addition many have a winter-feeding 
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project, and a few have game farms, refuges, "preserves," predator-control, 4 

or law-enforcement projects. This of course omits fish projects, parks, Scout a 

activities, etc. 2 , 

One weak point is that farmer-participation is the exception rather | 

than the rule, especially in the northern sections, ; 

Another weak point is that fact-finding projects are nearly absent. 4 

On the whole, however, the group-intelligence of Indiana sportsmen 

is high as compared with other states. I seemed to detect a little more open- 

mindedness than usual. i 
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4 (D) Game Administration in Indiana, 2 

23. Organization. Chart S, copied from the 1928 Report, shows the organi- 

zation of state leadership in conservation affairs, and is self-explanatory. 

The budget and revenue of the divisions most closely allied to game 

are approximately: 

Source of Funds Zish &Geme Forestry Perks  Zotel 

Fish & Game Licenses . . . « « « 335,000. + ee ee eo ee eee oe 2 © 5593000 

Porestry Mill Tax... ss 5 + ee 6 ee © © « 100,000 

Dept. Appropriation. .. 2.2 -2e+eeeeee 15,00--- F «- 182,000 - 

(from general treasury) : 

Iunes Pork WG ns vo eee ee een esas ss oe rr re 
(per year for 10 years) : 

Clarke-McNary co-operation... + eeesecee Pees eevssee PF : 

— 335,000 115,000(?) ? 

The present department was created in 1919, Previous to that Fish 

and Game constituted a separate department. as 

2h, Indiana Conservation is "Out of Politics." Indiana is one of the two 

states so far encountered where game work is substantially "out of politics." 

This is, of course, a relative term. The practical test of its meaning is 

whether the department is so organized and administered that: 

(1) Technical experts have been willing to enter its employ. 

(2) Policies can be carried out through a period of years without : 
undue interference from political overturns, 

(3) Regulatory powers, purchase powers, and other discretionary 
authority is so exercised by administrative officers that tne 

general public is confident that the objective is conservation. 

The game division in Indiana qualifies as to (2); some of the other 

divisions as to one or more of the others. The point here is not to compare
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divisions, but to ask the question of whether Indiana, if it adopted an ad~- " 

/ vanced program in any kind of conservation work, could regard the present 

Department of Conservation as a suitable place to build up the necessary 

machinery for its leadership and execution. The answer is that it could, 

The same could not be said of any other state so far surveyed ex~ 

cept Michigan. Most states would have to rebuild their official machinery 

pefore being able to safely start any really advanced program. This is often 

as big a job as the program itself, 

This relatively satisfactory condition in Indiana is due not only 

to the sound organic act, but to the calibre of the director, Other states 

have equally goed or better "organization charts," but are by no means ready 

to start work, due to the lack of executives, ; 

25. Game Program, The present game program seems to be: 

(1) Revival of pheasant plant ing. : 

(2) Feeling out the possibilities of "preserves" in the hill 
country, evidently with a view to working toward the Pennsyl- 
vania system, 

(3) Feeling out the possibilities of state acquisition and restor- ] 

ation of marshlands. 

(4) Defense of the quail season, winter feeding, etc. 3 

(5) Bdéuecational work in co-operation with National Association of | 
Audubon Societies. Field worker maintained, a 

Hach of these items is sound and capable of expansion into an 

aggressive and adequate program. The expansions and modifications suggested ) 

elsewhere in this report are: 

(1) Pheasants. Drop the attempt to plant the southern counties. 
Embark on a swamp-refuge acquisition program for pheasants and 
prairie chickens. See Sec. @-1l and A-10. 

(2) Hilt Country Refuges. Perfectly sound. No suggestions except 
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- more intimate correlation with forestry, and more public a 
backing to get more funds and quicker progress. ; 

§ (3) Marshiand Restoration. Perfectly sound. Mo suggestions a 
except more public backing for quicker progress. ‘ 

(4) Gunde Defense of the status quo is insufficient. See Sec. 
A-& and Sec. E for detailed suggestions. i 

(5) Ed@ucations. This activity has been not as yet described, 
Sidney R. Eston is maintained, in co-operation with the Nat. 
Assoc. of Audubon Societies, to do educational work in schools 
and public groups. 379 talks were given in 1928, 224 of which 4 
were at schools. The project is obviously of great and funda- . 
mental value. : 

It should be understood that these "suggestions" are not for publi- 

cation, and are fore the makers of the Survey. Their purpose is to illustrate 

a condition, not 66 offer unsolicited advice to the state of Indiana, 

26. History of Qnen Seasons. Chart T gives seasons and beg limits since 1905, 

27. Forestry Program; Forest Tax lay. The forestry division is exceptionally 

able. Its policies and program can be measured by the same standards as pre- 

vail in federal forestry work. This, coupled with a sympathetic attitude ee 

toward game, is an extraordinary condition of great importance to the future 

of both activities, 

The present program is: 

(1) Operation of a State Nursery (Clark Co.) and distribution of j 
planting stock at cost. (Output 23 million, capacity 5 million 
trees.) s 

(2) Acquisition of 3 trial forests in the southern hill country. 3 
(One already acquired. lIands are costing $9-$15 per acre. 
Some obtained by gift.) 

3 (3) Administration of the Forest Tax lew to encourage private for- 
estry in woodlots. 

(4) Inauguration of a state fire detection system in the forest 
regions. (At least 2 towers up. $15,000 approp. so far refused 
by Legislature). 5; 
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Ee 
(5) Research in co-operation with the Ohio Valley Forest Ex- 

periment Station at Columbus. 

& The Forest Tax Law is extraordinarily favorable, and deserves special : | 

mention. It was written 7-% years ago by State Forester Deam, and allows 

registered forest lands a flat valuation of $1.00 per acre, against which the | 

current tax rate is applied. There is no yield tax. The owner pays for the 

survey (usually about $10), and must ‘geen as to pasture. The minwmun tract 

is 3 acres. Only 600 tracts totalling 32,000 acres are registered, but this 

registration must surely increase as the facilities of the law become known. | 

The law, and its future extension to woodlots generally, is of 

fundamental Saath to game, especially quail, for the obvious reason that 

each permanent ungrazed woodlot means from 1 to 5 permanent covies. This . 

forest tax law, if widely adopted, holds out more future assuracne of per- 

petuating quail than would a yearlong closure on shooting. : oa 

It is likewise of basic importance to ruffed grouse, wild turkey, 

squirrel, and rabbit. 

28. Park Program. There is a growing system of State Parks, all of waich : 

are "game preserves," but no attempt was made to appraise their game value, : 

which is necessarily limited except as refuges for turkey and ruffed grouse, ; 

One such park, which was brushy when acquired, was partly shee ped 

out to provide for public camping, simultaneously acquiring the label of game ; 

preserve, ‘he sheeped part of course had lost its game value, This is men- 

tioned simply to illustrate that labels are no criterion of function. 
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| (EZ) Game Research and Education in Indiana. 

29. Research Agencies, Purdue University at lafayette, being the state's 

centre of agricultural research and education, ought to function as the ‘ 

state's centre for research in game management, but is not yet conscious of 

this function. The Conservation Department does not lean on the University 

go do its game work, 

whe State Univers ity at Bloomington has on its staff an ornithologist, 

Dr. Will Scott, and operates a biological station at Ieke Wawassee(?) in Kos- 

ciusko County, at which fish research is done for the Conservation Department. 

No game research (in the strict sense) is as yet done by this institution. 

there is a Biological Laboratory at DePauw University at Greencastle 

but this was not visited for lack of time, 

30. Need of a Game Management Text. The Forestry School at Purdue has been 

anxious to offer its students a general course in fish and game for some 

years, but has not done so for lack of any existing text on the subject. 

Zoology, while foundational to game management, is not game manage- 

ment, just as botany or dendrology is not forestry. 

31. Sample Research Projects. The need for fact-finding about game problems 

is very great. Game is 30 years behind agriculture, and 15 years behind for- 

estry and fish in its foundational facts. In Indiana the work has literally 

: hot started yet. Small wonder then that landowners are slow to practice game 

Management. The fewer the facts, the greater the risk of failure and the 

smaller the yield, 

the state itseif cannot afford to spend close to haif a million each 

year on game with only laymen's opinions as to what to do or how to do it. 
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e No other form of applied biology would tolerate the same procedure, 2 

% Nearly every section of this report points out some needed piece 

of game research. To repeat them all in this summary would be duplication, 

Only a bare list of the most important problems already in sight will be 

attempted. 

1. What kind and location of brush tree and grass cover on the 

average Indiana farm offers the greatest benefit from quail, 

insectivorous birds, and erosion control, and the least loss 

: in plough-land or harborage of noxious insects? 

2. Given this cover, what methods of winter feeding and predator 

control produce a maximum quail crop? How much of it can be 

safely taken? What yields and costs per acre? 

3. What is the cause of excess cocks in quail? What is the effect? 

The remedy? : 

4, On what Indiana soils can Mungarians be grown in a wild state? 

Why do they fail elsewhere? What is their response to management? 

What is the risk of cyclic fluctuation? The cause? 

5. On what Indiana soils can ringneck pheasants be grown ina wild | 

state? What are the specifications for a refuge system for 

pheasants and prairie chickens? What is the relation of pheasants 

; to other game? ‘ 

6. What modifications of forestry are necessary to produce wild 

: turkeys? : 

{t- What biological specificiations should attend the restoration of 

marshes like the Kankakee? What other marshes, from the stand- 

‘point of yield and cost, should be restored by the state? 

Ss. By what methods of refuges or feeding can ducks be restored to 

Indiana lakes? 

=T3-



. 9. What fluctuations occur in Indiana rabbits? Why? Is the sex | 

| ratio normal? Do males bed out more than femaies? What is ay 

tularemia risk? Can it be localized by local annual sampling — , 

of rabbit populations by public authorities? : 

10. What damage arises from various populations of foxes in compari- 

son with their recreational value? Why did foxes move north in 

1913? 
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R, F. Wileox 133 State Mouse Indianapolis State Forester — 

J. ¥. Kaylor 133 State House Indianapolis Asst. St.Forester 

Col. Richagsd ee 
Lieber State House Indianapolis Dir. of Conser. 

Geo. N. Mannfeld State House Indianapol is Chief, Fish & 
Game Division | 

frank N. Wallace State House Indianapolis fate Entomolo- 
é 

Simpson State House Indianapolis Asst. State 
Geologist 

GC. %. Guernsey Clarke Forest enryvilie In Charge State 
Nursery 

Elrod Kenryville Coon-hunter - 

Dietrich Garage  Benryville Sport sman 

D. A. Dunlevy Henryville Sportsman 

¢. 0. Yost State House Indiamapolis Asst. State . 
Entomologist | 

I. J. Furnish Scottsburg Sportsman 

Chas. Biederwolf 219 State House Indianapolis Ex-Pres., State 
I.WeLeAe 3 

Horner Phillips Fishmarket Seymour Sporteman ail 

John Vandwalle  % Crosley Radio Seymour Sportsman | 

Wm. H. Settle Lempce Bldg. Indianapolis Pres. Indiana 
Fara Bureau 

8. B. Perkins, III.701 Inland B.K.Bldg. Indianapolis Ex.-Pres. Ind. 
Audubon Soc, 

Calvin Purdue Security Trust Bldg. Shelbyville County Agent ; 

¥. 0. Keith Keith Furniture Shel byville Sporteman 

Alfrea L, Harder Harder Kennels Vernon ‘Sportsman & : 

4 John Greyerson Marder Kennels Vernon Sportsman & : 
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. ¥. B. Stull Hardware Colustus Ammunition dealer 
Dk 2. Hewsone RRO Goluibus Farner : 

Giver eal Nashville Sort. pen i‘ 4 

: §ol Wilkerson Nashville County Sherif? 

Prank Gentry RR Nashville Sportsman 

i 2. B. lyons Chemistry Dept., UI. Bloomington Sportsman 
; F.C. Mathers “ " " " ‘ 
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| 26. Cromer . Spences = Game Warden 
} John A. Gude Bruceville Dog Trainer 2 
YD arteer wurrey Fire Dept., City Mall Sullivan — Sportsman fi 
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Th Wene 3. esi  Ahdeety “Rockville Sportsman : 
: Thomas Auter Attica Farner E 
: Clenent Isley Attica Sport sman ‘ 

q Burr N. Prentice © Horticulture Bldg. lafayette Prof. of Forestry 
: a. HE. Skinner Lafayette Dean of 

FA ton Chemistry Dept. lafeyette —Ofmithologist | 
A Tred. 6. Dobelbower 719 N. Main St. Lafayette Secty. Ind. I. ; 

9) Mek uristicla Supt. of Schools Lefayette Sportsman Pe 
Oe 8. . sins 21% Ross Bldg. Frankfort = T.Welehe 

iu R. E. Daugherty Sporting Goods ‘Frankfort © Sporteman 4 
, Ivan Pressjer Tipton Sportsman | 
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wary N. Hilgeman 403 Standard Bldg. Fort Wayne © Ex-Pres. I.WeLeA. 
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I. J. Niet zgas Janitor, Dunlap School Dunlap ? 4 

Joe Ruch : Milford Sportsman 4 
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rn B. J. Parks Cement Contractor Nappanee Sport sman - | 

| 3. B. Shinn Postmaster Mentone Sportsman | 

i Thomas Hoover Hotel Rochester Sport sman 

2 Pred Ruh Druggist " Sportsman | 
: : Jon Allison ? " Sportsman 

: Geo. W. Smith, Jr. Kewanna Farmer | 

4 Marry Decker Ford Garage Winemae Pres, W. Ind. Field 

| Don Wright Wright Fine Kennels Rennsalaer Dog Prainer |



F bay Suith Wight Fine Kennels Rennselecr Dog Trainer 

: Jarry H. Theeler Attorney Kankakee, I11. Sportsman 4 

. g. Buckler " ee es a 

E Chris Trefs Kappmeyers Cigar Store Chicago Heights, Sportsman 3 
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4 Poul Conrad Hardware Peotone, Ill, Sportsman a 

: ¢. . Stanzel Police Dept, Valparaiso © Sportemmn . 

‘ fr. H.0. Seipel § Physician Valparaiso Pres. T.Weliehe : 

E Peter Bozarth Attorney Valparaiso Sportsman a 

fr. m Powell — Physician " Sporteman a 

. ¢. U. Shields Attorney, Andrews Bldg. Ia Porte Sportemen <a 
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* Woodland and Westeland in South Indiana | 

Total Number Total loss in LAND SUITED ONLY FOR FORSSYRY AS OF 1925 
Farms Area Farm Area Native Waste Woodland & $ToOLAL WOODLAND 
In 1925 In Farms 1910-1925 Woodiand Land Wasteland AND WASYELAND 

In 1925 In Farms In Farms Not in 

Farms 4% of 
Entire 

Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres County 

RE RR A LE LE AES A RR EE A A A A A RS 

Clay 231, 040 2,539 202, 483 9,978 26, 350 2,030 23,957 52,337 22.3 
Deviess 277,120 2,550 2h2, 237 11,175 18, 694 17,679 31,083 67, 456 24.7 

Dubois 273, 280 2,158 253,584 8,992 53,012 19,639 14, 896 87,547 32 
Gibson 311,040 2,394 26,277 26, 825 15, 694 1,409 60, 268 17,366 82 
Greene 347, _ 3,266 286,220 28,853 45,921 2,525 56,100 104,546 30 
Knox 326, 2,367 284, 961 24,126 22,964 8, 402 34, 239 65, 605 20 
Martin 216,960 1,560) 261,765. 23,112 52, 686 4,680 32,045 89, 411 1.2 
Owen 251,520 1,683 194,410 36,522 65, 854 52, 320 118,184 47 
Parks 280,080 2,129 240, 646 15,746 72,298 2, oe ee’ 984 113,870 39.8 

Pike 216, 320 2,029 161,990 32, 733 14,513 1 '» 980 70,954 32.8 
Posey 257,280 2,041 221,742 17,092 14, 922 3,221 = 30, 538 45, 681 19 
Putnam 309,120 2,412 263,962 28,437 72,772 2, 342 38,958 114, 072 37 

Spencer 257,920 2,267 207, 660 28,939 22,731 13,296 46, 460 82, 487 32 
Sullivan 294, 400 2,905 237,409 17,600 2h, 254 51,791 76,045 26 5 
Vanderburg 149,120 1,598 116, 356 16,292 8,298 2,921 25, 264 36,483 2h.5 
Vermilion 162, 560 994 130,005 19,253 19, 606 2,717 28,955 51,278 31.5 

Vigo 261,760 2,428 185,783 44, 793 24,080 63,977 88,057 33-7 
Warrick : 250, 880 2,380 210,535 24,699 14,649 15,013 35,345 65,007 25.9 

TOTALS 674,320 ~ 39,709 3,868,055 — 05,167 589,298 “105,923 “714,160 1,009,386 e 

Note 1; For wasteland in Farms - Deduct from Census Item "All other land in Farms" ae 
5 acres for each farm for area occupied by house, barn, garden, cattle lot - 2 

; and other improvements. : 3 % 
é Note 2: For Woodland Not in Farms - Deduct from "Total Area Not in Farms" appropriate ee 

acreage for areas occupied by cities, towns and villages and areas occupied by iP: 
RR. and highway rights-of-wey. oe, 

, * Compiled by Conservation Department. i : : -
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“4 : Redfield, Cass County, Mich. 6 
* — 

PURPOSE—Wild Bird Rest was organized to promote conservation and propa- oi 
gation of wild animals, birds, trees, plants, fish, and flowers native to this district, 

- and to teach the higher ideals in sportsmanship and the necessity of saving the 

great outdoors before it is too late. Wild Bird Rest is incorporated under the state 6 

rs laws of Michigan on a non-profitable basis, and is promoted and fostered under 
the auspices of the St. Joseph Valley Chapters of the Izaak Walton League of 

America, It is chartered for thirty years and permits a total expenditure of 

. a $50,000.00. Stock is issued at the small amount of $10.00 per share to interest g _— 

i ? \ | as many people as possible with the conservation idea. ae Ol 
pariah 

§ Ald LOCATION—ighteen miles northeast of South Bend, six ‘miles south of \ al 
) Cassopolis, on the Cass-Elkhart road, at the village of Redfield, Michigan, and is 2 

b adjacent to Painter, Juno, Christian, Eagle, Diamond and all of the 170 lakes in 
ui i Cass County. pS 
ag ACREAGE—Wild Bird Rest owns 107 acres and holds 200 acres under option ; 

and lease. Eleven acres are under water, the ponds covering three times the y 

area of those maintained by Jack Miner, nationally known author, and protector 7 

| ae of wild bird life. “ot 

a iy Neyo 2 AGE—This Bird Refuge was started in February, 1925, and is now ready to 
S blossom into one of the interesting sights of this locality. 

ia ; DEVELOPMENT—Thus far the low land has been dammed and eight ponds ane 
-_) ag “Fy created, forming approximately eleven acres of water thoroughly covered with = 5 

UR fs en small brush and trees, giving ideal protection to water birds. Also 1,200 white ‘ ee: 
4 | : * eo pine trees have been planted. Three resident tenants farm and police the property. 9 

4 et ee RESULTS—In the fall of 1926, during the hunting season, as many as five 
“ hundred wild Mallards and one hundred twenty-five Wood-ducks were roost- . 

/ a via ing and feeding at a time. They ate three bushels of corn in twenty-four ie = 

. hours. From September until the freeze-up in the latter part of November, an 

os average of one hundred twenty-five ducks were using the ponds daily. As many 

as eighty-seven wild Canadian Geese spent three weeks at Wild Bird Rest. Fre- 

ny " quently smaller flocks of geese, in their migrating season, visited the ponds. 

oe Mallards, Teal, Wood-duck, Spoonbills, Coots, Heron, Bluebills, Quail, Pheasant, 
Muskrats, Coon, Canadian Geese and thousands of Frogs are all accepting this 
hospitality. Last spring, wild Mallards and Teal nested and hatched on the ’ . 

er ra premises, and in fact all but four of the types of birds pictured on this page aed SN a 

oer have already been seen on the farm. gi a 
"0a Ks LICENSE—Permits are held from the United States Department of Agricul- 
ae ture, Bureau of Biological Survey, for capturing migratory birds for scientific 

e ON + banding purposes. 
oe PR QUESTION—Don’t you want to line up with this organization and restore 

' a ct just a wee bit of the great out-of-doors? Thousands of us have taken away and 

a destroyed much of nature’s beauty and what have we put back? Wild Bird Rest x 
aN ¥ beckons you and also needs your assistance. 
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Appendix F Ge 

Time was lacking for a satisfactory review of game literature, 

particularly ornithological literature. The following sources were consulted: 

oH Books, General 2 

* Cockrum, Col. W. M. "Pioneer History of Indiana." Oakland City Journal Press, | 
= 1907. (Digest of Chap, XVII attached). 7 
Fag Page, Richard, "New Ways With Partridges." Field Press, Windsor Mouse, Dondon, 
ma 1924. (Digest attached). 

Sandburg, Carl. “Abraham Lincoln." Harcourt Brace & Co. New York, 1926. 
" 

me Conservation Department Publications 
nds 
rf Annual Reports of the Department of Conservation. 
sit Lieber, Richard, 1928. 

' w " 1927 | 

ws " " 1924 
" " 1922 

vl Reports of the Division of Fish & Game, m 
t Mannfeld, Geo. N. 1919. --------- - -(Digest attached). 
a Miles, GW. 1913,-------------( & 8 ds : 
d Sweeney, Z T. 1908. ------------=( . . ds 
Lt 

id Vennfeld, Geo. N. “Laws of Indiana for Fish, Game, Etc." 1927-28. | 

i Hilcox, R. F. “Planting Forest Trees in Indiana." 1927, 

| University Publications 

Mallott, Clyde A. "The Glacial Boundary in Indiana." Ind. Acad, of Science, 
1925. Also map. 

- Fisher, M. L, "The Washed Lands of Indiana.” Purdue Agric. Expt. Sta. 
. Cire. 90, 1919. 
“4 

"Indiana Crops and Livestock," Purdue Agric. Expt. Sta., No. 14, 1926, 
q Yo. 15, 1926, 
, :



ee : / ark 

; DIGEST = 
of 

"New Ways With Partridges* 

e By Richard Page 

e The Field Press, Winsor House, London, 1924 

4 P. 14. Gostg: Partridge is bird of poor sportsman. Yield of 500 acres 

: can be doubled within 3 years by 10 or 15 pounds a year, (73.90) 

s Costs per 500 birds of pertridge, grouse, and pheasant is in ratio 
of 116210. Grouse usually cost o guinea a brace, (Sa ) 

“i P, 18. Hand rearihe pheasants largely discontinued since the war. Shows 

a most hardihood on shoots where least hand rearing has been done-— 

such as Sir Robert Jardine's shoot at Wamphray and some of the os 

mid Anglisey marshes. 

i P. 19. Pheasant nests fortnight before partridge and does not cover eges. 

: - Yermig. 2 pr. carrion crows will get 90% of the pheasant eges on : 

“4 1000 acres. ‘ 

B21. Mowexg. Per unit of population 10 times as many pheasants are ‘ 

Milled by mowers as partridges. 

. P. 21. Gonelusions. 50 pheasant nests is all 1 keeper can care for. ’ 

2 3 birds per nest under good keepers reach the hunting season. 

: (Cumberlend). 1/3 of the survivors (hens) must be left over as 
a stock, 

4 PB, 22, Gost of liken’ rearing pheasants before war was as low as 10 

“4 shillings feat per head. Min. cost now 16 shillings (3. 70 Ye 

t P. 23. Eheasents being reared for Buropean market in N.China. In 1922 

’ one steaner went through Sues carrying 3000 metric tons (1-2,000,000 
S birds) frozen, to Marseilles, London, New York. |



5 OE gr Se rage eee ee a 

P24. ERI. MS the “2 
E LY BE g 

5 additional birds costing 1 shillingjeach. Baste counties got the = 

| biggest yields. 4 
4 p.24. Gress Earbridge: Alleges there is a type of bird in the uncultivated 

parts of Cumberland and Westmoreland that eats no grain and lives on 4 

weed and grass seeds, especially common rush. Introducing eges of 

this stock on grassy estates has produced “astonishing results.” 4 

P.26. Carrying capacity. 100 acres of the best land should carry 15 pairs 

of partridge; of poorer land (95% pasture) 5 peirs. ees 

I P27. Jgfe history of Partridce: Family stays intact until pairing, Jan. 12, 
Pairs steke out "spheres of influence," old birds demand igg more than 

young. latter satisfied with $10 acres or less. Westing begins ; 

Way 1. Partridge hates wind, Wests located to avoid wind and get sun, 
Hatch June 15-28. Hen may desert nest if frightened off while laying 

4 or during first week of incubation. a 

P.39. 100 million shells per yr. used in Great Britain. Of these he estim on 

: : See 6 RS ee 4 
; Pheasants .......+s 10% ee 

: MM le a eee 
Babbite sc we sc cee ws 

ees $e ( 175,000) 4 

Wo bieenses issued, 1921... 2200s eee eee es re : 
Reesiyed for licenses. . 5.0.2 see esecececees 000 
Est. proportion for partridge. ... 5. s. eee eee 80% 
Mo. keepers (est.) Bng., Scot., and Wales....... 10,000 

" Wages at 2 p. per week. «6s ww ve nee oe 0 ow wo Agee 
Est. proportion for partridge. ....+-++s2+s+-s 33% 

: Game Rental: ) 
. Areble land... 0.0.6.4. 1 shilling por acre (244) 
e WE i SE CERN SERS 3 crow (609) 

and classes in Great Britain: 
3 Under plough... 2. ee ee ee ee eo © DH million sores | 

ci WO PARE i ak 8 eK SSeS Ss 
oe SR tenes he ee sd " 

a 4 " a 7 

: 

3



a Ayer. rental for partridge. . . » » 6 pence (/2-%) a 
e Ant. . - # + + + © + 875,000 pounds : 

% P, 46. Yelue of game on typical Boglish farm: 

Z 400 acres, 250 arable, rest grass. ! 

, Shooting rental. . . . «4 «6 + os 24 pounds per year, (#//6) 1 

: Census: 20 coveys Part., 10 Pheasant. | 

| Rent capitalised. ...... +» 300 pounds. (# /45‘0) | 

q (Above game can be doubled). . | 

| P. 46. Samples of crop contents. ; 

a 1 partridge, March. .... . 261 larvae of crane fly. 
ey 1 pheasant. . . . . « « + « + 1200 grubs. eo 

: 1 pheasant: 726 grubs, 1 acorn, 1 snail, 9 berries, 3 
3 grains wheat. a 

P. 52. Yermip shift location in March. Work done then will last till 
| j winter. _devebes feck lore Trerriege Hees : 

P. 54. Male cats more liable to "go wild" than female. Wild eats den a 

: . in heymows, caving creek banks, rabbit holes. é 4 

P. 57. Actus cage of a cat ferretted out of a rabbit hole in winter. ’ 

a P. Gl. Pheasant "territory": 2 pure mongolian cocks drove off all the 

native cocks and appropriated "all the hen birds within radius 4 

of half a mile." 
: 

7 

2 Re eon, hawk--kill all, 3 

: Kestrel: Kill only killers. Useful on rets and mice. 

a Rook--ell bad on eggs. ! 

. Brown owl--bed. | 

2 Barn owl--harmless. ” : 

+ Rat, stoat, weasel--ell bad. . 

: P. 65. Bek never found far from water. Hedgehog bad. Doesn't eat 

eggs but rolls them out of nest. '



fee eh eee 

P. 15+ Boosts: Partridges roost on grass land tli Late fall, when they om 

i often roost on clover stubble. ; 

| P. 77. “The prevention of inbreeding is by far the most important point 

gf pertridge preservation." 

Example: 1000 scres of isolated range blocked off by heather hills 

, ana ocean, in Cardigan Bay. Formerly could kill 40 partricge any 

dsy in Sept. Mow exterminated. 1000 acres could yield 200 birds a 

year. (1 per 5 acres). — ; 

Buston System invented 1902. First tried on large scale on Duke of 

Graftonts estate in Suffolk. "Pot eges" substituted for natural { 

eggs as laid, and natural eggs put in incubation or under hen. - — 

pippea put back under any partridge which has set at least 2 weeks. 

(all period 2% days.) Pot eges cost 2 shillings per doz, All nests” 

are mapped and dated as found. . 

Pheasants begin laying April 10, partridge May 9. 

Clutches for incubator are made up by mixing and trading eges, 

18-19 each. 

Partridge vegins feathering nest when next to last ege is laid. 

When lest ege laid all are left uncovered till night when she begins | 

setting. Takes 24 days, but a close-setting hen or incubator will 

hateh in 23. 

System not needed, as far as inbreeding goes, every year. 

P.90. Bungarien Stock. Thinks they lay infertile eggs. Cited Canada | 

geese imported from U. 8. into Cheshire 60 yrs. ago. Still laying 

40% of infertile eggs. Migh proportion of canary eggs also sn



s : ‘ : 3 acer ee re ae 

+ 9 AeM, and 3 P.M. e 
2 P, 125. Disease. Partridge "does not suffer from any trouble corres- 

- ponding to grouse disease (strong ylosis). - é 

. p. 126. Jeatber. "Will survive an alnost incredible amount of wet, but — 

. & combination of cold wind and everlasting wet long grass is 

a deadly." . 

2 P, 127. Selective Bffect of Driving: "It is almost @ certainty that, if 

- a covey of birds has flow 200 yards, the old ones will be in pale 

a front, and this is one of the secrets of the great advantage of = 

. driving." ‘gia 
4 | a 

; i 

4 Guinea... *¢ 3 
Shilling. . 24.3¢ . s 

es ‘Pence... - 2¢ ; < 

. Grown. . . .$1.21 (5 sh.) <a 

: 4 

: i
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Digest of "Pioneer History of Indiana." 3 a 

W. M. Cockrum, Oakland City Journal Ee 

1907. Chap. XVII, p. 4eT & 

4 
Buffalo. Less numerous in §. part than on Kankakee \because of panthers, “ 

which killed "untold numbers"). Used the timbered section of the S. part | 

and ate young cane, which covered the creek vottoms. Lastkilled 1810. : 

Blg. Larger than those to S. but smaller than those of Minnesota and the ‘ 

Dakotas. 
, 

Deer. Fell off after 1840. Before then a hunter could kill 8-10 per day. & : 

Wintered on mast and in bluegrass section, eating the green grass under the ; 

old. : 

Bear. Nearly as numerous as deer. Could not raise pigs till 1815 ot 20. | 

Rabbit. "There were very few in Indiana in an early dey. - - there are See 

twenty here now (1907) where there was one in 18h0," : 

Antelope. "Inhabited the prairie sections around Terre Heute and in the , 

north and northwestern parts of the state - - where the antelope was killed 7 

as late as 1840," : 

Turkey. “were in such numbers that in one day's hunt there would be seen 

many flocks of - - 50 to 75 each. They - - each day would travel many miles 

usually in circular form." Food - - sassafras, dogwood, black gum berries. 

Prairie Hen. "was quite common up to 4OQ years ago in the prairie sections 

of the stete and in the timbered regions for many miles around the prairies, 

at now there are very few be seen. !! 

Eigeons. Ate bitter mast of the red or ridge ask, and beechnuts. In many 
places were roosts used year after year, covering several miles of territory. 

Two of the largest of these roosts were in Scott and eastern pert of Marion 

Counties. 

Panther. One killed in Washington Co. in 1830 in a" dagger trap." : 

Bobcat. "wos very plentiful in all sections of Indiana." —



ae eee ite ee ey ee ei See 

Digest of Report of Commissioner of oh 

: Fisheries & Game we - 4 

; 1907-8 q 

RS (Z. T. Sweeney, Oct. 31, 1908) a 

& 4 
: p. 25. Plants. During the past year planted "1500 birds with good results" q 

i (pheasant, partridge, Bob-white).— Quail now becoming impossible to 4 

get, therefore in future will use pheasants and hese: "Former are 3 

: adapted to hilly, broken, wooded tracts, where there is an abundiens : 4 

| of underbrush and sparsely settled communities." Commission has now “ 

ordered $12,000 worth of Huns. 4 

: p. 490. Pinnated Grouse. "With the grain fields came the pinnated grouse, a 

: for they are one of the few birds which love a touch of civiligation. 5 

: They accompanied the first settlers across the eastern mountain ranges 4 

- and occupied the fertile weliaet of the Ohio and Illinois; across the : 

: Mississippi they trailed the pioneers - - -." _ 

: 2 517. Turkey. Great numbers in Marshall Co.(?), I1l., on E. side of Illinois 

a River, Nov. 1864. 4 

E dD. 571. Ringneck Pheasant. "There should be left at least one cock for every : 

4 3 hens," 
. >. 589. Hungarian Partridge. Weight, adult, 2 to 22 pounds (?), spread 18-22", 

length 12-14", = 

§ D. 590. "The propagation of Hungarian partridge in this country is far past the : 

. experimental stage, and success is RUSE if the birds are planted in : 

ie @ sufficient quantity." : . 

. b. 590. 610 pairs liberated in Kansas, 1907. : ; 
Bi 505 8 " " Illinois, 1906. - 
- 1,000 “ eee 1908. 

‘ PB. 604. 2,000 birds (Euns.) plus 2,000 pheasants put out 1908(7) on leased 
preserves, 

.



p. 605. letters from state as to success with pheasants & Huns., all 1908. ee 

1 Clayton Carter - Indiana Forestry Reservation--22 Huns, 24 cheasants, s ¢ fr eee 
™ eae 

: _ both raised coveys and doing well. “ae 
4 ae Ree 

James Garrard - Vincennes--20 pheasants. Raised 50-75 birds. — = ‘ 

W. C. Duncan - Columbus, Brown Co. Game Preserve—-32 poses 

; Se. 
seen numerous broods, think have 100 pairs. __ oe 

Senator Thos. T. More - Green Castle, 16 turned dom 4mi. SE of 

: town. Saw broods, thinks have good success. __ a 
“ Sena 

: p. 607. Will R. Wood » lefayette--1s5 Huns turned out along Wildeat. All ola 
oe 

2 : and 100 young survive. ee 

: p. 608, Fred R. Liddell, la Porte--32 Huns and § pheasants turned dom 2 mi. 

SE la Porte near swampy lake. Remained within a ae 
3 ae 
5 mile, Think have 150 now. an 4 

4 H. G. Read - Tipton--17 pheasants raised 100 young. : ce 

5 _. WW. A. Guthrie’- Indianapolis--19 pheasants. 4 broods seen. eo 

p. 609. Quail Shelter. Advises planting sugar cane. “eg 

( p- 1055. Snowy Owls in numbers occurred in winters beginning 1885, 18356, 1889, 
: 2 ‘ ee 

: 1905 (big year). Se 

: p. 1013. Goshawi. Rare. Mo dig flights. <a 

a 
. 3 a 
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1909-10 Rr ees 
: 3 : § : ae ‘ (G. W. Miles, 1911) Se eae: 

é ae tae: veg 

p. 54. 700 vheasants planted, "had not done so well as he (Sweeney) pened. 

they would." 5 2 ce 
See p. 100. 240 farmer “preserves now in effect. : Bas 

Sweeney liberated 3000 pairs Huns on 120 preserves by Jan. 1, 1910, 

Miles liberated 3000 pairs Huns on 240 preserves by Jan. 1, 1911. a 

p. 103-232. Descriptions and plats of farmers preserves with dates and ae 

j numbers of birds stocked (extracted on map). ee 

p. 297. “Birds of An Indiana Farm" by Jane L. Hine, Auburn, DeKalb Co. ee 

Ruffed grouse bred there, date (?). oe 

Wild turkey, last(?) killed "just about the time Richmond was _— ae 

taken, 1864." a 

; ae 
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; Digest of 1911-12 Report. 7 

(G. W. Miles, 1913) a eg 

p» 230. European Birds. As it now appears the provision in the law (of os 

1907, requiring 1/3 of resident license receipts to be spent on planting) a 

- -.- was an unwise one. - - - a much smaller investment would 7 

: have been sufficient to test - - European birds in Indiana - - 4 

: $60,000 was expended - - - now it appears that the effort is to a 

prove a failure. S a 

“Reports from - - - 300 game preserves ~ - 2 years ago lea : _ 

a me to believe that we were to succeed with - - - Hungarians, as a 

t they seemed to be raising broods - - To these were added 3000 : 4 

: pairs imported from Europe. Since then the numbers - - - have not a 

increased, but have grown less, and indications are they will short- 4 

4 ly disappear altogether." a 

: ; "T have made much effort to discover the cause of the disap— a 

i pearance of these birds (after they have promptly set themselves a 

: to the hatching of new broods os being liberated, as they always do) 4 

but I have been unable to do so. They - - make no effort to protect 4 

themselves against hawks, but on preserves where hawks are not 

: plentiful they succeed no better than where hawks abound. Foxes, too, . 

prey on them, but in - ~ - northern Indiana where there are no foxes — | 

' they disappear as they do in the southern counties. - - - in some 

preserves they were fed ~ ~- through our last severe winter, only to | 

disappear during the summer that followed," : 

‘ "300 letters sent our recently - - - indicate that the birds are : 

; not to continue here. - - Hord & Adams, Shelbyville, write - - - j 

4 there are very few remaining in this country." ; 
; 4



*Jonn 8 Benham, Bovhan, Ripley Gomity: - - they mati ee 

: rapidly - -but seem an easy prey for hawks - -very few - - are to be a 

| found. " é 

. "J, C. Robbins, Greensburg: I have given up looking for them, 4 

: q "Prentiss C. Telley, Brazil: just returned from a trip over the 

. ground. In 1911 we located several covies and thought we had a nice 2 

E start - - but they have either left or died. No dead ones were - - 2 

: found." , 

‘ "Richard C. Elliott, Connersville; "There are a few scattering ones 2 

i; still left." : ; 

D "The legislature 2 years ago changed the law so that the commissioner 

ee may now use the fund - - for hatching fish, Since this - - the purchase 

. of birds has been stopped." 2 

= p. 234, Prairie Chickens in Indiana, 1909 Legislature closed them till 1915. Very 

4 ; few people then kmew thet there were any prairie chickens left. There : 

: were a few - - in the prairies adjacent to the Kankakee. This Department — 

: ‘ had no kmowledge of them elsewhere." 

2 "Strenuous efforts have been made during the past 3 years in regard | 

2 to these — The success - —- has been greater than we hoped. From - - | 

a the Kankakee the birds have spread - ~ eastward across the state, one - —- | 

: having been recently seen - - in Allen County. In Kosiusko there are 1000, | 

& in Fulton - - twice as many, while Llkhart has nearly as many as Kosiusko - _ 

5 a few in Wabash, a considerable number in Cass, a few in - - Carroll, Clinta, 

: Boone, a larger number in Tippecanoe, a considerable number in St. Joseph, | 

Marshall, while each of -- Iaporte, Starke, Pulaski, White, Jasper, Newton, 

a lake, and Porter has many thousands. Single farmers in White report flocks 

* of 300. Purther south, from birds - - probably from Illinois, I have a 
: ; 

. Teport of one farmer in Vermillion who claims 400 on his farm; Knox Co. ‘



has a large number - -; Vigo and Sullivan - - also have a good many. $ nS x 

the east - - come reports of flocks in Greene, Daviess, Pike - - Gibson, 

"At least 1/3 of the 92 counties - - now have - - chickens, and ther oo 
ae 

are certainly more than 100,000 - - in the state.” : se ee 3 

; " _ . it will be possible - - to allow - - a short late season. a 

"The extrmely rigorous winter of 1911-12 did no harm to chickens in , 

: Indiana, waile it greatly decimated our quails. - - in 1911 qu@i) abounded - 

A particularly in the south half, ‘Then came the severe winter - - this sea- 
3) & é Shy Sh Sieg Nene 

: son (1912?) quails are scarce." ies 
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3 | ‘Digest of Report of Division of Fish and Game. a 
. (Geo. N. Mannfela, 1919) . 

p. 73- History of Game Laws. First game law was 1857; peviesibks killing or 

4 trapping deer Jan. l-Aug. 1, and set up open seasons for turkey, qua he 

; pheasant, prairie chicken. < 

: Hunting license established 1907, and revenues turned over to _ oe 

: comméss ioner. : ' . 

: Dept. of Conservation established 1919, with fish and game es one 
: of 5 divisions. Previous Commissioners: Fletcher 1881, Reed 1885-9, 

t Dennis 1889-93, Kirsch 1893-7, sweeney 1897-10, Miles 1910-14, Sire | 

man 1915-19. 
3 

: (Geo. N. Mannfela, 1922) a a 

¢ Db. 73- Increase of Quail. "Reports received from every quarter of the state oa 

§ beer out the statement - - that quails are more plentiful in Indiama 4 

{ than for many vide. " : 2 - 

; (Geo. N. Mannfeld, 1924) ee 

: » 97. Increase of Quail, "Quail ~ - have increased greatly in the last four. a 

: years, J 

: P. 98. Quail Censug. 1,000 blanks sent farmers (through game wardens) after ba 

: cold winter of 1923-4. 795 returns received, covering 143,325 acres of 

: farms (180 acres average). : “4 

; Covies reported. ..... . . -2,503 (3.1 per farm,1 per 58 acres 

Farms reporting no quail. ... 13. (1.6 of total) 

" " increase. ... 594 (68%) , . 

; # " no increase .. 166 (20%) = oe 

4 4 = aeerensa yo. 3% 35 (44) 4 

" " pheasants... . 31 (4g) a 

" " prairie chickens 12 (1.5%) = a 

St ae era
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PREFACE | 1 

This report is based on three wooks field work. Tt te ine ; 
creasingly apparent that, this is too short a tine to get to the ae 
vottom of even those problems which require merely the collection of = 
data ( as distinguished from real resazoh). Nevertheless the frame 
work of the report is that suitable for a more exhoustive survey. r 
Such @ franewor has been deliberately chosen in the hope that some 4 
competent person oF institution will see fit to fill in the missing = 
detail. the Institute will gladly co-operate to this end, q 

Several regions have been left uncovered: (1) ‘The region 3 
of the lower Rock River and Upper Mississippi; (2) The middle Missie- — a 

sipph from Quiney to Alten; (3) fhe Kankakee country; (1h) The Gales = 
burg region; (5) the lower Fabash; (6) he Vandalia region, ; 

Wherever these omissions have been felt to cast a doubt a 
on the conclusions reached, that feet is pointed out and the neod a 
for additional work emphasized. FE 

| 
|
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3 1, Types.of Game Country. For geme purposes Illinois may be classified A 

as follows: a 

1, The Prairie 21,000,000 32,900 58 

(a) The Leke Region 2,500,000 3.900 4 
7 *"  (@hieage axea) . 

-(») The New Drift Prairie 7,500,000 11, 700 a 
(Wisconsin Drift) eT 

(e) The O14 Drift Prairie 4,000,000 6,300 a 
(Tllinoien Drift) : a 

/ (a) the loess Prairie 7,000,000 ee — 

. 2. ‘The River Breaks io | saa 
a Bottoms 15,000,000 23, 300 42 3 

4 Total 36,000,000 56, 200 100 4 

; Map A shows roughly the distribution of forest cover. The black a 

]} area is the original forest, which with a few exeeptions, occupied the river = 

breaks and river bottoms. ‘he colored areas are the original prairie, ube 

| arises according to teighton's clessificstion of the origin of the surface = 

soil (see Map 6). " 

i 2 Origin and Distribution of Soils, Soil seems to control abundance and " 

7 tind of gone, not only indirectly through sgriculture, bat directly through , 

F plant foods or other factors as yet unknown. It is therefore important to 

/ set forth at the outset general picture of Tilinois ‘soils. a 

| Practieally the whole state was covered by the southward-flowing tee : 

: sheet one or more times. Not everywhere, however, did the melting ice leave 4 

]  wenina the sane kind oF amount of drift. what is still more important, the © 
E drift left dehind when the ice melted was subsequently more or less completely 

‘hurled ty wind-blown loess, and this loess was inturn mixed with drift by 3
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subsequent advances of the ico, and also more or less washed away by sub-, : 

4 sequent erosion, thus re-exposing the buried drift, especially along the 
rivers and creeks, 4 

The surface of the state, therefore, presents all credations of mixture 

of the soils, from almost pure drift in the Chicago area to pure loess in 

the driftless fringes along the Mississippi. Where a moraine projects above 

a loess blanket, or a creek cuts through the blanket, the changes from the ie 

one soil te the other are often very abrupt. 4 

The loess, while resulting from the action of the wind on the glacial — 3 
outvash, 18 muoh finer than the drift and devoid of grovel. The pure loess 
cad the pure drift each carry thei distinctive plants, but these, like the 
soil, show all degrees of intergradation. . 

Tt follows from the above that aay accurate correlation of soils, plants, — 
and onimals is @ lebor of years, not monthe, and that the soils méntioned ap 
charecteristic of the foregoing broad types of game country axe merely those 
which predominate in that type. 6 

Ml. M. Leighton, State Geologist, has kindly prepared a special map i 
(lap @) showing the drift sheets and the areas where the looss blanket is 4 
less than 5 feet thick, ‘Tere would be no general exposure of drift ty : 

small drainage channels in areas of greater thickness. local exposures, =} 

however, may occur anywhere, especially slong the larger streams. The mor- : 

aines shown.on the map in some places do and in others do not project above 4 

the loess mantle, | 

3. Resexiption.of 2ypeg. The lake region around Chicago (type a) has almost a 

pare drift sotls. It is characterized by nuwerous gravel moraines, oak 4 

Covered, and projgeting above a black-soil prairie which is interspersed } 
with numerous lakes and swamps. Some of the swamps are peaty; all of them



all of them form "hummocks," especially when grazed. Most of the swamps j 

% are now drained. The lakes have marshy shores, This lake region is per 4 

E feotly distinetive in its topography and flora, hence it is not surprising —_ 
3 that it showlé differ from other types as an enviroment for exotic species. 

This is a dairy region, and is heavily grased except in the suburban areas, 

where idle real estate furnishes an exceptional amount of cover. 

The New Drift Prairie (type b) cannot be distinguished from the loess 4 

prairie (type ¢) except by its fewer and shallower river breaks and the : 

: lesser thickness of the loess blanket. Both have rich black soil, so value ' 

| able for agriculture that not only have the interspersed river breske been 
. largely cleared of woodland and the remainder cleaned by pasturing, but even 

the artificially planted hedges on the prairie Ateelf have been uprooted te j 

make more room for corn, This prairie, especially type b, originally con- 

tained many marshy areas all of which are now dmained (see lap J). The 
original prairie sod is all gone. Where the land has any slope at all, 

7 _ ¢rosion is bed, considering the high value of the land. we have here, in 

short, one of the most highly artifieialized agricultural landscapes in , 
North America, The more one studies it, the stronger grows the convietion : 

that this strong tendency for agricultural intensification to remove every 4 

. Vestige of tree and grass cover, is a competitive evil, in the sense that 
vhat profits the individual is what ultimately damages the community. The 

| Yeasoning behind this statement will be brought forth later, 

: The 014 Drift Prairie has light colored instead of black soil, and is 
more dissected by wooded drainages than the new drift. Agriculture is mech 
less intensive, hence fencerow covers and even weedy ficlds are not un+ 

et, common, ; 
2 The river breaks (black areas on Map A) are characterised by Limestone 

. 
ad



a outerops and deep loess soil, both increasing westerly. This type, orige 
Me - ingly all wooded (with the exception of « few bottomlend prairics on the = 

upper Mississippi) is now 60% cleared (Telford, 1926) and the remaining 206 
is alnost all s0 heavily pastured that the widergrovth hat dissppeared and 
the forest is prevented from reproducing when it is cut. This grazing out | 

of undergrowth 18 less pronounced toward the extrene southern tip of the 
state, and in the northwest corner, 

Wap J. shows how nearly wilverselly the larger river bottoms have 
Ween ayked and drained. Tn 1920, 75% of the total area in Sneed of dma. 
ace (or 16 of the state) had deen drained (Picksls and Leonard, 1921), me 

river bottoms must be nearly 90% drained at this time. Clearing, of course, 

4 Sroue_and Industries Affecting Game. (see Map B) ae | 
( Dairying predominates in the leke region. Steer and hog feeding pre. 

] — deninates in 12 the other types, especially the prairie types, | 
- | ‘Both of these industries tend to emove gane cover, ‘at the latter has | 

ine offeetting advantage of leaving the corn (either with oF without the : 
ars) standing over winter in the field to be pastured by cattle and hogs, 3 
1f At were not for this standing corn the entire prairie recion (over half 
‘the state) would already be devoid of game. This offsetting advantage 4 

| not necessarily permanent. The advance of the Sorm-borer, pulping markets 
3 for cornstalks, or silo development may, any or all of them, alter the prac. 
a Mee at any time. ‘The restoration of streaubank and fencerow coverts is 
4 therefore in the game sense, an emergency measure, Tf not carried out, an | 
. Area twice the size of Massachusetts may becom entirely naked during the 
o *ritical winter and spring seasons, and hence not only gameless, but also 
| (void of those song and insectivorous birds whieh winter here or depend on ;
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. ground cover, : 4 

There is a thriving orchard section on the loess soils of southern 

Mlineis. This hilly region with its deep soil and the necessity of clear : 

cultivation is especially subject to erosion. The finding of suitable plants — 

to give maximum protection to drainage channels and minim harborage to 

. noxious inseets is here, as Cleevhere, an important research problem, 

The stripped coal lands (see Map B for location »né photograph for ape 

i pearance) are suitable only for reforestation. They will ultimetely provide ; 

good coverts, but they are mostly lecated in the sections leost in meed of 

“| aaattionsl wooded area, Some of these lands (as at Denville) will held water 
| and ean Yo made to furnish a now kind of artificial marshland. ies 

O11 lands, like idle real estate, usually have good cover, but this is 

arent affeet by the secenpenying human popelations, 4 

5. Suitability of Types for Game, The lake region (type =) is adapted to 

| ant ot the native species of upland gant. It 1s also the only region whexe 
é the exotic species so far tried,/ringneck pheasont and Hungarian ae : 

-| really thrive, he limiting factor is clearly lesk of cover, except on sube 

urben real estate, where there is much cover but little grain feed, ‘But for 

avainege and lack of refuges this region would aleo be « good waterfowl = 

| count ry. ; : : 

The New Drift Prairie (type b) supports # bare sprinkling of pheasant, 

a, quail, end chi¢ken, and a few rebbits. The limiting fector is cover, With 

nore cover this could become fairly productive of quail, rabbit, and Ay 

: . ond there ig no apparent reason why it should not become productive of pheas- — 

ents. It resembles north Towa, where pheasants are abundant. 

The same is true of the Loess Prairie (type 4) and the O14 Drift Proirie — 

7 (type e) except that these are potentially detter for quail (by reason of | . 

1 es



er : F = Sgt ene, SS oar By 

F greater dissection) and poorer for pheasant ( by reason of fainter glaci~ 4 

. ation). 
a 

b he River Breaks of Illinois (type 2) have a higher capacity for 
By: 4 

a 

E queil produstion than any lend so far found anywhere. They ore equally = 

‘ good for rabbit and squirrel, The limiting factor is cover, = a 

‘ fhe undreined reamants of the larger river bottoms are now a 

i probably the most valuable large blocks of waterfowl land in America, Lack a 

- of refuges is their greatest present drawback. a 

n 4 

' 

‘ é
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F Range, Acres, Est i 

: it ef ettiiansss Ve a 
é = afk ot Nive te's's's's's'» Seeman * < 

3 1/20 of types 1a,v,4. « ee we ; 

: ‘ : 
os #8 Oe OOS 4 

2 1/2 ef ¢t Soba eee eee eee 1 4 

é Me of BR i.’ oo 4 88 oS Lo eee : : 

1/' of typR Lyd see ees ee + eta ‘ 

— 5 onit All of type 2. . « « + « 25,000,000 
: Holing-up range, type le c 
: &M. part of 1d.» - + $000,000 ‘ 

m4 1/2 (1) of type 1,608 » 160004008 ~ 2 

: 1/4 of types 1b,¢,4. eo ¢s8 4 82-3 2 2 3,500,000 . * 4 

a Pheasant Sihat wes ty > + > > tyme | 
in wild types. ce tee S ; 

2 Maate) ee “4 

3 f ; 1/2 of type Tb. ee ee eee ees “e +44,000,000 . 4 s 

: Hungarian fh of type le ee ewer 600,000 ever eee 2% 

Bi, Partridge Potential addition. . ++ essere ? *.?¢ 4+ 4 

: : Squirrel i of > ar a a ae ae 000, 000 eevee eeee 84 

: head 53 0's eee mame 

: Prairie 10 of type la. we oo 250,000 : 

; Chicken dhner'tyme es > SS oR “ 

_ Potential addition... sec eesee eh oes # 
e 

q 
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3 (A) The Game Situation in Mlinois. " 

: J. Sunmezy, Quail are by fer the most important and valuable game resoureg 
they have not Lost any range in the sense of being wiped out of any large 
blocks of country, but the proportion of the totel arsa capable of support~ q 

ing quail is gradually shrinking. This shrinkage is greatest in the prairie 

types, vat is serious in all types, Small areas which have accidentally re. | 

tained good cover indicate that Tiinois is capable of raising a hewvier = 
| quail crop and sustaining a heavier kill than the best of the South. 

| Pheasants and Hungarian partridge are no substitute for quail in 1 

| miinois, ‘there is no evidence to sustain the hope thet they will thrive = 
| except in the northeastern part of the state and the Tllinois River bottoms, 

| Since the northeast section is the poorest quail ground, theasants should be 
@ regarded as a supplement to, not a substitute for, quail. 

Rabbits are holding up well except in the prairies, vhere, like = 
quail, they are scarce for lack of cover. 

There is a surprising survival of remnants of prairie chicken and 

] = ruffed grouse. There is one remnant of turkey and several suall deer herds. 

Proiris chicken and. turkey eon be yetained if given proper protection sal 

refuges, : 

The abundance of waterfowl in the remants of their hebitet is 
: leading to a false sense of security. Many realise that this abundance 

] prevents » shrinkege of area rather then a thriving crop, but few realise 

the degree to which this is the case. Many abuses and few real efforts at 3 

Conservation are found on these concentration areas, 

: By and large, Ulinois game will continue to suffer a net shrink 

8ge as long as the present approach to conservation problems is continued. 

a



qu the prairie this shrinkage will approsch actual sere. “ag 

a on the other hand, # revised approach, dealing primarily with 4 

F emserving the land ond making it = suitable environment for gone holds out ie 

. the hope of retaining all the present specics and increasing sone of them, fae 

| capctatty quait, pheasant, rabbit, and turkey, far beyond their prosent a 

2 eo 

. 3 OE |



is southern Illinois, These have large bills and arboreal habits, including | 
" the habit of whistling from the tops of tall trees. Nelson referred these : 

ex to the Florida subspecies, but Ridgeway considers them internediate, 

. The original forms of Illinois quail have probably ty now been ‘ 
obliterated by the wholesale importation of Mexican stock. Yew states have 

: diluted their native blood so persistently, or with less occasion, than 

: Illinois. 

‘ California Valley quail were planted about 1910,3 miles east of 
| Hetaond in Mettonry County and persisted until about 1920 (laredge). One 

_ | 0 western quails (protably Valley) is nom to have persisted several | 
4 years near Velie, Iowa, opposite Nauvoo, 111., about 1895. 

E Ustery, Because of the greater area and wider dispersion of prairie, 
st qail were undoubtedly originally more common in Illinois than in Ohio. As 

uted in the Ohio report, they weve hardly found in that state until Lame- 
. wale clearings provided suitable range. 
S As in Iowa, a tremendous increase probably followed the introdue- 
¥ Mon of clearings and grain faraing in the timber type, and the introduction 
¥ of hedge cover and grain feed in the prairie type. Woodruff (1907) remaricss 

e "Of late years the range has been gradually extended westwart along the lines 
» f mallvoads." He probably means westward over the plains states, and implies 
es Yat the quail followed the grain fams which followed the railroads, 
- The increase of quail during the initial period of crade agriculture 
e. “s followed by = decrease, the date of which varies with the date of agricul- 
. | Wnl intensification and the extent to which this was accompanied by over: 

r=



e shooting. Welson (1877) says of quail; "Still « common resident (in HB. 

i Mines)... . , Bxceedingly mmerous in southern Ilinois." One may ine 
fer from this that the decrease in the northeastern section begen in the sev- 

re enties or sooner, whereas it is common knowledge that it did not begin in 
southern Illinois until the end of the century, Huff says it began sbout i 

| 1905, and that @ low ebb was reached in 1912, By 1917 there was a partial 
recovery. Bowman says that Shelty County held up until 1924, tut was heavily. 

| shot out agedm in 1925 and 1926. | 
| There possibly never vere a great many quail in the Leke region of : 

northeast Illinois, Walker (1897) reports then rare in Boone County, and 4 
this is still the case. 

it 3 

, Present Status By Tyyeg. (see Wap 0) | | 
© At Belvidere in Boone County, Rowan says one can find 2 or 3 coveys | 

ina day. Progressing eastward to Waukegan in lake County, Brewer says there ; 

; are only © few coveys in the county. In UeMlenry County Hadelhoffer, a famer, — 
. mows of no quail, Progressing southward to Sycamore, Wetzel knows of 10 2 
. toveys within a 6 mile radius. Sycamore and Belvidere are on the exact | 

. boundary of the Lake region, : ' 
Not only is there this sharp boundary between the quail and pheasant 

a Country, but there is also, in both the northern counties of Ilinois and the : 
, | uthern counties of Wisconsin # gradual decrease in quail eastward and ine | 

*rease westward to a degree not quite accounted for by the difference in coverts. 
: One might infer that quail have some aversion to glaciated country, 

wut for their relative abundance in the distinctly glaciated parts of southern 
3 Michigan, and their fondness for pothole swamp cover in that state. 

| In @ broad way, quail are most abundant in the river breaks (ype 2) 

. Md decreasingly 0 in le, 14, 1b, and la in the order named. In fact fype 2 
; «2.
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contains the heaviest populations so far found (3 per acre), while ype la, 
as already pointed out, the poorest, runs as low as @ dosen covies to the 4 

county, oF 1 bird per square mile, : a. 

fovulations and KiL1s, orves and Gross (1907), in an Yomithological cross 
section" of Dirds taken from Danville to Quiney, August to October, 1906, 
found that on an average there were 13 quail per square mile, or 1 ‘simi per 4 

50 scres, and that quail constituted 1.46 of all birds seen, It would have 

added to the significance of these figures if the difference between the = 
vere prairies on the east end of this Line and the good quail comtzy on the — 
vest end had been recorded, Even without this comparison between types, 5 

however, these figures are of a kind greatly needed but rarely contributed a 

by ornithologists, They are probably low, because dogs were not used. oe 

Table D contains the tabulated results of covey comts and kill 
records gathered from sportsmen and farmers, The figures contributed by a 

1 tewma, Olin, Raff, and Karvaker axe constéored of spesta) significenss tie 

cause they show heavier populations and kills than have heretofore been en 

Countered in any abelies or published by other observers. ‘The Olin figures : 

lump the two tracts covered separately by Bowman, and were given me inde. a 

pendently without chance for comparison, In # broad way they prove the a 

possibility of populations, on tracts of the 100 acre sise class, up to 2 5 

oF even 3 quail per sere, and kills of up to 50%, sustained throuth a series — 
of years, The best comparable tracts so far recorded are as follows: a 

‘a 4



ces 
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a Teble D.--Queil censue and kill, Illinois 

se eT 3 : : “Popule tion : Kill 

Observer - Flace - Gounty tAcreere: Year  :Covies:Per covey:Birds:Acres per bird: Kill tAcree per bird:Fer cent 

YE renee een nen nn nnn fone nena Pemen nn nnnn fen ennn tenn n nanan feannn fone nnnnennnnnn fanaa naan fase n anna anna as fone 
a ae : ose 3 : z ; : : + 

9, F. wensfeld, Jr~ : 435 : 1907 : 8 : 3120: 3.6 ' : 45-3 

preserve (owned), Green county : : 1926 3 21 t : 35 : 1.4 : : : 

dj : 200 tBest yeor + : : : : 1300 ¢ 1.8 : 
an 3 2 averare : : : 3 : 20 : hoo 3 

a meee Fe : SS a ee a eee 
sR Ruff + ol +: 10 yeare : Bic : 75% 6.0 : Closed to hunting 

fers, Henilton county : (This is 2 sample of unproductive quail lend.) : : : 

tyne county : 10 :Seeralyre: 3 + 245: 0.3 footy ’ i 
t : : 
: (Thies 18 the heaviest stocked renge Huff «nowe of.) : $ 3 

J, Boman . $820 St gel gt eo Bore 2.7 iClosed to hunting since 1921. 
, : : : 3 3 t t 

fairsont property, Madison county A : 1geh : 50 3: 20 31000 3 0.2 tAlways fed in winter. Killed 

t : : : : : : 
3 * ““29e8>— 3-15 3 20 «3 300: 0.7 sa few cats. . 

seeseneennn nnn mene een nnn n enn n nnn nnn fenennnn Joomenannan fama san fownnnnnnn fosaan focn anna naan nan fommmnnas foawenennnnnnns peawenn ns 
: : $ 2 t t t : : 

# J, Bowsan BERG oy ROTO ee 8's 20 3: eho: 0.5 t < : 

Linch property, Macigon county : + E928 > 2 18.3 20 213 360 2 O.3- 5 Sat EOO, at i : 28 
: : : $ : t : : : 
: :Best year: 16 3: 20 3 360: 0.3 $250 0.5 490. 
? : : . 2 3 :(Fed in winter. Ten cate yer yr. 

seeneeenneenn en nanan nnn nnn nn nme Pome naan Poneman nanan foc cene fonnaannan ponnne poacacnannnnnna poonannnn jamanmasnnanacs poseasnes 

doin X, OLin . i 250 2 1925) 1 9 20 8 aoe 0.8 : 150 ¢ 1.0 : 80 

Lirech end part of Fairmont property + 1026 4 9> 9 20) dOnt 0.8 »  150=% 1.0 Ha 80 
Vadigon county : : : : : : : : : 

: {SRT Ss 20 «3 180: 0.8 20st 1.0 2.60 

r : 2 $ : : 3 :Fed in winter. Killed 6-10 cats 

4 t : : t t t : per year 

settee ene n nnn nnn nnn nn nnn nnn Jone ren Poser rnn Penn ran fom s en ran loser een rte rn nan n nn deaeanacan famemn mene ee See eee. 

li, 4, Keneker 1 229 3 Sides} oh ay se ant 0.5 : Closed for yeers. Fed 
: : : : Ie : : winters. 

Tnsker homestead, Union county t 3 3 : 3 t : 

‘ DR, Abernethy $1000) 2-5 10RR os 25 op ae nab at 6.4 : : : 

lerrenoe county : : (thie is everage Lawrence county queil country.) : : 
eenenennene naa ean ane aw mman fmmmmenen | ama wine ferem amen famine nee | Ramo pains = Smee See ne ee 

; 3 : t 3 g : t : 3 
' WT, mote a) AbON4 = ALGRSt gS gee 15. 875 ee We 4eo : 50 

: : : : : t ? : : 

Uier Lee form, Clark county : t t : : : : (A little better then avereze.) 
ttteennennnn nanan anna nanan enna Poe nn nnn omen mannan Pome ne [oem mannan fon nan Jorn nnn nn nnennn foosomnna Jaacwensesennns fawame eee 

ar 3 : : : : : : : 3 
pate 5 We OR te We) at Goa Se eyo eat : : : 

Bu comty : : aie act en eee : 
1 : : : 3 3 : : - 3 

Be Beker 2c6RO 5 1928 se Be 3: 20 «3.100% 6.4 :No shooting allowed. (Thinks 
wy place, Pi + t : : : 3 rthis is s little better than ev- 

wttttol Fore 2 County (14 miles ; : : : : : yerage of loccl quail rence.) 

Aenea nnn Janne an fame ee nnn n Jom n ana fern anna Jon nnn orem nnn nen nnn Jonna nnn mn mre OR 

2 Tred : a t : : 3 : sAt least: : 

1 ‘re Leopold, 1 ai. southof Hopper: 160 : 1926 : 8 + 20 +160: 1.0 a ON - vite cs 
Headers 3 3 t : ¢ : :This is a sample of the beet 

Per county : : 3 : : t z rence. 
el (1/3 cult, 2/3 brambly slashed timber. Been heavily trapped. Fox but no cats.) ‘ 

Aa enn anna nnn nnn nnn nnn fon seen [omen nnn Joe saan Poems ean Penman fora ann nanan nnn fonenwanna foasa nnn mana nns fame ee 

ty, : : : 3 : t t : t 
; senate 1,350 1 1928 + : +500 + 0.7 Wo shootin: ellowed. | (Thie ts 2 

; oe 0 : : : t ' : ssemple of the best range. 

—cilbreth farm, Henderson county ; : : : : : ee : t 
Wotan ene enn nana nnn [onen ene [Jana namnenn faraana Janne nn ane fonwnn Joann menna naman fomannaan Jonwana—w wan awen Jawwe sess 

Le. Dadent : 3 : : : t : t : 
a Peo, TORRE oh es: 25/4 60% 1.3 : (Brushy land, small fields) 

: Mert tare, Be 3 : : : : : : : 3 
; wats Hancock county 3 : 2h survived winter ee 3 : 
BY Tea Toe nnnnnennnnnnnn anna Jann nnne Joanna senna Jon nena Jowe nn nanan foo waa fore n nan nme nnnn Jann annn= Inwanmenwannnns foewe sees 

eS eth : + : : : : ' : : 

sant Thon ton 4 2505.9) SRSE ais 3: ok 12-97 36:'s 45 ?This is ae sample of the best 

ange Stephenson count . 3 3 To ’ 2 tetocking in this county. 

ie.) y 3 3 : : 3 3 Fy : : 

Sey tt 

ea



a 
115 =: Best Year 3.0 2 — 

1928 3.0 1 

sega’ pe 
Miss. 

3 

9a cep eh ee eee Stet SFA SSS EE ET Oe 

orwene weneil, ) 1927 1.0 not shot ; 

Kinbal a 450 ; agee 0.5 not shot a 

the Bogle tract on Round Island exceeded in population
 the Tilinois 7 

Lands here reported, but deing an island it was practically a pen, and the 

population was not sustained through » period of years. ‘he island burned a 

off the year after the 7 birds per acre wore raised. am 

he Alton tracts are suburben real estate, on the Mississippi a 

bluffs. ‘The soil is loess broken by Limestone "sink-holes." The topography ‘ 

is rough. There is plenty of grass, weed, and brush c
over, but no grain ¢x- 4 

cept on nearby farms. The interspersio
n of cover types is very erest,~ 

possibly enough to offset the lack of grain, The only monagenent was 6 years a 

of winter feeding and killing 10-12 eats per year. There are many sicunks . 

and some hawks bub probably no foxes. The high population and kill could : 

hardly represent drift because there are less quail outside than inside : 

the tract, ond the outside is heavily hunted, Nor does it seem Likely thet 

th represents to sny great extent © winter concentration of birds raised oute 

side, decause cover outside is scarce and dwellings frequent. That this is ;



P| not a "freak" occurrence is attested by the six years of repetition and the ’ 

E fact that the Karraker homestead, in another county, attained about the ) 
ee r- 

F Govies Rex Dey. A few random figures on covies per day were collected, and ; 
F. are here given for what little they may be worth. This is now regarded as 

aly © rough index of quail poyulations, but it is an index so easily used 
thet the secumlation of figures may be of value. 

No. Govies per day Acres | 

Bownan 1924, best day ? 27 a 
Abernathy 1928, best day Lawrence 1 15 : 

i water ave rage Marion = 1. &10 3 
Till tame vest day Winnebago? SS | 

> best day Boone ik 203 7 

driest zatimate of cunt Crom, cual Incone & taxes. ‘the significance of 
the Alton tracts is that it allows of doubling the estimated possible farm | 
incone per sere from quail, and cutting in two the area necessary for a | 

: sportsman or farmer to lease in order to enjoy shooting. 7 

Tt may now be said with confidence that enough birds for two sports. 
: men may be raised on a single 160 acre farm, with some left over for the 

‘mer or his boy. It may also be said that the famer with the right kind of 
6 land in the right condition may realize a considerable income ewe from his 

tail crop. If gulf states lands yielding a quail per 3 acres lease for 15¢ 
o Mr sere per year, then Illinois lands yielding a quail per half sere might 
i: B 8 for enough to actually pay the taxes. The following tax figures vere 
. gathered at random: | 
es 
- “le \



eS County Zara Land Worth Ig faxed per sere q 

100 1.10 j 
ae 90 

Calhoun 50 +25 

Uiater losses 4 Other Miustustions, the scconpanying list gives the winter 
losses reported by sportsmen and farmers arranged in chronological order. 

All of these are from recollection and hence may be a year or two off--the . 

; losses given as 1916, 17, or 18, for instance, doubtless all refer to the 

hard winter of 1917-18 which caused heavy losses as far east as Ohio ( see 

| D 12, Ohio Report). "a 
The list substantially corroborates the conclusion already stated 

| in the Ohio Reports that winter losses in the cornbelt will average, for 
any one locality, ten years or more apart, and are therefore not a heavy ; 

| enough risk to deter any reasonably determined sportsman or farmer from try- 

| ing to raise a quail erop. : , 

| Map ¢ shows the Line below which the risk of winter loss is believed 
| to be negligible, This line is surprisingly far south, for two probable | 

scenes 
: (1) he sleet risk in central Illinois seems to be almost as heavy 

, as the risk of protracted cold and snow in northern Illinois. 
Most sleet reports are from central counties. 

(2) Weather that will ill southern Illinois quail would hardly 

be felt in Wisconsin. 

: | | 
4 -15-



| fnew Joanen of Quaid in Tilinois a 

: 0 a ¥ Ce Brewer Bad Lose shout 55 yours age, 
(1983) Sangamon & As Oldfield ™ severe sleet, followed 4 

* * en ee : (1888 ow 9) Very 9 ee : 

1991,2,07 3 Stephenson Stephen Rigney Bad loss. Con't recall exact ’ 

1907,8,07 9 Green & % Mansfeld metiohons in July, killed most 4 

Vermillion Chas. He in 3 1913 7 Sparks "iments Ger haa 

Tard Birds said 4 1916 ov 170 Champaign He By mew eet. te ; 

over coverts, Remembers no 
others + here 19 years, : 

191708 St. Clair %, 2, Huff -—=«- Snow and cold in Deceuber, : 
11 7o8 Steyhenson Stephen Rigney 2 

1 hie Fred lashbrook sleet killed quail, 
aS “ "ES tn ee 3 

1924 Sangamon % A. Oldfield § Found several frozen coveys, 
(192h) St. Clair MN. BR, Muff Thie stom: did not kill quail 

south of 39th parallel, 3 

1925 9 Vermillion Chas, BH, Sparke Some losses, - 

123 or 6 © Mancoek enean Spores Next year only helf ususl nuvber 
in apite of restocking with 

pe ah Fy ; 2 

1925 or 6 Madison H, J. Sownan Tremendous loss in Desenber ‘ 

caged Wy 6 and 19 aovepe | dead after ice melted, Crop 
shy following year, . 

1926.7 Bancoek le Cy Dadant Red losses for some wiknown 
reason, 

> ae) " " Wo loss. Crop good, 192%, 
= ‘



eo . s c}. Oe tf es nee ae a 

Minter Losses of Quail in Tilinoig (con't) 4 

a John M. Glin Sleet in December imprisoned 

. senienete Frederic Leopold Probably heavy losses. Bal 

: ” 
weather 6 weeks, : 4 

1928-9 Rock Island Gus Radebaugh : 

Hancock i. 6. Dadant Wo loss where winter feeding 

a practiced. a 

5 Lose in border counties. Less — 

1925=9 Lake ¥. . Breer Bad loss. Wearly cleaned out. —



2 The second reason is not susceptitie of proof, but I em personally 
: evinced {t is a fact, If it is, it further emphasises the fundamental = 
3 importance of not tampering with indigenous strains by importation of Mexican ' 

or other more southerly stock, 

No study was made of yearly fluctuations due to weather or other 

accidents. It is my impression that the types of population curve for ’ 

northern and southern quail laid down in the Mississippi report hold good 
for northern and southern Tllinois respectively. " 

1926 oss, rit Consumption, Tt is as yet too early to appraise the decree 
] of loss sustained during the hard winter of 1928-9. There is general agree, 

nent that there was more winter-feeding than usual, and thet the loss was not 
e as heavy as the depth and duration of snow would lead one to anticipate. 
4 lodge counted 65 quail and 119 pheasants at his feeding station in Pratt ; 

County last fall, of whieh 41 quail and 39 pheasants were still there in the 
5 spring, a survival of 61% and 33% respectively, assuming no shifts. Since he 

feeds a sack of grit to a seck of grain (it is consumed in almost this matic), 
‘nd since surrounding coverts are scarce, there may have been no shifts in this _ 

: instance, Shifts of location toward the end of the winter were very notice- , 

able in southern Wisconsin, and seemed to be associated with eritless feed. q 

ing stations. : | 

Sonifers for Winter Cover, Norway spruce has heretofore been advocated as the . 
Tidkast-groving coniferous cover for winter feeding stations in the combelt, 
Joman challenges this for the Alton region, and says that white pine, Scotch, 

| ‘nd Austrian pine will all outgrow (and outlive) it in that locality. He has 
‘tained 3 fect of height growth in young white pine while an sdjacent Norsay i 

a d *pruce grew 10 inches. This presents a concrete and easy research problem 3 BS |



: 

. sich foresters should help to answer; what conifer makes the quickest, 
YT ssayest, snd most acceptable quail coviit-tn each of the Illinois soil | 

Bownen says quail like Red Cedar, but that it is too slow and 

. ; lacks spread. In Wisconsin quail show no special liking for cedar (but | 

: rabbits do, especially the procumbent species, J. commis). 

The prevalence of locust thickets in Illinois affords especially — | 

favorable sites for coniferous cover plantings. Growth of conifers under 4 

or near locusts is often doubled by reason of nitrogen-fixation by the : 

locust roots. It has the same ability to enrich the soil os alfalfa, and 

in addition the beans are an important winter quail food. 4 

Mexican Stock,  Importations of Mexican Bob-white have now ceased, but in ? 

4 1925 had reached the rate of over 10,000 per year. Map BZ, compiled by the ; 

Conservation Department, shows the numbers distributed by counties for the 

three years 1925, 6, and 7. Only the totals for 1926 and 7 were of record, 

so the distribution was assumed proportional to 1925. | : 

Nothing vetter illustrates the fundamental fallacy in the popular | 

attitude toward game conservation than the repeated expenditure of large 

suns for Mexican quail. 

Such importations show, first of all, a lack of realization of 

the fact that if the environment were in good condition there would be no 2 

need for adding to the native stock, except on thosearens entirely shot out. | 

‘ Complete extermination rarely occurs even in small spots. 

Such importations further show a leck of appreciation of the | 

extreme intricacy of the adjustment between any local race of birds and 

3 its environment. The Mexican stock, in all probability, differs from the 

Ss Rative stock enough to constitute a risk of disturbing that adjustment, 

- a a |
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yu not enough to hold out any probability of succeeding in an environment | 

hin whieh the mative stock had slrendy failed, ; | 
It is the popular impression that the Mexican birds did not usually = 

survive, end in many instances it is the impression that they did not stay | 

were Liberated. Most sportemen claim that they can tell the two races apart, | 

but this may be considered as open to doubt. ‘There are, of course, all kinds ' 

of reports about the peculiarities of the Mexican strain which are necessarily 

prenised on the ability to identify them in the field, The most frequent, | 

which is probably correct, is that they rum a great deel more then the native 3 

| biris. Another is that they roost in bushes (presumably meaning al1 year). 

This may de regarded with some doubt. | 

The most important point to be recorded is the atteupted dilution = 

of native blood in practically #yéty county in the state, Of course, it is 

: just as difficult to prove that this has done, or will do, harm, a it was 

that it would do good. The probebilities are that the Mexican strain lecks ’ 

the ability to unrteii Xs oat bese seein ‘extent than Stoddard found to be the 

i case in Georgia, in which event no permanent damage may have occurred, 

Miscellaneous Jife History Date. I gathered the impression that there was | 

i asseref a tendency in Illinois for quail to gather in shuormally lange covies, 
: Such covies probably represent a concentration on some favorite food supply | 

and hence is information of practical importance to management. 

| " Baker says he saw one covey in an osege orange hedge near Peoria 

| Containing 150 birds. Bowmn reports one covey of 1 birds actually counted 

on the Alton tracts. Stoddard has observed large covies in the woods in 

Vinter in Georgia, representing a concentration on acorn food. 

A few cbscrvations dere alegre the phenology of quail in Tlinois, 
a Vovies were still intact on the Altoh tract and the male birds had not yet



yen to whistle at the time of my visit April 2. Whistling had started q 

fh 4, tsrvonce County at the time of my visit April 4. lvidently April 1 is q 

DD tout the date for the beginning of whistling in southern Illinois. . 

: me travel period or period in which eovies shift location and 

| sex vinter quarters is the lest 2 weeks in October and the first week in ! 

kc Yoventer at Alton, according to Bowman, Evidently this travel period rep- : ‘ 

ire resents @ southward trend as well as a shifting of population, for the 

is yeason that the bend of the Mississippi River at Alton frequently results | 

A tn birds trying to fly from the apex of the bend southward across the river = : 

FF into Wissouri, Bownan has cbsorved these flights while duck shooting on | 

FP the sand ders of the Missourt side, and ong he sew a whole covey of 15 birds 

Bi, irop from exhaustion into the water. This was efter they had mde a half- 

| nite right trom the Alton bluff with an initial elevation of 200 fect. This 

| f costitutes evidence that the maximwa distance a quail can negotiate ino | 

ff tiagle flight is aroma } mile. | 

: Useellaneous Management Date, Bowsan has kept an accurate record of the 

_ percentage of cripples lost in his ow shooting in the Alton region, and _ 

4 tives 3% as his svyerage over a period of years. This loss must be added to 

Z the kill in order to determine the actual removal from any ares. Hence it is 

«ff importance to management to have a figure representing its megnitude, | 

| “The TLlinois data point toward the conclusion that quail can sus : 

_ & ‘sina higher i221 in Tlinods than in the south. Stoddard considers a 59% | 

Fas about tne 1intt of safety in Georgia, whereas the quail record from | 
E the Alton tracts show # sustained annual kill of up to 90%. I% is doubted . 

| Mether the difference in Illinois and the south is setually as great as | 

| MH figures would indicate, but I have no doubt that # difference exists 
4 mi that it is in favor of the Illinois territory. ‘he reason may lie in , 

-¥y- : 

a



: wo caoter mortality fron predatars in the south during the winter porto a 

: wud especially during the nesting period, 
4 

7 pgez-ot tne cunts toublen tn TiLinsia, his revert dose not stent te 3 

. swat the general approach to the quail protien already developed 4s tt : 

|] reprts for Ohio and Tow. Yor the denefit of those who have not seen those 
a 

1) parts 16 may, however, de deiofly sumarised as follonst e 

mre root of the quail problen is to restore the land to » condition 3 

| ents tor quail. ‘The most inportant iten is the restoration of eovers ‘ 

te ig inconceivable that any party oF agency can bring this shout 2 

other than the fammer himself. 
‘ 

Because of the relatively high value of Iilinois lends, 
the famer 4 

é itt have to be compensated in sone way for d
evoting land to quail cover, | 

wren thoagh that cover may be of indirect benefit to hin through the prevention ; 

: |  cterosion and the increase of insectivorous birds. ; 

e This compensation might come on limited areas directly from the state, ; 

: vet for the state as a whole most of it must come fron the marketing of sheete | 

: ing privileges, 

: The sporteman, therefore, will have to overcome his antipathy for : 

: the posting of land and the marketing of shooting privileges, if 
he wishes the 

farmer to raise a quail e¢rop. the farmer can be further encouraged to rais® 

, a quill crop by fiving hin wp-todate infomation on Just how to do Ate mis 

_ | trtomation, except in = very broad way, dove not yet existe Th mast te deve 

; Sloped by research. sme logical agency for performing that research is the 

i“ sgriewiturel college and the state university, where other research pertaining 

, to fam provious is already under way and in connection with which # Lange | 

a emgenigation for disseminating the results is already organized. 

4 State vefuges and state forests will not benefit quail to the saat . 

, he a



extent as other species of game because of the extremely donk ania 

} of the bind, In order to serve as reservoirs of quail stock sush vefuges 
i oe Me 
: vould have to Ye very close together and hence would heve to be toe mae a 

x eroug to admit of practicable administration, - ne ag , 

a tm conclusion, the outstanding need of the quail situation is = 
E 

eae 
me. Bat: 

- to oncourege the farmer to raise quail ty allowing him to seslise on 3 

4 their comercial value, and by providing him with the necessary me : *~ 

a the development of quail preserves and of the deliberate orop a 4 

« ping of quail by faruers is sovered under a subsequent section on Ian 

, and shooting privileges. ‘The relation of queil to pheasants is covered fk 

‘ under pheasants, The proposed research work is covered under nee a 

4 a | 
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| [stor of Flantss Map F shows the pheasant stock and eggs distributed . 

| 19 1928 a8 reported by the Conservation Department, It also shows in red 

a spyoxinate dates of the first plantings of pheasants, x detensined from 8 

d | ine recotlections of sportenen. No attempt mas made to get exact dates be- a 

cause it 1 evident that the whole state his deen stocked with sufficient " 

: persistence and for a gafficient tine to show what regions are adapted to 3 

p produce pheasants ine wild state, soue plantings must have een made earlier 

- than the dates shown in red, especially around the Bvans Gane Yarn in Kane a 

4 Gomty. 
| 

3 dn open season of 5 days, with a bog init of 2 cocks was established 

4 by 1915 and has continued in effect since thet tin ® : 

4 Regults of Plants. Map shows in as much detail as could be obtained in & 3 

. tort survey the present distribution of pheasants and Nungerians end their q 

relation to glacial soils, It also shows plants which failed and plants made 4 

| too secentiy to afford conclusive results, It is evident, of course, om 4 

: this record includes only # very small proportion of the total plants made. 4 

- No plants were recorded except where there was definite evidence of either : 7 

: establishnent or failure, or where wnconclusive plants had been made in @ a 

| locelity where the results should be watched with special interest. the 4 

4 7 question of what this map shows as to what constitutes phéasant range is dise 3 

- cussed in a subsequent caption. oh aiid sertide nich to say stud ie Re 

< / is definitely established and thriving in that part of the Leke region rane 

| in red. have in some evidense of further apread Weing in yrveens, eopeeially 

= southward. In the yest of the state there is nowhere = sufficient muber of 

: E Conclusive establishments to clearly warrant classification as established 4 

220 
be
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Map 6 
Preliminary sketch map of glacial moraines of Tllinois - 1929 

Subject to revision according to studies in progress 3 

= (after Leverett, Leighton, MacClintock, and others) Prepared by Kk. Ui. Leighton 
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sron taste County to Seott County, This stretch of the Iklinots River = 

syprmntly corresponds to the ribbon-like extension of shessent range slong oad 

ue Setote River in Ohio. 7 

the next nearest approach to conclusive exteblishuent ie found in 

‘ne creck: bottoms of Sengamon, Macoupin, and Green. The esteblishnents in — " 

taneoek, WeDonowh, end Jo Devious eountios are besed on the reports of a 

qnly 1 to 3 persons in each case and should be only tentatively accepted, a 

me establishments in Champaign and Vermillion counties show little aggression eo 

and thin populations, probably due to lack of cover. There are probably a 

good establishnents in the Kenkskee region on which no date was obtained, a 

me question marks in Stephenson ant let Lenton indicate a condition = 

sinilar to Champaign county, only still wesker. i 

the phonsant is one of the most difficult of all birds to cover ty 

census. ‘This is because they do not fom covies, have a relatively wide . 

cruising radius, snd ere often impossible to flush when they have taken refuge 4 

in sraup grass. Only one census was obtained: a farmer in Sangamon County 

spt careful wateh om his birds and determined that he had 23 on 260 (7) soxem 

or per 7 coves ‘Geis in protebly an éphinen figens fer Songun tom 

sn index to abundance which is less sotisfectory,dut more easily = 

obtained, is pheasants flushed per day in hunting. The following figures a 

were obtained and have been arranged to represent progression from northeast 4 

to ie They probably represent optimum rather than sverage eae a = 

Bi



(a ee ee Hexen Fer Dov with Dog 7 Brover lake Saibis7 ? BS a 
; Nadelhoffer take - Gurney ? 4 2 

Boren Melenry = Big Slowh 25 4 
. Vilson MeBenry Marengo eS . a 
: fakeley Melienry Harvard 7 ats i 

Masselman Seott Naples 1925 a 4 
Sparks Rancack Augusta =--1928 is 7 
lashbrook Morgan Meredosin =? a2" 

: Radebeugh Champaign ? GT a 
, Hanlin Policy, As in other states, distribution of state stock has taken 

, the form of eggs and 10 week birds. Mo officiel figures on results from 4 
“ee distribution haye been published but Radebaugh gave the following figures 

: in a public address: eh 
| 

Ag 

. Total Loss Before Liberation . . 26% 
Birds Literated.......... 216 4 

: 
: , Te prevailing sentient seems to regard this net success of 21% “ “* t00 low, and there is a proposal to abandon the policy of furnishing ; 

*ees to formers and Sportemen on this account. It would cope however, 4 
that 21% fs not a wholly unsatisfactory figure in comparison with similar i 

i Work in other states, 

Map F shows thet both birds and eges are still distributed states 3 
4 "ide without any regard for the sucess or failure of past Plantings. Ohio x



F follors the same policy of state-wide distribution regartiens of historie:! 
— evidence of success. Iowa is the only state so far encombered which has 

discontinued distribution to those regions obviously unsuited to support ; 
pheasents in a wild state, Map E would indicate that it is futile te cone 4 
tinue distribution in the southern counties and at least of doubtful adyisi- 
bility to continue distribution in the loess prairie. type except on the 

large river bottoms, 

Tamm Sentiment. Throughout T1linois one encounters the impression that the ’ 
mijority of famers are opposed to the establishment of pheasants. In sone 
cases the reason given is fear of erop damage, in others alleged interference 

vith quail, Mo allegations of actual damage which seen substantial were ene ; 
countered, although there was some Complaint in northeast DeKalb County. It ' 
is evident, however, that adverse sentiment on the part of farmers is more 

4. inportant than the doubling or tripling of stocking operations, because out- 
| Mt of the take region and the Illinois River Yottons it would be aay for 

sry fuer to exterminate the binds Af he wished to. The existence of this 
Adverse sentiment emphasizes the urgency of an impartial and scientific ine ‘ 

: Yestigation of pheasant food habits and relation to native species. ‘the : 
Teslts would carry the most weight if conducted by an agriculture college, a 

Testor of Productivity, The only new information obtained on factors affect. 
ing pheasants was on damage by floods in the Tlinois bottoms. Phelps says 
that pheasants were very numerous on some of the bottoms below Beardstown j 
wmtil the flood of 1926 broke the dykes and dromed them out. He says that 7 
the Vinds do not try to fly to the adjacent uplands, but simply sit one high 
Mace until foreed off by the water, after which they hop into a tree where 
Whey either starve or are chased out by hawks, A similar report of flood



| gases vas obtained at Peoria, ‘this apparent insbility to cope with | 

GF rigots 1s sonerhat surprising veceuse of the frequency of floods in the 
E " guinese range of the species and the fact that Beebe reports that the : 

E bird occasionally swims, Its general aptitude for water is yell known, (a 

It should be emshaeived here that the relative importance of , | 

various factors of productivity has never been quantitatively detersined 

| tither in Mlinois or elsewhere, and witil this is done we can only guess : 
at the answer to management questions. 2 

In the lake regiond swamps are obviously the mainstay of this ‘A 

species, In the other parts of the state it is found principally in or 

near river bottoms or upland sloughs or near the banks of drainage ditches, ‘ 

In each case the indication is that cover constitutes the limiting factor 

3 and on suitable soils determines the distribution and abundance of pheasants. i 

It has already been stated that the New Drift Prairie type would probably 

: mke excellent pheasant ground bgt for the almost complete absence of cover. 
| It reusing a pusgle that this type should be notably unproductive while the : 

| glaciated prairie of Iowa with the seme large comafielas with standing corn 
| J] ta winter and with on apparently sintlar lock of grassy sloughs or drars 
z thould support an abundance of these birds. : , 

«| Dib Constitutes Meosant Rance: Relation to Drift Soils, the complex inter ” 
: mixture of drift and non-drift soils in all of the Illinois types except the 

lake region has already been discussed in Fart I. the results of plantings 
= to date have also been discussed, It remains to interpret those results in | 

| tet bearing on the hypothesis first advanced in the Iows Report that the 
= heeessful establishment of ringneck pheasant in a wild state is limited to 

. Slesial drift soils, and the corollary of that hypothesis developed in the 

4 Ohio Report is that the species may extend beyond the glecial drift soils on :



river bottoms where drift material has been transported by streams. 1 

z the final verification of this hypothesis must rest upon much 4 

. nore careful and detailed work then is possible in this préliminary survey, = 

= 1 tap Mlinois work, however, seems to substantiate the following conclusions: | 

3 (1) Pheasent plants have uniformly failed in the firiftless ares of : 

, extreme southern Illinois ( see Map @), 

: (2) They have failed throughout the Mississippi bottoms and the lower 

; [iinois bottoms except possibly at Lima Lake in Adams County, Crystal lake = 

in Henderson County, near Galena in Jo Daviess County and at Rock Island, | 

| there are many pheasants near Rock Island but it is understood thet the | 

stocking has been so heavy that the ¢ase is not conclusive. 

ee (3) The loess types show some clear failures, some clear successes, + 

and some cases of persistence without aggression. The successes, so far as. 

t I vas able to investigate, are mostly on stream bottoms or near projecting : 

| moraines where drift material would be expected. | 
(W) tee date for the GLA Britt Praivie is wasenciuaten seve fer fengie 

; non and Mecoupin counties, where there is an uidoubted establishuent along | 
: streams, | 

: (5) on the New Drift Prairie the species is a. success wherever cover 

; pemaits,and the adherence of successes to the vicinity of moraines is very = 
: suggestive, These locations were all finally mapped before being compared ! 

: with the location of moraines. : : 

a (6) the Seni ‘ighity vais: te Wha any: Gites Gop Alona | 

- | == ton, is clearly a suecess, According to this evidence it would appear that | 

. |] te elecial rule holds in Tlinois but should be subjected to further and | 
a Much more careful tests vefore final acceptance is justified. 

a Stete-pere-ternine cperetiome ore-covered-under-the-section-om | 

rn | 
—-— -21- |



| iaferprenation of the Glaciation Rule. M. M. Leighton, State Geologist, 7 

4 gcosts that the age of a soil deposit affects the snount of lime it con | 

E teins, and that this might readily determine the presence of plants neces- : 

saty to the welfare of pheasants. fhe most recent glacial soils are high- i 

gst in Lime because the Limestone pebbles have not had time to dissolve. 

pSeLovejoy of Michigan previously suggested this saue interpretation. { 

Leighton says the Wisconsin deift in Illinois still is a young 4 

| soil still containing Lime pebbles. He points out that the Maumee lake : 

soils in northwestern Ohio, the Waukesha County soils of southeastern Wis- 3 

consin, and the Spirit lake soils of north Iowa, on all of which Hungarians 1 

thrive, are all younger than the soils of central Ohio on which they do not. 

This might be taken to support my original hypothesis to the effect that ( 

phensents and Hungarians are Limited by the seme thing, only the Hungarians 

are even more exacting than the pheasants in the limitetions they will tol- " 

erate, x 

Of course the Lime hypothesis as an interpretation of the glaciation 

hypothesis can hardly be said to hold water until it is determined through 

vhat plants, or in what other ways, the lime affects the birds. 4 

Evans Game Fam. tne Bvons Gene Tarn ot St. Charles was visited but since it 

vas laying season and inadvisable to disturb the pens no special study of 

methods or equipment was attempted. 

The output was 15,000 birds in 1928, the price avereging $3.00 

per bird. 

The ege output is of course very great. Missouri alone bought : 

10,000 eggs in 1927 (plus 1,500 birds in 1928). : 

: The cocks are used for breeding only one yeor, Some hens are used . 

Pa 

cad



6 tne second year for early eggs. et ; 

: No quail and few Hungorians are raised. The latter lay only " 

ynen given pens so large as to represent practically natural condition, 

Mr. Bvans is of the opinion thet there are no geographic limits —® 

to success with wild pheasants, provided sufficient conialouie. sik. | 

cover are provided. — 2 4 

that the grestest abundance of pheasants and the greatest scarcity of ; 

quail both occur in the Lake region might lead to the conclusion that the = 

pheasants interfere with the quail. This conclusion would be supported by _ 

the fact that in south-central Wisconsin, in not dissimilar country, there : 

are fewer pheasants (only recently stocked) and more quail. 3 

The conclusion is contradicted, however, by the fact that in 

southeast Michigan, in not dissimilar country, there are plenty of both, 3 

and by the fact that the scarcity of quail seems to out-date the intro- } 

:4 duction of pheasants, Nelson reporting them as only "common" as far back ' 

as 1877. : 

Cann of the University of Illinois is just publishing @ peper om 3 

the relation of quail and pheasant. i 

This is not a closed question, The purpose of this discussion is 

simply to show that the Illinois Survey has yielded no strong evidence of 

interference. It has yielded most convincing evidence (also found in other 

states, especially Iowa) that good quail country and good pheasant country ; 

are two different things, with only a narrow overlapping zone, and hence 

: the pheasant is by no means to be regarded as a substitute for quail. : 

- Tllinois sportsmen commonly state that “the pheasant has adapted 

@ !



- himself to intensive agriculture through thousands of years of evolution 4 

4 in Chins," with the implication that ne will therefore thrive on the ie 
3 Ilinois prairie. Beebe makes it clear that the pheasant ie just as 4 

. dependent on the dense reed-beds of China as he is on the glacial seams 
ais : a 

- of Tilinois, and that he feeds in the paddy fields because they are every 

: where intersected with little grass-crown ridges throw up for purposes % 

: of irrigation, When the reeds are cut he takes to the hills. a 

He apparently needs cover just Like any other game. a



a 7. 10. Hungarian Partridge. 

, Histor of Plante: Relation to Wisconsin Plants. The date of the first \ 
; plantings in the Chicago area has not been accurately determined. The fol- 

: lowing ought to know best: 

‘ Evans St. Charles "Been here 12-15 years" 1917,18,0r 19 

| sangre Waukegan Moen hove 12 years" igus | 
| Haredge Richmond. " 16-20 years ago" 1915 

: Stratton Ingleside sia sini cis ite cdlnceiba dicce ee q 

The importance of this date is in determining whether the Illinois 

| stock could have cone in port from the Pabst plantings in Waukesha County, = 

| Hiseonsin, which began about 1905 ( ¥.¥.Cock). Bvidently the Wisconsin 
plantings were the earlier. Tentative Wisconsin deta indicates that they 

had spread into northern Walworth County ( on the border north of McHenry __ 

County, TLlimois) by 1920, and inte southern Walworth Gounty by 1923. Sines 

they appeared in northwest McHenry County in 1924 (Wakeley) it seems-likely 

that the northwest Melenry stock is in part Wisconsin drift, although it is 

probably in large port drift from the Richmond plant of 1913. = 

That there were plants made as early as 1913 or 1914 in northeast 

| ietenzy, novever, is attested by a 1913 (1) plant in Lawrence Gounty (Wicks), 

. tnd a 1914 plant in Pratt County (Lodge), both far to the south, ond, incl 
tntally, both failures. 

Taking the state as a whole, birds were evidently imported in the 

: following years: 191%, 1917, 1918 (7), 1919, 1920, 1921, 1925, 1927. ; 

a : a.



. jesulist Erosent Distribution, Map @ shows that there is « thriving es- 4 

. sattsmaent in the Chisago ares, & suall snd apparently noncagerteniv® #6 a 

teblishment in Vermilion Gounty near Danville, while all other plants have 

: failed except as followst : 7 

1927 Madison - tiave been seen 15 miles north of i 4 

awe Planted, but have not taken 

1925 Sangemon "Some seen in 1927. Mo evidence of 
taking hold--bare survival." 7 

? 1925 Seott "Heard of in 1927" a 

Rumors of a successful plant in Gusberland County were heard, but ‘ 

a letter of inquiry failed to bring # reply. . ee 

nese straggling survigals beyond the south fringe of the really 

successful territory has its counterpart in Ohio, as is evident from Map F d 

of the Ohio Report. 4 

; An especially careful study of the Chicago area was made in the ; 

belief that if the spread of these birds could be accurately mapped, © com 7 

yerison of the spread map with a map of soil types might yield valuable . 

tndtontions as te the soils preferred by this species. Map X sumarises the 

results of this study, The results are not conclusive for 2 reasons: q 

(2) Tt was found that the birds hed not spread from # single center, 4 

the spread being confused by numerous plants made éuring various years, ‘ 

(2) only about a dozen instances were found where observers were a 

definitely able to reneuber the date on which the birds spread into # given 4 

local ty. | ‘ 

: If the ides eudodied in Map E could be carried out in enough detail 

— to show spread contours ty years instead of by 5 year periods, and if the 4 

= :
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Hungarian Partridge in the Chicago srea 

; : t : : : Data from: 
roupt Locality snd deseription 3: Loestion : Gounty : Sterted +: Number 1: Present Wo. ¢ — t Resarks 

: t : $ t t : page) 

t t 3 : : : z a 
A Big Slough (drained) 18,8. Garden Prairie :MeHenry + ieee t 2 100 rWillinme :@alled them "Cslifornis quail" 

4 Hy : : 1 16 birds + 2 coveye Rowan : 
t t : : t t : t 

Bt 24 Mi. NE Woodstock :MeHenry + ? : ¢ 15 in 1926 Rowan : 
t t t ’ t 3 : : 

C Wilson farm (2nd betton) #2 mi. NN. Marengo tMoHenry ¢ 1926 ;1 pair: 2 coveys :¥ilson :Thinke came from as Leke. 

t : : 2 g : : tHeard of theee in 1 
: 2 3 3 : 3 : : 

D3 +4 mi. S. Marengo tMoHenry 1: 1927 or : t l eovey? taAdaue :*Been there several yeors* 
t : : 3 sooner t t : : 
: t t : t t : : 

B :¥aloney Slough (dreined) 26 mi. 5. Marengo tWeHenry ? t t lcovey? :Wileon ¢: | 
2 : : : t : t : 

PY sh mi. HN. Marengo rNotenry ¢ t : sWileon ¢ 
: : t t : ‘ ? ? 

6 John Watermen farm 272 wi, N. Syeamore :DeKalb t ? : : 1 eovay :Wetzel = 
’ : 3 t t z : : 

H anderson form 4 mi, HW Sycamore 1DeKelb : 1925 or 6: : 15 birds ¢¥ymen tUeing in corn fielde 
3 t t t 8 t : : 

74 :Paller Park :Cook : eo) : 1 covey :Korsgerd 3Seen 1928 
t t : : $ : t : 

Fae 8. of Mt. Prospect 1Cook : 192he 3: : 5 coveys tKXoregard ¢ 
: t : t : : s 2 

K tk. of Crete :Wille t 1927? 12 coveye: :Kenniootts 
: t : ie | : t t 

b 3 :SE 4 WY of Mervard ;sMeHenry + ig2h ss : 4-5 coveys :¥akeley :@nme from north. Heard of then 
: ; : t ft t z sin Walworth Go. about 1923 

z t 3 : : t t 
m3 :Milburn thake t 192ler +t t “plenty® Brewer :Thinke « plant made these 

: : : : sooner + : 3 : 
: io - 8 : ? : 

"3 t Waukegan shoke 31916 plent : up to 1 per Brewer 1100 plented 1918 
: : - : t 2 : 6 sores ? : 

: : t : t : : 
© ¢tWadelhoffer farm :Ouerney Lake t 1920 «3 sup to 1 per tHadelhof-:Seem to have come from Waukegan. 

; ? t t . 8 : 4 neres : fer :¥ewer in 1928 than 1927. 
: : 2 . 8 t 2 t : 

F : :¥. of Luke Forest tLoke t “Sonuns, there i924" t t 
: : t : . 3 : : t 

8 : rIngleside tLoke 11919 plant : t :Grahem 1Pewer last 2 years. 
: t : = ¢ 3 : : 

B : + Richmond tMoHenry 1913? signs : tRldridge :Thinke Wis. birde came from Ill. 
: t 2 cs : t : 

§ ibetwoen Gollison & Renkin + +Vermillion:1925 plant : : 200 tHuff : 
t : t = 3 : : t 

? : :%. of Waterman 1Dekalb t = % : 2 coveya Reha tSeen in 1929. . 
t : t = 2% : : : 

U3 Libertyville thake + plant 4 i :Orahem



P data could be gathered with enough accuracy to be plotted as.an overlay - : 

a sheet on actual soil maps, it is believed that valuable information would iat 
” enult. If fellowship on Yungsrians 1s grented to any institution tt is 
~~ | jelieved that this kind of & distribution spread study would be well worth 
, vile, Even such rough work as is represented by Wap K presents sone very 
® interesting suggestions. Why, for instance, should such a map spread occur 

: in the years 1925-26 as contrasted with the smaller epread for 1927-28? In a 
this comnegtion the islands appearing in Dealb, Will, and Cook counties é 

j my have deen thrown off during the 1926 spread rather than later, It is i 
; mom that the Wisconsin stock made an extra laxge spread in 1926, and ap- * 
‘ perently pert of the range gathered during that year has since been lost. ao 

. ls interesting to speculate that 1926 was also near the posk of the lest 
el grouse cycle, There may conceivably be # connection between these 2 phenom 3 
t tna, especially in view of the recont discovery that the entire grouse fomily 
|] ts tuvolved and the further discovery, by Greene,of # natural case of tular me 

emia in quail, 4 

Tt Looks ae though the Wetenry County spread of Mungartans had 
ruched {$8 Linit, since they have been in the vicinity of Raryant since 19h, 
Tis limit is the western boundary of the Lake region already pointed out “ 

x der pheasants, and is nearly the same for pheasant and Hungarians respect- a 

tvety, 2 
The country included within the Hungarian range in the Lake region 4 

| lot entirely different from that in which the species ws muccensfully ee 
| ‘MMished in northwestern Ohio, ‘The Vermilion County establishment cccupies 

| | Somtry which looks very much Like the Hungarian range in the vicinity of 
"8 | Mince, onic, 

4 =0- |



| emus Data, ¥. G. Brewer of Grays Lake, who lives in the best of the lake =~ 
ee County Hungarian renge, estimates that there are 50 pairs per square mile in : 

2 the vieinity of his farm this spring. This is 1 bird per 6} acres, as com 2 

pred with 1 dird per 4 acres derived from Maxwell as the average for English 

i estates. Probably double this number, or 1 birds per 5 acres, would be a | 

fair estimate of the fall population, This would pepresent very good stock =— 

ing in regular quail country. It may be concluded that the best of the Hung- : 

arian range in northesstern Illinois is fully stocked, 

Nadelhoffer estimated that he had $ to 10 covies on the square ‘ 

nile surrounding his farm in Lake County lest fall, with about 15 birds to : 

the covey. This could be a bird per 4 acres and checks satisfactorily with si 

; the Brewer census. 

Graham estimates that the ratio between pheasants and Hungarians ; 

near Fox Lake is 2 to 1, but that near Libertyville the opposite is the case. | 

| Bdredge estimates that in Melenry County ringnecks outmumber Hungerians by 
10 to 1, ub eines he sso states (het he can finde 160 yhoninahe pur Ge 

| this ratio may be considered exaggerated, | 

Hungarians occupy only-a freetion of the total of the block mapped = 

, as established range, possibly } of it. Within the occupied ground, however, 

; they may be considered to be just as abundant ae quail would be in a good | 

quail countzy, and possibly nearly as abundant os pheasants are in the sone 

_ ; 
Thenology. Brewer found a nest with 4 eggs on April 25, which indleates | 

r that April 20 4s the dete on whith laying begins in the Chieago area, ; 

Wilson, who watched a covey all winter on his farm at Marengo, says 

4 the covey broke up as soon as the snow disappeared, I was unable to locate 7 

. tay other observers who had seen these binds in sovies Qaring April, 
3 -3l- dl



E therefore appears that the same tendency toward early mating which is ap- . 

e parent tn Parege is also characteristic of this species in Illinois, ? 

7 Juster Losses. Wilson found 2 dead Hungarians under @ bush in a roadside 4 

: gov drift near Marengo this winter, Brewer found 7 after the snow had AS 

. wited this spring, jp the moadg, evidently the remains of a covey frosen ' 

: | ast wintor. This instance of roosting in timber seems of itself worth re- 

cording. There is a report that the Wisconsin Hungarians showed a decided ; 

\endeney this last winter to gather in the neighborhood of gravel roads : 

a which were being seraped clear of snow in order to allow milk to be hauled : 

: to market. This might indicate that the shortage of grit during snow storms 

: is as serious as the shortage of food. ‘Taken in conjuction with Lodge's 

: statenent that oll kinds of birds consume as much grit as grain ot his - % 

Es fecding station, and the need for a thorough study of winter feeding methods 4 

. : decomes apparent. . , 

= 

4 

aay 
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s. ‘ 11, Prairie Chicken, a 4 

. Kistorg, ‘the sharptail grouse, as yell as the true prairie chicken, was iat 

‘ originally found in northern Illinoie, Nelson (1887) states that « covey d 

; of 14 sharptaile was shot at Waukegan in 1863 or 1864, Bidgoway (1895), _ 4 

writing in "Field ond Stream" for October 9, 1879, says of sharptail: ‘ 

: ‘In 1840-45 this specie wes ebundant in southern Wisconsin and northern a 

: iinets a0 fax senth 06 Caisagm aleeys fevemating the tinker, shh gue 

| 1s no nee ot WER aineanee q 

Sharptail grouse must have disappeared from northern Illinois . 

and southern Wisconsin soon after the Civil War, I was unable to find any 1 

cldetiners who had any recollection of its occurrence in the state, , : 

: It 1s, of course, common knowledge that the true prairie chicken = 

e was once very sbundant in Illinois, Data on the dates of its most rapid 

disappearance might prove to have value in figuring out what to do to per- 4 

petuate this species, a 

Welson (1887) says ‘the prairie chicken was “once excessively : _ 

abundant, now rather searce within 30 miles of Chicago, Still in lange 4 

numbers on the larger prairies," but decreasing, =e a 

Woodruff (1907) says of the prairie chicken, "now fast disappenr = 

ing, They are occasionally found in the western portion of Cook County, . 

Mlinois, and in Iske County, Indiana," a 

G. ¥. Walker (1697) reports the prairie chicken as @ comon resi~ . 

dent in Boone County at thay time. 

| | Musselman (1922) says “found over entire state but becoming very = 

weomon in central western part of the state,* 4 

. ladhbwoek: Geld we tanh thishins Wiss pleukiful eer Benrelion | 

<3 td



4 

1 atid avout 1890; that they disappeared "all at once, Like the passenger = 
| pidgeon." fhe county of which he speaks was not drained until 1900, : 

a Bwinger told me that chickens were common on the bottom land y 

. prairies of Henderson County on the grounds of the old Lone Tree Hunting | 

4 Glub until about 1916. Since this land was drained in 1912 or 14 the 

: Dadant told me that chickens were plentiful in Adams County up | 

: to about 1999. This was on dlack upland prairie. 

4 fhe other dates of disappearance are included on Map I. Mest . 

: observers told me that the chickens had disappeared gradually, with no " 

3 particularly noticeable falling off in any particular year. 

Q life History Date. Dadant told ue that in 163 great nuubers of prairie = 

- chickens flew into the timber to roost in winter, This was told him by 

’ his father and pertains to the family farm in Adams County 2 miles from 

. anilton. ‘hey are said to have weighted down the trees in these roosts, = 
= I particularly determined that these chickens were not coming in to bud, — ' 

. as is of course, common in winter. 

. In view of the dispute as to whether quail eat chinch bugs it 

= is worthwhile to record a statement by Bowman that he has often found 

- chineh bug in chicken and that their crops are often filled with then in 
S. ingust. TArtimar Banilten, guide snd jusher for Geome Phelps in the Beards 
- tom area, gave me an account of a flight of chickens which he saw about wa 

: 1908 while a oy on his father's fam near Elusvod, in west Pooris Couty, 

a Te date, he says, is correct within a year or two, and the month was 

- August, as shown from his recollection of roasting cars being about ready. 

 G  anitton says tnis flight wos headed southward and started in the forenoon, 
: ‘. lasting for about an hour. "The sky was full of chickens like blackbirds.® 

: ‘ wits ‘ a



E fey wre not flying very high, as many of them hit telephone wires. Wone | 

- ere soon to alight. he flight mst have covered 2 considerstle front, 

- sce Hamilton heard it discussed in Yotes City and Oak Hill, seversi miles 

Tsay. Tiere binds were anid to hove cone beck during the same your, et ch 

: in any big or continuous flight. luke Hurff, the local game warden, thought 

: tw reason for the flight was that the chickens were after sone Kind of tar | 

‘ ect vhich was sbundant in the direction in they wore headed. | 

: Another instance illustrating fomer migrations was related to me | 

ie ty Baward Bunge some 20 years ago. Runge said it was customary for chicken 

A hmnters to go every fall to North Hill Bluff on the outskirts of Burlington, ' 

‘ tre LLétekterson County, Tlinois. This bluff projects into the Mississipi | 

: Liver in such @ way a8 to catch any southward flight of birds slong the river 

| vettons, rnge said that chickens flying southward along the bottons would 

: te mable to clear North Hill easily and would accordingly alight, where they ; 

i fell easy prey to hunters, A considerable auuber was killed there each fall “ 

: vue ee ee Runge was unable to remember the 

: letersi which this annual flight took place. 

| recent vistesoution ond Abundance, Map I shows an astonishing survival of 

| thickens in TLlinots, In a few instances the approximate mumber of birds ; 

constituting individual remants was obtained and is noted on the map. The ‘ 

: remants in and around Champaign County are all very small, 
| 

2 I have the very strong impression that there are at least os many “ 

Be chickens left in TLlimois as there are in Minnesota, if sharpteil be ex-. | 

| uted tron te Minnesota eatinate, ‘Tere can be Little question about the | 

J fut that there aves great many more chickens Left in I1linois een in town 

_f M thte in epite of the fact that Tiiinots has had ots short openjeince | 

a 9 out 1915, mereas Iowa has been totally closed on chickens for many years. | 

-35-
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F This survival is, in all probability, in epite of, rether than be- | 

‘ couse of, the fact that chickens are munted. he strong survival is moh 

surprising for the Lake region or northeastern region of Illinois because ; 

thet is 2 hummock swamp! country similar to Wisconsin. It is yory surprise 

ing that any chickens st ell should survive in the region of Champaign ‘ 

County, because sll of the sloughs are drained and there is hardly a vestige 2 

of unplowed prairie cover. Further south in the old glaciated prairie the 7 

soil is meh poorer and consequently farming is less intensive, which may ; 

in a general way account for the survival of chickens there, 

The almost complete disappearance of chickens in the western part ; 

of the state is a mystery when compared with their survival in the east ; 

and northeast. Bt 

Looking at the situation in a broad way, there mst be some 

special reason to account for the excellent showing of the etate as a whole, : 

It is possible that chickens are making their last stand here rather than 

further toward the northeast, for the same reason that the buffalo made 4 

their last stand on the Colorado plains in spite of the fact that hunt ing 2 

had driven them aeross the mountains into the Grest Basin country, They 

vere exterminated from the Great Basin before they were exterminated from 

Colorado, possibly because the Great Basin was not their indigenous habi- ] 

tat and they were less perfectly adapted to it. 

Wisconsin, Minnesota, end the Dekotas were probebly originally — 
predominantly sharpteil country rather than prairie chicken country, but + 

the chicken followed grain farming into these regions from its original ! 

hone in Iowa amd ‘Thlinois. Tt might, however, show less resistance to 
extermination in its acquired range than in its original range. 

The flew in this theory is the almost complete disappearance of 

Es Chicken from Iowa, where they were certainly a native species. 

J 3 +: a
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1) ceussrvation Metnods. Practically every surviving remant of chickens = 
3 shown on the map is associated with some accidental survival of special 4 

: cover. This fact, taken in Conjunetion with the known fact that the species % 

hss a wide seasonal cruising redius, indicates thet = proper system of = 8 

special refuges might successfully conserve the species for a long tine to a 

cone, Such refuge system should aim primarily to preserve rements of = 

slough and swamp cover. This is the seme kind of land as should be sought 

for pheosant refuges, and the co-existence of the two,4n the northeast ine 4 

dicates that there would be no serious conflict between them, It also seems 

obvious that the open season on chickens should be discontinued, at leash 

until a dependable system of refuges has been put inte effect, 4 

Tiustuations Between Years. Special inquiry was made throughout the chicken — 
country to get the date of any high and low years in loeal chicken popul tio . 

I tas unable to find any trace of such fluctuations, whieh are usually re- “« 

membered by sportsmen for pfecies on which on open season exists, It may 4 

very wll be that the rements in ILlinots are so isolated that they ame 

exempt from the disesses which appear to sweep the more northern habitats, 

in the same way that ruffed grouse tn ents afgias te oe entaph fen 4 

northern shortages. 

| . |
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F 12, Waterfowl. Z 
- 

E fio attempt was made to cover the waterfowl situation comprehensively, \ ‘ 

: only such information was gathered as bears on the land problem, plus a 

certain fragments which might be useful to the waterfowl survey conducted af 

: ty the Americen Wiléfowlers in co-operation with the Biological Survey. ‘ 

Shrinkage of Waterfowl Rance, Map J is o photographic reduction of @ ’ 
4 colored drainage map published by Piskels & Leonapdj 1921. Probably most ; 

j of the colored aveas (showing dark on the reduetior) were originally to x 

E | sone degree the habitat of waterfowl. When this is compared with the im | 

: portant remaining habitats (outlined in red ink) the enormous shrinkage of = 

: vaterfoul ground through drainage om be appreciated, full wonder, then, 

; that so long as there are any waterfowl left at all, they should appear to a 

ve "abundant" on these remnants of the former range, especially on baited a 

4 remants like the Illinois River bottoms, q 

Toms of Zenure, Duck ground is held in 5 ways ‘ 
(1) Clubs. Group, for sport. a 

4 (2) Private preserves, Individual, for sport. ‘ 

: (3) Commercial preserves, Individual, for profit, but charge is 

eo usually made not only for shooting but aleo board, lodging, ‘ 

ae or other facilities. - 

> (4) oll farms. Individual, for profit, bub indidental te * 

i (5) Public shooting grounds. A 

a There is no’ sharp line det 3 and Class 4, Clase § 

- does not yet Oi anton se Paha 3, may be either leased
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or owned, 

Duck Clubs & Preserves. Map K shows locations of the more important dusk } 
clubs, preserves, and toll farms. Pwahly the say ie neh eomatanenh to the” 
definition of "importance," This is because it was impossible to visit | 

each ground separately, or even a fraction of then. There is a very great ‘ 
number of licensed “elubs," the official state list numbering about 400, in. 
*inding fome 1,2,3 without differentiating them, Practically all of the 7 
available ground and water, other than navigable streams and state lakes, ip 
privately held, and the shores of these are langely held by clubs or other 
forms of private control, Tis 4s true oven of the islands and sandbers G@% 
the tae the Mississippi River, 

i 
The list accompanying Map K shows something of club practices and ‘ tina : 

Exivate Refuges. Twas able to lear of only 6 clubs which had set aside . 
iefinite part of their holdings as a refuge, One club (Crystal lake, Render, 
*n County) sbandoned the refuge idea after trying {t out very suscessfully, 3 Het every club has the physical layout suitable for use of refuges, but even | “fer mixing due allowance for this fast, the existence of 6 refuges on \0o | 
Private holdings indicates an exceedingly slow spread of the refuge ides, 
mich i turn 18 an excellent indicatér of the spread of other ideas on in- 
telligent game management. Tt may possibly have to be set down as a fact aa 
St clue do not act on the refuge iden until they have to, either through 
Seereion or shortage of game, 

; : 
Some Comercial preserves maintain refuges, 

Mere As one successful private refuge on the Blea Yam near Alton, 4 

> 4
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T = Toll Cc = Club 
P = Preserve Waterfowl clubs and preserves -—— Illinois 

3 $ $ 3 :Owned ¢: $ : 
Sec-: Name :Kinds: People sAcre-:; or 3: Refuge $ Bait 2: tei 

tion: 3 3 . $ age sleased: 3 :charge 

sMississippi below Grafton ; 3 $ : : : t 3 
1: Claude E. Clinton, $ 3 : : : adjoining ;: : 

$ Goose Pres. oe 8 3 slease shorseshoe L.?: $ 
23 Blue Goose Club ee ee : slease 3; 3 no 3 
i : Bluff Lake Club $058 3 $ 3 s ne 3 

¢ E. St. Louis R&C Club: O 3:E. St. Louis: 300 sowned 3 no $ no $ 

: : ¢(N.R. Huff) : : : ec Res 
2 3 ? Goose Preserv@ C3: ? : 300 slease 3; no e ecg 

$ ? - 270: ? Se Sek : 3 $ 

:Illinois River $ $ 3 3 : 3 : 
7: Olin Preserve Pg 3: 850 : own : : 2 
8: Reer Plain Club : ©: St. Louis ¢:3000 slease ; ¢ : 

- 9 : Smiley's Club 3 3. 8t.:Leuis 3 $ 8 8 3 
: t :(Mockerman) : 3 : : : 

10 : Glades Club CES Alton ¢ 750 3 3 : : 
11: Alton Hunting Club : C 3211. Glass Co: 300 3 $ $ : 
12 : Smith Lake Club : Cs: Chicago : $ $ 3 yes 3; 
13: Roy L, Phelps e ft : : : : yes “ 

: $ 3 : $ 3 $ $ y 
14/3 Chicago - Meredossa G4 Chtcage : : : ¢ yes 3 
12 t Rock Island Club : © s:Rock Island 3 $ : yes $ yes ¢ 
16 : Bushnell Club © : Cs: Bushnell 3: 3 $ $ yes °: 
17 : Cartwright Club : C sSpringfield ;: 3 : 3 yes : 
18 : Sangamorse Club : ©: Chicago : $ 3 yes t yes ¢ 
19 : Crane Lake Club : ©: Chicago : : $ t. Fee 3 
20 3: ? Island Club : ©: Chicago : 3 3 3 yes ¢ 
21: Grand Island Club ¢ ©@©8 Chicago 3 : : yes 5 yes 3 
ie Set i rere ells Sarees foe een Joma a foe enn Jone ees Janne Fa 

, Cont'd. 

uf Lt i). ae Sa hi I a a a a ui ll



ee ae eee Va within ast a WN r- oe ‘E . 

iL = Lorr oS areP a 

7 : ? 2. \8Gwneda..)... 0-3 =a ee 
Sec-, Name :Kind: People eco: “ons Refuge : Bait : Toll 
tion; : : : age eased: : charge 

: : : : : : : Sy aes 
22 3: Duck Island Club ¢ 0:9 various $ 2700: : open lake sstarted ; 

2 2 :(Geo. Luthy,: : 2 eS  £GRes | 
: : :. Peoria) : 3 3 3 ’ 

23 : Rice Lake Club eP 2 : 20003 3 no $ : 
24 3 Clear Lake Club $3 3 3 : open lake 3 : 
2 : Pekin Gun Club oe Pekin $. 700t : yes $ yes ¢ 
26 3: Swan Lake Club : ©: Chicago : : $ ras 3 7 
27 : Group of small clubs, fo 3 $ $ $ 3 

3 incl. "Mallard" & 3 $ : $ ‘ : 3 
$ "Bluewing" 8 2 $ $ $ 3 3 

26 : De Pue Rod & Gun Club $ : $ 15003 $ : 3 | 
29 : Split Rock Gun Club 8 3 + 9306s 3 3 : 
30° 5 (Bob Becker) 3 $ $ 3 : $ 3 

: : : 3 : 3 3 : 
sMississippi above Grafton ;: $ 3 3 : : : 

31: Grisby Preserve : FP $ Pittsfield ; ? own 3 : : 
32 : Big Lake Hunting Club 3: O03 Quincy ¢ 300: ow ;: : : : 
33 : Taylor Island Club ee ue 8 $ 3 3 ae 
34; Alexandria Gun Club 1 Ges 3 3 : (Kill of 800 ducks, 1928) 
33 : Ideal H, & F, Club : ©: Burlington : 500: own : : : 
36 : Silver Lake Club : ©: Galesburg : 300: both: 3 3 : 
37 3: Carthage Lake Club : ©. Burlington?: 100: : ie 2 
36 : Orystal Lake Club : ©: Burlington : 1275: own 3 no $2 Re ot ’ 
Fes : Benton Island Club : C3: Burlington 3 $ own 3 eS 3 . 

: Big Island Hunting Club: ©: 3 3 lease : 3 
3 $ 3 : ¢ Power: : 3 
: : : : 3 0o.)? g : 

41 3: Cascade H. & F. Club ¢ © ¢ Burlington : 7003: both: : 3 
42 3 A. J, Ferber Preserve : Ps: Davenport 3; 3 : 8 3 

e ¥ e 3 . . e . e :



Upland clubs and preserves | 

\ game eae Se se nies a 
| ; : : : : Own : 

" Name sKind: People sAcre-; or :Objecs- 
: : : age slease: tive 

Franklin Club : O :St. Louis 3: tlease: quail : 
i 3 : 8 : : ! 
i Glayton Berry, Exeter, Ill; P :Chicago : 1000slease: quail 

a $ : : 2 - | 
‘1 0, F, Mansfeld, Jr. : P sSpringfield ; 2000:lease: quail 

s ° ° ° ; 

ee | 3 
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| Groups of toll farms | 

! 
a ge ea a ge eee eee ee eee 

County : Objective : Charge : Remarks 7 
| wean eee Sree emanate even mes Seer nn eee Seer rr nm nr enone ; 

: : : 
Marshall ; Ducks and geese :$15 per day ;This is dry land, | 

| $ 3 sheavily baited. 

McHenry ; Geese $15 per day : | 

| — 4st 4 —_ 
| 
| 4 
1 

mt i | 
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and another maintained by the military authorities on the Rock Island arsenal. 

No others were heard of. There eee numerous excellent opportunities for a 

1 farm refuges, especially in the lake region of the northeast. Z 

8 

Baiting is universal on all private duck grounds along the Illinois River, j 

but is not practiced in the other parts of the state, The amount of grain = 

used per season is indicated by the following instances: Bee . 

Instance No, Yeer © Bushee Com © eres Bushele ver sere Remarks 
1 1928 2, 300 3 430 on refuge 
2 1928 6, 600 20 330 
3 1928 7000 ? ? ayer 

Com is usually used for mallards, but barley is used where ¢anvas- 

backs are to be baited, ao 

Baiting is also practiced on dry ground, often far removed from < 

water, especially on the sandhills in the vend of the Illinois River in Mare 
shall County. One commercial preserve operating a dry bait ground of 40 aa 

eres is said to have yielded a kill of 4000 ducks in 60 days, or 100 ducks 
per acre per season. When this is compared with the duck-produeing power ; 

of even the best acre of breeding ground, the real meaning of the words ; 
“concentration area" becomes more apparent. 3 

Shoot ing Practice a5 to Guns & Vlocks. Per cont Cripples. Comsereial pre~ 5 

serves and $6h1 fasmb phase 6 or oven 30 guid be @ olieie Quen? OF ibe tie : 

core. It is frequently compulsory to shoot only at flocks small enowh te 
be cleaned up. One objection to dry bait grounds is that the flocks which 

: Come in are too large to be “elesned," Pot-shooting on the water or grou 

i is prevalent, especially on commercial preserves and toll farms. ante



i : ' 
| The following estimates of per cent of cripples lost were obtained 

3 from “pushers,” guides, and wardens: Lashbrook 33%, Hamilton 90%. This 

: means that for every 10 ducks bagged these men estimate there are 3 to § 

: hit and injured but not recovered. It sounds extre high. My per cent of 

cripples on ducks on the Rio Grande in New Mexico rant : : 

ise) = 31g 1925 = Lot | | 
921 ~ 114 Average - 13% 

This was with an extra competent dog and special care, The 

flooded tinker of the Illinois River presents an oxtra difficult condition 

as to recovering cripples, : 

Practice 6 to Limits ond Mourg. ‘the federel warden is authority for the 
statement that all but one or two clubs observe the federal Limit of 25 d 

: rather than the state limit of 15. 7 

This seems ¢o reverse the underlying idea of the migratory bird 
law that the lower of the two should govern. I gathered that the practice 

nects with acquiescence on the part of both state and federal wardens. ‘ 

Some of the main clubs are said to shoot 30, 15 each for the 

hunter and "pusher, ” : 

Limits of any kind on some commercial preserves and toll famns are. 4 

probably poorly observed. ’ 

There is a general verbal agreement that shooting starts at 7. 

o'clock. This enlightened practice is evidently generally observed. 2 

Tel) Rates for Duck Shooting. $10 per man per day has been the going rate 
id since 1914 on the Illinois River, This is now being raised to $15, or $25 

4 for 2 men, vith a Limit kill often guarentesd, his higher rate is appar 

E- ently established on the lower river, With as high as 10 guns per pen this | —— 4



: means @ gross revenue of up to $150 per day per pen. One variation of ; 

- this new rate is $1 per duck. 

Rentals and Sale Values of Duck Jends, ‘The shooting on $10 land in the 

Jonesboro section on the Mississippi rented, in ian instance, for 10-204. 

, On the Illinois no rentel figures were obtained, : 

: Sale values of duck lands in the Beardstown region, in farm : 

sized blocks, run from $150 to $300 per acre. At the mouth of the Mlinois 

duck lands run nearer $50. A maximum price of $400 is sometimes reached 

in the Beardstown area. Dry land pens have sold for as high as $100 per can 

acre in 4Q-acre blocks. 

| Reversions from Drainage, Values of lend drained vs, undrained, Wore. 
3 versions from drainage have as yet occurred, but it is current talk that 

tne Chateuqua and Cooke levee districts, broken ina recent flood, may be 
allowed to revert because their ducking value exceeds their agricultural 

value. : : 

fable L gives a very rough comparison of the economic status of 

drained ond undrainea farns, the former being assuned to be susceptible . 

of development as duck lands. Of course not ali undvsined lands are of ; 

_ this class, ; 

; é 

. 2



4 UBL . o . 

Ee Economie Status of Tlinois Bottonland pe 
Ei Farms with Respect to Drainage and Game. ae 
| 3 ; : Es Be 

Undreined 4 

Sale Value . ? If duck land-$250 . ee 
Flood Risk if same same Sus 
Per cent re ri game same fe 
Bu. Corn Per Acre same nae a 

2 State & County Texes ? t is or 2.00 

4s prainea a 

t Sele Value ae 
Flood Risk 1/8 Pe 
Per cent Tillable L oes 

: Bu. Corn Per Acre 50 Rar 
State & County Taxes a a Seat ee 

4 Drainage Payments, Pumping 1,50 2 4 

oe Interest & Sinking Fund 5.00 5. ie 7 eS 

é 

| Hote: The yurvose of this tabulation is to convere the seonone a 
: status of typical drained and undrained bottom lands ag 

os are found along the Mississippi and Illinois rivers. : eS 
pA) The figures do not purport to be accurate or representative. oe 

: ; F Say ate says neat Seay SO eee . 
: land is the better off. It is hoped that this rough Comper = 
= ison may provoke a more accurate comparison by other more a 

hea competent persons, : =
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Tuten ot ments. (arranged north to south) ae 

5 emer some i BAR {cestaeaw) j 
- BD yeopetd. Henderson Grystal lake ‘Nov. 7 ‘ 

a lashbrook Morgan Meredosia Nev, 20 Dee. 10 (t) 

. Lin Calhoun Grafton Nov. 10 Mov. 2000 

. Me velief is current that the mallards of the second flight are 

. aifferent. All agree they have redder legs. In the Beardstown section they : 

: ] ase velioved to te suniler, It seems possible that the leg color is sinsly : 

a a seasonal progression. 5 

. Rice Areas. Inthy says the Illinois River area from Chillicoth to Liverpool 

yes formerly rice country. It has now been killed out by high water and 

: carp, of iiteh bo Sensifers the fesase move demnging. This we thé tei) Hieh, 

| attaining a height of 10 feet. ; 

. Rice is reported as formerly thick on Leech Leke, now drained, ab = 

: the junction of the Kankakee and Des Plaines. Some believe this was arti- 

| thetatty planted, ; ae 

: Roshen says Duck Island and Rige Leke had indigenous rice and still 

- had som i . 

: This does not purport to de an adequate survey of either the orige 

| tnat oF present distribution. Such a survey should be made, as it bearson 

: management of duck lands. ; : 

. Pollution @ Garp. The Des Plaines is considered almost spoiled to its mouth 

| Ww poliution, ‘te Kankakee is said to be laxgely spoiled by carp 3 

e Breeding Areas. There is a widespread belief that the bottoms of central and 

4 lower Illinois are not suitable as breeding grounds for ducks, except wood ducks, 

a a | 
3s |



P mutes ss a 

4 that they have to be teken to the uplands to breed successfully, ( 

: Whether this is true, and whether, if true, it represents an in- | 

E herent environmental condition not susceptible of control, or merely some q 

netural enemy like turtles, is an unanswered question meriting real research, 

At Meredosia Lashbrook says there are practically no breeding ; 

duoks except wood ducks, of which perhaps 1000 raise yearly on Neredosia ig 

Islend. On the other hand Hamilton reports an appreciable increase of Q 

breeding mallards in 1928. 1 

Iuthy estimates perhaps 100 mallards and 200 woodducks raised on 7 

Duck Island in 1928. ‘ 

Wusselman ¢stinates Lima Inke raised 5,000 mallards and 500 wood 
dueks in 1928, 

Rochen says there was & lange bathing of mllosis in 1988 frm 
' Beardstown to above Havanna in the flooded cornfields behind broken levees, 

} Eldredge says Grass lake in Lake County raises many mallards 

 atiea, : ) : 
Crystal Lake Club in Henderson County raises many wood ducks bub — “ 

practically no mallards. 

If there is no immovable obstacle to mallards breeding in Illinois, 

| then it should be possible for clubs and farmers to raise large local stocks 

by letting pinioned birds raise young to join the flight. This is the 

method being tested by Gox at Winona, Minnesota. | 

Rest Grounds, ‘The concentration of ducks into Limited areas is a matter | 
é of spilled milk, too late to lament. ‘The abuses growing out of that con- 

i. centration are not all subject to effdetive control. There is one effect- 
: ive offset to those abuses, however, which is easy to control and which is : 

a5. a



therefore of outstanding importence, That offset is thobstablishnest of — A 

4 effective rest grounds or refuges. 4 

e The small extent of club refuges has already been deseribed, It y 

now remains to consider vhat lange bodies of water offer natural rest 4 

gromds, or could serve as such if properly omed and managed, The areas Ss 

discussed in the following paragraghs ave shown on Map K, 4 

E Crane Lake, 20 miles below Havana, Roshen says rests up to 5 4 

ittion dusies, Tt was ones given to the state by the Crane Take Club ese 

-—gefuge, wut the gift was recalled because of abuse. a 

Clear lake, 15 miles above Havana, Roshen says reste up to 3 4 

million ducks. his is a refuge of the Clear lake Club. : 4 

Meredosia Bay rests up to half a million ducks, It has no status 4 

as a refuge, dub serves as ons. d 

These three waters are undoubtedly the backbone of the Illinois 4 

iver area, doth as to the welfare of ducks and shooting. ‘The outstanding ag 

need is to make new rest areas so as to bring the individual units closer 

together. Rice Lake is regarded by some as a suitable location for an ad- 7 

ditional public refuge. If there could be ® few additional lamge public ay 

rest woters and many additional small private refuges, the general "cone 3 

servation flavor" of the Iflinois River would be much improved, 

The Mississippi is without rest lakes from the federal refuge at 

Savanna to the State Refuge at Horseshoe Lake, a distance of 400 miles. 

Cooper Lake, behind the power dam at Keokuk, would be a half-way station of : 

. great value, Manufactured "islands" and like devices for shooting now : 

: largely interfere with the functioning of this lake as 6 restground. ‘The | 

‘ Power Company derives some revenue from leasing subuerged islands, but the 

- uses to which these leases are put seem illegal under both state and federal — 

. law, Tt yomains to de seen whether the Company will co-operate with the 2 
2 athe :



| Biological Survey in establishing # federal refuge on Cooper ms 
svi ae i et 9 pics a “ 

peen found over one pipeline put in years ago and retently pulled up. Ne 

Horseshoe Lake was purchased by the state and is opersted as & 3 

refuge. Muff says 1,000 to 1,900 geese were counted there at various tines = 

last winter, and about an equal nmiber of mallards. Olin says the refuge 
has improved the goose shooting 100 per cent. a 

It contains 2,720 sexes, for which $199,000, or $73 per acre, was 
paid out of the conservation fund. Drainage was threstened, and would heve 
cost $50 per sere. One possible feult of this otherwise admirable refuge is 

thet comexeial preserves have been allowed to get control of sll the eure 
routing countey. "Nereoshee Lake govee axe said te Gecline spe felis snd a 
to eat wheat only, a? 

ex Jae tn, Xees Gomity 46 mentnatty 0 etegs shes fe sisaleniall 4 

open’to shooting during certain Lintthd pertods,and is therefore not properly 
classified as such. This and most of the other lakes in the northeastern q 

part of the state are largely a mad hen proposition, tut doubtless could —— d 

hold considerable ducks with a proper refuge system. : 

Lima-Leke in Adams County is understood to be both a valuable : 

shooting and resting ground and is now threatened with drainage. It is owed 

Ww  Gamatage of Maienge. Sevens). poorious shtenghh wat aulh be Qu | 
it, but were unsuccessful, Local sportemen are advocating ite acquisition 

‘ wader the Morbeck bill, : 

Inland Watery, In Illinois there is the same evidence as in Ohio of the - 
@ ~—- tertoration of shooting on such second class or inland waters as renain 

| mdrained, In the vieinity of Lawrenceville, for instance, good shooting = 
q | i :



vas fomerly had on the Enbarras River, tut there has heen practically none $ : risee 1919. Shooting on the Ohio and Wabash, which are of steond rate attmnee 
a tiveness to ducks, seems to be poor. 4 . 

: 
. deskmnine, Roshen says that jacksnips are holding up well throughout the q 

flooded districts along the Tiinois River, Rowen reports then holding wp fetrly weil 4a Boone omy and states that they are not unto hand, Th 
| ould be eneubered, hoxever, that Jecksnipe have lost an even heavier proo % 

portion of theiy fomer range than ducks, and that the persistence of fair 
mane on the renaining consentration areas does not necessarily constitute 4 
evidence of a satisfactory condition. ; 4 
Smmarr, The foregoing paragrayhs are intended to give a rough ploture of 7 
the waterfowl situation in Illinois. Tt was impossible to run dow and verify 
ali of the facts and opinions cited, Sven should some of those facts and " 

: opinions prove incorrect, however, the situation presents certain unaistakable 
tendencies which may be stated as follows; a 

(1) 411 waterfowl ground has suffered an enormous shrinkage; much 
greater than even the average sportsman or conservationist realises, ~~ a 

(2) The remaining second class grounds have practically lost their ie shooting end their ducks. “a 
(3) The renaining first Class grounds retain their fowl principally 4 

'y baiting, but this 4s Dound to prove self-destructive uless secompanied by 1 
_ Mevelopment of adequate refuges, 

‘ (4) The remaining first class grounds ave all in private hands, 
(5) The development of refuges, both public and private, is dig. j : Couragingly slow, A welcome exeeption to this general tendency is the refuges TY —Uedteadend ty some of the lager clube. The most obvious fundamental need is



e 
i Ree Be Mat 

the vigorous prosecution of a federal, state, county, and private refuge sy- : 

Gunes. : 
: (6) ‘tee takting and private control of concentration areas has 

lead to many abuses. There ig no visible means of correcting oll of these, { 

hut many of them are due to inadequate law enforcenent, which could be had by 

ino wetter onganisation of state varins and the more adequate financing of d 

wet tate soil aon stavtt Incidentally, there is deficient co-operation — 

between federal ond state wardens, i i 

(7) ‘here is urgent need of testing the feasibility re-establish
ing 3 

local breeding stotics by the liverating of pinioned binds to nest and let | 

their young go with the flight, If there are areas on which this proves not : 

1 seastvic, research should detersine the reason why. 
| 

i 2



a 13. Rabbits. ' 

gable M sumerizes the information obtained on fluctuations on rabbit 

populations in TLMnots, Apriindierctteh wma teenie 8 | 

large these fluctuations were and vhether they occurred uniformly over 

large regions. Table M shows quite conclusively that in many regions 5 

they are barely perceptible, that in the most extreme
 eases they hardly : 

exeoed 504, and that there is nothing approsthing similtaneous shortages 

either throughout the state or throughout lage parts of the state, The 

yenavior of rabbit populations is such as might be secouted for Wy 

iustusbions in weather, reinforsed by some disease or diseases affecting — 

a velabively muall proportion of the totel poyulation. ‘There is sertainly 

nothing to approach the sweeping epidemics characteristic of showshoe 

rabbits in the north woods. 3 

ho data included in Table M ought to be of value in the studios fl 

of wild vebvit diseases about to de undertaken at the University of Minn- | 

esota. 
E 

A doctor in Lawrencevilleis said to have had 5 human tularemia = 

cases during the winter of 1927-28 and a few cases in 1928-29. 

One human tularemia case wes heard of at Libertyville in Lake 

County in 1928. 
: : 

habbit hunting privileges are evidently beconing sufficiently | 

scarce in the Chicago region to warrant the leasing of lands for the purp
ose. 

one farmer west of Batavia is said to have leased his rabbit hunting te 
| 

Chicago people. | 
ee ine | 

r the inception tut Sefere which they continue Deding owty was :



| a 

| erm Sonic er ama a 
| . Louth Champaign 1928 Extma scores in 1926, Oubl day, 

— say only 2, Sa 
f. %. Pattie Sengamon «=—- 1928 

D, 2, Abernathy lawrence 1928 Plenty. (A few numan tulerenia < 

reqy Searee (5 human tularemia cases) 
ied scores = 

1 Plenty ¥ 

searee in 1927 due to rains Geo, luthy Peoria 1927 nate | 927 . 

1928 Normal “ 

Frederic Leopold Henderson 192% Very plentiful 4 

Ewinge Henderson 1924-5 Plentiful, Henderson Co, 4 

™ . 1926-7-8 ~~ Searce, Henderson Co. a 

| Stephen Rigney Stephenson 1925 or 6 Extra pleaty hole 
1888 thick is in very 
me Daly remeaber & re Aree 
1928-9 Below average a 

Jack Wileon Metlenry 1928 += Wigh, Mex. fluctuation not over ‘ 
50% between : 

(All hele up S Gold weather) A 

Varren Rowan Boone “Avout the seme wee for 2 fe 
years, Can see as as 30 per - 
day. "Mo cases of human tulerenia, =—— 

Hole up in a Wag 8 “ier ee 
%, C, Brewer Lake 1928 Plenty. Human tularemia case at : 

Livertyville, af 
1925-6 Very short-only 1/8 of normal crop, 

“About saws every your. Hole up a 
Joe Nadelhoffer Lake a ote | | 

 § Jomn M, Olin Madison Mo greot variation between years,* 

: 

a : =a
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3 Map ¥ shows the distribution of ruffed grouse, deer, and turkey, 

and gives the dates on which these species were exterminated from various =~ 
vin ‘ q 

! Buffed Grouse, It is rather pussling why this species should have disap- ‘ 

| peared from the northern soutien when it still persists in the broken 

| lands adjacent to the Mississippi and Mlinois rivers. 4 

a Nelson (1877) reports the species as a comuon resident near 4 

Chicago. George W. Walzer (1397) reports it rare in Boone County, Wood- — 

ruff (1907) reports "still occasionally met with in Lake County , Indiana," 

indfeating its Alsaypearence fron the Chicags azea by that tine. This 

coincides with my findings. ; 

- -Rldgeway (1895) says "found throughout the state ~ ~ -becoming 4 

| nore raze southward == - uncomen in the vicinity of Mount Camel and 

growing less as the woods decoue clear." o 
Ridgeway (157%) also states that this species is resident inthe 

entire state, I was unable to find anybody, however, who recollected its 

presence in the Ozark Ridge country of southern Illinois except Muff, who 4 

A stated that it was plentiful in the Osark Ridge but is now gone, Karraker, — 

: however, who has Lived in the Osurle Ridge all his life and is a keen sporte 

man, aid not know that the species had ever oscurred there, 4 

ndnsly deititoe wit ‘al ckkcae of grea aah eentien ie 

=| perticuler fluetuation in their muubers. It would appear that in Mlinois, 

4 Line Ohio, the fgclated romants of ruffed grouse axe not mibject te the 

: periodic diseases or other causes of destruction which overtake them on . 

. their main range. 

. ; ™ ;
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F ild Turkey. Nelson (1877) reports the wild turkey "still sbundant in 

southern TiLineis and in bottom lands along rivers in central Tllinois.” ‘ 

Ridgewsy (1895) says "weight 16 to 40 pounds in extreme southern = 

combies. Still common but decaming less so even here.* a 

Woodruff (1907) says "fairly comon in the densely wooded diss 
tricts in the central portion of Illinois." . 

Q. ¥. Walker (2897) says "extinct in Boone County since 185,” a 
Musselman (1922) reports * a few supposed to be in the heavy 4 

river bottom woods in southern I11inois.* « 

Ladtiheesk tel me that hevtty thanypented fren the seal Wetton : 

in 1877. OLin told me that turkey disappeared from the mouth of the Tilineis 
15 years ago, oF sbout 1915. My father killed a wild turkey shout 1992, 

probably near Farmington, Iows, on the Skunk River across from Hancock County. — 
This was the Last flock in that region, 

Bvidently the wild turkey disappeared from northern Tilinois about 
1850, from the sontza portion about 1680, end fren the southern @xtrenity = 

in more recent years. A single flock still persisted in Union County in 1928. a 

This consisted of 12 birds, eswkedkg both on the Illinois bluffs and seross 
the river in Missourl. : 

fhe extreme persistence shown by this species wherever suitable . 

timber cover remains is good evidence for believing that it could be brought 

back in considerable munbers if the state ever eubarks on a state forestry 

program, It would seem especially important for the state to save the single 

remant probably remaining in Union County, since these birds may represent | 

native blood impossible of replacement through the importation of breeding 

shat | 
Neither the acquisition of state forests and other kind of land 

ie



| saqatsttionp, however, ean hope for Lange public support until the state 
| qgnservation department has been re-organized along more stable anf more 

Deer, Karraker ssys that wild deer of nstive stock aid not disappear from 4 

taion County until about 1910. I recollect a statement made by Edvard a 

honge that he had iilled the last deer on Big Island, opposite the north- — a 

gestern corner of Hancock County, and as nearly as I can ealeulate this 2 

must have heen about in the 1860s or 70s. ay 

| he 5 herds now existing in the state all represent escapes from a 

captivity. The herd on the ILlinods River near Urbana escaped about 2000 

years ago and have now increased from 15 to 30 head, according to Baker, 4 

che 2 herhe nosy Redeferd watering, sevedding 46 Rew, S) meh at bee 

; respectively, represent escapes from an abandoned deer farm, ‘ 3 

There seens to be Little hope of the re-establishuent of deer a 

in a wild state except possibly in connection with state forests in oo 

southern T1linois, ee 

Squizrelg Musselman told me that severel fox squirrels wore found desk 

on the ground in the neighborhood of Quincy. He suspects disease, possibly ao 

tularemia, although no human cases have occurred in that vicinity. 4 

, You seirrels sre fairly somen wherever suffisions tinker persist 

tub gray squirrels sve found only in the remants of thick brushy woods, 

: Dorts, ‘Tiithots Lies just on the eastem edge of the territory in vhith = 

doves ore of sufficient abundance to furnish shooting. %n the Iake section — 

several reports vere heard that the birds were too scarce to warrant an 

: . open season. ‘ 

4 ; 
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: (ats. Tvo observers report having found sate denning and having young fe 

| my from Duildings, ‘These cases are inportant in throwing Light on the 

| degree to which cats actually revert to a feral state . 

George A. Dunlap of Springfield reports that sbout 1900, in - 

Brom County, Illinois, near Sterling, his dog chased a yellow eat into = a 

hollow stump where, on opening, he found a nest and 3 kittens, = 3 

: Jock Wilson of Marengo reports thet about 192%, in the sumer, 

he found a litter of kittens in a hollow log in the woods } mile west of a 

his farm, We says he often finds old toms in trees and logs, but seldow a 

fensles. This may mean that the toms "go wild" more readily. a 

hn effort was made to develop two possible indices to svundanee 

of cats: (2) Rye counts along roads; (2)- Cats treed in coon hunting. 4 

tev observers were found sho could reneuber muibers well enough to supply — 4 

good data, 
: a 

ee ee ee 
E.B. Ward Champaign ? % 12 0.3 Gounted eyes 

Qus Radebaugh Cairo-Chanpaign 1507 Sa _ 

= 2B, B, Miller Petersburg-Spring- May 17 6 3.0 ee 
field 1928 

Chas, A, Sparks Vermilion 2.0 (estimate) ; 

Jom M. OLin AltonsTayville — Bees 1 0D 2.5 ‘ 

| | 
.



Kone Gouty Rate  Hodocs Gate treed Goons Rename 
: $.AOL@field Sangemon ? 4 ° “ae rene: 

Geo. A. Dunlap * Avesage yor evening : 7 

Hd. Karraker Union 0 Never treed 
one, 

Jock Wilson Nellenry Aversge per evening 2 4 

Karreker's observation that he had never treed scat incom = 
hunting is significant because this is a region in which there are some 5 

| id bobeats. Tb bears on the hypothesis, advanced in the Mississippi 4 
report, that bobcats may prey on housecats or théir young. a 

Toxes. Ave protected by law all but 45 days. There is an sctive fox 4 

hunters association in the southern part of the state, which holds an 3 

annual moet at Ramsay. 4 

Both reds and grays occur in southern Illinois. Probably grays = 

occur in Jo Daviess County. There are a few grays near Freeport. Otherwise — 

in so far as know, the red fox is the prevalent species. 

There is no exact information on the importance of foxes even in 
ecnatg. Whee hig’ wet tan gene Betta 6 We dcdanbeek fb fe SUN : 
find out the extent of their depredations on quail, 

Grows, Yorbes and Gross in August~Sctober, 1906, found that there were WL 

crows per square mile between Danville and Quincy, and that they constituted 

7-16 of all birds (as compared with 1.4% for quail). As remarked wider Be 

a quail, hovever, the greater visibility sf (he tren my here distorted Wala 

1 5b : a
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j A few crow roosts are shom on Map_C, This is a very ine 4 

j complete record, ' ; 

, Crow roosts are unstable both as between seasons and years, 4 
| Musselman (1922) reports a large roost near Quincy whieh has been dwind- a 

ling since and is now gone, This roosting was done in elm trees right in ‘ 

tom. In the northem sections where the bulk of the crow population = 
nigrates, fall roosts and spring roosts are often ini different locations. a 

Wildgats (Bodeats) still occur in Union County end one was found last 4 
: vinter in DeKalb County near Genoa. : 

Tur Bearers. An Otter was taken near Meredosia about 1926; there are a 4 

few in Union County. In some unaccountable way a pair of beaver appeared q 

near Meredosia in 1926. They have since disappeared, There is an extre 
ordinary munber of mink on some of the prairie streams of Champaign County, : 

Trapping 1s prontbited by law on the petition refuges legalised by the 
state on private lands, When this law is enforced it naturally makes ‘a 

trouble, Thus skunks are said to be excessively abundant on the so called 

‘State Game Preserve near Sycamore in DeKalb County. a 

General. Not much can be said about predators in Illinois because hot 
much is know. A quantitative study of their effects on quail, pheasont, 

| 
. 5T- 7
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F |), tend Practice & Shooting Hrtvteges im Minot, 

: 16 Summary. Practically all dependable waterfowl lands and most access. 
a ible quail lands are closed to public shooting. Very little, outside of 2 

vaiting of duck lands, is being done to make posted lands actually pro- a 
} ductive of game, Duck lands have sequired @ high value (up to $250 per ” 

acre = see Waterfowl) by reason of their scarcity, but few or nof Tilinois < 
; lands have been given on additional value by reason of enhancing their pron 
b ductivity. Mais fact Lies near the heart of the Tlinois game problem. There 

. can be little satisfaction in soaring prices or begs which result merely . 
@ from the accident of geographic location and the practice of artificial a 

: Somehow both the landower and the sportsmen must a¢quire a totally 
& new point of view toward the land problem, eo 

| The vital question is how to bring this shout. ‘There is no need 
to repeat the suggestions already developed in the reports for other states. “a 

. One new ides, however, was encountered, which may be of significance in ; 
| Riinois and elsewhere, 

os ‘ 

| (1% Garton Berry cuatl Preserve, Clayton Berry is = young ‘femer owning : 
| = * farm 1} miles east of Exeter in Scott County. He leases the shooting on all 

| = “Founding farms-—possidly 1,000 acres in all--and then subleases te Chicago ‘ 
| rrtmen, fo whose vehavior he is responsible to the omers of the land. " 
4} tstaontaniy, no tumishes dogs if desired, and manages the coon and fox ‘ 
fp tting os weil on quail muting, A Letter of inguizy wes seat hin as te : 
' dstails, but no reply was received, a 
> The Berry enterprise is significant in that it seems to meet the 2 
q two weak points in the present drift of events: . a



4 (1) the Lnek of famer and sportsman initiative in st
arting e 

game management on specific tracts of la
nt. — : a 

(2) the need of collective setion anong groups of Famers. « 

| Hothing is knom shout the merit or demerit of Berry's setual a 

| nathods, Te is clear, however, that he ould be, under his scheme of A 

organization, something more then 2 mere “broker” of shooting privilege
s. 

any wash absentee brokers already exist in the South. They are mostly 2 

veal estate mon, Berry, however, is hinself a faraer, and his Lineup 49 v 

. such that he could become the leader snd manager of the gane enterprise 4 

? for his neighborhood. «. eteer wots bo orcs teens the some of Se . 

| ing initiative and getting collective action in his famer-sporteman group 

If we could now conceive of some enterprising sgricultural college 
> 

. offering a. short course of voestious) training in come wenacenent to a group 

_ of carefully selected young farmers who are t
hemselves landomers, and then 

following At up with Sechuicel gexries by a gane expert in its extension : 

service, we would have a working mechanism of real merit. Its workability ; 

has alzendy been tested in the sgriculturel field. 

It is possible that the proposed yoeational instruction under the : 

Saith-Hughes Law, already proposed for Mississippi, should teks the form 

| of training peigbhorhaad Leaders, vather than taining each snd every £5Paty : 

4 to manage his own game. he vest quail country will slways c
onsist of small 

3 units requiring collective neighborhood action, especially in activitiesy : 

E Like predator control, which are subject to manginal @tlution and therefore 

: condueted cheapest on lage blocks. the neighborhood leader idea also eon 

= pletely meets the objections arising out ef inter-fam drift of birds. Wine — 

a ter feeding, too, is cheapest when organized on & large scale. The purchase : 

of planting stock for re-vegetation of coverts is snother activity wetter 

;| 59° |



1 sinpted to netehbornocd than to individual initiative, Posting and policing 

: is obviously easier for # lange area than a small one, ‘echnical service = ; 

can be rendered better to a group than an individual, 
a 

he proposed vocational training need net all be given in one a 

lump. If the agricultural college has « demonstration area (organized 4 

ater the present system of fellowships) the neighborhood leaders could " 

ye invited to come in gt aay Sime to see the results of some new experi- J 

nent oF consider some new ides, There would be an excellent chance to : 

raiually build up in these neighbothood Leaders a certain breadth of view 4 

a cortein ethical standard, snd a sound attitude toward biologics! problens 

now too often lacking Seem managers of shooting Fights not only in this 4 

country, bub also in Rurope. : 

| In states or parts of states where game forming is important 
] 

these neighborhood leaders might also be offered special instr
uction at ‘ 

the Clinton School. 

: he general principle here proposed would work for any kind of ‘ 

came, but quail is the obvious choise for making # start. 

| the nen trained under Institute fellowships would fall naturally ‘ 

into the role of technical advisors in the extension service, travelling 3 

from one neighborhood group to another and helping solve their special 4 

probiens, Obviously these neighborhood groups would offer valuable proving 

grounds for testing the workability of conclusions reached through research, 4 

It strikes me that concrete constructive projects proving that 4 

an abundance of game can be raised on posted fame sebuslly mut under man ; 

: agenent axe a much more effective means of combating the 
sluost wiverssl 7 

od ' prejudice againet paid shooting, than are abstract azgunents to the effect : 

. that farns mst be posted if we are to conserve any game, The argument in | 

| 
~~ 

:



: : ae 

q its abstract form may never carry, decsuse most people are incapable of a 

Pi peing convinced of any truth in abstrect form. If it can be demonstrated = 

| mat the one-gallus man actually bums more gasoline in the search for a 

tree shooting than would be required to pay his fee on & nearby group of 2 

managed forms, then the new idea of gene management would gain some head q 

wy in the public mind, The one-gallus hunter now thinks nothing of 4 

ariving 50 miles for a day of poor shooting. Counting deterioration on a 

is car this costs hin 89 per nile or (4,00 codh ony, total $6.00 TfRE 

rove 10 mite insteod it would cost him $1.60. he difference of #6.NO 

vould tay shooting rights on a tag of 15 quail at 50f per bead, which 5 

the going price in the South where land leases for 15¢ per sere and yields ’ 

4 quail per 5 acres. 3 

Moreover, the actual organisation of game menegenent on groups of 

fams is the only possible wy of applying the public shooting grounds ides q 

to upland gome, If the public can lease such lends for the use of the pub- sas 

| Lie it mush deed with groups ond it gush deal through « representetive of us 

tne group. In other words the training of nejghborhood leaders is the logi- ; 

al key to the development of upland public shooting grounds as well as to Z 

| the development of upland clubs or toll grounds. x 

Zo summarize: It is proposed that some agricultural college, equipped with 

: an Institute Fellowship and its own special fecilities for research and ex 

Be tension work, offer special training and technical service to selected for 

mere with a view to their acting as neighborhood leaders in the initiation 

of game management on groups of farms. 4 

. It is believed thst such action promises to be an effective way 

Yt necting the present lack of initiative on the pert of Doth spertanen smd 

. famers in solving the land problem, and in making the present wide-spread | 

61.



4 dossnd for "nore gaue" actually effective by creating a corresponding sup 

> »y. a 
: It is believed that such action is the logical key to upland 4 

. piblie shooting grounds as well as upland clubs and toll grounds, 4 

It is believed that such action is more likely to avoid the wm = 

desirable characteristics of Buropean game management, than if private a 

management were to start unguided by technical advice from public institu — a 

tions. 4 

1s. Posbing & Charging. ‘The following dota were gathiesld stn /preneiit’ tend on pres at condi _ 

tions, in addition to those already presented under "waterfowl": a 

Observer Adaress Terchtiorr = A. Teme Tasted deme 
aes 

D.R.Abernathy lawrenceville Lawrence Co. 90% Wo charging as yet 

OR Hutt Denville Vermilion Co. 508 Poginning to lease. 
($15 per day imel. — 
board & dogs) 

Geo. Iuthy Peoria Peoria Co. 80% Ho clubs or leasing. 

. Prederic Burlington Henderson Co, © Almost all quail lands posted. 
Lee 

Ae 

%. or tiett Gie Adams Co. 604 me 

Kenneth Knowl- Preeport Stephenson Co, 508 No clubs or charg- 
ton ing. Must ask per=— 

mission inall = 

| Sack Hilson «= Marenge Near Marengo =» Nearly all posted, a 
Varren Rowan Belvidere Boone Co. 50% No charging, but 

some farmers take 

Guy tokeley Harvard MeHenry Co, Varmers get $15 
per day yer man 

: for goose shooting. —



| the Qesce Hedge. One of the major events of game conservation history 
a Pin 11Linois has boon the progressive tearing out of the osnge orange nedees 
a widely planted by farmers in the days when land end labor was cheap and cash 
. | for fencewire scares. Agricultural authorities have advised their removal 
: on the grounds of land used, harborage for insects, harborage for gan Jose 
: Seale, snd cost of maintenance, The gus tractor has of late made it easy to 
: comply with their advice, 

f All of these charges against the osage hedge are of course trae, 
| yet I doubt if they are the whole story. The hedge may have been condemned 

& on a hasty examination of only a part of the evidence.: Much depends on the : 

; point of view. Why are hedges stili universol in England where land is much 
: scarcer? In view of agricultural overproduction, is it really a benefit to 
. the community and the individual to insist on every square yard producing 
. crops? As against the debit represented by land-waste and harborage for 

: ; pests, what credit should be allowed for windbreak service, post supply, 

: ] 24 narborage of game and insectivorous birds? Has anybody ever tried to 
: make the onoge hedge more efficient by improving the original placement of 
af the stems and lavising @ mechanical trimmer to reduce labor costs? — 
A Lodge told me his hedges cost 10/ per rod for 2 trimings per 

year, He figures a hedge wastes a rod-wide strip of soil 

8 Dunlap told me the champion Harvester Go. once put out a hedge 
4 } ‘trimer with a cutter-bar 3'-6' long which performed the vertical trimning 
i secessfully. It did not do the horizontal trimming on top, which had to 

eo a (0 pertereed by bends | Seumsions a practical machine to do all the trimming 
e j Could be devised, 

: 

a. Lodge showed me a hedge “woven” years ago by a specialist which 
| has been kept trimmed and which today presents a nearly pig-tight fence. Tm . 
o 620
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a looks entirely diftenent from an ordinary hedge. It suggests that the 
4 4 good points of osage hedges have never been fully exploited. 
; Putting everything together, it may be fairly asked wnther the 
: anti-osege Compaign has not been dictated more by @ point of view than 
: by immutable economic trends. The question 19 whether » re-examination 
: of the evidence from a new point of view is not in order? Bven if the f 
. | teneulin Oridamae thaws vaniant ten nedee, 1s the state really prepared 

. to "Live with" the barren lifeless prairie which is the inevitable conse- 
: quence? 

4 
ss These are subjects for sgricultural colleges to invest igateand 
. for conservation bodies to debate. They have much more significence than 

the tinkering of conservation laws, the starting of game farms, and the | 
" signing of Conservation pledges by citizens who own no land. The general . 
: pbiic would produse more game by in some way paying the farmer a bonus 
a on hedres than by spending the same money on foreign birds or Kansas 
. : rabbits. The fact that questions of this kind are pot discussed by con- : 
. | servation bodies or studied by conservation officers is Sohelusive evi- : 
. dnece that the game conservation movement has not yet come to grips with 5 
< the real fundamentals of the problem it intends to solve, 

b Erosion in Klinois. Mosier and Gustafson (University of Tliinois, 1928) 
int show thet an area of 5,365 square miles in 62 Counties surveyed, or 15 
aa ‘ rer cent of the state, consists of broken and hilly land subject to serious 
a“ freinage from surface washing. Soge of this is alresay Completely ruined, 
a An additional 15 per cent of undulating land is not badly demaged yet, 
. bat is in danger. 

' All of this 30% lies in the river breaks type, which is the



E cresm of the quail country. Since this type, including bottoms, com 

| prises 42 per cent of the stete, it te fair to conclude that the states | 

; om agricultural authorities, after a detailed e011 survey, have pro- 

nounced the river breaks in serious danger of permanent deterioration. 

What should be done? 

At this point it should be pointed out that erosion control is : 

: nore than a matter of stopping gullies. It is first of all a matter of 

conserving orgenic matter on every square foot of every field through ae 

proper rotation of crops. Mo amount of gully-stopping can seve & fiela 

depleted of ite fertility. : 

However, it is equally true that depletion of soils is an gg- 

gompbished fact on millions of acres, and that the prevention of the 

siecpened gradients introduced in any field by any gully is & necessary 

supplement to Conservative cropping 4s & means of reclamation. Revegeta- ; 

tion of drainage channels is the cheapest means of checking gullies if | 

they are there or preventing them if they are not there. 

Such revegitation is good agricultural éngineering even if there 

vere no possible income from game, or crop-benefit from game andbther 

pirds waieh such revegetation brings with it. when the benefit from biras 

is added, revegetation becomes good land-use. , 

Incidentally, revegetation of drainage channels introduces exactly 

that interspersion of environmental types which is essential to optimun 

| yielés of “short-radius" game like quail. Most song and ineectivorous 

birds have an even shorter radius of daily travel during their breeding 

season (see Howard, “ferritory in Birds"). 

: q The drainage channels in need of revegetation are literally the 

4 Swarp and woof" of Illinois. If Map A could be draw on a huge scale, oF



E if one looked down on the state from an airplane, this would be strikingly 

: epperent. 

It is admitted that the best plants for revegetation and the 

rest ways to plant and maintain them are not known, and should be made - “ 

the subject of careful research. It is claimed that enough is already : 

known, however, and enough can be inferred by ordinary common sense, to 

call for ® substential reversal of the prevalent attitude of agricultural 

colleges toward the general subject of cover on farms. The prairie states ; 

are inereosingly bore of drainage-channel cover partly Recanse the agri= 

cultural suthorities have advocated, or at least acquiesced in, that 

tendency to remove ali cover which carried ite momentum from the necessary 

clearings of the pioneers. 

That this momentum has carried the state too far is attested by 

the Mosier and Gustafson bulletin. | 

There is no economic issue of greater fundamental importance to ; 

a state like Illinois than the conservation of its soil, and there is no t 

practical means to this end of greater promise than the maintenance of 

game coverts on drainage channels, 

| ~624-



: (¢) ‘The Conservation Public in T1linois. 4 

. 19. The Basic Issue. Illinois differs from any other state so far sur 

veyed in that there is no organised effort to effect any basic improvement 

; in state leadership in conservation affairs. As in other states, that a 

: leadership is recognized as deficient due to political influences. Unlike 

| | ther states, these deficiencies ars regarded as incurable, oa 

This public attitude is extremely important and extremely dis- 

4 couraging. It is thinkable that certain kinds of game, like quail and ; 

Ei pheasants, can be sicoessfully @onserved without any particular help from 

, the state (see Section D, for example). It is hardly conceivable, however, 

4 that prairie chicken, ruffea grouse, wild turkey, wr when eh al 

; without an aggressive and sicillful program of state forests and state game 

4 refuges. ‘Such a program hinges basically on public confidence in the state . 

conservation department. Without that confidence the necessary funds and : 

powers are not likely to be granted. 

a - It seems needless to say that this criticien of Illinois is not . 

a criticiem of any particular individual or group. It is necessary, hovever, ; 

e for such © survey as this to call attention to what seems to me a basic de- 
fect of the Tllinois conservation movenaat. TLlincis conservationists ex 

: rebuild the conservation department if they want to badly enough, snd if 

. they can develop the right kind of leaders for the purpose. : 

: | 20, Gonservation Oneanisations. The principal organization is the Igaale 

: Walton League, and in the south, the Southern Illinois Sportemen's Associ 

i, ation. Mo data on the strength or distritution of these organizations was 

_ gathered. Figures are largely meaningless in appraising their potentialities. 

e | "
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_ : 
I encountered small country chapters of the League, for instance, which 

| seemed to have all kinds of vitality and were sctually wrestling with _ 
» their local problems, while many large chapters were either sidetracked | 

into funetioning as social clubs or else were practically dead. ‘These 

inert unite may be the result, not the cause, of the absence of any at- 

tempt to reorganize state leadership. , 7 

Jam Oxeanisntions and Pare Press. While a considerable number of indi- 
vidual farmers were seen, there was unfortunately insufficient time to 

: contact with their organizations. These include the Illinois Farn Bureau, 

the Illinois Agricultural Association (60% S. Dearborn), and the Illinois 

Yarn Guards. 

Chicago is the centre for the farm press of the prairie states, 

One of these papers--The Prairie Farmer--was visited on a previous aceasion, 

and takes an enlightened and sympathetic attitude toward game problems. 

There is possibly no particular occasion for going to these 

farm agencies with the game problem in its abstract form. When conerete 

information is available (such as would be developed throwh research 

under a fellowship), or when a concrete move is under way (such as that 

, proposed in Gaption 17) these papers will, I think, co-operate. 

Chicago also headquarters certain farm educational ventures such 

as the Atlas Educational Film Co. ( 5 N. Wabash). ‘wo attempts were made 

i: to interview this organization but its officers were out. : 

22. National Organisations. Several of these, in addition to the Isaak 

Walton League, headquarter in Chicago. One of the most significant is the : 

i Izaak Walton Foundation (410 N. Mich. Ave.), @ chartered corporation in- 

, ] dependent of the League, and organized to receive and administer funds for 

: > 3S
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ne proaotion of conservation education and research. 

E the Conservation Club of America (332 S. Mich. Ave.) started 

. as an effort to pool high-class club privileges in various regions, It . 

4 is now headed toward a broader program not yet exactly defined. 

: 25, Sporting Press, In addition to Outdoor America, the ongen of the | 

| tyoak Walton Lesgue, the Anerican Field Publishing Go. (¥H0 8. Dearborn) 

neadquarters in Chicago. I regret that no contact has as yet been made 

4 nore, since this is one of the oldest of the sporting publications, all 

‘ of which must play ® part in the development of a game restoration program 

; This brief inventory of public leadership for game restoration 

2 in Illinois makes no pretense of being complete. Chicago alone doubtless : 

contains numerous and important state and national bodies vitally interested 

tn the subject. :



—— or fo See a 

= (D) Game Administration In Illinois. 

8 Because of the recent change of administration the time was un- 

favorable for gaining a complete picture of the workings or organization 

of the conservation department. The following data, therefore, may be sub- 

ject to amendment. : 

ah. Oxganigation. The department is organized under the Civil Administration 

Code of 1917, as amended in 1925 to create a separate department. It was 

previously under agriculture. The organisation is very simple, as follows: 

Board of eal of 
Advisors Conservation 

6 Divisions 

[uicenses | | rien | | Game | | Yermin | | fur | | Forestry | 
; Control 

There are some technical men in the Divisions, but it is my im 

pression that the entire personnel, and certainly the policy, is subject to 

overturn with each change in the governorship, Wo conservation program can 

be started, much less given a fair trial, during such short periods. 

Regulatory powers are conveyed in broad and vague terms by the act, 

and such specific powers as land-buying are exercised by the Department. The 

unsatisfactory workings of these powers are illustrated in the forestry div- 

* ision, which is headed by an experienced technical man, who has worked up all 

yy ‘ the detail necessary for embarking on a program of acquisition of state for- 

4 ests, including actual options on suitable lands, Yet no acquisitions have



: 

ever been mode. There is no mandate in the law to build a system of 

state forests, merely an authorization "to take such measures for the _ 

promotion of - - forestry - - as may be" prescribed by law. 

On the other hand there has been rather free acquisition of a 

miscellaneous scattering of parcels of land, most of which are not suited 

to carrying out any particular objective or purpose, and which are variously 

labelled as "refuges," ete. (See Map 0, taken from the Department's Re. 

port for 192%). 

The useful exercise of any regulatory powers, or the execution of 

any conservation policy, requires technical leadership and continuity of 

action. Both are almost impossible under Illinois organization. 

Whet is worst needed is the interposition of an unpaid board be- 

tween the Director and the Governor, with staggered terms to avoid sudden 

overturns. If highgrade citizen-conservationists could be obtained to 

comprise such a board, and if it were given entire responsibility, including 

the appointment of paid executives and the exercise of regulatory powers, 

it could lay down policies and hire men competent to carry them out. 

ee, fable P, taken from the Department's 192% Report, gives a summary 

of receipts and expenditures for the last 4 years. 

26. Broverties. In addition to the owned refuges shown on Map 0, the 

state leases 30 refuges aggregating 10,000 acres from fermers. This is 

under Sec. 46 of the Game Code. The status of management on these "preserves" 

is indicated by the fact that the law prohibits predator control on them 

(See Caption 15). 

It has already been pointed out that one of the owned refuges, 

Horseshoe fake, is a decided success. 

; s
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The state game farms were understood to be in process of reor q 

genization. None were visited, Pheasant costs at Yorkville are understood = 

to run 1.50 per bird for feed and labor. : i 

The two public shooting grounds for waterfowl vere not visited, 3 

pat represent 8 move in the right direction, whet management is practiced 

on them is not known. 

27. Bond Jesus. It is understood that the $20,000,000 bond issue which o 

failed of popular ratification last fall, provided for acquisition expendi- _ 

tures for uplands, lowlands, and miscellaneous in the ier ih, 1, and } a 

respectively. This intrinsically meritorious idea might meet with better i . 

powlar support if ite objectives were male more specific and its allocation 
of acreage to counties less so. As to objectives, the following technical a ; 

findings of this report are pertinent to the formulation of an sequisition Le 4 

program by the state: ‘ 

(1) State Forests, serving indidentelly as refuges for turkey, 

deer, and ruffed grouse, are thoroughly pmeticable and 

adly needed. “ 

(2) Slough and swamp lands for pheasant and prairie chicken 

refuges are thoroughly practicable and badly needed. : 

(3) Waterforl areas, land and water, a part to be set aside as - 

refuges, and a part to be set aside and managed as public 4 

shooting grounds, are thoroughly practicable and badly needed. 

(4) Publicly owned quail refuges, and publicly owned shooting | 

grounds for quail, are of doubtful practicability because of 

the short cruising radius of the species (and hence the low 

radius of drift from the refuge), and the low per acre popu» 3 

lations as compared with per sere lana costs. So 

6s. a



. quail refuges incidental to 1, 2, and 3 are all right. Bee 

: ay attempt is here made to deal with acquisition of land fer 88 

perk and playground functions, _ 

os. Eighoty of Oven Seasons. ‘his is gtven in Chart Q, i 

While not a matter of primary importance, Illinois is to be 

commended for the stability of her policy on seasons. The record is free 

of the minor tinkering which passes for game administration in many states. 

It may be well to repeat here that the present open seanon on : 

prairie chickens does not seem justified, even though it is probably of 

Little consequence (as compared with elimination of cover) in determining 

the future of the species. It is a late season, with o correspondingly 

low kill, otherwise it would be 2 serious factor. 

29, Jaden Sehoo], 150 wardens were called in by Director Radebeugh — 

for » course of training ot the time of the 1928 State Fair, Talks wore 

given by verious authorities, and a "question vox" resulted in the bene- 

ficial exehange of views on many adninistrative questions, Thie very ; 

meritorious idea, if it could be continued in connection with suitable : 

demonstration areas to show what geme mansgement looks like on the ground, 

would ultimately prove to be of great velue, 

Some of the field personnel in the warden service is very good. ; 

30. Yederal Hardens. ‘The federal law enforcement work seems especially 

vigorous and meritorious, in epite of deficient state co-operstion. An 

increase of personnel is badly needed, 

31, Upper Missiesipos Refuge. This grest project, already described in 

ist the Minnesota report, extends down into [llinois. Its potential value and ; 

e importance is little appreciated, even in the communities which will most | 

e directly benefit. - Ge
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sg, Inreste Division. Tlinots hes no state forests, although there is 
poth a State Forester in the Conservation Department at Springfiedl and an : 

Extension Forester in the Hatural History Survey at the State University. 

mese won have done valuable investigative and eduestional work, but the 

formlation and execution of a stete forest program calls for a continuity 

of policy and & desire for long-time as well as short-time results which 

cennot exist with the conservetion department organis@@ as it now is. 

The rudiments of a fire control organization have been built up \ 

in southern Illinois, but financial support has been sporadic, as is naturally 

the case in an unstable department. 

The forestry sprropriation is understood to have been recently cut 

in half. 

In & broad way, forestry leadership by the state has gone about as 

far as it can under an unstable department. 

There is strong interest in actual forestry practice in certain 
localities. The Burlington Basket Company has been profitably raising timber 

on the Mississippi overflow islands for many years (incidentally offsetting 

its carrying costs by a substantial income from game rentals), 2%, Lb. Karraker 

is practicing forestry on his lands in Union County, held to produce raw ma- 

terial for his box-veneer plant at Jonesboro. He has no doubts about it 

deing the most profitable way to handle his timber. In both these instances 

the fect stands out thet the point of view is what counts mest. These men 

make it profitable mostly because they want it to be. 

Toe :



() Gene Research and Rduestion In Tlinois | 
53. Research Agencies A 

The University of Illinois, including the Agricultural College 

and the Netural History Survey, has long been prominent in soological research. 

All of this research is of foundational value to game management; some of it is 

of direct value, especially such work as Forbes & Gross, "An Ornithogical 

Gross Section of Illinois" (1907) and Cahn's paper, now in press, on the relation 

of quail and pheasants, Much valuable work on the pollution problem has 

centered here. é 5 

fhe University of Chicago has not been visited as yet, but is known 

te be strong in botany, ecology, and other subjects of direct importance to | 

game. : 

There has been a great deal of ornithological research in both these 

institutions end elsewhere in the state, but here as elsewhere it has not- 

taken the direction of investigating conservation methods or technique. 

3h. Research Funds. 

The Conservation Department does not lean on the university to do 

its fact-finding on game, although it is understood to have done so on the 

equally important problem of pollution. It is not financing any game research 

at the university. 

fhe president of the university has declined to apply for one of 

| the Game Research Fellowships offered by the Sporting Arms and Ammunition 

Manufacturers Institute, This was one, but not necessarily the only means for 

the university to make a start toward meeting its lerge unfulfilled responsi- 

bilities in the field, Direct financing by the state would be another mans 

_ to the same end, ; 

The Igask Welton Foundation is a very important potential source of 

we a
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Dace research funds. 
A 

P| At present it may de fairly said that the state is spending around a 

; quarter of @ million dollars, and its citizens a probably larger sum, on game 

7 conservation mthods practically none of which have passed scientific tests as 

L to their effeciensy, and some of which are almost certainly an entire waste. 

E (The continued planting of pheasants in southernIllinois will suffice as a single 

, " qaample of continued waste.) he investment in research work of a small pereent- 

> | age of the large sum now spent on game would be cheap insurance against the 

b indefinite continuance of wasteful and unsuccessful practices, Agriculture, 

i forestry, or industry would by no means tolerate what nowp passes unchallenged 

J os "game protection." 

One serious aspect of deloying game research is that it takes a long 

Q time to solve game problems, or even to orgenize to solve them. It is by no 

' means to be expected that a state wmiversity which has never functioned on 

, gene should function on a lange scale or high speed on short notice. The co- 

t ordination of many and varied departments is involved in the solution of every 

: 35. Research Brojects. The number of urgent problems demanding angwers is very 

: large, and each of them is so intermeshed with other game problems, and with 

» problems in agronomy, Livestock, agricultural engineering, land economics, and 

: forestry, that a mere list does not do justice to their importance, However a 

. list of the more urgent problems is here offered, with the request thet the 

w | reader refer to the preceedite text for the various inter-relationships: 
i 1. What kind and location of brush, tree and grass cover on the 

M average Illinois farm offers the greatest benefit from game and 

of insectivorous birds, erosion control, and wind protection, and the 

| least loss in land area or harborgage of noxious insects? 

: «tea



4 2. Given this cover, what methods of winter-fecding ant prodater 

| control produces © maximum quail crop? How much of it can be , 

safely harvested? When and how? . 

: 3. On what Illinois soils can pheasants be established in a wild 

, state? Hungarians? Why? What effects do cover, feed, predators, 

) and shooting have on the crop? What is their relation to 

. agricultural crops and pests and to native game? 

. 4, What is the radius of effectiveness of a pheasant refuge? A 

"| prairie chicken refuge? What lands are suitable? 

: 5. On what Illinois lends do mallards fail to treed? Why? By 

, what methods can local breeding stocks be restabl ished? . 

6. What fluctuations occur in Illinois rabbit populations? Why? 

’ What is the husan tularemia risk? Can that risk be rated 

Xs er predicted as to time and place? Does tularemia affedt other 

a game? 

q 7. What combinations of geome, fur, fish, and timber culture will 

m make overflow lands most productive? What lands belong in this 

et class? 

‘3 8. What effects do various populations of houseeat, crow, fox, and 

21 skunk have on game and poultry? On other useful birds? 

- Anyone of these projects, and especially the first one, involves 

43 numerous others, Yor instance, the first one involves the following: 

i la. How can quail coverts and erosion control best be combined? 

1b. Can chinch-bug harborage be avoided by placing quail coverts 

on the north sides of hills, banks, or woodlots? What brush 

/ species offer the least harborage to chinch-bugs and the 

most to quail? . 

. :



a le, Boos the chinchbug harborage offered by quail coverts offset . 
| the benefit to clover seed from harboring bumble-bees? Where? 

1d, Is the Osage hedge really an ineffteient fence if properly j 

phanhed anh Sneed sad mipnantanhlgy DAG ts tau & ante 

proof strain of osage? Want axe the costs per red per year , | 

compared with other fences? 

le. What is the farm importance of syrphgé flies and lady-beetles | 

harbored in ingraged woodlots? What is their effective 

lf. Can a mechanical planter be used to revegetate stream banks 

and drainage channels with cuttings? What species? when? . 
lg. To what extent can quality make up for acreage in quail coverts? 

Are conifer-groups feasible? What kind? What sise? Where? 

In, What benefit are windbreaks to various cropping and livestock 

| operations? How does the benefit compare with the loss of land? | 

| 

q ~The |
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| (4) Forbes, S A, 1907. “Am Ornithological Cross-Section of Mlinois 

- (5) Woodruff, F. M. 1907. "Birds of the Chicago Area." Maturel 
Be History Survey. A 

| (6) Musselman, f, E, AprileJuly, 1921, "History of Birds of Illinois." 
- State Historical Society. 

_7 (7) Forbes, S. A. & Gross, A. 0, 1923. "On the Numbers and local 
4 Distribution of Illinois Land Birds of the Open Country in Winter, 

. Spring, and Fell." Watural History Survey. 

’ Soils, Geology, Drainage, Agriculture. Be 

| (8) Leverett, Frank. 1898. “The Illinois Glacial Lobe," U. 5. @. 5. 
4 4 Monograph 38. (Plate VI. opposite page 24). : 

. | (9) Mosier & Gustafncn. 1918. "Washing of Soils and Wethods of Pre- 
= | vention.” Bull. 27, Agric. Experiment Station, 

. / (10) Miller, R. B, 1920. "Fire Prevention in Illinois Yorests." MNat- 
“2 ural History Survey. 

a (11) Piekels, @, %. & Leonard, F. B., Jv. 1921. "Sngineering and 7 
| legal Aspects of Drainage in Illinois." State Geol. Survey. 

-. (Being revised for re-publication). 

- (12) Flint, W. P. 1922. “Burn the Chinch Bug." Agric. Expt. Sta. 
es Cireular 265. : 

. J a) Telford, ©. J.; Miller, R. B.; Chapmen, H. H. "Revort on @ ; 
ae | Forest Survey of Illinois." Natural History Survey. First : 

be Report 1923, second 1924, third 1926,



Biblioereshy (con't) ; 

. (14) Flint, % P. et al, 1928. “Learning to Live with the Buropean | 

eS Corn Borer.” Agric, Expt. Ste, Circular, 321. ; 

F< as) sme true Story of the 20 Million Dollars." Illinois Conserve 
be tion & Flood Control Assoc. (leaflet) 1928(1) 
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- Natural History Survey. 
: 
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4 Miscellaneous. 4 
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i Their Inland Environments." 
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I. DESCRIPTION 

1. Types of Geme Country. (Soil, cover, topography) For game purposes 

ohio may be classified as follows: 

Type : Area, Acres :Square Miles: Per Cent 

& : : 

1. Till Plains ; 10,368,000 : 16,200 ' 41 

9. Lake Bottom Plains ; 8,264,000: 5,100 : le 

3, Bluegrass ; 320,000 ; 500 ‘ & 

(Total level country) : (13,952,000): (21,800) ' (54) 

4. Glaciated Hills ; 6,120,000: 8,000 : 19 

5. Unglaciated Hills : 7,168,000 ' 11,200 : 27 

(Total Hills) : (12,288,000): (19,200) ; (46) 

TOTAL + 26,240,000 ; 41,000: 100 

The accompanying map (A) shows these types, and the present 

distribution of forest cover. 

The water surface is only 300 square miles, or 1/140 of the 

total. 

The original prairie (in large plocks) did not aggregate a 

single county. The rest was covered with hardwood forests, mostly of 

high size and quality. At present the plains types are all less than 

10% in woodlots. 

The old lake bottom (Type 2) is very level, except where cut 

by post-glacial streams. The Till plains (Type 1) are mostly gently 

rolling except where intercepted by moraines. Nearly all of Types 1 

and 2 is tilleble except the rougher rockier moraines; hence the low 

percentage in woodlots. 

wi«
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The Bluegrass (Type 3) is an extension of the Kentucky Re- 

grass region. 

The glaciated hills differ from the unglaciated in having their 

rock outcrops planed off. The rocks, proceeding from west to east, are 

(1) shales, sandstones, and limestones; (2) conglomerates with good coal 

measures; (3) poor coal measures. The soils decrease in productiveness 

jn the same order. In the unglaciated hills good agricultural soils 

are confined to the river bottoms. These timbered hills have been 

cleared or culled and burned, often to the point of serious erosion. 

2. Crops & Industries Affecting Game. Map B. shows counties having the 

heaviest acreage of certain crops affecting game. Thus in the tobacco 

counties there is a heavy percentage of clean foodless cultivation; in 

the dairy counties grazed woodlots prevail; in the sugar beet counties 

we have a crop well known in England as favorable to the Gray Partridge. 

Agricultural methods, of course, affect geme quite as much as 

the kind of crop. In Ohio the high points are: (1) The universal 

practice of cutting and shocking corn in fall, the shocks being often 

interplanted with winter wheat; (2) The imperfect late cultivation of 

corn, resulting in pigeon grass partly offsetting the cover deficit due 

to corn cutting; (3) The persistence of fencerow coverts and even rail 

fences in parts of the hill types. 

In the hill regions collieries, oil fields, and manufacturing 

plants result in a heavier population than might be inferred from Maps 

A and B. 

The suburban zones of idle real estate around manufacturing 

cities throughout the state are important to quail and pheasants. 
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3, Suitability of Types for Game. actors by Types. All of the types 

are suitable for quail, squirrel, and rabbit. 

Only types 1 and 2, plus the river bottoms in the hill types, 

are suitable for ringneck pheasant. 

Hungarian partridges appear to be limited to type 2, or very 

restricted portions of type 1. 

The hill types (4 and 5) are in parts suitable for Ruffed 

i Grouse, wild turkey, and deer. 

Waterfowl, except for Lake Brie and the Ohio River, are largely 

restricted to the remaining glacial lakes and swamps of type 1. 

Ohio is the transition state from cornbelt to Allegheny con- i 

ditions. Cover is clearly the limiting factor for most species in types 

1 and 2 on the cornbelt side of the state, but its preponderating 

importance becomes less and less clear in progressing across the various 

types southeastward. By the time the unglaciated hills are reached, it 

seems likely that various predators, and lack of widely distributed grain 

foods, affect productivity in such a typical native species as quail 

more than lack of coverts. In fact, any covert shortage in the hill 

country is probably qualitative, not quantitative. 

In other words, southeastern Ohio begins to approach the 

Georgia condition, where Stoddard found that no one factor outweighs 

all others at all times and places. 

These generalizations, of course, do not necessarily apply : 

fully to pheasants, for which the factors are imperfectly known, nor 

. Hungarians, for which they are quite unknown. 
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II. ANALYSIS 

(A) The Game Situation in Ohio 

4, Summary. 

Quail are for the present abundant, due probably to the closed 

geason and & succession of favorable years. I doubt whether they would 

stand up satisfactorily under a blanket open season without a great 

intensification of cultural measures. 

| Pheasants are common and standing up under 10 day season (limit 

2 cocks). Near swamps and flowages they are probably established in the 

sense that they would stand up even if artificial restocking should 

cease. Elsewhere they are probably dependent on restocking. ‘The pheasant : 

: range is not expanding. 

F Hungarians are common and standing up under a 10 day season 

. (limit 6 birds), but only within a narrowly restricted region and probably 

: because few are actually bagged. Their range is not expanding in Ohio, 

: but is expanding northward into Michigan. 

F Rabbits are usually abundant, with a 45 day season. Squirrels 

. are common, but have just been reopened for only 15 days in only even 

a numbered years. 

: Waterfowl have nearly ceased stopping in Ohio during the fall 

és flight, by reason of drainage, and overshooting without refuges. 

- Drainage is nearly complete. Refuges have barely started. 

. By and large, Ohio has reached the point where the old system 

om of depending on accidental crops of wild game has broken down. 

That system, measured in terms of social utility, is giving 

the average citizen (who can get out only on weekends) only one day a 
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: year on exotics like pheasants plus.4 or 5 days on inferior native spe- 

cies like rabbits. 

Measured in terms of efficiency, that system is not only deliver- 

ing a short crop but suffering a steady deterioration of either its 

preeding stock or game ranges, which collectively constitute its capital 

assetSe Closed seasons will tend to merely shift this deterioration 

from the stock to the range, and in this sense are no real remedy. 

Measured in terms of preserving native species purely for their 

esthetic and scientific value, the present system in Ohio varies from an 

| obvious failure (waterfowl) to indifferent and unstable success (quail). 

The basic reason why the present system fails on all three 

| counts is that it deals with stocks only, and ignores the preservation 

and improvement of environments. Now that accidentally favorable 

environments no longer prevail, they must be deliberately made favorable, 

| or game conservation will fail. 

The outstanding problem is fostering and release of social and 

: economic forces which will conserve environments without the undue sacri- 

fice of democracy in sport and without interference with other forms of 

, land use. 

i 

5. Areas of Range by Species. 

+ Maps D. and E. show the present range of pheasants and Hungarians 

a respectively; Map C. shows the other species except quail, rabbit, and 

Squirrel which are statewide. Colum 1 is obtained from these maps. 

ra Colums 2 and 3 are rough estimates based on judgment and impressions 

only. 
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Species (1)Sq- miles within (2) Stocked area (3) Fraction of 
exterior limits of shrinking or Col. 1 actually 

ie iene tage present range. expanding. stocked. 

quail 41,000 shrinking 3/4 

Pheasant 21,000 stationary 1/2 

Hungarian 1,500 stationary ? 

Rabbit 41,000 stationary 4/5 

squirrel --- stationary 3/4 | 

Ruffed Grouse 1,000(?) shrinking 1/10 

Waterfowl 200 slightly x 

lakes and marshes shrinking 3 

(excl. navigable 

waters) 

| 
Col. 1 for pheasants is a somewhat indefinite quantity for | 

reasons pointed out in Caption __. 

Col. 1 for squirrels is the woodland area as reported by ; 

the U. S. Forest Experiment Station. | 

Col. 1 for waterfowl is a guess based on a reduction of 

the total water area of 300 square miles. 
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Seasons. Quail shortage must have developed beginning about 

1910, as evidenced by the following graph: 

Open Seasons & Bag Limits on Quail - Ohio. 

10 20 30 40 50 

Year ¥ . . . 4 . . 

1895 » 

Season (Days) : 
Oe 

1900 - 
Bag Limit (Birds) 

ere 
1905 + sameness 

rere NEE 
| es ; 

| Closed 

. 1915 

: (Winter Killing of 1917-18) 

‘ 1920 

9 1925 

1928 
8 

While the open season on quail was closed in 1912, the legis- 

lative designation of quail as a permanently closed songbird did not 

occur until 19_. 
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Winter Killings. All observers agree on a practically statewide 

yinter-killing of quail in the winter of 1917-18. All agree that by 1919 

or 1920 the normal population had been restored by natural increase. A 

closed season prevailed before, during, and after this die-off. 

Swing recalls a local winter-killing around Columbus about 1923. 

Keller recalls a winter-killing in southwestern Ohio about 1900, 

and another about 1887. 

Jones recalls local losses around Oberlin about 1891 and 1902. 

He found the covies dead, in tail-to-tail formation, after the snow had 

melted. Since Jones is an ornithologist of national reputation, this is 

evidence that quail do not always freeze by being scattered at night, as 

Jack Miner claims often happens. 

Stever reports a light local loss around Defiance last winter, 

yhich was the first since 1917. ; 

Although many people were questioned, these are a aay winter 

killings of which I could obtain a record. 

; In Michigan more or less general winter-killings occurred in 1921, 

| 1882, and 1864. . 

These records, while doubtless incomplete, indicate that the 

[ period between severe winter-killings in the north-central states averages 

well above 10 years. The normal length of this period is of great import- 

[ ance. Covert restoration and winter feeding (see Prospectus) have a good 

chance of reducing these losses or at least lengthening the interval be- | 

tween them, but even if they should fail in this respect, the normal ten 

year interval is still sufficiently great to constitute no prohibitive risk. 

f Risk of a 90 per cent climatic quail loss every 10 years, with full product- 

6 ivity between times, is a lesser obstacle to game management than cyclic 

disease fluctuations in grouse which have the same or a lesser period, the 

Same or a greater amplitude, and apparently a greater period for recovery 

between times. It is a lesser obstacle than the extended lean periods 
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in Gray Partridge indicated by Maxwell's English records (see Hungarians, 

this report). In short, the Bobwhite quail is a safe bird even should 

management fail to prevent winter-killings. 

Purity of Quail Stocks. In any northern state the extent to 

which ~ indigenous blood has been diluted by importations of southern . 

stocks or races is in my opinion a matter of basic importance. It has not 

peen proven that such dilution injures the stock, nor that it does not, 

wut the known laws of genetics would strongly indicate that it does injure 

| them, and that such injury will take a long time to disappear unless the 

| processes of selection operate so rigidly against southern hereditary 

| characters as to destroy each individual displaying them. In that event, 

: the importation of southern races is at the best futile, by reason of 

: non-survival of progeny. 

. 6,000 Mexican quail (presumably all Mexican Bob-white) were 

; imported by the Game Department in 1916. About half seem to have died in 

captivity near Columbus before being turned down. The other half (about 

; 3,000) were turned down hurriedly in Franklin County to avoid continued 

mortality. The local impression is that none survived. This seems likely 

: enough in view of the big winter-killing of even native birds in 1917-18. 

; (This account was not obtained from the Conservation Department.) 

- Whether there were previous and more successful importations 

" is not known. ‘There have quite surely been none since, in view of the 

i closure. Possibly this importation was made in hopes of breaking the 

% closure, which was at first temporary. 

: Probably the Ohio blood is still fairly pure. 

D Abundance of Quail; Effect of Closed Season. All non-hunters 

38 interviewed in Ohio claim an increase since the closed season went into 
ad effect, ee 
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About half the sportsmen interviewed claimed there has been no 

increase, and some alleged a decrease due to the cessation of winter 

feeding. The other half admit an increase coincident with the closed 

season. 

The manner in which these opinions divide indicate that they 

tend to be colored by self-interest. The only safe conclusion is that 

quail in the state, as a whole, are at least holding up. 

Abundance of Quail by Types of Country. If quantity of cover 

were the limiting factor throughout the state, quail should be much more 

: abundant in the hill (4 and 5) than in the plains (1, 2) types. Appar- 

: ently they are not. There is even a doubt whether, in the Columbus 

: region, they are much more abundant in the hilly wooded moraines and 

; rougher creek~breaks than on the level unwooded upland till Plains and 

poorly wooded river bottoms. Trautman, who is a competent ornithologist, 

says that in both Franklin and Pike Counties quail are most abundant all 5 

: the year near river-bottom swamps and not in the wooded hills. 

é The following rough estimates were made of the country around 

* Columbus by Charlton and Osborn: 
19 Acres 

Covies per farm Covies per Section per bird 
tT) (80 acres) (640 acres) 

Level Upland Till Plains 1/2 “ 10 

at Moraines & Creek breaks si 8 5 

‘fo Glaciated Hills 1 8 5 

fo A high population is probably represented in selected areas of 

the hil1 country, such as that reported by Kirgan at his farm in Cleremont 
County. He consistently finds 9 covies within sight of his house, on an 
erea probably less than a section. This might run a bird per 2-1/2 acres. 

$a 
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Stever says that in the river breaks of the Lakebed type near 

Defiance @ man on foot with a good dog can raise 5 covies per day. 

Swing saw 11 covies in one day while pheasant hunting on bot- 

toms near genia in Greene County. 

All of this evidence, in so far as it goes, indicates that in 

like country and cover Ohio quail population are about the same as those 

of Iowa and Illinois; that the heaviest populations occur near swamps 

| and brush rather than in forested hills; that the correlation between 

quail population and amount of cover decreases southeasterly across the 

. state. 

Enforcement of Closed Season; Effect on Cultural Measures. 

[ Many sportsmen alleged that they had ceased winter-feeding with the advent 

: of the permanent closed season. Most of their former feeding, however, 

: seems to have consisted of paying grain bills submitted by farmers. The 

; real questions, therefore, are (1) whether the farmers have ceased, (2) 

: whether the time and method of feeding is such as to supply the birds 

‘ during the period of real pinch. 

. Certainly feeding by farmers has not ceased altogether. I was 

: unable to get any real evidence of the extent, if any, to which it has 

declined by reason of the withdrawal of cooperation by sportsmen. 

val As to methods, I got the general impression that much of the 

‘sol feeding consists of merely throwing out grain. There is at least a doubt 

3H) whether this is as beneficial as the purely accidental feeding that occurs 

anyhow around livestock, because the latter is less likely to pamper the 

. birds and more sure to take place after bad sleet or snow. 
you 

gots 
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It appears that for a while after the passage of the "songbird" 

act the Conservation Department was prevented from paying feed bills by 

reason of @ legalistic ruling adverse to the use of game money for songbirds. 

qhis unfortunate ruling, doubtless instigated by partisan interests, illus- 

trates the calibre of some of the moves and counter-moves evoked by the 

quail controversy. 

In conclusion, I found no substantial evidence that the clos- 

ure on quail had cut off effective pre-existing winter-feeding operations | 

on any large scale. That it has retarded the inception of new operations 

| is probable enough. The quail fellowships, if one is placed in Ohio, 

should serve to stimulate the development of effective feeding methods. 

: As to other cultural measures, such as covert-restoration or | 

; vermin control, no evidence was found of these having been undertaken on 

; any scale either before or since the closure was established. | 

‘ Horace Lytle's recent book "No Hunting", together with certain 

_ articles appearing in Field & Stream, have given the impression in other 

b states that the ohio closure on quail is by way of being widely and 

generally violated. I found no clear evidence of such a condition. 

a Reports of quail shooting by farmers on their own farms, and by unscrup- 

5 ulous hunters in general, were of course frequently encountered, just as 

in Iowa, Wisconsin, Michigan, and other closed states. Scatter shells 

st in quantity were noted on the shelves of one Columbus hardware store. 

cw Of 27 convictions obtained by Bowersox in Hamilton County in 1927, only 

as a few were quail shooters. Convictions by Harlow in the Akron regions 

0 tun, in the order of frequency (1) exceeding limit on rabbits, (2) hen 

Pheasants, and (3) quail shooting. 
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valuation of Factors. As already brought out under Part I, 

cover undoubtedly limits quail in the intensively cultivated northwestern 

and central plains, but by the time the southeastern hill section is 

reached there is a surplus of cover as far as acreage goes, and probably 

a corresponding excess of predators and shortage of widely distributed 

grain feeds. This does not prove that the excess covert acreage is of the 

right kind or quality for maximum quail productivity. It probably is 

r not. 

Present agricultural trends, if not deliberately modified for 

the sake of game crops, may be expected to gradually accentuate both the 

‘ deficiency of cover in the good lands of the northwest, and the quantita- 

tive surplus in the poor lands of the southeast. 

v Neither in Ohio or in any of the states so far surveyed has 

8 there been any evidence of quail cycles due to epidemic diseases. Dr. Green 

has recently reported that he has not yet tested quail as to susceptibility 

8 to Tularemia. All of the evidence indicates that they are so far free from 

e such diseases. 

3 Predators undoubtedly strongly affect the Ohio quail crop, but 

afi just how, where, and to what extent remains a question for research to 

fis answer. The various species are covered in a separate section. 

ok As to hunting, I cannot but conclude that in a thickly popu- 

nt lated state like Ohio, quail can no longer stand up under statewide open 

20 seasons without the aid of statewide cultural measures. Considering the 

4s nature of these measures, their sudden execution on a statewide scale seems 

ust literally impossible, even after research has made clear just what they 

Naieg are. 
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Control of Factors. It would therefore appear that if there 

| is ever to be any more legal quail hunting in Ohio, it must be legalized 

on some selective and flexible basis which will open only the lands on 

: yhich cultural methods (i.e. real management) are in effect, and with the 

; stipulation that those measures be sustained and proven effective by 

5 some system of actual yearly inspection of each parcel of such lands. 

; Even such a flexible system of fitting the reaping to the 

t sowing (so to speak) is a matter for the future rather than the present, 

and is mentioned only as bearing on the appraisal of hunting as a factor 

+t in quail productivity. After research has shown what happens to Ohio 

1h quail will be the time for the state to consider the practicability of 

it any such system. 

Summary of "Natural Quail Farming" vs. Closed Seasons. The 

i possible system of environmental controls herein referred to has been 

ari collectively designated as "Natural Quail Farming! in the Prospectus 

ot describing the proposed Quail Fellowships offered by this Institute. 

i) While the detailed technique and costs of control remain to be worked 

out by research, the probable results on quail can nevertheless be com- 

wit, pared, in a broad way, with the present idea of total closure on hunting. 

Ass The total number of quail in the state will not shrink under 

continued closure to the same degree as in Iowa, because Ohio is not a 

tal Steer-feeding state, and steer feeding is harder on cover than dairying 

362 or general farming. 

dai However, continued closure will make for very uneven distribu- 

Jil ‘ion, The heavy dairying regions and intensively cultivated regions 

as vill approach zero as the brush and weed cover diminishes, since there 
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Control of Factors. It would therefore appear that if there 

is ever to be any more legal quail hunting in Ohio, it must be legalized 

on some selective and flexible basis which will open only the lands on 

which cultural methods (i.e. real management) are in effect, and with the 

stipulation that those measures be sustained and proven effective by 

some system of actual yearly inspection of each parcel of such lands. 

Even such a flexible system of fitting the reaping to the 

sowing (so to speak) is a matter for the future rather than the present, 

and is mentioned only as bearing on the appraisal of hunting as a factor 

in quail productivity. After research has shown what happens to Ohio 

quail will be the time for the state to consider the practicability of 

any such system. 

Summary of "Natural Quail Farming" vs. Closed Seasons. The 

possible system of environmental controls herein referred to has been 

collectively designated as "Natural Quail Farming" in the Prospectus 

describing the proposed Quail Fellowships offered by this Institute. 

While the detailed technique and costs of control remain to be worked 

out by research, the probable results on quail can nevertheless be com- 

pared, in a broad way, with the present idea of total closure on hunting. 

The total number of quail in the state will not shrink under 

continued closure to the same degree as in Iowa, because Ohio is not a 

Steer-feeding state, and steer feeding is harder on cover than dairying 

or general farming. 

However, continued closure will make for very uneven distribu- 

tion. ‘The heavy dairying regions and intensively cultivated regions 

| ill approach zero as the brush and weed cover diminishes, since there 
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are fewer swamps than in the agricultural parts of Michigan and Wiscon- 

sin to offset this loss. The forested sections will remain fairly low 

due to predators. 

Continued closure will also make for uneven time distribu- 

tion, there being no strong incentive to winter-feed. 

Natural Quail Farming, to the extent that it is put into 

effect, will undoubtedly increase the total number of quail in the 

state and also improve their distribution in point of both area and 

time. The incentive to covert restoration, winter feeding, and vermin 

control will be greatest in the heavily populated plains regions where 

the first two, at least, are the worst needed. 

Natural Quail Farming, of course, is premised upon a radical 

improvement in the State Conservation Department. The discretionary 

powers implied in the proposed inspection system would be dangerous in 

the hands of any but most advanced and competent state organization. 

It will also require much education of sportsmen, farmers, ont the 

general public. These things can hardly be regarded as chimerical, 

however, since they are necessary in any event. 

. It should not be overlooked that most song and insectivorous 

birds, as well as quail, are in the long run dependent on environmental 

controls. If a prospective quail crop can furnish the incentive for 

: covert restoration, winter feeding, and predator control, these non- : 

: game species will be one of the most important beneficiaries. 

$ 
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7. Ringnecked Pheasant. 

History of Plants. The Fish and Game Division has issued no 

printed reports since Bulletin 10 of 1926, and is reluctant to give out de- 

tailed figures as to its present activities. In the following table, the 

figures under "now! are based on verbal and unofficial information: 

1923 1924925926) Mow 

Pheasant Eggs Distributed: 

(1) From Game Farm ------ 4358 4450 4940 5000 ? 

(2) Purchased - -------- 48442 22650 17910 0 _2_ 

(3) Total - - - - - - - - --- 52800 27100 22850 5000 ? 

Pheasants Distributed: 

(1) From State Game Farm - - - 9135 8367 10941 12000 12-15000 

(2) Purchased- -------- _Q0 _3440 __0 _ 0 2 

(3) Total- - --------- 9135 11807 10941 12000 ? 

Map D. would seem to indicate that up to 1927 plants were still 

made statewide; i.e., allocated by oul without special reference to 

past success. County committees representing the sportsmens associations. 

and the State Division determine allocations within the county. 

Plantings must have begun well before 1915. 

No record of failed plants was obtained except the few entered 

on Map E. 

History of Seasons. The present statewide 10 day season (Nov. 15- 

25, limit 2 cocks, 4 in possession) has been in effect since 1920, and mst 

have been established some time between that year and 1915. Evidently 

Ohio was one of the first states to have an open season on pheasants. 
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Probably by reason of its complete lack of regulatory power, the Division 

has pursued the policy of opening up the whole state, regardless of local 

scarcity or abundance. 

Stocking & Damage; Kill Figures. As compared with South Dakota, 

Iowa, Minnesota and Michigan there is little talk of pheasant damage in 

Ohio. Since Ohio raises much corn, fruit, and other crops frequently 

attacked, this indicates that heavy concentrations of pheasants are less 

prevalent than in the other states mentioned. 

Wickliff and Charlton assert that pheasant hens do not pull corn; 

that this activity is confined to cocks. This is an important point which 

should be verified in the pheasant studies now under way in Michigan and 

South Dakota. 

Satisfactory figures on pheasant populations are rare in Ohio as 

elsewhere. ‘Trautman saw 100 (in a day?) in Huron Marsh; Wickliff 300, but 

the areas hunted are not known. 

Gilmore says 3000 cocks were killed in the year ____ in the flow- 

age of the Dayton Conservancy District Dams on a strip of horseweed and 

willows on the Mad and Miami Rivers 25 miles long by 1/2 mile wide, or 

12 square miles of heavy cover. This kill is at the rate of 250 cocks per 

square mile or one cock per 2s acres, - a heavy kill for such a large area. 

This indicates a population of well over a bird per acre on this large 

tract. These figures are verified by Roy McGregor of Springfield. 

(In this same district Gilmore saw a pheasant cock riding down 

the river on a cake of floating ice, just as ducks do.) 

Swing saw 100 hens and 2 cocks in 1 day's hunt on bottoms near 

Zenia in Greene County. 
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/ Harlow reports 50 pheasants flushed in one day from 30 acres of 

swamp end weeds in the bottoms of the Licking River near Newark. In the 

same region 21 cocks were killed in 1 day from a 10 acre swamp. Allowing 

for some "comebacks" because of the small size of these areas, Harlow!s 

figures would indicate local swamp concentrations of a bird per acre or 

petter in Licking County, and kills of a bird per acre in small extra 

favorable patches. S 

While no notable accuracy is claimed for these observations, they 

are consistent in indicating populations of a bird per acre in good 100 acre 

blocks of swamp, while the best swamps run a bird re acre in blocks square 

miles in extent. 

Comparison of Optimum Populations & Kills With Other States. 

Meme State Area Size Population Kill, acres 

per acre per bird 

Willford Iowa Grundy Co. 320 acres --- 3 : 

Sheldon (Iowa) Lesterville,SD. large - - --- 1 

Bates,C.G. (Minn.) Davidson Co.,SD. 160 acres - - 1-1/2 

Gilmore Ohio Miami R.- 12 sq. miles- - - - - - - - - 2-1/2 

Harlow Ohio Licking R. 30 acres- - - - 1-2/3 

Harlow " “ a 10 acres- - --------- 1/2 

Dalke,P.D. Mich. Northville 30 acres- - - - 1-1/3 

The Dalke report is based on careful work done for a thesis in the 

Michigan School. 

Distribution. What is Pheasant Range? Map D. shows the 1927 

Status of pheasants and Hungarians as reported by local game protectors in 

Tesponse to a questionnaire issued by the Game Division. 

Map E. shows what I was able to learn about distribution. Mo 

attempt was made to locate the concentration areas except for the south- 

vestern quarter of the state. aan



On Map BE. distribution is, of course, intended to mean estab- 

lishment. In a state so constantly and heavily stocked as Ohio, it is hard 

. to differentiate establishments from birds recently turned down. Wo pheas- ; 

: ants were counted as established which might have consisted of recently 

F planted birds only. 

r The most dependable evidence of establishment he, of course, 

P survival for a term of years under hunting and without the help of new 

plants. Such evidence is never wholly clear in a state so widely and 

: persistently planted as Ohio. Very few of the local observers consulted 

: were willing to venture the statement that pheasants in Ohio would thrive 

a under hunting if plantings ceased. I consider this attitude to be sub- 

: stantiated by the nature of the ground, at least as compared with Michigan 

r and Minnesota. Swamps are much less widely distributed in Ohio than in 

ii these states. As a result of the Game Survey in Michigan, Iowa, Minnesota, 

ni and Ohio, it may now be said with some confidence that in the north cen- 

Bt tral states pheasants thrive only where they have swamps, or large fields 

th of standing uncut corn, or both. Ohio corn being usually cut, the fields 

88 averaging small, and swamps being scarce, no heavy and resistant popula~ 

a4 tions need be expected to prevail over large continuous areas. 

Lal Pheasants and Glacial Soils. However, such a generalization 

is not a sufficient definition of pheasant range. Iowa has the right 

ot kind of corn all over the state, but no pheasants below the line of 

glacial drift soils except in the Missouri bottoms. Ohio seems to show 

aa & similar relation between pheasants and glacial drift. ‘The only pheas- 

207 ants below the drift are in the swampy gravelly river bottoms. In some 

of these bottoms like the Scioto (see Map HE.) they are very abundant. 

fis 
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in the Cincinnati Region, which lies between outer limits of two glacia- 

tions and where the glacial "expression" is rather faint, the pheasants 

are likewise confined to bottoms. 

After these river-bottom extensions of the pheasant range 

had been worked out, it was found that the soil maps actually class these 

bottoms as glacial deposits, even though the ice-sheet itself did not 

reach them. (See Plate C, p. 26, "Reconnoissance Soil Survey of Ohio," 

by Geo. N. Coffey and others, printed by the Bureau of Soils, U. S. Dept. 

of Agriculture, 1915.) The Ohio River itself is not so classed, and 

there are not enough pheasants on it to show establishment. Whether 

pheasants are established on the glacial river bottoms on the southeast 

side of the state, I was unable to determine, but the few birds I heard 

of there might be accounted for as recent plantings. 

No comparison with South Dakota will be attempted until I 

have worked that state. 

Wm. Beebe, whose books on the Asiatic pheasants are known 

everywhere, writes in response to my question as to glacial soils in 

China: "As to earlier epochs I cannot say, but certainly the Pleistocene 

Glacial Age hardly touched Eastern China, the home of the ring-neck." He 

points out that the bird flourishes below the glacial line south of 

Philadelphia. 

; Of course, it is hardly probable that soil is a cause of pheas- 

3 ant productivity. It is more probably merely associated with the cause. 

P Such correlations often hold only within certain geographic limits. 

. As to the states surveyed, it may now be said that there is 

@ evidence of correlation between pheasants and the combination of corn, 

drift Soils, and glacial swamps. Pheasants thrive where all are present, 

a



and fail where any one of the three is absent, except that swamps are 

absent in parts of the Iowa range. Here, however, the cornfields are 

extra large and favorable. 

This rule does not yet explain why pheasants did not survive 

on the river bottoms of southern Iowa, some of which must contain swamps 

and drift. 

Local vs. General Range. It follows from the last 3 captions 

that parts of Ohio have pheasants, let us say, in every township of a 

county; other counties have pheasants in only certain kinds of places, 

such as river bottoms or lakes; other counties have none, or only plant- 

ed stock. 

By and large, the further north, the more general the distri- 

bution. The lake bottom plains (type 2) are an exception, pheasants 

being less common than Hungarians there. The counties known to be char- 

acterized by general as distinguished from local distribution are under- 

lined in red on Map E. 

: General distribution is associated with topography as well as 

glacial "expression". The rivers draining southward into the Ohio have 

) narrow valleys which widen and grow more swampy toward their headwaters. 

I This is why the river concentrations in the S.W. corner of Map BE. do not 

i all run to the river mouths. Going northward these river concentrations 

"widen" into general distribution, as shown by the underlined counties. 

: Local concentrations occur not only along rivers and lakes 

e but also along the old abandoned canals found, for instance, on the 

Tuscawaras. ‘These old canals silt up and become filled with cattails, 

v8 and serve as a swamp. 

tb 
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Not all swamps are acceptable to pheasants. Jones cites Camden 

Lake, a peat bog partly drained and containing cranberry, sphagnum, loose- 

strife, poison sumac, and (before drainage) leatherleaf as, seemingly 

devoid of pheasants. Harlow and others Say cattails are one index of a 

good swamp. To define a good pheasant swamp ought to be an interesting 

problem for the ecologists. 

Seasonal Movements. In the Michigan report seasonal movements 

for the purpose of wintering in local swamps were noted. H. M. Wight of 

the Michigan School of Forestry and Conservation, in the unpublished 

report of a refuge study made at the expense of the Michigan Game Division, 

corroborates this and fixes April as the time most of the birds leave the 

swamp, and "after the haying season" as the time when they return. He 

does not, however, establish the radius of the movement centering in the 

swamp. This is of great practical importance in establishing refuges or 

judging the producing power of any range by the distribution of its swamps. 

Harlow asserts this radius does not exceed 1 mile in the vicinity 

of Akron, and that the return movement occurs in September. 

Banding is, of course, the only sure way to fix a value for 

Seasonal radius. Any pheasant study should include this item. 

Foods. Little new information was obtained except the asser- 

tion, already mentioned, that only cocks pull corn. 

Keller says that pheasants are very fond of sugar corn (dried 

Sweet corn), showing a decided preference for it as compared with ordinary 

field corn. this information, if verified, might be valuable in planting 

food patches. 
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Game Farms. In view of the reluctance of the Columbus office 

to release figures on present activities, and due to the absence of : 

Superintendent Tom Nash while I was in the vicinity of the Wellington 

Game Farm, none of the State Game Farms were visited. 

} 
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8. Hungarian Partridge. 

History of Plants. The plants shown on Map F. are a far from 

complete record. 

For the same reasons as cited for pheasants, it was impractic- 

able to collect official figures on the location or size of Hungarian 

plents. This deficiency is the greater in the case of Hungarians, by reason 

of ‘the fact that the last published Bulletin (No. 10) does not mention this 

species. 

Apparently the first big plant was at least 600 birds in 1915. 3 

Charlton thinks most of these were turned down near Columbus and drifted 

northwest to form the present establishments there. A few, he says, were 

' scattered to other parts of the state. 

The big 1915 plant may have exceeded 600, because: : 

(1) Stever of Defiance released 64 pair in the northwestern 

section that year. (Successful). 

(2) Gilmore released 60 pair in Perry County that year. (Failed). 

(3) Swing recalls about 4 =~ 500 birds released in the Cincinnati 

region. About 1916 or 17. (Mostly failed). 

(4) Keller says the successful Zenia plants were made about 

1915 ~ 16. 

In any event, heavy plantings took place in the whole central 

and western parts of the state about 1915. 

Small plants must have been made in nearly all the counties 

including the hill types, either then or since, as most of the game 

protectors report on the species in 1927. (See Map D). 

Small plants have also continued intermittently in various 

Tegions up to 1928, as shown by Map F. Some eggs were tried near Cincin- 

hati in lope, - 28 - ;
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The important point is that the species has been planted all 

over Ohio, with results shown by Map F. 

Qpen Seasons. Sporting Characteristics. A statewide open 

season identical with the pheasant season (Nov. 15-25), with a bag limit 

; of 6, has been in effect since 1920 or earlier. 

Lack of regulatory powers was evidently the reason for opening 

statewide, in spite of the very localized success of plants and danger 

of killing recent turn-downs. This should be an impressive object-lesson 

in the need for such powers in every state. Imported planting stock is 

expensive shooting. 

Stever says surprisingly few Hungarians are actually killed. 

Only a dozen hunters in Defiance try for them, of whom the average 

barely gets a dozen per year. The northwestern Ohio birds, he says, flush 

wild, fly 1/4 mile, do not scatter until the third flush, and do not lie 

till scattered. They run somewhat more than quail. It is well know, of 

course, that they are very fast and hard to hit. 

Some Ohio sportsmen do not consider Hungarians ta shooting 

bird" because they fly too far. Such an argument, it is hoped, will not 

find general acceptance. 

Populations and Yields. Stever says the Hungarian is still 

increasing in the northwestern counties. No information on Ohio popula- 

tions was obtained, except that Stever considers there are more Hungarians 

than ringnecks in his (northwestern) region. 

; For comparative purposes, in Ohio and elsewhere, Table G. 

gives an analysis of 16 English Partridge Manors through a period in 

Some cases exceeding 10 years. These estates average 10 square miles 

« 
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: and yield a bird per 5 acres in the average year, with roughly a 50% fluc- 

tuation from the average in good and poor years. About half the birds are 

killed, indicating an average population of a bird per 2-1/2 acres in 10 

section blocks. In small blocks in the best years, a bird per acre.is 

killed, indicating a population of a bird per 1/2 acre. This does not 

differ materially from the optimum American populations so far recorded 

for pheasants and quail. It tends to controvert the common American assump- 

tion that European game bird populations are very much heavier than ours. 

It indicates that our main hope lies in extending the productive acreage, 

through working out incentives and technique for the landowner to reduce 

the percentage of idle or partially productive range. This is basic idea 

of the quail fellowships. 

Distribution: Area of Ohio Range. Map F. shows five blocks 

and 2 "spots" of establishment, plus 3 new plants too recent to call estab— 

lishments. 

Block #1 extends into Michigan. In Ohio it includes: 400 sq. miles 

Block #2 is known to include ----------- 800 sq. miles 
It extends into Wood County to 
an unknown extent, possibly----------- _50 sq. miles 

850 sq. miles 

Block #3 is in Hardin County. Location : 

or boundaries unknown. Possibly--------------------- 50 sq. miles 

Block #4 is better known than #3 but 
exact boundary uncertain. Possibly----------------- 250 sq. miles 

Block #5 near Zenia is really 5 detached 
spots. ‘Their actual total area is possibly----------_25 sq. miles 

Rough estimate of Hungarian Range---------------------1575 sq. miles 

This is roughly 2-1/2 per cent of the area of the state, and 

5 per cent of the area of the plains types. 
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Distribution: What is Hungarien Range? This small percentage 

of establishment, when compared with the nearly statewide plantings, points 

emphatically to the conclusion that the Hungarian partridge has a very 

narrow range of environmental tolerance, at least in the north-central 

states. The history of the Minnesota plantings to date points in the 

same direction. 

The aggressive spread of this species without recurrent plant- 

ings in limited parts of Michigan, Wisconsin, and Iowa probably means that 

jn these states the birds were accidentally placed in the right environ- 

ment. 

The money spent yearly for planting stock undoubtedly runs 

into five or even six figures for the country as a whole. The literature 

contains only the vaguest directions as where Hungarians are liable to 

thrive, most writers dodging the question by advising amateurs to seek 

expert advice. Quite evidently there is no such thing. ; 

It would seem the part of wisdom to admit that nobody knows 

where Hungarians belong in this country, and to start real research to 

find out. 

It should be distinctly understood that while the Game Survey 

can point the need for such research, it cannot pefform it. All indi- 

cations point toward some complex ecological relationship, which will 

require years instead of weeks to work out. The following observations 

are intended merely to illustrate the probable nature of the problem. 

Soil & Topography. The orange color in Map F. shows the prin- 

cipal areas of the "Clyde Series" of soils, which vary from clay to 

B 
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sande Four of the five establishments are associated with this series. 

{he Zenia block is the exception. This is partly on Dunkirk Sand and 

partly on a soil called Miami . The Dunkirk Sand, plus all of the Clyde 

series, are glacial lakebed soils. There is thus a seemingly complete 

correlation with lakebed soils. 

In England, as shown by the Soil Column of Table G, this 

species shows a strong preference for light sandy soils, and yields 

much heavier there. 

In Wisconsin the species seems to be on a glacial outwash 

rather than a lekebed, the Miami series of silt and sandy loams pre- 

vailing. This is the same series as at Zenia. 

The soils of the Iowa - Minnesota block have not been looked 

up. hey appear to be heavy drift soils of the Clarion and Webster 

series. 

The Michigan block is too roughly mapped to correlate with 

soils. Lovejoy will try to get a more accurate outline. 

The only common denominator of all these establishments is 

glacial soil and level undissected topography. This is not, however, 

a sufficient rule for locating plants, because Map F. shows numerous 

failures on land meeting these specifications. 

Vegetation. A comparison between Maps F. and B. shows that 

blocks # 1 and 2 lie in a heavy sugar beet region. Root crops are 

associated with this bird on the best English manors. Several owners 

quoted by Maxwell ascribe declines in their shooting to less root crops 

and more wheat, resulting in less winter cover. 
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| Stomach analyses would readily show whether the various estab- 

lishments have important food plants in common. 

Map F. shows in yellow the large blocks of original prairie. 

the southerly blocks were obtained from the Central States Forest Experi- 

ment Station; the northerly ones from Dr. Lynds Jones of Oberlin College. 

The northerly blocks were not pure prairie -- they include some savannas 

and "oak-openings". There were many small savannas elsewhere which are 

not mapped. 

Apparently four out of five establishments are in or near the 

large blocks of original prairie. 

Possibly even Block #4 is associated with original savannas. 

The Iowa — Minnesota block is on original prairie (see Shimek 

Map in Iowa Report). 

The Wisconsin block has not been compared with prairie dis- 

tribution. 

Comment. To either establish or disprove these possible 

correlations between Hungarian Partridge and soil, crops, or original 

vegetation will require mapping both the birds and their environment with 

mch greater accuracy and detail than is here possible. For instance, it 

was observed near Ann Arbor that some of the heaviest lakebed clays contain 

harrow streaks of sand along old beaches, too narrow to show at all on a 

State or even a county map. Such streaks might allow the survival of 

birds in spite of the nature of the prevalent clay soil. Attempt to cor- 

Telate the two on a statewide scale might lead to entirely erroneous con- _ 

clusions. 

The utmost that this Survey can hope to do is to point out 

leads to be run down by real work. 
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Bibliography. There follows a bibliography of Ameri- 

can, literature on Hungarians, and selected Buropean books valuable 

to American practice. Additions and corrections to this bibliography 

are invited from all cooperators of the Game Survey. The literature 

is meager, and its use by game officials even more so. A bibliography 

might tend to correct at least the latter fault. : 

F 
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Partial *Bibliography On 

GRAY OR HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES (Perdix perdix) 

compiled by 

Aldo Leopold - Game Survey, S.A.A.M.I. - 1928. 

BOOKS 

1. "Partridges and Partridge Manors" by Aymer Maxwell. Published by 

Adam & Chas. Black, London, 1911. Out of print. 

2, "New Ways with Partridges" by Richard Page. Published by Field 

Preso, Windsor House, Bream's Bldg., London, 19_. Price - 

j PAPERS, Published 

3. "The Propagation of the Gray Partridge" by Donald MacVicar. Bulletin 

of the American Game Protective Association, October, 1923, page 14. 

4, "Notes on the Hungarian Partridge" by J. Carlton Hunting. American 

Game for January, 1926, pege 12. 

5. "The Hungarian Partridge in the State of Washington" by &. F. Rathbun, 

Supervisor of Game & Fish, American Game for October, 1926. 

6. “Breeding Hungarian Partridges" by E. F. Averill, State Game Warden 

of Oregon. american Game for October, 1926, page 76. 

7. "The Buropean Gray or Hungarian Partridge" by Gene M. Simpson, Supt. 

of Propagation, Oregon. American Game for March, 1927, page 32. 

8 "Hungarian Partridge Propagation Report" for 1927. By Gene M. 

Simpson, Supt. of Propagation, Oregon. American Game for 3 

1927 (7), page 25. 

9. "Propagating the Hungarian Partridge in Germany" by Iudwig Seidler. 

American Game for March, 1928, page 23. i 

10. "What Success with the Hungarian Partridge?" by the Pennsylvania 

Board of Game Commissioners. Outdoor Life for June, 1928, page B 

ll. "The Game Restoration Program" by Arthur L. Clark. National Sports- ~ 

man for June, 1928, page 5, article on Hungarians. 

ert ES 
*Rdditions or corrections to this list will be welcomed. Address 

Aldo Leopold, 421 Chemistry Bldg., Madison, Wisconsin. ;



) PAPERS, To be published 

42, © The Hungarian Partridge in Northwest Iowa a 

i Thesis by Chas. J. Spiker » Morningside College, Sious City, 

Iowa. Work done in 1927-8 under the direction of Dr, T. C. 
Stephens. To be published in Bulletin of Wilson Ornithological 

Club. 

PAPERS, unpublished 

13. "Hungarian Partridge in Oregon" by Hon, Harold Clifford. Quoted 

(from minutes of Izaak Walton League Convention) in Promotion News 
Bulletin of DuPont de Nemours Company No. 17 and 18, October 12 

and. » 1928 (multigraphed). 

14, Reports of the Game Survey, 8.4.4.M.I. for Michigan, Minnesota, 

Iowa, Ohio. By Aldo Leopold, 1925. 

PAMPHLBTS 
15. "Pheasant Farming" by Gene M. Simpson, Corvallis, Oregon, 1927. 

Published privately, price $/“"_. Chapter XVII is entitled 

"The European Gray or Hungarian Partridge." 

16. “Wild Birds Introduced or Transplanted in North America" by 

John C. Phillips. Published by U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, 

Biological Survey, Technical Bulletin No. 61, April, 19%. 
"European or Hungarian Partridge, pp. 34 ~ 37. 

17. "Propagation of Game Birds" by W. L. McAtee, U. 8. Dept. of 

Agriculture, Biological Survey, Farmer's Bulletin No. 1521. 

_ “Hungarian Partridges" page 44,
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oct. 10, 1928. Summary of Management of Gray Partridge ' Aldo Leopold 
on 16 English Estates.* Game Survey 

§,.4.A-Mfgrs.Inst. 

rea of estates from 2000 to 15000 acres, average 6500 acres. 

Crops 50 to 100% ploughland. Heaviest yields obtained from estates high in 

cultivated area. 

Soil. Mostly light sandy or chalky. Heavy yields not obtained from heavy 

clay soil. 

coverts. Artificial coverts are put in wherever hedges or natural coverts 

are deficient. These may consist of brush piles, coniferous plantations 

or belts, or planted brush. Special nesting places or "remises" are often 

enclosed with woven wire. These are not successful in attracting nesting 

birds unless the cover is kept low and thin. (Note: This corresponds to 

Stoddard!'s findings in broom sedge for Georgia quail). Double hedges are 

also supplied as coverts tut these are not much used for nesting unless 

supplied with artificial grit and dusting places. There is complaint that 

the trend toward wheat reduces winter coverts. 

Yinter Feeding in bad weather is universal. Haymow sweepings and grain 

used. 

Artificial Rearing. The trend is clearly away from artificial rearing as a 

main dependence. However, most estates take the eggs from deserted or ex- 

posed nests and incubate them artificially or under hens, distributing the 

pipped eggs or new chicks among wild nests or broods. In other words, 

what amounts to a modified Euston plan is used to salvage eggs that would 

otherwise be lost. 

Changing Begs. It is nearly the universal practice to lift eggs from in- 

complete clutches and replace them with eggs from other nests, other 

estates, or other counties. This is done as a precaution against "inbreed- 

ing." Only 1 owner out of 16 questions whether this expensive practice is 

Supported by scientific evidence. 

Relation to Pheasants & French Partridge. All agree that a heavy stock of 

pheasant is injurious to partridge unless the keepers remove the pheasant 

eggs deposited in partridge nests. There is general agreement that the 

French partridge does not interfere because it inhabits grass lands, 

whereas the gray partridge prefers cultivated fields. 

Vermin. Most estates now protect owls and kestrels in order to control 

house rats. Foxes occur on about half the estates and on some are pre- 

served. There is a difference of opinion as to whether chemicals, old 

iron, etc., are successful in diverting foxes. All agree that foxes, 

Tats, and stoats kill many partridges, but disagree as to how serious 

hedgehogs and rooks are. 
eS eee 

*From Aymer Maxwell's "Partridges & Partridge Manors", pp. 136-176, 

_ published by Adam & Chas. Black - London - 1911.
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Disease. There is a general assumption that disease depends on weather, 
and that weather was unfavorable between 1905 and 1909. Poultry on 
stubbles is considered injurious on account of disease. 

Annual kill. The average kill through a period of years on whole 
estates varies from a bird per 3 acres to a bird per 8 acres, and aver- 
ages a bird per 5 acres. 

In single good years on whole estates the kill varies from 
a bird per 3/4 acres to a bird per 4 acres, and averages a bird per 
2.5 acres. 

In single bad years on whole estates the kill varies from 
a bird per 1.5 acres to a bird per 12 acres. The yield on heavy land 
also runs low - one piece yielded a bird per 12 acres while an adjacent 
piece of light land yielded a bird per 1 acre in the same year. 

In the best years on the best beats the yield runs as 
high as a bird per 3/4 acres. 

In general yields of a bird per acre are obtained only 
in the best years from blocks as small as 1000 acres. The yield is 
half this on 5000 acre blocks, and a quarter of this on 5000 acre blocks 
through a period of years. The fluctuation from the average as between 
years may be well over 50%. (Note: As compared with 25% estimated for 
Iowa quail). 

Breeding Stock is deliberately killed down to a bird per 2-5 acres, 
preferably by removing the old birds. In other words, 1/2 or 2/3 of the 
annual crop is shot.
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Digest of “Partridges & Partridge Manors" By Aldo Leopold 
7/2/28 

Aymer Maxwell 

(Adam & O has. Black - London - 1911 

pe 17 8 es: erdix Per is the indigenous partridge. 

coabis a, red-legged partridge, introduced from S. We 

urope ime of Charles II. Called "Frenchmen", Latter 

not found in Scotland. Former extends eastward of a line 

from Brussels to Venice, north to Artic Circle, and east 

to Altar Mts. 

40 Habits monogamous. Male helps rear young. Fly at 1 week. 

st at dawn, feed, bush up, feed again, and then roost in 

circles on open rising ground. Pairing begins in Januarye 

First egg laid at noon and subsequent ogee a little later 

each day. Eggs kept covered. Desert if disturbed first 

2 days of incubation, which takes 3 weeks. Hen said to 

suppress scent during this time. Cock does not incubate, : 

put hoods chicks as hatched one by onee 

49 Diseases. Inflammation of lungs during wet spells, gapes 

after dry spells, ophathmia (eyes). Poisoning alleged by 

arsenical wheat dressings, chemical manures and sheep dips. 

On heavy lands killed by clay balls on feet. 

53 Age undesirable as preeding stock after 2 years olds 

66 Bags. One gun killed 300,000 head in 25 yrs (12,000 per 

re) (?) : 

80 Ideal Estate 8,000 acres. Soil mixed but light and sandy 

soils predominating. Some wash places but no permanent 

pasture, No railway or wires. No ditches. Divided into 

squares 200 acres by belts of hardwoods 10 - 20 trees 

deep. 1 head keeper at 70 - 80 pounds + 30 — 50 pounds 

tips, house, garden, cow. 8 assistants with beats of 

700 = 1500 acres each, 

89 Jae Keeping Schedule. Jan. - Mar.: Killing off old cock 

pheasants and cripples; reducing hares and rabbits; 

maintenance of coverts, Vermin control. April: mapping 

nests. Visiting nests daily. Salvaging and trading eggse 

Oct. - 10 days driving. Nov. - 5 days. Yield 6000 birds 

or 1 per 1 1/3 acres, leaving @ pair to every 4-5 acres . 

as breeding stocks i * 

108 = "Guston Pian" invented by Pearson Gregory. Objects: (1) 

to protect eggs (2) to shorten {noubation from 3 weeks to 

l. After 4 eggs laid all are taken and replaced by 

artifical eggs. Eggs hatched to chipping stage in indubator 

or under hens, then put back under partridge hen who has 

sat a week, As many as 30 chipped eggs are put under , 

partridge hen, A Lincolnshire beat hatched 1,200 eggs yor
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mo on 1500 acres by this system, : é i 

| p, 112 qiside 14 birds per acre produced by F. E. Fryer on os 
; small estate at Newmarket, He provides drinking 5 

4 fountains as @ precaution against gapes. i 

113 Rear: Bantam hens, 15-20 eggs each. Fed ants 
Jf eggs or on, Sep pin meal mixed with custard and greens. 

' Fed 5 times per day lst week, 4 times for next 2 weeks, 
3 times thereafter. Leave foster mother at 6 weeks 
(half grown). 

116 Maxwell says hand monk deteriorates the stock. Should 
be practiced only where foxes, heavy soil, or other . 
conditions make natural methods impossible. Birds have 
homing instinct aif hand reared, 

118 French A Put in a central pen in October. As 
pairs form led into surrounding family pens where nests 
are made, Coveys moved to fields and turned down 
6 days after hatching, 50 pairs should yield 500 young 
birds under good management, 

129 Grass Lands. 10% of area of grasslands must be care 
; or food crops if to be used for partridges, ese 

food patches should not cost over 1 pound per acre. 
Buckwheat with strips of millet for cover is good food 
CTOpe 

Analyses of Estates 

aohansiown, Elgin. 7,000 acres light soil. French 
system used. Bag 1 bird per 5 acres; stock left 1 
per 10 acres, Yield increased from 450 toe 600 brace 
since French System adopted, 

Preston Hall, Edinburgh, 4,000 acres heavy soil, 1000 
corn, urnips, 2000 pasture. hore hedges and 
wired banks used for nesting. Bag 1 birds. 

Charter Hall, Berwickshire. 6000 acres loam, 2/3 
cropped. Artificial nesting place made with wire or 
thorn brush; were not used first yearg but successful 
sécond. Owls and Kestrels be pny do no harm. 
Average bag first 28 years 610 birds. Last 6 yrs. 
(driving) 860 birds, Max. bag on best beat 1 bird 
per 3 acres, on whéle ground 1 per 4 acres. 

Blackadder, Berwickshire, 5000 acres clay. 3/5 culti- : 
vated, y double fences built but partridges prefer 
Toadsides. Ascribe this to need of dust and grit, so — 
building dustings in hedges. Pheasant eggs are lifted 

' out of partridge nests to avoid disturbance. Hayseed : used to feed birds during snow. Max, 1600 birds - a thinks all ground will carry, “_ r
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F ae of Galloway. 15000 acres, mostly light. 
a cropped, Doubts if inbreeding does any harm - 

a cites game chickens inbred for 40 years without 

1: deterioration, Max. breeding stock Jan. 1 pair per 
: 3 acrese 

; Wellbeck Abbey, aa 12000 acres, heavy and light, 
: not all shot. emises on this estate, - fenced 

oa - nesting grounds of 4 - 11 acres. No more nests inside 
than out. Idéal brecding stock to leave is 1 pair per 
acre, actual left 1 per 3 or 4 acres. Best beat one 
year yielded 1669 birds on 1200 acres» 

| : ull, gto ton tate 4000 acres, 1000 in grass 
and plantations. irds nest in hedgerows and ee 

plantations - no artificial covers provided, Poultry 
on stubbles very harmful. Good stocking 1 pair per 
6 acres, - Best yield 1600 birds. . 

tapleton, Shropshire. Birdd steadily decreasing» 
Siapis arsenia Peand in dead birds (From chemical 
manures) « : ; 

woe Norfolk, 5000 acres, mostly ploughed. 
s of broom are planted for shelter and nesting. 

Finds 70% of the nests. Moles destroy up to 20% 
of the nests by burrowing under them. Nests deserted 

4 if bird flushed within 3 days after incubation starts». 
Aver, clutch 16, average hatch 14 eggs. Not over 200 
wild pheasant hens allowed on 5000 acres., Ideal breed- 
ing stock 1 pair per 4-5 acres. In bad years when 
driving is withheld but goes out and kills off the old ? 

birds by walking up the covies. In 1905 killed 4125 
birds off 5000 acres, and 1350 off the best part (800 
acres). ° 

a es a 4000 acres, light. Belts of 

_ birch, Z@l, furze and broom planted for partridge 

but these must be kept low and thin or they are not 

used, Many young killed by hay mower, Leaves last 

acre and cuts by hand next day. In best year (1905) 
killed 2400 birds on 33200 acres. : 

We bade ae aa pan tur sen. light. 
o hedges. Owls beneficial in killing rats. Bag 

during 10 yrs. 240 to 1900 per yrs 

a rea ae 3000 acres. Light. 1000 
n fens. elds large. No ditches to drown chicks. 

Leaves 1 pair per 4 acres. Best years bag 2700 birds. 

ea ceat :
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| tetonworth, Cambridgeshize. 5500 acres, 2500 light, rest 
| eavy and no good for game. Sage are stamped with rubber ‘ 

e stamp on nest to prevent poach re Ideal stock 1 red | 

a per 5 acres. Best years bag birds, of whioh 2180 

a4 ‘came off the light land. Ht 

The Hov, Hertfordshire, 4500 acres loam. Small inclosures 

° Te netting 1 yd. square are put out. Ideal_stocking 

1 pair per 10 acres. oge beet yr. 1 bird per 2} acres, *& 

average 1 per 4}, wor per 12 acres. 

aot Park, Ipswich, Suffolk. Bag best year 6000 birds : 

rom BCTES. 

t tton shire. 5000 acres» 12,000 rats killed 1911, 

fiat best yrs, 1 bird per 1.8 acres, worst 1 per 4 3/4e 

: 

» 186 Rat heads the list. 1 doe rat could theoretically leave 

35,000 descendants in 1 year. 52 6-weeks pheasants 

killed by one rat in 1 night. Brown rat indigenous to 

mongolia... Oressed the vee in the 17th century. English 

i blackrat now nearly extinct, 

Pine Marten and Polecat nearly extinct. 

Stoat Easily trapped but very prolific and harmful. 

Weasel Disputed. Bad for game but good for rodent control. 

Hedgehog Disputed. Naturalists say only certain individuals — 

q : don game, but impossible to differentiate in control work. 

Gat - bad. 

Garraon Crow & Jackdaw both bad. 

Rook Getting worse. Damage believed confined to 

individualse 

Hooded Crow Only thre in winter. : 

Magpie must be kept within limits. 

Jay Bad individuals can be trapped. 

| Pereguire Rate. Now protected. 

a Spanow Hawk. Disputed. Probably bad. 

‘. Kestrel, Very useful. No longer killed by Keepers. 

%G ' aD “
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: 
: | Merlin nests on moors; therefore no harm to partridgese — 

‘ Short~-cared Owl. Only there in winter, 

: Dogs. Very injurious. 

Poultry on Stubbles. Very injurious. 

oP, 211 ee Some pareels of partridge ground of 500 acres 
sometimes obtainable at sixpence per acre, This might 
yield 200 birds worth 10 pounds on the market, 

: 242 Effect of Driving on Yields greater in grouse than in 
partridge. ects in former case onaukione “truly | 
marvellous" by reason of removal of old cocks and barren 

4 hens "as destructive as the worst vermin" which old birds 
are "never even seen shooting over dogs." While this 
happens with partridge also "it is not certain to what 
extent this influence affects the stock", 

| Yearly partridge bag at Holkham increased from 3000 
to 8000 within a few years after driving was adopted but 
this does not prove the case, : 

‘ 344 Maxwell accepts for grouse but not for partridge the 
theory that change of bladed due to driving is beneficial. . 
Says partridge much more localized and covies always 
return after driving, whereas grouse do note 

a 
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f} 9. Rabbit and Squirrel. 
| Rabbit Seasons. The open season is Nov. 15 - Jan. 1; bag limit | 

e ' § per day. This season has been in effect since before 1920 but the limit 

: was 10 in 1926 and previously. In 1915 the season ended Dec. 5; also in 

1910. 

That rabbits are usually abundant seems clear from accounts of 

| hunters, and the fact that exceeding the rabbit limit is the most common 

legal offense in Harlow's district. They commonly damage orchards near 

? Columbus. , 

Rabbit Shortages were heard of as follows; 

, Meme Locality Year 

4 Gilmore Ross County 1917 | 

: Trautman Franklin County 1916-17-18; 1926 

ia b = Osborn Cleremont, Brown, Hamilton Cos. 1927-28. 

Gilmore says the Ross County rabbits in 1918 were covered with 

; small very black flies, and were very scarce. This was in late fall. : 

Ri Keller recalls a shortage near Dayton about 4 years ago. 

I have so far found no evidence of distinct state-wide shortages 

: in cottontails in any of the north-central states, such as seem to occur 

; in snowshoe rabbits in the forest belt of the Lake States. There seem to ' 

be epidemics, but of a local nature. 

7 Squirrel Seasons. The open season is Oct. 1 ~ 15 in even 

; years; limit 4, In 1926 and previously, it was Sept. 15 - Oct. 20 of : 

@ en year, time 5. 

2 Keller (Dayton) examined 1000 squirrels killed during the 

E Present season and says 200 were suckling mothers. He claims this is due 
a 

{ to southern Ohio squirrels having 2 litters, one in March and another 

p - 35 - 
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in August or September. He says a June season would come between the 

; litters and avoid this loss. 

He does not state that northern Ohio squirrels are similar; 

he says the state should be divided as to squirrel seasons. 

Squirrel Species & Migrations. Keller says gray squirrels 

predominate along the Ohio River and in the West Central part of the 

state by reason of beechnuts and brushy hill country. Fox squirrels 

he says prefer sugar maple (both on account of dens and seeds) mixed 

with hickory and oak. He describes migrations of grey squirrels in 

1927 and 1928 of interstate magnitude. I was unable to find a 

nammalogist who could verify these observations, and hence am omitting 

the details. 

| Red squirrels occur in the northern part of the state. 

t 
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4 10. Ruffed Grouse and Prairie Chicken. 

History & Status of Prairie Chicken. Wheaton (1882) says 

"rare resident in Northwest and Central Ohio. Probably breeds." A few, 

he says, are found near Toledo and in Erie, Ottawa, Crawford, Merion, 

Wyandot, Sandusky, Fairfield, and Pickaway Counties. One was killed near 

Columbus in 1878. 

Dawson (1903) says "formerly not uncommon in northwest, raré 

in central Ohio. Now probably extinct." The last survivors, he says, were 

seen in the early 80's in Erie and Huron Counties. 

It is clear from these authorities that Ohio never was a prod- 

uctive prairie chicken state, although they are still open in parts of 

Indiana. 

Wickliff thinks this species is coming in from Indiana and 

Michigan in the northwest border counties. 

Map G. shows one remnant, reported by Trautman, on the tip of 

the Sandusky peninsula. I failed to make notes on the nature or extent 

of this remnant. 

Since this species never was productive in Ohio, there would 

seem to be no prospect for its successful restoration. 

History and Status of Ruffed Grouse. Wheaton (1882) reports 

this species as still common in the hills of eastern Ohio, rare near 

Columbus, and not recorded at Cincinnati. 

Dawson (1903) says this species was formerly common through- 

out the state except in the prairie portions, but now greatly reduced. 

Most common in the hilly portions south and northeast. 

Gilmore says he can flush 6 or 8 in a day in selected parts 

of Ross County. 

eS
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i Keller says he has seen none for 40 years in the southwest, 

but remembers them as a small boy in the Cincinnati region. 

Map G. shows the remaining spots I was able to learn about. 

Grouse & Soils. Map H. shows the game protectors! reports of 

the status of quail, prairie chicken, and ruffed grouse in 1927. The 

orange marks representing ruffed grouse on Map G. show a tendency to be 

confined to the glaciated hills region, the only spots in unglaciated 

hills being in Coshocton, Morgan, Hocking, and Vinton counties. Knox 

and Ross counties, which seem to hold the largest remnants, are both 

glaciated. : 

This might be ascribed to my informers being less familiar 

with the unglaciated sections, but for the fact that Map H. at least : 

does not show any opposite trend. 

It seems likely that ruffed grouse have held out better in 

the glaciated hills because of their richer soils. The probable effect 

of soil on grouse foods was pointed out in the Michigan report. Part I. 

calls attention to the decreasing fertility of the hill soils in moving 

southeastward. 

It is not likely that there is any relation between ruffed 

grouse and glaciation analogous to that in pheasants, for the reason 

that grouse are indigenous to the unglaciated loess soils of southern 

Towa. 
Grouse Disease. I gather that cytes or epidemics have been 

either absent or gone unobserved in these isolated southern survivals 

of ruffed grouse. The same appears to be true of the Iowa stock, and 

to a lesser extent of the woodlot sections of southern Wisconsin. As 

long as it was supposed that disease was communicated from grouse to 

= 88 =
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: grouse, the very isolation of these southern remnants seemed a satis- ; 

factory explanation of their immnity. However, now that the evidence 

points toward Tularemia as the grouse disease and the rabbit as its 

carrier, this explanation loses all or most of its plausibility. 

Of course, the Tularemia hypothesis, as pointed out by 

Greene, himself, still lacks proof of a mechanical agent, such as a flea 

or louse, to bite the rabbit and then bite the grouse. ; 

It is thinkable that there is a louse or flea common to the 

grouse and snowshoe, but not common to the grouse and cottontail. This 

would explain the greater virulence of the disease in the northern 

ranges. 

All that can be concluded at this moment is that the careful 

study of the grouse disease in the southern fringes of the grouse range 

may throw important light on the problem of diagnosis and control. 3 

= $9, =
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. jl. Waterfowl. 

Status. The early abundance of waterfowl in Ohio needs no 

repitition. 

At present, Ohio is drained out and shot out so completely that 

the state for the present may almost as well be written off the books. 

No counter-moves such as the establishment of refuges have as yet gained 

any substantial headway. Ohio is practically a vacant place, over which 

the fowl must fly, but in which they can neither breed nor feed. There 

is, of course, some use of ‘the state by the spring migration, but a 

surplus of range usually exists at that season. 

Drainage. The only undrained grounds are the Lake Erie marshes, 

a few potholes along the Lake Erie-Ohio Divide (see Map A.), the Ohio 

River, and a half dozen state lakes (see Map C.). These are all undrain-— 

able and except the Lake Erie marshes, are mostly of relatively low value 

for waterfowl. 

The Ohio bottoms are ditched, but the floods prevent dyking. 

Drainage of the swampy headwater valleys (described under pheas- 

ants) has been active right up to the present time, the head of Beaver 

Creek having been ditched in 1927. 

I learned of no legal or administrative checks set up to weigh! 

the advisability of further drainage projects before permitting their 

execution. 

Duck Hunting Conditions by Regions. The Ohio River shooting, 

including the Miami bottoms at the mouth of the Big Miami, is not dependent 

on high water although occasionally improved by it. ‘There are no clubs in 

this section, probably because the shooting is too scattered and poor to 

warrant them. Motorboat violations are frequent on the river. There are 

5 Ae =
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no refuges, public or private. Refuges might prove veluable. 

The best flight in the Ohio River district often comes after 

the season has closed. 

The Lake Erie marshes are all clubbed (See Map C.) ‘The Port ; 

Pines Club on the north side of Sandusky Bay has a refuge which is said 

to be working, and is partly enclosed by woven wire, indicating efforts 

to decoy the flight or reestablish local breeding stocks by releasing 

pen-raised birds to the flight. 

The Pothole Lakes south of Akron are not clubbed but are good 

only one or two days during the main flight. Harlow operates a refuge on . 

the Akron City reservoir on which 3-500 bluebill, canvasback, and mallard 

resort during the fall. 

The five state lakes (see Refuge Map I.) are so called because 

officially meandered and hence publicly owned. These are all refuges, and 

Buckeye Lake, at least, has a few breeders and also fall ducks. 

Geese. There is one area of cornfield goose shooting near j 

Washington Court House. (See Map C.) I was unable to learn on what 

water these geese resort. A refuge would almost corte improve and 

extend this remnant. 

dacksnipe. Drainage affects this species even more adversely 

than ducks, which can use open water. Bowersox says jacksnipe shooting 

is a thing of the past in his region except when extra heavy fall rains 

flood the corn. ji 

Keller says some snipe use the marshes in Wilbur Wright Field 

(see Map C.), which is a refuge. 

Harlow says jacksnipe are common in spring but very scarce in 

the fall in the northeast. Buckeye Lake was formerly good ground. 

-41 - :
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1 By and large, jacksnipe appear to be drained and shot 

out except when spring rains make them independent of. swamps. 

Woodcock. Wheaton reports woodcock as very common in 

1882. Dawson reports it common but decreasing in 1903. 

There are some woodcock in the Wilbur Wright Refuge, 

according to Keller. Bowersox at Cincinnati sees 3 or 4 a year, and says 

they are too scarce to hunt. : 

} 
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E 12. Predators. 

Foxes. The only gray foxes I heard of are in Licking County, 

where Harlow says they are present but the reds predominate. 

The reds are most common in the glaciated hills and the Lake 

Brie marshes. Charlton says there were no foxes in northwest Ohio until 

15 years ago, when they began to move northwest and became especially 

numerous in the Lake Erie marshes, where they subsist in straight grass- 

land and are a pest. I was unable to get this verified by a competent 

mamnalogist because I could not find one. 

There is a strong fox sentiment in many parts of Ohio where 

they are hunted with dogs. This may prove a real obstacle to control 

measures. 

In the Cincinnati axles Bowersox says foxes are common and 

all reds, no grays. 

There are few around Columbus and, of course, tend to occupy 

the creek breaks rather than plains. 

Harlow claims that in the northeast foxes are decreasing due 

to the development of successful winter hunting without dogs. The 

hunter takes the track and stalks the probable sunning places on ditch 

banks or rocks, or in cornfields, using a glass to spot the fox, and 

shooting him with a rifle. Stoddard says the same method is used in 

Columbia County, Wisconsin, by at least one hunter. There the sunning 

Places are on caprocks and shotguns are used. 

The possible spread of this method is important, both as a 

source of high grade sport and as an incentive toward control. 

Stever says there are only stray foxes near Defiance but 

there are quite a few eround Tiffin in Seneca County, all reds. 
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House cat. Hunting cats seem to be abundant throughout the state. 

Bowersox thinks the number run over by autos constitutes a sort of control. 

No notable or new facts were picked up. 

Crow. Wheaton records a notable decrease in crows which took 

place near Columbus in 1883. 

Dawson in 1903 records them as abundant in the same region. He 

does not believe many crows migrate out of the state in winter, but merely 

congregate in large roosts. These winter roosts, he says, are subject to 

epidemics of "roup" which inflamas the eyes, pharynx, and nasal passages, 

and gives rise to the popular belief that the eyes "freeze shut". 

I inquired for evidence of recurrence of this "roup" but could 

find nobody who had found dead crows under winter roosts in numbers which 

could not be accounted for as cripples. 

Jones says 15 to 20,000 birds roost at the steel plant 6 miles 

northeast of Oberlin each year. About February 15 this roost progressively 

breaks up and scatters into smaller units until by March 15 a dozen roosts 

of 1000 or 1200 each are formed. In late March these dissolve into mest- 

ing pairs. 

About 9 AM. one day in the spring of 1898 Jones saw a great 

migrating host, consisting of hundreds of ime of birds, arrive at 

the shore of Lake Erie and turn east. He has seen no recent evidence of 

such movements. This controverts Dawson's claim of no latitudinal 

migration. 

Stever believes crows destroy many nests of both Hungarian and 

Ringneck pheasant, but cites no proof. 
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Keller and one other man claim to have killed 5962 crows 

in Greene, Montgomery, Clinton, and Preble Counties in one winter. 

No evidence specific enough to be valuable was encount- 

ered on crow damage. Dawson, in "Birds of Ohio," says only 1/2 of 1. 

per cent of the wow diet consists of birds and eggs, but I failed to 

note whether this was quoted or represents his own work. 

There is a state bounty of 25¢ on crows, payable by the 

county. Hamilton County spent $1,200 on this last year. 
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(B) Land_and Shooting Privileges in Qhio. 

13. Summary. 

Half the farms are posted or closed, but there are no up- 

land clubs. All the marshes are clubbed. 

The toll system seems to avoid certain objections inherent 

in upland clubs. 

Public shooting grounds are most feasible on pheasant swamps. 

The statJs leased refuges are partly inoperative and need 

reorganization. It is time to start a purchase program for refuges, 

forests and public shooting grounds. 

14. Clubs. Duck Clubs are shown on Map C. and have already been cov- 

ered under Waterfowl. All the more valuable remaining marshes are 

clubbed. 

The trend toward upland game clubs is almost imperceptible. 

Gilmore says there are 3 or 4 in Wayne County and near Urbana in Cham- 

paign County. I was unable to learn in detail what they shot or raise, 

except that the land combines pheasants and rabbits. I was unable to 

learn of any upland clubs elsewhere. 

The history of one Upland Club in Ohio is given by Horace 

Lytle in his recent book "No Hunting". 

15. Posting and Charging. 

The following table summarizes the specific information 

obtained: 

(See next page). 
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F Posting and Charging in Ohio 

Observer Locality Status ‘j 

u. A. Charlton, : Frenklin County : Thinks only 10% of farms 
Federel Warden : : posted in this county. Some 

: : of these will give permission 

: : if asked. 

: : No charging by farmers as yete 

Chas. F. Welker : Franklin : Thinks maybe 25% of farms : 
3 : posted but some of these 

. : : give permission if asked. 

: : 

Tiffin Gilmore : Franklin County : 30%)Says heavy pheasant 

: Fairfield " : 20%)counties are no more 
: Pickaway " : 20%)heavily posted than others. 
: Madison " : 35%)Farmers care more for 
: Delaware " : 35%)rabbits than any other 
3 : game. 
$ : No trend toward charging even 
3 : in pheasant_districts. 

i : : A few upland clubs in Wayne 

: + County and near Urbana. 
3 3 

Fitzgerald : Fayette & Madison : 15~20% posted. Mostly done 

3 Counties : by advertising rather than 

. 3 3 signs. 
t : Says a few farmers near Marion 
3 : are charging 50¢ per day for 

3 : pheasant and rabbit hunting. 

30 1 Pfactice is not generale 

J. W. Kirgan : Hamilton & Cleremont : Says no charging by farmers, 

: Counties seven on pheasant territory. 

$ : Many farms posted = can't 

3 : estimate per cent. Even 

3 : when not posted must ask 
: : consent, which is usually 

3 : given. No duck clubs on 

: : river. 

: : 
David Bowersox : Cincinnati Game Dist. : 10% of farms posted but 30% 

: : prohibit hunting, i. e. 20% 
3 : chase off hunters but do not 

jinn 3 : have signs. 

Carl Keller 3: Dayton Game Dist. : Half of farms posted in Mont& 

3 : gomery and nearby counties. : 

3 : One man in Spring Valley, 

: : Greene Co., charges $1.50 per 
: 3 for pheasant 

(Con't. next page) 
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. Posting & Charging in Ohio (Cort. ) 

| Observer Locality 

Harry A. Caton : Ohio as a whole ; Less than 25% of farms posted in 
(Master, State Orange): : the state as a whole. 

: “ 

fred Harlow ‘ Dist. $3 : 90% posted. No charging or clubs 
: (Licking, Fair- : in his district but he has heard 
: field, etc.) : of it elsewhere. 

Dr. Lynds Jones : Lorein County : More than 50% posted. Some farm- 
, a to charge for hunt- 

On the average, perhaps half the farms are posted, but hunting 

is allowed on request on some of these, while on many unposted farms it 

‘ is not allowed, by request or otherwise. By and large I would guess that 

: a quarter of Ohio farms are totally closed, a quarter are totally open, and 

a half open to the farmers! friends, favored persons, or sometimes those 

who ask. 

16. Farmers! Attitude Toward Hunting. State Grange. 

The most valuable evidence on the interpretation of these 

questions obtained in Ohio was a statement by Harry A. Caton of Coshocton, 

Master of the Ohio State Grange, member of the Board of Trustees of the 

University, and member of the Advisory Board of the Fish and Game Depart- 

ment, to which he was appointed to represent the farm interest. 

We talked mainly of the sportsman-farmer relationship. He says 

he had never thought of game as a cash crop. He says he has not leased 

or posted his own farm out of deference to the "local boys" although a 

Canton sportsmens club tried to lease it. He admitted the toll system 
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(charging by the day) would be free from this objection which is inherent 

in the club system. 

I described the proposed quail fellowship offered the Univer- 

sity and urged him to see Prof. Osburn about it. Mr. Caton seemed to 

regerd the quail question as closed in Ohio. He did not think the 

average farmer had ever thought of charging for the hunting privilege 

or making the game crop a source of revenue. He believed the idea might 

be successfully presented to the farmer. 

The superiority of the toll system over the Club system 

brought out by Mr. Caton is worthy of emphasis, not only in its bearing on 

Ohio, but all agricultural states. It will enable the farmer to realize 

on his game crop from strangers without excluding his neighbors, friends, or 

others naturally falling in the category of guests. At the same time the 

toll system establishes some incentive for the farmer to conserve his 

game and its environment, and presumably would impose some restraint on 

his "guests," who would realize he is giving them a privilege which has a 

cash value. 

{ It should be.noted that the table shows one instance, in 

; Greene County near Dayton, of a farmer operating the toll system by charg- 

: ing $1.50 per day for pheasant hunting. This is $1.00 less than the Iowa 

rate. Dr. Jones had the impression that there were other cases near 

ri Oberlin. I attempted to run these down but could find nobody who knew 

‘ the details. 

5 17s Analyses of the Land Problem. 

It is somewhat surprising that in a heavily populated state 

like Ohio no substantial steps should have evolved toward some constructive 
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solution of the two basic American game problems of modern times: (1) find- 

ing en acceptable substitute for promiscuous free shooting, (2) furnishing 

the landowner with an incentive to take care of his game. Iowa, Minnesota, 

[llinois, Michigan, and Pennsylvania all show more progress than Ohio. The 

one serious Ohio effort toward this objective (Horace Lytle's) ended up in 

a confusion of lawsuits and animosities. 

. The most obvious explanation is probably the closure on quail. 

Leaving quail open would have forced the inception of Upland Clubs or 

the toll system, or both, but it may be doubted whether these would have 

evolved with sufficient rapidity to protect the quail. If clubs, tolls, 

and (on the cheaper lands) public shooting grounds are the answer, they 

had better be evolved gradually and locally as a modification of closure, 

rather than suddenly as a modification of wide open shooting. The 

former alternative is superior in concentrating responsibility for the 

conservation of each parcel of land on its owner or lessee; i.e., the 

owner cannot pass the blame for decimation to unregulated shooting on 

his neighbor's holdings. 

It may well be asked why the open pheasant season has not 

operated to stimulate some solution of the land problem. This may be 

partly because the season is so short, and partly because of the still 

widely accepted doctrine that the public, by furnishing seed, is the 

principal creator of the pheasant crop. Temporarily this is partly 

true, in the sense that few farmers whose land is planted with public: 

Seed stock invest much additional thought or effort in making that seed 

produce a crop of pheasants. Like all other game crops to date, product- : 

ivity is largely accidental. ‘The time will come, however, even in 

Pheasants, when the landowner will leave swamps undrained, modify his 

4 
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grazing, leave cover, control predators, or practice winter feeding for the 

sake of enhancing the crop of birds. When these things are done, the need 

for yearly public contributions of additional seed stock will, in favor- 

able regions, automatically decrease. Any or all of these activities : 

will represent investments by the farmer. When the farmer's. investment 

begins to plainly exceed the public's investment, two things will happen: 

(1) The yield will be increased and stabilized, and (2) Some form of 

charging for the shooting privilege will begin. 

Those who are skeptical about this line of reasoning will ask: 

Why walk into a blind alley? Why not retain free shooting by continuing 

to trade free public seed for free public shooting privileges? 

If this would work, it would be fine. It will not work out 

satisfactorily in the long run because it does not focus responsibility 

on individuals. It is a collective trade between groups. It holds out 

no incentive to the individual farmer to raise a better crop than his 

neighbor by providing a better environment and exercising restraint in 

the harvesting. 

The skeptic will counter by saying: Let the sportsmen buy 

the feed, kill the cats, and otherwise "cultivate" the game crop. The 

answer is that these cultural measures are of such a nature that they can 

be executed cheaply and effectively only by the man who owns and lives on 

the land. Herein lies the gist of the whole problem. 

18. Public Shooting Grounds; Analyses of Their Feasibility By Species. 

While it is important to get into operation some system where- 

by the average farmer will derive a revenue from his game crop and thus 

be encouraged to enlarge it, it is also important, as a means of preserving 
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: ing social values, that the "one-gallus" shooter be provided with public 

shooting grounds. Since pheasants are the principal species now available, 

what are the possibilities of public shooting grounds for pheasants? 

The feasibility of public shooting grounds for any species hinges 

principally on its characteristics in five respects: (1) Cana large crop 

be concentrated on a small unit area? (2) Can the species resist "burning 

out"? (3) Can natural productivity be supplemented by artificial culture? 

(4) Will refuges work as a device to prevent total decimation? (5) Are the 

: lends needed for the species obtainable at a low price? Are they obtain- 

able in the right places? 

: In order to afford some basis for comparison, the pheasant will 

: be compared with other present or possible upland species, and in order to 

limit the field, Ohio conditions only will be considered. : 

z It should be understood that the purpose of this analysis is to 

. open up a line of thought. No pretense is made that the figures or judg- 

: ments are either final or adequate. In some species it will be necessary 

: to borrow figures from other (and if possible similar) states. 

The first criterion boils down to a question of areavyield. ‘The 

only kind of pheasant ground worth considering is swamp, or ground con- 

, taining a high proportion of swamp. 

- Area Yield of Possible Qhio Species 

: Species Attainable Population Kill @ Kill per Acre 

3 Fheasant (Swamps) 2.0 per acre 40 % (2) 0.8 cocks 

: Rabbits 4.0. 8 == (a) 50% (?). 220 -()) 

Quail O62 8 ot 60% (7?) 0.3 

‘ Whitetail Deer ? ? 0.004 bucks 
od (hill types) (Penn. State Forests) 
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Apparently pheasants in swamps are exceeded only by rabbits 

in area yield. s 

The second criterion, ability to resist "burning out," is not 

yet subject to quantitative analysis. It is a question of judgment. 

"Burning out" means leaving the area, or becoming exterminated, by reason 

of heavy shooting. It can best be considered in conjunction with the 

device for preventing burning-out, namely, refuges (criterion No. 4). 

Qhio Species as to "Burning Out" in Spite of Refuges. 

Pheasant (in swamps) - - - - - - - - - - - - - highly resistant 

Rabbits (in good cover)- - - - - - - - - - - - highly resistant 

Quail- ------------------ - - not very resistant 

Whitetail Deer - ------------- - - highly resistant 

The third criterion, susceptibility to supplemental artifi- 

cial culture, boils down to cost per bird and ease of transport from possi- 

bly distant producing plants. 

Qhio Species as to Artificial Propagation 

Species Cost, each, at a given age Transport 

Pheasant - - - - - - - - $2.50 at 10 weeks - - ------- fasy 

Rabbit- - - - - - - - - Unknown. . Probably cheap- - ---- Easy 

Quail - - - ultimately: $3.00(?) at 10 weeks- ------- Easy 
(Virginia $6.00, 1927) 

| Whitetail Deer- - - - - - Impracticable except as seed stock - Prohibitive 

| The fourth criterion has been covered. 
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The fifth criterion, cost and availability of land, is roughly 

rated as follows:-- 

Species Typical cost per acre Available in Qhio in: 

Pheasant Swamps $25 - $50 (Swamps in Glaciated types 
(River bottoms and flow- 
(age, all types. 

Rabbit Ground $25 - $100 All types 

Quail Ground coe for poor land - - Kill types only. 
100 for good land ~- All types. 

Deer Range $5 - $10 Only in unglaciated hills. 

It is worth while to now attempt to combine all these criteria, 

not that this can be done with any pretense of accuracy, but merely to 

stimulate more competent attempts by the local parties at interest, who 

mst in the long run be responsible for arriving at a correct judgment. 

Adaptability of Ohio Species to Public Shooting Grounds 

Species Kill per acre Resistance Propagation cost Land value 

Pheasant 0.8 cocks high $2.50 $35.00 

Rabbit 2.0 high ? $50.00 

Quail 0.3 medium 3.00 $50.00 

Whitetail Deer 0.004 bucks high x $ 7.00 

Conclusion: It may be tentatively concluded that pheasants and 

rabbits are the most favorable upland species for public shooting grounds 

in Ohio. 

19. Refuges. 

Present System. Map I. shows the present system, which (except | 

for state lakes) is all leased rather than owned. ; 

A report, as yet unpublished, submitted to the Game Division j 
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by H. M. Wight of the Michigan School of Forestry and Conservation, pre- : 

sents the most thorough analysis so far made of leased refuges in agri- 

cultural districts. 

By and large one may infer from the report that such refuges 

have small value unless each piece of ground is selected with reference to 

some particular species susceptible of refuge technique. Due to the season- 

able mobility of pheasants within a radius of headquarter swamps, swamp refuges 

are undoubtedly workable for pheasants if enforced by the farmer. 

For the same reason the Ohio refuges containing pheasant swamps 

are the ones performing the most visible and concrete function. This may 

be an incorrect conclusion, but I offer it for what it is worth. I did 

not study the Ohio refuges on the ground. 

It may be said with more assurance that the so-called "Roose- 

velt Game Preserve" is neither a refuge nor a preserve, but a state park 

with a "Zoo". 

Needed Refuge System. It seems clear that the following steps 

at least are needed in Ohio: 

(1) Extension by purchase of the State-owned system of 

waterfowl refuges. (See Waterfowl). 

(2) Promotion by the Game Division of private and municipal 

waterfowl refuges. 

(3) A survey of the existing leased refuge system as to 

purpose and function, weeding out the poor ones and 

strengthening the good ones. 

(4) Initiation of a purchase program of refuges and public 

shooting grounds, at least for pheasants and rabbits. 

(5) Consideration of the Pennsylvania system of state-owned 

forests and refuges in the cheaper parts of the hill types. 
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*s Ohio State Refuges & Fish Hatcheries 
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Note: These Refuges are established under General Code Sec. 1435 - 1. 

$1.00 per year is paid each farmer under 5 - 10 yr. leases. It is the 

aim to block up 4 or 5 refuges of 500 acres each in each county. 
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y (C) The Conservation Public in Qhio 

20. Summary. 

The sportsmen's organizations are strong but lack leadership 

adequate to present needs. The game movement lacks coordination with 

forestry, agriculture, watersheds, and other fields of conservation. 

The farming and forestry interests are arrayed against the 

sportsmen in a competitive if not actually hostile relationship. This 

constitutes another symptom of the unsolved land problem. 

It is possible that new leadership, and the entrance of 

scientific men into conservation affairs, might improve the present 

situation. 

21. State Sportsmens Organizations. 

There are two; The Izaak Walton League and the League of 

Ohio Sportsmen. The latter re an amalgamation of various local or 

regional bodies, such as, for instance, the Central Ohio Anglers and 

Hunters Club (Columbus) and the Fish and Geme Association of South- 

western Ohio (Cincinnati). It insists on uniformly low dues ($1.00) 

. and is of long standing. It is my understanding that it maintains a 

part-time paid secretary (James C. Huber). Some of its locals seem 

to run strongly to social programs and entertainment. 

The I.W.L.A. made an unsuccessful attempt to engage a paid : 

secretary. It now has 3500 members at $4.00. Some of its locals have 

ective local programs dealing with fish propagation and pollution. ‘The 

I.W.L.4. is less widely spread over the state than the League of Ohio 

Sportsmen. : 
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- The point of greatest importance is that the two organizations, — 

formerly competitive in their policies, are now actively cooperating on 

two major issues: (1) Reorganization of the state departments dealing 

with conservation; and (2) Pollution. Details of these issues are de- 

seribed under Division D. A joint committee headed by J. F. Atwood of 

Columbus is drafting a reorganization bill, to the passage of which both 

gubernatorial candidates are said to be pledged. 

I was unable to find substantial indication of any large farm- 

er membership in either organization, although the League of Ohio Sports- 

men would seem to be somewhat the stronger in this respect. 

The Central Ohio Anglers and Hunters Club (League of Ohio 

Sportsmen) also takes an active interest in forestry, having offered 

(through member-labor) to plant eroding banks and gullies on local farms 

at its own expense. This has been done on some 12 ~ 15 farms at 10 - 15 

trees each. This instance illustrates two important characteristics of 

the modern sportsmens' movement: (1) Its admirable idealism and breadth 

of heart-interest; (2) Its tendency to deal with problems that spread 

over huge areas subjectively (i.e. let us plant something) rather than 

objectively (i.e. let us see how to get a thousand farmers to plant 

trees for their own benefit). This same thought permeates the bulk of 

modern game activities. 

This observation, of course, is by no means intended as a 

criticism of the Central Ohio Anglers and Hunters Club. ‘The example of 

even a few planted trees may prove to have its own spreading of power, 

and may motivate many farmers to action. Actually planting trees is 

miles ahead of the more common practice of merely sitting at luncheon 

tables and talking about it. I am criticising only one thing: ‘The 
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: absence from the state program of any project dealing with the creation 

of statewide incentives for farmers to plant millions of trees, for which 

absence the Central Ohio local is by no means responsible. 

22. State Grange. 

The Land Problem. By all odds the most important single fact 

pearing on the status of public sentiment in Ohio is that the farming 

interests, led by the State Grange, tend to be allied with forestry and 

against the game interests, instead of all being banded together for the 

execution of a common conservation program. 

For the present, this situation expresses itself in competition 

to dominate the intended reorganization of state conservation activities 

promised by both political parties. 

This competitive relationship is, as far as I know, not publicly 

admitted to exist, but it is the starting point of all private discussions 

of the subject by thinking citizens. It is analogous to the tone. alignment 

of Farm, Parks, and Nature-lovers vs. sportsmen, and is mentioned not 

for the purpose of painting a gloomy picture, but to emphasize the need 

of a new kind of leadership in Ohio affairs. As in Iowa, this alignment 

is merely one more symptom of an acute need for solving the land problem. 

In both states the attitude of the various parties toward quail closure 

constitutes another symptom of the same disorder. 

It is not intended to imply that these public elements should 

have identical desires or viewpoints, or that they should not attempt to 

wite their viewpoints into the state's policies. It is intended to imply 

that a certain give-and-take attitude is missing; that there are too 

many bitter-enders on all sides; that there is more interest in victory 
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: than in solutions, and in formulating strategy than finding facts. 

23. Conservation Council. 

Doubtless as a means toward a modus vivendi there has been 

formed "The Ohio Conservation Council" on which all elements, including 

women, are represented. This is an excellent mechanism; it again comes 

down to a question of skillful drivers. 

24. Comments. 

I can see only two basic ways to turn the energies of this 

complex human alignment into useful and constructive channels. 

The more immediate is beyond outside help. If an outstanding 

leader should arise, able to command the confidence of all elements, and 

able to steer the now opposing social and economic forces in the right 

direction, the situation might be changed over night. What is now a 

dangerous situation capable of becoming worse might become a wave of 

effective oni To an outsider it would appear that the new governor 

had the best chance of becoming such a leader. 2 

The other way will take time. It consists of introducing the 

University, and other relatively disinterested bodies of technical and 

scientific men, as a new and active party to the situation. To the 

extent that a fact-finding point of view can be introduced, the partisan 

Point of view will recede to its proper importance. This is further dis- 

cussed under Research. ‘ 
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= (D) Game Administration in Qhio 
' 

25. Summary. 

The Game and Fish Division is now in the State Department of 

Agriculture. It contains some excellent technical man-power, and some 

. excellent field officers, but its character is nevertheless "political". 

There is a strong popular movement to change over to a Conser- 

vation Commission. 

; There may be danger that this movement will spend itself in 

changing a name or an organization chart, rather than altering a fact. 

D Federal Conservation activities in Ohio are new and limited. 

26. Present Organization. 

[ Chart J. shows roughly the present organization. The important 

8 points are: 

b (1) The chief of the Division of Fish and Game is appointed by 

b the Secretary of Agriculture, who in turn is appointed by the governor, 

6 with no intervening unpaid body to prevent political overturns, stabilize 

ff policy, or exercise regulatory powers. 

(2) An Advisory Board has been interposed in an inadequate 

U effort to overcome these objections. 

a (3) Forestry is divorced from game in the Agricultural Experi- 

8 ; ment Station, with no coordinating agency except indirectly through the 

¢ Governor. 

9 (4) There’is no provision, legal or administrative, to make the 

University a party to conservation policy, except the appointment of a few 

faculty members to the Advisory Board. 
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27. Present Man-Power. p 

E. L. Wickliff, Assistant Chief of the Game Division, is a - 

trained zoologist taken on years ago at the suggestion of R. C. Ozburn 

of the University. He specializes in fish but has exercised a very 

veneficial influence over the whole Division. His output of technical 

work useful to administrative practice has been surprisingly large and 

of a high quality. 

There are at least a half-dozen very high grade game pro- 

tectors or wardens, part of whom I met, and from whom the most excellent 

: cooperation was obtained. There is danger of gradually losing this in- 

valuable nucleus of able field men. 

: 28. Proposed Conservation Department. 

The Conservation Council has circulated a tentative plan 

; for reorganization, but since this merely divides the administrative 

, subject matter, and fails to deal with the important problem of coordin- 

6 ation with forestry, it is not here reproduced. 

; The bill being drawn by the joint committee (See C.) has not 

been published and was not seen. 

: Sponsors of the bill claim to have looked up the recent 

advances in other states. I was impressed, however, with a general failure 

to clearly differentiate essentials from non-essentials, and a general em- 

Phasis on copying the Commission form of organization without particular 

regard to the demonstrated faults and merits which its various forms have 

developed in various states. 

It is against the policy of the Game Survey to express opinions 

on legislation. It may be proper, however, to here warn against the danger 
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e ' of changing the name or manner of organizing state conservation activities 

without changing their actual nature. All the sportsmen I met emphasized 

getting game out of agriculture as if this were an end in itself, and the 

few farmers I met emphasized keeping game in agriculture as the obvious 

means of getting recognition of the landowner interest. 

Federal game organization would indicate that agriculture may 

be a very proper place for both game and forestry. The experience of 

dozens of states indicates that there is no virtue in the label on a 

pigeonhole. It also indicates that real reforms in reorganization must 

be preceeded by a certain growth of discriminating popular intelligence. 

This is attained through recurrent failures and the teachings of able 

leaders. The visible evidence that this growth has taken place in Ohio 

is as yet none too strong. 

29. Game Activities, State and Federal. 

The information obtained on state laws, refuges, and game 

farms has already been given and interpreted under (A) and (B). It is 

important to realize that there are no federal game activities in Ohio 

except the federal warden (M. A. Charlton, Columbus) and the recently 

established Forest Experiment Station (E. F. McCarthy, Columbus). There 

are no federal forests, refuges, parks or other concrete sources of tech- 

nical influence. The same is true of Iowa. It may not be wholly acci- 

dental that the general status of state, public, and institutional activ- 

ities in these two states is somewhat less advanced than in states long 

Subjected to the influence of technical federal conservation activities. 
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c (E) Game Research in Qhio. 

30. Summary. 

The only applied research in game questions I was able to 

find was that performed personally by E. L. Wickliff of the Game Divi- 

gion. The work of the Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory (private) near 

Cleveland was not investigated and may constitute an exception. 

There are many institutions capable of such work, soup atl 

graduate facilities (See 31). These, and numerous private parties, have | 

done mach work in ornithology, ecology, and other lines yielding found- 

ational material. 

The University and Oberlin College are both desirous of 

expanding in subjects applicable to conservation. 

Forestry research has a vigorous start at the Forest Experi- 

ment Station. Wickliff, and doubtless others, have done valuable work 

on fish. Pollution research is understood to be under way, under the 

leadership of the Health Department. 

The conservation public has a very inadequate understanding 

of its dependence on research for the ground work of practicable poli- 

cies. : 

The University men interviewed were very receptive to the 

proposed Quail Fellowships. 

- 81. Inventory of Assets. 

The following is an incomplete and unrefined inventory: 

(See next page) 
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, List of Institutions and Agencies. : 

Possibly Contributing to Game Research in Qhio. 

City Institution Most Interested Individual 

Columbus *Ohio State Univ. (& Agric. Collg.) R. C. Ozburn 

" *Central States For. Exper. Station E. F. McCarthy 

" *State Museun J. §. Hine 

" Capitol University ? 

* Cleveland Western Reserve University F. H. Herrick 

“ Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory S. Prentiss Baldwin 

" Cleveland Museum pe Mee 

Wooster State Agricultural Experiment Station Edmund Secrest 

(Including State Forester) 

" Wooster University ? 

Cincinnati University of Cincinnati ___. Benedict 

Oberlin *Oberlin College Lynds Jones 

Delaware Ohio Wesleyan University io tee 

Bowling Green State Normal School E. L. Moseley 

Yellow Springs Antioch College O. L. Inman 

Marietta Marietta College H. R. Eggleston 

Akron University of Akron W. C. Kratz 

Oxford Miami University ? : 

eee Ohio University _... Mercer 

Springfield Wittenberg College C. G. Schatzer 

*Visited. 

Other Organizations Interested in Game Research. In addition 

to the organizations of sportsmen, fermers, etc., already mentioned, and 

to members of this Institute located in Ohio, the following organizations 
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e might, in appropriate ways, be helpful: 

; Wheaton Ornithological Club J. S. Hine, Pres. (Columbus) 

Audubon Societies » Cincinnati 
J. C. Humbleton, Columbus 

National Fishing Tackle Manu- : 
facturers Assoc. E. A. Pfleuger, Pres. (Akron) 

"The Ohio Farmer" Walter Lloyd, Cleveland. 

Yolunteer Observers. I gathered the impression that there were 

: a sufficient number of competent and enthusiastic amateur ornithologists in 

the state to make it practicable to get a good deal of valuable check-work 

done, end even certain research projects requiring mainly the observational 

method, through volunteer effort. Milton Trautmann of Columbus would be 

an exemple. Of course, this should be a supplement to rather than a sub- 

stitute for the work of paid men. 

Coordinating Agencies. While there is hardly any applied work 

to coordinate, the agencies appropriate to this function are also usually 

useful in drawing programs. A State program would be very valuable in 

stimulating going institutions to become cogs in an effective state 

mechanism. 

The State Academy of Science (J. 8. Hine, President) has a large 

opportunity for such service. 

Federal agencies such as the Forest Experiment Station and the 

Biological Survey (through the proposed Quail Demonstration) usually exert 

& valuable influence in coordination as between states. : 

In addition, national sportsmens! organizations, such as the 

American G. P. A. and the Izaak Walton League, would appear to have a 

logical function working up an internal demand for an adequate research 
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program, in correlating it with that of nearby states, and in pointing out 

the need for lerger federal research appropriations as a means of stimlat- 

ing intra-state and inter-state activities. If they had the funds, nobody 

js in a better position than the Biological Survey to stimulate states ; 

like Ohio to help themselves and thus help the Survey itself in its fact- 

finding work. The McSweeney Bill is one immediate example. 

Finances. Endowed fellowships are usually available for 

fundamental (as distinguished from applied) researches. With such an 

imposing array of educational institutions, is there not a chance of their 

securing such fellowships for the fundamental parts of the game program? 

Some fundamental work on game has not been touched. Bird i 

physiology, for instance, is fundamental, is practically a virgin field, 

and many aspects of it are of direct utility to conservation. An attempt 

will be made to develop this further with the help of scientific men. 

In a state with so many industrial fortunes as Ohio, it would 

seem possible to get appropriate projects financed directly by individuals. 

The Georgia Quail Investigation was financed in part by Ohio sportsmen. : 

The realization of all these possibilities would be enhanced 

by the existence of a well-thought-out program. 

82. Interstate Research Program. 

Most of the important Ohio game research problems are common 

: to the north-central states, and many of them would lend themselves to 

division among the states. The following list, for simplicity, omits 

nigratory birds: 
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1. The Quail Demonstration is already organized in this 

way (see Prospectus). 

2. The Hungarian Study. Parts of this must be interstate 

to be effective. Otherwise it requires the same kind of attack as the 

Quail Demonstration. 

3. Whe Pheasant Study. Parts of this must be interstate 

to be effective (such as relation to surface geology). Part can be 

parcelled out to advantage (such as life history, nesting habits, nat- 

ural enemies, etc.) Part should be done separately for each state ; 

(such as food habits and relation to agriculture). 

4. Garp Study. The relation of carp to game foods, and 

of carp seining to such foods, is obviously an interstate project partly 

susceptible of division by states. 

5. Grouse Investigation. Ohio's possible part in this has 

been pointed out. 

6. Prairie Chicken Investigation. This obviously lends 

itself to division among states. On account’ of the long chance involved 

it seems especially appropriate to federal or private financing. 

7. McSweeney-McNary Forestry-Game Projects. While these 

will be federal, they will certainly demand coordinated state coopera- 

tion in each forest region. 

Projects 1 - 6 have the following characteristics in common: 

(a) Zach is more or less subject to profiteble division; 

i.e., can be better undertaken together than alone. 

(o) Bach would profit by federal coordination, but funds 

are lacking for coordination. 
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(c) None are so distinctly federal as to absolve the states 

from taking an active part in their solution. 

(d) Each is common to the whole north-central region and some 

extend beyond (2, 3, 4, 5). 

(e) In each case State participation would stimulate federal 

coordination, and vice versa, and both would start best with the formu- 

lation of an interstate game research program. Now and by whom should 

such a program be drawn? 

In the case of the Purnell Bill for Agricultural Research, coor- 

dination (and presumably programing) is accomplished by a coordinating 

committee of the Association of Land Grant Colleges, the machinery being 

perfectly flexible to suit whatever happens to be the geographic size of 

the problem. Here, however, we have an established source of federal 

funds. In game, this remains to be created. The analogy is inaccurate . 

in other respects also. However the principle of collective coordination 

by the states themselves might be worked by a research section of the 

American G.P.A., the I.W.L.A., or, theoretically, the International 

Association of Game and Fish Commissioners, sitting both as an Advisory 

Board to the Biological Survey and a voluntary representative of the 

States themselves. 

This is plainly not a job for the Game Survey. All that the 

Geme Survey should do is to give such help as it can to whoever asks for 

it. 

83. Status of Game Literature. 

The attached list of papers issued by the Division shows 9 out 

of 45 dealing with game, and only one or two of the 9 with Ohio Game 

Menagement . 
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PAPERS DWALING WIT FISHIS AND OTWER ANTNALS OF OHIO 7 

These papers may be obtained at the office, FREE OF CHARGE. 

1, List of 140 Ohio Fishes. 

2, List of 532 Ohio Birds. 

3, The Vertebrate Animals of Ohio. 

4, The External Structures of a Fish and the Function of Each Part. 

;, The Internal Structures of a Fish and the Function of Each Parte 

5, How to Identify the Six Common Families of Fishes in the Inland Fishing District. 

1, How to Distinguish the Nine Important Species of the Sunfish Family. 

4, How to Identify a Minnow. 

9, Age and Rate of Growth of Several Game Fishes in the Inland Fishing District. a 

0, Food of the Young Large and Small-mouth Bass in Ohio. 

}, Pollution and It's Importance to Fish Life. 

3, A Preliminary Study of the Extent and Distribution of Sewage Pollution in the West 

find of lake Erie, oy Dr. R. C. Osburn. : 

5, Preliminary Parasitic Survey of State Fish Hatcheries, by Dr. BR. V. Bangham. “ 

4, Fish Parasites as a Limiting Factor in Chio Fish Yatcheries, by Dr. R. V. Bangham. 

5, The Life History of Bass Cestode Proteocephaius Ambloplitis, by Dr. R- V. Bangham. ~ 

f, Diseases of Fish in Ohio Hatcheries, vy Dr. R. V. Banghen. 

1, Distribution of Parasites of Black Bass in Lekes and Streams of Ohio, by 

Dr. Re V. Bangham. 

8 The Importence of Aquatic Plants to Animal Life, by Dr. L. i. Tiffany. 

9, lymphocystie Diseasc in Pike-Perch, Sauger and Yellow Perch of Lake Erie. 

. Methods of Controlling Undesirable Aquatic Plants in Ponds, Lakes and Other Quiet 

Waters. 
1, The Necessity of Propagating Bait in Ponds. 

2. Food of the Blunt-nosed Minnow, a Forage Fish for Fish Ponds, py Dr. W. C. Kraatz. 

% Four Interesting Ohio Fishes. 

4, Status of the Grindle. 

), Life Cycle of the Fresh-Water Ecol. 

#. The European Carp. 
1. A Review of the Status of the Mascalonge, With Special Reference to the Ohio or 

Chautauqua Mascalonge. 

Ss Ice and It's Importance to Fish Life. : 

7+ Spring Fishing at State-ownel Lakes. 

). Propagation of Channel Catfish. . 

\, The Home Aquarium and It's Care, by W. A. Tucker. : 

% Life History of the Builfrog. 
FE life History of the Heligrammite. 

* Points of Interest About the Crayfish or Crawdad. 

o. A New Species of Black Bass Found in Southern Ohio. 
» Artificial Propagation of Fish in Ohio. 

", Waterfowl of Ohio. , 

8. Summarized Bird Laws. 
9. How the School Children Can Aid in the Conservation of Wild Life in Ohio. 

* List of Eleven Books Dealing With the Propagation of Fish in Ohio. 

2. List of Fifteen Papers DeulLing With the Propagation of Game Birds. : 

: ae of Seventeen Papers Dealing With the Propagation of Fur-Bearing Animals and 
ther Mammals. a 

3 list of Denlers in Gola@fish, Tropical Fish, Trout and Other Game Species. = 

» List of Breeders of Game Birds, Pur-Beuring Animals and Other Mammls. - 
‘ Short Pepers on the Mallard Duck, Wild Turkey, Opossum, Deer, Reccoon, Red Fox 3 

& and Skunk. oH



a 

The available local literature on fish is plainly much 

more thorough and varied. 

There is a large ornithological literature, a few samples of 

which are digested in the Appendix (d and e). Mhis body of literature 

likewise does not touch upon ways and means of game conservation, al- 

though some of it is useful in recording life history facts. 

I am not currently familiar with local periodicals, but if 

any of them go beyond merely legislative questions and sporting gossip, 

I did not learn of them. 

4 It must be concluded, therefore, that Ohio literature on 

applied game conservation is nearly lacking. One bulletin like those 

. of the Georgia Quail Investigation will be of far greater value (as to 

applied conservation) than the entire accumulation to date. 
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Game Survey - Ohio | 

Consultations 

Neme Address Town Capacity | 

McCarthy, E. F. Horticulture Bldg., Columbus Director, Central States 

Ohio State Univ. Forest Experiment Sta. 

Meyer, Dr. . “ x . Ecologist, For.Expt.Sta. | 

Thompson, Dent 0. Capitol Annex " Chief, Div. of Fish & Game 
3 

Wickliff, EB. L. . . * Asst.Chief, © § 4 mM 

Osburn, Dr. Raymd.C. Zoology Bldg., . Head of Zoology Dept. . 
Ohio State Univ. 

Osboni, Dr. Herbert " " " % Chief, State Biological 

Survey. 

Nicolas, BE. M. 20 E. Broad Street, Sportsman (authority on 

(Real Estate) woodcock) 

Walker, Chas. F. Ohio State Maseun 7 Asst. Curator ; 

McPherson, Dr. Wm. 106 University Hall " Dean, Graduate School a 

Kellogg, L. F. Horticulture Bldg. " Jdr.Forester, Expt.Sta. : 

Charlton, M. A. 2106 Sumit Street " Federal Game Protector 3 

Trautmann, Milton 618 S. Sth Street sl Amateur Ornithologist 

Mason, Capt. Paul Pure Oil Bldg. 8 Pres. Cent. 0. Anglers 
& Hunters Club. 

Gilmore, Tiffin Capitol Annex " ' Sportsman, Marshall of 
Supreme Court. i 

Heer, Fred J. " Publisher Hunter - Trader 
- Trapper. 

Lockett, R. E. “ Sportsman 

Fitzgerald " Deputy Federal Warden 

Hirsch, Albert Lancaster Supt.,Boys Industrial : 
School. 

Sherman, ©. E, Columbus Civil Engineering Dept. — : 

a 
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. Qhio Consultations Cont'd. 

_-Meme dress on aa ee 

Parks Columbus Extension Entomologist | 

falcover, J. I. “ Agric. Economics 

trees, oe He 503 First Natl. Bk. Cincinnati © Ex-Pres. Fish & Game | 
Bldg. (Insurance). Assn. of S.W.Ohio. | 

Swing, Richard 711 Fourth Natl. Bank " Sportsman | 
Bldg. (Attorney) 

Keller, T. Haze First Natl.Bk.Bldg. “ Peters Cartridge Co. 

Overbeck, Geo. Powell & Clements " Sportsman 
(Sporting Goods) 

Dugan, Jas. N. 5263 Hastern Ave. : Ex-Pres. Fish & Game 
Assn. of S.W.Ohio. 

Bowersox, De. M. 2281 Vine " Game Protector, Cin.Dist. | 
Deputy U.S.Game Warden { 

Bartner, WeH.,Jr. 500 Kieth Bldg. V.P. Fish & Game Assn. 
, of S. We Ohio. 

Keller, Carl 864 River Row Ave. Dayton District Game Super- 
visor. 

. Caton, Harry A. 149 N. 15th St. Coshocton Master, 0. St. Grange 
Board of Trustees, Ohio 

St. University. 

Pfleuger, Jos.B. Enterprise Mfg. Co. Akron Ex.Pres., Ohio Div. 
217 Ash St. I.WeLeA. 

Davidson, Dr.H.S. Corach Bldg. " Pres., Akron Chapter, 1.W.LeA 

: Harlow, Fred Temporary: c/o J.A.Forbs, tt District Game Protector. 
W.Portage Pt.Bldg. 

: Permanent: 34 Hancock St. Newark 

1 Jones, Dr. Lynds Oberlin College Oberlin Prof. of Zoology 

fl Gleason, C.H.,Jr. 514 S.Professor Street " Graduate Student 

Porter, Ira Peoples Bank a" Oberlin Rod & Gun Club 
@ . 

Stever, Pred Cc. Merchants Natl. Bank Defiance Sportsman . 
} 

Wolf, Frank J. 322-4th Street Fremont State Game Pp ee 
Dist. 2, U.S.Dep.Game Wan. 
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| | 
t Game Survey - Ohio. 

: 

Persons Missed 
I 

| 
a Name Address Town Capacity 

: Vivien, Dean Alfred Columbus Dean, College of Agric. | 

Hine, J. S. Ohio St. Museum " Curator | 

Sportsmens Review 22 E. 12th St. Cincinnati | 

Cl King, Geo. C. lst Natl.Bk.Bldg. " Peters Cartridge Co. 

P Naas, John Court House Dayton Advisory Bd., Game Dept. 

, Weathers, W. Ae 205 Jackson " Western Cartridge Co. 

a Preston, James Begole Mfg. Co. Coshocton Sportsman | 

4 Gammeter, John R. 680 N.Portage Path Akron " 

F Nash, Tom State Game Farm Wellington Superintendent 

0 Fletcher, Fited C. 3234 Monroe St. Toledo Pres., Ohio I.W.L.A. 
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Digest of Selected Material from Vol. III e 

"Geological Survey of Ohio" ‘ 

Published by Nevins & Meyers, Columbus, 1882. : 
(Ornithology by J. M. Wheaton) 3 3 

2 

P. 72 Buffalo. Originally found on the Sandusky, Ohio, Maumee, Muskingum, 

Scioto. Last one killed by one Charles Francis Duteil, a frenchman, 

at Gellipolis, 1795. last east of the Mississippi killed by ; 

Sioux Indians on Trempeleau R., Wisc., in 1832. ; 

75 Buffalo in the east seem to have been (geologically) recent. 

80 Blk. Last killed Ashtabula Co, 1538. 

yy} Turkey. Held out longest in N.W. Counties, Rare in Franklin County 1882. 7 

4i5 Prairie Chicken. "Rare resident in N.W. & Central Ohio. Probably : 

breeds." A few near Toledo and in Erie, Ottawa, Crawford, & Marions, 

Wyandot, Sandusky, Fairfield, Pickawey Cos. One killed near Columbus 

1878. 

447 ~Ruffed Grouse. Still common in Hocking Hills in hills of E. Ohio. 

Very few near Columbus. Wot recorded at Cincinnati. 

Uus Quail. "This well known bird is an exception to all others of the 

order, in that it was probably absent or at least confined to but . 

few localities in the State at the time of its first settlement, 

and has steadily increased in numbers as the forest has been cleared 

away, while others have diminished," : 

Dr. Howard BE. Jones says his great-gfendfather settled at 

High bank prairie near Chillicothe in 1798 and resided several years 

before he heard the first quail. Regarded it as an arrival. 

468 Woodcock. "V ery common March to October." “Young found at Cleveland 2 

early as April 9, though usually not hatched till middle of May. 

52l Canada Goose. Winter in cornfields of Scioto Valley. Kertland says 

one flock visited each year a favorite locality on Olentangy River, 

so near the city that they were passed up as tame geese, 
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2 Digest of selected parts of "Birds of Ohio" Wn. 1. Dowson 
- Wheaton Publishing Co. - Colwibus - 1903 

e | » 4 Grom, Birds and eggs form 1/2 of 1 per cont of totel dict. Does 
- not believe many crows migrate out of state in winter, but merely 

gather in large roosts. 
z Notable decrease of crows recorded by Wheaton near Columbus 

t 1883. Now abundant (1903). Winter roosts are subject to epidemics 
of “roup" which inflames eyes, pharyn&, and nasal passage, and gives 
rise to the popular belief that the eyes “freese". 

: 30% Great Horned Oyl, Says no longer common in Ohio. 

Share =-ahin (Quoting Fisher) Of 107 stomachs 6 held poultry or 
game, birds, 6 mice, 5 insects. 

. Goshayk. Not common winter visitor. 

eT Re Say 808 Be eh to Oe ey ‘ nt 

: \e7 Mourning Dove. Decreasing locally (1903) 

(8 "Successfully introduced into Allen, 
F |p “ pepe BW on, netkeen hotee maton ea 
: Seiote and Sumnit Counties (Jones)*. 

6 y Formerly abundant, now nearly extinct. Last stand 
: > ee ag Apr er owas Bony A few Linger yet in Brown, 
' Adams, and Highland counties. 

: 434 Buffed Grouse. Formerly comton throughout state except in prairie 
ony eg ee gp Ml wanton Most common in hilly portions 

y 435 "Yornerly not uncommon in N.W.,rare in central 
ag Pritts. Shidea  SFereeriy 2 last survivors seen in early 60's 
¥ in Erie and Huron counties, 

ST Quail. Mo distinctive Ohio information. 

> 8 "Common summer resident throughout the state. Decreasing 
‘ 2 pee 

: Ubland Plover. "Common sumer resident, except in heavily wooded 
a portions. 

. 519 » “Probably no longer nests in Ohio, although it is Imow — 
‘ faeia cease, Indiana. * 

 & % eed duck, “How rare.



Summary of Questionaires Sent Ohio Game Protectors — 

4 E. L. Wickliff, List, CRE kas’ bie, | 

= «= 7 _ hilber of Uoutice Report ing Species in 1927 as: 
4 — iivehdent Miveninewdiareciiia N.P. sIncr.:Decr. :Stat.: 

5. 
, Ducks 6 15 BT: 5 17 14: 28 

| Geese » 2: 9° Se eee Pb a ws ae ord 

a Toodcock $2: 8 115353 : 3: Ms Ht 193 

fs Ps bgimaren: frist a! 
Ba Yellowlegs : + 7 + om 32 29 : : 9: 33 16 

Rails Cy 6 rig: St: Mi 293 191 

i Gallinule o 6 ; 253 24 6? ; 3 23 : alk 

ee i ail 
Ringusck Phoiliont 3°35 4 ao 7 1: 1 § Sa fe oe 

; Hungarian nviouien 3 ; 3 17: 23 ‘ 16 : 4 14 i 14 ; 10 : 

.—hClUrugKwh ae : + oe ee 

: Prairie Chicken : 1 : 2: 3 43 : 16 ' ; i 

Ruffed Grouse : : : ; al: 13 : 19 : 9 ; 1 ; 20 ; 4 ; 

Doves 26 ' 23 : 8: 6 ; 36 , ll : 14 : 

Rabbit : ay ‘ 37 ms ; 7 i 32 ; 23 

Fox Squirrel : Zz : 26 ; 28: 9 : : 4 : 4g i & : 

4 Grey Squirrel 2 ; 24 ; 15: 13 : 9 ; : 4 41 : 9 : 

: Red Squirrel ' 9 ; 23 : 1: 21 : : ' 

? Fox : 17 : 28 + 13: 9 : : 37 : 13 13 : 

o Crow ie 2 © eee ——— 
fo ws ‘st phe 
4 Mink : 6 i 33 : 15 33 ; 2 B: 32: oe 

Ep sex : ep eg ee on . 
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I. DmsORIPTION 

1. Eves of Gome Souter. 

the classification of available ranges for upland game cannot 

be as simple as in the other Leke States because Minnesota is the meeting 

ground of three instead of two major vegetative types; uamely, the North 

woods, the Cornbelt, ani the Prairie. It aleo contains drift ani drift- 

less soils. 

For game purposes the state may be classified as follows: 

(See accompanying map). 

ize. Miliion acres Square miles 2ercouk 

1. The Forest Belt... . - + 26,000,000 40,000 Pi 

(20) Transition Belt, adrift 9,000,000 13,000 15 

(2b) . . — 2,000,000 2,000 2 

2. The Trensition Belt, total..(9,000,000) (15,000) Q7) 

3. The Prairie. .....- ++ 27,000,000 26,000 33 
——ee ee —_— 

POPAL. «0 2 ee eo eo + 688,000,000 81,000 100 

The Forest Belt is suitable for deer, bear, and ruffed grouse. 

The opener parts are suitable for sharptail. The wilder parts contain 

moose, caribou, and spruce hen. 

The transition belt differs from Michigan and Wisconsin in 

Deing all hardwoods, instead of mixed hardwoods and conifers. Only the 

northwesterly tongue is suitable for deer, ruffed grouse, and 
sharptadl. 

The driftless part is suitable for ruffed grouse and quail. The remainder 

is suitable for pheasants. The parts containing lakes are suitable for 

breeding waterfowl .



The Prairie belt is suitable in all the northwesterly tongue for 

prairie chicken and in all the remainder for pheasant. The river breaks in 

the South are suitable for quail. All of the lake sections are very yalua- 

ble for weeding waterfowl. ‘he country suitable for Hungarians is in the 

south part of the prairie belt, but its extent is as yet wiknow. 

The location and area of available range for the various species 

is shown in Section A. 

2. Znetors of Productivity by Types of Country. 

In @ situation so complex it is remekable that cover (plus winter- 

feed in some cases) should be the limiting factor for almost all species in 

sinest all types. the cubstenting exneytion 1s ruffed grouse im types 1 ant 
2b, where disease is undoubtedly the limiting factor. There is a partial 

exception in the case of prairie chicken in type 3, where disease in probably 

& limiting facter, although the ploughing of coverts ousted the chicken from 

the southern prairies and limits the chicken in the northern ones. 

Bven waterfowl are Limited by coverts in the sense that drainage 

has shrunken the available areas suitable for the various waterfowl species. 
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ii. ANALYSIS 

(4) The Game Situation in Mimesota 

3. Suman. 

Deer and bear are increasing in spite of the Inde of a buck law 

or an adequate refuge system. 

Ruffed Grouse and prairie chicken are very low, but may be ex- 

pected to regain some degres of cyclic abundance. In the case of chickens 

the avea will undergo further shrinkage. 

Pheasants are firmly established end will furnish permanent 

Mungarians are expanding and will ultimately furnish imnting, but 

the extent of the area is as yet unpredictable. 

quail are in fair abundance and furnish hunting tut on a Limited 
area. They can be much increased on that area by restoration of coverts 

and winter feeding. : 

Waterfowl are still abundant, especially in the prairie region. 

The further iureads of drainage and shooting can be offset, or more than 

offset, by refuges, by artificial maintenance of water-levels, by planting 

feeds in feedless lakes, and to a Limited extent by restoration of drained 

lekes on the less valuable lands. 

4. Areas of Range by Species. 

The attached map shows the approximate present distribution by 

species. From it the following areas are obtained’: 
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trea Within Bxterior Limits Sstimated Fraction 
seats Ot Seat Shrinking or wy 

Species, impandingt. 

Pheasant 29,000 "Sxpanding 1fs (1) 

Quail 7,800 Stationary 1j2 

(Some quail outside these Limits) 
Prairie chicken 15,000 Shrinking a/e (?) 

(Some chickens and meny sharptails outside these limits) 

Pungarian 3,000 °axpanding afa (2) 

Ruffed Grouse 42,000 Stationary 3/4 

Deer 40,000 Stationary 3/4 

Bear 40,000 ? i/@ 

Moose 5,000 ? ae 

Ultimate maximum area probably not over 35,000 square tikes: . 

“Vibhente mete nme heme to Beaty Sah 

&. Eboagent-. 

History. The ring-necked pheasant stock of Minnesote originates 

from three sources: (1) Plantings within the state; (2) Drift from South 

Dekota, and (3) Drift from Iowa. The Dakota drift is Wallace & Bvans 

stock. The nature of the other stocks was not determined. They doubtless 

come from many sources. 

The Minnesota plantings began on a large scale about 1920. 

Of late years an increasing proportion of the intre-state effort has prop- 

erly been devoted to Hungarians. 

The first open season wes in 1926 (7). Tt extenfed to only a 
few of the better stocked counties. 1927 was closed. the territory to 

be opened in 1928 has not been announced. The Minnesota pheasants cannot 
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yet be seid to have shown capacity to stand up under hunting, but the 

analogy with Iowa and South Dakota is so strong that this capacity may be 

safely assumed to exist. 

Stecking- In the Southwest corner, the degree of stocking fales 

out eastward, and local ornithologists claim a perceptible eastward move- 

ment from year to year. This doubtless represents the Dakota drift in 

astual process. The pheasant population in this corner of the state is at 

no point equal to the Dakota optimum. 

In the east central section, the heaviest stocking is said to 

be svound the Minnetozka Refuge. Some damge is alleged here, bat nowhere 

in Minnesota is the talk of damage as strong as in Michigen, South Dekota, 

| or Town. 

The southern border seems to correspond to north Iowa, with a 

perceptible northward drift. 

In the driftiess area (8. 3. corner), the birds are said to be 

confined to river bottoms. There is doubt whether the birds are actually 

established since egg distribution has continued. 

There are spots of pheasents at extreme northerly points such 

_ @# Duluth, Grand Rapids, and Hackensack. Were the seme doubt exists for 

the same reasons. tr. B. H. Goering told me the Duluth pheasants had been 

stationary for 5 years. Winter feeding is doubtless practiced at these 

Points. There is no concrete evidence for expecting productive stocks any- 

where in the orth Zone (see See. 69 Statutes. The Line passes through 

St. Cloud) except possibly on the west border, where the Dakota birds 

extend north of this line. 

ie ‘



What is Phencomt Range? Dr. Roberts points out thet in the south- 

western section the Carolinian Life Zone projects northwestward into South 

Dakota. The present pheasant line projects northwestward along the Minne- 

sote River. 

J. A. Mitchell ("Forest Fires in Minnesota") shows that in the 

eastern section the isotherms bend northeasterly around Lake Superior. The 

present pheasant line does the same. 
7 However, as already pointed out, the pheasant Line is still moy~ 

ing. Nevertheless the deep "bay" in the pheasant line which has its bot- 

tom in the region of Willmar is extremely suggestive. This may be the 

place where the three "waves" of drift (see Ristory) now meet (in which 

event the bay will socom fill up), or it may be the place where the Carclin- 

ian zone meets the Superior isotherm (in which event the bay may not fill 

we) 

A In the Iowa Report it was suggested that pheasants, in that 

state, with one exception, are confined to the glacial drift soils. the 

small extent of the driftless area in Minnesota, the indeterminate answer 

to the question of whether pheasants are really established there (sec 

Stocking), and the lagk of time to personally investigate their distribu- 

tion in the @riftiess area, all meke it impossible to shed further light 

on this interesting question at the present moment. Mr. ¥. T. Cox of 

Winona, Superintendent of the Upper Mississippi Refuge, is competent to 

keep this area under observation and to reach dependable conclusions. 

% ; ~f~ :



Restore of Productivity. The prairie region of Minnesota was 

originally devoid of crows. Around Pipestone they are now by no means abund- 

ant. Peterson says they ol] leave in winter except isolated flocks gathered 

around special food~supplies, such as slaughterhouses and dumps. 

Peterson says hawks are scarce in the Pipestone region except dur- 

ing migration. Coyotes are scarce. Gats, as in northern Town, do not seem 

to winter outdeors. Sinks are the only camson vermin. 

Peterson, who is a keen and reliable observer, makes the remaxkable 

statement that he has never seen a pheasant killed by predators. 

Many birds, however, are reported as killed by Dligzards, especially 

cocks. These, strange to say, are often found on open, newly ploughed ground. 

If these conditions obtaining around Pipestone are true of the 

pheasant country generally, they doubtless bear on the rapid spread of this 

species. 

I think it Likely that prodators will in time respond to the in- 

crease in pheasants; that is, they will themselves increase up to the limits 

of the new food supply offered by these birds. the prairie chickens which 

formerly inhabited this range, being seni-migratory, did not offer the 

yearlong food supply which the pheasents now do. 

Possible Yields. About 29,000 square miles lie within the exter- 

for Limits of the present pheasant range. If a third of this, or 9,700 

Square miles (6,200,000 acres) should eventually yield a pheasant per two 

acres, the yield would be over 3,000,000 pheasants, or hunting for 200,000 

People at 15 birds each per season. (See map under Par. 4). 

i.



6. Guadl. 

: History. Mo statewide closed season has ever been in effect. 

The reported annual kill has held up remarksbly well, the minimum being 

4,200 in 1922 and the maximum 9,500 in 1920. No cultural measures on any 

considerable scale have ever been applied, although there is doubtless a 
lot of accidental winter feeding around barnyarda and feedlots. 

Stocking. Dr. James has found up to 9 covies per day in the 

driftiess area around Winona, which is the cream of the quail country. 

This represents travel by car from one favorable location to another, and 

is equivalent to horse work im the South. Dr. James gives 3-4 covies as 

the average day's find, as compared with 5-7 covies for the same type in ‘oii ° 

Peterson has not seen a quail for several years around Pipestone. 

the parts of Minnesota not colored blue on the map may practically be con- 

sidered as blexke, at present, although cover restoration and winter feed- 

ing would probably produce a crop anywhere south of the latitude of St. 

Paul. : 

Around Granite Falls, which is about the upper Limit of quail 

cover on the Minnesota river, the birds are reported as strongly localized 

Rear wooded draws. 

Zagters. The fact that the prairie farmers from the date of the 

first settlements had to import fuel accounts for the survival of timber 

along the prairie rivers and crecks. There was never enough timber to 

depend upon as a soures of wood. This, in conjunction with the planting 

Se



of shelterbelts, accounts for the survival of species along the preirie 

‘rivers. 

As in Iowa, the grazing of woodlots limits the quail in the 

transition belt. : 

It 16 delieved that restoration of coverts, plus winter feeding 

end vermin control, will produce quail anywhere south of St. Foul, but 

these operations will be practicable on a large scale only within the blue 

area, where the dissected topography and remaining woodlots mike it possi- 

ble to got coverts without material sacrifice of agricultural acreage. 

Demenstration in Natural Quail Jarming. 4 proposed experiment 

to develop and demonstrate the necessary technique and to deteraine its 

costs and resultant yields is covered under Sec. % (Research) and is more | 

fully deseribed under Sec. E of the Iown Report. 

7. Beadxie Ghiccen and Sharntad.. eo - 
Species. Local sportanen do not accurately differentiate these 

two species; hence it is impossible to do so in this report. It is cer- 

tain, however, that the chicken range on the prairie type contains mostly 

Pimated Grouse, while the remainder contains mostly sharptail. In afiition 

to the two blocks shown in brown on the map, sharpteil ocour in favorable 

localities throughout the Forest type. 

History. ‘The last big chicken year was 1926 (Gould). They have 

deen open alternate years since 1921. Severe shortages of a statewide 

ature ccourred in 1915 (Cox) and 1927 (Gould). The 1926 high point ayn- 

chronizes with Schooleraft County, Michigan, (Titus), but in June County, — 
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Wisconsin, the decline began to be noticeable in 1925 and became severe by 
1926 (Leopold). This, as far as it goes, is evidence that the present 

shortage is not due to hunting, but rather disesse or weather. Hunting — 

could not operate so uniformly over so large an area. 

Dr. Roberts says the pimated grouse wes not indigenous to 

Minnesota, but moved north with grain farming. In ike mumer the shexp- 

tail hes moved northeast with deforestation. 

Magtors. It is significant that the chicken is holding out 

detter in the transition belt than in the southerly prairies. ‘there is a 

good remmant near St. Paul, whereas in the Pipestone country mot a single 

treeding bird has been seen since 1926, or in the Granite Falls country 

since 1927. There are more chickens around Cloquet, in the heart of what 

wes once pine forest, than at any point I heard of im the southern 

prairies. All this is suggestive of deficient coverts. 

Many sportemen cling to the theory that a dry spring is neces- 

sary te a good chicken crop. Perhaps it is, but a Little rain does mot 

explain the periodic disappearance of the old birds. 

Putting everything we know together, it seems safe to state 

that: (1) he prairie chicken has been cyclic for at least several decades; 

(2) The indications are that the cycles are caused by disease, but accen~ 

tuated by covert-shertage and bed weather; (3) the chicken is shrinking 

away from completely cultivated areas even during periods of relative 

ebundance; (4) none of the foregsing factors are really understood end are 

bedly in need of research, because the pheasant will never occupy the 

extreme northerly prairies or the openings in the forest type. 

-10-



Mr. Cox believes that overhead wires, especially the 

| heavy strings of wires along railroad tracks, cause a considerable 

lose in prairie chickens. Chickens, of course, fly a great deal at 

about the height of ordinary wire systems. Cox says thet many are 

found dead under such wires. 

| -00-



8. Buffed Grouse. 

Histerz- The great decline can now be roughly dated in the 

states so fox surveyed as follows: 

"High" = last year of abundance. 

‘Low" = first year of present shortage. 

422k 1222 122k ime 1k 126 

Ubghican . 

du Sable (Bomtell) ...... -High.... low 

Upper Pom. (Zewe) ee eee ec nace ses Po how 

Traverse City (Titus)... - . 22 ese e eee es + + gh. bow 

Wegmmee (Trofell) .....656526+4+ 4+ igh. Low 

Jom. 

No perceptible shortage 

MAnnesgts 

Worth Mimn. (Cox) -. 0.025 05002-+ ++ igh. Low 

Gent GUNN sw ce ee oe en eee eneaee EROS 

Winona (Gox)~ No severe shortage. 

The last open season was 1924, at which time the decline seans 

to have begun in certain parts of the state, whereas in 1923, a closed year, 

the state was “overrun with grouse". This illustrates a basic defect of the 

alternate-year plan as appiied to cyclic species. 

Broods of young were reported this year in the Arrowhead 

;  muntry and Aiken, Carlton, and Pine Counties. I heard no other evidence of 
Comebadic. 

-ll- :



Grouse were formerly common in the hardwoods around Hutchinson 

(transition belt bordering on prairie), but the grazing of woodlots has in 

general. destroyed the transition belt as grouse country, except for the 

rough bluffs of the driftless area. 

Grouse Disease. Chief Deputy Brickner says that the remaining 

birds in the Arrowhead country in 1924 were seraggly and had the head and 

neck covered with bluish-slate colored ticks. Geme Warden Gould had speci- 

mens shot and sent to the University. 

Unfortunately, Dr. Green, who is cooperating with the Grouse 

Investigation, was absent at the time of my visit and I was accordingly un- 

able to see him. I was told, however, that he has induced tularemia by 

injection im all the grouse, including Hungarians, but in none of the pheas- 

ants. Injected pigeons carried the disease but did not sicken. I was unable 

to learn whether quail have been tested. 

Prospects. There is no reason te doubt that Ruffed Grouse will 

regain cyclic abundance. The same need exists as in Michigan for vigorously 

pushing the grouse.investigation. Without Ruffed Grouse, half of Minnesota 

would be almost entirely unproductive of small game. 

9 Babbhie- 

Snowshoe rabbits are a serious pest to forestry in northern Minn- 

esota, whereas in Michigan, with seemingly a similar abundance of rabbits 

and similar forest, no perceptible damage occurs. 

Damage is not confined to plantations. At the Cloquet Experiment 

Station, 90 por cent of the materal reproduction of 1°15 Honmg pine on a 

-12- 
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40-aere Site II sample plot was damaged by rabbits cutting off the leaders 

and side shoots. ‘The order of palability is: 

1. Shite pine 

2. Tomarack 

3. Jatk Pine 

4. Worway Pine 

S. Spruce and Belean. 

The only plantations which escape serious damage are those put 

in just previous to a die-off. ‘Thus at Cloquet 1,913 plantations escaped, 

for reasons evident from the following record: (1 = Low; H = high) 

2905 6 78 210 1) 12 1S 16 U5 1G 17 18 02 20 2) 22 28 2 2 26 ar 

CRegtbecitinn Ke BRiccsnsnsresinievonnil 

N. MEM. cecvccceccccvesccsssocassveeh 

(Cox) 

WM, MAM. ccccccnececcnceveceneaseserrceressasecrencnveceesevanseccveceeele Menke 
(Gould) 

This is three "Lows" in 25 years, or around 6 years per cycle. 

ix-Governor John Lind says there was a "low" on the Minnesota River about 

1873. 

In Michigan there was a “low! on snowshoes at Traverse City 

deginning 1926 (Titus) but at Negaunee they were still high in 1927 (Tradell). 

The other Michigan observations refer to cottontail. 

Hemsen was a menber of a party which killed 200 snowshoes on 

90 acres in one day without greatly reducing the local population. This 

indicates that some areas carry 5 or more per acre. 

Ky -13- :



the forestry relations of snowshoe rabbits would be an eimirable 

project for research under the MoSweeney Bill in Minnesota. The study 

ghould be extended to Michigan to ascertain the reason for the difference 

in damage. 

Jadcrabbits extend entirely across the prairie belt to Winona 

on the Mississippi. 

I Aid not gather any significant information on cottentatl except 

that the state is all above the holing-up line. the cottontail does not 

g far into the forest belt. 

10. Deer and Bear. 

All of the evidence encountered indicated that the deer situation 

in Minnesota does not differ in ey essential respect from that of Michigan, 

except in the following respects: 

(1) ‘the refuge system is far less soundly organised than in 

Michigan. 

(2) The hunting is only in alternate years. 

(3) There is no bude lew. 

(4) ‘the yarding loss has not reached such an acute stage as in 

Michigan. 

Item (2) apparently in part offsets (1) and (3) as for as the 

yield is concerned, since the Minnesota yield is nearly as high as Michigan. — 

Disregarding the probable inacewrecy in both figures, the Michigen yield 

is 1.2 bucks per section and Minnesota 0.8 deer per section. The Minnesota 

figure is taken from "Game Management in the Southwest", (unpublished) by 

“Leopold, Ligon, and Pettit. (See Mig. 26afollowing page). 
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Both of these yield figures are obtained by dividing the 

kill into about half the area of the forest type. Wille about three- 

fourths ef this type actually contains deer in both instances, the 

hunting is concentrated on a lower fraction of the totel range. 

The unanimous opinion of all people interviewed is that 

deer sre increasing in the forest belt. ‘this incresse throughout the 

Loke States may reflect not so mh the efficacy of present management 

measures as the recovery of coverts from whclesale fires. ‘the last 

great conflagrations in Minnesota were the Cloquet and Moose Leke fires 

in 1918. The previous conflagrations were Baudette, 1910, Chisholm, 

1908, and Hindkley, 1894. 

The need of a state-owned refuge system is further dis- 

cussed under Section D. 

Possible Yield. 4n ultimate yield of a buck per section on 

three-fourths of the forest type should be easily possible without dam- 

age to forestry or agriculture. This is 30,000 bucks, and hunting for 

40,000 people at a Suscess-Ratic of 75 per cent. : 

-15-



TAGUEE 263 

: Minnesota Kill Figures for Whitetail Deer. 

Compiled by J. ¥. Gould, State Game Warden, from Compulsory Runters' 
Reports 

(Reprodueed from an unpublished mamscript Ligon, and Pettit. 
Seal os bo saltlahah paler te pakiemies to the aoa 

Area. producing this kill estimated by Avery as 20,000 square miles. 

Hote: These not to those in 26 because | "siateota‘ftcs tis Sing nea steatosis 
' hunting has been allowed only in alternate years.) 

YOO fn ee er ene feet ne cee a ee ee man ae ne mat 

: Bucks : Does : Farms : Total +: Mumber : Per: For + 
: ? : 8 t + eemt: Duds : Deer 
: : : : : : 4Eailiteda 

eee | eee | nema $ atene aren Femme meemenemenin $ aen cee anamaman f anne ernten Senn ane ee fae mene 

1919 : 8,877: 5,183: 4,226: 18,206: 34,178 : 53 : 3.9: 1.9 
1920 : 9,612: 6,028: 3,932: 18,072 : 39,206: 47 : 4.1: 2.1 
1921: -7,Skl: 3,416: 2,867: 13,594 : 247 : 39: 2.2 
1922 : 6,361: 2,677: 2,168: ieee t 5B t 3.2 

ins. ae 8.275: 2,408: a ° 3 $ : 
1996 ; om ee 2, ea ss ERs ie 
TOTAL: : : 

6 Yee: 53,184: 26,965: 20,402: 100,621 :176,192 : t : 
AR: t t t t : % : : 

~PreTmi__9.959: 4,494: 3.400: 16.765 ; 95.288 : 48 3 4:0: 2h 

Bucks killed per square mile per year - 0.44 

Deer killed per square mile per yeer ~ 0.84 

Square miles per license - 1.77 

Composition of Kill SG + 27+ 20 = 100 per cent 
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1l- Makerfow.- 

In any attempt to appraise the public value of Minnesota 

lakes for waterfowl purposes, a sharp distinction mst be dram between 

prairie woodland Iskes, especially as to breeding capacity. The capacity 

of the prairie lske is meh the greater. Some say this is because of the 

nore abundant insect Life; others because of the more palatable vegeta~ 

tive foods, and others because of vermin. These, however, are all 

guesses. The reel reason is wilnown. Research to determine the real 

reason might pay big dividends because it might point the wy to induced 

proguctivity on lakes and marshes now comparatively idle. There are 

yast areas of umproductive lakes in the Forest belt ; 

Prodmetivity of Praixie Lakes The following rough 

estimates of area and duck population were made of typical lskes in the 

Pipestone and Hutchinson regions between August 20 and 24. Dudes had 

already begun to move about so that these lekes undoubtedly contained 

birds which had been raised cleevhere. On the other hand, at least half 

of them undoubtedly contained mony dudke which were not seen. These two 

errors are assumed to compensate and the figures are assumed te repre~ | 

sent their present productivity. 

| <i7~ :



Productivity end Public Present 
nee Seetions . Dugke Motes. 

Pipestone Region 

Lake MWerdhe 222 see @ “* 500 . . 380 pelicans on this. 

eke Albert «2 2 2 ss 2 + « 1,000 F 

Dey LekGe 2 ee ee ee 6 1 4 1,000 « . Pelicans alleged te 
weed here. 

Pokmastt. . 2 ee eee 3(?). WO .. 

Hutchinssa 

Doar tates 1 wn. oe a @ 2 GH @ eo 7. 

Baghe Lele. ... 42+ LoS... 300 (7) Up to 10,000 ducke during 

(Geese nested here, 1927}. 

Watehinson Refuge... 1.5. . .1,000 (7) 

Swan Lake « 1 cw es 7 » §,000 

15 > 50,000 = 3,300 per square mile. 

If 3,300 ducks per square mile is at all representative of the 

waterfowl productive capacity of Minnesota marsh lands, it then follows 

that this productivity is five times as high on the basis of birds per 

acre per year as the optimum ever attained by any upland bird. At the 

Same time, the cost of public acquisition of privately owed waterfowl 

breeding grounds will average distinctly lower than the agricultural lends 

needed for upland birds like pheasant and quail. Im these facts lies 

the core of the reason why public breeding grounds, refuges and shooting 

Sounds are more feasible for waterfowl then for upland birds. . 

i ~13-



Sis Zmnscal’ chop from a square nile of Minnesota mursh at 50 per 

cent kill ie 1,650 ducks, or hunting for 30 people st about 50 ducks per 

season. These 30 people will doubtless eventually be willing to pay at 

least ton dollars, each, for the privilege of enjoying this erep, which 

would make three hundred dollars per year available for operating and 

owning the square mile of marsh. Allowing $50.00 for operation would leave 

$250.00 to carry the investment. If this were a public investment with 

interest at 5 per cent, the public could pay five thousand dollars for the 

square mile of marsh, or in round figures ten dollars per acre. 

In actual fact, most of the producing areas are meandered lakes 

already publicly owned, so that meh more could be paid for acquiring the 

remainder. 

The foregoing figures are intended to represent a line of thought 

rather than te present accurate and dependable averages. 

A. W. Adams, of Rosy, Minn., (Itasca County), estimates that 

one hundred thousand mallards, black ducks, and golden eyes were produced 

on Lake Winnibigoshish this year. The area involved is wiknom. 

The comparative abundance of species on the lakes above tabulated 

is in the order named as follows: 
: ate 

Pintail 

Spoonbill 

Mallard : 
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HALA Bice. George D. Hamilton, who eperates Hamilton's Aquatic 

Terms ot Detroit Lakes, Minn., believes that wiless the rice crop is har- 

vested either artificially or by dudes the stand becomes tes thick. the 
mass of roots becomes buoyant and tears away from the bottom and falls 

dow. Whether or not this is the correct explanation, considerable areas 

of such fallen rice were observed. 

Nemilton believes that there are large areas of lake country 

in the Bemidji region to which valuable aquatic foode could be extended 

by planting. 

The extent to which the Minnesota Lakes have been surveyed by 

aquatic botanists was not determined. : 

Saxe. Carp have been extending their range northward, tut opin- 

ion differs as to how far this will contime. Some say that the dams in 

the rivers are holding back the carp and that fishways are being removed 

for this purpose. Others say that the water temperatures in the Worth 

Zone are too cold and that carp will not thrive there in any event. In 

the Pipestone section the belief prevails that carp are spread by the 

eget being carried by aquatic birds. They are alleged to have appeared 

in isolated lakes not frequented by fishermen and without water outlets. 

They have not yet reached Mille Lees. 

There are no unanimous opinions as to the efficacy of control 

measures. Mr. Gould cites the following lekes as having been revegetated 

by carp control: Pon de Terre Lake (Stevens County), and several lakes 

in Douglas and Rice Counties. Cox, om the other hand, thinks that carp 
Seining does more harm than good, and cites Hervon Leke as still product- 

ive of both ducks and game fish, although full of carp. 
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Such differences of opinion among important conservation lead- 

ers again illustrate the need for thorough and convincing research on the 

earp question. There is nothing to prevent determining the limiting temp- 

orature by actual experiment -- there is nothing to prevent determining 

the effect of carp on vegetation and other game fish by actual experiment. 
Such research is of basic importance te oll fickids of conservation, but 

I learned of no such work going on. j 

12. Moose and Caribou. 

4 valuable seed stock of moose still remains in the country 

south of International Zglls ond in the Superior Game Refuge. ‘The records 

of enmeal kill kept by the State Game Department are probably fairly 

accurate for moose, and show @ kill of frem 200 te 350 bulls in open years. 

(See Appendix). 

About thirty caribou are said to remain in the region north of 

Red Lake. This reumant is of such extraordinary interest that it would 

seen worth while for the public te sequire the area on which they range. 

13. Predatory Species. 

Aw already pointed out under pheasants, the Prairie region of 

Minnesota seems extraordinarily free from predators, with the exeeption 

of crows and sieunice. 

The status of predators in the Forest belt was not determined, 

nor is it possible to offer an appraisal of the effectiveness of control 

methods. This subject is important, wut the time allotted was ineuffi- 

Clent to cover it. 

l-



| Supplement to Report of 

Minnesota Game Survey 9/27/28. 

13a. Hungarian Partridge. 

The Hungarian stock of Minnesota originates from 

two sources: (1) Drift from Iowa (2) Plantings beginning 

in 1926 by sportsmens organizations. 

The Game Department has so far confined its 

plantings to pheasants and turkey, which are produced on 

its game farm at Mound. For next year it has set up 

$5,000. for Hungarians. 

According to Peterson the South Dakota plant- 

ings have not yet reached Minnesota, the few birds in 

the southwest corner being Iowa drift moving from the 

southeast. 

The attached map, furnished by Game Commissioner 

Geo. E. McQullough, shows the location of plantings from 

1926 - 8 and also the establishment of the Iowa drift. 

Over 4000 birds have been planted to date, as follows: 

1926 --- 1500 birds 

1927 --- only a few 

1928 --- 2600 

It is as yet impossible to call the plantings established, 

becauge it is never possible to tell whether birds seen 

represent established stock or stock recently turned 

down. Nevertheless there is a strong probability that 

many of the plantings are successful. ; 

ala-



The present trend is toward repeated large plant— 

ings and away from intermittent small ones. 

Stocking. No census data were obtained. It is 

safe to say, however, that the stocking has not yet reached 

the stage where open seasons would be safe. Gould says 

the heaviest stocking is in Olmstead, Winona, and McCloud 

counties. 

What is Hungarian Range? There is Clearly a trend 

toward failure in the extreme northern plants. The follow- 

ing are instances: 

Place Sounty Year Result 

Hackensack Cass 50 birds,1927 Not seen,1928 
Rosy Itasca 12 birds, No tracks seen 

June 1927. in winter. 
Gone 1928. 

Duluth Carlton 114 birds,1927 Not yet seen, 
1928. 

McCullough asoribes these failures to lack of open 

land rather than severity of climate. He sets the northern 

limit at Latitude 46 (see mp). 

That Hungarians may thrive in the transition belt 

&s well as the prairie is indicated by their seeming success 

at Hutchinson, which cleared transition hardwoods still 

interspersed with woodlots. There have been plantings here 

Since 27 pairs were turned down in the spring 1926. A brood 

of young were found 2 miles east of Hutchinson in 1928, and 

6 were fed all winter in 1927 - 8 at the Hutchinson Cemetery. 

(These birds were flushed out of goniferous trees by Eheim 

and Anderson. This is quite remarkable and indicates the 

value of coniferous shelterbelts as winter cover for 

Hungarians as well as ruffed grouse and quaid.) 

wt ud



Whether Hungarians will thrive on the driftless 

area is an important but unanswered question,- they may 

show the same preference for drift soils as pheasants. 

Some of the heaviest plantings have been on the driftless 

‘ area at Winona. ‘These birds have nested, as evidenced by 

setting hens beheaded by mowers. However, the plantings 

have continued each year, thus raising the question of 

whether the nestings were new or old stock. : 

These slender indications as to what is Hun- 

garian range may be summarized as follows: They will 

probably thrive in the southern prairies of Minnesota, 

and (with the possible exception of the driftless ares) 

in the agricultural parts of the transition belt. 

Need for Research. Practically nothing certain 

is known about (1) The natural enemies of Hungarians. 

(2) The best foods and coverts. 

(3) Whether skbofing retards or increases 
rate of spréad. 

(4) Relations to pheasants, if any. 

(5) Technique of winter-feeding. 

A joint research project, sponsored by an inter- 

state organization like the Izaak Walton League, and 

executed in a coordinated way by the Research Institutions : 

of Iowa, Minnesota, and South Dakota, would be good 

insurance on the large sums being spent on thie bird. As 

mentioned in the Iowa teport, Morningside College at 

Sioux City has made a start toward such a study. 
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a (3) Lond and Shooting Privileges in Minnesota. 

14. Summary. 

The speculative exploitation of marginal lands for agriculture 

is by way of being stopped. 

. The Arrowhead Association is conducting a significant stuly of 

tex revemmes from marginal farms as compared with the cost of sdhool, road, 

and other facilities. This may lead to a positive adjustment of forestry 

and agriculture on marginal lands and forest lands. 

The farm papers are displaying an intelligent interest in for- 

estry and game production as a source of revenue on farms. The comerciali- 

sation of hunting privileges, however, has not proceeded beyond the posting 

stage. 

Neither has the State Government begun the process of acquiring 

public shooting grounds. Michigen is far ahead of Minnesota in this respect. 

The trend toward indiscriminate drainage has been checked, and 

official safeguards set up. No positive move for the restoration of 

drained areas is wader way. Unless such a move is undertaken, further 

losses may be expected with the revival of agricultural prosperity. 

There is em important movement to check the exploitation of 

the Quetico-Superior area for water power and its dedication as a public 

wilderness recreation area. 

15. Status of Agricultural Sebt)enent. 

j The attached map shows the percentage of improved farm land 

a by counties. It is apparent from this map that a considerable portion of 
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4 the Transition belt has been cleared for sgriculture, but, as alrealy 

pointed out, a further invasion of the Forest belt for agricultural pur- 

poses is unlikely within the feresecable future. 

Axvrowhead Jend Survey. The Arrovhead Association represents 

the luuber companies ond commercial organizations of Northeast Minnesota, 

and corrésponds roughly with the Northern iichigan Development Assocta- 

tion. Under the leadership of Fred Vibert, its secretary, it has woler- 

token a thorough analysis of the lant protien in Northern Wide.” 

Some of the tentative findings are as follows: (1) ‘the tax rate on 

Minnesota land varies inversely as the degree of settlement. Jorty mills 

is a representative rate in the agricultural belt, while 80 to 100 mills 

is representative of the Forest belt. (2) In the Forest belt tax delin- 

quency on farms is higher then on lumber company holdings. The per cent 

| delingueney in the counties of the Forest belt runs from 8 to 32 per cent. 

(3) The Association believes that 5 cents taxes, plus 3 conte fire assess- 

ment, ig the ideal carrying charge for cut-over forest lands. The Cloquet 

Companies allege that they are paying 17 cents taxes, plus 10 cents fire 

aseosament om cut-overs. Throe cents is what it would cost for fire if 

everybody joined the protective associations. The Cloquet Companies are 

willing to underteke forestry on a large seale if they can got m8 cants 

ns Sa ane wp tic he A and 

The above figures,should not be published or quoted without 

the consent of the Arrowhead Association. 

It is significant that the Association hes recetved no par- 

ticular help from the University in this study, whereas in Michigan end 

Wisconsin the University has led the way in similar work. 
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The study is of great significance to game management, because 

the average lumber company cannot very well undertake game management until 
it wudertekes forestry. After it uniertakes forestry, it will almost neces- 

sarily undertske game management as a supplementary source of revenue to meet 

carrying charges. 

16. Zax Papers ond Game. 

George ¥. Kelly, Baiter of the Stock and Dairy Farmer, a new 

monthly farm magaszine established at Duluth, was keenly interested in the pro- 

posed demonstration in natural quail farming, and sesured me that when the 

thee owns, he would be glad to furnish editertel badring. 

Tem A. Wallecs, Biter of The Yarmer, St. Poul, was oub on a trip, 

but Mr. Foley, a mouber of hie organization, aszured me of at least the good 

will of that paper toward any reasonable game restoration program. 

17. The Drednage Situation. 

Regal Checks. ‘The present drainage lew was passed in 1926. I¢ 

requires that a drainage petition carry the signature of 51 per cent of the 

land owners, and if the project involves a meandered lake, it further requires 

the approval of the Governor. All petitions under the new law require the 

approval of a court, whereas previously hearings wore held before County Com- 
uissioners. In short, the new law carries fairly stringent checks against 

ill-edvised projects. 

Brainage.te date. “he 1920 census credits Minnesota with ten 

million acres, drained at a cost of 42 million dollars. It gives 2-1/10th 

"illion as the additional expenditure necessary to mike the drainage of the 

. “24—
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Mr. E. ¥. Willard, State Drainage Inginesr, thinks that Minn- 

esota's total investment in drainage is about 60 million dollars. 

Ascuming an area of 10 million acres as drained, this comprises 

shout 20 per cent of the area of the state. lr. Willard thinks that an 

afditional 3-1/2 per cont of farm land needs drainage. 

At least in the Southwest section, most of the lakes drained to 

date were outletted into rivers. This now appears to have been an error, 

since most of them could have been outletted into ether lakes, thus helping 

to reduce floods and maintain lake levels. 

lake Levels. In the Pipestone region many important undrained 

Lakes are now dry. ‘This appears to be a climatic phenomenen which, as Dr. 

Belson has pointed out, prevails throughout the entire West. Most of the 

lakes in the Pipestone region have receded six to eight feet, although a 

few have been stable. Peterson quotes reliable cld-timers as saying that 

this is the third recession of lske levels during the past forty years. 

The dates of the individual recessions are not kmown, but the average would 

be 13 years, which corresponds very accurately with the so-called Brackmer 

Cycle which has varied fron 11 to 14 years, and is now supposed to be 

about 13. 

In some places it is possible to divert Slood-rater from 

rivers to maintain the levels of receded lakes. Such « project is now 

Deng sponsored by the Inzane Walton League of South Dekota. ‘The State Game 

Department proposes to divert water from the Big Sioux River into Poinsett 

and Dry Lakes. 

; Restoration. As already pointed out under Waterfowl, Section A, 

the public sequisition and restoration of drained lekes would seen to be 

_



feasible in many instences. he ouly hope for accomplishing this through 
private initiative would be through the agency of clubs, and local clubs 

have plenty of undreined lakes to work on. Since the preponderant value 

of such work would be for breeding purposes, it would seem logical that 

the Federal Goverment in some way would help bear the cost of restora- 

tion. This argument, of course, procesis on the assumption that the 

Prairie region of Minnesota is part of the area which supplies waterfowl 

to the entire central section of the United States. : 

Tt should also be borne in mind thet many farmers are paying 

taxes on gmall umeandered marshes whose chief value is to breed ducks for 

the entire country, and which, as yet, return no revemue to the famer. 

I am of the opinion that this complex problem of public and 

private productive values, and Vederal, State and private responsibilities 
for maintaining those values, has by no means been thought out in a suffi- 

ciently thorough manner. It is to be hoped that the Wild fowlers' Associa- 

tion will get around to doing this. 

Horest Drainage. he Lake States Yorest Experiment Station, 
at St. Paul, hem plonsered this subject.” The proposal consists substan- 

tially of draining the excess water from forest swamps in order to increase 

the rate of growth. Little damage and considerable prospective benefit will 

acerne to game ee 2. remit of such operations. Sorest swamps are not pro- 

duetive of waterfowl, whereas their productivity in deer and ruffed grovse 

wuld be unaffected or might even increase as « result of forest drainage. 

ngineering, Feb., 1926, pp. 35-37, 42.



B. V. Willard, State Drainage Commissioner, élains that an exan- 

ple of such benefit is now to be found in the large area of peat land north 

of Red Leke, which was drained for agriculture but has not developed for 

that purpose. He claims that in 1925 ruffed grouse, sharptail, and deer 

5; were abundant on = large drained area where only a few moose and spruce hens 
existed prior to drainage. 

18. Commerciglisation ef Shooting Privileges 
The proportion of agricultural lend posted against hunting is 

roughly indicated by the following instances: 

Heme Authority Rocality Posting 

¥. &. Foley Attorney, Farmers Pro- Minnesota, as a 50 per cent posted 
tective Association whole 

_ ‘Dr. F. 8. James Pres., 1.8.1.4. Winona 10 per cent posted 

Alfred Peterson Sportsman Pipestone region 50 per cent posted 

? ? “Teatnestern 75 per cent posted 

Sem C, Anderson Gopher Campfire Club Batchingen....- ponte 
10 per cent of 
(| marshes posted 

In spite of heavy posting, the actual charging for hunting privi- 

leges has not begun in Minnesota except in connection with duck marshes and 

passes. Rentals charged clubs for duck marshes are, of course, mixed with 

Teal estate, fishing, and other values and do not reflect the value of the 

hunting alone, I heard of one farmer owning = duck pass near Bear Lake who 
Sperates the toll system. He collects 50 cents per man per day for shooting 

on his pass, 
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19. Prhvate Refuges ond Geme arms. 

The most notable private refuge in Mimesote, and, in certain 

respects, one of the most notable im the country, is that of San ¢. Ander- 

son on the outskirts of Hutchinson. 

Mr. Anderson has a semi-artificiel 1/4th acre pond almost 

within gunshot of his house, on which are kept pinioned dudk and goose 

decoys and grain feed. Up to one thoussnd ducks, mostly mallards, feed at 

this pond during the height of the migration. Many stay over winter. Up 

to two hundred geese use the surrounding fields in season, and fifteen 

cue to the pond itself. At the time of my visit (Aug. 22), tes] and mal- 

lerds were on this pond at all times. 

Rvidently, as a result of the refuge pond, nesting on a large 

seale has started on the Grow River which flows through Mr. Anderson's cow 

pasture. This section of river is estimated to have produced 500 ducks 

this year, 50 per cent mallard, 30 per cent Bluewing, 16 per cent spoonbill, 

| 5 per cent pintail. It is not o place which ordinarily would hold any ducks 

at all. At the time of my visit, there were a dosen teal ani a inmired 

shorebirds on this river. Mr. Anderson plems to fence off certain patches 

of marsh and brush to exclude grazing and to provide better nesting coverts 

, next year. : 

Forty weasels, 3 civets, 20 skunks were removed from itr. 

; Anderson's refuge this year. One hundred house eats have been killed since 

. the venture was first started. 

F I heard of no other private refuges, although the oppertuni- 

ties for them are almost unlimited. 

a



Hamilton’ s Aquatic Farms at Detroit Lakes, Minn., ate oper~ 

ated by Geo. B. Hamilton, and are a noteworthy private comercial venture 

of importance to game conservation. I aid not visit this farm, but was 

; told that Mr. Hamilton is an authority om aquatic feels. 

20. Soneentretion of Hunters. 

ven at a distance from the larger cities, heavy concentra- 

tions of duck hunters cceur, as is indicated by the following estimates: 

Area, No Hunters on 

Lake Sectiona Mex =«Goming or §= Bashimate be 

Cedar .-.ccccceceeecece DL «oe+eealtabchingom.-.--- 100 ..+00 We be Swanson 

Marsh (8. Da)ecccccece BF coceeesPhpOstome..coees S00 +000 Alfxed Peterson 

2l. Stake and Jetional sorests and Sarcs. 

In their capacity as sites for game refuges and public shoot- 

ing grounds, these areas are important in Minnesota as elsewhere. 

The present situation with respect to state forests is sumar- 

ised in on e@fterial from American Forests, a copy of which appears in 

. the Appendix. In short, the state of Minnesota, although still the omer 

of a large aggregate area of forest lands, has started no system of sta
te 

forests and only an inadequate system of state parks. The principal bear~ 

| ing of this fact on the future of game is that it contains the elements 

of harmful controversy, once the monopolisation of shooting privileges 

on forest lands gets under way. The club system now developing in the 

upper peninaula of kiehigan will some day have its counterpart in Minne~ 

sota, ond unless the general public is provided with public shooting 

grounds, such os are under way in Michigan, there is denger of destruc- 

tive controversy, os well as loss of productivity of both forests
 and 

game. ais



A special aspect of the land problem which is important not 

only to Mimesota but to the entire middle Hest is found in the Quetico- 

Superior area indicated on the attached map. 

e A large national forest has alreaiy been built up in that 

region. A water power develepums now threatens te fised a ematiarsiite 

part of the national forest, as well as outside territory. ‘the Issac 

Walton League of Mimesota, together with other organizations, has been 

opposing the development of power and proposing the dedication of the 

Superior Forest to recreational use, especially to wilderness recreation. 

This proposal has now been expanded to include an international forest 

pare, and the Quetico-Superior Council described in the “Appendix is 

sponsoring the Shipstead-Newton Bill (33913, WRL2780), calling for the 

negotiation of a treaty with Canada to establish such a forest park and 

unify its administration. 

The Quetico-Superior issue forcibly illustrates the need for 

coordination between all fields of conservation. ‘Sven should the water 

power project be constructed, ond even should roads invade the renaining 
wilderness area, it will doubtless contime to be possible to raise game 

on the area involved. Hrom the standpoint of recreational engineering, 

however, the distinctive quality which this region now possesses would be 

lost. In short, good S@aMkS engineering demands a reversal of the 

economic process in the Quetico-Superior country, even though game pro- 

duetion considered by itself might not demand such modification. 

| .



Similerly forestry in the sense of wood production might not 

be materially injured, but forestry in the sense of the highest social 

service from forest lands would be injured, in my opinien. 

the Quetico-Superior situation will, I think, prove to be a 

test case of great significance to the future of both game management, 

forestry and recreation. 
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(C) the Conservation Public in Mimesota. = 

22- The Hutchinson Oommnity- 

Among the diverse elements comprising the conservation pub- 

Lic in Minnesota, the first im significance, if not in size, is the Hutch- 

inson Commmity. Under the leadership of the Gopher Campfire (lub, this 

comamity cane nearer putting into practice the ideals of guse conserva- 

tion movement than any other I have so far encountered in the United 

States. 

A few of its salient sccomplishments and characteristics 

are: 

{1) A highly successful local system of private, municipal, 

and state refuges, (See Captions 11 end 19) including vermin and carp 

control. 

(2) Baueation of the local public to the point where no 

wardens are needed to enforce either the refuges or the game laws ageinst 

local residents. 
(3) 50 per cent farmers-menbership and ective farmer par- 

ticipation im the Gopher Osmpfire Club. 

(4) Cooperation, instead of competition, with other sports 

men's organigations. 

(5) High development of local sportsmen-naturalists. 

(6) Development of the protection ides (as evidenced by 

songbird activities) in harmony with the production idea. 

(7) Technical instruction for sportsmen at enmal meetings. 
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23. State Sportenen's Organizations. 

The principal state organizations are the Izasc Walton League 

and the Minnesota Game Protective League. 

The Isaac Walton League has 280 chapters and 15,000 paid-up 

meubera; also a paid secretary. I did not learn the sige of the Game Pro- 

tective League. 

Both organizations have certain characteristics in common. 

Cne important characteristic is their disposition to cooperate, as evi- 

denced by the joint meeting held in Hutchinson August 23 and 24. Neither 

organization has evidenced any strong interest in conservation questions 

outside the field of game and fish. The Isaac Walton League hes taken a 

strong stand on the Superior issue, but without any sympathetic understand- 

ing of the forestry problema involved. Neither organization has helped 

wild a State forest policy, nor attacked the basic problem of reorganizing 

state leadership in conservation matters. Weither has displayed any grasp 
of the economies of the Minnesota land provlen. It will be widerstood, of 

course, that these observations are not intended as criticisms, tut as | 

examples of the fields in which sportemen here and elseshere must become 

interested before their organisations con become fully wef as cogs in 
the conservation machine. 

One of the week points of the Isaec Walton League is that 

there are few or no technical or scientific men in its inner councils. 

Tts dispute with the U. S. Forest Service over the Superior Forest issue 

may be primarily aseribed to the fact that it has mot sought, nor has the 

Jorest Service offered, the inform contacts which occur when technical 

man are active on the inside. The Game Frotective League has in part 

; b=



avoided this error; at least the Gopher Gampfire Club, one of its constit- 

vent organisations, mikes a point of seeking technical advice. 

Both organisations have taken a strong and useful stand on the 

drainage issue, and both have exceptionally active locals in certain places. 

The Gopher Campfire Club has already been described. The Honnepin County 

Sportamen's Association and the Winona Chapter of the Izaac Walton League 

have taken the lead in planting Zungarian pertridges. 

Wo conservetion organization that I heard of has active relations 

vith lusbermen, although the Gopher Campfire ¢lub, and probably others, 

have active relations with farmers. 

There is no tendency for the several organizations to divide the 

state geographically, as in Michiggn. 

4 Other Orcanisations. 

The time available did not permit contacts with other orgeniza- 

tions except the Quetico-Superior Council already described. 

There are important organisations of lumbermen for fire protect- 

ive purposes in the Arrowhead country. 
The Superior National Forest Recreational Association has been 

watil recently active on that special subject. 

There is an Audubon dociety in the Twin Cities. 

There are doubtless organizations of resort owners and, of course, 

the grenges, women’s clubs, etc., ave of vital importance to conservation 

Progress. ; 

whe



3 a4a not deteraine the number or location of shooting 

clubs. There are as yet no upland game clubs. The only lend-owning 

Glubs in the state are duck clubs. I received the impression that 

many of these are not permanently organized, nor are they undertaking 

the systematic improvement of their holdings. 

: - 
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(0) Minnesota deme Administration. 

The information obtained under this section is incomplete by 

reason of the change of personnel in the deme Department, which occurred 

4 Oe he ere 
25. State Conservation Agencies. 

The diagram in the Appendix shows the manner in which the various 

state agencies are organized and coordinated. It would seen as if more 

progress hed been made than the public has a right to expect ‘bonsidering the 2 

ovicward organization and inadequate compensation obtaining in the State Con- 

servation Department. 7 

The basic defects in the existing system are: 

(1) the lack of an unpaid regulatory body to exercise regulatory 
ond coordinating powers and allow for the contimaity of technical service by 

preventing political overturns. 

(2) the lack of a single responsible executive executing the 
policy lata down ty such a dody $4 all branches of consorvation work. 

96. Oreanization ond Finenes of the Geme and Bish Deoartment. 
2y roason of an economy program on the part of the Governor, no 

report has been issued by the Game and Fish Comiesioner simes 1924. A digest 
of the 1924 report appears in the Appendix. 4n attempt was made to f111 in 

the financial figures ond. the extremely.valuable records on-gme-kihi for 
the intervening years to date, tut due to the change im personnel, the figures 
‘ave not been obtainable. Mimnesote was the first state to start a systematic 
Compilation of the annual Kktll. This record goes badk to 1919, during 
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Carlos Avery's siuinistration, and ie obtained ty compulsory returns fron 
Licensess. As has been demonstrated in New York and Galifornia, the 

value of this compilation would be greatly euhaned if the kill were mib- 
divided by counties or other local geographic units. 

? In spite of ite defective organization, the Mimesota Game 

Department has maintained closer contact with sportemen and their organi- 

gations than is the case in most states. 

, The finances of the Department have recently been greatly aug- | 

mented by the establishment of a resident fishing license. All receipts 

accrue directly to the Department tut are not avatleble for expenditure == 

until approved by the Budget. Not all of the receipte have received Budget 

approval from year to year. Accordingly, a reserve fund of about half a 

million dollars has accumilated at the present time. This acamplated 

reserve presents a danger of appropriations for general state purposes by 

the legislature. 

27. The ALteruate-Yeex Qpen Season. 
| Ruffed Grouse have been open only during alternate years since 

| 1919; prairie chickens since 1991, and big gaue since 1923. 

| The defects of the alternate-year plan as applied to cyclic 

species have already been pointed out. As applied to deer, the systen 

would appear to be unnecessary, if a buck law and an adequate system of 

refuges were establighed. 

%- Hood of a Refuse Grates. 
F The state does not om the land included within the refuge 

. system shown on the map under Section B. Most of the refuges have bean 

. established ug the petition of land owners, and some of then have been 
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notably suecessful (see paragraph 22). This has been by reason of natural 

aiventages and the initiative of sportemen rather than by reason of the 

intrinsic merits of the system itself. 

A state-owned refuge system for reasons already pointed out 

would seem to be the logical mamer of handling the Forest belt. If the 
skill im land sequisition being developed in Michigan could be applied te 

Minnesota's trading capital of two million acres of state-owned forest lend, 

a refuge system surrounded by public shooting growniis could be built uw 

within a reasonable time. 

In the agricultural belt the principal need for state~owed 

refuges is in connection with waterfowl. ‘the state, of course, already ome 

the meandered lekes, vutwim the long run, cultural operations will be hen- 

Gicapped or even impossible unless the state owns the shore line also. Of 

course, these waterfowl refuges will be expensive to bring into public 

omership. It seems entirely logical that the country at large should 

share this expense in view of the fact that the Minnesota Lakes are import- 

ant, not only to that state, tut to the whole mation. That the productive 

' Gapacity of these lakes can be enormously imeressed by cultural measures is 

proven by the accomplishments on the Anderson Refuge in the Hutchinson 

command ty . 

39. State Game Jame. 

Due to lack of time, the State Game arm was not visited, and 

(ue to the lack of printed reports, its activities beyond 1924 are not 

Presented in this report. Nevertheless, it is clear that the State Game 

ST



Ferm has aggressive and experienced supervision under Superintendent Frank 

D. Blair. It is regretted that a fuller report camot be given. 

20. The Upper Mississiood Reface and Public Shooting Grounds. 

This is operated by the U. 3. Biological Survey, with head- 

quarters at Winona, Mim. W. T. Gox, the Superintendent, has = staff of 

twenty people and an anmal budget of approximately $150,000.00, consist- 

ing of $40,000.00 for administration, the remainder representing purchases 

of Land. 

Practically the entire energies of the organization have so 

for necessarily been devoted to the appraisel, survey, and acquisition of 

lands. Of the original $1,500,000.00 appropriated by Congress for this 

purpose, approximately one million still remains. ‘the present rate of land 

porchase is about 20,000 acres per year. The maximum purchase price per 

acre was ingreased to ten dollars in the last appropriation Bill. A type 

map of the entire projected area of the refuge has been completed, inciul- 

ing a timber estimate. The acquisition of the remining lends will re- 

quire condemnation suite in some cases. 

| he adnintstration of gane on the refuge has started ty the 
establishnent of closed areas at appropriate intervals in the main river. 

the trend so far is to use the river sandbars as resting grounds and leave 

the interior sloughs open to hunting. : 

Im cooperation with the City of Winona, an effort is being 

made to reestablish local stocks of breeding ducks. Young ducks are being 

raised artificially end liberated on Winona Lake to grow wp and join the 
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flight. ‘There is every reason to believe that these ducks will return to 

nest on the refuge. There are nesting grounds for ducks far in excess of 

: the present breeding stock. The released birds will be banded in order to 

determine the results of the experiment. . 

‘The o@ministration of fur and timber resources has also mde 

a start. ‘There is every reason to believe that either the fur or the 

timber will eventually more than carry the operating cost of the project. 

the fisheries are, of course, operated by the Department of Commerce. 

Few people even in the states touched by the Refuge are con~- 

scious of the size or importance of this project or the opportunities which 

it presents for coordinated management of outdoor resources. Aside from 

the national forests, which are primarily dedicated to timber production, 

it ie wdoubtedly the largest and most important venture of its kind ever 

undertaken anywhere. 3 
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(3) Game Research and Bineation in wmnesote. 

1. The State University and seriou) tural College. 
Dr. Gresn's work on Grouse disease has already been described 

water Ruffed Grouso. Drs. Roberts and Kilgore, of the University Museu, 
are especially competent oraithologists, but are doing no work of an 

applied natwre waich beara on game. ir. Kilgore, being also a sportanan, 
would be especially valuable in my demonstration in matural quail farm 
ing. 

Time aid net permit looking up the agricultural research or 
4griculturel Extension Staff of the University and College. 

The University uaiutaius et Cloquet a State Forest Experiment 
Station, which is a strategic location for possible researvhes under the 
MeSweemay 3411. 

33. Lake dtetes Jorest Booriment Station. 
this is maintained by the U. 8. Forest Service, in cooperation 

vith the University, at St. Poul. It has branch stations in all three 
lake States, and is potentially of great value in coordinating all work 
intermediate between game and forestry. Under the NoSweeney Bill, the 

lake States Station could presumably operate either directly or through 
its branch stations om any such problens. 

This Station, under the leadership of Dr. Zon, originally 
conceived the idea of selective logging, which has since been demonstrated 
im Michigan and Wisesnsin, and waich has on impartent bearing on gune 
Mobleus, as pointed out im the Michigan Report. The leadership of this 
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Station in perfecting State Forestry orgenisations will also have a yalu« 
able reflex action on State Game organizations. The Station has recently 

recognized the useful part which the public interested in gaue can play 

fn the progotion of forestry, buf, detive contacts with sportsmen’ s organi 
sations are as yet limited. 

33. Yoluntary Observers. 

The only other research facilities known to exist in Minnesote 
are certain private ornithologists, of which the following is probably an 
incomplete List: 

Alfred Peterson, Pipestone, Minnesota; 

7. Theim, Hutchinson, Minnesota. : 

34. Quad) Demonstration. 
The following premises underlie this discussion: 

(a) ‘hat parts of Southern Mimesota are good quail country 
is shown by the way they have stood up under shooting. 

(®) Coverts are the hunting factor in Mimesots quail pro- 
ductivity. 

(¢) Coverts cannot be provided on any large scale at public 

expense because the needed coverts are too numerous, too small, and the 

cost of land is too high. 

(4) he secondary factors of winter feeding and vermin control 

are difficult of public control for similer reasons. 

If these promises are sound, it follows that quail conserva- . 

tion depends on farmer-initiative. 
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and had beon measured in all ite aspects, 8. 
The plot should be in active charge of a selected graduate 

"| studant, but 11 of the aratiahie experts. shold lay out each step. these 

eat to al ey A — ie ae 

: Georgia, should be going on. This would be necessary to interpret the 
reasons for the quails response to the proposed manipulation of its envir- 

onment. 

: The proposed demonstration was discussed with Mesars. Roberts, 
: Kilgore, Cox, and Anderson. All favored the project. 

in| 55+ Reneargh Problems. 
th The following problema have already been mentioned in the num- 

rm bered caption opposite each: 

sention - Problem 

i 5. Relation of Pheasant Distribution to Surface Geology. 

5. Beonomle Relations of the Pheasant in Minnesota. 

6. Natural Baenies of Pheasants. 

3. Quail Demonstration. 

7.  Gomse of Dechine of the Prairie Chicken. 

6. Ruffed Grouse Investigation (under way). 

mv 9. Forest relations of the Snowshoe Rabbit. 

4 10. Hood Habits of Deer in Minnesota. 
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the demonstration would continue until s new equilibriun became established 
and had been measured in all its aspects. 

The plot should be in active charge of a selected graduate 
student, but @ll ef the available experts should lay out each step. These 
experts should include ornithologists, agronomists, entomologists, vater- 
shed engineers, botanists, foresters, economists, pathologists, ety. 

During the entire demonstration a life history study of the 
quail in all its relationships, similar to the quail investigation in 

, Georgia, should be going on. This would be necessary to interpret the 
F reaaons Lox the quails response to the proposed manipulation of its envir- 

onent. 

The proposed demonstration was discussed with Messrs. Roberts, 

i Kilgore, Cox, and Anderson. All favored the project. 

in| 5» Reneargh Problems. 
“ The following problems have already been mentioned in the nun- 
t dered caption opposite each: 

: xention - Exobhen 

—. 5. = Relation of Pheasant Distribution to Surface Geology. 

5. Reonomie Relations of the Pheasant in Minnesota. 
6. Maturel Mentos of Pheasants. 

34. Quail Demonstration. 
, 7. Gomse of Dechine of the Prairie Chicken. 

8.  Ruffed Grouse Investigation (under way). 
ois 9. Forest relations of the nowshos Rabbit. 
al 10. Food Habits of Deor in Minnesota. 
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Santion Exoblen 

i. Carp in Relation to deme Food and Game Fishes. 

; Za. What Hongerian Range? 

i Effects of Forest Drainage on Game. 

0. Re-establishing local duck breeding stocks. 

+ Quail Demonstration. 

It should be noted that only one of the above projects is under 

way, ond that on only a very modest seale. 
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WI. REGCOMMEHDATIONS 

To be appended later. 
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DIGHST OF "BINWNIAL REPORT OF STATE GAME & FISH COMMISSIONER” - MINNESOTA - | 

i JUNE 30, 1924 . 
Page 

19 «= Near Genv. Acguit. Dis. Bros. % Convicted 
1 1497 10 . 2S 96 
ise 1991 33 wa 2070 96 

4 2 Sma Killed, Cenyulony severt of lion ie 
i teni ane 2 er ty threatening non-renewal brought in 

Total $ 1919 1920 1922 3922 1923 i924 1925 1926 1927 

Ducks 1805000 1415000 1041000 1355000 1335000 1348000 1392000 2184000 — 

Geese 2350188 2200 22H BHD 2400 330 BSD0 — 

, = 20000 25000 «22000» wooo) 20000 (|!200 !2400 2000 — 

Quail en we wmiw wma -— ~~ @ 

Raffed — Aso — 
grouse Closed 501500 Clesed 555000 Closed 332200 

Prairie Chicken —_—_ — 

(Inel, Sharptai 1) 176700 Clesea 328900 — 12°00 

Deer 18286 18572 13594 11206 Closed 

Moose 359 364 291 219 Closed 

37 Prairie Chicken: Menomenal increase last 2 seasons (192223?) 

37 Partridge: During clesed season, 1925, in districts 

almost unbelievable", Wintered a 192 but cena 

after 1924 nesting season. 

Spruce Grouse: Mostly at head of Cascade and Poplar Rivers in Cook . 

Co. and east of the R. R. in Koochicking Co. 

38 Quail: Held its own except in McLeod, Wright, and Martin Ces., which 

were closed up during 192%. 

38 Huns: Mentioned as coming in from Iowa. 

39 Pheasants: Excess birds near Minnetonka Refuge trapped and traded for 

| turkeys. Opened 3 days in Hennepin & Carver Counties, 1924. 

51 List of existing Game Refuges and area of each. 
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| $3 Rough Fish: Proposes classification of lakes and authority to serve 
| game fish lakes whether or no there is a market for the rough fish. 

«97 Game Farm: (By Blair) 1921-2 1923-4 
Capacity, eggs 10,000 15,000 

Estimates the 1924 pheasant population of state at 14,000,000 (7). 
Says 1 pair of pheasants, if increase unimpeded, would in 8 years 
increase to 5,500,000. 

™ Turkeys et farm ere northern and Texas. The two were mixed at the 
farm apparently. 

{ Ruffed Grouse: Blair describes the 192% shortage to bed weather and 
vermin, 

“ Qutput_of Farm 1923 1924 

Birds 1270 1874 
Regs 5715 6386 

Of which, hatched 5% a 
; reared 53% 

108 Fimances ‘xclusive of the revolving fish fund the Geme 4 Fish De- 
partment: 

| Bed, Approp. Disbursed Took Receipts 

1920 239,000 240,000 275,000 
21 201,000 207 ,000 000 

| 22 7 263,000 281,000 
3 +000 238,000 238,000 

311,000 329,000 172,000 

This alse excludes fines, which go direct to the counties, and 
amount to 20 -30,000 per year. In general Geme & Fish Department has 
been more than self-sustaining; i.e., not all receipts re-appropriated. 

Hatag Lerenbers. of Root River Sasin, $.2.Minn., Thaddeus Surber, 
@) st and Supt. of Mish Propagation. invihently © yootty geod 

job. 

Refuge Mept Total area in refuges 2,943,010 acres. About 55 refuges. 
Smellest a section or two. Largest approaches million acres 
(Superior). Wo additions since 1924. 
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GAME SURVEY ~ MINNESOTA 

Gongul tations. 

Hoar, Crosby #§ Federal Bldg. j# Duluth = Inspector, U.S. Forest Service 

Zon, Raphael =§ University Ferm St. Paul Director, Forest Mxpt. Station 

Vibert, Bred Duluth © Secty.-ligr., Arrowhead Assoc. 

Purdee, John Stone ® Weiter 

Mendenhall, Warren 1 Seger ® Director, Minn. I.W.L.A. 

Goering, Dr. 8. H. Alworth Bldg. * Duluth 1.9.1.4. 

Kelley, Geo. W. Christy Bldg. * Balter, Stock & Dairy Farmer 

Aldrich, 8. 4. Carleton County Agric. Agent. 
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a MINNESOTA'S FOREST ISSUE 

(Bditorial from "American Forests" for August 1928) 

In Minnesota, whose pineries were once among the noblest 

forests of North America, the public is witnessing a battle over the ade 

ministration of forest lands still the property of the State. Stripped 

to its essentials, the controversy appears to be the old struggle between 

public and private interests in the exploitation of the State's forests. 

Of its original grants, Minnesota still retains in State ownership some 

two million acres of forest land estimated to contain two and a quarter 

_—s PALlionm feet of timber, or oneethird of all the remaining timber in the 

state, The State Goverment is thus the largest single forest owner in 

Minnesota. It is natural that the people of the State should look to. 

the State Government for leadership in the constructive handling of its 

forest lands. 

In actual practice, however, Minnesota appears to be a 

bear in the timber market. Its traditional policy is to sell. Hot so 

long ago, if we recall rightly, this policy was defended by some of the 

State officers on the grounds that the lend needed to be cleared for 

agriculture. Now that the amount of rough land in the State available 

for agricultural settlement far exceeds the demand, that defense ap- 

pears to have been abandoned, Foresters in the State familiar with 

local conditions claim that the State is continuing to sell off its 

timber without any provision for its replacement and far in excess of 

pessible growth, even under conservative methods of lumbering. On 

January 1, 1928, it is eaid, the Stete had contracted for the sale of 

two hundred million feet of timber, or nearly ten times the possible 

growth. | .



Minnesota's administrative machinery has been fashioned to 

perpetuate this policy of disposing of its remaining forests. The law lodges 

in the State Auditor authority to make and supervise the sale of timber from 

stateeowned forest lands. The State Forester has charge of fire protection, 

but no legal authority over the State's timber sales, or the disposal of the 

timber, excepting for an indefinite obligation te cooperate with the State 

maditer. Cooperation between the two officers has apparently not been worke 

ing smoothly, and foresters charge that in actual practice the State Auditor 

makes sales irrespective of the advice and appreval of the State Forester 

and of whether or not the timber is marked for cutting. It will be recalled 

that when William T. Cox, former State Forester, endeavored to safeguard the 

forests of Minnesota some five years ago by protecting against this seme 

situation, he was summarily discharged, Grover Conzet, the present State 

Forester, and Raphael Zon, Director of the Government's Forest Experiment 

Station at St. Paul, recently raised their voices in a similar protest. As 

was to be expected, they drew fire from the State Auditor who "respectfully 

suggested" that the State Forester should resign on the grounds of incompet- 

ency and failure to cooperate. e 

The State Auditor's office seems to be a stumbling block 

in the way of forest conservation in Minnesota. When the State Forester 

refuses to lend aid to the wholesale disposal of State timber under de- 

structive methods of lumbering, he is dubbed incompetent, inefficient, and 

lacking in cooperation. The present suditer has been in office nearly 

eight years, and the old policy of destruction appears te be going merrily 

coward, In reply te the charges recently directed against him, he lays 

| the blame upon the State Forester. 

7 
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Rapid dispesal of State-owned timber for the benefit of a 

few lumber companies, some of them outside of the State, is e policy that - 

should have the concern of the people of Minnesota. From the standpoint 

of recreation alone, proper and conservative handling of the forest re- 

sources of the State is urgently dictated. Yet years of controversy withe 

in the State have failed to bring forth a clear-cut forest policy qf State = 

machinery equal to the task of perpetuating and upbuilding of the people's 

forest properties. The hopeful factors in the situation at the present 

time are the existence of an able interim commission under the leadership 

of the Lieutenant Governor, and the constructive attitude of several largs 

daily newspapers, notably the St. Paul Pioneer Press and Dispatch, which 

are seeking to clarify the issue in the public mind, With the help of 

3 these agencies, and a clear unbiased determination of the forest situation 

in the State, it is to be hoped that an awakened, intelligent public senti- 

ment will soon take an aggressive hand and clear up a condition which, until 

cured, will continue to hold back the forest development of Minnesota, 

> 
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Associated with 

, THE IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

The QUETICO-SUPERIOR COUNCIL is an international organization associated with the Izaak Walton League 3 

of America for the sole purpose of obtaining, with the consent of the Province of Ontario, a treaty between Canada and — 

the United States to protect and expand the rare public values in the Rainy Lake watershed, which forms part of the 

international boundary between Ontario and Minnesota. 

It arises out of the need of co-ordinating the activities of all individuals and societies interested in this task and is | 

linited in duration to the achievement of its present purposes. 

It has no commercial interests and no class, racial, or political affiliations. It is to have but one paid officer, who 

will devote his whole time to its affairs. 

The Council derives its name and original inspiration from the two neighboring tracts set aside in this region as public 

preserves in 1909—the Quetico Provincial Park in Ontario and the Superior National Forest in Minnesota. It considers 

that the precedent set at that time recognized the paramount public character of the region and pointed the way toward 

proper utilization of natural resources. 

It holds: i 

That the 14,500 square mile area drained by Rainy Lake, containing as it does the last considerable pine forest — 

of the middle west and other unique public values of flora and fauna, health, beauty, and historical interest, is too 

vital and precious to the economic and cultural life of the two nations to be sacrificed to private exploitation. 

That these values are at present in grave danger of total destruction through fires, flooding, game slaughter, and 

logging of such indiscriminate nature as to increase fire hazard, ignore scenic qualities, and prevent natural forest — 

reproduction. 

That owing to the unsuitability of most of the region for agriculture, its wild, unsettled state and its accessible 

location, it affords the best opportunity left in mid-continent for the practice on a large scale of modern forest prin- 

ciples and for the establishment of a wilderness sanctuary commensurate with the present and future requirements of 

both countries. 

That local needs for industry and national needs for 7. instead of conflicting, are both based upon the 

indispensable forest and can best be served by public administration®to insure maximum and permanent production of 

all forest values. 

That to realize these ends all local and private interests must be duly considered and that the co-operation of the 

several State, Provincial, and Federal governments must be enlisted in order to evolve a uniform and comprehensive 

policy of development in conformity with the geographic, historical, and economic unity of the region. 

_ This Council therefore proposes for the Rainy Lake watershed and certain continguous similar tracts a treaty for all 

time between the United States and Canada, providing for the following main objectives: 

1. THAT PARK-LIKE CONDITIONS, FREE FROM LOGGING, FLOODING, DRAINING, AND ALL 

p THER FORMS OF EXPLOITATION, BE ESTABLISHED AND MAINTAINED ON ALL VISIBLE SHORES OF 

ARES, RIVERS, AND ISLANDS UNDER PUBLIC CONTROL. 

_.. THAT ALL THE HINTERLANDS, NOT VISIBLE FROM THE WATERWAYS, BE ADMINISTERED 

FR ok MODERN FOREST PRACTICES FOR THE CONTINUOUS PRODUCTION OF A MAXIMUM TIM- 

LY, 

o THAT ALL GAME, FISH, FUR-BEARERS AND OTHER WILD LIFE BE DEVELOPED FOR MAXIMUM 

DUCTION AND USE. 

aN THAT THESE ENDS BE PURSUED UNDER THE GUIDANCE AND DIRECTION OF AN INTERNA 
4 OUNTREOARD, REPRESENTING FOREST, PARK, AND BIOLOGICAL AUTHORITIES FROM BOTH | 
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p In pursuit of these main objects it is contemplated that the United States and Canada should do these things; — ' 
oh : : 

ae : 1, Recognize the scenic, recreational, and inspirational values present within the entire Rainy Lake watershed , 
_ make proper provision for their preservation and co-ordinated use. “4 

eg 2. Recognize the community of interest created by the international character of the Rainy Lake drainage area 
_ co-operate in giving the entire area a reasonabluniform management. f 

E: ug 3. Co-operate in the creation of an international advisory committee whose function will be to study the needs 
the Rainy Lake watershed as a unit and to recommend appropriate principles and methods under which each country ¢ 

_ realize the full potentialities of the part of the area within its boundaries. i 

e 4. Where necessary, extend public ownership to lands now privately owned within the area, subject to mineral ; 
b agricultural possibilities and to the limitations under which each country must work in carrying out its acquisition program, 4 

be 5. Agree that within the area there shall be no further material changes in natural water levels or other moult 
tions of the natural conditions of stream-flow and that any present artificial levels shall be regulated in the gent 
public interest. i 

ie 

6. Preserve intact the stands of timber immediately contiguous to the shores of the lakes and-rivers and supple m 
_ such stands by additional natural or artificial reforestation where necessary. 

| 7. Allow the fullest utilization of timber resources consistent with sound principles of silvicultural management af 
_ with the betterment and permanence of the forest cover. ” 

8. Preserve and augment the wild life resources within the area, including the restoration of species once indigenor 
and now absent, and manage such resources with a view to their maximum public usefulness, preserving all species in reasong 
able numbers but permitting the utilization of natural increases not necessary to build up adequate reserves. ¢} 

9. Regulate the occupancy of public lands for resort and residential purposes so that reasonable use for such pt 
_ poses may be allowed but without impairment or destruction of the area or the unnecessary invasion of areas most usel 

if maintained permanently in a state of undevelopment. i 4 

7 

E The QUETICO-SUPERIOR COUNCIL believes that it has a two-fold opportunity and a two-fold duty to perfor 
for Canada and the United States. First, what it proposes is a new form of co-ordinated conservation—a self-respectit 
and self-sustaining husbanding of resources, which is likely in time to yield forest and wild-life products on a scale hithert 

not even approximated. The area will be virtually a vast park but with none of the obstacles to lumbering or othe 

economic objections applying to ordinary parks. Secondly, the plan involves a significant experiment in international rela 

_ tions—a practical work of peace and a new bond of friendship between two great nations. a 

In preserving intact one of the most historical regions in North America, a portion of the continent as it original 

was with its forest, its game, its lakes, its waterfalls, and its richly romantic past, we shall earn the blessings of our childr 

evermore. Fr 

This Council will receive into its membership all other associations, societies, and individuals, who are in sympath} 

with its plan and purposes. a 
a 
“@ 
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(1) DESORIPTION | 

1, tyves of Game Country. ¥or game management purposes Iowa contains four 

types of country (when considered in large units of a township or more): 

1. Wew Maciated Prairie 

2. Old Glacitated Prairie 

3. Loess Prairie : 

4, River Breaks 

Only the first two types occur in contimuous blocks large enough to 

be called zones. 

Type 1 is all in one block, and covers the north central part of the 

State. It is the aren indicated on the accompanying map as covered by the 

last glacier. It is characterized by the presence of closed swamps, by many 

lakes, especially around ite edges; by the absence of a detailed network of 

rivers, creeks, and drawe, and by the absence of any considerable amount of 

_ original forest. 

The older glaciated area (type 2) lies mostly in one irregular block 

in the northeast central section. It is the area indicated on the accompanying 

map as covered by an older glacier. It is prairie but less continuous prairie 

than type 1. It is characterised by a few closed swamps, by no upland lakes, 

ly a partially formed network of rivers, creeks, and draws, and by a compara- 

tively small amotint of original forest. 

The last two types are “shotgunned" over the remainder of the State 

as indicated by the map, the black areas representing breaks originally forested 

| (type 4) and the white areas loess prairie (type 8). Both types have a loess 

(yellow clay) soil, which in type 3 has become black on the surface and is the 

| x= ¢



femous black losm of the Iowan corn belt. These black prairies have a complete 

drainage network without lakes or closed swamps, but the drainage is not deep. 

Wear the rivers they break off into type 4, which is characterised by a deep 

and detailed network of drainage channels, exposed yellow clay, and in places 

by exposed limestone bluffs. ‘Type 4 was originally all forest, but is now, of 

course, largely cleared. 

Types 3 and 4 have black gumbo river bottoms with overflow swamps. 

The areas of the four types are approximately as follows: 

tyme ‘Meteo feres Square Miles ferecent 

1, Wew Glaciated Prairie 7,300,000 11,400 21 

2, Old Maciated Prairie 5,000,000 7,800 pi) : 

3. Loess Prairie 12,700,000 19,900 36 

4, River Bresks —10,,000,000_ —15,60_ in 

Total 35,000,000 5H, 700 100 

2. Game Distribution by Types of Country. Both the original and present dis- 

tribution of game birds corresponds with considerable precision to the distri- 

bution of these four types of country. 

Quail and squirrels belong in type 4 and extend into the other types 

only where hedges or shelter belts furnish coverts. Type 4 was also the former 

home of the wild turkey, ruffed grouse, and deer. 

Prairie chicken belong in types 1 - 3 but are now nearly ousted from 

the State, presumably by shrinkage of prairie grass coverts. 

Pheasants thrive in types 1 and 2 but in only one case are they 

thriving elsewhere. 
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As nearly as experience permits of a conclusion, 

Hungarians thrive in type 1 tut not elsewhere. 

Rabbits occur in all four types but thrive best in type 4. 

3, Productivity Factors by Types of Country. Broadly spesking, and for 

reasons which will appear in the discussion of the various species, cover 

seems to be a limiting factor in all upland game in all types in Iowa. 

Predators impose a secondery limitation greatest in type 4 and least in 

type 1. Winter feed imposes a secondary limitation greatest in type 1 and 

least in type 4. 

Waterfowl breed in type 1 but in the other types are found prin- 

cipally as migrants in the river bottoms. All kinds of waterfowl ground 

in all types has been radically curtailed by drainage end dyke systems. 

It is important to realize at the outset that this deficiency of 

coverts is due not only to clearing of forests, but more especially to 

close grazing of brash and ground cover by steers and dairy stock, to 

drainage and cultivation of marshes, qnd to the substitution of metal 

fencing for hedges. A description of agricultural trends ty types and 

regions is given in Section B. 
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(II) ANALYSIS 

(A) The Gene Situation in Iowa 

h,  Stemary by Species. Breeding quail are more abundant this year than 

usual in all four types, due probably to a mild winter minimizing the lack 

of coverts and winter feeding. hey ave iskeviee abundent this year in 

southern Minnesota, where they are hunted, The present quail stock is prob- 

ably greater than the available coverts will support in the long rum. A 

heavy loss seems almost certain during the next severe winter, especially 

in types 1, 2, and 3. If agricultural trends proceed unmodified there will 

be a gradual shrinkage of quail throughout the State. If agricultural 

trends can be modified quail would probably increase even under hunting, 

especially in type 4, 

Pheasants are firmly established and hunted in the northern parts 
of types 1 and 2, There is evidence of « natural spread southward over the 

remainder of these types; i.e, the remainder of the glacial drift region, 

There is one locality where pheasants are established in type 3. 

Hungarian partridges are established tut not yet hunted in the 

northwestern corner of type 1. There is a steady, natural spread northward 

from this area into Minnesota, and a slow southward spread into Iowa. The 

available evidence indicates that Hungarians fail in type 4. 

Rabbits are said to be subject te shortages in some sections but 

not in others. These shortages are too local and ill-defined to be called 

cycles. As nearly as con be ascertained the rabbit supply is more depend- 

able than in Minnesota. 
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Prairie chickens (closed) are nearly gone with no hope of senstubttde 

nent as huntable geome. The most thet could be hoped for is their retention on 

special publicly owned areas, like the Upper Mississippi Refuge. 

Ruffed grouse end even deer persist in a few favored parts of Type 

4, Turkey have been re-introduced in the Parks, ‘These three species are, of 

course, closed and out of the picture as huntable game. 

Woodcock have long been practically gone. 

dackenipe are low, and decreasing on the Mississippi side. 

Migrating ducks, while not especially tomstigstet, seem to be 

stationary on the best areas slong the Missouri and Mississippi but rapidly 

shrinking from the poorer areas. 

There has been en increase of breeding woodducks along the | 

Mississippi in the last 10 years. Om the prairie lakes of type 1 there has 

been a graduel decrease of breeding mallards end bluewing teal. 

Doves are closed and stationary. They are not abundent enough for 

shooting except in a few limited areas, 

je
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5. Quai, 

History. It seems quite certain that quail were more abundant in the River 

Breaks (Type 4) during the period of crude agriculture than during pre-settle- 

ment days. Bdward Runge, an expert deer and turkey hunter and close observer 

who pioneered in northwest Missouri with the Boone family long before the 

Civil War, and who lived in Des Mofnes County, Iowa, until his death about 

1905, frequently told me that quail were not especially plentiful before the 

clearings began. His experience was confined to Tyve 4 country. 

It seems equelly certain that quail became more abundant on the 

prairies (types 1 - 3) with the great extension of grain farming and shelter- 

belt plantings which cecurred after the Civil War. : 

The decline of quail in lowa which culminated in their being placed 

on the songbird list in 1917 was more pronounced in types 1 - 3 then in type 

4; at least I know there was so prolonged scarcity of quail in type 4 in 

Des Moines County at any time, nor any fluctuation in numbers which was not 

equally notiéeable across the river in Illinois where there has been an annual 

epen season to date. (See Fig-_/ from unpublished manuscript by Leopold, 

Ligon and Pettit). 

It should also be borne in mind 

(1) That the prosperity of steer-feeding operations in all types 

and the rate of forest-clearing in type 4 both culminated at ebout the time 

quail were closed; 

(2) hat the extension of shelterbels plantings censed long before 

that time; 

(3) That the trend toward intensive dairying, fall ploughing, and 

| removal of hedges began to gain large headway just before that time. 
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Evaluation of Factors. These facts all tend to case a doubt on the prevalent 

assumption that shooting was the principal eause of scarcity or that closure 

was the underlying cause of present abundance. That unregulated shooting con- 

tributed heavily to quail scarcity in many overhunted localities is self- 

evident. There is still a good deal of shooting, especially in the southern 

section. 

The description of agricultural trends under Section B will show that 

for twenty years there bas been a steady evolution of agricultural methods in 

the direction of less and less cover in winter and spring. Some aspects of 

this evolution, such as the nearly universal steer fattening in feedlotes, have 

greatly increased winter quail feed and reduced brush and weed cover at one 

and the seme time. In short, coverts have progressively declined while the 

general average of the food factor has remained favorable. On the other hand 

it is common knowledge that the occasional severe blizzarde and sleet storms 

have heavily decimated the quail supply. 

During the winter and spring covert-shortage, predators, (with the 

exception of hibernating mammals in winter) have necessarily been forced into 

the same remanents of cover as the quail, The comparative importance of the 

Various predatory species is unknown, but there is a prevalent belief that 

foxes have increased in type 4 and kill many birds. 

One of the important objects of the proposed "Satural Quail Farming 

Demonstration* should be to determine the importance of predatory species as 

a factor in quail productivity. 

It is interesting to note that wild house-cats, which ere common in 

the southern parts of the State, and which probably kill many quail, do not 
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seem to be able to survive outdoors year long in the northern part of type 1, 

| or possibly even north of the holing-up line for rabbits. 

There is no record of disease in Iowa quail. 

The gravelling of roads has distributed grit where it did not occur 

naturally, so that this special “welfare factor" may apparently be dismissed 

av favorable. Wo other special factors are known to be operative. 

More reliable than any of these inductive reasonings is the observ- 

ed fact that where there is cover there are quail every year; where there is 

no cover there are no quail or only in exceptional years. These facts stand 

out plainly over and above the secondary variations induced ty hunting, winter 

feeding, predators, and other influences. 

It may therefore be concluded that: 

1. Productivity of Iowa quail is limited by winter and spring 

coverts. 

2. Starvation is on important secondary factor. It is augnented 

ty lack of winter coverts. 

3. Predators are an important secondary factor, also augnented 

by lack of winter and spring coverts. 

4, Hunting was an important secondary factor, and still is te some 

extent. The hunting loss is augmented by thin coverts. 

5. All other factors are favorable. 

Gontrel of Factors. ‘That coverts, starvation, predators, end hunting can be 

controlled is obvious. What needs to be found out is the detailed technique 

ty which they can be controlled in the most effective way at the least cost 

in cash, labor, and sacrifice of agricultural land, To develop this technique 

is the object of the proposed experiment in natural quail farming described 

in Section D. 
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Results of Control; possible productivity. Possible productivity cannot be 

less and may be greater than that now obtaining under optimum present con- 

ditions. 

In good type 4 country a man on foot with a good dog can raise and 

hunt from 5 to 7 covies per day on the average, with 10 per day as a maximun/ 

The other types will average lower even on the best parts, and large areas 

in these types will approach zero. 

The variation between good and bad years in type 4 will not exceed 

2 per cent. The variation increases in the other types and may approach 

100 per cent in type 1. 

Translating covies per day inte quail per square mile is as yet a 

matter of estimate, but definite figures will be obtained in the course of the 

proposed Quail Demonstration. It is estimated that the § - 7 covies per man 

per day, tha 10 the tntan teaver tee, seh ness 9 ene 

At 15 birds per covey there would be 90 birds per 610 acres or 1 per 7 acres. 

The best present stocking on emall selected areas is estimated to be easily 

double thie, or 1 bird per 3-1/2 acres. It is believed that skilled manage- 

nent can attain a bird per acre on selected farms. At 66% kill a stocking of 

a bird per acre would mean a yield of a bird per 1-1/2 acres as the optimum 

on small areas. 

fhe optimum yield of the Gray Partridge in England is (according to 

Maxwell) a bird per acre on estates of severnl thousand acres. This differen- 

tiel in favor of the gray partridge is to be expected because of the smaller 

Size of the English fields and the consequently more uniform distribution of 5 

fencerow coverts. 
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It is estimated that with ten million acres of type 4 in Iowa, the 

State should eventually field at least one quail per four acres of type 4 

country, or 2,500,000 quail per year, which is shooting for over 60,000 people 

at 40 quail per season. This goes on the assumption that the blanks in type 4 

would be offset by productivity in the other types. There would be nothing 2 

improbable about a yield several times greater. 
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$6, Pheasant 

History. The history of the pheasant is still so short that all “conclusions” 

mast be held subject to amendment. 

The first plants were all made in type 4 and all failed (see circles 

on accompanying map}. 

About in 1900 two private pheasantries, near Waterloo, belonging to 

Williem Benton, blew over in a storm. About 1,000 birds escaped from these 

pens, At about the seme time plants were made in types 1 and 2. The combined 

results were successful. 

In 1927 the season was opened for three deys in the counties enclos- 

ed by the red line. There has been some complaint that the birds were deci- 

: mated by this open season, but actually they probably simply moved to the 

heaviest swamp coverts (as happens in Michigan) and stayed there for the winter. 

Stocking and Damage. Shoes cnan te sun seneiitel. There is much less complaint 

of pheasant damage than in Michigan or South Dakota, and about the same as in 

Minnesota. ‘The stocking in the best localities in Iowa is said to approach the 

average of the South Dskota pheasant range. These best localities are said to 

be in Hancock, Wright, Butler, and Grundy Counties. It is significant that 

these are equally divided between the two glaciations, 

There has been no study of damage, accordingly no detailed facts on 
food plants cen be given. 

; Neither cen the stocking of pheasents be translated with any great con © 

fidence into terms of birds per acre or square mile. A, C. Willford of Waterloo 
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President of the State T.W.L.A., estimates 1,000 Pheasants on a single one- 
half section farm in Grundy County, Sealing this down 50% still leaves 1-1/2 
birds per acre. 

Robert #. Sheldon of Sioux City, @ very successful hunter, estimates 
that the pheasant stocking at Lesterville, South Dekota, runs up to 20 pairs 
per forty acres, or one pheasent per acre. I gathered the impression from 
hin that only cceasional local concentrations in Iowa approached this South 
Dakota figure. 

Hon, Wm. B. ©. Saunders of stated in an address be- 
fore the MeGregor School that 

These and other indications point toward the conclusion that phensante, 
Hough one of the largest upland gme species, attain rates of concentration 

mt rates of population distinctly greathr than any other gallinacsous bird, ? 
This, if true, is of great importance, Being especially polygamous, it would 
“ive seen likely that the pheasant can sustain an extra higher percentage ill 
if the kill is limited to males, 

Possible Yields. The area now open to hunting is about 9,000 square miles. 
If half of this or 4,500 square miles (2,880,000 acres) should eventually gield 
“Peasant per two seres, the yield would be 1,440,000 pheasants, o mmting 
fer 100,000 people at 15 birds each per season, This is a very conservative 
*stimate because pheasants are already established on an area nearly half 
“ain as large. (See map) 
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| What is Pheasant Range? Their experience to date has caused Iowa sportemen 

to conclude that "the pheasant is = prairie bird. He likes big cornfields 

snd dislikes woods", When asked why, the average Iowan answers: “The woods 

are full of vermin, expecially foxes". 

This popular verdict leaves out of account two facts: (1) the 

pheasant is thriving in the sémi-wooded west coast of Michigan; (2) with the 

exception of the Sioux City area, the pheasant has failed in the Loess prairies 

of Iowa, as well as in the river breaks. There are plenty of big cornfields 

in both these types. 

I could find nobody in Iowa who had noticed the remarkable coin- 

cidence between the present distribution of pheasants (dotted red line, 

accompanying map) and the boundaries of the glacial drift areas (blue lines). 

The State Game Warden was aware of the coincidence between failed plantings 

and river breaks (type 4). 

| These coincidences force the conclusion that there is something 

about the glaciated country which pheasants like and need, Just what this 

is cam be only guessed at. It may be swamp cover, or gravelly soil. There 

may actually be a significant difference in vermin as compared with type 4, 

but this does not explain their absence from type 3. The most likely con- 

jecture ig that they need o combination of swamps for winter and spring cover, 

and widely distributed gravel for daily grit. 

If this be true they may eventually become established on the larger 

| Tiver bottoms in types 3 and 4 which have plenty of swamp and gravel hills 

Rearby. It will be noticed that the only successful invasion of type 3 is 

adjacent to the swamps in the Missouri and Sioux bottoms near Sioux City. RW. 

Sheldon says these Sioux City birds winter in the river swamps and hay meadows



entering the type 3 hilis in spring te breed. I was unable to determine the 

prevalence of gravel in this area. 50 aap te shed Ghat ae Miia eeeane 

of loess over gravelly drift, and that this accounts for the exception to 

the general rule. A planting was also made this spring on the Mississippi 

Bottoms on the Crystal Lake Club opposite Burlington. This should be watched. 

There is no gravel here except on roads and railroad tracks. It may prove 

to be another exception to the rule that these birds belong in the glacial 

drift areas. 

The swamp-cover hypothesis is somewhat strengthened by the fact 

that the glacial swamps in Iowa are not as commonly burned as in Wisconsin. 

The ones I saw were drier and too much grased out to burn readily, but 

still rank enough to make good cover. 

State Game Form. The keeper was absent when I visited the Farm at Clive 
so I could not get precise data on costs, capacity, or methods. A pruned- 

out burr-oak grave is used for bot laying pens, incubation boxes, and 

Fearing field. Wo hayfields are available. The young birds are turned 

down at ten weeks. The hens had quit laying late in July. The farm seemed 

somewhat encumbered with fancy and specimen stocks, It has excellent perme- 
nent improvements. Much attention is given to exhibits at State and County 

Fairs, 

Much less care is used in the distribution of eggs and birds than 

in Michigan (see Appendix "Instructions for Handling and Setting Pheasant 

Regs"); nevertheless a high percentage of success is claimed. 

Present stock all goes to extend the stocked area in the north 

Central part of the State. 
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Sporting Wuglities. There are widely divergent opinions on this, especial- 

ly on whether pheasants will lie to e dog. I gather from two reliable sources 

that the birds teke to stubbles and other thin cover in early morning and late 

evening, and at these hours will lie well. During the middle of the day, how- 

Wwer, they stay in tall corn and the “drive” method is necessary to flush them. 

fhis is, of course, of considerable moment in weighing the recreation- 

al value of a pheasant crop. 

Shooting Charges. armers are beginning to charge for hunting in the open 

pheasant area. This is discussed in Section 13. 
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J. Hungarian Partridze. There is much less interest in this bird in Iowa 

then in Minnesota and Michigan. 

feelve birds trapped in northwest Iowa were tried at the Game Farm 

in 1927 but would not mate or lay. The men I mot at the Farm did not know 

about Maxwell's beck, nor was other literature on this species discussed. 

A graduate student (Spiker) under Dr, 7. C. Stevens at Morningside 

College has recently completed « field stuly of the habits of Husgarians, 

which will be published shortly in the Bulletin of the Wilson Ornithological 

Club. This study was conducted neer Ashton in Osceola County, Iowa. 

It is evident from the map that the Hungarian, like the pheasant, 

te confined to type 1 (glacial drift) with the exception of the projection 

inte O'Brien county. This is part of the “Sioux City Area" where pheasants 

Likewise have inveded what is geologically a loess clay area. 

There are rumors that these north Iowa Hungarians have effected 

a junction with certain South Dakota plantings. I learned definitely from 

Wr, Alfred Peterson, ® competent ornithologist of Pipestone, Minnesota, 

that this is not the case. 
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§, Rabbit. The line of winter holing-up extends through Iowa. Morth of 

this line cottontails hole up after Novenber, and consequently are partly 

immune from the effects of cover-chortage. As a consequence the entire State 

is good rabbit range. 

Oecasional shortages occur in type 4 in the southeast section but 

in other sections I could get no definite evidence of anything approaching 

2 cycle. 

In southeast Iowa grazed stending corn is one of the favorite fall 
for bedding-out. 

and winter coverts{ In south Wisconsin it is hardly used at all. I cannot 

explein this unless the use of corn for bedding-out oceurs only south of the 

heling-up line. 

Ferrets are used north of the holing-up line. 

There is no closed season or bag limit on rabbits in the State. 

Nevertheless they thrive, and need cccasion no worry within the foreseeable 

future. 

Rabbits will, of course, benefit from any cover-restoration unier- 

taken in behalf of quail. 

Jackrabbits are invading types 1 - 3 and have progressed as far 

east as Ames. : 
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9, Prairie Chicken. Chickens have been closed for several decades. 

In 1905 there were still large flocks in the bottomland prairies 

opposite Des Moines County. fhe last of these seem to have disappeared about 

1923. Prairie fires, and close cultivation following drainage, were probably 

largely responsible for their disappearance. 

Chickens still occur as winter migrants around Ames. When they 

appear at all it is in large flocks. 

They disappeared from the Lowa City region about 1912. 

A few chickens still breed and » greater mmber winter (both species) 

in the Upper Mississippi Refuge. 

Strangely enough a small mumber of breeding birds are said to persist 

on the uplands of Clark County, Missouri, just south of the Iowa line. 

Another remant is said to breed on the Missouri Bottoms below Sioux 

City. R. ¥. Sheldon claims they are increasing in this region. 

ALL of these remnants are shown on Species Distribution Nap. 

The drainage of swamps and the nearly complete bresking up of natural 

grasslands, plus spring burning of the remainder of grass cover, undoubtedly 

explains in part the disappearance of breeding chickens from Towa, Whether 

diseases have operated in addition te covert-shortage remains an unanswered 

and uninvestigated question, The unquestioned tendency of the chicken to migrate 

southward in winter would help spread diseases and parasites to the southerly 

remnants, thus depriving this species of the advantage of isolation which seems 

to have helped the southerly remnants of ruffed grouse to survive. 

There ere persistent rumors of sharptail grouse in northwest Iowa. I 

learn, however, that this is merely a name which hunters attech to migrant 

chickens in order that they may shoot them with » clear conscience. There is 

no closure on sharptails because the species does not occur in the State,



10. __Ruffed Grouse, Turkey, Deer. ‘The persistence of Ruffed Grouse in the 

dwindling coverts of type 4 is rather remarkable, They occur on the lower 

Des Moines, the lower Iowa, and the lower Cedar Rivers, end in the bluffs 

of the extreme Northeast corner they are common. This persistence strongly 

suggests that these grouse represent isolated islands free of disease. 

Local residents have noticed no violent fluctuations in abuniance, 

Turkeys are being liberated in the State Parks, so far with 

success, The stock is produced on the State Game Farm from parents claimed 

to be pure wild blood from Texas and Indiana. - 

There sre deer herds in Washington and Shelby Counties, I was 

unable to learn whether they are original stock. If they are it would be 

of great scientific importance te preserve them undiluted with outside 

vlood, 

Locations of these species are shown on the Species Distritution 

Made



Li, Waterfowl. 

Status. Duck bags along the Mississippi from Muscatine south have been 

holding up remarkably well, although the period of good shooting has been 

growing shorter. 

Duck bags along the Upper Mississippi have been irreguler and 

poor, although large spring flights are observed in this sector. 

Good cornfield shooting on mallards persists in the Spirit Leke 

region, 

Duck shooting has largely disappeared from the other inland 

lakes and rivers with the possible exception of the Amana Colony marsh and 

the mouth of the Iowa River. 

There is no goose shooting left along the Mississippi or in the 

interior. 

Along the Missouri both ducks and geese are still abundant, es- 

pecially in spring. R.W.Sheldon claims that 40,000 geese passed Sioux City 

in one day in March, 1928. He claims that teal are becoming alarmingly 

scarce on the Missouri. 

Hunting Methods and Lew Eaforcement. Prevalent hunting methods slong the 

Mississippi in southeastern Iowa and along the Missouri are too highly 

organized to be sound from either the viewpoint of conservation or aesthetics. 

Up to 125 live decoys plus as many blocks are set out at platform blinds con- 

taining 3 - 4 guns. Potting is nearly universal. The decoys are set in 

lanes to facilitate potting. Vlocks of 15 - 20 mallards are sometimes wiped 

out. Bag limits are disregarded and in southeast Iowa at least, wholesale 

cold storage was common until a recent raid by federal wardens. 
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On the Missouri geese profiles are aided to the duck decoys. Flocks 

up to 15 are sometimes wiped ous. Spring shooting is reported as far from 

checked, either in the interior or along the rivers. 

Refuges. There are no public refugee except the State group of breeding 

grounds around Spirit Leke, and the federal refuge on the Upper Mississippi. 

On the latter, Superintendent Cox is attempting to reestablish local breeding 

stocks by releasing hen-raised mallards to the flight. This experiment is on 

Lake Winona, but if successful can be easily extended to the whole federal 

area. 

There are two private refuges worthy of special note. One is the 

Allen Greene Refuge in Des Moines County, for which Mr. Greene received the 

Outdoor Life Award for 1927. His achievement is described in Outdoor life 

ter odoin. wil 

The other is Divalbess and Yokum Refuge near Logan in Harrison 

County. Mr. Yokum is said to have 15 pairs of wild mollards nesting in bis 

orchard on the Beyer River. This is not what is ordinarily considered favor- 

able duck country. Such results are extremely suggestive of what farmer- 

initiative can do in geme restoration. 

The Spirit Leke group of state refugee breed some mallards ani blue- 

wings. 

Many ducks are reported as breeding in the Missouri River sloughs 

around Sioux City. ‘The Crystal Leke Club claims breeding redheads, but this 

seems open to some doubt. 

Wo clubs have refuges that I could hear of. The Crystal Lake Club 

Opposite Burlington had an excellent one but abolished it as secon as it began 

to work. It would seem that club refuges would be the best possible insurance 

against both adverse public sentiment and poor shooting. It would seem good 
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public policy for the state to license all clubs and, if necessary, force 

the adoption of feasible constructive measures necessary to their own and 

its own welfare. 

There are excellent opportunities for municipal or county refuges 

and public shooting grounds on the overflow islands of the Mississippi. 

These islands present the rare combination of low agriculture] value, ready 

response to restoration measures, and proximity to centers of population. 

There would seem to be some chance for afditional federal refuges 

along the Missouri by reason of the decision of the U.S.Supreme Court in 

the "Greene County Case”. A. H. Bolton, a lawyer of Sioux City, states that 

the court held that all meandered lskes shown on the Missouri bottoms in the 

sarvey of the Louisiana Purchase remain federsl property unless subsequently 

alienated ty specific federal grants. I @id not have time to sift out this 

allegation, but the Biological Survey, unless it hat already done so, might 

desire to look into the matter. 

Superiority of Prairie Breeding Grounds. In weighing the merits of eny pro- 

gram for the restoration of waterfowl breeding grounds it should be remembered 

thet an sere of prairie lake is worth ten acres non-prairie lake, at far as 

productive capacity is concerned, The Upper Mississippi Refuge can breed 

perhaps ten times as many ducks as it now holds, and will be invaluable in 

providing rest areas for migrating birds, but it is not to be compared with 

prairie lekes in per acre breeding capacity. It is on the prairies also 

that the heaviest losses from drainage have occurred. 
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dacksnipe, Woodcock, Plover, etc, Jackenipe are reported as decreasing 

in the Mississippi Valley, especially since 1926. Along the Missouri they 

are reported as holding their own better than most ofher game. 

The Mississippi Bottoms in the 1870's were excellent breeding 

and shooting ground for woodeock. Birds and ground are now gone. 

Upland Plover are reported still breeding in Boone County and 

Golden Plover were seen there last fall. 

Yellowlegs are reported as decreasing. 1 saw a gathering of 

several hundred on an overflow near Iowa City. 
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| 12,__ Doves. neve ave stecsit, ‘ull tb tues canker a 

they might furnish bunting. 

I was unable to see enough doves to justify hunting except in a 

few limited areas which seemed to lie in the vicinity of sand dunes or 

sandy soils along the larger rivers. (Specifically, doves are abundant 

along the Mississippi in Des Moines County and along the Missouri near 

Sioux City). Possibly real abundance of breeding doves is confined te the 

vicinity of sand. 

Such an hypothesis would seem to coincide with their great 

abundance in parts of the West, 

The abundance of doves does not seem to be a matter of latitude 

. because there are more ajong the Minnesota line north of Sioux City than 

on the prairies north of Des Moines. 

I found no evidence of either an increase or decrease in doves. 
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(3) tend Practice and Shooting Privilsces in Lows 

13. Summary. The graduel intensification of agriculture is slowly e}imi- 

nating game coverts. 

The corn borer will practically complete the process unless a 

counter-incentive is set up in the form of saleable game crops. 

This is true in spite of certain peculiarities of Iowa land which 

tend to maintain coverts in spite of agricultural trends. 

Farmers have begun to charge for pheasant shooting. 

The drainage of inland marshes and the lower Mississippi bottoms 

is nearly complete. There is still undrained land on the Upper Mississippi 

and along the Missouri. 

14, Agricultural Trends. The following trends of interest to gome are common # 

to all types and regions of Iowa: 

(a) The elimination of osage orange hedges because of the 

ground they use, and the lebor cost of maintenance, the 

insect pests they are alleged to harbor, and the avail- 

ability of other sources of fence posts. 

(>) ‘The substitution of coal and petroleum for wood fuel, 

with consequent lesser dependence on the woodlot and the 

shelterbelt for wood. But for this more farmers would 

hesitate to reduce their woodlots further. 

(c) ‘The spread of alfalfa and very recently sweet clover as 

hay crops. The latter often escapes uncut and is fine 

cover and feed, 
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(a) The fall-ploughing of stubbles. I was told that pos- 

sibly half the stubbles are turned under. The propor- 

| ¢ion is increasing. There is a heavy aftermath of foxtail 

in rainy sumeers which would make excellent feed and cover. 

(e) The clearing of fence lines and hightsys. This is too 

Well known to need description. 

(f) The reduction of woodlots to pasture. This is still going 

on, even on steep slopes. 

There is a trend toward dairying everywhere, but especially in the 

northeast section of the State. ‘The State Extension Forester tells me, how- 

ever, that the dairy farms of the northeast are mostly owned by Scandinavians, 

who brought with them the forestry tradition, and accordingly are less in- 

clined to clear steep slopes or burn their woodlots. 

There is a trend toward straightening of streams, strongest in the 

west third and especially the southwest corner, This is apparently a new 

outlet for the energies of drainage engineers and the manufacturers of drain- 

age machinery. Straightened streams are cutting their channels and thus 

inducing the gullying of the side drainages. 

There is a noticeable revivel in the plenting of coniferous shelter- 

belts, These plantings had largely ceased (especially in the southeast) since 

the time of the early settlers, who planted thousands 
of shelterbelts. Many 

of these old spruce belts are now dying. The revival is naturally strongest 

in types 1 - 3 and in the western sections. Mew coniferous belts are more 

valuable than old because they are usually fenced and the limbs touch the 

ground. : 

\ 
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There is a noticeable increase of destructive erosion due te devege- 

tetion of drainage channels and uphill ploughing. This is naturally least in 

type 1, increasing progressively in 2, 3, and 4, Data om farmland erosion are 

given in the Appendix. The proposed demonstration in nature] quail farming 

should seek to secure erosion control and quail restoration from the same 

operation wherever drainage channels or streambanks are involved, which will 

be nearly everywhere. ; 

All of these trends affect game, mostly adversely, but none are as 

important to game as the threatened invasion of the corn borer. If the borer 

becomes serious it will probably necessitate the cutting of all cornstalks in 

fell, instead of the present practice of gathering the corn in fell and 

pasturing the standing stalks during the winter. The absence of corn cover 

during the critical winter period will reduce game productivity everywhere 

and will entirely depopulate millfons of acres already short of cover but 

barely able to retain some game with the help of the corn, Ivery upland species 

except squirrels will suffer, but most of all the quail. Ho closed season, how- 

ever enforced, even if combined with winter-feeding, can hold the quail of 

lowa after the corn-borer arrives. 

In anticipation of the corn borer the State College has been vigorous- 

ly prosecuting researches aimed to bring about the conversion of cornstalke 

into beard, paper, rayon, alebhol, ete. 

The only possible offset to fall cutting of corn is the restoration 

of other coverts. 

15, Peculiarities of Iowa Lend. Blue grass pastures in Iowa become shorter 

and denser with hard grazing only up to a certain point. Beyond that point they 

| Come up to the small ragweed, which is favored by both rabbite and quail. This 
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ragweed is apparently a kind of automatic safety-valve against the removal 

of cover by grazing, and when considered in millions of seres is = factor 

of some importance. his holds only on types 3 and 4, 

; The tall ragweed is another game cover of great importance, coming 

up thickly on devegetated draws and so shading the ground as to make it diffi- 

cult to burn even in spring by reason of lack of small weeds and grass. 

One of the outstanding characters of Iowa lend is the nakednese of 

streambanks. Small creek bottoms are the natural place for steer-feeding 

because the land lies in too mall blocks to plough. Steer feeding, unlike 

dairying, leaves the cattle in the feedlot all winter, at which time willows 

and other woody growths are naturally browsed off and destroyed. The seme 

| thing has happened throughout the yearlong cattle ranges of the west, and 

the same streambenk erosion is taking place in both instances. With the fed- 

eral governnent spending billions on fleod control and waterways in the lower 

rivers it is inconceivable that this blanket devegetation of headwater stream- 

banks will be countenanced much longer. Game, flood control, navigation, 

and agriculture have a common interest in the revegetation of these banks. 

What is needed from the strictly erosion viewpoint is a cattle-resistant plant 

which can be cheaply propagated by cuttings in tens of thousands. This shrub 

should have fibrous roots to hold the bank, and possibly should not grow large 

enough to pry it off when undercut. The Department of Agriculture has an 

enormous machinery for meeting special requirements of this kind. The Plant 

Exploration Service maintained in Asia is a femiliar exemple. I think this 

| machinery could be set to work on this problem. Whatever plant was ultimately 

jj used, it would be better game cover than the bare bank, and would go a long 

| Way to offset the corn borer without the sacrifice of any sgricultural ares 

whatsoever. 
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The proposed demonstration in Natural Quail Farming should take 

this into account. 

Mr. I. T. Bode, the State Extension Forester, endorses the initia- 

tion of research for a suitable streambank cover. 

16, Rental Value of Lend. Iowa land rente for about five per cent of its 

agricultural value. Thus $200 land would rent for $10 per year, the owner 

paying the taxes. If game coverts used up one per cent of a 160-acre farm 

worth $200 per acre, the covert rental would be $16, If the maximm estimated 

yield of a bird per 1-1/2 acres were obtained the covert cost per bird would 

be about 159. 

ll. Shooting Clubs. ‘he status of duck clubs has already been described 

under waterfowl. The map accompanying Section D shows their locations. There 

are many points, islands, and some ponds held by individuals for shooting pur- 

poses which ere not shown on the map. 

There are no upland game clubs although there undoubtedly would be 

many if the quail law made it possible. 

18, Farm Sentiment. Posting and Charging. I obtained the following data: 

Visinity of Percent of Farms Posted or Bunting Prohibited 

Burlington---- “Posting confined to vicinity of towns." 

Iowa City ---- "75% of river breaks posted. Wo game on 
upland prairies." 

Waterloo ---- “Most of farms closed and posted". 

McGregor ---- "5% of farms are posted. No game and no post- 
ing on upland prairies". 

fioux City ---- "90% of the bottoms and 50% of the uplands 
o posted". 
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A decade ago many Iowa farmers allowed shooting of quail but re- 

served the rabbits for their own use as meat. The prevalent sentiment is 

now just the opposite. I had the impression that an extraordinary number 

of farmers showed a personal and affectionate interest in their quail, i.e., 

that only a small proportion of farmers were persondly indifferent to game. 

I believe that a great deal of deliberate (though doubtless unskilled) winter 

feeding takes place, in addition to the large scale accidental feeding inci- 

dent to steer-fattening and dairying. Winter-feeding of game is now in the 

stage in which winter-feeding of songbirds was twenty years ago. At that 

time the songbird technique was to place some crumbs on the windowsill. Today 

a simple and effective technique has been built up and taught to millions of 

people. 

» The idea of deliberately producing a favorable environment for game, 

however, is still largely absent from the mind of farmer, sporteman, and 

nature-lover. To build up that idea should be the basic objective of game 

restoration. 

The concentration of hunters in the pheasant belt is precipitating 

the idea that a game crop is marketable for cash. Judge Wood estimates that 

1,000 birds were brought inte Waterloo alone. This would mean over 500 

hunters or nearly 2% of the population out on the same day. It is not surpris- 

ing that the farmers have begun to charge for hunting on the "Toll System". 

The toll per man per day in the Fort Dodge region was $2.50. 

In the Pipestone region (just above the northwest corner of Iowa) 

the comparatively pioneering conditions are reflected in the fact that the 

farmers never charge, although one-half to three-fourths of the farms ere 

0 posted. They are said to seldom refuse permission to hunt when asked for it. 
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; The trend toward farmer waterfowl refuges is deseribed in Section 

4, Waterfowl. Locations are shown on the map accompanying Section D. 

19. Drainage. The Mississippi bottoms are all drained and dyked with the 
exception of the federal refuge and the Crystal Leake Club. This elub is 

surrounded by a drainage district. Tt had to pay for a dyke around its 

lands, and then had te drill artesian wells as a substitute for its former 

water supply from river overflow. 

Drainage of inland lakes and marshes has slowed down but there are 

ts yet no effective official checks to prevent umise projects from going 

through. The drainage interests are temporarily occupied with stream- 

stretightening. There ic talk of draining the Amana Colony Marsh (see map 
Section D) because trespassing hunters are a nuisance to the farmers, This 
#14 molt seem to evoke any idea of public acquisition ty the game departnent. 

Unlike the Mississippi, the Missouri bottoms are not dyked in the 

process of drainage. The river ox-bows so severely that dykes are impracttic- 
able. Uyrainage consists of merely ditching the lakes and sloughs. Both are 
feeper and have steeper banks than the Mississippi sloughs. Accordingly the 
degree of destruction wrought by drainage is variable. I gathered that there 
is more drainage én the Iowa than on the Nebraska side. 

Profi$s from fur-farming have probably done more to check drainage 
than any action by the conservation public in Iowa. 
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20. The “Forest and Fruit Tree Reservation Act". This old law gives a 

flat assessed value of $1.00 per acre to forest tree plantations under cer- 

tain conditions. Most of the shelterbelts were planted under this act. 

One of the conditions is that the plantation must be fenced and ungrazed, 

, wat there have never been funds to administer or enforce the act. If all 

Iowa shelterbelts were fenced and ungrased the coverts of the State would 

be materially enhanced. 

The Forestry School is studying this situation. J.l. Sullivan made 

4) survey and wrote o thesis on the condition of shelterbelts. 
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(0) The Conservation Public in Iowa 3 

21, Summary. The sportsmen have allowed cleavages to grow up between them- ‘ 

selves and the protectionists, between themselves and the scientists, and as 

usual between themselves and the farmers. 

In addition, the sportemen are to a considerable extent divided 4 

against themselves. They have a less realistic and concrete program than the 

protectionists, with whom the scientists are aligned by reason of the McGregor 

Wild Life School. 

In spite of these handicaps the conservation movement has great ! 

potential power. | 

The outstanding need is a joint program so concrete in its nature ; 

that quarrels about abstract issues will be lost sight of. The proposed Z 

demonstration in Natural Quail Ferming is one item for such a program. | 

q 
22, The MeGregor School. ‘The School of Wild Life Protection which assembles 

annually at McGregor, Lowa, seems to have more real vitality than any other 7 

manifestation of the conservation movement in Iowa, regardless of size. 

This School was founded in 1919 by the Rev. Geo. Bennett (now deceased) 

of Towa City, a friend of Dr. ¥. Y. Hornaday. The outstanding uaturalists of 

the State, including both university professors and amateurs, are assembled ’ 

' here for two weeks each summer to give instruction in ornithology, botany, 

geology, forestry, landscaping, archeology, astronomy, or any other field of | 

Natural science. They serve without pay. Instruction is by lectures but 

mostly by field excursions. . 

Hi The students are even more noteworthy than the faculty. I will list 

| Some examples: 
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1. A carpenter who has a nationally-known collection of 

paleontological specimens. 

2. A banker who is doing pioneer research in Indian archeology. 

3. A banker-ornithologist and bird photographer. 

4, A young lady from a real dirt-farm who holds the Hornaday 

Medal for wild life protection. 

5. A earpenter-geologi st. 

6. Many club-women, state and federal conservation officials, 

school teachers, scout leaders, etc. 

7. A few plain tourists. 

The students are mostly Iowans, There were no students who could be 

designated primarily as sportemen-conservationists. At this year's session the” 

idea of utilization was ably presented for forestry but not at all for game. 

The instruction in wild life conservation was noticeably weaker and less vital 

onder other subject. In short, game conservationists started this ex- 

tremely significant institution and have now lest it by defsult. 

The surrounding country is extra well suited for natural history 

studies, and includes the Upper Mississippi Refuge. 

The schoo} is backed financially ty the local Chamber of Commerce, 

but is, I gather, nearly self-sustaining. It is operated by local men owning 

surrounding real estate (cottage sites). ‘The plant consists of cottages, tents, 

a dining hall, and a roofed pavilion for lectures. The enroliment this year 

is 125. The tuition fee is $5.00. 
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23, Svortamens Organisations. The I. ¥. %. A. has Chapters and 

paid-up members. Only the Iowa City Chapter formally joined the Will H. Dilg 

Secession in 1926, but the present atmosphere is nevertheless one of quiescence 

and Givided counsels. The League has at this no vitel, comprehensive, or gen- 

erally accepted state program. It started at the last Legislature te reorganize 

the state conservation work, but this is naturally a long and hard job. It has 

brought valuable influence to bear in anti-pollution cases, and is following 

the policy of cooperating with offending industries rather than coercing them. 

Some local chapters, noticeably Sioux City, have an aggressive local program. 

While these superficial evidences would seem to indicate a lack of 

vitality, it is my impression that the Iowa League is still a powerful force 

if the right program and the right leadership can be developed. 

2h. Other Organizations. The Iowa Conservation Association is a mixed group, 

primarily interested in parks and the general protection idea, but containing 

" some sportsmen, This Association formerly sponsored the McGregor School and 

published "Iowa Conservation" (now suspended), It has been quiescent but is now 

fathering the idea of inducing all the Iowa conservation associations to jointly 

emloy a competent executive. This idea has obvious merit if a good enough man 

can be found, 

fhe “Order of ¥ild Life Protection" represents @ secession from the 

Conservation Association now in process of organization by the original founders 

of the McGregor School, This Order publishes a new Journal called “Wild Ways", 

suecessor to “Iowa Conservation", and propagating the same ideas. Wot all of 

the McGregor faculty have accompanied this secession. The recent death of Rev. 

Geo, Bennett may affect its further development. 
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c The faculties of educational institutions are an important part 

of the conservation public. This institutional element is described under 

Section E, 

25, Possibilities of Cooveration. It might be possible to unite these 
divergent groups, without sacrifice of their individual characters, on some 

such program as this: 

(a) To initiate the proposed demonstration in Natural Quail 

Farming, but fuse with it the idea of restoring songbird 

coverts, soil and waterways conservation, shelterbelt 

planting, ete. 

(b) fo reorganize and ccordinate the state conservation depart- 

mente with a view to obtaining technical leadership and 

technical service. 

(ec) To give additional impetus te a constructive pollution- 

: control and drainage-control program. 

(4) fo initiate a system of municipal waterfowl refuges in con- 

junction with public fishing grounds and public forests. 

“3 
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(2). Lowe Gene Admini stretion 

26, Official Agencies. As is evident from the organization diagram in the 

Appendix, the state's administrative functions in conservation are oddly 

articulated. 

State parks and meandered (i.e. state-owned) parks and streams are 

under an unpaid "Board of Conservation". ‘This Beard reports te the “Execu- 

tive Council", an ex-officio body of state officers administering state 

property. This Council reports to the Governor, but since it consists of 

elective officiels it is not strictly subordinate to him. The paid Secretary 

of this Council is also secretary of the Conservation Board, The Board assigns 

the supervision of particular parks to particular individual members. 

The Fish end Game Warden, on the other hand, is appointed by and 

reports directly to the Governor. He has only 2 cooperative relation with 

the Conservation Board or the state properties under its care. 

Forestry is under the Agricultural College and likewise has only @ 

cooperative relationship with fish and game. In fact there is little active 

intercourse among the forestry, park, and game administrations, nor between 

these and the federal wardens. 

Thie whole official scheme reflects the status of the public mind, 

i.e. it reflects the superior aggressiveness of the protectionist elements 

who have, as it were, captured the scientific and technical agencies, and 

left the sportemen isolated on 2 political limb, so to spesk. 

The situation is unsound and unsatisfactory. Changes are under dis- 

cussion but there seems te be a dearth of leaders able to envision the basic 

ho.



. interdependence of all these activities and to effect their coordination. 

The situation illustrates the dangers of sllowing game conservation to be 

split up and to become administratively divorced from other forms of conser- 

vation. 

21. Organization and Finance of Fish and Game Department. The State Warden 

personally supervises game, the game farm, rough fish contrel, and mussel 

fisheries. The hatcheries are under a fish specialist. ‘The overhead is thus 

very low -- too low for effective leadership. 

The income, which is mainly from resident hunting and rough fish 

licenses, goes direct to the department up to $180,000, beyond which, by 

special statutory provision it goes to the general treasury. ‘There is a 

further statutory limitation to 40 paid deputies. About $60,000 of the sports- _ 

nens' money thus goes for general state expense. The Gane Warden has recom- 

mended that the permissible expenditure be increased to $240,000. (See Digest 

of Biennial Report, Appendix). 

ee Se 

thomn on a map in the Appendix, ) Both are shown on the map under Section 3. 

Vaile the parks are aleo refuges, their limited size and distribution naturally 

takes the primarily valuable as musewns of rare species (like turkey and ruffed 

grouse) rather than as game producers in the ordinary sense. 

The state refuge aystem is confined to waterfowl areas. This seens 

Proper, since there is little hope of building up the "Pennsylvania Plan* for 

Yland gome on $200 land. Furthermore there is a doubt in my mind whether 

ecles like quail would respond satisfactorily to suche plan. Mif\r “cruising 
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radius" is too small. Im short, Quail on high class farm lend are primarily 

adapted to private rather than public game management. : 

As pointed out under "waterfowl", the waterfowl refuge system is 

not being pushed with a great deal of initiative. 

2%. State Gome Farm. The operations on this farm are covered under the var- 

ious species in Section A, 

The most important function of the game farm in Iowa under present 

circumstances would seem to be the extension of Hungarians, but as already 

pointed out, the technique has not yet been mastered. I cannot see that 

pheasants need any further artificial aid, nor will quail if they are handled 

under the methods proposed in the Natural Quail Parm Demonstration. ; 

30,__Unver Mississinoi Refuce. Few people seem to appreciate the value and 

significance of this great enterprise, much less the difficulties which are 

being overcome in executing it. Since this area is common to three states, it 

will be desecrided in the Minnesota Report. 

2._Municinal Refuges and Fishing Grounds. Omaha has a municipal duck refuge. 

I learned of no other developments of this kind, Since there was some agita- 

tion against federal initiative both in Iowa and the neighboring states, it 

seems appropriate to emphasize the almost complete lack of state, county, or 

municipal initiative toward the seme end. ‘The State Parks are, broadly spesk- 

ing, not refuges but picnic grounds and tourist camps. That section of the 

public which wants to camp, fich, or hunt without trespassing on private land 

is still unprovided for, The islands and overflow lands along the Iowa rivers 

: aha.



contain especially good lecations for public areas te provide this need. 

Some of the large Mississippi islands contain interior lakes capable of 

development as duck refuges and fishing grounds, and are large enough for 

manicipal forests. The land cost is low, the growth rapid, and the market 

for forest products excellent. The existence of successful industrial 

forestry operations on these overflow bottoms indicates that manicipal 

forestry, cowbined with recreation, could be a source of income rather 

than # financial burden. 

: It is of interest to note that duck hunting leases help to make 

forestry profitable on the lands operated by the Burlington Basket Company. 
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(a). Gome Research and Bdveation in Towa 

32, State University’ Dr. B. Shimek of Iowa State University was one of 

the first men in the country to emphasize that the success of game and fish 

conservation depends in the long run on research. This was in connection 

with his activities in behalf of the Upper Mississippi Refuge. 

Nevertheless I found no research under way bearing directly on 

Towa game or fish problems. fhe University Museum has participated in ex- 

peditions to the Layson Islands and other foreign parts, but the carp, the 

quail, the prairie chicken, and the pheasant remain as Iowa problems un- 

touched by Iowa scientists. There may be some applied fish work going on 

at the Lakeside Laboratory on Lake Okiboji. I did not visit it, although 

it is of obvious importance to the entire aquatic field. 

The recent endowment and expansion of the Iowa Medical School con- 

stitutes a new asset to possible researches in game pathology. That this 

asset is substantial is shown by the recent work of the Hooper Medical 

Youndation in interpreting the facte on the duck disease in California. 

3k. Agricultural College and Forestry School. Wo game research, or interest 

in other than the systematic aspects of game problems, was found under way at 

this College. Dr. J. . Guthrie of the Zoology Department gives a course in 

fish and game to the students of the Forestry School (3 periods per week for 

one quarter) but his textual material is limited to standard zoology texts, 

Biological Survey bulletins, and the Hornaday becks of ten or more years ago. 

He, like other professors in like cases, is anxious to obtain better textual 

! Material, but it does not exist. This illustrates the need for a competent 

text on Game Management.



GC. B, MacDonald, Dean of the Forestry School, has long been identi- 

fied with Iowa conservation in all its phases, including the Park movement 

and the McGregor School. I. 7. Bode, the Rxtension Forester, has likewise 

a very intelligent appreciation of the whole field, including game. This is 

fortunate, because in the nature of the case the cooperation of the Agricul- 

tural Extension Service is necessary to any move toward gene production in 

Towa. 

Dr. L. H. Pammel, head of the Botany Department, is very active in 

the Park movement and the MeGregor School. 

. ‘The tradition of the Agricultural College is quite naturally con- 

trary to covert-restoration on farms. However, a good ecohomic argument, 

such as might result from the proposed Demonstration in Natural Quail Farming, 

can overcome this tradition. On the whole I imagine that Ames might go 

further with such a demonstration than Iowa City. 

3, Other Schools. Dr. 7. C. Stevens of Morningside College is a widely 

known ornithologist, is keenly interested in geome, and has facilities for 

research. The Hungarian study recently conducted by one of his students is 

mentioned under that species. Dr. Stevens edits the Bulletin of the Filson 

Ornithological Club. 

I understand that Professor Carl Welday of Parsons College is inter- 

ested in geme. 

At Coe College, Dr. Fitzpatrick is said te be an ornithologist and 

Dr, Kubicheck an outdoorsman of research ability. 
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35. Other Research Agencies. A bill is now being drawn by the Conservation 

Committee of the Iowa Acadeny of Science whereby the Legislature would appro- 

priate $2,000 per year for a biological survey of Iowa. The idea is similar 

to that of the Game Survey, i.e., the systematic assembly of facts as a founda-~ 

tion for conservation policies. I could not learn whether a separate specialist 

is to de hired for the purpose. ‘The sum would seem hardly sufficient to pay 

expenses for summer work by one or more of the existing specialists at exist- 

ing insti tations. 

The Lowa Academy of Science is important to game because it con- 

stitutes a joint meeting-place for the various institutions and individuals 

availeble throughout the State. It meets annuslly in April. The report of 

ites Conservation Committee, published in the lest issue of “Wild Ways", shows 

@ sound grasp of conservation policy, although it deals with only a few of 

Towa's many internal problems. ; 

The following amateur ornithologists are competent to contribute to 

bird research problems: ¥.M. Rosen, Boone; Walter Bennett, Sioux City; 9. P. 

Allert, MeGregor. 

36, _A Demonstration in Natural Quail Farming. ‘The following premises under- 

Me this discussion: 

(a) The Quail is Towa's most valuable geome bird. 

(») Pheasants are no substitute for quail because they do not 

occupy quail country. 

(e) Coverts are the limiting factor in Towa quail productivity. 

(a) The “songbird list" will not permanently conserve quail be- 

case it sets up no incentive to conserve coverts. 
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‘ (e) Goverts cannot be provided on any large scale at public 

expense because the needed coverts are too numerous, too 

gmall, and the cost of land is too high. 

(f) The secondary factors of winter feeding and vermin control 

are difficult of public control for similar reasons. 

If these premises are sound, it follows that quail conservation ée- 

pends on farmer-initiative. 

Farmer-initiative is hardly feasible on a large scale unless moti- 

sated by profit. 

Profit is indeterminate until the costs and methods of production 

and the prospective yields are worked out. 

A demonstration is needed to determine costs, methods, and yields 

of quail production on farms, and also to compare such production with the 

present closed season as a means of conserving the species. 

fo insure that such a demonstration be unbiased it should be carried 

out by some scientific institution. : 

Since it perteins to farming, the State Agricultural College is the 

best agency to conduct it. 

The College owns no land, so that it would be necessary to lease the 

Recestary area. At least a township of going farms would be needed for a term 

of § - 10 years. 

The area should be divided inte two matched parts. On Plot A the 

Closed season, adequately enforced, should prevail. 

On Plot 8 = “Natural Method of Quail Parsing” should be developed. 

This would involve restoration of brush to stresmbanks, revegetation of gullies, 

careful regulation of burning, reestablishment of undergrowth in woodlots, 
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wailding of artificial brush coverts, planting of conifers in strategic places, 

and like measures, all carefully executed with a view to minimum sacrifice of 

agricultural lend, minimum insect hazard, minimum costs, and maximum utility to 

game. 

At the same time a definite technique of winter feeding and vermin 

control would be developed, with costs. 

Recurrent census-taking of quail would, of course, accompany each step. 

As soon @s the restored coverts began to act, the surplus quail would 

be shot annually by state officers to determine what sustained yield is possible 

without reducing the maximum carrying capacity of the Plet. The demonstration 

would continue until a new equilibrium became established and had been measured 

in all its aspects. 

The plot should be in active charge of a selected graduate student, 

bat all of the available experts should lay out each step. These experts should 

include ornithologists, agronomists, entomologists, watershed engineers, bota- 

niste, foresters, economists, pathologists, etc. 

During the entire demonstration a life history study of the quail in 

all its relationships, similar to the quail investigation in Georgia, should be 

going on, Thie would be necessary to interpret the reasons for the quails re- 

sponse te the proposed manipulation of its enviroment. 

The proposed demonstration was discussed with Messrs. Darling, Wood, 

Bode, Stevens, and Bolton, All favored the project. 

31. Other Research Projects. Dr. Stevens suggested the need of a thorough 

inquiry, and if necessary, experimentation, to determine the merits of the 

s “{nbreeding" argument so widely debated among sportemen. That this argument is 

not all words is proven by the fact that in Englend thousands of dollars are 

hg.



spent in “ewapping" partridge eggs to “prevent inbreeding”. Genetics has 

made such extraordinary strides in the last decade that there must be men 

who can say what merit, if any, the inbreeding argument has in it. 

The following additional projects are already suggested in various 

perts of this report: 

(1) Relation of pheasant distribution to surface geology. 

(2) Relation of Hungarian Partridge distribution to surface 
geology. 

(3) Gattle-resistant cover for game and streambanks. 

(4) Climate in relation to wild house cats. 

(5) Climate in relation to holing-up of rabbits. 

(6) Sconomic relations of pheasants in Iowa. 

(7) Life Bistory of Prairie Chicken in relation te its decline. 

(8) Garp as a factor in conservation. 

(9) What determines abundance in doves? 

(10) The covert value of fenced shelterbelts. 

(11) Artificial reestablishment of duck breeding stocks. 
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Ill. - BECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendations will be appended after the completion of the 

Minnesota Report, It seems desirable to complete the appraisal of problems 

in the north-central region before making final recommendations either as 

to the most important things to be done or the agencies best fitted to do 

them, 
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Gene Survey ~__ Iowa 

Gonsul tations 

leopold, Carl 8. Leopold Desk Co. Burlington Crystal Iske Club , 

leopold, Frederic -. ® Burlington * ss | 

Winger, Wm. « = | Burlington “ * * 

Stromston, Dr.F.A. 31S Zoology Bldg, Towa City Limnologist 

thimek, Dr. B. Botany Bldg. Iowa City Will H. Dilg League 

thiting, S. B. 124} E.College St. Towa City  Secty,locel Dilg League 

Seales, A. ¥. ea ® " Towa City Sporteman : 

lasell, Dr. F.J. Journalism Bldg. Towa City Amateur Ornithologist 

lenda, Charles Chief of Police Towa City  Coonsville Club 

WecEwen, Dr.E.M, 335 Medical Lab. Towa City Sporteman 

Ga lwscombe, Jas. 9 Dubuque St. Towa City Amateur Ornithologist 

Dill, Homer University Museum Towa City Curator 

ky, Dr. Geo.F. liberal Arte Bldg. Iowa City Director,State Geol. 
Survey 

Darling, J. We Register & Tribune Pres., Towa Conservation 
Building Des Moines Assoc, 

Thoads, Mrs.1.C, State Capitel Des Moines Secy.,Fish & Geme Dept. 

Werckens, ¥.C, State Capitol Des Moines Secy., Executive Council 
& Ba.of Conservation 

lepley, Chas. BR. State Geme Farm Clive, Asst. Game Keeper 9 

Illeck, D. J. Bulleck Hardware Ames Taxidermist 

hff, Paul C. 25 Morrill Hall Ames Asst.Chief, Agric,Rxtension 

Wake, Dr.Carl J. Dept. of Zoology Ames State Entomologist 

4 “ttrte, Dr, 3.2. Dept, of Zoology Ames Prof. of Zoology 
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food, Judge Geo.¥. Waterloo Ex-Pres, Iowa I.W.L.A. 

filiford, A.C, 820 Lafayette St. Waterloo Pres., Iowa I. W. L. As 

bode, Prof. I.%. (MeGregor School) State Extension Forester, 
Ames, Towa 

Hekel, ¥.F. MeGregor Seety, Wild Life School 

Rosen, WM. (MeGregor School) Pres. ,towa Ornithological 
Boone,Ia, Assoc, 

Pomel, Dr..H. (MeGregor School) Prof.of Botany, Ames 

Neettner,Miss Elora (McGregor School) Hornaday Medalist, 
Wyaconda, Mo. 

Schantz, O. M. (MeGregor School) Botanist, Chicago 

bbiten, A. BH. 417 Frances Bldg. Sicux City Ex-Pres., I.0.L.4. : 

lalton, Harry Wetmore Auto Co. Sioux City Sporteman 

Sunderson, Harry Kneebler Ins. Co. Sioux City Ex-Pres., 1.W.L.A, 

Stevens, Dr. ?.C, Sioux City Prof. of Biology, 
Morningside College 

Sheldon, Robt. W. 2551 So.Cedar St, Sioux City Sporteman 

Mlen, AF. 5th & Douglas Sioux City Bditor, S. C. Journal | 

| 
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: People missed through their absence or otherwise who should be looked 

uw later: 

: Stewart,Mrs.John B, 1245 -- 37th St. Bes Moines Pres., Audubon Society 

t Thornburg, Mark Capitol _ Bes Moines State Secty. of Agriculture 

g Sounders, ¥m.B.G, Des Meines Charge, Board of Conserva- 
tion 

Bennett, alter 309 Warnock Bldg. Sioux City Pres., Sioux City Bird Club 

e lichty, Burr C, Smith-Lichty Advisory Board, Fish and i 
2 Hillmen Co. Waterloo Game Dept. 
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DIGES? OF BIEWNIAL REPORT (Unpublished as yet) 

Two Years ending June 30, 2928 

(A) Expenditures 

Salaries (Position) (Present ~ 1926) (Recommended - 1929-30 yr.) 

1 State Game Warden 3,000 3,300 «=, B Albert 

3 Assistants 1,600 1,800 

1 Secty. 1,800 2,100 = T.-C. Rhoads | 

1 Fish Culturist x 2,000 38. P. Baur 

Deputy Wardens 50,000 66,000 | 

foetal 61,000 $8,000 | 

Expenses 162,000 202,000 | 

Improvements & Lands 19,000 22,000 

TOTAL EXP. 181,000 224,000 

Resident licenses 209,000 175,000 (Sold 1928: 164,647) | 

Non-Res. Bunting 3,600 3,700 (Sold 1928: 363 ) | 

Won-Res. Fishing 4,000 4,200 (Sold 1927: 1,304) | 

Net and Seine 4, 300 5,000 

Game Breeders 2,000 1,800 | 

Clomming 2,300 2,800 a nee - 

Fish Market 1,000 1,100 

Sale rough fish 8,000. 20,000 

Geme Parm Sales 180 5 

Confiseated property 2,700 500 i 

Warden fees 2,300 2,000 

. Collection permits 86 90 | 

i Miscellaneous 360 joo



Prosecutions - - (Total fines $28,000; Costs $6,000) i 
Arrests 1, key 
Convictions 4 1,331 (+ 166,000 licenses = 1:80) 
Dismissed 107 
Acquitted 5 
Suspended or remitted 124 
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Digest of “fhe Wasting Heritage of the Nation" 

. H.B.Bennett, Bureau of Chemistry & Soils 

(Seientifie Monthly) 
(dug. 1928) 

Page 

102. 90,000 acres of good farm land destroyed in 1 Piedmont County. If 
that much land were destroyed by a foreign invader, billions would 
be spent in defensive operations. 

: 103. 70,000 acres of former rich soil destroyed in 1 cosstal plein county. 

: 103. In “brown loom belt" enst of Mississippi from Baten Rouge north and 
' up the Missouri, 10- 30,000 acres loss per county is not uncommon. 

a 105. Dr. B.N. Lowe, state geologist of Mississippi, says 40 years ago large 
° doats come up the Coldwater River to Coldwater to load cotton. River 
is now entirely choked with sandbars. 
ins 
E 106, In Dlack belt of Texas up to 13.5% of one County has been spoiled by 

is exposure of the underlying chalk end marl. 
ie 
F 107. In N.B. Kansas an average of 6" of silt loom has been washed off the 
| uplands. Finest possible whest and corn lend, One valley was found 
F to have lost from 8" - 40" of soil over 86% of ite upland area since 
ie clearing 40 years ago. Gullies in these uplands advancing 150' per 
s} year, Some 75' deep. Upslope instead of contour ploughing accelerates 
i this erosion. 

i lll. —s- Detritus washed inte an orange orchard cost $1,100 per sere to remove. 

” 13. $2,000,000,000 is estimated value of the plant food washed from the 
U.S. yearly. This is based on the chemicel equivalent in commercial 
fertilizer. Of this 200,000,000 is a tangible present cash loss to 
farmers. Plant nutrients washed out would weigh 126 billion pounds. 

114, 513 million tons of suspended matter and 270 million tons of dissolved 
metter discharged yearly by American Rivers. 

15. At Missouri Experiment Station, 41 tons soil per acre lost per year 
on 2 moderate slope ploughed 4" deep. From a matched area in blue- 
grass only .3 ton per year per acre lest. 68% and 28% of rainfall 
absorbed on 2 areas revpectively. A 7-inch layer of soil would be 
removed from the ploughed area in 24 years and from the grassed area 
in 3547 years. 

115. In Texas 41 toms soil removed from an acre per year with only 2% slope. 
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116, Writer owns cotton lend thet now taker 6 ~ 800 # fertilizer to raise 
same cotton crop as formerly produced with 2 - 300%. 

117. Plent food removed by erosion 21 times as great as removed by crops. 

i21. 500,000 acres terraced in Texas in 1927. Federal Land Bank, Houston, 
Texas, has a terrace expert and will uot loan money on unterraced 
farms. 

122, Lend still being cleared in So. Appalachians where farmers know not 
over 3 crops es be raised before soil washes away. 

HOTR: Game and Sil conservation require the same thing throughout 
the cornbelt, the Great Plains, and the Southwest, namely, 
revegetation of drainage channels. 

Terraces, to the extent that they can be grassed instead of 
ploughed, would be ideal game coverts, 
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INSTRUCTIONS & 
! FOR a 
i HANDLING AND SETTING PHEASANT EGGS Je 

Rnglish Ring Neck Pheasant eges are sent out by the State Fish & Game a 
Department, free of charge, with the understanding that the best possible care 
will be taken of them and that all the young birds will be liberated in covers 
adapted to them as soon as they are able to care for themselves, and that you 5 
will do your utmost to protect them at all tiges. 5 

These instructions, if closely followed, will enable you te properly 
teke care of the eggs and young birds. 

3 
As soon as the eggs are received, they should be turned and put in a 

cool place, such as an ordinary cellar, until you are ready to set then. They 
should be set at the earliest possible time. ; 

They should be set under on ordinary good setting hen, preferably one a 
light in weight. The mumber of eggs to set under one hen would depend on the § 
size of the hen; of course you must use your own judgnent as to the nusber 
which she could safely cover. 

The setting hen's nest should be placed so as to secure a proper circu- 
lation of fresh air and to best facilitate the handling of the hen. THE NEST 
sHOULD BR MADE UPON THE GROUND. It is a good method to build a crater-shaped = 
pound of earth which will raise the nest several inches above the surrounding 
ground, and in the hollow of this mound a rude nest, just such as is built by 
our prairie-chtcken and quail, can easily be made and lined with fine hay, using — 
cere that this nest is of sufficient size and as flat as possible in the bottom, — 
There should be no difficulty in forming a rough setting coop. Any ordinary box — 
without a bottom can be used for this purpose and a small covered runway should 
be attached to this box so as to permit the hen to leave the nest occasionally d 
and at the same time prevent her from straying. This runway can be constructed 
of slats, wire netting or anything handy which your judgnent will tell you is 
suitable. 

If the hen is set in the ordinary open box and at liberty to go or come 
as she chooses, she is sometimes apt to stay off the nest so long in search of 
food as te allow the eggs te cool too much, or she is apt not te leave the eggs ’ 
for days, so that they do not receive the proper ventilation and do not hatch 
Well, 

At least once every other dey the hen should be removed from her nest and 
the eges should be carefully rolled around so that each egg will have changed 
ite position, Some hens turn the eggs more or less themselves when settling back 
won the nest, but not always, and, if this is not done, the ewbryo is liable to 
become attached to the shell co that the young chick will die before it can 
successfully emerge. 
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4 If, during the operation of rolling the eggs, it is noticed that the 
nest has become packed down hard and it is not of good shape, you should re-' 
move the eggs to one side and re-form it. When this is done and the nest 
is again in shape, the eggs should once more be carefully placed and the hen | 
allowed to go back without delay. ; 

Another point which should be attended to (and this is, in fact, of , 
very great importance) is the dusting of the hen at least three times during 
the setting period, with some good lice powder. Most hens are lousy, and 
it is of course necessary to get rid of the lice before the young birds are 3 
hatched, If this is not done, the lice will crawl from the hen onto the 
young birds and breed in such quantities as to destroy the pheasant chick 
within a very few days. 

Feed the setting hen only what she will pick up clean, and feed very 
sparingly. She must be provided also with fresh water throughout the setting 
period, 

English Ring Neck Pheasant eggs will hatch in twenty-three to twenty- : 
four deys and from the twenty-second day after setting, that is, one or two 

days before the hatch is due to come off, the setting hem must not be disturbed 
beyond what is absolutely necessary. 

When the pheasants are about twenty-four hours old, remove the setting 
hen and the young birds to the ground on which you intend to rear them. 

A suitable coop can easily be provided so that you can either allow the 
hen to run with her brood from the start or so that you can shut up the hen 
and leave the pheasants run, as you may see fit. This coop should be placed 

, in some grassy, sumny location, and should be placed in position two or three 
days before the young brood of pheasants are to use it, so as to dry the ground 
underneath it to some extent. Young pheasants should always have « dry place 
to roosé in at night, as dampness at this age is very injurious to them and 
is a condition which is very apt to breed disease. Hence you should not use a 

wooden floor for these coops. 
Young pheasants need not be fed until they are about twenty-four hours 

old, as the yolk which is absorbed into the body provides sustenance for this 
period, The first feed which they should have is a custard composed of milk 
and beaten eges. This custard should be made by beating thoroughly in a dish 
of some sort two eggs, afterwards adding half an ordinary sized cup of fresh, 
sweet milk; this mixture should be beaten again thoroughly and then boiled in 
a double boiler until the whole is of a consistency of ordinary custard. x 

When feeding this, take a small proportion of the custard and throw it 
sharply on the ground, so as to separate it inte small particles. This should 

be fed at least four times a day at the start, or even more if the season is 
wet and there is a deficiency of natural food, 

The custard should be made perfectly fresh each day, and in extremely 
hot weather should be made twice a day, as it is very apt té sour, and sour 
feed of any kind is very injurious to them. 

If you do not care to go to the trouble of making the above custard, 
your young pheasants will do very well on a food of finely-grated hard-boiled 
eggs. 

Ge .



The custard or finely-grated hard-boiled eggs should be fed for a few 
dsye; after that mix into either the custard or hard-boiled eggs (whichever 
you decide to use) either grated biscuit meal or bread crumbs slightly moisten- — 
ed -- preferably with milk -- but NOT WET. After the phensants are three to q 
four days old they may be fed only three times a day. This mixture can be . 
fed te them until they are about ten days old. After that it should be fed 4 
only once a day, preferably at noon, and slightly moistened finely-cracked i 
er ground grains fed mornings and evenings. When the pheasants are three or 2 
oe ee eee ‘ 
etc., twice a . 

The proper smount of food for young birds is a matter of judgment to | 
some extent. Do not give them more than they will pick up clean. It is better 
to keep them a little hungry then it is te ovér-feed them. 

| )
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a (A) DESCRIPTION 

Michigan may be divided into three life-zones or belts 

(see map): 

‘eres Miles Cant 
fhe Agricultural Belt 15 23,000 41 
fhe Transition Belt 4 6,000 10 
The Forest Belt 18 28,000 49 . 

“37 s«8Y,000 100 
Broadly speaking, the game productivity of the agri- — 

cultural belt is limited by cover and winter feed. — \ 

Che wodlets are usually poor cover because they are a 

pastured. They are seldom burned. > 

e Pag Com Seance cover varies but is usually deficient. 

Near the automobile towns the poorer lanis are peing abandoned 

and furnish “old field" cover. > 

@ne eke. vee is mt usually either burned or cut 

for hay, but swales are absent from some regions, and have 

_ | also shrunk fro ge. 

Bel es the productivity of the transition 

: belt is limited by winter feed. There is often not enough 

: ’ grain for small game. 

In the forest belt the ruffed grouse productivity 

is eyclic for reasons as yet imperfectly known. Deer pro- 

ductivity is limited in places by winter feed (yarding grouni) 

and predators. 

Throughout the transition and forest belts, both the 

present and potential distribution and productivity of game 

tn



is determined by the nature and distribution of soil types. 

The soil varies from the “sugar sani" of the Jack Pine 

plains to heavy clay originally bearing hardwoods but now 

farmed wherever sufficiently level. 
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(B) AlvAaLYsis 

1. fhe Game Situation in Michigan. 

Summary of Conclusions: (a) Small Game 

Ruffed Grouse seem to be climbing out of a long and 

severe but patchy shortage. They will probably regain cyclic 

abundance in the tome 

Pheasants are firmly established in the agricultural 

belt. They will further increase and will furnish permanent \ 

hunting. With winter feeding, the agricultural parts of the 

transition belt will support pheasants. 

Quail could be increased and opened to hunting in the 

agricultural belt if and—where furnished winter feed and covers 

Rabbitga are subject to cycles throughout the state. 

In the agricultural belt they would benefit by the cultural 

Measures proposed for pheasants and quail. 

Hungarian Partridge are encroaching from Ohio. ‘There 

is a probability of their becoming established in parts of 

the agricultural belt. 

Prairie Chickens (probably sharptail) were encroach- 

ing northwards in the forest belt but two wutiee Memscnsie 

a setback. They are probably cyclic. Their future is hard 

to predict. 

Woodeock are low and stationary. 

Waterfowl and Jacksnipe, while not especially inves- 

tigated, seem to be stationary or losing ground slowly. 

die



(b) Big Game | 

Deer and bear sre on the increase throughout the 

forest belt and will fu®nish permanent hunting. 

F ie
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: PHEASANTS a 

The agricultural belt is not yet all stocked but the \ 

fact that the birds are spreading under a 5-day open season 

is sufficient evidence that they are firmly established. 

They are most abundant where ditch banks and bushy 

swales furnish yearlong cover. The growing custom of fallow- 

ing with sweet clover also furnishes cover when left uncut. é 

The most significant fact discovered during the sur~ 

vey is that (in the Saginaw valley at least) the birds from 

several sections may congregate in a single swale in winter. 

This indicates that: (a) a single feeding station would serve 

a large territory; (b) winter gover is the limiting factor; 

. (c) a system of small local refuges is feasible. Apparently 

these same swales serve as A refuge from hunters. 

There is a considerable loss of hayfield nests. Ap- 

parently the first hay crop is ready to cut early in July at 

which time many hens are still setting. 

There have been attempts to establish pheasants on 

: deer clubs and elsewhere in the forest belt. These have all 

‘failed expept where very expensive feed-patches, feeding ste- 

tions, end vermin control are offered. 

Parts of the transition belt, however, can be count- 

ed upon. There is a thriving crop near Traverse City and 

Petoskey. This is exceptionally good land (former hardwood 

forest) offering coniferous swamps adjacent to farms, and has 

a milder climate then the interior, as evidenced by its com- 

‘ Mercial Cherry orchards, 
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| Damage 
There is widespread complaint of pheasant damage to 

sprouting corn and peas, ripe tomatoes and fruit, and corn in 

the shock, and ample evidence to prove that such damage occurs 

at some times and places. On the other hand of 40 birds mounted 

after last fall's hunting season by Wm. Grant, a taxidermist in 

venour.” aay tres contained corn. Of course the worst corn 

damage is in spring. : 

Many sportsmen deny that there is damage, but they lack 

evidence to support their contention, 

There is also complaint that pheasants interfere with 

ruffed grouse and poultry. Dr. Pirmie, ornithologist for the 

Game Division, has a photograph of pheasant eggs in a grouse 

: nest. This “cowbirding" of pheasant eggs is of course preva- 

lent in European partridge nests. Fortunately the opportunities .- 

for contact between pheasants and ruffed grouse would seem to 

| be rather limited. 

In view of its growing importance as a game bird, it would 

seem to be advisable to encourage a really thorough investigation 

of the relation ot Ping-neckea pheasant, to agricultural crops, 

agricultural pests, and indigenous game. Such an investigation 

should be national in scope because there is much evidence of lo- 

cal variations in habits.(Thus grapes are damaged in New york 

but not in Michigan.) The pheasant question might easily grow | 

into a"war of the ink pots". Thorough fact-finding is the best 

insurance against such a contingency. Probably the Biological | 
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Survey should direct and coordinate such a job, working through | 

competent local institutions with the cooperation of local 

sportsmen. The Granges should help sponsor the project. | 

Egg Distribution 

The Game Division is distributing 20,000 eggs per year 

to groups of farmers. The distribution is safe-guarded with ex-. 

ceptional care and an excellent booklet of instructions goes to 

each consignee.(See appendix) In spite of these precautions, of 

eight farmers I visited with Mr. Lovejoy, only one had hatched 

Ogg8s awd were still being brooded. The other five settings 

had been broken up by cats, skunks, etc. Consequently I am in- 

clined to believe that as far as spreading the birds goes, a 

@ dollar spent on promoting refuges Cah aatas feed would be more 

effective than if spent on egg-distribution. This omits considera- 

tion of the educational value of the eggs,especially with children. 

State Game Farm. | ; 

‘Smear Mason, southwest of Lansing. Donald senna charge. 

About 30,000 eggs per year are produced. About 10,000 are 

hatched and distributed as 12-week birds; 20,000 are dis- 

tributed as eggs. she 49 Giocl tec. 

oY paxry Jos of ,12-week binds 5, aa hindi tered normal (i.e. 
about 6,000, are turned down). The cost per bird turned down is 

not accurately known but is said to be about $3.00. | 

Lovejoy is considering the advisability of withholding 

turning down cocks until after hunting season in order to dis- 

Sourage applicants who want something to shoot rather than 

breeding stock. a“ |



quan 3 
Status 

In southern Michigan, as elsewhere, quail became very 

abundant during the eza of crude agriculture (1875-1890), de- 

creasing progressively with the intensification of agricul- 

tural methods, This is merely another way of saying that 

cover is the limiting factor. 

In addition, quail are wiped out from time to time 

by Severe winter storms, Mershon records such decimations 

about 1864 end about 1884, Another seems to have occurred 

about 1921. 

Quail are now plentiful in the agricultural belt 

‘ but closed. 

Prospects 

Some sportsmen advocate re-opening ‘the season. It 

seems to me that any blanket re-opening would be an error. 

The Audubon elements would oppose it and with some reason. 

On the other hand, they might readily acquiesce in an ex- 

periment to see whether or not the closed season is the 

most effective available device for increasing quail. 

Proposed Experiment 

The experiment should be sponsored by the sportsmen, 

the Audubon Society, the Agricultural College, and the Con~ 

servation Department, cooperating with a group of farmers 

owning 8-10 sections of, typical quail country. 

A census satin of the existing coveys. 
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The area should then be divided in two matched : 

parts. On one part the closed season, adequately enforced, 

should continue. 

On the other part restoration of cover and winter 

| feeding should be combined with regular shooting by author- 

ized state officers. At the end of 3-5 years, census re- 

turns would show which system resulted in the more birds, 

If the shot part had the more birds, the legislature 

' would doubtless authorize the Commission to open the season 

on any specific areas ready to practice the same kind of 

, Management. : 

During the experiment accurate data should be kept 

: on stocking, yields, methods, and costs, imcluding the per- 

centage of tillable land qnewif ions, for ecoverts and the 

| Gime and materials used in maintaining feeding stations. 

It would be desirable if an intensive life history stuly, 

/ ash os Stoddard has eoniueted in Georgia, could be simal- 

“ taneously conducted. 
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RUFFED GROUSE 

Status 
No attempt will be made to repeat in this report the 

general situation already deseribed in the publications of 

the Grouse Investigation. 

Grouse are still scarce and closed, although there 

are local evidences of recovery, especially in the Lower 

Peninsula. 

As in New York and Wisconsin, the stringency and 

uniformity of the shortage seems to have decreased southward. 

The last year of abundance differed in different 

localities. On the Au Sable it was 1921; near Traverse City, 

4 it was 1925; near Negaunee, 1924. 

There was & previous shortage, at least on the Au 

Sable, about 1917. The disquieting thing is not that there 

is now a shortage, but that it should last so long. On the 

4u Sable the shortage is in its seventh year. 

Prospects 

I doubt whether the control of grouse cycles is as 

yet within the horizon of the foreseeable future. MNeverthe- 

less, in my opinion the grouse investigation should be pushed 

with all possible vigor. It is barely begun. If we learn 

enough, we can at least administer grouse intelligently even 

if we cannot control them. : ‘ 

Dr. A. E. Gross, of the New England Grouse Tnvesti- 

gation, is now working at the University Biological Station 

at Douglas Ieke. His recent findings on grouse foods de 

elle Kony ; A



worth many times the cost of the work, regardless of pros- 

pects for control of diseases. 

There is talk about "substitutes" for grouse. The 

Northern Michigan Sportsmen's Association is considering 

the introduction Blackcoeck and Capercailzie.- In my 

opinion oars be an already too complex situation. 

Pheasants are no "substitute" for grouse. No matter 

how successful pheasants are, the fact remains that/over 

half of Michigan remains unproductive of small game without 
grouse.) : 

Foods 
There is an almost universal belief among Michigan 

sportsmen that clover is important to grouse. Refuges, the 

soil of which will not bear clover, cane. Vetch, \, 

clover, and buckwheat nine A with a view to. 

encouraging grouse. Yet Dr. Gross's food analyses (made N 

by the Biological Survey) show a negligible proportion en : 

Clover. His birds were nearly all killed in fall. has 
. 1 \ 
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DEER AND BEAR | 
Status 

Deer ani bear are increasing in the forest belt and 

deer are encroaching on the transition belt, especially in 

the vicinity of refuges. 

With the possible exception of pheasmts, the future 

success of deer management comes nearer being assured than 

the future of any other species of Michigan game. 

The most serious threatening factor is the eneroach- 

ment of cuttings and fire on winter yarding grounds (see be- 

low). : 

, Kill ana Stocking 

; j With the exception of certain closed counties, bueks 

: are open yearly ‘trom November 15 to November 30. The annuel 

legal kill is not known. An estimate,arrived at by arbi tiar- 

‘diy raising the returns from a questionnaire sent to deer » 

licensees, indicates 20,000 bucks killed on 15 million ecres, 

/ or one buek per 750 acres, or about 1¢ bucks per sections 

‘ | Tham yield, 4¢ correct, is very high. Whatever the xill,. 

| there is no general evidence of overkilling. There is only 

. the normal anti-buck-law agitation. . 

: The rates of stocking are not knom. Lovejoy esti- 

“mates from track counts crossing refuge fire lines that:



The average of fair deer country runs 
less than 5 per squaie mile 

Satisfactory hunting country runs = * * * 

Good hunting country runs » * " 

Game preserves or other country under 
special protection runs 15 C* ” " 

These rates probably refer to large blocks of the 

million-acre size class. If correct, they indicate an aver- 

age kill factor of about 1 to 8, which is exeeedingly high. 

I am inclined to think the legal kill is a little over- 

estimated or the stocking a little under-estimated. 

I wish to emphasize that these figures are estim tes, 

not proven facts. 

The illegal kill (does plus out-of-season kill) may 

Ws arounl 10 pox cont. This is a pure estimate aud on th. 
Concentration of Hunters : 

In a heavily hunted section around Sharon, Warden 

Peterson counted camps and cars end estimated 300 hunters on 

four townships. This is two per section, a concentration so 

high as to affect the recreational value and safety of the 

/ Sport. It suggests that regulation of hunting in point of 

cs ! time as well as in point of place may become a necessity. 

a | Peterson found 8 abandoned does on this area after 

| the season closed as a result of careful search made by 

_ “ following fox tracks to carcasses. If we assume that the | 

, kill was 300 5 = 60 bucks, it indicates a possible ratio 

: of about 1 illegal doe to 8 legal bucks. This would not be 

& serious loss as compared with legal doe killing. 
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Hunters' Reports : 3 

Statisties on the amount and distribution of the 

kill are essential to good deer management. On the other 

hand, statistics good enough to be used with confidence are 

exceedingly hard to get, as Michigan's past experience with 

questionnaires amply demonstrates. I am beginning to believe 

that good statisties on a state-wide seale are obtainable 

only by a combination of: 

(1) Compulsory hunters’ reports; falsification or 

failure to report to be cause for non-renewal of license, 

Reports to show location and number of points. 

(2) Inspection of camps (as in Pennsylvania and New 

Mexico). 

(3) Check-in and check-out of hunters at points of 

ingress and egress. 

Deer Yaris 

Deer do not have to yard in the transition belt. 

There have been some winter losses on waka 7 

sinieneia GE seakiieeass , The cuttings act as bait to hold the 

deer on a food supply which suddenly gives out as the cuttings 

normally cease in February. 

As a result there is a strong popular agitation for 

state acquisition of yards. The public does not realize, how- 

ever, that the facts on which to base an intelligent-acquisition 

policy do not yet exist (see Research). meg want cotion, yet 

aunt they will be the first to complain if five years from now 

-15-



the action is found to have been partly wrong. This situa- 

tion is a striking example of why the process of fact-finding 

should precede rather than follow the development of crises. 

This is merely another way of saying that the conservation 

movement does not yet appreciate the necessity for game re- 

Search, and that research is one of the keys to harmony be- 

tween the administration of game and the popular demand for 

game conservation. 

Lovejoy, last winter, organized a field crew to be- XX 

gin a deer-yard survey. iar ae variation as ‘ 

between yards with respect to vegetative types, intensity & 

of browsing, deer per section, predator damage, and danger \ 

of invasion by cuttings or fire. About a third of the Upper 

Peninsula yards surveyed were found in need of attention of 

one kind or another, : 

One encouraging indication is that a good yard will : 

Serve a large territory and that few are over-grazed. 

One discouraging indication is that deer are not 

adaptable in their yarding habits. It is difficult to move 

them from a spoilt yard to a nearby good one. 

I think it probable that in the course of time end 

with due skill, deer can be wintered in territory now unused 

by establishing pine plantations at strategic points. <a 

ST
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The yarding problem is inter-state and closely inter- 

neshed with forestry problems. It is, therefore, a proper 

subject for McSweeney Bill research. Such a project should 

cover not only yards but also food habits and forest rela- 

tions throughout the year. : 

Predators 

I have no clear conclusion as to just how important 

a factor predators are in the productivity of Michigan deer, 

or how efficient the present state trapper systemis. It 

is clear that coyotes are spreading and wolves shrinking. 

Since deer are doing well it did not seem necessary to take 

the time to analyze this factor. 

Bear 

Bear are generally reported as increasing due to \ 

the open season being restricted to the deer season. Bear a 

are a recreational resource of high potential value. Ex~- 

cept in farming districts they are an unmixed asset. There 

is unlimited cover and feed. There is some complaint that t 

bear are demned-up by deer season, and that the present - \ 

seagpn is in effect closed yearlong. This could be remedied \ RK 

by extending the open period to some date early in spring, 

as is now done in some states and Canadian provinces. This 

Would avoid allowing bear to be used as a stalking-horse for : 

deer “sooners." 
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RABBITS 

j Status put 
: The snowshoe extends south to the swamps in the 

. transition belt and the cottontail north with the farms in- 

to the forest belt. 

b The rabbit cycles do not seem to synchronize as be- 

tween localities. Rabbits are now reportei high in the mid- 

' lands and near Negaunee, and low near Traverse City, although 

they were high at Traverse City in 1922 and low in the mid- 

: lands in 1925. ; 

Enormous yields are obtained from winter concen- 

tration areas. Thus on a new burn in the midlands in 1987, 

| 100 sottontails were taken in one day on 1$ sections. On 

the Higgins lake Forest, ____ snowshoes were taken in one 

winter. Oren 0 single iturty of pine plenbetdese 
| Rabbits need no special attention. In the agri- 

| cultural belt, they would benefit by more winter cover and 

| feed, but the way to get this is through quail and pheasant 

| management. : 

| Fortunately, there is no material damage to pine 

| plantations from snowshoes. Why this should be when the 
| problem is gcute in Minnesota is a mystery. 

The need for educating sportsmen to some appreciation . 

of the biological complexity of game problems is illustrated 

by a recent popular agitation to import rabbit stock from 

the west. Using gasoline to light a fire is by comparison ~ 

& conservative procedure, <— - 2.



PRAIRIE CHICKEN 
Status 

Chickens appear to have had an upward trend as to 

both abundance and range until about 1926, when a sudden 

shrinkage took place. 

There is a 5-day open season, but the birds do not 

seem to be heavily miele Soa eas with a 

few coveys brings dozens of hunters from a 100-mile radi us. 

fhe chickens of the northern peninsula are probably 

sharptails. | 

Factors of Productivity 

What determines the crop of chickens is an even 

greater enigma than what determines ruffed grouse. ‘The eyelie 

behavior, of course, indicates disease, but no serious re- 

search laa”beon undertaken. 

fhere are large areas of drained and burned land in 

the transition and forest belts of all three lake States, 

suitable for chickens but not yet proven capable of producing 

pheasants. Farming has been so unsuccessful on these lands 

as to — | eae at least doubtful. Large-scale state 

ownership, for reforestation or public shooting a” a distinet 

possibility. om—these-ereasr- Where drained the ~— 

obtainable te Where undrained they, can be 

pought for low prices. 

These facts, taken in conjunction with the high 

/ sporting value of the chicken, indicate the advisability of 
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a thorough research project, combining the general.idea of. 

the Quail Investigation and the Ruffed Grouse Investigation. 

Research facilities lie ready-to-hand. In Michigan 

Dr. Geo. R. LaRue is said to be an especially competent 

parasitologist. He is anxious to be of service to game con- 

servation. Practical field men of the Stoddard type sean to 

be scarcer than scientific men. Both would be necessary in 

a project of the kind proposed. 
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WATERFOWL 

Only incidental attention was given this subject. 

Some of the best waterfowl areas are indicated on 

the map. 

In general, the southern peninsula lakes are superior 

to those of the northern peninsula. This is said to be be- 

cause of the marl bottom prevalent in the north. 

A considerable number of duckfeed surveys of lakes 

were made by MeAtee, Metealf, Uhler, ani Manning in 1919- 

1924. Dr. Pirmie of the Conservation Department is now start- 

ing to carry this work further. 

Lead poisoning is causing considerable losses on 

Houghton Lake. 

There has been a radical relative inerease in black 

as against greenhead mallards. 

_ The recession of water levels in the Great lakes is 

said to have dried up large areas of valuable shore marsh. 

Now that the level is again going up, the question of extend- 

ing the regulatory powers of the state to improve conditions 

on relicted lanis (shore marshes lying between the original 

meander survey and the line of navigability) will doubtless 

be raised. Club interests originally passed a special stat- 

ute exempting these relictions from the Department's authority 

to create refuges, shooting grounds, etc. 

I 444 not learn of any notably suscessful waterfowl = 

refuges, public or private, in Michigan, im-spite of the 

e proximity a Miner's demonstration. as 
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Many seemingly good small inland marshes are devoid 

of breeding birds. This may be due to the extermination of 

local breeding stocks. It would seem to be possible to re- 

establish such stocks by letting pinioned black ducks nest 

and releasing the te the flight. gee! young igh nie 

Jacksnipe seem to be holding up somewhat better ‘than 

in Wisconsin. 

7 
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2. Land and Shooting Privileges in Michigan. = 

Summary of Conclusions 

The Horton Law (enacted 1929) substantially makes 

all private land posted land. It prohibits hunting (on 

enclosed or cultivated land; without permission. 

It is not yet customary for owners to enforee the 

Horton Law in the forest belt. 

In the agricultural belt the Horten Law seems to 

have retarded the spread of "no hunting" biniins’ tnt ism * 

perceptible growth of upland game simne bat Gone tendency 

to charge by the day for pheasant hunting. 

é There has been a rapid growth of large private clubs 

in the forest belt, particularly in the upper peninsula. 

This is being accompanied by a rapid growth of large public 

shooting grounds (State Game Preserves and State and Nation- 

al Forests). 

There is an extraordinary opportunity for public 

waterfowl shooting grounds and refuges in the state-owned 

lakeshore marshes. These are so far, however, exempted 

from the regulatory powers of the Commission. 

The public shooting issue underlies the entire field : 

of conservation politics. The anti-club elements contend 

that the owners should not post or commercialize publicly 

: stocked or protected lands or waters. In the case of trout 

streams this viewpoint has taken the form of a legal decision 

’ (The Gerhart case) declaring drivable streams public unless 
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declared private by the Commission for special reasons. 

The Conservation Department is far above average in 

its capacity to acquire lands economically and to administer 

them skillfully. 

The “Free Shooting" School 

Both the Igaak Walton League and the Northern Michi- 

gan Sportsmen's Association cling strongly to the idea of 

free shooting and fishing. The Gerhart case was sponsored 

by the League. The Horton Law may be regarded as the land- 

owners’ rebuttal to this school of thought. . 

Mr. Peter Trudell, president and leader of the N.M. 

S.A, told me that he took no exception to the posting of 

farmed land, provided the owner did not shoot the land him- 

self. He did object to the owner shooting or selling the 

shovting on posted vasa Res echak, public had furnished and 

‘ protected thelstook (he had pheasants in mind). 

The posting and clubbing of wild land, however, he 

placed in a different catagory. He thinks the Northern Penin- 

sula clubs benefit the surrounding deer range, but points out 

that the clubs “need no defenders" whereas the public does. 

He is strong for an immediate state bond issue to buy refuges 

and public shooting grounds. He had not seen the refuge sys- 

tem already started in the Southern Peninsula, nor was he con- 

scious of its excellence. 

Basically, the attitude exemplified by Mr. Trudell goes 

back to the old European doctrine of prescriptive rights. 
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Mr. H. A. Savage, president of the I. W. L. As, aia q 

not give me a connected account of his attitude on the land 

question, but other officers of the League gave me the same 

arguments as Mr, Trudell. 

shooting Clubs 

In addition to Club members, who naturally lean to- 

the COQ deo 
ward this—schoot-cfthought, the Upper Peninsula Development 

Bureau is a strong and able proponent of }Q@e Clubsiées, This 

is financed principally by lumber companies interested in 

disposing of cutovers. The lumbermen have not yet caught the 

idea that by slightly modifying their methods of cutting, 

especially of deer-yard swamps, the game productive capacity 

and hence the value of cutovers can be increased, ‘The North- 

woods Club, for instance, have no ee pd jeege. 

propery: The deer all have to go many miles north, Uniess 

Ontos can_ develop oye this constitutes a basic weakness in 

their sath enterprise. 

Prese—Club properties seem to be acquired at prices 

ranging from $1.00 to $2.60 per acre. : 

"he map (see Appendix)shows aiagramatically the re- 

lation of clubs to publicly owned shooting grounds in the 

Northern Peninsula. 

I aid not determine just what cuitural measures were 

being undertaken by Clubs except in one case. Mr. Prank 

spear of the Northwoods Club cited: (1) A hatehery (2) 1/3 

of area in refuge (3) small plantations (4) a fire tower and 
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guard (5) some coyote trapping (6) one food patch (7) will 3 

attempt to start a deer yard with hay. 

This indicates the expenditure of ample energy and 4 

funds. Just how skillfully the measures are executed may be 

another matter. There would seem to be room for a good 

technical consultant in this field. i 

The Turtle Lake Club, an old institution, is credited 4 

even by members of the opposite school with having saved ; 

the deer of the Lower Peninsula during the shortage of sever- 

al decades ago. 5 

Farmers 

There are reports of some farmers collecting from 

$1.00 to $5.00 per day from hunters during the last pheasant 4 

season. There is no general trend, however, toward the sale ‘4 

of shooting. One farmer(who was hatching pheasant eggs) im- i | 

lied that there might be a kind of moral turpitude in 20 cllanginge 

(re Ran think he considered it a matter of hospitality 

rather than business. This attitude may persist for a long 

time unless the sportsman himself urges the sale of shooting 

as a means of getting cultural measures applied. 

Discussion bre ee ee oe : 

The respective merits of the' te schools of thought ; 

would seem to depend on the nature of the things which need 

to be done in order to produce a game crop. 

Where the needful things can be done by a public 

agency, the free-shooting argument is tenable. i 
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Where the needful things must be done by a private 

omer, the free-shooting argument is umtenable. | 

Fish crops are largely a matter of rearing ponds, 

stocking, and regulation of time, place, and method. The 

public can do these things. Public streams are to this ex- 

tent a possibility. 

Deer crops in Michigan sre a matter of refuges, pre- 

dator control, and yarding areas. The state is doing the 

first two and is going to try the third. Brosdily speaking, 

there is no reason to doubt that it will succeed, but much 

reason to doubt whether it can do enough of them to cover the 

whole state, The trend toward the simultaneous development 

of public and private areas would, therefore, seem healthy 

and normal. If we ever learn how to produce crops of 

ruffed grouse it will fit in nicely with the present dual 

trend in sentgpl of Betis privilegesi~~ AAs. Print tole 

Ow Maid end pheasant crops in Michigan are a matter 

of restoration of coverts, small vermin control, and winter 

feeding. Some t#Llable and may have to be put in coverts 

where waste land is lacking. p aner things are on their very 

face impossible of execution by state agencies. Who furnishes 

the original stock of birds is of small consequence compared 

with who tends the coverts, kills the cats, and operates the 

feeding stations. In the agricultural belt, therefore, the 

free shooting argument would seem to be untenable as a main 

dependence in the long run. This need not preclude public 
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attempts to perform or pay for the performance of these op- 

erations on farm shootings leased for public use, but that 

such public areas will ever occupy © lerge proportion of the 

: agricultural belt seems improbeble. 

Land Acquisition | 

The development of state refuges and public shooting 

grounds is somewhat jeopardized by 2 legal question as to 

4 the state's right to dedicate to its om use lands reverted 

for tax delinquency without compensating the county and tow- aa 

ship for their alleged equity in such reversions, The pre- 

: sent refuges, shooting grounds, and forests have been largely > 

built up by the skillful blocking up of such reversions through : 

exchange with private omers, The present happy balance be- 4 

tween public and privete grounds, would be badly upset by an 

unfavorable court decision on this issue. 
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3. The Michigan Hunting Public. 

‘Summary of Conclusions 

Sportsmen's organizations are large, numerous, and 

locally powerful, but they lack outstanding leadership. 

They are stronger at the bottom than at the top; ’ 

some contain a material proportion of farmers (a rare accom- 

plishment). 

Even the strongest tend too much to function as 

parties, i.e. they tend to represent a particular element 

or region or interest rather than to unite various elements 

behind a common state program, 

The sportsmen's organizations are not yet normally 

receptive to the technical viewpoint, and lack an adequate ap- 

preciation of the function and need of research as a means ; 

of producing a permanent game supply. Spertinen and techni- 

cians hold themselves mutually aloof. They talk to each 

other, as it were, across a fence. 

4s is usual under such conditions, much of the avail- 

able energy of the sportsmen's movement goes into i11-chosen 

disputes and minor legislative tinkering. 

These faults reduce the immediate utility but not the 

potential strength of the public conservation movement. The 

existence of these faults should not obscure the basic fact 

that they are curable, or that there exists an intense and 

widespread public desire to do something and a willingness 

to pay for it. In the latter respect, Michigan compares 

favorably with the best organized states,
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Northern Michigan Sportsmen's Association 

fhe Northern Michigan Sportsmen's Association was 

organized in 1901. It constitutes a joint committee of a- 

bout 20 constituent clubs with a total membership of 3,000, 

The dues in these clubs are uniformly $1.00 and they make a 

special point of taking in farmers and certain rural groups re- 

presenting special nationalities. Of the $1.00 the central 

organization gets 35¢, The single annual meeting is tradi- 

tional for its good attendance. Considering the semi-pioneer 

conditions still existing in the Northern Peninsula, there 

may be @ question as to whether such an organization is not 

as well or better adapted to local conditions than the Izaak 

Walton League, especially if it could take in (or formulate 

& joint program with) the club elements. In actual fact 

their respective objectives are supplementary more than they 

are competetive. 

Izaak Walton League of America 

fhe Izaak Walton League is, with the exception of 

one chapter, confined to the Lower Peninsula. An organized 

extension campaign with a paid organizer (D.A.Sullivan) is 

now in progress. The objective is to raise the present 

membership of 6,000 to 20,000. When the campaign is com- 

pleted Sullivan is to be retained as a paid executive at a 

headquarters already established at Saginaw, 
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The strongest point I observed about the League was 

the existence of some active chapters composed entirely of 2 

farmers, Fairgrove, for instance, is merely a wide place 2 

in the road but supports a chapter of real vitality, in 

spite of the fact that most of the meetings so far have 

consisted of getting outside sbppkers of the oratorical 

type. 

Kiwanis 

: Kiwenis is notable for its successful"plant an 

acre" campaign, in which $6,000 was contributed and about 

3,000 acres planted to Norway pine on the Michigan National 

Forest. The Zoliowing card is self explanatory. . 

MICHIGAN DISTRICT ‘ 

KIWANIS INTERNATIONAL 1 

IN CONSIDERATION OF THE AGREEMENT OF THE U.S | 
FOREST SERVICE TO FURNISH THE LAND, ALL PLANTING 
STOCK, TOOLS, ETC. REQUIRED, DOING ALL THE WORK AND | : 
MAINTAINING A PERMANENT RECORD OF MY DONATION, 1 f 
HEREBY SUBSCRIBE THE SUM OF $.._______......... PAYABLE ON OR I 
BEFORE APRIL 15, 1928 FOR THE PURPOSE OF PLANTING.....____ 
ACRES @G $1.94 PER ACRE ON THE MICHIGAN NATIONAL FOREST, 
SAME TO BE KNOWN AS THE MICHIGAN KIWANIS FOREST. | 

Sabscbwnskensancsesceasaheecasep hae SUG RID. oes. aeons tee 

MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO H. MERTON CLARK, SECY. 

While this is forestry rather than game, it illustrates the 

| potency of a skillfully organized conservation idea. Harry 

Black, a forester of Flint, conceived and executed the plan.
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General ys 

With the exception of Kiwanis these public, organiza- 

tions are notable for the non-participation of technical and 

seientifiec men. With the exesption of Dr. Jom Lowe of Mar- 

quette, I met no technical, scientific, or administrative 

men active in sportsmen's organizations, and I encountered 

no organization which sought the participation of techni- 

cians. At least a part of the mutual non-understanding 

end support, and much of the reputation of the sporting or- 

ganizations for radical, unsound, and impracticable ideas y 

may be teid to this easily-remediable defect. 

This condition suggests that in any move made by 

the Institute to create more or better-trained men for game 

administration or game research, one of the qualifications 

of candidates should be a personal interest and skill in 

sportsmanship. 
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4, Michigan Game Administration 

Summary of Conclusions 

The Conservation Department is unsoundly organized 

in the following respects; 

(a) The Director is appointed by the Governor instead 

of the Commission, hence primary consideration is 

naturally given to political rather than technical 

qualifications, 

(b) The salaries of the Director and division chiefs are 

too low to compete successfully for high grade tech- 

nical leadership. . 

(c) The Commissioners do not have overlapping terms; 

hence, there is no assurance of continuity in con- 

servation policy. 

In spite of these handicaps the Department contains a tech- 

nical nucleus of extraordinary merit. The Land and Economic 

Survey, the State System of Forests, Game Refuges, and Pub- 

lie Hunting Grounds, and the Fire Control organization are 

expanding basic projects which score high even under the 

highest standards. 

The field personnel of these technical divisions is 

far above the average in state service. : 

The cooperative relations between the Department and 

the University as to game research are poor. They ought to 

be a model for other states because Michigan has the rare 
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combination of (1) a technically-minded game administration, ; 

(2) a strong State University and State Museum, (3) a School 

of Forestry and Conservation. ‘ : 

Public support of the state game administration is 

not what it should be, his must be aseribed to inadequate 

leadership in both the sportsmen's organizations and the 

Department, Both are basically strong and, therefore, 

should be more useful to each other. 

Lend and Economic Survey 

Sinee this project is deseribed on page 292 of the 

Biemial Report for 1925 = 1926, it seems necessary to point 

out only its general significance, namely, that it constitutes 

a systematic inventory of the state's idle land resources 

with a view to the coordinated development of economic and 

recreational uses of such land. 

Its significance to game is that it attacks the 

basic question of how to make game a sugplemental rather then 

_ @ competitive crop. 

Refuge System 

(See Bienniel Report, page 185) The Michigan Refuges 

follow the Pennsylvania plen in thet they are state-owned, 

they are surrounded by stete-owmed public shooting grounds, 

are marked by a wire, and have a resident keeper engeged in 

enforcement, food patches, vermin control, ete. 
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They are an improvement on the Pennsylvania plan 

(insofar as now known) in that each refuge is surrounded 

by a cleared fire line, and in that the refuge system is 

t®ending toward rather then away from integration with 

State and National Forests and forest policy. 

The State Park map in the appendix of this report 

shows the mek tls Standard refuge specifications, 

also Lovejoy's classification of refuge functions, appear 

in the appendix, 

The Land and Economic Survey data greatly facilitate 

the sound expansion of the refuge system, For instance: 

Michigen's experience has demonstrated the great impor- 

tance of chosing the right soil in locating a refuge. Soil 

ultimately determines vegetative types and hence game cover 

end food. It also determines possible food patches. The 

Izaak Walton League is making a valiant attempt to develop 

the Midlands Refuge at its ow expense as a demonstration 

area. This area was about to be culled by the state be- 

i cause only a part of it has soil heavy and limey enough to 

produce clover and other valuable game foods, Again: the 

Grand Rapids Izaak Walton League wants to introduce turkeys 

in certain serub-osk lends too poor to produce corn for 

food-patehes. The oak mast does not come yearly, hence soil 

quality seems to limit the feasibility of this otherwise 

admirable project. 
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(These instances are illustrative of an idea, but 

they are not intended as a personal judgment on the speci- 

fic merits of the refuges cited, The survey was too super- 

ficial to justify such a judgment of individual cases). 

_ The game division has thought out a sound and logical 

classification of vefiges by function. This classification is given 

in the Appendix (Lovejoy's letter of July 27). 
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Notes on H. M. Wights Report (umpublished) : 

Private Game Refuges of Michigan, 1923. i 

P. 37- Red fox "fighting a losing battle for survival", 

45. Adaptability of Refuges. Excellent Good 

Pheasant 24 20 
Bobwhite | a4 | 
Grouse q 31 g 
Prairie chicken 28 
Duck 9 ae 
Rabbit 31 22 
Fox Squirrel : 7 32 
Muskrat 4 14 

: 46. Gover. 62% of 212 pheasants Feb-May flushed from sedge 
marshes. Leave in April due to flooding, - go to upland 
weeds. Then stay on uplands till haying season when they 
again seek the marshes. Do not use woods except when hunted, ~ 

Quail. Pret pairing March 26, 

Ruffed Grouse “extremely rare" in Southern Michigan. 

Prairie Chicken. None seen. 

57. Cottontail. 42 species of food noted, 

59. Sige of refuges; half under 100 acres. 

69. Interest. 28 good, 23 red , 13 poor, uninhabited 21f, 
no supervision 10, undetermined 12. 

86. Burning not observed account of winter season. : 

Abundant Common Present or Not Present Poorly Adapted 

seis: pga. Ade sinihiniaiiiiaaiiias aeqeseiiaiidiioesiiaan 

Pheasant 9 Hf 8 12 18 
Bobwhite 7 1 13 1 
Prairie Chicken 0 0 7 65 % 
Grouse 0 ae 18 52 ay 
Cottontail 11 31 2 i) T 
Fox Squirrel 1 25 0 19 
Muskrat 1 9 46 16 35



3) Abundant or common cases mostly east of a line from a 
poaae through O'Brien County. x 

4 Prairie Chicken: Oakland, Ingham, Hillsdale, Kent, Allegan, Midland, a 
ssee, Washtenaw, Lenawee, and Jackson, Couhties. ; “hs 

4 Northern Part. 

2 pe 7 Crawford Co. out of pheasant range. * 

snide ’ 

: Refuge Study (real DB. Delkes 1928) 
3 Northville, Mich, Movi Twp. 563 acres. = 

; Pheasant, 35 - 40 birds wintered on 30 acre marsh, 10-12 stayed 
3 to nest - rest scattered to adjoining uplands. : s 

22 hens in 1 group (Teb.) sole oor Be 
: Haymaking began July 10 with many hens still on nest. Hens seldom 
4 return to eggs if disturbed more than once, 

a Babbits. Low at present. — 4 

ot 

. a 
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a 5. Game Research and Education. 

2 Summary of Conclusions 

2 The Conservation Department is far above average in 

: its capacity to use research as a guide to administration, 

and is itself ably conducting several fact-finding surveys 

u which lie on the borderline between ee ee 

: fhe University (meaning the Biological Departments 

: and the State Museum) is scientifically strong but has not 

a grasped the basic idea of game management. Except as to a 

few individuals, the Conservation Department regards the 

: University as too academic to be of much present help in 

: game administration, and conversely the University does not 

: regard the work of the Department as a present opportunity 

i to apply the results of scientific research, 

; The School of Forestry and Conservation is new and 

i at least with respect to game, has not yet acquired a per- 

; Sonnel capable of throwing the University and the Department 

i "into gear" with each other or with itself, although this 

| mst be one of its ultimate functions. 

The State Agricultural College (including the Exten- 

i Sion Service and Forestry School) is not yet "in gear" with 

: either the Department or the University, although there are 

i no apparent obstacles to the former being accomplished. This 

: may be in part ascribed to personnel overturns. 

a 

: | 
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; fhe Biology Department of the Northern State Teachers 

College is active in game management research, This work has 

been financed by <a een 

At least two attempts have been made to coordinate 

the work of the foregoing state agencies with each other and 

with federal agencies and the public conservation movement. 

The "Conservation Council" succumbed to political intrusions. 

The more recent "State Academy of Scienee"” is decidedly 

hopeful. 
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The situation with respect to game research and ed- 

ucation is so involved that no attempt will be made to cover 

more than a few important items bearing upon the salient points 

of the forgoing summary, 

Research Agencies 

The following are or soon will be engaged on Michigan 

game research or problems bordering on it: 

(1) School of Forestry and Conservation (Ann Arbor) 

(2) State Museum 

(3) University Biological Departments 

(4) State Conservation Department 

(5) Agricultural College (Lansing) 

(6) Forest School (Lansing) (?) 

(7) Northern State Teachers College (Marquette) 

(8) Lake States Forest Experiment Station (St.Paul) 

through McSweeney Bill cooperation with Bio- 

logical Survey. 

(9) National Ruffed Grouse Investigation. 

. Mm addition Minnesota snd Wisconsin have agencies 

which are or will be working on problems common to all three 

states. 

Joint Research Program 

This diversity of agencies is an element of strength 

to the extent that relations are harmonious and work is co- — 

ordinated. It is reasonable for the public to expect more 

of both than now prevails. I doubt if there are meny states
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with like actual and potential resources in men end money, 

although the publie is still unconscious of that fact. 

Intre-Steteeoordination shoult pyro pably-preeste inter—— 

atebe, All of these facts point toward the strategic in- 

portance of a joint meeting ground and a joint program which 

Would give each institution and each individual a specific 

present job and a chance to periodically give and receive 

progress reports. 

Theory always outruns actuslity in the coordination 

of scientifie and technical work, but the present actuality 

is not good enough. It presenta a challenge to somebody. 

It is for Michigan to determine to whom. 

Sample Research Projects (not including going work) 

(A) Already suggested in this report: 

1. Life history of the pheasant; relations to agri- 

i culture and native game; management methods. 

2. Demonstration to prove that management plus 

shooting is a better way to — quail - QL 

than the present closed season. fosts, and . 

methods of extending cover and operating 

feeding stations. 

3. Food habits of deer and relation to forestry. 

(McSweeney Bill project) 

4. Life history of prairie chicken and sharptail 

grouse; cause of non-productivity. 

5. The relation of snowshoe rabbits to forestry and 

game management (McSweeney Bill project).
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(B) Other projects: 

; 6, The soil requirements and value of various crops 

for food patches iin ee WaRS 74 

7. The soil requirements, value i end, propagat D0, oh 

wild food plants in the forest belt (McSweeney 

Bill project). 

Education 

I met several promising graduate students working 

for the summer. under Dr. Gross to get their degrees, These . 

men were dropping out of game work because they saw no 

present chance to me | x ye at it. On the other hand 

agencies No. 1 and 4 have on at least five young men 

during the past year. It seems possible that the existence 

of properly administered game research fellowships would 

d have a séhective and stimulating effect and help connect 

the right man with the right job. Dr. Gross assures me 

that the existing endowments do not offer fellowships ob- 

tainable for this purpose. Possibly they could be persuad- 

ed to amend their stipulations. 

The Land and Economic Survey and related projects 

have served as a field school to produce a small humber of 

game men of the administrative type. There is possibly a 

greater potential shortage of administrative than seienti- — 

fic man-power in the game field.
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(CJ RECOMMENDATIONS. 

These will be appended after the completion of the 

Game Survey in Minnesota, It seems desirable to appraise 

the Lake States game situation as a whole before arriving 

at recommendations either as to the most important things 

to be done, or the best qualified agencies to do them. 

? tf
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i | 

‘ Consultations 
. 

e] (4) Institutions 

a State Conservation Department - Lansing 

4 3 
a Lovejoy, P. S. Chief of Game Division 
HF Hogarth, Geo. Rs Director of Conservation 

Andrews, H. de Chief Fire Warden 
i Bartlett, I. H. Deeryard Survey, Game Division 

| Pirmie, Miles D. Ornithologist, Game Division 
: Stevenson Inspector, Game Division 
f Schaaf, Marcus State Forester 

j 

q i 

s State University - Ann Arbor 

Dana, Ss. 7. Dean,School of Forestry & Conservation 
Whitney, Alvin,(. a” Woe e - - 

i MeMurry,G. Ke Dept. of Geography : 
: Allen, Shirley Extension Forester, School of Forestry — 
¥ & Cons. 

i Woods, Norman A. ’ Curator of Birds, University Museum 
: White School of Porestry & Conservation 

; State Game Farm - Mason 

‘| ‘Lamont, Donala Head Game Keeper 
3 
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: GAME SURVEY - MICHIGAN i 

Consultations 

(B) General List 

Mershon, Wm. B. Second Nat'l Saginaw Amer, G.P.A, 
Bank es 

Mershon, Wm.B.Jr.Second Nat'l Saginaw ; 
Bank Bldg. 7 

Gillespie, R. J. 901 Smith Bldg. Flint Secty, Mich, 
I.W.L. A, i 

Cowles, C. Le Chase Bldg. ‘Saginaw Treas, Mich,I.W.LeA, 
Hunsaker, W. Je Second Nat'l 

Bank Bldg, Saginaw Ex-Fish Commissioner : 
Beamish, Russell Midlands Refuge Sanford Keeper in charge ‘ 
Black, Harry B. Genessee Bank Flint Ch,Kiwanis Forestry 

Bldg. Committee 
Mitchell, 0. 4, c/o Buick Co, Flint Pres. Genessee Co. C 

servation Wardens Clu 
Sullivan, D. A, Chase Bldg, Saginaw Organizer for I.W.L.4. 
Savage, H. A 200 N. Hamilton Saginaw Pres. Mich. I.W.L.A, | 
Failing Grayling Refuge Grayling Keeper in charge { 
zZettler Higgins Lake Roscommon Supt. ; 

Nursery ; 
Aubrey, Wm. Higgins Lake Roscommon Superintendent 

Porest 
Peterson, Peter Sharon Special Game Warden 
Burley, Geo. Montmorency Re- Lewiston Keeper in charge ; 

fuge 7 

Morey, C. F. Alpena State For- Alpena Supt. i 
est ; 

Snow, W. — of Conserva-Lansing ‘State Land Office i 
ion j 

Ellsworth, R. E. Alpena In ch.Silver Cr. : 
Rearing Pond i 

Tuttle, John Iosco Refuge Keeper: in charge : 
Schreck, R.E. Michigan N.F. East Tawas Supervisor 
Kirk, B. de (Farmer) Pairgrove Mich. Secty. I.W.L.A. ~ 

é Titus, Harold (Author) Traverse City Cons. Commissioner 
. (in charge forests & 

Brsnaurade, fire) ? 
Gross,Dr.Alfred E. Bowdoin Col- Sewdottr,Me. In charge New England | 

lege Grouse Investigation 
LaRue,Dr.Geo.R. Zoology Dept. Ann Arbor Parasitologist : 
Cosgrove, D.d. St.Ignace County Conservation : 

Officer { 
Doepp, Marquette County Conservation ; 

Officer ; 
Bishop, G.E. Upper Peninsula 

Development Bureau Marquette Secty-Manager } 
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Spear, Frank B. Marquette Pres.Marquette Rod & 
Gun Club | 

Lowe, Dr. John Northern State Marquette Prof. of Biology % 
Teachers College 

Trudell,Peter,Jzr. Post Office Neguanee Pres,Northern Mich. 
Sportsmen's Assn. 
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Digest of "Recollections of My Fifty Years Hunting and Fish- 
ing." Wm. B. Mershon, Stratford, Boston, 1923, 

Page : 

B Woodcock October shooting aroumd Saginaw fairly good 
in recent years. Implies increase. 

7 quail Father killed 100 in 2-3 days near Flint 60 years 
ago. Then hardly heard of for 10-15 years, but came 
pack with increased clearings. Would be plenty for 
2-3 ees and — coereers Now, 1923, - "ex- 
ceedingly plentiful" but closed, Case of hard win- 
ters, Formerly confined to fields and would seatter 
to feneerows. Now make for the densest woods and 
Swamps on first flush, Sometimes killed 30 per day 
plus a few grouse, 

17 Deer Im sbout 1878, railroad records showed 70,000 deer 
“Killed in Lower Peninsula alone, 

23 aed This northern Michigan quail 30 per cent heavier 
an Thomasville, Ga., quail. 

wild Turkey 
19 Wes Mounted bird, killed 1896,weight 233/. Ome killed 
“by & Mr. Perry near Flint 30 or 32/. 

26 Snow hunting. Didn't use dogs. Took trail noisily : 
and stayed close. — singles would drop out 
which could then be da down and flushed close. 

28 We Young one weigh#a@ 10-11 lbs. in snow. Gobbler on 
“ seales 20#, This was "big". 

33 frees Michigen turkeys rarely went into trees. 

33 Foods Fevorite foods, buckwheat, beechnuts, acorns. 

34 Distribution Probably never north of Kawkawlin River, 
~~ Bay County. 

Ruffed Grouse 

40 Best shooting along edges of thickets, especially where 
there was clover, and after 3 p.m. 

41 Bag 10-11 birds usual. Bag from 9 a.m.-4 p.m., plus 
often a few quail. 
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44 Market pert ing by C. EB. Pettit. Two hunters saw up to 
; Seat nite: Gea ae If less then se ov 

killed, Would sneak them into the store to avoid be- 
ing joked. Killed up to 40 = a day per man. This 
wes near Hemlock, 1891. 1894 lest year of legal mar- 
ket shooting. 

52 Emerson ony had big grouse and quail shooting in 1897 
z District near — Average 15 birds 

per day (quail and grouse) for 4 days, 

Ducks 

64 Black Ducks were a rarity near Saginaw in early days. 
er eased. Old ratio 1:1000. Wow 3:1. 

100 Deer 4H. B. Roney, compiling railroad statistics, es- 
Gimates 70,000 deer killed in Michigan in 1880. In 
1878, 21,000 killed. (These figures don't jibe with 
Mershon P?.17). 

Brout 

143 Brook Trout mot hative to Lower Peninsula except extreme 
upper part. Fo the streams that now have trout, or 
nearly all, were geazieee streams. First trout plant- 
ed 1870 by A. H. hon in Tobacco River. 

Grayling 
171 Mershon says inereased in Au Sable after logging was over. 

Went down as the trout came up. Last grayling were 
mature fish - no small ones. 
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ORGANIZATION OF CONSERVATION IN MICHIGAN 

oT 

7 Conservation Coumissioners (Chairman by Gov.) 
Wekade tion. Bis } 

i 
= Ri gee, AER SE OPO OEE 

; Chiet  iahds © Chief Forester Geologist Supt. Gane Supt. land 
> Deputy Fire State Refuges Fish § Economic 

r | 58) es " eheomend 
7 (Andrews) : ¢ (1 inspector) 

gt OS> 
Forest eR. Le Game 7 Refuges 300 

| a) wets Farm 250 Aux. Fur & Game 
- Refuges Farns 

- pbquisttion <=" Investigations 
of lands {ornitnsiogtst) 

’ (Deoe=Fards } 
| 20 Dist. Wardens {an 

(2-6 ‘one each) e 

. " Trappers j 
Tone v0 says Wardens 

60 County Wardens
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Digest of Biennial Report - Michigan - 1925-6, \ 
: \ 

Page 

32 Deer Inquiry cards to license holders "indicates about 
18,000 deer were dressed." This was a poor season 
due to no snow, 

32 Ruffed Grouse Arnold Boutell, President, Saginaw Field 
and Stream Club, says on north braneh of Au Sable: 

1910 ~ plentiful 
1915 - decrease evident 
1917 - scaree 

zi 1918 ~ closed 
5 1919 ~ took 50 birds 
2 1920 ~ took 50 birds 
= 1921 - more posite than ever before seen 
” in that locality. Took over 50. 
3 1922 ~ took over 50 i 
3 1923 - marked decrease, Much fox sign 
= 1924 ~ very Searce. Mauch fox sign 
: 1925 - took less than dozen. Sick birds seen. 
< Few fox. 

: 185 Refuge system started 1916. 

3 187 Clubs limited to 15,000 acres in one tract by Act. No. 
. “207, 1923. - 
3 189 Refuges are taxed under a 1925 law. State Tax Commis- 

pS Sion assesses them. 

: 189 Elk established on Otsego Refuge. 

195 Deer Hheis Refuge keepers asked to wateh for varieties 
= m apples whieh do not drop fruit after heavy 

'OS%. 

197 Regulation of Clubs Specific statute asked for defin- 
ons. 

199 Deer Cover (Lowe) Deer spread into jack pine and sweet 
Yern plains late in summer after faws able to travel 
but return in fall to better protection. 

200 Moose Estimate 500-800 on Isle Royal. No shortage of 4 
browse. Says moose eat balsam but have not been doing 
80 on Isle ~ therefore plenty room in view of heavy . 
baisem thickets (?). 
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Page 

200 Grouse Disease 172 specimens sent Cormell 1925. 64 
normal, 74 with gizzard worm, 57 intestinal worms, 
© stomach worms, destructive in New England. Many 
had intestinal worms, none cecal worms. In 1926 
food examination to be made of specimens, 

216- 
248 Violations Tabulated but not summarized. 

345 Finence Receipts for 1925 1926 

Deer licenses $93,844 $111,832 
Gun<Licenses 285,445 347,484 : 
Anglers licenses 188,915 188,565 
Commercial fishing 18,627 18,071 
Miscellaneous revenue 28,283 es 

Disbursements 

Administration and 
operation $297,071 $323,352 

Fire protection 10,123 99,450 
Pish’ setivities 109,378 27,635 
Patrol boats 520,836 19,870 
Predatory snimals 48,280 43,361 
Fairs ond exhibits 932 388 
roe end refuges a 7 

; . yore ots wee 

351 Predator control financed by taking $15 out of each non- Z 
Tesident and $1.00 out of each resident deer license. 
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: These instructions and. remarks have been compiled from 
various federal, state and private publications, and have been 
carefully checked, but errors have probably been included 
and parts of the instructions may be found inadequate or 
confusing. 

Suggestions for correcting or for bettering the instructions 
will be appreciated. Address Game Division, Department of 
Conservation, Lansing, Michigan. 
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Instructions for Hatching and Rearing Ring- c 
Neck Pheasants in Michigan 4 

ices i 3 

DIFFICULTIES INVOLVED : 

Pheasants are more difficult to rear than are domestic chickens. The : 
trouble, as a rule, is not in getting the eggs to hatch. The worst losses 
come during the first two weeks after hatching, and are usually due to 
disease or exposure. With proper equipment and method, however, it 
is not hard to save a large percentage of the birds. 

EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES NEEDED = 

1—For each hen to be set, a suitable coop and runway. 2—A good 
setting hen for each 15 or 18 pheasant eggs, with a ‘‘spare’’ hen or two "i 
in case anything goes wrong with those first set. 3—Pyrethrum powder 2 
to’ control lice on the hen and chicks. 4—Clean ground not recently 
used by chickens, and with plenty of grass, weeds and clover nearby. : 
5—AIl reasonable security against rats, cats, minks, chipmunks, crows, : 
ete. 6—Feed and water as described. 7—Time and inclination to tend - 
the hen and chicks as described. 

Coop. Should be about 4 x 3 feet square and should have a rainproof 2 
top and slat front. The hen coops commonly used by farmers are fairly , 

satisfactory but a special pheasant coop is reeommended—(See attached ‘ 

illustrations). If not new, the coop should be well sprayed with dis- 4 

infectant before being used. es 
i Runway. About 3 x 21% feet and 2 feet high. Wooden frame, covered 

4 sides and top with 34 inch wire netting. * 

Both coop and runway must be portable so that they can be moved a 

easily from place and place. 3 

j Nest. A piece of tough sod, 18 x 18 inches, and cut about 3 inches A 

deep, is best. Turn sod upside down and hollow out an oval about an ; 

inch deep. If sod is not available, use a wooden frame about 3 inches is 

deep and 17” x 17”. Fill frame with clean earth and pack it down 2 

firmly ; then hollow out an oval depression as before. 

Unless the nest is made of earth the pheasant eggs are apt to become 2g 

too dry. The setting frame, or sod, also keeps the nest above the level = 

of the ground so that the eggs will not be soaked and chilled by heavy 3 

rainfalls which may flood the coop. = 

A day or two before the hen is to be started, put nest in the coop and = 

moisten the earth, if dry. Just before the hen is set, line nest with fine 

straw or dried grass. When this lining is well settled it should leave = 

the eggs very close to but not actually touching the earth of the nest. ; 

4 Hen. Select a broody, gentle and healthy hen of medium size and 

weight. Almost any barnyard variety is satisfactory but clean, rather . 

than feathered legs, are to be preferred. White leghorns are often 4 

undependable and should therefore be avoided. It is very important that 

the hen shall be really broody and ready to sit, and that she be used. 7 

to the coop and nest before she is given the pheasant eggs. 
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DESCRIPTION OF HATCHING COOP 

The hatching coop and runway although built separately must be so 
constructed as to fit close together (Fig. 1). This coop is 37 inches long, 

; 30 inches wide, 28 inches high in front and 18 inches high in back (out- 
side dimensions) and is made of 1% inch dressed lumber. Uprights at 
each corner are 2” x 2”. 

The roof is 40 inches long and 32 inches wide which provides for about 
two inches of overlap on the ends and sides. The roof cracks are covered 
with 1” x 3” strips (Fig. 2). The door in the roof is 10 inches wide (width 
of one board), 24 inches long and braced underneath to prevent warping 
(Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 3 shows the slat construction of the front of the coop. These 

slats are made of 1” x 2” lumber spaced 3 inches apart. The center slat 

can be raised as shown to enable the hen to get out and when lowered 

the bottom end fits into a slot which holds it firmly in place. 

The runway is 36 inches long, 30 inches wide, 25 inches high (outside 

dimensions) and of 2” x 2” lumber covered with 34 inch mesh chicken 

wire firmly fastened with staples. The bottom and the end facing the 

coop are left open. 

The door in the top of the runway is 16” x 26” (outside dimensions) 

. and is also 2” x 2” material jointed on the corners (Fig. 3). Both the 

door and door frame are faced with 1” x 2” strips. These strips hold 

the wire in place and provide a fastening surface for the hinges and but- 

ton. Three-inch strap hinges are used on the doors of both the runway 

and the coop. 
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CARE OF PHEASANT EGGS 

As soon as practicable after their applications for eggs have been \ 
received, applicants will be notified as to the eggs allotted to them, and j 
the necessary arrangements can then be made for coops, runways, hens, } 
ete. Notice of the date on which shipment of the eggs will probably be 
made will be mailed several days in advance of shipment so that the 
eggs may receive prompt and proper handling. 

As soon as received, the eggs should be put in a cool, moist place, such 
as a cellar or milk-room, and should be spread out, in an orderly way, 
one layer deep, on a bed of oats or dry sand or sawdust. It is better not 
to set the eggs immediately. Let them rest for 24 hours or so. During 
this period turn the eggs entirely over (‘‘upside down’’) each day while 
they are resting. Fertile eggs are said to lose their ‘‘strength’’ if allowed 
to remain too long in one position. 

SETTING THE HEN ; 

The nest, coop and runway having been made ready, should be in 
place before the eggs are received. They should be on clean ground not 
recently used by chickens, the door of the coop should face the south, 
and it is important that the coop shall have some shade during the heat 
of the day. 

A day or two before the pheasant eggs are expected, or on the evening ; 
of the day on which they arrive, put a few common hen’s eggs (or dummy 
eggs) in the nest, and set the hen. This is best done at night. 

Before putting the hen on the nest, ruffle up her feathers so as to 
expose the skin, and especially in the vicinity of the vent, dust the hen 
thoroughly with pyrethrum powder, to kill any lice which may be pres- 
ent. Dust the nest also. Do a good job of it. A lousy hen will raise few 
pheasants, if any. : 

Some commercial chicken-louse powders contain ingredients very in- 
jurious to young pheasants. Pure pyrethrum powder is harmless to | 
pheasants, but effective. ' 

After putting the hen on her nest, with the dummy or trial eggs, close J 
the door of the coop and leave the hen alone until late the next after- 

noon. Then put the her out in the runway for feed and water. If she i 

does not soon return to the nest, or otherwise indicates that she is not 
broody and ready to sit, it may be necessary to try another hen. The 
pheasant eggs should not be put into the nest until the hen seems well 
settled down to her job. 
When the pheasant eggs have been received, and have rested for a day 

or two, and when the hen is well settled, the dummy eggs should be 
removed and the hen should be given the pheasant eggs. This is best 

done at night, so that the hen may be disturbed as little as possible. 

Tf the nest has been soiled, as by the breaking of an egg, clean it up 

carefully, put in fresh lining, and if there is any evidence that lice are 

still present, dust the hen and nest again. Then put in the pheasant eggs, 
in a single layer and so arranged that the hen can cover them easily. 

An average hen can handle 15 eggs; a large hen 18. 
Tf the hen does not prove to be a good sitter, she should be replaced 

with another and more faithful hen. 
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If, for any reason, the hen leaves, or must be removed from the nest 
: for quite a time, and after incubation has started, the warm eggs should 
\ be wrapped up in flannel or like material, and should be taken into the 
7 house where they can be kept warm until another nest or hen can be 

J made ready. If the incubating eggs are allowed to chill they will prob- 
ably be ruined. 

CARE OF HEN AND EGGS DURING INCUBATION PERIOD 

From 21 and 24 days will be needed to hatch the eggs. During this 
period, at a regular time each day, the hen should be removed from the 
nest and put into the runway for feed, water and a little exercise. Feed 
the hen as much shelled corn as she will take. Make sure that she has 
plenty of grit and plenty of fresh, clean water. The hen should seldom 
be off the nest for over half an hour and 15 minutes may be all that is 
safe in chilly weather. 

Inspect the nest and eggs every day. If there are any broken eggs, 
renovate the nest and wipe off soiled eggs with clean warm water and 
a cloth. If there are any signs of lice, dust hen and nest again. 

Make sure that eggs are turned over every day. Most hens will 
turn their own eggs but some cannot be depended upon to do this well. 
The hatch will not be successful unless the eggs are turned. 

During spells of very dry weather, or whenever the earth under the 
eggs begins to be distinctly caked or dusty, sprinkle the nest and bottom 
of the coop with clean warm water, so as to leave the nest slightly 
moist but never wet. Such moistening is very important if the weather 
is very dry during the days just before the hatch is due. In ordinary 
weather, however, little or no moistening will be needed. 

Even though the first dusting seems to have gotten rid of the lice, 
dust the hen and nest thoroughly at weekly intervals, and more often if 
needed. The last dusting should come just before the eggs are due to 
hatch and should be especially thorough. 

‘| HATCHING 

From the time the first eggs begin to pip, and until an hour or so 

: after the hatch has been completed, and the chicks are dry, leave the 
hen strictly alone. Do not even remove the broken shells. 

HANDLING OF HEN AND YOUNG CHICKS 

Newly hatched pheasants are very delicate and will soon die if even 
slightly chilled. Pheasant chicks tend to leave the hen and wander away 

from the nest. To prevent this, and the losses almost certain to follow, 

a box with the top and bottom knocked out, and with sides at least 6 

inches high, may be placed over the nest, so as to frame the nest closely 

and prevent the escape of the chicks. 
During the hatching period, the door of the coop should be kept 

closed and, especially if the nest has not been tightly framed in, the ‘ 

walls of the coop, next the ground, should be perfectly tight. The chicks 

can escape through a chink or hole big enough for a mouse. 
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After the first 24 hours in the tightly closed coop, if the weather is 
favorable, the door into the runway should be opened so as to let the 1 
chicks into the runway, but the hen should be kept in the coop. 3 

The hen should be watered and supplied with shelled corn. 

A very large proportion of the losses occur at about this time, and + 

most of them will be due to improper or careless feeding of the chicks. 

First Chick Feeding. Hard-boil two fresh hen’s eggs and mash with a 
fork, or run through a chopper with an equal amount of twice-baked 
bread or unsalted crackers, until crumbs and egg are well mixed to- 
gether. The crumbs and pieces of egg should be small and fine, but the 
crackers or bread should not be powdered. Moisten the mixture with a 
little scalded fresh milk or boiling water so as to make an easily crumbled 
mash. Never give young pheasants wet or sloppy feed. 

At this and all other times, scrupulous care must be taken to keep the 
food fresh and uncontaminated. Do not allow food to stand around or 
become stale or sour. Mix small batches of feed and keep unused portion 
in coolest place available. Scald utensils frequently. Slight careless- 
ness resulting in contaminations, may result in sudden and severe losses. 

Equal or even greater care must be taken with the drinking water. 
The water pan (so shallow that chicks cannot drown) should be scalded 
frequently, and fresh, clean water should be supplied several times a 
day. The drinking water should be shaded. 

Beginning about 24 hours after the hatch has been completed, give the 
chicks a little of the egg-and-crumb mash. The 2 eggs and equal amount 
of erumbs will make enough to give three meals to 15 or 20 chicks. 

First Week. The chicks should be fed regularly at three or four-hour 

intervals, beginning as early as praticable in the morning. Give them 

only what they will clean up promptly. It is better to leave them a little 
hungry than to overfeed them. Change water at least twice a day. 

If one whistles in a certain way whenever the chicks are to be fed, 

they soon learn the meaning of the whistle and, later on, are much easier ‘ 

to handle. 

After the fourth day of the first week, if the weather is favorable, the 

runway may be removed so as to let the chicks run at large, but the hen ¥ 

should still be kept in the coop. 

By now the chicks should have learned the hen’s calls and this is an 

important reason for keeping the hen and chicks enclosed during the 

first few days. 

The chicks will presently be foraging for themselves, hunting insects 

and ‘‘green stuff.’’ If clover and other tender leaves are not available 

in the immediate vicinity of the coop, lettuce leaves, clover, ete., should 

be put in or near the runway. 

About the fifth day begin mixing a little chick-grain, rolled oats, 

crushed oats, crushed wheat or commercial pheasant meal with the egg- 

and-crumb mash, but make all food changes very gradually. 

Second Week. The feedings may now be reduced to three a day, with 

breakfast of the mash recommended for the first week’s feedings ; dinner 

of dry chick-grain or pheasant meal; supper of the first-week mash to 

which has been added a little chick-grain, pheasant meal, rolled oats or 

crushed wheat. 
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H Third Week. Feedings may now be reduced to two a day, morning 
i and evening. Chick-grain, rolled oats or crushed wheat, or pheasant meal 

may be used. 

The birds are fond of clabber and curd or fresh cottage cheese but no 
} salt should be used in any of these. If these milk products are allowed 

to become contaminated they may cause heavy losses, but their use, to- 
gether with the first-week egg-and-crumb mash, is quite necessary during 
periods of rainy weather or if the young birds have been unable to get 
for themselves, enough insect food. 

Fourth Week and On. Almost any dry small grains such as oats, 
wheat, buckwheat, commercial scrateh-feed or cracked corn may be used, 
but the percentage of corn should be kept low. 

Moving Coop and Runway. This is very important. Young pheasants 
suffer from a variety of parasites and diseases which come from con- 
taminated ground, and they soon contaminate the ground which they are 
using. The only practicable way of preventing such contaminations and 
the losses which result, is to move the coop to fresh and clean ground 

and to do this frequently. 

Beginning with the fourth day after the hatch has been completed, 
(this is the day on which the runway is removed so as to let the chicks 
run at large) the coop should be moved. Five or ten feet will usually be 

; enough to provide new ground. Similar moves should afterward be 
made every day and for as long as the brood is using the coop. 

HANDLING OF HEN AND BROOD 

While the hatch is coming off, and for 24 hours afterward, hen and 
chicks are kept in the closed coop. For the next three days the chicks 
are allowed to go into the runway but the hen is kept in the coop. On 
about the fourth day the runway is removed, the chicks are allowed to 

‘ run at large but the hen is still kept in the coop. : 
During this period, if sudden rain storms come, care may be needed to 

see that the coop is not standing in water, and that all chicks have re- 
2 turned to the hen. Lost chicks may often be located by their ‘‘cheeping”’ 

eall. 
During this period, also, and while the hen is confined but the chicks 

are at large, it is often important to protect the chicks against cats, rats, 
crows, ete. 

About the end of the third week, the coop may be opened and there- 
after the hen is allowed to go afield with her brood. Toward evening 
the hen will usually bring her brood.back to the coop, but the hen may 
sometimes need help, especially if the weather is cool or wet. If the 
brood is some distance from the coop and has evidently settled down for 
the night (or during a storm) it may be desirable to carry the coop to 
the hen. 

As the chicks grow, and travel farther afield, they become subject to 
attack by hawks, crows, weasels, minks, skunks and similar ‘‘vermin”’, 
and special efforts to control such enemies may be in order. 

House cats which know better than to bother chicks while they are 
near the buildings, may change their manners and become vicious killers 
of young pheasants and other birds when in the fields. 
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LIBERATION OF BIRDS 

By the 6th week the young pheasants should be fairly well feathered 
: and will probably be getting rather ‘‘wild’’ and hard for the hen to 

control. 5 
If there is suitable pheasant cover in the vicinity, and if there is noth- 

ing to prevent the young birds from reaching this cover, they may be 
allowed to have their own way and, when they are about 8 weeks old 
they will probably leave the hen and ‘‘go wild’’. 

If there is no suitable pheasant cover in the near vicinity, and if the 
birds must be moved from the rearing ground to the places where they 
are to be released, it will be necessary to trap them. In Michigan, how- 
ever, it is not likely that anyone will care to rear pheasants which must 
be moved in this way unless commercial or large ‘‘club’’ operations 
are involved, and for such operations special fences, ete., are needed. 
Anyone interested in large-scale pheasant rearing should visit the State 
Game Farm, four miles east and south from Mason, Ingham county, 17 
miles southeast from Lansing. 

In Europe it is said to be a common practice to take the six-week-old 
chicks and the hen from the coop, crate them, and transport them from 

‘ the rearing yards to the coverts which are to be stocked. Here the crates 
are put down facing, and very close to, some dense brush, or brambles. 
so that when the crates are opened the birds will run out into'and hide 
in the brambles, instead of flying away and being scattered.. 

The hen is released at the same time, and presently gathers up her 
brood, staying outdoors with her half-grown chicks until they abandon 
her. Later on, the hen is supposed to make her way to’some nearby farm 
where she joins the other chickens. Since this method may involve the i 
loss of the hen, and since losses due to predatory birds and animals may 
be severe, and since the bulk of our pheasant country lies close about 
the farms where pheasants will be raised, this method is not likely to 

c become popular in Michigan. ‘ 

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS i 

These have been used, in some states, with considerable success, but 
the U. S. Biological Survey reports that the percentage of hatch and the 
percentage of birds reared with mechanical equipment, averages ma- 

: terially less than when the hen-and-coop method is used, and that there 
is also some question whether the brooder-raised birds have the same 
stamina and as good ability to ‘‘rustle’’ for themselves when released. 
For the present, therefore, this Department does not recommend the 
use of incubators and brooders, but it will be glad to correspond with 
anyone prepared to experiment with the mechanical method. 
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DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION April 1, 1928 

GAME DIVISION 

Application For And Agreement Concerning State Pheasant Eggs 

l = The Sindersigned. eee 

(Print Name) (Address) (County) 

hereby makes application to be allotted: #22 “20% oi {fom she PheasantiEges 

(Write in Number) 

2 - If express office is different from P. 0. address given above, give detailed 

shipping inétructfore’? =825+52 peak S27 ee See eee ee eee ee 

3 - Give detailed instructions for reaching place (where birds will be reared) by = 
automobile - direction and distance from nearest P. O., local name of farm, 

tenant@ natie to. ity OSes Fare opera bione BFS eee te Se ee ee ee 

vo eee cece eee Ca Oe EE EE EE EE EE SE SR ES SE SS SS IS 

4 - If allotted eggs, do you want them sent by express collect Yes or No 

5 — If notified that eggs are ready, will you call for them in person at State Game 

Farm 3 miles east and south of Mason, Ingham County?__..__ 

(Yes or No) 

6 — In order to increase the supply of wild pheasants in Michigan, if the State De— 

partment of Conservation will supply me with the eggs, and instructions for the 

_ hatching, rearing and release of the resulting birds. I agree to the following: 

7 — To prepare the necessary equipment and have it ready in advanee, and to attend, 

faithfully, to the handling of the eggs and birds as called for in the Instru- 

tions of the Department. 

8 - To release in suitable cover, all birds raised from State eggs. 

9 - To cooperate in full with the Department’s representatives who may call upon me 

to inspect and advise as to hatching and rearing operations, and as to the control 

of pheasant enemies. 

10 ~ To make prompt, full and accurate reports on the results of hatching, rearing an 

release operations, as may be requested by the Department. 

ll - Signed. sate 

i Ke eK RK KH HK HK OK 

Office record. Do not write in spaces below. 

Serial No... & Groups 2) Se Approved for______- ¢a8s) Wee 

me Shipped Catena et ee ee Delivered at Game Partice) ue ee 

Inspection reports dateai%cco ©. the Siate Ghica See, SF i eee ae 

Final report shows, Received_________eggs; hatched, reer. Co Peleeabed, —2 2 ee 

Remarke i  e 

a hee Oe



| Lansing, March 29, 1928 

Pheasant Egg Distribution 

for 1928 

During past years the pheasant eggs sent out from the State Game 

Farm have not resulted in a high percentage of birds reared and released. 

Failures have usually been due to inadequate instructions or to 

carelessness. 

It costs about 25 cents apiece to get and pack pheasant eggs for 

shipment or delivery. Game Farm operations are paid for out of hunter’s 

gun-license money. 

In order to insure more satisfactory returns, the Conservation 

Commission has authorized a new method of egg distribution, as follows: 

1 - All applicants for free eggs will be expected to 

sign one of the new application forms, which are, 

in effect, contracts, 

} 2 - Preference in the allotment of eggs will be given to groups 

of signed-up individuals who live near each other. To the 

extent practicable, representatives of the Department will 
visit each such group several times during the season, to i 

inspect, advise and assist with hatching and rearing opera- 

tions and with the control of pheasant enemies. That is, 
the Department will attempt to “service" pheasant propoga- 

tion. With very few experienced men available for the pur- 

pose, it will be necessary this year to confine such service 

to well located groups of interested people, and preference 

must be given accordingly. 

3 - Preference in the allotment of eggs will also be given 
to groups and individuals located in districts containing a 
large acreage of high-quality pheasant cover. In general 

this will be country where previous pheasant-stocking oper- 

ations have been successful. Over ten years of pheasant 

planting has demonstrated that it is useless to expect that 

the pheasant will thrive except in certain combinations of 

cover and feed. To attempt to raise these birds where such 

combinations do not exist is not only useless but involves 

a great waste of game-fund money. 

If the new method of egg distribution does not prove successful and sat- 

isfactory, next year it may be necessary to reduce the breeding stock and the 

number of eggs produced at the State Game Farm, or to consider whether the 

eggs should not be sold at cost (as in the case of forest tree seedlings secur- 
ed by private planters from the State Forest Nursery.) 

Game Division 

Department of Conservation 

eee ene ee et ny ao ee ee Oe :



DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR STATE GAME PRESERVES 

fo be most effective and prompt in increasing the supply of game, 
the new state game preserves - 

1, Should be located in relatively large areas of wild land, hav- 
ing fair to good cover, so that the increase of geome may spread out from the 
preserves and occupy the surrounding territory without difficulty or inter- 
ference, 

2, Should be located on relatively fertile lands, carrying a 
variety of natural growth and capable of producing large quantities of wild- 
life food supplies, natural and introduced, 

3. Should be located so as to include a generous acreage of winter 
cover (usually cedar swamps) and, where practicable, they should have rough 
hardwood as well as pine lands adjoining and easy available, 

4, Should contain generous supplies of living water, which is 
easily available, 

5. Should be so located and leid out as to make fire and other 
protection easily practicable at low cost (as for fire line construction, 
patrol against trespass, etc.). 

6, Should have, at present, at least a fair stocking with wild-life 
especially partridge and deer, so that artificial stocking will not be neces- 
sary. 

7. A standard preserve should contain a centrally located, perma- 
nent refuge or sanctuary, with boundaries well posted, and further marked 
with a strand or wire, 

The refuge or sanctuary should contain four to ten sections 
(2,500 to 6,500 acres, more or less). 

Surrounding the refuge there should be a zone of state-owned 
land to be used as public hunting ground, and at least a mile in width, so 
as to make the total acreage of a standard state game preserve (refuge and 
hunting ground together) 10,000 to 18,000 acres, more or less, 

8 To the extent practicable, lands already owned by the state 
should be used in building up the preserves. 

; 9. The first locations of new game preserves can best be made in 
countlibe covered Wy the Land Economic Survey, the maps of which show the full 

detail of cover, improved lands, assessed values, State ownership, etc. 

2 ae



10, Other things being equal, new game preserves should be 
located - 

a. Where they will serve most promptly and effectively in 
maintaining and increasing wild-life supplies, 

b, Where locel cooperation, as from land owners, sportsmen 
associations, etc,, will secure satisfactory lands, at low cost or by 
donation, so as to involve e minimum of delay and expense in getting title 
to the land and in getting the new preserves under active administration, 

11, When fully developed, each standard game preserve should 
have a resident keeper, a system of permanent fire-breaks, ihtensive 
vermin control, and such clearing and planting as needed in order to insure 
adequate wild-life food and shelter during all seasons of the year. 

Approved 
: ; March 31, 1926



Gaseendin Bese 54 

(Classification of Refuges) 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

Lansing July 27, 1928 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, ‘ 
c/o Director, Lake States Forest Exp, Station, 
University Farm, St. Peul, Minnesota, 

Dear Leopold: 

The classification of official permanent State Game Refuges is not 
yet complete, We shall quite certainly have occasion to devise or recognize 
several other types, but at present the classification runs thus: (for deer- 
bear-partridge territory). . 

le . whe area is original dominantly 
eee dees 2 park or Hs tired fhe Refuge 

function in such cases may or may not be important, and we have 
all gradations, 

2.- pegs. approximating the official specifications (enclosed). 
10 sections inside refuge, more or less surrounded with state- 

owned public hunting grounds so located and blocked as to insure 
that private parties will be unable to acquire lands next or 

near the boundaries so as to exclude the public from free access 
to the first fruits of the refuge. 

In general these "standard" units should be located in districts 
Where there are really large areas of wild land so that there 
can and will be a ready and steady spread of game in all directions. 
Also an opposite concentration during the hunting season and, 
often, for wintering. (Such radial distribution and concentra- 
tion, of course, applies, with us, chiefly to deer and bear.) 

My present notion is that such "standard" units should be located 
within 20 miles of each other, or less, and in a geographic 
pattern which should be carefully worked out in accordance with 
the types and patterns of the cover types and "breaks" such as 
settlements, bare plains, large water bodies and the like, 

It will often be practicable and desirable to combine such units 
with State and National Forests, large State Park units, etc. 

ox 

Sh



3.~ Local. These should function in the same manner as the "standard" 
units but will, as a rule, be smaller, and will be fitted in to 
relatively small areas of wild land which tends to be over-hunted, 
It will be realized from the first that there can be no general 
or long-distance radial shifting of large game. 

4.~ Dodge-ins or Hide-outs. These will correspond to the safety-sones 
and islands put in for humans where street traffic is heavy and 
dangerous. 

Tt will be realized, in advance, that during the bulk of the year 
the wit cannot carry much wild life, It may have no wintering 
facilities whatever, During the summer season it may carry very 
few deer, But it will contain heavy cover of some sort, water, 
and some feed, In many cases such units will be located so as 
to utilize pine plantations 10-25 years old, 

Such units may well be a square mile or less in area and may well 
be spattered about between the "standard" units at intervals of 
a few miles, and the heavier the concentration of hunttrs, the 
more numerous the get-away places should be, Their function would 
be to insure deer with enough unhuntable and non-drivable territory 
to insure that in a given district the essential breeding stocks 
are not depleted below the safe or desired levels, 

® 

In general such “islands would hardly tempt private parties to 
acquire and post adjacent lands but where practicable the “islands” 
may best be located within large tracts of state-owned lands which 
are otherwise public hunting grounds. (Or in State or National 
Forests.) 

5e~ Sanctuaries. These will have little or no relation to geme and 
guns. ir function will be to provide typical areas of each 
important type of country or cover or habitat or of wild-life 

associations which may be kept "forever" in status naturae - plumb 
wild and uncontaminated to the extent this may prove practicable, 
Ripe timber might rot under its moss, and foxes might eat rabbits 
undisturbed, and arbutys might wither unpulled . . . Units of this 
type would be "refuges in a special sense but their prime function 
would be aesthetic and-scientific rather than in relation go game 
management, 

The above definitions are not in any sense official, or an expression 
by or from the Department. ‘They represent merely my own, personal and rather 
off-hand phrasing of the types or refuges which we have at present or intend to 
experiment with in deer country, Waterfowl and ground-bird refuges will no 

doubt have their own types in due season, and may or may not closely parallel 
those for the deer country,



4 Please do not give this letter or its definitions any considerable _ 
or formal publicity without giving me a chance to revise the copy. 

: Yours very truly, ’ 

P. 8. Lovejoy, 

Game Division



GAME SURVEY 

Report No.1 

Covering Preliminary Trip, June 4-5, 1928 

Aide Leopend 

Itinerary 

ate Elace Purpose 

June 5 Clinten,N.J. To see Game Farm 

* 6 New York Gome Committee of Institute 

"> Stemford, Conn. To see Dr. Hornadey 

"8 New York Institute 
® 9 13 Washington fo see Biological Survey and 

other game people 

a * Ww Wilmington, fo see Waller 
! Delaware 

se Chicago fo see I. ¥. L. A. 

Purpose ; 

The purpose of this trip was (1) to attend the Institute meeting 

and become acquainted with its personnel and activities; (2) to line up co- 

operation for the Game Survey which is to begin July 1. Sinee (1) is 

covered by the mimutes of the Institute, thie report will deal only with (2). 

- Cooperation for Survey 

Dr, 8. 7, Hornaday, Trustee P.W..P. Fund, is confined to his bed 

at his home in Stamford. I told him that I wanted him te know first hand 

i about my intended connection with the Game Survey. He was very sympathetic 

‘ -1-



| eine ee 

| with the whole project and gave me valuable advice and information. I told 

him I was not asking for his advance approval of the findings of the Survey; 

I was asking that in the event anything came up which met with his disapproval 

that he give me a chance te come and see him before making his disapproval 

public. 

I do not think the Survey, if rightly carried out, need have any 

concern about Dr. Hornaday. I think his organisation can later contribute 

Valuable help in getting the support and approval of the school of thought 

of which he is the leader. f 

Garlos Avery, Pres., American Geme Prot. Assoc., offered all the 

facilities of his organization. 

He outlined his plan for correspondence courses in geome management 

and we checked over the adequacy of the literature for carrying out such a 

project. He wants the Survey to take account of correspondence courses in 

whatever scheme of technical instruction is developed. I agree that it should. 

Avery will furnish me with a list of his contacts among state game 

officers with notes as to their individual specialities. 

He gave me a list of all research workers on grouse disease in five 

universities. 

Arthur Upson of the National lumber Manufacturer's Association will 

send me names of Lumbermen who could be interested in developing game on their 

holdings. 

Dr. B. W. Belson, former chief of the Biological Survey, gave me the 

benefit of 2 long discussion of productivity ratios and other standards of 

measurement for use by the Survey. He is very friendly toward the project end 

- urged me to consult with him all I wanted to. 

-2-



He gave me s resume’ of his investigations of the blue goose which 

: I ghell give Buckingham. 

Stanley P. Young, In Charge predator control, U.S.B.S. gave me a 

letter to his fieldmen including the privilege of reading their reports. 

Vernon Batley, Chief Field Naturalist, U.S.B.S., gave me biologicsl 

maps and a copy of his unpublished Pennsylvania Report. 

W. L. Mchtee discussed his European trip and the fallacy of assuming 

game to be everywhere abundant there. He also told me some details of the 

organization of the Quail Investigation, and when I could visit Stoddard to 

best advantage in the field. 

H, 2. Jackson ond Bragur Howell of the Society of Mammalogists, 

promised cooperation. They will run the Announcement of the Survey in their 

Journal. 

Barrington Moore, Editer of “Ecology" and member of the Coordinat- 

ing Committee between National Forests and Parks, gave me a valuable dis- 

cussion of general policy. He will run the Annotincement. 

A, C. Binglend, Executive Secretary of the President's Committee on 

Outdoor Recreation, gave me 2 valuable discussion of prospects for technical 

education in game. 

Evan Kelley end Clinton Smith of the Eastern National Forest Dis- 

trict gave me information on game lend rentals in Carolina and Georgia as an 

adjunct to forestry. ay oP Se about a plan he has in mind to 

develop a public schooting/Wichita Forest, Oklahoma, and another plan to 

install regulated kill on the Pisgah Forest, North Carolina. 

Eranklin Reed of the National Lumber Manufacturers Assoc. will send 

me names of lumbermen whd might be interested in developing game on their 

holdings.



Donald Bruce, Consulting Forester, gave me names of lumbermen to 

. leok up; also data on land rentals and possible yields. 

Ge B, Bachfora, Assistant Chief of Grazing, U.S.7.S., gave me a listl 

of areas with excess of impending excess game. 

2. 1. Stuart, Chief Forester, U.S.F.S., gave me a history of co- 

ordination of game and forestry in Pennsylvania; also a letter to forest 

officers asking their cooperation in the Survey. 

2. G Peters of the U.S.?.S., ami GB. Collingwood of the American 

Forestry Aesoc., gave me information on the organization of agricultural ex- 

tension work and the best men in the state universities to try to interest ; 

in gome as a by-product of farm lands. I have decided to work this up in a & 

few states first before broaching it to the head office in Washington. Have 

leerned that the Assistant Chief of the Extension Service is a keen sporteman 

who would be very receptive to a well thought-out conerete proposal. 

Earle H. Clapp, Chief of Research, U.S.7.5. discussed the best 

allocetion of McSweeney money to stimulate game research and avoid "collistons" 

between game and forestry, such as are now impending in Pennsylvania and the 

South. 

Seth Gordon of the i. ¥. i. A. will give me & special list of his 

strongest men. He gave me details on the Pennsylvania situation and of the 

proposed I.¥.L.4. Potindation. ; 

% Major L. . %. Weller, Jr., introduced me to the Du Pont organization 

and offered me library facilities which will be of great value. We also check- 

ed up on some matters concerning coordination of field work. He will see Mr. 

- Leffler of Pennsylvania in the near future, as requested by the game committee, 

and I will see Leffler in September. 

2 Ses



Sooverators Hot Seon 

I failed to see Nash Buckingham of the Wild Fowlers because he was 

in the South. This is the most important conference still pending and I will 

seize the next chance to get in touch with him. I had a letter from Dr. John 

CG. Phillips, now in Europe, expressing his good will and desire to cooperate. 

Miscellaneous 

4 large volume of directories, address lists, problem lists, ete., 

has been collected and orgsnized by states for use during the Survey. 

f A tentative field schedule for the next year has been submitted. 

{ A aysten of digests of technical papers has been started for field 

use. Carbons of these will be furnished the Chairman of the Committee as pre- 

pared from time to time. 

opie offer of quarters by the University of Wisconsin, and the in- 

vitation to give a series of lectures on game management, have both been 

aecepted. Quarters will be ready in August. 

Report Procedhre 

Seven copies of this and subsequent reports will be prepared and 

sent to Messrs. Olin, Dill, Babson, Waller, and Dodge, comprising the sub- 

committee on game. Zach report will be mumbered and punched for consecutive 

insertion in this binder. 

: -5=
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